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PREFACE.

An apology is due to readers of ray Treatise on the Differential

Calculus for the many years of delay between its publication

and that of the present companion volumes. This delay has

been due to several causes. In the first place it was due to the

very severe pressure of other duties. In the second place, when

several chapters of what now constitutes the first volume had

been written, changes occurred in the regulations for the Mathe-

matical Tripos and in the requirements of many of the class of

students I liave come into contact with, and I was not sure

that such requirements were not already amply provided for by

other existent text-books. I have been urged, however, by

many from time to time to continue the work I had begun years

ago, and to put upon record the experience I had gained in the

teaching of the large number of advanced students it has been

my lot to meet. And I must also confess that in acceding to

this expressed desire, I have turned to this work with a sense of

pleasure and of relief from the distracting circumstances of the

great war through which we have recently passed.

In the preparation of the book for the press, I have endeavoured

to collect together for the use of the reader all information

necessary to give him a good working knowledge of the subject,

both practically and theoretically, and to place before him this

information as clearly as possible, with abundance of illustrative

examples and instances of the application of the principles

explained. To do this as fully as I desired, it has unfortunately

been found necessary to enlarge the book beyond the ordinary

bounds of a text-book, and to divide it into two volumes.

Several of the matters treflted of in the Second Volume are the

subject of exhaustive treatises expressly devoted to the discussion
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of those particular branches. So that such chapters as are there

to be found treating of Conformal Representation, Contour

Integration, Elliptic Integrals, Mean Values and Chances,

Harmonic Analysis, etc., can only be regarded as an attempt

to put together in a convenient form for the reader the most

important theorems and processes used in dealing with the

earlier parts of these subjects, and merely as introductory and

in no way exhaustive. The mode and sequence of treatment is

the same as that I have adopted in my advanced classes of students

during the last five-and-thirty years.

Such a book is necessarily to a considerable extent a compila-

tion, and though some of the results and proofs are, so far as

I know, new, by far the greater part are to be found elsewhere. I

have endeavoured to assign to their proper authorship as many of

the results as powssihle, but it is very difficult to do this in many
cases with certainty. A teacher learns from his pupils and

from those he examines as well as from reading and research,

and one meets in this way with many proofs of the same theorem
;

it may be, in some cases, that they are due to the ingenuity of tlie

student, but in general it will be that such proofs, if not to be

found in existing text-books, are due to one or other of the

distinguished body of teachers engaged at the Universities oi

the Kingdom in t<?aching the subject. In such cases it is often

impossible, however much one may desire it, to assign the

authorship correctly.

A large number of works has been consulted, and I must

acknowledge a great indebtedness to many authors. In parti-

cular, I am indebted for much information to the admirable and

exhaustive works of Legendre, Laplace, Lacroix, Jacobi, Serret,

Bertrand, Todhimter, Williamson, Boole, Layley, Hobson, P'orsyth,

Greenhill, Airy, (ffiauvenet and others, Jis well as to articles by

Glaisher, Culverwell and many more in various mathematical

journals. I am also indebted to the mathematical editor of the

Edumtional Times for pe^rmission to make use of some of the

many very excellent examples on Chances and Mean Values,

etc., to be found in that collection.

The early articles of Volume 1. have been so written that a

student already equipped with a knowledge of Grapliical work

and Elementary Applfcations M the Summation- definition of
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Integration may begin at the second chapter at once, where the

definition used is that of the inverse of the operation of differentia-

tion, if he prefers to do so.

A considerable number of the examples are extracted from

University and College Examination Papers, and the source

of such examples is indicated when known. Many others are

new. These examination papers define better than anything

else the scope and extent of the knowledge expected of students

by the distinguished mathematicians engaged from time to time

in framing the regulations for such examinations and in con-

ducting them.

My very grateful thanks are also due to the publishers, Messrs.

Macmillan & Co., to whose encouragement the appearance of

fche book is in no small measure due. They are also due to the

printers, Messrs. Robert MacLehose & Co., and to their Staff

at the Glasgow University PreSvS, who have with constant courtesy

and unfailing care and j)atience carried through their part of a

piece of work which must at times have been far from easy.

JOSEPH EDWARDS.
Queen’s College, London,

March, 1921.
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CHAPTER I.

NATURE OF THE l^ROBLEM. PRELIMINARY
CONSIDERATIONS.

1. iNTEGKATlor^ is a reversal of the operation of DitTereii-

tiation, tlie finding of a function of x when tluj differential

coefficient is known, ddvus the differential coefficient of x^e^,

say, is We require a metlKKl of retracing our

stej>s, and havin;^ ^iven the ex[)ression (2x4-^“)^^, we aim at

the formulation of a method of arriving at the ori<^dnal function

ccV. Tiui result of integrating a function of x is called the

integral of the function.

2. In tlie language of the early writers on the subject, a

differential coefficient was called a “fluxion.” 'i'he original

expression regarded as derived from the differential coefficient

was called tlui “ fluent.”

Thus, in Kinetics, if s be the space described by a particle

moving with a uniform acceleration /in time t, and with initial

vehxdty n, s ~ ut \ ft‘^, and the velocity at any time is given

by r — n -f/L We obtain, by differentiating these expressions,

dv _r
dt

d^

dt
= u-f/L

So f is the differential coefRcient (or “ fluxion ”) of v with

regard to I*,

is the differential coefficient (or “fluxion”) of s

with regard to i.

Regarding n 4-ft and / iis the original quantities, their integrals

with r<‘gard to t {i.e. their “fluents”) are respectively

i.c. s, iind //-f u, i.e. v.
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3. It will be noted that, as a constant quantity has no
“ rate of variation,” all unattached constants, i.v,, constants

which do not multiply variables, as for instance u in the

formula v = u-}-ft, disappear on differentiation. We may
therefore expect constants to reappear upon integration.

Thus it appears that the differential coefficient with regard

to time (or “fluxion”) of a length, or distance, is a velocity or

rate of change of the hmgth. The integral with regard to time

(or “fluent”) of a velocity is a length. In other words, the

problem of the Differential Calculus is, given any cpiantity

which is changing its value continuously, to find the rate of

that change
;
whilst tlie

2
)roblem to be attacked in tlie Integral

Calculus is the converse, viz., given the rate of change, to find

wliat the nature of the varying quantity must be.

4. Tlie general character of integration is necessarily tentative.

Newton remarked in hia llethod of Fluxions^ “It may not be amiss to

take notice, that in the Science of Computation all the Operations are

of two kinds, eitlier Conqiositive or Resolutative. The Compositive or

Synthetic Operations proceed necessarily and directly, in computing

their several quaesita^ and not tentatively or by way of tryal. Such

are Addition, Multiplicat'<ni, Raising of Powers, and taking of Fluxions.

But the Resolutative or Analytical Operations, as Subtraction, Division,

Extraction of Roots, and finding of Fluents, are forced to proceed

indirectly and tentatively, by long deduction, to arrive at their several

quaesita
;
and siqipose or reijuire the contrary Synthetic Operations, to

prove and compare every step of the jirocess. The Compositive Opera-

tions, always when the data are finite and terminated, and often when

they are interininatc or infinite, will produce finite conclusions
;
wliereas,

very often in the ResoluUitive Operations, tlio’ the data are in finite

Terms, yet the quacslia cannot be obtain’d without an infinite Series

of Terms.”

5. We have illustrated the object of integration from the

fundamental equations of motion of a particle moving with

a constant acceleration and with a given initial velocity.

'Jliis is sufficient for the present. But it will he seen later

that the reversal of the operation of diffierentiation will also

enable us to calculate with precision the areas bounded by

curved lines, the lengths of such curved lines, the volumes

contained by curved surfaces, the areas of such surfaces and

many other quantities which it is necessary to find in both

Pure and Applied Mathematics.
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6. Before enibarking upon the general prohleiii of the

reversal of a diflereritial operation, it will ])e instructive to

the student to consider how such a reversal could be used

in such a problem as the discovery of the area of a space

bounded by curved lines.

The plan adopted for this purpose is to imagine the area

divided into a very large number of very small elements

according to some fixed principle of division. We have then

to devise some method of obtaining the limit of tlie sum of

all these elmnents when each is ultimately infinitesimally

small, and at the same time their nunilxir is indefinitely

increased. And when once sucli a metliod of summation is

discovered it will be found to be applicable also to many

other problems, such as those already mentioned of finding

the lengths of specified portions of curves, volumes bounded

by specific surfaces, the positions of centroids, etc.

7. In some ehmientary cases it will be found that the

requisite summation can be performed by ordinary algebraical

or trigonometrical means. But such processes will be

generally tedious and almost always inaderjuate to the treat-

ment of any but the simplest examples.

A fundamental theorem will, however, be established show-

ing how this summation depends upon the reversul of a

dijferentiation. We shall therefore, after a few illustrations,

confine our attention for several chapters mainly to tlie purely

analytical problem of reversing the fundamental operation

of the Differential Calculus, with the end explained in view.

And when the student is well equipped with this powerful

weapon we shall proceed to discuss more fully the uses to

which the process may be applied.

8. To avoid constant repetition, we may state that through-

out the book all coordinate axes will be supposed rectangular,

all angles will be supposed measured in circular measure, all

logarithms will be supposed Napierian except where otherwise

expressly stated, and for the present all variables will be

supposed real and all functions will be considered continuous

functions of a real variable.
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9. Newton’s Second Lemma.

In tlie First St‘cti()u of tlie Prlncvpia (L(‘irinia 11. ), Newton
enunciates anJ proves the following Theorem :

^

If in any figure Aah IcL hounded hy the Hfraight lines

Aa, AL arid the ctirve ahe ...IcL any ^luinhev if paralUio-

gvoms Ah, Be, Cd, etc., he inscri})ed upon equal bases AB, BC,

CJ), etc., and having sides Bh, Cc, Dd, etc., parallel to the side

Aa of the figure, and the parallelogranis a Phj), hQcq, clidr, etc.,

he completed ; then, if the hreadth of these parallelograms he

diminished and the numher increased indefinitely, the

ultimate ridios xrhich the inserihed figure APhQcRdB ...IcK,

the ciy'cum scribedfigure Aaphqcrd . .. ykzL and the euvvdinear

figure Aabcde ... kL have to one another are ratios if equality.

To prove this statement it may he o})served that tlie differ-

ence (^f the sums oi the inseri]>ed and circumserihtTl n*(‘tilineal

figures is tlie sum of the parallelograms Pp, Qq, llr, Kz
;
and

as th(i liases Ph, Qc, ... ,
K]j of these parallelograms ar(‘ all <‘(]iial

and their aggregate altitude is tlie sum of their individual-

altitudes, the sum of these parallelograms is ecpial to th(‘

parallelogram Ap. And in the limit, when the bases AB
BC, ... ,

are diminished indefinitely, the area of this parallelo-

gram wdiich has a finite altitude and iruhdinitely small breadth

becomes less than anything conceivable, howeviu* small.

Hence the inscribed and circumscribed figures, and therefore

also the curvilinear figure whose area is intermediate between
the areas of these figures, in the. limit })ecome ultimately equal

* See Frost’s NewloiCn l*rincii>ia, pages 17, IS.
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10. N(‘wlon devotes the next Lennna, (ITT.) to provin;^^ that

“the same ultimate ratios are also ratios of (Mjuality when
the breadths of the parallelograms, AB, BC, t7>, ... are unequal,

and are all diminished indefinitely.”

I'his is proved in like maimer, and may be established by
the student.

It follows that the limit of the sum of either the inscribed

parallelograms or of the parallelograms wliich make up the

circumscribed ligure ultimately coincides in area with that

of the curvilinear figui’e itself.

1 1. Analytical expression of the above result.

We shall now obtain an analytical expression for the sum of

such a system of inscribed ])arallelograms.

Sup{)os(‘ it be re(pili-ed t<> find the area of the portion of

space. bound(‘d by a givcm curve? AB, whose (/artesian E(|ua-

tion is 7 = 0 (.r), tin.' ordinal(‘s A and BM, and the axis of

j', the ax(‘s being rectangular, and all ordinates from A to /i

being finite, and for the purposes of this article', increasing or

decreasing fi'om A to B,

Kollowing the nudliod of Newton’s Second Lemma, let ]jM

b(‘ divided into u (‘(piaJ small parts QiQz, ••• »

of length It
;
and h't a and /> be the abscissae of A and B,

t.<\ OL — a, OM"}). Tluai U — a — nh.

Idle ordinates 7>A, (i\/V Qn-i^n-\^

points L, Q^, Q, M are ivspectively

0 (0.), ^/)(a-}-2/0, (/>(<'/ -f d/0, ••• , </)[(( A~(n — l)Ji},

C\)mplete the riTtangles AQ^, J\Q2 y •
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Now the sum of these n rectangles falls sliort of the area

sought by the sum of the n small ligures etc.

Let each of these be supposed to slide parallel to the a:-axis

into a corresponding position upon the longest strip, say

Their sum is then less than the area of this

strip, i.e. in the limit less than an infinitesimal of the first

order, for the breadth Q^-x M is h and is ultimately an in-

finitesimal of the first order, and the length MB is supposed

finite.

Hence the area required is the limit when li is zero (and

therefore n infinite) of the sum of the n infinitesimal terms

of tlie first order,

//0(a)-h ... -f /u/)[rr4- (u — 1 )/?].

This sum may be denoted by

a + rh — b-h b~h

a + rk — a a

where B or Z denotes the “sum ” between the limits indicated.

Regarding a-\-rli as a variable x, the infinitesimal increment

h may be written as Sx or dx. It is customary also upon

taking the limit to replace the symbol S by the more con-

venient sign j,
which is, as a matter of fact, merely only

another way of writing the same lett(*r, and the limit of the

above summation when It is diminished indefinitely is then

written p
<f>{x)d'x,
a

and read as “the integral of ^(x) with respect to x [or of

<p{x)dx] between the limits x~(i and x = b’'

:

or more shortly

“the integral of 0(x) from a to h”

h is called the “upper” or “superior” limit,

a is called the “ lower” or “ inferior” limit.

12. The sum of (a+ 1) terms of the same series, viz.,

(n) -1- If0 [d -f- Jt) -f- Juf} (rx 2/(!.) -f- . .

.

-b // -f ( //. - 1 )// ] -f h 4- h
),

differs from the above scries merely in tlu^ addition of the

term i.e. which being an infinitesimal of
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the first order vanisiies when tiie limit is taken. Hence the

limit of this series may also be written

(l>(x)dx.
J a

13. In the same way, if in fij;. 2
, Art. 11

,
LQ^, Q^Q^, ...

,

Q„_iM are not necessarily eciual, but are respectively h^, h^,

/13 , ... , //„, tJ^ ordinates at the several points L, Q^, Q^,

are respectively,

0((t), 0(a-fAj), + + •••
>

and tlie sum of the inscribed rectangles is

// ^</>(a) + 1 ) + 4*
-f /ig) -f . .

.

-f

and the sum of the residuary areas

etc., is less than the area of a rectangle whose breadth is the

greatest of the quantities h.^ ... h^, and whose lieiglit is

the greatest ordinate of the given curve
;
and as in the last

article, this sum therefore vanishes in the limit when /q, /q,

A
3 , ... are each made infinitesimally small, provided that the

curve has no infinite ordinate either at A
,
B or between A and B.

Hence the limit of

/q0(a) -f h^(ly{a 4- /q) 4“ 4- A
^ + /q) 4.

. .
.
4. - AJ,

is also the area of tlie portion LABM described in Art. 11 .

[See also Art. 1875, Vol. II.]

14. The quantities /q, /q, /q, ...A„ may clearly be either
independent, or e(jual, or connected by any ar])itrary law,

piovided only that tliey each and all become inhnitesimally
small in the limit when their number is increased indefinitely.

1 hese arbitrary intinitesimals will be chosen e(]ual to each
other in general, and the series to be summed will therefore
be that of Art. 11 .

15. We postpone till later in the chapter the explanation
of how this summation is connected with the reversal of a
differentiation, and illustrate what has been stated as to the
finding of areas by a few elementary cases in which the limit
of the summation may be found by elementary processes with-
out undue difficulty.
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16 . Illustrative Examples.

Ex. 1. To calculate / ec’'** that is to find the area of the space

boundeil by the .r-axis, the logarithmic curve — and two ordinates

x= a and x~h.

Here we have to evaluate

where b~a-^ 7ih.

^nmX _ I
This expression

= . 1 . 1], by Ih'ff. Cal. (Art. 21),

~ ^ *

.. the area sought is equal to the rectangle eontiiiiied by
|

(which is

of the dimension of a line) and tlie difference of the initial and final ordinates.

E.g. if now ^ =-=1 inch and «— 0, b ^ — 2,

the area in question- 2(e- 1 )
= 2 x 1 ‘71828... square inches

— 3‘43r).’')C. .. scjuare inclie.s,

i.e. a little less than square inches.

Ex. 2. Shew that in the last result, t.e. if >lj, d,, .hj, ••• he the

areas between

x~0 and jr — 1, t~ 1 and u'--2, j'- 2 and .r - 3, etc.,

then dj, dgj -'I31 ••• form u o.r. whose common jatio i.s c”*.

Ex. 3. Calculate the area bounded by tin; curve of sines y--C8in7Wj*,

Fig. 3.
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Here we are to evaluate csin mxdx^

m {a + h

nh —

I + - 1)-

tlj.'it is + + + "^(^^ + 2/0 ... to n terms]

where nh-b—a.
.mh^ . mh

2“/ T
This expression= Z^h-ocA -

= Z^fc=oc[^co8 m^a - -cosra |a+ (27? -
1)^U

—

cos ma — cos mh

mh
”2'

1

mfi m
^“2

Thus, if the limits are such as to take in one half wave length, ^.e. the

portion above the x axis from x- O to ?a.r= 7r, and if c=l inch, the area

s^>‘'J,dit is eosO -cos7r _2
111 m ’

or if, say, m the area is 20 square inches.

Kx. 4. Find the value of / dx
;
that is the area bounded by the

cubical parabola c“y=.r^, the x-axis and two ordinates .r-— a and x~h.
Here we have to evaluate

where nh~b-a.
C“ r:^0

Now "^[a^ + (a + /0^ + (<^ + 2/i)'*+ ... + (a + 7i -- l/i)^]

= [na^ + 3«M

+

and when ji becomes infinite this becomes

-“2-

+

- '<) + «(/> - <0H 1
(i-a)=>]

"4c2

4c^

™ - 4- b'^a + ba^+ a^)

’
I

‘

+ (a+ -2/,f

Ex. r,. Find

We have to evaluate

LU^ol< + • • + i]
•
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This is >Lt r
I 1

La(« + /)) (a + /i)(a + 2/i)^

1

‘/.(A + Al.

i.e. > Lt\
LVa a+hj \a+A a+‘ihl

+ ... + (J--sIt)].

t.e. >Lt[4__L^
h-\rk)

and < Lt r
1 1 1

\_{a-h)a a(a-\-fi)^ ^ {b-

i.e. < Lt\[(«brl)+C! '»+/,)
+ ••

i.e. <Ja('j
\a — li h)^

and when ^A diminishes wittiout limit, each of these ex{)ressions becomes

^ — ^
Thus the value is entrapped between two ultimately ecpial

expressions, and j* dx" ” ~ ^

•

Ex. 6. Integration of X“, from the definition, between limits <i and b

(m ^ - 1).

Here we liave to consider

4" + 'ihy^ 4" ••• 4" 'h ~ l'^'* j”*J)

where ——~h and n is indefinitely lar^^e, w4-l not beinj^ zero.

In the Differential Calculm for Beginners {Ari. 1.3) it is proved without

the aid of tlie Binomial Theorem [wl>it‘h was pnr)»osely avoided, as it was

then proposed later to apply Taylor’s Theorem to the exjiansion of (.r-f //)”]

that
..ni-f 1 1

Ltt^\ - ^ -y- -- m 4- 1

.

Writins:

we have

2= 14-
,

y

= m4-l,

r I-tf^ ,-Q ' .— = -h 1

.

%
In this result put ?/ successively a, a4-/i, a-f2/#, ...

,
a4-(>« - 1 )/i, and we get

{a+ h)*'

ha'^

rT"*+i («4-2/i)^+* -(a4 /0'"'^^

— JAh^Q — - =...
hyt 4~ A}

j (a 4-?//0"*'^‘ - (a -f ?i ~ 1— lAh 0
, ,

h{a-\-n- lA)”*
w 4-

1

,
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or, adding numerators for a new numerator and denominators for a new

denominator,

JA
/<[a”‘4-(rt + /0”‘+ («+ 2/^)”‘+ ... + (a+ 7i’- U)"*]

m+ 1
’

r x'^dx^-

i.e. ia=o h [a” + (a + /O"+ (a + a/t)"+ ... +(a+n - 1A)"] =

i.e. in accordance with the notation of Art. 11,

_ ^m+l

?n+ 1

The letters a and h may represent any finite quantities whatever,

provided x'”^ does not become oo between x~a and x^h.

When a is Liken exceedingly small and ultimately zero it is necessary

in the proof to suppose h an infinitesimal of lugher order, for it has been

assumed that in the limit
^

is zero for all the values given to ?/.

When 6=^1 an<l « — 0, the theorem ultimately becomes

r I
x'^dx—- - i^ (9n 4- 1) be positive,

jo 7?? 4-

1

or -- 00 if (7?i 4* 1) be negative.

This result may be written also

r(5-YV (?)"+ (-)"+ ... 4- (- -- yi -
,

or 00
7iL\n/ \)i / \7i/ \ 71 J J m-\-

I

according as 7;^ 4-1 is positive or negative.

or, which is the same thing,

r‘4-2»”4-3”*4-... + 7r

differs from the former by ^ i.e. by 0 in the limit, and is therefore also

,
or 00

,
according as ?«4- 1 is jiositive or negative.

The case when 7 /14- 1-0 needs special consideration. It is at once

derivable from the result

/
x”^dr-^

771 -f 1

as a limiting fori

r* I

dimj-l-Ol .r dX—JAni-\\—{7~
7714- 1

^Lt --
771 4-1 777 4- 1

= log h ~ log a
( Diff. Cal. Art. 21)
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Kxami’lks.

1. Fiinl the values of / atui / ainl interprt't the results

^UH)inetricall\ .

2. Find the area of the portion of the parabola a’" — cut off by the

latus rectum.

3. Prove by summation that

(a) j" sinh.r^/a:--cosh ^>~cosh a
;

(P)
I

=2(\/h-\/a);

1

(y) I
cos ?7LV r/.r — (sin mb — sin 7na).

4. Ill a ri^ht circular cone of hei^^ht h and semivertical angh‘ a, the

axis is divided into a lar^e number, of ef[ual portions, and planes are

drawn throu^di the points of division perpendicular to tiie axis, the

cone being tiiiis divided into a large number of circular laininai*. If .r be

the distance from the vertex of any of these laminae, show that to the

first order of small quantities its volume may be wi ilten

tan'^a S.r, o.r being the thickness of the lamina.

Find, by taking the limit of the summation of such (piantities, the

volume of the cone.

Show also that the volume of a frustum of thickness T is

^j(.l +^'a/'1 + J1),

where J and B are the ar(‘as of tln‘ two ends.

5. A quantity ij is an unknown function of another (juantity x. When
X has the values

5 8 10 12 14 1()

y is found by ob.servation to be

2-0 2 0 3-2 3 8 r>'0 Of)

respectively, ami the errors of observation cannot be more! than 5 jier

cent.
;
draw the simplest continuous curve wlii( b can represent y, and

estimate its slope when x ~ 15.

Find also the value of x for which the slope of the curve is ce[ual to

Estimate the value of the definite integral
/ y dx.

17 . The Fundamental Proposition.

Let be any function of a n'-al variable lt, finite, con-

tinuous and single valued, for all values of x from x~(t to

x = b inclusive. Let a be less tlian 6, each being finite, and
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suppose the difiereiice h-~ n to be divided into 7? portions each

ecpial to }(, so tiuit ]) — a = nh. It is recpiired to find tlic limit

of the stini of tlie series

J( [</)(a) + </)(''</-}- + ^>(<x-h2/^)+ ... -f (pf)- if)-\-(p(hy]

^\hen h is diininislied indefinitely, and therefore increased

without limit, keeping the product nh —Jj—a,

That tills limit is finite may at once be made clear.

For if lul>{(i-\- rJi), say, be the greatest terni, the sum is

<^ ( /? -j-
1 )

// -j- rh),

i (’ <^ (/> —(f) -f rh ) -f Ji -f r/f ),

which is finite, since by hypothesis </>(.r) is finite for all values

of .7’ int(‘rmediate between h and (f.

Let \/r(r) b(^ anotluu' function of r such that 0(7’) is its

difierential coefficient, lx\ such that

'/'( ')

=

f V''
(•'’)

=

We shall then prove that

(J* [ 0(^0 4- 4-/0 + -f- 2/? )

.

“h 0(/OJ =

Ly delinition,

and tliereforc =
,

Nvlu'n^ (i^ is a (piantity whose limit is zero yluui h diminishes

indefinitely; thus

*V'('0 = 0/^((i+ /f) -V^('0 4“ /oil.

Similarly,

0 ( 0 4~ /l )
= \/r(a-f 2/0 — 4- /O 4“ /mo,

//0(r4-2/O = 3/f
)
— 4" 2/f

)

4 /fa-3.

etc.,

Ii<l>{a+ {n ~l)/f} (ff+7?//)— \/r{(f H-(7i— ])A]

’Where th(‘ cpiantities a,,, a.^ ... , a„ are all, like a^, (juantities

whose limits ai'e zero when h diminishes indefinitely.

By addition,

/f'[0(a) 2A.)-f- ... 4" 0 (/>—^)]

= \/^(f f + 7fA )
— >//(a) + /y [ai+ 02 -f . .

.
-4- aJ.
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Let a he the greatest of tlie (juantities o^, a.^, , a,^.

I hcii [a^ -f" ~l~ • • • ~i“
j

tiuit is <^(h—<^t)(i>

and therefore vanishes in the limit.

Thus

[0h^) +^) + -f • . . +
= \/a(/>)-\//((/).

The term htji{}}) is itself also in the limit zero; luaieo, if

we desire, it may be added to the left-hand member of this

result, without affecting it; and it may tlu^n be stated that

T ^0d~ "h -^0 d" ••• 4- </>(^^— 4-

= y!r(h)-yl.(al

i.c.

I
0(.r)rf.r =:\/r (/>)-- \/r(u),

where
(l\f/^

(lx
V>(,r).

The result yly^{h)—\ly{a) is fre(|uently denoted bv

iM-
From this result it appears that when tlu^ form of the

function >/^(.r), of which <J>(x) is the difi'ereiitial coeihcient, is

obtained, the j)roce^\9 of ahjcbroic or irujononiviro', sannuotlon

to obtain I <j){x)(lx imiy hr (ivoUird.

18. The letters h and a are supposed in tin* abovt‘ work to

denote finite (piantities. We shall now extend tlie iK/totlon

so as to let
J

<p{x)dx express the limit when h becomes

infinitely large of '^'‘{h)— \p'{a), i.e.

I
(pfx)dx=^Lt^,^J^ <l>(x)dx.

Similarly, by f ^(x)dx we shall be understood to mean
J 00

Lt,,^^[\f/^{b)— \l/{<i)] or
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I l.LUSTRATl V K Ex A M PI.KS.

Takii)g the same exampk s as have been already considered otherwise

in Art. 16,

1.

is the differential coefficient of

Tlierefore
Ja m '

the result obtained in Ex. 1, p. 8.

2.

csin?»A’ is the differential coefficient of -—-cosmic.

Therefore
Cb

/
csxumxdx^-

- c "1^— cos 7?l .?•

Jft _ m J«

the result of Ex. 3, ]>. 9.

3.

is the differential coefficient of
c’“ -Jc-

Therefore

the result of Ex. 4 of p. 9.

1 .

.'a C' 40-

4. i.s the difierential coefficient of —

.

or .V

Therefore

the result of Ex. 5 of p. 10.

(k)inparing tliese solutions witli those of the same probleans of Art. 16,

the stud(;nt will at once see the advantage derived from a use of the

fundamental propcKsitioii of Art. 17.

5, - is the differential coefficient of log.r.

/"I r ~i" o
Therefore

| ^

d.r -- j^log .rj =- log h - log u ^ log •

6- +e~* is the differential eoellieient of - e~'.

Therefore
/ „ f - g-'T = 1

*'0 u -o L —la

Examples.

1. Write down the values of

( 1 ) jc dxy
j

.r- </
r, jJ

.r'* </.r, .r" d.c
,

^ ^ f
’

(2) /
sinrf/r,

/ cos a d.r, / sec-xcb', /
Jo Jo Jo Jo

(3) f‘ ^ ,<fr,
/' ^

<i.c, /‘ --(/.r, /'
Jol+-e Jo

sec .r tan x dx :

dx
;

and inteipiet each result geometrically as the evaluation of an area.
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19. Geometrical Illustration of Proof.

The proof of 11 le above theorem of Art. 17 may be iuterpi^eted

geometrically thus:

Let A B be a portion of a curve, of which the ordiiiatt^ is hiiite

and continuous at all points betwcnm A and as also the

tangent of the angle wliich the tangent to the curve makes

with the a:-axis.

Let the abscissae of A and be a and h respectively. Draw
the ordinates AH, BM. Let the portion NM ho. divided into

n e(|ual parts, each of length h. Erect ordinates at each of these

points of division, cutting the curve in 1\ Q, R, ...
,
etc. Draw

the successive tangents Al\, RQ^y QR^y etc., and the lines

AP,,, l^Qny QR>> oio., purallelio thex-axis, and let the equation

of the curve be y — whei’e \/r'(.r) = 0(.r).

Then 2/^.), etc.,

are respectively

Yr (a), (n T* 2/?.), etc.,

i.e. tan P^^A P^
,

tan PQ
^ ,

tan RJ} R^

,

etc.,

and Ji(p{(i), hfJ>{a-\-h), etc., are respectively

the lengths P^Px^ Q^Qx^

Now, it is clear that the algebraical sum of

P^P, Q^Q, R.yRy ...y

is MB-NA, i.e. x/.(/>)~x/,(a).

Hence

(p,p,+0,Q,+iJA+-)+[riP+yQ+...]=xA(0-^/r(a).
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Now, tlie portion Ijc^tween scpiare brackets may be sliown to

diriiinisli indefinitely with It. For if for instance, be the

greatest of the several (quantities Q^Q, etc., the sum

[A-P+QiQ+- 0 <nRJl, i.e..<C{h-a)^.

Ihit if the abscissa of Q be called then

L R,2 ~ (^)j

and LR:=\p-(:r+ h) = \[r(x)+ h\l/(.r)+
^l^^

\J/'{x + eh)

(Diff. Cal Art. 130).

j^2 J
^2

s( ) tl 1 at Ri ~
j

9 + Oh) = -j (j)'(x 4- Oh),

,, .ILR h — a, ,,,

,

and —
^

ht/) {x-\- OJi),

wliich is an infinitesimal in general of tlie first order,

dims Lt„^Q(PJ\ 4- QoQi 4- d- • •
• ) = (^0 - ^(<^)>

or

4" 4“ ^0 4" 4" 2/() 4“ • • • 4- h)] = \l/(b)—\lr{cL)»

Also, since JAy,.^Jiip{h) — 0, we have, by addition,

[<f>((i) 4- ^ 4-
/<) 4" ^ 4- 2/<) -h . ^ (j>(b)] = \p‘(h) — (a).

20. Case of an Unknown Curve passing through a given system

of Points.

Tn a certain graph, sucli, for instance, as the graph on a temperature

chart, tilt) temqjerature being noted at stated intervals, the following

table gives tlie corresponding abscissae and ordinates of eleven point.s on

the curve :

1 ri 1*2 1*3 ,1 1*5 1*6 1-7 1-8 1*9
2

1

y •900 •879 •856 •831 •801 '775
1

•744 •711 676 639 •600
I

On the assumption that tlie graph is that of a continuous function of

Xy and the ordinate continually decreasing in the intervals between the

several stated values, it is required to calculate
j^

T/dx, i.e. to find the

area bounded by the curve, the .r-axis and the extreme ordinates.

(Jonstructing the inscribed and circumscribed parallelograms as ex-

plained in Art. 9,

The sum of the circumscribed figures is

•I X [-9 + -879 + *856+...+ 639]= *7815;
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The sum of the inscribed figures is

• 1 X [-879 + -856 + . . . + -039 -f '(lOO] - 7519.

The first is clearly too large by the sum of the ten small triangular-

shaped elements outside the area to be found.

The second is too small by the sum of the ten triangular-shaped

elements which are omitted.

The mean of these results, viz.

•78154-7515
, = *7665, will be a much

closer approximation, but will be a little too small, because it omits the

very small areas which lie between the chords which join successive

points on the grapli and the corresponding arcs.

Hence, as a closer approximation, we may take

f2

j y *7665 square units.

[From a finite number of ordinates it is impossible to assign the

equation to the curve, but it is customary to take the simplest algebraic

curve which satisfies the prescribed conditions. In the present case the

simplest curve to fit the data will be found to be y= 1 -
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Any otlu'r curves of tlio form

^ ~ ^ 1*0 ^ ^ )(-^- ~ 1 '1 )U' - 1 -2) . .
.
(.r ~ 2) c/.(.r)

where </)(.^') is any integral algebraic expression,

same points, but is much more complicated.

The true area on the supposition of the curve bein

by the result of Art. 16, Ex. 6, to be

shows errors a.s follows ;

would go through the

g y ~ 1 - ~ will be found

23
e. or 7666...

,
which

In the first estimate, - 0148 in excess, i.e. a 1'9 % error in excess,

„ second ,,
- '0152 in defect, i.e. a 2*0 % error in defect,

„ mean
,,

- *0002 in defect, i.e. a 0‘03 % error in defect.]

21. Simpson’s Rule.

If a carve be partially defined as passing through an odd

number of points whose abscissae are in arithmetical progres-

sion, e.g. the points

(a, i/i), (a-f/t, lhz\ (a+ 2/o y.^) ... {a+n-lh, Vn).

and if the same assumptions be made as in the last article

as to continuity, etc., it is possible to find a very close approxi-

mation to the area of the curve, which is useful in many
practical cases, as follows

:

Consider first the case of the parabola whose equation is

y =za-\~bx-\-cx^,

and let a, b, c be chosen so as to make tliis curve go through

(
—

^/a)-

y
A

\
/ {-h,o) C) (h,o) \

"

Fig. 6

Then a— bJi-^ch'^ = yyy

a =
2/2 ^

a-{-hh+ ck^ = y^-

So that a= 2/2»
^

2h
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Now the area bounded by the x-axis, tlie parabola and tlie

ordinates and 1/2 is, by Art. 10, Ex. (i,

/ 7 7 I , 1

J

{aA-bx-\-cx-')dx— ]^ix-]-~j -f

= 2ah

= /i {27/2+ :U 2/1“ 2^2

+

2/3)}

= |(2/i+ +V2+2/3>-

If we apply this rule to the case in (juestion, passing parabolic

arcs through the (1^ 2"^ points),

etc., we have the following approximative rule, viz.

^ =3 [2/1 + ^2/2+ 2/3

+ 2/3+

^

2/4+ 2/5

+ 2/6+ *^
2/6+ 2/7

+ • • • + 2/«-2+ ^Vn-l + 2/’*]

= I [2/1 +%2+ 2
,y3+ 41/4

+
‘-2/6

+

42/6+ • • • + + 2/.]

"=3 [2/i+ 2/n+2(2/3+2/5+2/7"l' •)+ 4 (i/2+2/4+2/6+ •••)]>

i,e. ^ (sum of first and last -f twice sum of all other odd ordinates
o

+ four times the sum of the even ordinates).

This is known as Simpsons Rule. It will be noticed that

it consists in the division of the area by an odd number of equi-

distant ordinates, and the substitution of parabolic arcs for

the actual but unknmvn arcs passing through consecutive

groups of 3 points.

Other approximations can be found. Thus we may take a

curve y
— a-f 6x+ca^-l-<^x^ to pavss through 4 consecutive points,

or y — a-\-hx-\-cx^-^dx^+ex^ to pass through 5 consecutive

points, and so on, and thus build up similar rules. Simpson s

Rule, however, in most cases gives a sufficiently close approxi-

mation for ordinary purposes. (See Examples 27, 28, page 33.)

22. The Trapezoidal Rule and Weddle’s Rule.

The approximation previously adopted in Art. 20 of the

mean of the inscribed and circumscribed rectangles may be

expressed in similar manner, as
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~ ... + 22/„_i + 7/„)

of first and last ordinates -[-twice the sum of

all the rest),

•which is a convenient form, but not usually so accurate as

Simpson’s Rule.

It consists, as already explained, of substituting chords

joining consecutive points for their arcs, and as we are summing
a series of Trapezoids this is known as the Trapezoidal Rule.

23. Other Approximative Rules.

Other rules will be found in Examples 27, 28 at the end of

this chapter, and in Examples 24, 25, 26, page 61.

A very convenient rule was given by Weddle, Math. Journal,

vol. ix., for the case where there are mven equidistant ordinates,

Vv Vv 2/7
mutual distances h, viz.

^4 .Vi+ 2/3+ 2/5+ 2/7 + (2/2+ 2/4+ 2/0) + 2/4]’

i.e. yV X mutual distance [2 odds+5 evens -[-middle].

(Weddle’s Rule.)

We transcribe this for convenience, but the proof is one

most conveniently treated by tinite difference methods. It

will be found in Boole’s Finite Differences, pages 47-48.

Boole remarks that in all applications of such approximate

formulae “ it is desirable to avoid extreme differences among

the ordinates.”

Ex. Apply the Trapezoidal Rule, Simpson’s Rule and Weddle’s Rule to

find the area hounded by the r axis, the extreme ordinate.s and the arc of

a circle through the seven points :

X - rj -1 0 i S i

•86602 •94281 •98614
1

1

•98614 •94281 •86602

First and last.

•86602
•86602

1 ’73204

2"*^, 4*^^ anti 6’*'.

•94281

1 00000
_ -94^81

2-88562

4

11-54248

.‘I’’'' and 5**».

•9S614

•1)8614

14)7228

2

3-94456
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For Trapezoidal Rule, Area= ^('86G02-f-2 8856‘2+ 1*97228)

- ^(5*72392) - -95398.

For Simpson’s Rule, Area= 1*73204+ 3*94456 4- 11*54248)

= ^(17*21908)

== *95661.

For Weddle’s Rule, Area = 2^(3*70432+ 14*42810+ 1*00000)

= *95662

This area, being the area of that part of a semicircle whose centre is at

the origin and radius unity bounded by two ordinates j7 ~-5
,
.r=— *5,

may be seen to have its area correctly — ^ 4

* =*956611...
,
and there-

fore Simpson’s Rule gives a result accurate to the last figure.

[See Boole, Finite Differences, p. 49.]

The approximation by Weddle’s Rule does not appreciably difi’er from

that by Simpson’s Rule.

The Trapezoidal Rule errs in defect by *00263, i.e. by about *3 % of the

whole.

24. Determination of a Volume of Revolution.

Let it be required to find the voluiric formed by the revolu-

tion of a given curv’*c AB about an axis in its own plane which

Taking the axis of revolution a.s the a;-axis, the figure may
be described exactly as in Art. 1 1. The elementary r(*,ctangk+
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^Qv ^ ^
ill their revolution circular discs of

e(|iial thickness and of volumes etc.

The several annular portions formed by the revolution of the

portions AR^P^, considered to

slide paraH(d to the .r-axis into a corresponding position upon
the disc of greatest radius, say that formed by the revolution

of tlie figure Pn~\Qn-\^^^' Their sum is less than this disc,

i.e, in the limit less than an infinitesimal of the first order, for

the breadth is /o according to the notation of Art. 11,

and is ultimately an iidinitesimal of the first order, and the

radius jX

R

is, as in that article, snjiposed finite, as also all

other ordinates of tlie curve from A to B.

Henc(; th(i volume r(M|uired is the limit when h = 0 (and

t}icrefor(‘- a = cc
)

c)f the sum of the series

7r [(/){(() )"/i -f- TT
[^ (n + ]i)Yh + + 2/? ) + . .

.

-{- TT
[ <j) {< i n — \}i

) ]
“A

,

or, as it may be written.

the equation of the curve being y = 0(.r) and the extreme

ordinati^s x — a and x-~h^ as in tin? article cited.

25 . Illustrative Examples.

Ex. ]. Tlie })oi ti()ri uf the p trahola ?/--= 4«.r bounded by the line —

c

revolvea alujut the axis. Find the volume generated.

Let the portion required \>e that formed by the revolution of the area

ATM about tlte axis, being bound<‘d by the curve, the axis and an

ordinate MP. (Soe Fig. 8.)

Dividing as in Art. 21 into elementary circular laminae, we have

fc j'c ^.2

Vol. - 7ry-^/.r--4u7r|^^.r^P--4a7rY = 2ir«6'2(Art IG, Ex. 6)

^iirPAP.AM

~h cylinder of radius and lieight AM
= i vol. of circumscribing cylinder.

[Or, if expressed as a series,

p 1 r/n /2\ /’A
4a,rI

4>,n- lA
j_(^J + [j + {j + - + [ ItJJ

‘

^ ^TTtl as before.]
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Ex. 2. Find the area of the portion PAP' of tlie same })arabola, Pl^
being thd doable ordinate through P.

fc __ I'c J

Area PAM— — 2
J

dx= 2 >/a
^

= lAM. MP
Area PAP'=‘^ of the circumscribing rectangle ItPP'll'.

[Or we may pr()cee<l thus : L)ivide c into n equal portions, and erect

ordinates. Let (JN be the ordinate at x= ~ c,

n
r=>i-l

Then AreaPAJ/=Z^ 2 sl^arh.h^ where A —

= 2a^c^ . ^ — ^c-Ja<xc, as liefore.]

Ex. 3. The portion of a circle + between ordinates

rotates about the .r-axis. Find the volume of the frustum of the

sphere generated.

Let the portion required be that formed by the poition o{

the circle revolving about (Fig. 9).

Here we are to evaluate

y^dx=7rj^ {a^-x^)dx~Tr^^“X— '^^^ (Art. 16, Ex. 6)

o

It is convenient for mensuration purposes to express this in terms of

the radii of the ends of the fru.stum and its tliickness.
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Let 7^ be tlie thickness= 42 — /ij and

Tiien Vol. \7rT{()ci^ -

= Jtt T{?, {a‘^ - /l,2) 4. 3(^2 _ 4. (4^ _ )2|

-J,r7’(.V+ 3y/+T2)

|'(3)ry,®+ 8113^/+ TT7^)

thickness x [3 sum of circular faces+ circle on thickness as radius].

C<>}\ For tlie whole sphere

r=2a, ^j=y2= 0, r=j7ra3.

Examples.

1. Find the volume of the prolate spheroid formed hy the revolution

of the ellipse 4- ’'!=i about the .r-axis.

2. Find the mass of a rod whose density varies as the power of

the distance from one end.
(^p
= iy~, say, where D and c are constants.^

Let a be the length of the rod,

(u the sectional area.

Divide as before into n equal elementary portions.

The volume c»f the element from the end of zero density is

a . . ^ D fraY , /) r(r+ nal”*
(0 -. Its density v.iries from -^l—J to - - —-— . Its mass isC\ 72-/CL-”J
therefore intermediate between

D and D n m + 1 *
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and the mass of the rod lies between

J)—- 1 ^ and I) -

ami in the limit, when n is increased indefinitely, becomes

D a>a’"+*

C™ 771+1

[Or, assuming Art. 16, Plx. 6,

Mass — /“
c

,rn

,m ^
D
f”' ni +

1

at once.]

i- ir

3. Find the position of the centroid of the rod in Question 2.

[For the centroid
,
wljen 7n is tin? mass of an element.]

4. Find the moment of inertia of tlic same rod about the lighter (Mid.

[Moment of Inertia -I'm.r-.]

5.

Find the area bounded by the parabola l?/=.r-, the ordinatt'S .r—

2

and .r= 4 and the .r-axis,

(1) by means of iuscribe(i rectangles,

(2) „ circumscribed rectangles,

taking ordinates at distances *1, and compare the results with that obtained

by integration.

The sum of the inscribed rectangles is

I X
(
2 ‘^ 4- 2*1

2

+ 2-22+ . . . + 3 d)2 ).

The sum of the circumscribed rectangles is

i X (2T2 X 2-22 + ... + 3*92 4- 42).

The values of these expressions are respectively (taking the squares

from Bottom ley’s tables or summing otherwise),

4*5175, whicli is a little too small,

and 4*8175, which is a little too large.

Their mean is 4*6675.

The true value is

.ViJ^ " 12

14
.,--4*666....

6. Plot the graph of y =

l-h.'c2

sented by thQ definite integral -

and mark on your figure the area repre-

dx

Evaluate this integral by mensuration, and hence obtain an approxi-

1 d
mation for tt. Note that

- ^^= ^^tan"*x.

26. Mechanical Integration.

In a sense, any mechanical contrivance which performs

additions and reg*i.sters the results is an Integrating machine

for the particular class of function to whicli it may be
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adapted. Cash iHigisters which record the day’s takings, gas

meters, water meters, electric-light meters, all record the

amount passing into them. A slide rule adds up logarithms,

and thereby performs multiplications. Various forms of plain-

meters add up the elements of area within a closed curve when
a pointer is made to trace the perimeter. The indicator of

a steam engine draws a work diagram and adds up work
elements, representing them by elements of area, from which

the Horse-Power of the engine may be deduced.

Such apparatus, however, though giving numerical results

satisfactory for practical purposes, but subject to various errors

both instrumental and observational, fails to produce an exact

algebraical result, and therefore fails to satisfy the mathe-

matician, however useful to the practical engineer.

We shall have occasion later to return to the theory of

some apparatus of this kind. For the present it is suflScient

to mention its existence.

To sum up then
;
we have discussed Four Methods of

Integration, i.e, of finding

I

</){x) dx :

Ja

1.

By obtaining

-\- (p{(i -\~h) -{-2h) . -\~(f>(b)].

II. By finding a function such that from

which we obtain

[
(jy{x)dx = \jr{h)—\p-{a).

J a

III. By drawing the graph of y=(f>{^) and by some means

or other obtaining its area, by the Trapezoidal or Simpson’s

or some other approximative rule, as, for instance, by drawing

on squared paper and counting all the squares within the

contour with a “ give and take ” rule round the perimeter.

IV. By approximating to the area of the contour by

mechanical means.

It is obvious that III. and IV. can only give approximate

results, though such results may approach a very high degree

of accuracy.
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For exact results we have to apply Method I. or II.

As has been seen, Method L leads to very difficult algebraic

or trigonometric summation, except in the very simplest cases.

Hence we are forced upon Method 11. for exact general

work. This method we therefore shall in future rely upon

and begin to develop the explanation of it in the next

chapter.

EXAMPLES.

1.

If the acceleration of a moving }K)int l)e tlic initial

velocity be u and </>'(0) f/)(0) 0, show that, t ])eing the time fi-om

a given epoch,

.s’=- ui + 4)(f),

where v and .s arc respectively the velo(aty at time t and the s})ae.e

described.

If the acceleration be lOcosw/ and the initial velocity be zero,

show that ]()
sin <!)/,

(1)

— (a).S (i)f

,

U>“

where C is a constant. To what kind of motion does this ref(*r ]

Show that the “periodic time’’ is —

.

2.

If A be the area bounded ])y a (mrve, the coordinate axes and

the ordinate at a given a]>seis.sa .r, show that ‘''**d lienee that

A =
\ y dx. What difference would it make if the measurement of A
Jo

commences from a standard ordinate
y^^

whose aliscissa is ?

If V be ihe volume of water in a pond, and A the horizontal

sectional area at a height x above the bottom of the pond, show that

where h is the depth of the pond.

3.

A large number of circular discs of the same thickness ^ and
successive radii o ^

^
n 2(1 6a ia

, I y • j
• • • >

71 n n n

are threaded through their cmitres upon a straight wire and lie with
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their plane faces in (tontact. Show that their total volume differs

from that of a cone of hei^dit h and with a f(jr the radius of its base

by the ultimately vanishing (quantity

3n + 1

6

If 1000, show that the error in taking this sum as the volume
of the cone is 1505 per cent, of the true volume.

4.

Consider a sphere of diameter 2a to be divided into 2n thin

laminae of equal thickness by a series of parallel planes
;
show that

the volume of the sphere is

»

n

and that this limit is
\

Tra^.

Obtain by a similar method the volume of the spheroid formed by

the revolution of the ellipse = 1 round the axis of length 2h,

5. Show by the method of summation that the volume of a para-

boloid of revolution bounded by a plane at right angles to the axis

is one half of the circumseribing cylinder.

Verify by consideration of the integral

4(1 f xd'x.

J 0

6. Draw on squared paper (one inch squares divided into tenths

is convenient) a quiidrant of a circle of radius 5 inches. Divide one

of the bounding radii into Id half-inch divisions, and erect ordinates

at each point. Complete the inscribed and escribed rectangles.

Show that the sum of the inscribed rectangles is 18’15 square inches

very nearly. Also show that the mean of the inscribed and escribed

rectaTigles falls short of the true area of the quadrant by about

of a square inch.

7.

Rectangles of the same breadth and of areas

feV l/2cy 1 /3(Y \ freV 1 ,

\7i/ ’ 2\w/’ 3\n) '
' r\n) ' ’ ' '

are set up side by side on bases in a straight line.

Shew that when n is very great, the sum of their areas differs little

from that enclosed by y =
Assume t to be positive.

Evaluate
[I. C. S. Exam. 1902.]
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In the curve in which the abscissa vari('s as tlnj logai ithm of

the oi'dinate, pr()\ e that the an‘a hoinuhal l)y the (;urv(‘, the .r axis

and any two ordinates varies as the dillerence of the ordinates.

9.

Approximate to the integral regarding it as a

summation (1) of inscribed parallelograms as in Art. 9,

(2) of circumscribed parallelograms,

and compare with the result of integration.

[The results are 3*9724 and 4*1391, the reciprocals being taken

from Bottomley’s tables. Their mean is 4*0557. The result to

three places of decimals as computed from lOlog/^ is 4*055.]

10.

Draw a sketch showing the curvilinear area which is re[)re-

sented by the definite integral

and evaluate the area approximately from the figure.

Without plotting, indicate roughly by dotted lines on your sketch

the relative positions of the curvilinear areas represented by the

definite integrals

i:
1 0.r~^ ^ilx and

r
and calculate the values of these integrals.

Calculate also

fio fio

\Qx-'^-^dx and
J, J,

[I. C. S..1908.]

11.

In any curve in which the ordinate PN the 7d‘‘ power of

the abscissa, show that if any two ordinates be taken, viz. P^N^

and and two others, PJs\ and P^N^^ which are twice as far

from the y-axis as P^N^ and p2^2 respectively, then

Area P.J\N,N., : Area P^P^K^N^ : :
2"+^

: 1

.

12.

Provo that the area of the diagram formed by

x=--0 from (0, 0) to (0, 4),

y=4 from (0, 4) to (1, 4),

- 10;r 4- 25 4y from (1, 4) to (5, 0),

y = 0 from (5, 0) to (0, 0),

is 9^ square units.

13.

In the construction of reservoir walls of great height,

Rankine adopted the following plan :

Taking a vertical ic-axis on which depths and onlinates are measured
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in feet, the ordinates to the outer and inner faces are shown in the

following scheme :

Depth in feet. 0 10 20 30 40 50 60

Ordinate to outer
face in feet.

17-40 19-72 22-35 25-29 28-69 32-53 36-86

Ordinate to inner 1

face in feet.
1-34 1-52 1 72 1-94 2-21 2 50 2-83

I

Depth in feet. 70 80 90 100 110 120 130

Ordinate to outer-

face in feet.
41-75 47-31 53-61 60-75 68-84 78-00 88*39

Ordinate to inner
fac(^ in fee.t.

3-21 3 64 4-12 4-67 5-29 6-00 6-80

Depth in feet,
1

1

140 150 160 170 180 '

Ordinate to outer i

face in feet.
|

1

100-15 113-49 128-60 146-72 165-14

Ordinate to inner
;

face in feet.
j

7-70 8-73 9-90 1 1 -21 12-70

(The two sets of ordinates are measured in opposite directions from the vertical.)

[Rankine, Applitd MechanicHy p. 638, and Engineer

y

Jan. 5, 1872.]

Construct a diagram showing the wall in elevation, and estimate

in cubic yards the volume of material necessary to construct

100 yards length of the wall.

14. Find the centre of gravity of a rod whose density varies

(1) as the distance from one end
;

(2) as the square of the distance from one end.

Find also the moment of inertia of the rod about the light end in

each case.

15. Find the mass of a circular disc in which the density varies

as the n*^** power of the distance from the centre, (n > - 2.)

Also find the moment of inertia of this disc about an axis

through the centre at right angles to the plane of the disc,

16. If the graphs of asin^^ and a sin-? be drawn, show that

the areas bounded by the a;-axis, the curves and the ordinate

x = h are equal.
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A single wave on the sea is in the form defined by the curve

of sines, y^-a sin y . Show that the quantity of water raised al)o\ e

the mean sea level contained in a length c of the wave measured

on the surface at right angles to the direction of progression, is

2aic/7r, the raised portion extending from to x^h.

If r be 100 yards, h =- 20 feet, a = 2 feet, and a cubic foot of water

weighs 62| lbs. weight, find the numlicr of tons weight in the

portion of the wave higher than the mean sea level.

18.

Show that when n becomes infinitely large,

1.2 + 2.3 + 3. 1-f . 1)
iA -

is the same as

Illustrate geometrically.

19. Show that the limit when n~ao of the ratio of the sum of

all possible products, two and two together, of the first n natural

numbers, to is and that the limit of the ratio of the sum of

all products, three and three together, to ?f', is

20. If there be gas of volume v and pressure p below a })iston in

a cylinder of sectional area A and occuj)ying a length x of the

cylinder, show that in its expansion, so as to occupy a length x -f- dx

of the cylinder, the work done by the gas upon the piston is

pA dx or p di\

and that if the expansion continues so that the piston moves

through a finite distance— say from to the work done

on expansion is

Kemembering that ^ ^
x'

find the value of this integral in the two cases

:

(1) Isothermal expansion, pv~c;

(2) Adiabatic expairsion, pv^ = c\

Find in foot-lbs. the work done in the expansion of 1 0 cubic feet

of gas, initially at a pressure of 1000 lbs. per square foot, to 40 cubic

feet

;

(1) According to the law, pv = c;

(2) According to the law, =^c.
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X

21.

If the graph of he drawn, prove that the areas bounded

by the curve, the x-axis and a set of equidisUiiit ordinates are in

geometrical progression, whose common ratio is the same as the

common ratio of the tangents of the angles which the tangents at

the ends of the successive ordinates make with the :r-axis.

22. Show that the area bounded by a parabola, the axis anfl an

ordinate is two-thirds of the circumscribing rectangle.

23. The circle x- + = 5a- and the parabola y‘^ = iax revolve

about their common axis. Show that the smaller lens-shaped solid

formed has for its volume
57ra^(5V5 - 4).

24. If Xp x.p Jg, ...
,

be a series of quantities taken between

a{^XQ) and h{ = x„\ prove that when n is made infinite, and the

difiercnco })etween any two consecutive terms of the series becomes

indefinitely small, the limit of

r—n

r-1

is ./.(ft) - </>(ft), where = f(x).

Verify this in the case where /(ir)^log.r, and the series

a, .Tj, ...
,

is geometrical. [Oxford, 2iid Public Examination, I9(K).]

25.

Idot the value of cos~j for lO'’ intervals from 0" to 90”, and

thus find as close an approximation as you can to

without integration.

J

cos'-^^r dx

The true value is

J

2fi. If a cylindrical hole be drilled through a solid sphere, the

axis of the cylinder passing through the centre of the s| here, show

that the volume of the portion of the sphere left is c(pial to the

volume of a sphere whose diameter is the length of the hole

27. If the curve y ^ a -f- -f cx?- + di^ pass through the extremities

of four equidistant ordinates yg, y^, the distance apart being

h, show that the area ])ounded by the extreme ordinates, the curve

and the x-axis is 3 /^

[Simpson’s “Three-eighths’ Rule.”]

28. If the curve y — a. + 1a + cifl dx^ + ex* pass through the ex-

tremities of .5 wpiidistaiit onliiiates y^, y.,, y^, y,, y.^, at mutual
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distances /i, show that the area l)Oiin(lc<l hy the extreme ordinates,

the curve and the :c-axis is

1
1 4 (2/j

4- + 64 (?/^j)i:^i//3
45

[Boole, Finite Dljferences.]

29. TE a parabola whose axis is parallel to the ^/-axis ])ass through

the points (a,
//^), (/j, ?/^), (c, y^), show that its equation is

(x-h)(x-c) (t- r)(x-a) (x-a)(.r-h)
y = //i ~(l)-c.){b~a)'^^^ (c -a){c. - h)'

and find the area bounded by the curve, the a:-axis and the extreme

ordinates Vj and y.^.

30. In the cycloid ic= 10(^4- sin ^)'l

y= 10(1 - cos 6) J

tabulate the values of x and y for intervals of from ^ - 0 to t? — .

Hence obtain approximate results for

corresponding to the above limits for 0.

31.

If/(.0> f/)(.r) where a < x < and if both functions are

finite for this range of the variable, including both limits, prove that

f f{x)dx> f d>{x)dx,
J a J a

Explain why these conditions must be postulated. Must the

functions also be continuous ? [1. C. S
,
l9()o.]

32.

Prove that the integral

_dx

Jo n/I -^
is for all values of n greater than 2, nearly equal to 0*5.

[I. C. 8., 1905.j

33.

A claret glass is G cm. deep and its rim is 5 cm. in diameter.

Its vertical section is nearly parabolic. Calculate its capacity in c.c.

to the nearest integer. [I. c. 8:, 1905.]

34.

Trace the curve y = 1 - x)^'^ from ic — 0 to .r — 1 for the values

7n = 0 5 and 2. Show the two curve on one diagram. Show that

the area enclosed by the curve and the a:'axis diminishes as vi

[1. C. 8 . 1902.]

35.

A cask has a head diameter of a inches, a bung diameter of
h inches, and length c. Find an expression for its volume, supposing
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that a section along a stave is an arc of a curve of sines, the curva

ture vanishing at the ends of the stave.

Evaluate the result when a= 13, 6= 17, c= 18. [I. C. 8 ., 1902.]
36.

Find the value of -xj^'^dx

to two significant figures,

(1) graphically,

(2) by calculation. [I. C. S., 1903.]

37.

Show, without integration, that

Jo (5 + 3cosl^^

lies between *644 and *753.

[Petkkuocsk and Sidney Sussex Sciiolarship Exam., 1917.]

r ^ -1 / I ^ 6 Sin ^
Differentiate 5 tan M ^ ^ “ f—v>

—
V2 2/ b +

and hence prove that the true value of 7 is about *68.

(Taketair^J= 322 and tan"^ *165.)

38.

In a diagram of the work done by the expansion of steam in

a cylinder, given by Watt in 1782, there are 20 ordinates at equal

(unit) distances. The respective lengths of the ordinates, of which

the first is one unit distance from the beginning of the diagram,

are 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, *830, -711, *625, *555, -500, *454, -417, *385, -357,

*333, *312, *294, *277, *262, *250, representing the steam pressure in

pounds weight per square inch as the piston arrives at a position

corresponding to the several ordinates. The initial ordinate is also

of unit length. The steam pressure is supposed to be constant

(14 lbs. weight per square inch), whilst the piston travels over the

first five divisions, and then the steam being cut off suddenly, the

pressure is assumed to fall according to Boyles Law (pr = constant).

Show that the area of this diagram is very little more than 11*562

square units, and that the mean pressure is *578 lb. weight per

square inch.

Justify Watt’s statement “ whereby it appears that only { of the

steam necessary to fill the whole cylinder is employed, and that the

effect is more than half of the effect which would have been pro-

duced by one whole cylinder full of steam, if it had been allowed

to enter freely above the piston during the whole length of its

descent.” [Goodeve, On the Steam Engine.]
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39. If steam at pressure p Ihs. weight })er sfpiare ineli he ad-

mitted into a cylinder of length a feet, and he cut off when the

])i.ston has completed ~ of its stroke, and the steam j)ressnre then
n

fall according to Boyle’s Law for the rest of the stroke, prove hy

the Integral Calculus that if the piston area he A S(juare inches,

and there he no hack pressure, the work done in one stroke is

—^ log, en foot-pounds.
n

Show also that the approximate result found hy the method of

dividing the Indicator diagram as in the preceding question, and

assuming the cut-off to he at half-stroke, differs from the true result

by tibout Lb per cent, of the estimated work.

[Assume j* log, 2 = *69311718.]

40. Steam is admitted into a cylinder at double the atmospheric

pressure (atmosph. pres. = 15 Ihs. wt. per sq. inch), and on the

opposite side of the piston the pressure is atmospheric continually.

The steam is cut off at half stroke. Divide the stroke into 20 cfpial

parts. Suppose the pressure at the heginning of each of these

portions to remain uniform until the piston reaches tlu' next in order,

and assume the fall of pressure after cut-off to he that of Boyle’s

Law. Show that with these assumptions the w(j.k done in one

stroke is nearly 8466 foot-lhs.
;
the area of the piston Inung 200

square inches and the length of the stroke 40 inches. [Draw t lie-

work diagram as accurately as possible on squared jiaper.]

41. An ellipse, who.se major axis is 10 cm. and eccentricity 0*4,

has a perimeter 2oj* >/l - 0 16 sin“</)<^<^ cm. in length. Draw on a

large scale the graph of ^/l - 0* 1 6 siri*'^ </> as a function of </> from the

following values, the angle </> being in radians

:

0-0 0175 0*350 0-524 0-785 1-047
1
i-i-.?

j

1 r>vi

sin <p

1

|o*o 0 030
1

0-117 0-250 0*500 0-750
1

0-904 1 -0(M)

Hence find graphically the value of the integral and the jicri-

meter of the ellipse.

Check your result l)y drawing the ellipse, and stepping along the

perimeter with your dividers opened to 1 cm. [I. (j, s., 1907.
j
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1 1 sin XXXX
how they are related

;
the angle x being taken in radians.

42. Draw in one figure the graphs of showing

From the graph of deduce the general shape of the graph

of
I

finding its proportions roughly. What is the approxi-

mate value of the integral when x is large ] [Use a large scale of

repre.sentation and draw the graph, say, from 0 to a: ^ 1 5. It is

sufficient to describe the shape when x is negative.] [I .c. SS., 1907 ]

43. In an ele(!tric circuit of resi.stance R ohms, L is the self-

inductance. The voltage suddenly ri.ses to a value U. The current

in amperes is 7. 'the law of growth of the current is

-) -
V VLf « \

7aking Q to vanish initially, prove that Q-^ pt- (
1 - e~ u

and illustrate the growth of / graphically.

44. A current is changing according to the law

= 7 = a -1- l)t - r/-,

at

where t is measured in seconds and Q vanishes with t.

Also the voltage is given by - UT + whcva 11 -resistance

and L self-induclance. Express Q and Uin terms of i.

4;'). The figure shows the indicator-diagram of a gas engine

Fig. 10.
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which works on the Otto cycle. Estimate the horse power of the

engine from the diagram and from the following data

:

Diameter of cylinder 9.V',

Length of stroke 1 (>",

Kevolutions per minute 180. [Meou. So. Trip.]

46.

Apply Weddle’s Rule for the approximate evaluation of a

definite integral, viz.

pe;

Jo

3/i,

to evu

d.i —
I

- [W(j -f + 5 4- + 6 ^/3J ,

f
^

L3valuate

J

log sin to four places of decimals, and compare

[Hoole, Fin. Dif.y p. 49.]

your result with the known value r^og]
2i

47.

Prove from first principles that if

^*1, 72 j ^3>

be finite real (][uantities such that, as n tends to infinity and 7,^ to 7, the

is zero, then the limit of the sum

~
-^i) + ~

‘^2) + • • * + (a, ~ A-i)
yb „

5 [0.\K. First r., 1913.]

IS

48.

The velocity of a train which starts from rest is given bv the
following table, the time being reckoned in minutes from the start

and the speed in miles per hour

:

2 min. 10 m./h. 12 min. 20 iu.;h.

4 „ 18 „ 14 „ 11 „

6 „ 2!-. „ 16 „ !> „

8 „ 29 „ 18 „ 2 „

10 „ 32 „ 20 „ At rest.

Estimate approximately the total distance run in the 20 minutes.

[Math. Trip. Pt. I., 1913.]

49.

Show that if be any polynomial of the fifth degree,

</)(x) dx = {5^(a) + 8^(>) + 5^(y3)},

where a and ^ are the roots of *2 - a; + ,3^ = 0.

[Math. Pt. 1., 1909.]
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50. The specific heat of a substance at temperature f is where

Q is the quantity of heat required to raise 1 gram of the substance

from some fixed temperature to T.

The specific heat of water in joules) at a temperature of f being

given by the following table

:

10° too 30” 40° 50°

8- 4-210 4-195 4-181 4-174 4-173 4-174

e=-. 1
60“ 70° 80° 90° o8

8~ 00 4-184 4-100 4-197 4-205

show that to raise I gram of water from 0" to 100" requires

418*5 joules approximately. [Math. Trip. Pt. I. 1910.]

.r Hsinx, f’sina;,
51. Provo that i dx>\ ax.

Jo ^ ^

[Math. Trip. Pt. I., 1912.]

5*2. A uniform solid is bounded by the surface obtained by

revolving the area ^ ^ 2hx + c

about the axis of x. A slice is cut from the solid by two plane

sections perpendicular to the axis at a distance h apart
;
prove that

the volume of the slice is where

A^ and being the areas of the two plane faces of the slice.

Show also that the distance of the centroid of T from the face A^

»e‘lualto
/,

2 ^ VTT * [Math. Trip. Pt. L, 1914.]

53. Apply Simpsons “Three-eighths’ Rule” (see Ex. 27) to

approximate to the value of the integral

[
(1 -f 6 8in^)^cf0.

[Math. Trip. Pt. I., 1917.]
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STANDARD FORMS.

27. Reversal of Differentiation.

We now proceed to consider Integration as the purely ana-

lytical problem of reversal of the operation of Difterentiation.

In the Differential Calculus the student has learnt how

to differentiate a function of any assigned character with

regard to the independent variable contained. In other words,

having given y = \lr{x)^ methods have been there explained of

obtaining the form of the function \f/{x) in the equation

If we can reverse this operation and obtain the value of

xj/ix) when is the given function of x, w(j shall b(‘> able to

perform the operation which has Ix^en indicated by th() symbol

{(p{x)dx, i,e, {\lr'(x)dx,
J a J fi

by merely (1) taking the function yp-{x), (2) substituting b and

a alternately for x in this function, and (3) subtracting the

latter result from the former
;
thus obtaining

28. We shall therefore confine our attention for the next

few chapters to the problem of this reversal of the operation

of the Differential Calculus.

The quantity h has been assumed to have any real value

whatever, provided it be finite
;
we may therefore replace it

by X and write the result as
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When the lower limit is not specified and we are merely

en(|uii-ing the /ori/t of the function \{r(x), at present unknown,
whose ditlerential coefficient is the known function ({)(x), the

notation is C

J
<^>(x)dx= \j^{x),

the limits hein^ omitted.

29. Nomenclature,

Tlu» nomenclature of these expressions is as follows:

The function (j>(.r) whose integral is sought is termed the

''integrand,” and the result \[y-(x) is termed the "integral.”

\cl)(,r)dx or {b)— y]/ (a)
J a

is called the “definite” integral of (/>{x) between the assigned

limits a and h.

I
<!> (x) dx or x/r (x) — \jr {(i

)

,

J a

where IIk^ hover limit is assigned and the upper limit is left

undetermined, is called a “corrected” integral.

or

without any specified limits and regarded merely as the

reversal of an operation of the differential calculus, is called

an “ indefinite ” or “ uncorrected ” integral

It is customar}' to read the expression as “the

integral of 0(.x*) with respect to .r,” or as “the integral of

f/> And the process of obtaining x//-(.r) is called In-

tegration.

30. Addition of a Constant.

It will be observed that if (f>(x) be the differential coefficient

of yj/ix), it is also the differential coefficient of y{r(x)-{-C\ where

C is any cemstant whatever, that is to say, a quantity which does

not depend upon the variable x
;
for the difierential coefficient

of such a (|uantity with regard to x is zero. (See Art. 3.)

Accordingly, wt* might write

j*
'j> (x) dx — yfr (x) -fC.
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This arbitrary constant is, however, not usually expressly

written down, but will be understood to be existent in all

cases where the lower limit of the integral is not expressed.

31. Different processes of indefinite integration will fre-

quently give results of different form
;
for instance,

\~,^=-dx is sm~^x or
J s/l -x^

for the expression - ; is the differential coefficient of

either of these expressions. We cannot infer that 8in“^a:

and — cos"^x are equal. What is really true is that sin-^a;

and — cos-^oj differ by a constant, for

So that

or

1 ^ 1sm~‘x= ^— cos”^ X.

f dx = sin”^:r 4-C,

1
— dx=^ — COS"^ X+C\

Jjl-X^

the arbitrary constants C and 0' being necessarily difierent.

32. Inverse Differential Notation.

In agreement with the accepted notation for the Inverse

Trigonometrical and Inverse Hyperbolic functions, we might

express the equation

I
(p{x) dx = yjr(x)

as

or <p{x) = \[r(x)

or ^^(!r) = 'A(a;),

and it is not infrequently useful to employ this notation,

which very well expresses the interrogative character of the

operation we are conducting.
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33. General Laws satisfied m the Integrating Symbol

OR
1

/>•

I. It ia plain from the meaning of the symbols that

d
dx is 0(:r) or 1)

1

r) = <j>{x).

But 9i(j5)J(i^ = ^(a;)+C' or =

C being any arbitrary constant.

II. Tlie operation of int(‘gration is distributive for a finite

nainber of terms.

For if functions of x,

d
dx 1 1

dx 4-| Uo +1

= ^^,[ j
u, c/x]+^'^[

j
u,

<«^]+^J[I% dx'\

and therefore, omitting additive constants, i.e. supposing tlie

lower limit to liave been assigned and to be the same in each

case,

I
Rj dx +1 ^^2

J
~
I

(^^1 +

Similarly,

j* dx -f j* U.2 dx—
J

itg dx =
J

(?^i +U2— U3) dx.

If the lower limits in these several integrations are not

tlie same, the left-hand member of the equation may differ

from the right-hand by a constant. It is in this sense that

the equality sign is used.

in. The operation of integration is commutative with

regard to constants.

For if = V, and i
, be anv constant.

d

dx
(ai6)= ^
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So that, omitting additive constants of integration,

att = J
av dx,

r (X j* v (ia;= j* dxyor a^vdx— ^av dx,

which establishes the theorem.

34*. Case of an Infinite Series.

In the case of an infinite series of real quantities,

Jj " 4“* •• "h^n "!"••• ^ )

of which the terms are connected V)y a definite law, we shall

still have

rx2 Cx^ Tza

I Udx=\ u^dx-{^\ u.^dx-\-\ Uyc/a -f... to oo say,
Jxi Jxi

provided the series U itself, and the series F formed by the

integrations of the separate terms, are both umformly and
unconditionally'^ cmivergent within a range of values of

X, viz. a;= 6 to a; = a, say, where a'^h, between which quantities

both limits of integration and x^ lie, that is

a > irg > Xi > h.

For let R and S be the remainders after n terms of the

series U and F, i.e,

...4-

r^a pi
F—

1

dx 4-1 4“ . • • 4-
1

dx 4- S,
J Xi Jxi J Xi

Then, by supposition, both R and S vanish wlnui n is

indefinitely increased fur all values of x between a and h, and

therefore so also does i Rdx^ for it lies between R'{x„^x^)
Jxi

and R"(x
2
— x^), where R' and R" are the greatest and least

values of R as x changes continuously from a to 6, and which
are quantities vanishing in the limit.

Hence, V- {U—R)dx=^[''Udx- dx (Art. 33, II. ),
J Jxi J *J

and when n is indefinitely increased,

pFrfz- F.
Jxi

See Art. 1900, Vol. II.
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If then a function can be expanded in a power-series

r 00

as <f>{x)— the series being uniformly and uncondition-
r=rU

ally convergent from x— h to x — a, we can write

r^2 r-c* T-rn ^ r-f 1 ^ r+1

<j>{x)dx== ^aA x^dx= [Art. 16, Ex. 6],

where
5

for if he uniformly and unconditionally convergent, so

also will be

2^+1

r-f 1
and 'ZAr

X,;
r+l ^ r+l

r+l

TTnd(‘r sucli circumstances, therefore, we may expand before

integrating.

35. Geometrical Illustrations.

Wo may illustrate these facts geometrically.

L(‘t the graph of y~(j>{x) be represented })y the curve

CpQp. Let the coordinates of a fixed point Pq

curve be let x, y be the coordinates of a current

})oint P on the curve, and let A be the area of the figure

PqN^NP. Let X increase to and in consequence let y
become ?y+(b/ and A become A^-^A. Then SA is the area

of the strip J^NN'l^ Indween two contiguous ordinates NP
and jYJ^, and li(‘S in magnitude between y Sx and

t? I

and therefore^ * \ lies between y and y-}~^y-
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Hence, in the limit, when Sx is made indefinitely small

we have
(lA

Hence

So long as the lower limit is unassigned the reckoning

of the area may start from any arbitrary position of the

ordinate “indefinite”

integral.

When the lower limit is assigned, say the area is

reckoned from the ordinate to any arbitrary ordinate

and is f 0 (^) dx^ and is then '' corrected.”
JoA’o

When both limits ONq and ON are numerically assigned

J

ON
(J)(x) dx is “ definite.”

If there be several curves (a finite number of them, and

all continuous, and none of the ordinates infinite within

the limits of integration),

= =u^, suj, viz. the curves P^P, Qf,Q, B^R,

and a curve be derived from them by the algebraic addition

of ordinates so that

Y==F^{x)-\-F2{x)A-P^(^)7 viz. the curve SqS,
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ilien the distributive projxu-ty IF. of tlu^ int(‘^rati()n syiuF)ol

asserts that

Area i^oA^A^P -l-area Q(jAoAQ+area 7t!(,A^oA7^ — area Sq^qN^S.

Again, if a curve be given by ilie equation

y — F{s), %,€. curve PqP^

and a new one be derived by increasing all tbe ordinates in

the ratio a : 1 so as to have an equation

y = aF(x), i.e. curve SqS, say,

the commutative rule III. asserts that

Area = a x area PqNqNP.

If the lower limit be not the same in each case, as

assumed in the figure, the stated results would, instead

of being e(jual, differ by constants which depend upon the

positions of the initial ordinates in the several cases.

no. Integration of a*”.

By ])ifft‘rentation of we obtain - --- - =x^. Hence

(as has already Ikhui se<m, Art. IG, Ex. G).

f

J
x^dx = -f an arbitrary constant.

Thus the rule for the integration of any constavt power of

X may be stated in words

;

Increase Die index hy uniiy^ and divide by the new index^

l-rhi.r.-
s

’
jJ<L-

r

f.r-Vd^
.rd

‘"-T
-f.rd

; J
dr --

’+1
7'+<l

1

.r'’

p

j
i.e. j] dr or j.Fdc—.
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37. The case of x~

It will be remembered that or — is the differential
X

coefficient of log^x. Thus,

dx dx= \o^^.x.

This therefore forms an apparent exception to the general

rule,

x^ dx = -

y«+ l

7i+r

It is, however, only apparent. For we may deduce the

logarithmic form as a limiting case. Supplying the arbitrary

constant C, we liave

where A—C-\-

I

x^dx ———j
-\-G— yA,

' 71+ 1 7Z,+ 1

1

n+1 and still is an arbitrary constant, i.e. does

not contain x. Taking the limit when n+l=0,
Xn+l _ I

^ n+l
takes the form log,. a: (Diff. Cal., Art. 21). And as C is

an arbitrary constant, we may suppose that it contains

a negatively infinite portion — — >
together with another

arbitrary portion A.
w+1’

Then Lt^^.y^x”dx= \ogx+A.

This has also been seen in Art. 16, Kx. 6.

38. In the same way as in the integrations of .r” and we liave

dx^

d
and

and tlierefore

and

-Jax+ ^ + 1 )« (a.?' + by

a

/(«^+6)»rf.r=+±+-

[ — - lof,' («.«;+ /<).

J ax •\-b a

[Although
J
dx is really one symbol indicating integration with regard

to X, we shall often find f \ printed for convenience as
J ax+b * J ax-i-b

r L— printed as f —
,
etc ]
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39. We are now in a position to integrate any expression of

the form

ax-\-h'

where 0(.r) indicates any rational integral algebraic function

of O'.

This can be done in two ways

:

(1) By ordinary division of ^(rc) by ax-\-h we can express

in the form Q+—
ax+6 ^ ax+b'

where Q consists of a series of descending powers of x and R
is independent of x.

Every term is then integrable by the foregoing rules, and

the result will be partly algebraic and partly logarithmic,

R
the last term being ~\og{ax-\-h). The condition that it

should be entirely algebraic is obviously that R should

vanisli, i.e. —
^^
= 0, or that <p{x) should contain ax+h as

a factor.
^

^9 - K+y ^+JTa)

=Y ^ - 4.r+ 8 log (j*+ 2).

(*2) A second process would be to put ax -\-h — ay y
i,e, x= —

~

and then

ax-^-h ay

Then expand —
-) in descending powers of 7/, thus ex-

\ 61/

pressing the fracition ultimately in the form
>
where Q

is a series of powers of y and K is independent of y.

Thus is expressed in a series of powers of (x+ ~\
ax4-b ^ \ a/R

together with a term —

R

being independent of x and

each term is again integrable.
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/
.r^ -l-

<i.r, putting a:+ 2 =y)

+^_ (y — 2)^ + (y — 2)^

.r Hh 2 ~ y

Hence

8

'y

= (.r-4-2y‘-7(:r+ 2)2 + 18(.r + 2)-20 +
j'+ 2’

q
(:r+ 2)3 4- 9Cr+ 2)^ - 20(x -f 2)+ 8 log (x -f 2).

The results are of different form, but of course equivalent, except that

they differ by a constant.

40.

It is also to be observed that since the differential

coefficients of and \og<p(x) are respectively

we have
|

[ 9
/)(x)]"^'(x)da: =

n-f i

and ffo
J

(l>
{x)

(x)
dx — ]og (j>{x).

The second of these results especially is of great use. It

may be put into words thus

:

The integral of any fraction of which the numerator is the

differential coefficient of the denominator is log (denominator).

41.

For example :

J
{ax- 4 6.r+ cY{2ax •\-h)dx— —

.

[cotxd.v— clx= log sin X.
J J Binx ^

ta.nxdx— ~ j
dx~ — log cos x— log sec x,

J J C08 dC

J

fe^ — e'
^dx^log (e*+ e-*).

42.

More generally, since the differential coefficient of

Fl^pix)] is F'[<t>{x)]^' [x),

we clearly have

^F'[cj>{x)]<t>'(x)dx= F[,}>{x)l

Thus, for example, f~—?^.-:^cos J7da:= taii~* sin a:.^
’ j 1 4»ia3j;
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Examplks.

Writft down the indefinite integrals of :

1. 1, 0,
-i,
sjx

2. {oaf -\-h){cx‘* -k-d\ ^ ,

(iL7^ -I- Ar+ c) (cLr“2 -f hxr^ + c) 1 1 1

* «-jr’ {a-xy' {a-xY

^ ^-4- ^ ^

I

^
(.r
- g) (jT -i- a) (.r^+ a^)

a-x a+ x^ a+ x* {a-\-xy {a — xy^^ x*

5. Calculate f j^'^dx: f x~^ dr : f - -^ -dx.
Jo h Ji 2x+:i

6. Calculate / (a-hhv^ysbx'^ dx for the values a~2, b — 5.

r
8. If the retardation of a particle be 2 foot-seconds per second, and

its initial velocity lOf.s., when and where will it come to a stop ?

r20

9. Given ^w = constant, and tljat p — 40 when r=^10, calculate / pdv.

What does this integration mean 1
*

] 0. (Calculate )C^ - 2)(.r - 3)(x ~4)dx

between limits (a) 0 and 1, (b) 1 and 2, (c) 2 and 3,

(d) 3 and 4, (e) 4 and 5.

Explain the signs which occur in the results. Illustrate by a graph.

11. Write down the indefinite integrals of :

(i) (oe’ + hTe^, (ii) (iii) +

(iv) (axf-\-be^Y{pax^'^ + b€^).

12. Integrate (0 (\\) jcot 2x dx, (Hi)
J
tanh x dx,

^
^ J (ax^” 4- bjf* 4- cY

IS. Integrate

... f dx ,... f dx /“(sin'br)" ,

J (iTx^j uiFKr' ^’*)i(l+.r»Ktan-‘r)“’ j

(iyN f-1 (V)
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14. Integrate (i) f ,
(ii) f , i*

— dj\"
^ W a: log .r

’ ^
^ J X h»g X log log .r

’

\

X

log X iog log (log log log xy

jTl\x)l\x)l\x)T7A’'{x){l'-*'(;x)f'

where Vx represent log log log ... log.^’, the log being repeated r times.

43. It will now be perceived that, the operations of the

Integral Calculus being of a tentative nature, success in

Integration will depend in the first place on a knowledge

of the results of differentiating the ordinary simple functions

which occur in Algebra and Trigonometry. It is therefore

necessary to learn the table of Standard Forms which is now
appended. It is practically the same list as that already

learnt for Differentiation, and the proofs of the facts stated

lie in differentiating the right-hand members of the several

results. The list was printed on page 46 of the Author’s

Differential Calculus, There are a few additions, as we are

now specifically considering Integration. The list will be

gradually extended, and a supplementary list will be given

when the results have been established.

44. Preliminauy Table ob' Results to be committed

TO Memory.

cix—
71 -fl

(2) |^((!x = ]og,x.

e^dx= e^. (4) =

cosxdx= sin x. (6) J
sin X dx = — cos x.

sec^ xdx= tan x. (8) J cosec^ xdx= — cot x.

sec x tan xdx=\
Jcos

dx — sec X.
^x

cosec X cot xdx=\ c/x= — cosec x.
J sin^ X

tan xdx= log^sec x.

(Art. 41.)

cot xdx = log^sma:. I
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(13)
1

J

r (lx

1 V — XT

X
sill ^ - or

a
,
X

~cos~^-.
a

(14)
J

iil tari~^ ~ or
1

,

COt“l-.
a a a

(
15

)
J

r dx 1 X 1
sec~^ — or — - cosec

' X \/x“— a a a

(16)
1X -J

j* dx
' J2(LX— X^

— vers"^ -
a

or — covers"

45. It is a lielp to the memory to observe the dimeusions of each side.

For instance, x and a being supposed linear, j 2 2
zero

dimeivsions. Tliere could, therefore, he no - prefixed to the integral.

On the other hand,
C dx

of dimensions —1. Hence the result of

integration must be of dimensions -1. Thus the integral could not

be tan' which is of zero dimensions. There should, therefore, be no
^

1
difficulty in remembering in which cases the factor - appears, and when

it does not.

Also, so long as we are dealing with the trigonometrical functions,

whenever the result begins with the letters “ co,” it must be with a

negative sign. The reason is obvious
;

the cosine, cosecant, coversine

and their inverses are all decreasing functions as a: increases through the

first quadrant, and their differential coefficients are negative.

The rule of the “co” does not apply to the hyperbolic functions.

Examples.

Write down tlie indelinite integrals of the following functions :

1 .r-<i X j’+a J*"

07+ 1’ x + a’ x-q-o'"” x’*+ a"

2. 2*, 2x, ?, X''' + 3% +
XXX X ^ ^ \

3. cos'*^ -, siir'-, cot .r 4- tan a*, cosxi h~—jt-J*
2 2’ sin-x/

1 __
1 1 _1 1_

- 9 + ^’ j.*-9

1 x4-l iU' d- h ji.r-f-5

x'sJx--~A' Xv/x*-4’

1 1 \ ^4 .^'^ + 4

Jil-zx' ^+ ‘i' ^- 4
'

* See also Art. 1890, Vol. II.

6 .
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7. Write down the indefinite integrals of :

(i)
j .V COB a: dXy (ii) j cot x sec^x dxy (iii) +

(iv)
J

(x^ -h x^ dx, (v)
J
(ax^-hbx + c)”(3<jKr^+ b)dx.

8. Write down the indefinite integrals of :

I f /•••N f

9. Evaluate (i) 00

10. Draw the graph of 64(:r- 2)(.r- 3)(2.r -5), and show that the

area between x= 2 and x—2 5y bounded by the curve and the x-axis, is

32 - 2)2 (x -
3)2J ,

i.e. = 2 square units.

Verify by multiplying out and integrating each term.

11. Write down the values of :

(0 I I —sinhT-

(iii) j' (iv)
J

cosh (log ^:)ctr.

12. Evaluate
r

(i) / coaxdxy (ii)
/

coa'^xdx,
Jp .'o

(iii)
/

co8 2.rc£;r, (iv)
|

(cosh .r-h cos x) dir,
Jc Jo

13. Evaluate ,

(i)
j

sec^nxdxy (ii)
^

sec a' tan or dx,

14. Evaluate

(iii)/^-;Wciv.

.r3 -6x2 4- llx-6
x2 — 3x-h2

dx.

46. The processes of Integration being necessarily of a

tentative nature and founded upon a knowledge of the

forms obtained by differentiating the known functions

—

algebraic, logarithmic, exponential, trigonometric or hyperbolic,

or the inverse forms, it will be realized that many expressions

may be written down which are not the differential coefficients

of such known functions or of any combination of them. A
little consideration will show that this is necessarily the case.
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If the inverse sine had never received the consideration of

mathematicians, the expression would have been the
V 1 —

differential coefficient of something so far uninvented. In

the same way, if the invention of a logarithm had not

preceded the necessity for the integration of the integral

of - would have been lacking and have presented difficulty.

Hence it will be seen that it is only certain classes of

algebraic, trigonometrical, exponential, logarithmic, or hyper-

bolic functions, or the corresponding inverse functions, that

admit of integration in finite teims. Some functions there

are which admit of integration in terms of an infinite series

though such series may not be otherwise expressible as the

expansion of any known function. For example,

^
is not the ditferential coefficient of any known function. But

suppohing .r< 1,

r = /'( 1 +ix>«'+

J

Jo _ pioo^j Jo \ -6.4 /

_ .,.r™ 1.3.r™

10l'''2.4 201 ’

an infinite series, not capable of summation, but nevertlieless useful for

aj)proximative pui*fM)sea, supposing x to be a positive proper fraction, if

such arithmetical approximation be required.

And to go back to the case of x'\ it is also clear that as

by the failure to integrate it, by considering it a case of

lx^(/x== . there would have been a gap in the list of
J n-f I

integrals of powers of x, viz.,

= j'x->dl = 7

the properties of a function which had x'^ for its differential

coefficient could not long have remained undiscovered.

For if F(x) stand for we must have

_
j j -

1

= f
= F(^y), i-e. «y = F- »[/’(*)+ F{y)],
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which constitutes the fundamental theorem of logarithms

and indicates how an addition may be used to perform a

multiplication when tables of F(x) have been constructed.

In a similar way, the expression
i:

is a constant < 1, presents itself in the consideration of many

problems geometric and kinetic. Now ^
tlie differential coefficient of any combination of algebraic,

exponential or circular functions. Hence, this is a case in

point. This is an integral where necessity for discussion has

arisen prior to a knowledge of the expression of which it is

the differential coefficient. Calling it u,

u—f
d6

\/l — /c*sin^0

We call the upper limit <{> the amplitude of and write

0 = am u, and inversely u= am“^^. Thus u receives a name.

It is a function whose leading properties wo propose to

discuss later.

EXAMPLES.

1. Write down the indefinite integrals of

:

(1)
+ + +

(3) Va:"”' V **
P+ 9

(5) +

1
( 7 )

(9)

sin X cos a:

1

1 - cos a;*

/ n V sin^x „

( 11 )

(13) tana;(l + secx),

( 2)

0^ -f - 3alfx

X (I b

C08 X - b sill X

a &hi X -\-b coa X + c

tan“’v

(
6 )

(8)
co8a:(l -f sinx)

sin^a;
’

(10) 8in(x + |)

(12) ( 1 -t sin X cos x) sec^x,

.,.v a8in’^x4- ^cos^x
(14)

siirxcos'^x

(15) (cos X - sin x) (2 -f sin 2.x) scc^x cosec^x,

( 1 6) (a + tan x)(b + tan x) sec^x,
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*[1 +(logi)'*|’

X5 + 1

(18) -cos (log x),

a*e“+ r

2. (a) Uf(x)-=~^, prove that |^(x)rfx = ^|.

{!>) If f(x) =a + hx, prove that ^f{x)dx = a where

f\x) means the functionality symbol /occurring r times.

3. Show by expansion that

I*

() Jlog(l +*)<ix= j-^-^^ + ^-j-g+...=(l+x)log(l+x)-x,

( )

,, f
x2 2x* x« x« 2x>» x‘2 xH 2x16 1

^ [i . 2
“O 5 .’6 Ts ~06 102 IsTu “ TBTTe

* • •

•

j
’

.h.r.
\rj 1.2...r

.T^'rove by Differentiation or Integration from the Binomial

Ex^xinsion of (1 +x)", where n is a positive integer,

(a) 1 Cj + 2C.. + .3C3 + . . . + nC„ = n2*-',

(b) 1 . 26’j+ 2 .3C3 + 3 . 4C^ + ... + (n - l)n6'„ = n(7i - 1)2-*,

(r.) 1C', + 36'3 + 5('3 +-="2-*,

(d) + 2*173 + 3*6'3 + . . . + n^C, = « (n + 1 )
2-»,

(c) 16C'i + 26C'3X + 3’6>*+...+n6(7,x"-’

= x{n*x* + (3n- l)x+l}(l +x)”-*,

(/) 1173 + 2(7, + 36"3+... + (« + 1)C'. = 2"-'(» + 2),

P n n p o«+i _ 1

n,\ 1 4. ?2 . 4.

i.2‘^2.3 3.4^ ''

(7, ^ 3

(71 -f 1) (w + 2 )
(n + 1 )

(n + 2/

("im.
'

1 . 2.3 2 . 3:4 ^3.4.5
’

'"^(n+l)(w + 2)(7i + 3) 2(71 + 3/

3.4 4.5 5.6 _
(n + 3)(n+_4)

273 ^^ ^3.4^2 •••+( W (n+l)(7i + 2 )^"

_9 371+5

~"'(n + l)(7i + 2/
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5

.

Provo from tho expansions of siriic and cosx in powers of x

that f sin a; (fa; = 1 - cos a; and that f cos a: (fx = sin x.

6.

Prove from tho expansion of expx that

j* expx(fx = expx [expx^d^].

7.

Prove that

(a) J^lL^ix = log® + Q(x-l) + gy--2— +(3^
^

l) + ^”^2"-'[(x- 1)- 1]

8.

Show that

j'(a + bx) (x 4- rydx = b ~ (y + c)"^

rn- 1

9

.

Show that

(1 +xydz=(b - a) 4-
n\b^ -

.
/n\b^ - nyr+^ - a"+*

71/ 71 4- i

10. If (f)(x) be a rational integral algebraic function of x, show that

^ ’ L^+l w+2 |1 n + 3 [2 J

11 . By considering ^{x - aY{x -by dx, show that the difference

of the series (p and ^ being positive integers)

^
, + p(b - a) {h - af

p + q+l ' P + 'l
1 . 2 ' ’

(X ,,

p +q-\

- ,(j _ .)^lz±r:l^'tLpyl^i _ .c - ‘•r- . . ,

.

' P + q 1.2 '
' p + q-\p + q+\ p + q

is independent of x.

12. Verify by differentiation that

\
dx 1 1 + Xv/2 + X* , 1 . _ , ;

1 +^ 4v/2 ®l-xv'2+x2 2V2 1

1Vl - x4l + xVl'^]'^*
=• 2 tan- ‘ (X + ^1-A
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13. If <l>{x) = AqX"* a ^ + A,^x^ 2 ^ ^ prove that

Jx -"A Ti + • • • +W log (^ - *)

where B^ = hB^^^ + A^. Write down the values of B^, B^, B^.

14. Show that rational integral algebraic forms of

<l>(x) may also be expressed as

<t>{h)\og(x-h) + i>'(h)^~^^ + ....

Prove that

Jx-7t 1’ 2^|r ••]•

15. Prove that
|

ilog(«^) log^^^^-

16. If

” ""
2’'n iL 2 (2n -f 2) 2 . 4 (2n -f 2)(2n + 4)

‘ *

‘J
{i,e, Bessel’s function), prove that

( 1
)
|V,(x)ix=l-/„(x),

(2) £[J„_,(x)-J.^.(x)]dx = 2J„(x) (n>0).

17. Provo that

x^ -
1
( I - xM)^ dx = P( - V, ^ ^

+ 1, f-*)

when /’(a, /3y y, x) denotes the hypergeomotric series

1 -f ir +
l.y 1.2 yy + l

a;® 4- ....

1.2.3 yy + ly + 2

[I. C. S., 1898.]

18.

Assuming that the speed of the current in a river at a

distance x from the bank follows the law

v = VQ + kx>{a-x),

where a is the breadth of the river and and k are constants, nnd

by integration how far down stream a man will be carried who rows

4 miles an hour, pointing the boat’s head always straight at the

opposite bank, so as to cross in the least time possible : the width of

the river being half a mile, the banks being straight and parallel,

and the speed of the current being 2 miles an hour near the banks,

and 3 miles an hour in mid stream. [I. C. S., 1905.]
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Find the moment of inertia of a rectangle of sides 2a, 2h about

a line joining the mid-points of the opposite sides of length 2a.

The section of a ship at the water line is 120 feet long. If the

middle line be divided into six equal portions, the ordinates of the

boundary of the area at the middle points of the segments are given

by the following table :

Distances from end 10 30 50 70 90 no

Ordinates 10 20
i

20 18 14 8

Draw a figure showing the section, remembering that it is sym-

metrical on both sides of the middle line. By approximate methods

of summation (treating the segments as rectangles) find the value of

the moment of inertia of the section a^^out the middle line, and

the height of the metacentro above the centre of buoyancy if the

ship displaces 36,000 cubic feet of water.

, . j Moment of Inertia 1
The height required =—j-T—-, —

.

® ^ Displacement. J

[1. C. S., 1908.]

20. A substance A transforms into a substance By the rate of

transformation in grammes per second at the time t being e(|ual to fix,

where x denotes the number of grammes of A existing at that

instant. In like manner B transforms into a third substance (7, the

rate of transformation being hy^ where y is tlic number of grammes

of B existing at time t.

Write down the relations between x, y and their differential

coefficients with respect to the time, and show that these equations

are satisfied by putting

x = Bt~

y

— lie

~

provided Q and R are properly determined in terms of I\ y being

zero when / = 0.

Also show that the quantity of B existing will be greatest at

logjapo - log^Jap
6 seconds after the zero of time.

a-h
[I. C. vS., 1908.]

21. Prove that the integral of the sum of an infinite series tiiken

over a range within which the series is absolutely convergent, is

equal to the sum of the integrals of the terms.

Employ this theorem to find an expansion of log( 1 -f in liscending

powers of z, pointing out the range for which the expansion is valid.

Having given log* 2 = 0 69315, prove that loge61 = 4 1109 to five

significant figures. [I. c. S., 1904.]
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22. OK is the diameter })oundi!ig a semicircle of radius r, P any
point on OK, and PQ an ordinate to tlie diameter OK, If x denote

the length OP and 2: the area which PQ cuts off the semicircle,

interpret and

Find a curve for which the area bounded by the curve, the axes of

X atjd y and the ordinate at a distance x from the axis of ?/, is

a^tan
a [L C. S., 1902.]

23. From the equation

where a and h are constants, find y in terms of x.

The value of a being 2 feet, and of /i 10 feet, evaluate y when
X is 30 feet. [L C. S., 1910.]

21. Denoting by A the area between the curve y=/(.r) and the

axis of Xy from the value zero to the value a of x, show that, when f{x)

is a rational integral alge])raic function of the third degree,

where .Vo =/(<>). .Vi=/(4

Compart? the result given by this rule with the true value, taken

to three places of decimals, for the curve 7/
= sin a:, between the

values 0 and O h of x reckoned in radians. [I- C. S., 1912.]

25. Verify that the area of the curve

y = ^ -f -f + Dx^

between the limits x^h and x- -/t is equal to the product of h and

the sum of the ordinates at

x=^hlJ3 and x= -hjJS,

In the case of the curve

y A ^Bx + Cx2 + 7)x3 + i;x^ + Fx^ = /(x),

verify in like manner that the area between x = /t and -h is

equal to

{ 5/(WP) + 8/(0) + 5/( - Av/3/5)} A/9.
' [I. C. S., 1913.]

26. Find the differential coefficient of

«“*(! -f x + x2/2 ! + x®/3 1 -fx^/4r !)

;
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and deduce that the sum of the first five terms of the exponential

series is less than e* by the quantity

Jo ^
da.

What would be the corresponding result if the series were taken

to n terms instead of to five terms? [I. C. S., 1913.

J

27. Weddle’s Eule for finding, approximately, the area bounded

by a curve, two ordinates, and a base forming pait of the axis

of Xj is :
“ Divide the base into six equal parts and draw the

ordinates at the points of division, making, with the extreme

ordinates, seven in all. Of these ordinates add the first, third,

fourth, fifth and seventh, and five times the second, fourth and

sixth. Multiply the sum by one-twentieth of the base.”

Provo that the rule gives the true result when the limits are

0 and 1 and the curve has any of the forms

y = a, y = (u\ y =aA y = a{x-\j‘iy\

where a is a constant and n is an odd positive integer.

Find, by the rule, the value of 6 x
fv^ dx.

1 -j~

to seven places of

decimals. Check the result by integration. [I. c. S., 1911.]

28. Show that the work done by a gas in altering its volume

from Vj to ?>2 according to the Adiabatic l.aw

is
P,llV 1 _ 1 1

If the law be Isothermal (y = 1), show that this becomes

If a gas expands isothermally from state jPj, Vj to state v.j.

(OjHiration L),

then exjmnds iidiabatically from state

^

2 ,
to state

(Operation II.),

then contracts isothermally from state pg, to state

(Operation III.),

then contracts adiabatically from state to state Pp rj

(Operation IV.),

(1) find the amounts of work done by or upon the gas during each

of these four operations, drawing a graph of the whole cycle

of changes

;
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(2) show that the work done in the whole cycle of operations is

^measured hy
V

{P\^\ ~Pz^^ (the adiabatic j)ortions cancelling)

;

(3) that =

(4) that, writing

-Pz^'z
-A » Pa'^'a^ ~-Pi^\^

= A2,

the above expression for the work may be written

7 ~ I ^
ft.,

[This cycle of operations is known as a Carnot’s cycle for a perfect

heat engine.]

29. If dQ l)e the whole heat absorbed by a body of uniform

ternperatvire whilst its temperature changes continuously from 0

to 0-\-d0, and if </> be a function of the independent variables which

deline the state of the body and such that

</) is calletl the Entropy of the body (Clausius),

Show that if a graph be drawn to represent as a function of </>,

the area between the gra}>h, the </>-axis and the ordinates corre-

sponding to the initial and final states represents on some scale the

heat absorbed.

In the case of a perfect gas satisfying the law -g
— const. — A, assume

the Thermodynamic Equation

dQ = C^dO +p dv^

where Cv is the specific heat at constant volume, and show that in

changing from state 0^^ </)j to stiite ^21 ^’
2 ’

\ej \vj

Taking the temperature as a function of the entropy and simul-

taneous values of <j> and 0 as given in the following table :

and assuming that one unit of area indicates one unit of heat, what

is the total heat received during these changes ?
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[There is a brief sketch of the fundamental formulae of Thermo-

dynamics on pages 56 and 57 of Solutions of Senate Hmise rwhlrvis for

1878 which may be found useful. Students may also read Tait’s

Thermodynamics or Parker’s Thermodynamics for detailed accounts of

the theory
;

other useful books are Zeuner, TlUorie Micanique de la

Ohalfur; Briot, 2'h^orie M^canique de la Chaleur.]

30. In the case of a saturated vapour, if C be the specific heat of

the vapour, i.e. the heat imparted to one gramme of the saturated

vapour to keep it constantly in the saturated state when slowly

compressed till the temperature rises one degree Fahrenheit
;
C that

of the liquid from which it is derived at the same pressure and

temperature, L the latent heat, then it can be shown that

(r = c+ dL L
de (9’

where 6 is the absolute temperature.

Let be the specific heat of the liquid at constant pressure,

which, as liquids are practically incompressible, is so nearly equal

to C that no appreciable error results from regarding them as

identical.

Then Eegnault has shown experimentally that the sum of the free

and latent heat, viz. Z -f
|

Cj^dO, is not a constant as had been
J273

supposed by Watt in his earlier experiments, but is a function of

the temperature 9, viz. putting ^==273-f and / being the number

of ergs in one calorie (4 1,5 39, 739 ’8 ergs or about 3 foot-lbs.), he

obtained the equations

(1) cjd^j{u.+jiff+yr-),
]

(
2
)

™
C,^J{a- + p9' + y'&%\

experimentally, determining the constants a, /9, y ;
a', //, y for several

vapours.

Using these data, prove that

( 1 ) f^+C^ = J{P + 2yff),

r n'3"i

(2) i = ./[a + ^ + (2y -ir)\- y\\,
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31. Show that the integral equivalent of the equation

f* dx r*' dy f‘ dz

J „
1 +7+^^ J „

r+y +1^ J „ 1+2 + **
""

is of the form

xyz a{ijz zx xy) + Hx 4- y + ^) + c = 0,

where a, c are certain constants. [Oxf. I. P,, 1913.]

32. If the variables x, y, ;r be so related that

yz = zx = F(y), xy = F{z),

show that
1

F{x)dx-\-\ F{y)dy+\ F{z)dz = xyz
J»\. J

For example, if x-hy 4-s = 0,

and

show that

yz -k- zx + xy = -

J.,
f -s

dz-\{xyz a;,y,«i).

jv\. y ji, --

[Bkrtraud, Calc, /nl., p. 383.]

33. If y =
j

dx, expand y in powers of x as far as
J 0

[Oxp. I. P., 1911.]

34. Prove that
rx2 + 3x + 3 , . , I

].~(x+i)5 * [Oxf. I. P., 1915.]

35. Integrate f X '*"“*(! -x)"(l -cxydx,

where n is a positive integer. [Oxf. I. P., 1917.]

36. Prove that the fifth differential coefficient of

x^ f <f>(x)dx - 4x®f xd>{x)dx + ^x^{ x^<fi(x)dx - ixf x^<f>(x)dx -f f X^<f>{x)dx

is 24<^(x). [Oxf. 1. P., 1917.]

37. Integrate
f cos 8^ - COB 7^

J 1+2 cos 5(7

38. If f(x) and F(x) he two functions continuous and finite

between 0 and x, such that
H

O

u—

>

111

obtain their expansions in ascending powers of x. [Or?. I. P., 1915.]
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39. Prove that
f

dx

( I 4- x) (2 + j-j

-0*288 nearly.

[Math. Trip. I., 1916.]

40.

If = ^2^2 ^ express in terms of y the differential coefficients

of the functions \og{ax + y), xy

with l egard to a:.

Hence evaluate
Jy

and ^ydx.^ and prove that

i:
- 4 i/x=^ - 2 log 2.

41.

Prove that

{log(a4- Oh) -log a) - ^{log(a + /i) - log a}

can be expressed in the form

[Math. Trip. L, 191i.}

Jo + Ox)

Deduce that in calculating a logarithm to base 10 by the method
of proportional parts from tables which give the logarithms of all

integers from 10^ to 10^, the error is one of defect and cannot

amount to JIO'V, where /A = logi^(?-= *43429. Is this negligible in

sevenffigure tables^ ^Math Trip. Pt. II., 1919.]

42.

Integrate j* sin 0 ^ show that

y I +cos(4n4-
1 )0

d0 = 0-2
I + cos 0

n being a positive integer.

Jsin6^ sin 2^ sin 3f?

(.1

sin 2?m9I
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CHANGE OF THE INDEPENDENT VARIABLE.

47. It will frequently facilitate integration if we change

the independent variable x to a. new variable z by a suitable

choice of relation connecting the two.

Let x=^F{z) be the relation chosen, and let

jvdx or ^f{x)dx

be the integral to be transformed.

Let II

Then
dU y.

'dx~

But
du dn dx ydx
dz dx dz dz

rgtan“>x

48. Thus, to integrate
j

d

\mz)]F'(z)dz.

dx
dz

= 8ec*z

;

i T+F iTun** *

Instead of writing a:=taii^, it would be a little shorter to take

and then

the integral—Je^dzy at once

67
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49.

In the practical use of the formula

\f{x)dx = ^f[F(z)W(^)dz,

after having made choice of the transformation x=F(z), it is

usual to make use of differentials, and instead of writing

dx

dz
= F(z),

we shall write the same equation as

dx=F{z) dz,

and the formula will thus be reproduced by replacing dx in

the integral |/(a:) dx by F'{z) dz, and the x by F{z). (See Diff.

GaL, Art. 156.)

/

gUn-»x

l
dx, after putting tan~*.r =r, we

luaj wnwj
cLv

nr? =dz.

and the integral becomes je*dz=^e‘^

50.

When the integration is a definite one between specified

limits, the limits for z will not in general l>e the same as

those for x. But supposing a and 5 to be the inferior and

superior limits for x, those for z must be such that whilst x

ranges once over its values from a to b, z passes once and

once only through the corresponding range of values for z,

viz. from F-^(a) to F~'^{b), where x= F(z) is the connecting

formula.

51.

The transformation of the indefinite integral is

|/(a:) da:= I
/[^(z)] F'(z) dz.

Let /(x)= \p-'{x).

Then, if the limits for a; be a and 6,

=£ i'Xx) dx= \{r(b) - \f,(a).

Now, when x=a, z= F~^a)

;

and, when x= b, z

=

F-^b).
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A1.0

= mF-^b}]-^F{F-Ha))-\
= Vr(6)-Vr(a).

So that the re^sult of integrating /[i?"(2)]F'(2:) with regard to

2 between limits F~^a) and F~^{h) is identical with that of

integrating f{x) with regard to x between the limits a and h.

52. Cas6 of a Multiple-Valued Function.

It must be noted that F~^(ii) and F~^{h) may be multiple-

valued functions of a and h. Thus, for instance,

sin-^J being the same thing as n7r4‘(—

where n is any integer whatever, is a multiple-valued function.

The question will thus frequently arise as to which of a

variety of values of F~^{a) and F~^(b) it is proper to take as

the limits in the transformed integral.

If, however, we remember the connecting formula x— F(z)

and imagine x continuing its march in a continuous manner,

always increasing from the value of a to the value of 6
,
then,

starting with any of tlie values of F~^(a), say a, F-^{x) is to

change in a continuous manner from a to the first occasion on

which it takes up the value or ^ say, increasing along the

whole march from a to
/
3

,
if x and s; increase together, i.e. if

F'(z) be positive from x — a to x — b, or decreasing along the

whole march from a to ^ if x and are such that z decreases

as X increases, i.e. if F'(z) be negative from x= a to x = b.

Then a and /9 are the limits for 2 which correspond to a and b

respectively for x.

J

ri ({x

we aBsign the ponitive sign to the radical >/l By the transforniatioii

^= 8in^^, we have And the indefinite integral is J(±l)dO

or ± 0, according as -f ^yi - 0-''^= + cos 0 or — coa 0,
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When :r= 0, 0=3in“'O= 7i7r.

When x'=\^ ^= 8in“U =m7r+ (
—

In the march of x from 0 to 1, sin S passes from 0 to 1 and is always

positive. If the radius terminating B lie in the first quadrant,

B increases from 0 to and ^ is positive.
2 du

n and 7n being any integers.

If the terminating radius of B lie in the second quadrant,

B decreases from tt to and is negative.

Generally, if B starts from 2w7r, the next occasion on which sin ^ is I is

at ^ = 2w7r+~ and sin B is increasing from 0 to 1.

If B start at (2w4- l)7r, B must decrease, as x increases, and therefore must

pass from (2m + l)7r, where sin B is zero, to(2m-f l)7r - where sin B is 1.

Therefore it is proper to take our limits, either

0 to.^, sin B increasing, B increasing
;

or

or

or

TT to
2

’

2’r to —

,

Stt to
Stt

T’

sin B increasing, B diminishing ;

sin B increasing, B increasing
;

sin B increasing, B diminishing
;

etc.

But we have noted that +>/l cos the + sign to be taken

if cos B be positive, the — sign if cos B be negative. Accordingly,

rjfe-n'-i-'
TT

2’

etc.

54. It will perhaps make the matter clearer if a graph of the trans*

formation formula be drawn in such cases.

In the present case, :F=8in $ referred to Bj x axes is a curve of sines
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whose axis is the ^-axis cutting it at 0, X, N...\ x increases from
0 to 1 along any of the arcs, viz.,

0 to Ay L to Ay

and the limits are as stated :

along LA ~
^J »

^ _ve
dS

along MPi etc.

ve

55. Purpose of a Substitution.

The purpose of a substitution is two-fold.

(1) Given an elementary known integral to construct a

more complex one, and thus extend one's knowledge

of integrable forms.

(2) Given an integral which does not fall under the list

of fundamental forms, to reduce it to such form

if possible.

And it must be noted that it often happens that though

one substitution may reduce to a simpler form, that a further

substitution, or further substitutions, may be necessary before

the integration can be effected.

56. Aa an illustration of the first.

Beginning with the known result
J ^ ^j2

=tan“^ar, let us put

say.
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whence

dx^(4f-^d^

y+3+^
•//(/-

i

M/^l fy +1 ).
y«+3/+l 4 V pJI y«+3/+i 4 v*^ yy

As an illustration of the second, let us try to get back from

r=
yy®+3y«+i'

The presence of combined with the fact that all remaining powers

of y are powers of suggests that we should put

2/*= Zj and /. dy— dz.

Then

Tlie fact that the denominator is a reciprocal function {i.e. coefficients

equidistant from the ends equal) suggests a division by z^.

I is tlien written as f(lih

,

'+=+?

1 f ('-.y*

The form of this suggests further that we should now put

for then

/ now becomes

-^dz= d\i,.

1 /* du1
/

au
4 J

= itan-> u= ’ tan-‘ (2 + =4
Un-> (^ + u)-

57. Choice of Substitution.

It will be obvious that a proper choice of substitution can

only be the result of experience. No general mles can be

given, but the student may learn something as to the proper

course to be taken from ol)8ervation of the worked-out cases

which follow and from the accompanying remarks.
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Ex. 1. Evaluate
J -J-coB-^idr.

Let X == 2^ . then dj;= 2z dz.

\ I
^ =

2J
cos 2 6^2= 2 sin 2= 2 sin Vx

Here it was desirable to get rid of the irrationalfomi of the angle.

Ex. 2. Evaluate

Put X -- tan 8 ;
then

Whenjr~0 we have

,, .r=l we liave

r. dx.
s/\+x^

(Lv= Bec^ 8 d8.

8= 0
,

8='^
'4 *

/I j* j • tiVII

rL — / ^ sec- 8d8 -^
/

sec ^ tan ^ d8
Jo ,fi ^ Jo sec 8 Jo

^rsec^^l = sec sec 0 = *y2 — 1.L Jo 4

It IS to be noted that wlien occurs in the integrand,

x -- (itnti8 or a*— a cot or .r=asinh2 are likely substituCionSy for they

rationalize the radical.

When \/y---u2 occurs, sec ar= rtcoaec^ or 4'= a coth 2, are good

substitutions.

Ex. 3. Evaluate

l^t .r** — a"2~^
;
then

dx

x\/.?^-a^'

dx _
X

dz

and

1

na^i Vl — 2^

Note that .7:" d generally a proper mh»titntion in cases when

occurs.

Also, .r'’-a” tan or cot 8 or a"Rinh2 for

0,, .r"=-a’‘8int^ or a**cos6 or tt"8ech2 for

might be used.

When occurs, x^= a^sec8 or a" cosec 61, or x^ = a^cothz,

would be useful.
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Ex. 4. When V2aar - ar^ occurs^ a useful trial is

= a(l — cos 0\ i.e, x= a vers 0.

Thus, to evaluate

dx=^asind dOi *j2ax— a^= as\n$\

j. Ta (1 - cos 6^)a8inTa 0 “ cos 6r)a8ii
“ ~ J a sill 0

= a
j (1

- cos 6)d6

—a(0 — sin 6)

= aver8 '—

—

a

Ex. 5. When sia -x or occurs in the integrand the substitution

x=acoa 0 will often he found useful^ or perhaps better^ x — acoa^O.

Evaluate

Let x=aco8 2^; then

:
[xj'^^dx,
J \ a-hs

dx~ - 2a sin 2^ dO,

/= — 2a^ fcos 20 \l\
— »in 2$ dO

J \l-f-cos26'

= — 2a^j(cos 26 tan 6 2 siu 0 cos 6) dO

— — 2a^J"cos 20(1 — cos 26^) dO

cn 14-COS40N= - 2a^ / ( COS 20- ‘

= -2a2(
sin 2^ 0 8in4^\

= — (40 - 4 sin 20 4- sin 4^)

= — r2 co8“^ ^ ^/a* — x^
"1

4 L a a J

2 a 2

58. When an inverse function cx^curs in the integrand stich

as sin-^-, cos"^ tan“^ vers*"^-, it is usually helpful to put
a a a a’

j t t

a;= a sin 0, a cos 0, a tan 0, or a vers 0, as the case may Ixi, and

work with the direct functiona
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Many other forms of substitution will occur in due course,

but what has been said will suffice for present purposes.

1. Evaluate

Examples.

(i'')

I e-i,.-'-
=

(vi)
j

Uinir Hec*jc cLi\ (vii)
j

-

Put €*= 2.

UuiV Hec“.r cLt\

dx dz
,

. =—
,
etc.

x-l z

dx
cosh^mj:’

2. Evaluate (i) - ,r^dx. Put.r=a8in^.

(ii) x^2ax - jr^ dx. Fut x~a{l-c.osO).

Draw ^^raplm to illustrate these two integrations.

3. Find the values of

(i ) r- dx. (i i)
«“ - ‘T- dx.

Interpret the meaning of these integrations.

4. Integrate f
- - Putaj;+-=2.

5. Integrate*
r x^ dx

Put x== a tan 0.
[St. John’s, 1883.]

6. Integrate
j sec^ 0 oosec^ OdO. Put tan 0 = ^.

[St. John’s, 1883.]

7. Integrate Put tan 07= 2.
[Trinity, 1883.]

8. Integrate

<> /
I'

dx

.r V 1 -

dx

.r \^1 -for*

9. Integrate

(0 /(i (ii) / do:

/ :^+(a^+ 6)“

(i,i) /"; (iv)
f 1

/ ^
- ...COS

a-\'hx ,
dx^

c + ex

r ttn~^ s>
/* tin * * sin .V coBxdx

<’> <ir. (vi)
j ^

- dx. (vn)
j cos^a7-f 6^sin^o?
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10. Integrate

(i) j {<iix)n=^)+4,\x)H^)}dx. (ii)
I

<“> / <'> / -“'’w*-

(V)

11. Show that

j — </.r= a2(8inh 2?^ — 2 8iiihtt)

where a:==4a cosh^ -
[Ox. I. Pub., 1899.]

59. The Hyperbolic Functions.

To avoid complexity of form in many integrations and to

secure symmetry in the results of integrations of expressions

of similar algebraic form, it is customary to make full use of the

hyperbolic functions and their inverses. Calc., Art. 23.)

By analogy with the exponential values of the sine, cosine,

tangent, etc., the exponential functions

ex— g-x gx_|_^-x —

g

2 ’ ^+e— etc.,
t>-X’ ’

are respectively written

sinh X, cosh x, tanh x, etc.,

or sometimes more shortly as shx, chx, thx, etc.

By further analogy with the inverse circular functions,

if t6 = sinhx or coshx or tanhx, etc.,

we write the inverse hyperbolic functions

x= sinh“^u or cosh”^u or tanh~^u, etc., respectively,

or sometimes as sh“^x, ch”^x, th~^x.

This notation is now commonly adopted by modern writers.

Professor Sir George Greenhill {Clcapter on the Integral

Calculus, 1888) indicates it as being common amongst
American writers, and as being frequently employed by
writers on Applied Mathematics. The earlier notation used by
Bertrand, viz.

sect sin hyp X, sect cos hyp x, sect tan hyp x, etc.,

is far too cumbrous for free use.
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Tlic properti(3s of these functions are now usually discussed

at some length in books on Trigonometry [see Dr. Hobson s

TrUjoncmietry, pages 303-3 IG]. It is therefore unnecessary to

repeat them here fully. But for the convenience of students

who have not already sufficient familiarity with their use, we
repnxluce those of tlie elementary properties which we shall

require for tlie immediate purpose in hand.

60. Elementary Properties.

We clearly have

analogous to cos^ 0 -f sin^ 0 = 1;

e^ + e-
= cosh 2x,

whence

analogous t o cos^ 0— sin^ 0 = cos 20

;

2 coslr X= 1 -h cosh 2x,

analogous to 2 cos- 0 = 14* cos 20

;

2 sinh- X= cosh 2x— 1

,

analogous to 2 sin^ 0=1— cos 20

;

8ech-a:+ tanh*x=(^jjq^) =1.

analogous to sec^ 0— tan^ 0=1;

— e~^ sinh 03 , i i.
sin0

tanh X = '

.

,
analogous to tan 0 = ^

;

g-j co^h X cos V

coth X= analogous to cot 0=
e*— sinhx 8iR0

1
””
tanh X

etc.

It is unnecessary to point out methods of proof or analogies

further, and the following results may be proved by the
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student as exercises, and will form a convenient list for

reference *

sinh (ir -h y )
= sinh x cosh y -f- cosh x siiih y,

sinh (x— y) = sinh x cosh y— cosh x sinh y,

cosh (a: 4- 2/)
= cosh x cosh y 4- sinh x sinh y,

cosh (x— y) == cosh X cosh y— sinh x sinh y,

sinh 2x= 2 sinh x cosh x,

cosh 2x= cosh“x4- sinh^ x.

= 2 cosh^x— 1

tanh 2x—

= l4-2sinh2x,

2 tanh x

i 4-tanh-x’

sinh X 4- sinh y= 2 sinh — cosh

etc.,

XT
C08hx=l +

J^+J^+...,

8inhx=a;+.^+ .-. + ...

,

11 1
tanh-‘x= a:+^+^+....

61. It should be remarked that such expressions as sind,

cosd, etc., where 0 is complex, i.e. of the form do not

come under the heading of the sines and cosines defined

geometrically in the early parts of trigonometry. They

are re-defined now by the exponential values

^9 p~i.i

sin 0, standing for
2l

^i.9 _|_ g
— 19

cos 0, standing for -—^
*

etc., for any value of 0 real or complex.

Then writing 0=£x, where ^ =V— 1,

sin 4X= i8inhx,

cos ix=coslvx,

tanix=itan\ix,

cot tx= — I coth X,
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Also tlie ordinary forniulao of trigonometry can be proved

frovi dpJlnitiovH^ viz., we have

coH^ 0+ sin^ 0= 1,

cos® 0— sin® 0= cos 20,

sin (0 -f 0)= sin 0 cos <p +cos 0 sin 0,

etc.,

and the restriction of the reality of 0 and 0 is removed.

Then, having proved the addition formulae for the sines

and cosines from these definitions, we have

sin {ii -f lv) = sin n cos fV-f cos u sin lv

= sin u cosh i;-f-

1

cos 'w sinh

etc.

62. Inverse Hyperbolic Functions.

We are, in the Integral (\ilciilus, more particularly interested

in the inverse forms.

Let us search for the meaning of the inverse function

a

oc

Put sinh~^- = ?/.

a

rp, a: . .

llien - — sin]iy= —

;

a ^

a

„ x±\/d'-{-ir
ey= ,

a

and remembering that where X is an integer,

= co8 2X7r±f sin2X7r= l,

we may, to retain generality, write this as

gy-24Xir

or y = 2i\ir+ log
a
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Now 2,X-7r+ loy^=^:^-^ = 2,X,r-lo}^
“

- X— Ja^ -f

= 2ATr-lo<;^~-‘*'-
“

-2,X.-l„„,(-.)-H.i+2^

= 2\'— l)z7r — log
C -f- \f(l“ -|-

for log(-- l) = logc^2'*+^^"^= (2r? 4-l)/7r,

n and X' being integers.

Thus, y= /^,7r+ (-irlo<,r-'t-'^+—

,

where /j. is an integer

The “principal value” of y is then log
,
and it

is usual to take this as synonymous witli sinh“^^^, omitting

the generality obtained b}' tlie addition of \inreal constants.

63. Similarly putting

cosh~^ ?/,

X ey-\-r-y
~ = cosh V =— —

,

a ^2
e^»- 2

^
e»+\=^0

a

and
x±n/j^— a-

cy = ~ -j

a

and omitting as before the generality derived from the unreal

constants, we shall take the solution

y = log ,

viz. the “ principal value ” of y with the positive sign

as cosh-i-, and t

a

synonymous with

as cosh-^ -, and therefore cosh“^- is to be understood as
a a

log
x+'y/x^— a^
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66. We shall therefore consider

sinh-i"^
a

as meaning
,

^ -f
l<ur >

a

cosb*”^-
a

as meaning log --

a

tanh“^-
a

as meaning
1 , ((-{-

X

coth”^ -
a

as meaning
1 , x-{-a

2 ^x — a

sech-i*^
a

as meaning
, (1 -|- J(l^ — X*
log —

!

X

cosech”^ ?
a

as meaning log- -- - •

67. Periodicity of the Hyperbolic Functions.

These hyperbolic functions are periodic. But the periodi-

city is imaginary.

For, since ei‘^’" = cosX7r=t:i sin X7r = (
— 1)^, (X = an integer),

^X+Aiir^ Aitt)

we have cosh (a:-f X^tt) =
2

= ( — 1 cosh x.

Similarly, sinh (ic-fX^Tr) =( — l)^sinhx,

whence tanh (a>f XtTr) =tanhx.
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Thus, tlie periodicity of siiih x and cosh :ris 27r£,

that of tanh x and coth x is ttl.

Also

sinh 0 = r— = 0, cosh 0=— = 1 ,
tanh 0 = 0, etc.,

2 2

Again,

sinh LTr =
iiir /}—in^LIT

- = i 8in7r = 0,

cosh ITT — cos TT = — 1

,

etc.

cosh“^( — z) = log (
— z -f s/z- — 1

)

= log (z — 1 )-|-l()g( — 1)

= — log (z-\~\/z^—i) nr

= —cosh'^z 4- fTT,

sinh“^(— z) = log (~z-f-N/z 24- 1
)

= log—j

—

Vz--hl

= -log (z + Jz^-\r])

= — sinh“^z,

tanh-H - ^) = 1 = - |log [if

= — tanh'^z,

etc.,

analogous to the properties of the circular functions,

cos“X — 2
)
= — cos~^z+ TT, sin”^( — z) — — sin-^z,

tan~'( — z)= — tan"^z,

etc.

68. Q«ometrical Interpretation.

Let a rectangular hyperbola — = and its auxiliary

circle be drawn
; then any point on the hyperbola may be

represented by either of the parameters 0 or w by putting

x= asec 0,^1

2/
= a tan 0,/

cc~acosh u,

y— a sinh u.
or
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Hence 0 and u are connected by the ecjnations

sec 0 = cosh u
or tan 0= sinh u.

Let F be the point 6 (or u) on the hyperbolic arc AP]
PN the ordinate, NT the tangent from N to the auxiliary circle

Then obviously the abscissa

ON=x = OT secNOT= a secNOT
Hence, the angle NOT is the parameter 0.

Also, since ON^ — NT^^a^, it follows that NT—y^ as is

obvious, since y=^a tan 0, as also NT—

a

tan 0.

The area of the portion NAP of the hyperbola

=
1

ydx= ^
a sinh u . a sinh n duy

sinh^u du
Jo

=
“2

J
(cosh 2? - 1 ) du

a® /sinh 2?t \
'2

( 2 V ” CT^siiih 2u
4

"
2
"'

Also, area of triangle ONP—i^xy

= ^ tt cosh u . a sinh n =
JL

sinh 2?«

4

Hence the area of the hyperbolic sector OAP
= AOAP-areaAAP

= analogous to for the circular sector
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This indicates the meaning of u, viz.

2 area of liyperbolic sector CAP
'll, — .

It is this connection with the hyperl)ola from which these

transcendental functions are termed hy})erlK)lic functions.

For other properties in connection with this figure, see

Greenhill’s Chapter on the Integral Calculus^ p. 27, or

Hobson’s Trigonometry, p. 309, and an “ Essai sur les Fonct.

Hyperboliques,” Mem. d. 1. Soc, des Sciences Phys., Bordeaux,

1875, cited by Greenhill.

Since cosh u= sec 6

and .
*. sinh u = tan 0,

we have tanh u — = sin 0.

aacO

coth u = cosec 0,

etc.,

which express functions of u in terms of 0. Again, expressing

6 in terms of u, we obviously have

sin 6= tanh u,

cos 0 = sech Uy

tan 0 — sinh u,

cot 0= cosech u, etc.

69. The Gudermaimian.

The angle 0, Which may therefore be variously expressed as

sin“^(tanh u), cos“^(sech u), tan”^(sinh u), cot~' (cosech n),

8ec“^(cosht6), or cosec"^ (coth u), is called by Cayley the

‘‘Gudermannian ” of u* {Elliptic Functions, p. 56), and.

denoted by him by the convenient notation

0= gd u,

or inversely u = gd~^ 0.

Then sin 0, cos 0, tan 0 he denotes by sg u, eg u, tg u.

Again, log tan
(j

= log (sec 0 -f tan 0)

= log (cosh It+ sinh u) = log e" = u.

*8o named from Oudermann, who apeoially disouBsed this function

(Cayley, p. 44).
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or

Hence, gd u is such that

logtaii(^-f^) = u,

log tan d- = gd“^ 6, which is the same thing.

Differentiating log tan or log(sec d-f tan 0), we get

sec 0 as the differential coefficient. Hence,

I
sec 9 (16 = log tan = gd“^ 9,

and Isec dc/d is a degenerate form of the more general integral

r (19
, wlicro A' = 1 ,

wliicli Is to bc discussed later.
JV 1 — k- sin" d

70. Tables of the values of R = log tan + the

inverse Gudermannian of 9, are given by Legendre, Theorie des

Fonct ions Ellipiiqttes, vol. ii., to 12 places of decimals for angles

in the first quadrant. They will be found to seven places at

degree intervals in Hobson’s Trigonovietryy p. 316, and to five

places at degree intervals in Greenhill’s Elliptic FunctioriSy

p. IG, whence it is etusy to extnict the values of u correspond-

ing to any angle d, or the value of d corresponding to any

given value of u, and hence from the relations cosh u = sec d,

sinh u = tan d, etc., we c^an find the values of the hyperbolic func-

tions cosh u, sinh u, etc., for any values of u by the use of

the intermediary angle d by means of the ordinary tables of

secants, tangents, etc. In the absence of direct tables of the

hyperbolic functions this will be the proper mode of com-

putation to follow in numerical calculations. See Lodge’s

Report to Brit. Assoc. 1888, and remarks by Greenhill on

p. 15, Elliptic Functions.*

71. Unless extremely close approximations are required it

will be sufficient to take the values of logtan^^-f-~^ from

•The Smithsonian Institute of the City of Washington publishes a set of

Mathematical TabUa of the Hyperbolic Functiomy by G. F. Becker and C. E.

van Orstand.

The Harvard University Press publishes TaUte of Complex Hyperbolic and

Circular FunctionSy by A. K. Kennelly.
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the following graph, which indicates the march of the func-

tion from ^= 0 to 0= 90”. There is not much deviation

from a straight line from 0= 0 to 0 = 45°, but beyond that the

function begins to increase more rapidly, passing from 4 741

3

at 89° to 00 at 90°. For the first part of the graph, obviously

the ordinary rule of proportional parts will give a fair approxi-

y
3-4

3-2

30
2-8

28
2*4

2-2

2-0

1-8

1*6

1-4

1-2

10

0-8

0-6

0-4

0*2

Fig. 15.

[Graph of y = Iog^ tan^^-f the abscissae being the sexagesimal

measures of d, showing the march of the inverse Gudermannian function.]

mation. Within the last 10° or so of 90° it is desirable to

adopt the special mode of approximation shown in Greenhill,

loc, cit I'he ordinates are given to four places of decimals at

5° intervals, which will be sufficient for the purposes of

approximation in this book. The numerical data for the

graph were taken from Hobson’s Trigonometry,

This graph is that of

i/ = gd-ia:,

the inverse Gudermannian, and ecjually serves to illustrate the

graph of x= gAy,

i.e. the march of the direct Gudermannian.
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72. Let us illustrate the use of the graph - or the values tabulated in

Fig. 15.

If, for instance, we require the value of sinli 1 from the tables (which

should of course be —
,
and therefore we can check it).

w lies between -8814 and 10107,

i.e. tan“* sinh 8814= 45“, By proportional parts,

tan“^ sinh 1 0107 = 50°, ^-45° il86
tan“* sinh 100(KJ= ^ '1293’

^= 4“ 3.5' + 45° = 49“ 35'.

sinh 1 = tan 49° 35'= 1 1744, from the tables of natural tangents.

To check this,

.
. ,

e-e-^ 2-7183-*3679 2*3504
,8inhl = -2 =

2 =—^ = 1-1752,

which shows an error of aboiit *0008.

73. There is also a useful table giving the values of various powers of e,

viz. ci+
;

edrA, ciA

;

ei-l, ei+, 6 Jri, e tf, <? +, cdrf^ 6+1*8,

in Bottomley’s Libles, p. 50, which will be convenient in some cases.

Eg. (extracting the values from these tables)

, ,
c’+c-* lT052 + 0'9048 2-0100

cosh-l= ^ — 2 “2

—

If great accuracy be recjuired it will he necessary to use the 7, or

perhaps, in (Muses, the 12-figure tables, but such extreme accuracy would

but seldom be re(piired in practice.

Examples.

Establish the following results;

1 2. J8inh.ro^.r= cosh J7.

4.
j
cosech- jr dx — ~ coth x.

. J
cosh .r (/x -- sinh .r.

3.
I

Hech^.rc?.r= taiih.r.

5. dx = / sech .r tanh xdv= ~ sech x.

J cosn-x J

G. I dx = / cosech x coth xdx= ~ coaech x.

J sinh+r J

f dx
7. Jcgxdx= gdx. 8. Jcg^xdx= agx. 9. j~+r^=tgjr.

4- pnr I? , ,,
eg eg V

10. (a) 8R(«+0= Tl.„“„ r„.,’ + agw’
1 + Sg IC Sg I

2 sgu
(<{) cg2«=
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Integrals of cosec and sec a?.

Let tan W = ^ ; then, taking the logarithmic differential,

2 tan
I

^

dx di

Thus J cosec x = j* — J
^ 2

’

In this result put ^= ^+ 1/1 then dx= dy.

And j* sec y dij = log tan -f

That is, Jscc x dx or ~ 9 )
™ ^

as we have seen before.

75.

From this result we may infer the integral of

r dj

J a cos x-\-b sin x'

For a cos x-]-b sin x = Rsm{x-\-a),

where li — Ja^ -f and tan « = ^ ;

b

f dx - ^

J a cos X + /> sin X 7^ J si n (xF a)

^ 1 r d(x^u)
r] sin (x + a)

^ log tan

-

76.

The integrals of cosechx; and sechx; give no trouble.

coscch x dx— =2 f-^,= 2 <z^
I sinh X J — e~^ J e*--® — 1

c*+l/

,

1 . e-—e -

« e^+e ^

X
= log tanh

2
*
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secli X (lx = f —

^

= 2
J cosh X

de^

= 2tair ie^ or =co8~^

= co8~^ (
— tanh x)

1 -C2»

1+6',2x

— — co8“^(tanh a;)+ const.

= -~8in-^(sech a:)+ const.

77. Integrals of
1

Xy*+ ll*

and
v/.X-2-

Tlie difTerential coefBcienfc of log, — .

Thus, f =
Jv+^+ a- ^ a a

Similarly, f ,
—

J \ —
,

a*+ v/a?"— 1 ,
a;

log — = cosh”^^ a a

In the inverse hyperbolic forms which it is now possible to

use, these results resemble that for the integral

j
viz. = sin~^

X

a'

and the anahjgy is an aid to the memory.

The student wdll note the avoidance of complexity and the

gain of symmetry referred to in Art. 59 as the result of using

these forms.

We might have established these results thus:

C dx
To find 1

, ,
put a: = asinh u.

;
then

dx == a cosh u dti and Jx^+ a“ — a cosh u.

Hence,
I v/a:^+

dx _ r
du — u= 8inh~^-

Similarly, putting a:= a cosh w we have

f . = f « = f
= M= cosh-»5.

Js/a^-a^ J aaiuhu J a
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78. Integrals of v^a“

—

J 4- six'*— a/.

I. To find j* — 7̂ dx, put x= a sin 0 ;
then

dx= acosOdO
;

— dx= a^^ cos^ 0d0 = -^

1
^

^

^|%in 204-^0

T . (1^

—-^a sin 0 . a cos d 4-
2 ^

f /^9 x\fa-— jr
,
a- . ,x

v/a^— a;“ eta;=——^ 4- ^ sni-^
J 2 2a

II. To find + put a:= asinh 2
;
then

dx= a cosh 2; dz.

Then, since 1

4

-sinh“ 2; = cosli^ 0
,
we have

J
\/a- 4- 2;“ dx =

J
cosh^ 2: dz — ^7 j* (cosh 2^ 4- 1 ) dz

= sinli 224- — o ^ ^ ^ cosli 24-

4 2 2 2

I
Ja- -\-x^dx = '^-

Ja^~\-jc-
,

ar . . ,x

2
-^

2

or
2

.a-, .;:4-v/a^4-a-“
^

“ a-

and in the latter form, if the integral he indefinite, we may
drop out the a in the denominator of the logarithm, as this will

only add a constant to the whole.

III. To find Js/x^—a^dx, put x= acosh2;; then

dx= a sinh z dz.

Then, since coshes:— 1 = sinh^2J,

j* — a‘^ dx= a^
j
sinh^ z dz —^ j

(cosh 2z'—l)dz

— ~r sinh 2z~ „4 2

a^z 1
,, a sinh z . a cosh z— - -

-

2 2
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i.e.

or

' ci^dx- __ ^

X J — a.^

2
cosh-^

X

a

a® , x-\-Jx^—a^
- 2

log- —- -
.

and the a in the denominator may be omitted, as before, if the

inttigral be indefinite.

[Tliis last integral has already appeared in Art. 68 in

finding the area of a portion of space bounded by a rect-

angular hyperbola, an ordinate and the a;-axis].

79. From Art. 78 we may deduce the integration of sec^x.

For, putting tanx = ^, sec^xdx— dt, we have

j* sec^ x dx = j* sfi -h dt = 2 i"2 ^

= ^
log (<+v^H- «*),

f 1 1
i.e.

j

sec'^ xdx — -^ tan x sec -f-
^

^

1 ,
1,1 -h ^^in X

or = tan x sec x-f log .
—

2 4 ® 1 — sin X

sin X ,1 , , i

^
or =;.- 2 + T-f

2cos^x 2 ^ \4 2

Just in the same way, putting cot x= c, costic^xdx^ —dc,

we have

Jcosec®x(/x= —Jv/ 1 -f C“t/c= — 2 2
^og(cd->/l -j-c'*)

= — cot X cosec x~]^ log (cosec x -f cot x)

__
1 cosx_ 1 1 4- cos X

~ ~ 2 siiFx"” 4 I —cos X

1 cos X ,1 , .
X

2 8in^x^2 ^ 2

80. We mav now deduce from Art. 77 the integration of

r dx

J7^’

where Ji is a quadratics function of x, viz.

E = ax*4‘26x4-c.
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Case I. a Positive.

When a is positive we may write this integral as

1 r dx

"“Iv
'x*+2-x+-

a a

which we may arrange as

according as 6* is greater or less than tie, and the real form

of the integral is therefore (Art. 77)

1 ax -}-h 1 . , , ax-\-()
—p=cos\i-^—j- - -==^ or -y - vSirih”^-^ —

,

va s/h^— ac s/a s/ac— b^

according as is > or <[ ac.

In either case the integral may be written in the logarithmic

form

-pr- log (ax-\-b+JaJax^+ 2bx-^c), i,e. -r~ log (ax b JlHi),
sj a sj (I

the constant -y-log^^i^ ac being omitted.
V a

Also, since

and

cosh“^z = sinh~V^^— 1

sinh“^z = cash"\/c^+ 1,

I , . ax-\-b I , JdJl .—,^co8h“^-y = - r- 8inh“^_ ^ (b^^oc)
si a v6*— ac si a

and -i= 8inh-‘-^t^.- = -i- conh-^
s/a siac — b^ sja sfax — b'^

(h^c^ac).

which forms may therefore be taken when a is positive and

6*> or <; ac respectively.

81. Case II. a Negative.

• .1 . , if dx ,

If in the integral 1 -

_ 4 •' *— a = A.
ULX^-^2bx-\-c

a be negative, write

Then our integral may be written

-L f
dx

ja\ r,. 2 i.

‘**+J*+2
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JA
f dx

lAe+ b^

A2
b\

k^-a)
Ax — h

,
—ax^b

•J—a \lb^ — ts/A ^Ac -^b^

or, omitting a constant,

1 _ ax-{-h r
. 1 ttI— cos ^ - - — tor - 8in~^2 = cos-^5 “ 7j

•

J — a s/o^ — ac L
^Z = cos

Also, since cos“^ s = sin“^ J\ _ we have

, ax-\-b . -J — aR
COS“^ Y = Sin“^ .

s/b^—ac sjb'^— ac

82. To sum up then
;

it appears that when li = ax'^-\~^bx-{-c

we have tlie results

:

f dx

ijR~'

1 ’is/— aR 1-
^sin-^Ji

,
a negative,

s/ — a "Ib^-ac

or

v<^ s/b^ — ac

.1 JaR
Ja

cosh

V ac

> ac,

a positive,

6* < ac,

83.

W
/

dx

N'±i-= + 3.r

and th(! real form is to be chosen iti each case.

dx

3.r-|-4

,r . 1
• t r Av 1 • V _i + 3

A 0 may write tt)is /“T ^ sinti ,

v'i/vV+ jy-+ ifi
'^2 n/23

or it may be written rcoah”*”^ V2,i-+3.r + 4
^ -J-a

or log (4x+ 3 + 2V2s'2F+3^+4),

• , 1 .
1

rejecting the constant-^ log

b
dx

Ex. 2. Integrate

This may be written f >

and therefore ia

which may be written as

/4 + 3j:-2a:*

dx

1 . ,4jc-3
-,-8in ,

s/'-l V4l

1 2v/2
r-

~r^ COS"
* vT+ :D' -
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84.

In exactly the same way, j* Jax^-^-^lhx-^cdXy when a is

positive or when a is negative, can be deduced from the results

of Art. 78.

It appears then that the general rule in all cases of

f dx C ^

where R is quadratic, will be, “ Divide out the coefficient of

and then complete the square, and then make use of the suitable

standard form.”

85. Functions of the form may be integrated85. Functions of the form may be integrated
Jax^+ 2bx-hc

by first putting Ax+B into the form X(ax4-5)-f /x, which may
be done either by inspection or by equating the coefficients,

and we obtain

Ax+B=^^ax+b)+ [B-^).

Thu8, =
n/B Cl s/ii a

The integral of the first fraction is
^
JR, and that of the

second has been discussed in Arts. 80, 81.

More general forms, such as

or ^ ^

jax^ -f 26a; -f c i>{^) Jaâ -f 2bx -f e*

where / and
<f>

are rational integral algebraic polynomials in Xy

are to be discussed later.

C d>x
86. Before leaving the integration of student.

should observe other forms into which the results may be

thrown.

For some purposes a ‘double angle* result is preferable to that given, e.g.

<*> = COS *2 =COg“*(l-^).
a \ a /

But we may throw this into the form 2Bin“*« by making z^—~- and

UaiUg 2 8iu~^-2= C08“*(l - 22:*).
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Then f == 2 sin * - 2 co8~' o \/
^

•

J <x{a - X) ^ a ^a — x

(2) f - f
(/(x-hi^)

J 'J{x + h){a~ x) J Aj{{x+ h){a-hh-x-{-b)}

= 2 sin~*
7

"" ^ 2-tan-^\/^^^a4-6 >a-f6 ^ a-

X

(3) f - =2 sin
J s/ix— h)(a~x) ^ ^s/{x-- h){a ~x)

r dx
' s!{x-\-o){x^-h)

{a->x).

-- 2 cos"i
A
= 2 tan'i\/

' a — 0 ^ a — X

V(*i^')*-(¥)'

(a>x> b).

= cosh *

i—

,

a~b

the ordinary form
;
but writing this =2ainh * 2

,
i.e. cosh *(22*+ 1),

^,^^f^+a+b_^\T+ h

- \ a -0 / a-o

f -= 2 sinli”^ ^ = 2 cosh”* a/ = 2 tanh“^ \j^
+ + ^a-b ya-b ^ x+ a^ x+ a

if a > 6,

2muh-^J'^-^^^^2voB\ruk-^.!^ =2Um\r^J^±^^ if a < 6,
^ b - a ^ b — a ~ t>

and so for other cases.

87. Of such the following forms are particularly useful

:

I N/x(a— x)

[* dx

lv/x(('f + x)

: 2 sin-'.

= 2 sinh-'
jx

[
and the others can be derived from

y a I
these forms as shown above.

f_±__ = 2cosh-'J^
Js/x(x— a) yaJ\/x(x— a) \ a J

88. It will be noticed also in many cases, as, for instance, in

the integral of Art. 81, viz.

f = -j} __ sin-1
—all

25x

+

c),

isjR J-a Jb^^ac

that the ,/]{ of the integrand reappears in the integral. It

did not do so when the result was arrived at as

1 ax+b

J— a >Jb^^ac
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but was made to do so by the subsecjueiit transformation

cos“^ 2: = sin*"Vl —2^. Examine the earlier integral (Art. 44*)

f dx
gi

J N/tt-— a?-

given as sin

This could be written "=COS
-ar

So also

could be written as

Similarly

could be written as

f-f? =cos-«2:^
J 'JR a

f-J?-- = casli-i ,

J J7^ -{-d" a

JJ|
=cosh-‘^ (K = r'+ a*).

f
- = cosli-i - =

' dx . , .JR
. =sinh*"^

jR «
{R:=^x^— a?‘).

And though these forms are obviously not the simplfst firrms

of the various integrals, it is frequently desirable to adopt

them, as they exhibit a visible relation between the integrand

and the result of integration. The simplest forms aie those

tabulated to be remembered in the two lists of standard forms,

Arts 44 and 89.

89. We are now in a position to make our list of

Additional Standard Forms.

1
. I

cosh xdx= sinh x and
J
sinh x dx = cosh x,

2
. J

sech® xdx = tanh x and
J
cosech®xdx= -- coth x.

3 ,
f dx—\ sech X tanh
J cosh^ic J

4 f

-

dx—[ cosech x cot
I sinh^ic J

X (ix = — sech c

cosech X coth xdx = — cosech x.
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5.

G.

7.

8 .

9.

10 .

11.

12 .

13.

14.

15.

IG.

17.

f dx , x-i->yx--a^
,

,aj
1

= lOg - - == COSll ' ^

J Jx^— d^ ^ CL

f f—> ^
7

xjd^ — a^ cd- . X

j
>Ja^ — x-dx= o 2 a

\\'(i- + x(lx= ^ -f-rsinh’^-.
J jL 'Z, CL

f Jx- — (/2 (ix= ey
“ — ^ cosh " ^ ‘^.

J 2 2 a

= cosh'^ -.
a

-y , xja^ — a^ cv^ . .X— X- dx= —h X sm ^ -.
2 2a

Xs/a^+ x^
,

(t^ .

, xjx^ — a-
X

jX
(i-dx= _ ^ cosli"^ .

2 2a
/x(a—x)

dx

= 2aiii-^>J^.
V a

=2sinh-^.
s/;c(a4-x)

A*_ = 2co.sh-'/.
v/x(x~a) ^

f cosec xdx={ 4~~ = log tan
J Jsinx 2

I
sec xdx = tan

(^+ 5)
= ^ tan a?)

1 1 -f-sin a;

= gd-»x.

dx 1 X xX
,

=— sech" ‘ •

I xj (t- — a a

(ix 1 , . X
1 — = — coaecii " ‘ •

‘ xJd'-\-X“ a

f dx . 1
jr- log - = — - COtll *

2a **x-fa a a

18.
a “f* ^

a —

X

Uanh-‘^.
a a

It is customary to obtain 17 and 18 when w’anted, rather

than to commit them to memory. They will be discussed

later (Art. 127).
* See also Art, 1890, Vol. II.
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EXAMPLES.

Write clown the integrals of

1 .

1 1 1 1

9 - - 4* 9x*2 - 4

1 1 1

, x/lh-9x^ 724-3x2.

1

•JJ' {x ~ 4)’ Jx (4 - xY 7x (4 4- x)* v/2 4- 2x - x^ Jx- - 2x 4- i

7x2 j^2ax.

3.
79 -x2’ 7x^-9’ 79"-4x2’ 711^:2’ 7j:‘2 + T

cix + Z>

4. xjx--i-a\ {x + h) Jx^ -h U't

5. x(x2 4-a2)^, (x 4- a) (x2 4- 2ax 4- (ax -
/^) (ax^ - 2/^x4- c)*-

^
x2 4- 2x 4- 3 x2 4- 2x 4- 3 x2 4- 2x 4- 3 x^ 4- ax 4- i

7l - x~ ’

sfx^ 4- 1
’

v/i- 4- X -f r 7x2 ycx + d

7. 7x2 4- 4^ _f. 5 ^ 7 - x2 4- 4x 4- 5, 74x2 4. 43; _|. 5
^ 7 - 4x2 4- 4x 4- ^

8 . >_t«, >_±^ x>+*, (.. + a)>tj.
\ X - a V a - X y a - X y x-b {x-ay

^ 1 l4-tan2x
9. cosec nx, cosec (2x 4- w), r. ;; j . v v >' ' 4 cos'^x - 3 cos X l-tan^x

^ (cot X 4- tan x).

1
10 .

1 a sin X 4- ft cos X

asinx + ftcosx’ sin 2x4- cos 2x’ csin X4- </cosx

1 1 . Peclucc
J

cosec x dx = log tan - by expressing ccjsec x as

^J(cot* + tan|)

1 2. Deduce j* sec xdx=^ log tan 4
-^ by

(i) putting sinx — z,

(ii
)
putting sec x 4- tan x = z.

Show that
I
sec x rfx *= cosh'^ (sec x).

13.

Integrate
[
—

J sir

cos 0d6

I sin f^7l -sin^" $
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(iKNEKAL EXAMPLES.

1. If A PH bo a scmicirclo, centre G, and PN an ordinate to the

diameter AB, and P'N' a contiguous ordinate, show that

S NN' = circular measure of the angle OPNy

the summation being from the centre to any point N between 0
and B, and NN' being indefinitely diminished.

2. Pdnd the area in the first quadrant bounded by the axes of co-

ordinates, the ordinate x = .r, and the curve
3/

If the range x— 0 t(j on the x-axis be divided into n equal

portions of length h and rectivngles be inscribed in the Newtonian

manner, examine the limit of the area of the last of these rectangles

when Ii is indefinitely diminished. Find the whole area from x = 0

to X — a.

r

Pdnd the value of
1
J ae^ dx [R. P.]

4. Evaluate (i) f .

J J\
~ 3x - x*-^ [I. C. S., 1884.]

(ii) r -y
-

-7- (putx = t
J X n/x- + X - b \

?/
-
)

[Oxford Second Public Ex., 1880.]

(iii)

j' (l+x)f/x

J (2j--’ + 3x + 4)’ [Colleges /9, 1891.]

(iv)
f x -1

[Trinity, 1892.]

(V) f
j (x»+2x + 6)* [Math. Trip., 1887.]

5. .Show that tho result of integrating may be

-

1

'/“Z? or as (ii) 2 sin-i +

2V5

(iii) 2tan-i ^ =

hibited as

(i) 2 cos

or as
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6. If Pi ~ ax^ -k- 2}ix ^ c and K ,
show t hat

a

1 >JR Ja y R + A

or
— ii ’ 7i -f A

according as a is positive or negative.

7. Evaluate (i) f —
.

(Put T-'
—

tilll tK)
[OxF. I., 1888.]

(ii) f - ^ ^
J(*+1)nV’-i '

[Oxr. I
,
1888.]

8. Show that (i)
r ^

j,(l+:r=)(I 2^2 [Trinity, 1888.]

(ii)
f dx 23-2 -

1 ,

.

ur7r^v,== (Trinity, 1882.]

9. Integrate
J
V 1 + -l- dx.

10. A sphere of given radius a consi.sts of an infinite number of

concentric shells of very small thickness, the density at the surface

of any shell varying as the power of its radius. Find the mass

of the sphere. b Pi b., 190.'^.]

If any diameter AB cut one of the shells at P and the density of the

shell varies inversely as (i) 0Pj~AP, PB^ (ii) OI^JaB. PB^ find the

mass of the sphere in each case, 0 being the centre.

11. A triangle ABC is divided into strips by lines parallel to BC
;

a point is taken in each strip, and the s(iuare of the perpendiculai:

from this point to BC\^ multiplied by the area of the strip; the same

is done with all the strips, and the sura of the products is formed.

Express by a definite integral the limiting value of this sum when

the breadths of all the strips are diminished indefinitely, and

evaluate the integral in terms of the base BC and the distance of A
therefrom. [Ox. I. Pub., 1901.]

12. Prove that if = 4- 2^-f an integral of the form
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can always be rationalized (provided / is a rational algebraic func-

tion) by one of the substitutions

n 2//
^

n _ 1 +

- q 1 - ir Jq-f ~
1 - [Coll, o, 1890.]

13. Find the relation connecting x and y, being given

v(D’«

r:
14. Show that

15. Integrat(r

f
Kint^(/dy

.. r cos^f/^

Jv/a (.•(>s-<y 4- 2/yco8^^+ r’
J v/a sin- fy -f 2/; si

[I. C. S., 1889.]

[Ox. I., 1888.]

cos Odd

sin 0 + c

(iii

dO

os Osja chs- 0 -f 'Ih sin 0 cos 0 c sin- 0^

f dO

j sin 0javo^-0->r 2/>sin 0 cos 0 -f c sin*^^’

(V) {

J sin Oja cos-

6

-ty-|-//sin“6^-l-c' [Trin., 1888.]

16. Integrate

r x-dx

(„2_/aF''’’ j (a + 6y')s/?!
[Trin., 1888.]

17. (a) Kvahiatc
j

(:c“ - Oj 4- 13) (/r, first directly, second by

putting - ^)X^- 13 = y. (Draw a graph and explain fully.)

i:
{ax- - "Ihx + c) dx,{}>) Evaluate

and explain by a graph the result when 2lr^3ac.

Obtain the .same result by substituting

ax- - 2hx 4- r ==
//, taking 6- < ac.

Also obtain
|

(ax- ~ 2bx c) dx by this substitution, explaining

your limits for y by means of the graph.

18. Point out the fallacy in the following argument:
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But putting ic == -, dx

dx

dy When X — -\y y — - 1

.

When X

= -l,

= 1, y= iJ

r _ r ^.y _ _ r _
J_il +a;2 J-il +y2 J-il 4-a;^

for, as the result is numerical, the letter used in integration cannot

affect the result.

Hence 2 [
= 0 ; but

[
—% b »

•
' • ^ ^ •

J_ll+X2 J-ll+iC^ 2

19. Point out the fallacy in the following reasoning:

W e have, if we put x = e\

But when a = - 1 ,
we have

and these two results do not agree.

20, Prove that

tR.P.l

[Caylicy, E,F.]

and show that if gd « = a^u 4- Ugii^ 4- -f . .
.

,

then will gd~^ u = a^u - 4- a^u^ - .

21. If
X

sec X 4- tan a: = 1 +
^

1

4- jS'g + <5^3 ^ + • • •

»

show that

that

and
*.-e

\ „ fn\ _ n-r . nir

)5„-2 +
(^4

)S„-4 - . . . + cos
2
= silly ,

and that II 5.= 16, 5, = 272, S, = 7936, etc.

22. Integrate
f dx

i(a + x)(c-{-i

[Diff. Galc.f Art. 573, etc.]

){a + x) (c + a:)^

by putting c +• a: = (a - qj.

according as a > or < c.

Taking the case a>c, consider the same integral with a^da replac-

ing a, subtract the original integral, divide by da^ and take the

limit when da is indefinitely diminished.
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Hence obtain

Deduce also

23. Evaluate

24. Show that

r dx

J (a -f xY (c -t-

f

dx

{a 4- x) (c +

J

dx

(x^ - a^) (x2 - c~)^

(i) if a>c,

(ii) if a<c. ^ [Math. Trip., 1878.]

f (x -pY '

7ldx~- _L_..
f(,. - dy.

J (ax^ 4- 2/>x + c)”
^

where q- -= ap^ 4- Ihj) 4- c

and y v/ax2 + 26x 4- c = ly^ ^ ip ^ ^ [Colleges, 1901. ]

2f). If F{x) = ayf(x) -^a2 f{ 2x) + a,^f(3x)+

dt

prove that

26. Integrate

a, a"^14. "2 ^-8^ ^
1* 2* 3*

[Ox. J. M. Sen., 1904.]

'>K-

1 + X* dx

•x- Vl +x‘

Ir + xVl+x^' [Kurkr.]

27. Show that if F(x^ y) be a rational function of x and y,

can be thrown into rational form by the substitution

aX-\-p

yx + S

Hence show that

f
( J

= 3 tan-' _ 2 /Ll|^
J \ 1 4 2x/ \ 1 4- 2x V 1 4 2a

- 2x \l\ - 4.x*

4 2x 2

28. Show that if F(x, y) be any rational integral function of x and y,

J
F (r, Jax- 4 26x 4 c) dx
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can be thrown into rational form by any of the substitutions

( 1 ) slax^ -f '2>bx + c = s!a {x -k-

(2) + +

(3) x~x^-=z‘^{pr-x^),

where are the roots of ax- + 2lyr -{-c — 0. [Bkktrand, C.I., p. 39.]

Apply each of these methods to the integration of

r xdx

J - 6j: +8*

showing that the result in each Ciise reduces to

Jx^ - 6x 4- 8 4- 3 cosh"^ (x ~ 3),

as derived by the method of Art. 85.

29. If - 3a-x ^ a^^y.

, ,, ,
dx \ dy

show that = . -

Jx- - 4a2 - 4a-

and hence obtain Cardan’s formula for the solution of a eulhe.

[J. M. ScH. Cx.]

30. Evaluate f -—

,

Jo 1 ~ sin -a cos -a:

and deduce the expansion

2a 2 . 2.4
. ,

• =1 4--„-sin-a4* sin*a4-
Sin 2a ^ 3 3.5

where > a 0.

31.

Show that

dx

J(l4-a^){(l4-a:^)^-x‘

= tail"

Integrate

fa

dx

[OxF. I. p., i9i:).]

1(1 ~x:^\^'

[Eulkk, C.I., iv.]

32. Show that the integrals

f dx

f

"

J(1 - 2:”*)

and
(1 - x^){2x^ - ])'<«'J(1 -z^){2x^- l)^^-

arc reduced to the integration of rational fractions by the respective

substitutions 2x”* - 1 = and 2x”* - 1 = u^.
[Lexell, Acies de Pitersboury^ 1781, ii. ; Lacroix,

, ii., p. 65.]



CHAPTER IV

INTI^XHUTION BY PARTS. POWEPS OF SINES
AND COSINES.

Integration bv Parts

90 Lot n and i>' ])o functions of and let accents denote

(lili’erentiations, and suHi.xes intc^Gutions, with respect to x.

Tims li' stands for and j* |ic cZj:, and so

on with iC'\ etc.

d dir dll
1 hen

,
(aw)~u . -fto

,

-

dx ax ax

which wr may write as

(u'lv)' = mr -}-wu.

It follows that = j* ?/?(/ (/x-f
J
wv' dx

^uw dx=n.w — ^\vu dx

'Fhis may be put into another form.

Let u — (/}{x) and id {^i.c ^ ’
*>

Then the above rule may be written

I
<!> (x) \jr {x) dx = </) (j*)

|j
--

1
(/}' (x)

1
1 (^) *

j

uv dx - nv^ —
1

11 dXy
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or the two functions ^ and \fr may be interchanged, and then

j* y}r{x) = >/r (x)
I J |

(^) |J J

i.e. j* uv dx— vu^—
J
v'u^ dx.

Thus, in integrating the product of two functions, if the

integral be not at once obtainable, it is possible to connect

the integral

J
(ty{x) \lr(x) dx

with either of two new integrals, viz. those of

j
<p'(^)

I J
(a;) dx^ dx,

J
^\x)

| J
</>(a;) ^Za;| dx,

and supposing that the integral of one of the two factois

<f>{x), \}r{x) is known, one of these new integrals may he more

easily obtainable than that of the original 'product,

91. The rule may be ])ut into words thus :

Int. of Prod. 0. \//- = I**- function x Integral of 2"*^

— Integral of [Diff. Co. of 1"^ x Int. of 2"^^],

92, Ex. .r sin iixdx.

Here it is important to connect if possible JxRin rix dx with another

in which the factor x has been removed. There is a choice as to whether

we put u =X and v = sin nx

t4 = sin7J,r and v=x;

but it will be observed that in the connected integral ju'v^dx, u hi

been differentiated, v integrated. Hence the removal of .c will be effected

if we take the first alternative.

Then u=x. « =1, v=8inw.r, Vi~

Thus, hy the rule,

/
, r cosw.rl i\r co8?u:“|

,
jrsin nxdx = xy^

J ~ / L ~ n~

X cos 7IX 1 /* ,= ; cos 7ix dx
71 71 I

XCOH71X HIU 7iX

n 7d
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93. It is to be noted that unity may be regarded as one of

the factors to aid an integration.

Thus
j
log jc dj:= Jl logo; cLv

or as it may be written

= :i7log.r-

=.r logj:- (x~ dx
J X

= .rlogjc- jl dx

= jcloga7- jc= .r(log^-l),

= ^log.(^)•

94. Repetition of the Operation.

The operation of integration by parts may be repeated as

often as may be considered necessary for the evaluation of the

original integral.

Thus j sinru: -
J
(4x^)

^
dx^

/(4.4,.2.4) (4-?-”)*.(4.».».x)C‘" r)- /(4. 3^ 2. 1)(-J|P) *,

/(4.3^2,,)(«f^')*.(4^3.2a)(-e5^).

Then adding and subtracting alternately,

*(..34.)(4e!51!:)-(4.3.»,)(?!^)

« ,x/ C08 7l.r\

+(4.3.2. 1)(-- j.

The student will note that no arithmetical simplification is attempted

until the whole operation is complete. The total operation is much leas

liable to error if simplification be postponed to the end.

We now obviously have

y
X* sin ?u; = /* cos rw:+ 9 sin nx^

where
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95. The General Rule.

It is obviously possible to formulate a general rule for the

repeated operation. And such a metho<l is most serviceable in

practice.

Tlie rule is

+ ( — 1)^ j* dx,

where is written for u with ')i
— 1 accents, i.e. the (a —

diflerential coefficient of u.

Fo '?6?’ dx = —
j

u'i\ dx,

li\\dx, dx,

it" Vo dx —
j

It" 'v.jdx,

dx = n"'v^ -
j

v"
"('i dXy

J

etc. = etc.,

1

—

dx.

I

Hence, iidcling and subtracting alternaieh',

+(-!)} u^'*h\,dx.

Kx. 1. Thus ap[>lyiu^^ this to the last ex;nup]e (Art. 94),

/. .i,

-

(•!..•')(
- "4“)

each terra being derived from tJie preceding by the simple rule of

“diff. !•* factor and integ. 2°**” and connecting by alternate eigna. When

one of the factow is a rational integral algebraic polynomial, it is ulti-

mately destroyed by the 8ucces.sive difTerentlations.
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r ft'*’*
go-*

Ex. 2. /
^ —

a 0“ '

f,ax ax
- m(m -

1 ){m - - +...+(_! ^
.

cr ' a *

96. If one of the subsidiary integrals returns to the original

form, this fact may })e utilized to infer the result of the

integration.

Ex

and

f e b C

J
sill hx dx = sin hx - cos hx dx (i)

J
<;"-"cos bx dx — ^

co.s bx + ^
bx dx di)

lltMice, if /*
: j

sin bxdx and Q j
cos bx dx,

P- sin i.r - f cos b.r + - /'I
a aLa a J

— cos Ikc H— — sin 6.r — - O L
a aLa a J

and

whence 7’ =^

(i
= e^-

a sin bx - hcos bx

~d^+W ’

h sin bx + a cos hx

a'^ + b^

Or we might liave written equations (i) and (ii) as

a /
’ b si n hx,

]
, „ , , , I and then solve for P and Q.

-/>/*+ a cos 6.r,j
^

We may write P and as follows ;

P= [iP + b")
^
c'** si n (^bx - tan “

’ ,1

+ b-)~K'*^ cos ^/>.r - tan~^
»J

forma which are frequently useful and which are derivable at once from

theformula for the inferential coefficient, viz.

y-e-" bj’= (a^+ h-)"e‘C"' / tan''

,

d.r" cos
' ^ cos\ a/

by putting n = ~ 1.
Calc,, Art. 93.]

And this is what we should be led to expect. For if to differentiate

®"*cos + ^ multiply it by and to increase

the angle by tan“* the effect of integration, which is the inverse opera-

tion, must be to divide out by the factor *Ja^-{-b^ a>nd to diminish the

,h
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Arul it is in tliis forn», viz.

V(i“ 4- cos

that the integratio?i of
j

c) is .most ea.sily remembered.

97. In cases of tlie form

sin bx sin cx sin dx, sin^ x cos^ x, sin^’x cos nx, etc.

,

p and q being positive integers, tlie trigonometrical factor must
first be expressed as the sum of a series of sines or cosines of

multiples of x by trigonometrical means, and then each term

S 1 II

beinix of form lux can be inteijrated.
cos ^

98. Ex. 1. 1 = ^ ain 2.r cos .r dx

sin 2.r cos.r— A (sin 3u*-fsin x)
;

• I— h
I

e"" Um sin x) dx

/—
j

si 11 ^ .r cos^ X dx.

si n - .r cos^ x “ | si n “ 2.r cf»8 x~^{\ — cos 4j’) cos x

— Y^(2 cos X - cos 3.r - cos 5.r) ,

I

sill- X cos^ X dx— jd'* {^2 cos x - cos 3.r - cos 5.r) dx

'^ 3 )
- 3^

"" " I) "
./34 iO.

Ex. 3. Integrate
j
Va- - .r" dx by “ Parts.”

j dx .r - j
^

~ X sjd^ - x^ 4- / /
^

J \'<d --

[Note this step. Some such rearrangement is frequently necessary.]

=xVa* — x*4- «*Bin~^^- - x^ dr,

~X>Jd^ — X^+
,
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Avhenct‘, ti ausposiiii^ and dividing by 2,

Jx
.vj

2
4-

^
sni-

which agrees with tiie result of Art. 78 obtained by the method of sub-

stitution of a sin 6 for x\

99. The method of Integration by ‘‘Parts” shows immedi-
ately that wlienever a direct function «/>(a;) can be integrated,

so also can tlie corresponding inverse function i.e. if

j* <f>(x)(lx can be found, so also can j* (p~^{x) dx be found.

For, putting <Jr^{x) — z,

x~(j){z) and dx~ dz.

Hence
|

(-)

=
jr^>{3)—

I
<p{c)dz,

whieli establishes tlie rule.

100. Geometrical Consideration.

This is no more than iniglit have been anticipated from

geometrical considerations.

Let PQ b<; any arc of a curve referred to rectangular axes

Ox, Oy, and let the coordinates of P be {Xq, y^) and of Q (x^, yj.

Let the eciuation of the curve be y — (j){x); or if x, y be ex-

pressed in terms of a single variable t, let the equations of the

curve be
2
._

y=f>(0^

and let I'o and be the values of t corresponding to the values

Vo i/p ^ y respectively.

Let PN, QM be the ordinates and PN^, Q^f^ the abscissae

of the points Q. Then plainly

area PiV'l/Q - rect. OQ-racL O/^-area PQM^N^.

Put area PNMQ = f ydx=\ dx,
Jxo J Xq

area PQM^N^ = f
xdy=\ (y) dy.

J yo yo

rect. 0Q = x^y^ and rect. OP^x^y^.Also
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Tlius - .ro//o)
-

J Xq J y,

X df/y ( 1 )

pi pi
}.e. (l){x)dx=^(x^y^-XQijo)-\ (J>^(ii)dy.

-I’n J

Hence tiie dependence of the one integral u})on the oth<‘r is

obvious, and to (‘stablisli ilu* possibility of calculat iiit; t]i(‘ area

is to establish incidentally the possibility of obtaining

the area of PQM^]S\.

Fui’tiier,

and

and

du
dt

dr

dt

dt

dt

8o that the equation (1) may be w'ritten

n

and thus the general rule of integration l)y parts is established

geometrically.

The meaning of the process is therefore this ; In cases where

there is a difficulty in finding the area PNMQ, we may find

instead the area PQM^A\ and deduce the former result from

the latter.
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Examples.

Integrate by parts

1. .nr^, .rcoshr, .r^sinhjr.

2. :r cos .r' co.s 2j;, cos- .r- cos 3.r sin x, .r sin .r si n 2j: sin 3x.

3. <f* sin 2.r, e® si jc, c-** si n^ .r cos .r, cos .r si n- jr cos 3.r.

4. .^-'^logj:, T^logj:, .r” (log x)'"', (log

5. sin ;).r si n g:v sin r.r, sin p.r sin g:i' cos r.r.

6. c" si n p.r .si n qx cos“ ro:, cos px cos qx cos ' (p -f q)x.

7. Evaluate

r r .. n .

/ Tsin.r(/.r, / cos .r r/r, / cos 2.r (ix.
jo jo .'0

8. Tntegrat(‘

^siii ’.rf/./', ^.rsin ^.rbsin y*..r tan”^jr

101. Reduction Formulae.

It not infr(;(|iiontly occurs that a function which it is

desired to integrate is not immediately integrable or reducible

by substitution to one or other of the standard forms

whose integrals have been committed to memory. But

it may happen in such a case that the integral may be

connect(‘d in a linear manner with the integral of another

function, or with th<‘ integrals of other functions, which are

8im])ler or easier to integrate than the original function.

Such a connecting formula is called a Reduction Formula.

Thus an integration by parts inake.s one integral depend upon

a second integral, and is a Reduction Formula.

Many Formulae of this type will be found and used in

subsequent chapters.

102. We have seen how a repetition of the process of

integration by parts will ena]>le us to calculate tlie integrals

Sm =
I

=
I

We propose to construct “ Reduction Formulae ” for these

integrals, giving >S,„, Cm in terms of respectively.

Integrating by parts, we have at once

^ sin tw? m „
and

n
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Thus,

n n

,
sinnj: ni—l

, ^ ,^.sinna: m\
,,,

, cos ?n — I .

,

and (7,«= -a:'» ^ ^ C’„_2
n 71 L n n

„ cos Tix
, ,

sin na; m ( wi ~ 1 ) ^
>S,n = — - -— 4- ma:"*~ ^ ,.

'
..

- S,„ _ 2 ,

n a“ n-

Sin nx
, ,

cos nx m{m-\).,
and C;,rt= aj” hwix"* ^ -

., Cm-‘2 -

w n* n-

Thus, when the four integrals for the cases m = 0 and m=l
are found, viz.

So= jsin»ucdi= ('„=j< ; nx dr
sin nx

= I X si
^ . , cos 7ix sin 7ix
S. = \ XHinnxdx= —X h » ,^

* n n-

^ f , sm nx
.
cos nx

J. = \ X cos nxdx^x 4- -
,

^ J n n-

all others can be deduced by successive applimtions of the

above formulae.

This illustrates the use of a redmtion farrnula. But for

expressions like x"*sin nx, x’"eosnx it is ordinarily Ixitter in

practice to apply the method of Art. 95 at once and avoid the

successive substitutions.

Examples.

Write down the integrals of

1. Jx^e^dxy
j

Hinh X dxy Jx^ cobU’^x cix.

rf
,

fl
2

. f x^ainxdxy x^aiii^xdxy x* ain x cob x dx.

3. ^ X* Bin X dx, x^ cos'^ x dx,
^

x''* cosh x dx.

4. a^(a^cos^x-\-b'^ain^x)dXy JjX^logxdx, J^xtair’xdx.

ri rl

6. e* sin X cos^ x dx, x sin x sin 2.x sin 3x dx.
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103. The Determination of the Integrals

I
x” sin hx (lx,

J
x” cos bx dx.

may be at once effected

For remeinberinf;

f r J ^ SIB /t

1
e®* hxdx —— {hx— d)\

J cos r cos

^ u
where r = \/a‘'^-f 6“ and tan <A = -, we have

^ a

I
x" e*^ sisinbxdx — -- sin ( — </>)— sin {bx— 2<p)

x"~V*sin {bx—S(f))— ...

4- ( ~ 1 )" ^n+i (fex- n + 1 0)

(P sin bx--Q cos 6a;),

yifi •jtfi "1 ^

P ‘

- <^‘Bs 0 — n ' cos 20 -b n(n — 1 ) cos 30 — ... ,

x” a;”~ ^ a*”

Q - sin0 — n sin 20 + n(n—
I ) -^ sin 30 — ....

Similarly,

I
x” cas bxdx — {

P cos 6.r -f Q sin 6a;
}

.

104, Integration of

~ c" cos” bx dx,. «.=f
sin” bx dx.

We may now express cos” 6a; and sin”6x in a series of

cosines or sines of multiples of bx and then integrate each

term by Art. 06; or wo may obtain formulae connecting; Cn

with (7^.2 ^‘'Bd Sn with *S'„_2 ,
thus:

{

^ax P
cos” hx dx = — cos” 6a; 4- 1

— .nb cos”"^ hx sin hx dx
a J (I

^ ™ cos” 6a; 4-^ ^ cos”"^ bx sin 6a;

a a La

_
I

?! {cos” hx—{n— 1) cos”~*6a; sin* 6a;} dx^
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— bx-{- ~ — CO.S” ^OXHIUOX
:i (I L (t

r h
— 1 - { n cos^ hx— (n— I )

cos”“ ^ /;x} da

/. 1 -f-
- cos” hx+ -.7 cos”-^ hx sin hx

\ a- J ” a cr

4- n (n— ^
^ ^^2

^n- 2 '

Hence

cos”"^ hx
, , a cos })x-\-nh sin })x

.
a {)( — \)}r ^^”-1 hx

,
p. 1 .r-r-oT.— C„_2

.

ar ^n^h^ (r-|- /rrr ” ^

Similarly

^ , a sin hx—vh cos hx
,
v (/? — 1 )

6“ ^
Sn = e" sm”-i 6x i,— -.77-1 4- - -

7-—‘>T» " -2 •

a- 4- a“4-7r6- ” ^

And as
J

dx,
|

sin hx dx,
J

cos hx dx (that is, aSq
,
C\,

aSj and C^) can be written down (Art. Dii), tlu‘ iubj^ration of

j* cos” hxdx and j* sin” hxdx can be coniplt‘ted, in any case

where n is a positive integ(5r, by successive reduction.

105. Ex. lntiigra.te j Hin^ X dx (i) hy the “ inultiple angle ” liH^fchod,

(ii) by reduction.”

(i) Let cos O' +

1

sin X= 7/ ;
then 2t sin r-//

-

(see Art. ]J2).

— 2i Hin bx - lOi sin nr+ 20* sin x
;

sin^.r —— (sin 5jr — 5 sin 10 sin x).

f e* sin* X dx

~¥*J^
(sin C)X - 5 sin 3.r+ 10 .sin x) dr

= ^21 - ,
- sin(5.r- lan~ * sin (3.r - tan ^ 3) + ,

mnf.r
2^LV26 n'iO x'2 V

(ii) Proceeding with tlie reduction formula, a- 1. Ii~], n-t>,

,, . . a sin X - r> cos X
.

5.4
A5=e*8m*.r --^-^-^.^—-4
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Similarly =

'(-3
/

C- OUL \'*'
—-J I

e^Binxdx— —i
;

v'p+p

<S5= tf*j^"~8in^:i'(sin j; - 5 cos^)

5.4/ . « sin j; — 3 cos x 3.2./ ttM "T
'10 +i(vr'n"-4)/J

106. Integrals of form /„ = I
«”*aog a )” </ic, n being a positive

sin — 3 cos x 3.2 / 7r\
^-'10 +i(vr'''r-4j

integer and nt not equal to — 1.

Inte^ratin^^ hy parts, we havii

=
i Y J')"-

7H+1J X

,^jn f 1 ?? f

J'"* t 1 «
- -- (lo^ - - - -

" »n -1- 1
' ^ ^ »• t “ I

Writiii^^ I for log x,

m4-l ?/i4- 1 m-f 1 M’

and ])roceeding in this way, we ult.inuitt'ly get down to /p

which in

r f 1 i 1

Jx-l«crx.?x, ie.

7-^’"*' /n-^” /n-1 .
»(«-e,„..2_«(«-n(«-2_')

’‘“m+lL «.Ti ^(w+1)" (W+If

(-D-'n! y-J)"n:|

+ (W+1)’‘J
'' ^

107. If the defi nite integral
f ;r’" (log x)" (/x be required

(m> — 1 ), note that

’(logx)’'--0 when I and ?* '(),

Li^ ^0.

[Diff. Calc., Art. 474, Ex. 3.J

and that
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Hence

and finally,

Hence [/„!=(_

i.e. £x’»(logx)''(ia:=(-l)’‘^-^jj^j^„^i,

which is also directly obvious from result (2).

When m = — 1,

(lo^ x)”+^

(3 )

^»= j^(logx)"rfx='
n-f 1

108. The reduction formula eatabliahed by integration by parts was

We may point out that this could be obtained by the rule of “the

smaller index + 1 ” of Art. 217 by putting = (log .r)" and ditTeren-

tiating, but in this case there is no advantage in using this method, {is

the same formula is immediately written down by “ parts” as above.

f x''*

109. We may add, in paujsing, that
j j

cannot be integrated in

finite terms except when ??i= — 1. In that case, we have

In other cases pnL x- e*.

Then d.r.~ e*d?/-=^ d?/
Jlog.f J y J y ^

and expanding the ex|x>nential, we have

= logy+(»i+l)y +
(m + 1 )2 ?/2 -f 1 y3

+ ...

= ,og(.ogx)+(. + ,)logx+(™;’>^

and the integration is expressed as an infinite series.
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110. Integralrt of the form
J

.r*"(log :r)'*c£:r, where ?i is a negative

integer, may be reduced to the above form by using the reduction formula

in tlie reversed form, and writing n for n~ 1,

w 4- 1 /*

•^’"(logJ:ro?*r= '^ —
j

(log4*)'‘+*--^-j :c’"(log:rr+*dr.

Thus

j (logjp)^ log.r jlogx

But as these expansions are not finite in ex})re8aion, they are of but

little practical importance.

111. Integrals, however, where m is negative and n is

|X)sitive, can be expressed in finite terms by the reduction

formulae, and present no difficulty.

/j = :i ^j(log.if
j
^-"’(logx)2(ir

= -
y
''*( loR -r)" + g [

(log •'•)' + y /
log

^

1 (lo;{ jp_3 (log j)- 3.2los.r 3.2.1
^9 .r« 9^ ' 9’ '

JT* 9V ’

»>• - yV, [ (
log •»•)’ + * (log (’"g

^

Note on a Trigonometrical Process.

112. We return to the Method of Multiple Angles already

intriKiiiced in Arts. 97, 105.

The process of expressing sin^'jrcos^ a; in multiple angles is

a matter of Trigonometry. But for the convenience of the

student it is briefly indicated here, as it will be extensively

required in what follows.

llememl>ering that

(cos X -h i sin x)” = cos vx-\-i sin nx ( Demoivi e),
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let 003 X+ 4 sin X= y ;
then

cos nx+ L sin nx= and

Thus 2co3x = t/+~*^ 'll

1
cos X —I Hill X = -

,

y

1
cos vx~ I sin 7?x= „ .

y
1

sin X= V — -
*

y

2 cos ?? X= -f , 2 L sin nx= v” - - \

.

y y

Thus, if we require, say, sin^.r in a series of sines or cosines of nnilti[)les

of we proceed thus ;

2Vsiri*;r = (^,V-|J
8 + i) + 28 - r>c(y- + I 70

— 2 cos 8.r 1 G cos Ga; -h 5G c< >s 4,t’ — 1 1 2 cos 2./'+ 7

0

and sin^.r= - (cos Hr - 8 cos G.r+ 28 cos 4.r - 50 cos 2t -4- 35 ).

sin'’ r thus expressed is then ready either for finding the liijh-reiitorf

cooficiejity or for integration^ or for expansion in powers of .r, as may he

required.

If we required sin*'* .r cos- .r, say, in a series of sines or cosines of

multiples of .r, then

2^*1*'^ sin® .r. 2 - cos- .r

^ /)
next article )

y^+' -4/+,y +4 (y 10

2 cos 8.r ~ 8 cos G.r + 8 co.s 4./’ -f 8 c*o.s 2.r - 1 0,

and sin® x cos- x —
|

- co.s 8 ?’
-f 4 co.s O.r - 4 co.s 4.r -- 4 c< >.s 2 ? f

|

and i.s ready for integration, etc.

113 . It i.s convcnitinl for such (*xani})l(‘s to i*ein(‘iii))<T that

the several sets of hiiioinial coetficients niay he (juickly

reproduced in the following scheme :

1

1 1

1 2 1

1 3 3 1

1 4 0 4 1

1 5 10 10 5 1

1 0 15 20 I.') G 1

1 7 21 35 3.7 21 7 1

1 8 28 5G 70

etc.,

5G 28 8 1
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each number being formed at once as the sum of the one immediately
above it and the preceding one. Thus, in forming the seventh row,

0+1=1, 1 + 5 = 6, 5+ 10=15, 10 + 10= 20, etc.,

and in multiplying out such a product as the one in Art. 112, we
only need the coefficients of (1 - ^)«(1 +f)2^ and all the work appearing

will be

Coefficients of (1—0® a-re 1 — C + 15 — 20+ 15 — 6 + 1,

(k^efficientH of (1-0® (1+0 1-5+ 9- 5- 5 + 9-5 + 1,

Coefficients of (l-0®(l-f0'^ are 1-4+ 4+ 4-10 + 4 + 4-4 + 1,

eacli row of figures being formed according to the same law as before.

'riie student will discover tlie rea.son of this by performing the actual

multiplication of

(t -4- 6^ + ci2-f rfC+ ... by !+<;,

ill which the several coefficients in the result are

O+U, ££ + />, /> + C, C + (i, . . . .

Simil.irly, if the coefficients in (l+0^(l-0^ were required, the work
ajipeanng would be

1 +4 + f) + 4 + l

1+3+2-2-3-1

1 +2-1 -4-1+2 + 1,

and tlie last row gives the coefficients required.

'rile i-oelbcients here are formed thus :

1-0-:-
1, 4 -1-^-3, 6 4-2, 4-6= -2, etc,

I'OWK’IS AND PuODCtTS OF SiNES AND CoSlNES.

1 I 4. Sine or Cosine with Positive Odd Integral Index.

Any 0(1(1 positiir jtoiirr of a .sine or cosine can be

int(‘^raie(l iiniiiocliaii*ly thus:

To integrate

I
.si ii2" ^ ^ X Jx, h‘t cos x~c ;

- . sin xdx~ —dc.

Hence

j* si n 2" ^ 1 X d.r ”
J

^
^ ^
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”
:{ “iTT' 5

+•••-(-'
) 2n+i

Similarly, putting sin a:= 5,
and therefore C08 a;da;= d5, we

have

cos°a; cos,2n+l ,

I
cos***+^ a; da; =

I
( 1 — 5*)” d$

sill'* X= sin a;— "Cj -—y—{-

o
C,

sin^ X ^an + lT'
y ^ OftlA

115. Products of form sin^' a^; . cos® a?, p or q being an odd

positive integer.

In the same way as before, any product of the form

sin^a; cos® a; admits of immediate integration by the same

method whenever either p or q is a positive odd integer,

whatever the other riia}' be.

Thus, to integrate Jsin^’x cos*”+^xdx. Iy<ct Rinx = s; then

cosxdx= ds and jHin^x co8^+^xdx = |5^ (1 —s^)**ds,

and expanding as before,

-'p+l p+ 2>4-"5' ^ ^'>-f2n-fl

116. When p-{-q is b. negative even integer, the expression

sin^x co8®x admits of immediate integration in terms of

tan X or cot x.

For, put tanx = ^, and therefore 8ec*xdx= d(, and let

p-f g=: — 2n,

n being positive and integral.

Thus

I
sin^ X cos® X dx=

I
tan^ x cos''+®+* x di =

|
( 1 -f dt.

= |(<'’+ "-‘C, t>'-* 2 + . .. + «"+*" -•) dl

tan’’+* X

~p+r +'-»C,
tan'’+®x „ tan'’+''z

, , „ ,ri
a:

p+a-
+"'^‘

i,+ 5
*+ • + r+'S- 1
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Similarly, if we put

cot x— c, then — cosec® xdx=dc,

and

siiP’ X cos^ xdx—
I
cot? X xdc= + c"-)^-^dc

cot*^+^a: n-m n-m n-in cot^+2^“^ 2:

g+1 ^ ^+ 3 ^ qi-5 "‘
q+ 2n-

1'

This result is the same as the former, arranged in the

opposite order.

117. Use of Multiple Angles, sin^a?, cosmic, sin^ a; . cos? ar,

where q) and q are positive hiiefjers, either odd or even.

To sum up then, when in sin^x, p is odd, or in cos? a:, q is

odd, or in sin^rcos^ac one of the two p, q is odd, the best

method of procedure is that of Arts. 1 14, 115.

But wlieii both p and q are positive even indices, this

metluxl cannot l>e adopted, for the series used are not

terminating series.

We then express the function to be integrated as the

sum of a aeries of sines or cosines of multiples of x, which

can be done in all cases by the method of Art. 112, or in

simple cases without having recourse to that method. We
then have

sin^x, cos?x or sin^xcOvS^x

expressed in the form

An»in nx or 2A nCos nx,

and each term may be integrated at once, giving

-2A,
cos nx

or 2A„"
sm nx

as the integral.

118. Ex.l. (eo.K.-d.= r^'T^
/ A •tntll ovfDV J J "

V tudn. /

I
COS^X({x =j

'Zx , X
,

sin 2.r

Kx. 2.
/A •m.-tUodd'

,{xJ sin r+ isin ar
4 4 12

- f
{i ~ jr ~ -

01 othorwise
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Ex. 3.

(

A small eT«n\
iDdsx. /

C08^.r ci?a: =

ja cos 2.r 4- i C08 4.r) dx

1 -f 2 cos 2.1 ’ 4- -
1 4- C08 4.r

= 4- i sin 2x 4- sin 4j’.

119. But for higher powers we adopt the method of Art. 112.

Ex. 4. / sin®jFf]?a\
/AlarRePT«n\ J
V iudpx. /

I^et COS .r 4-

1

sin .r=//, etc.

!"i» sill* .r = (^>/
-
1j

= ^ + ,/) + 7/')
“ {•"*+

!*)
+™

^ 2 cos 8.r - 1 6 cos 6.r 4- r)6 cos 4.r - 1 1 2 cos 4- TO ;

f . a 1 IrsioRr BsiiiO.r 2Ssin4,r 5(1 sin 2.?: "1

•
js,n8^</., • = ^ ^.- + .

- + 3;..r
|.

Ex. 5. / siri^ .1’ tf.r = -
/ (i --<.•“)* f/c = ~ f {i Gc'* - dc

/ A )ar«P 0*1(1 V J J J
V index /

4 cr)H’' .r G COH'^’ .V 4 cos' .r cos** r= - cos +- . -f ^
3 ;> i 9

Ex. 6. FiiKi
I

sin^' .c cos'^ ,r i/.v.

( noth liidlc«« eren
) J

Then, as in Art. 1 1 2,

fiiii^ .r . 2“ coH'^ u' -- (//
-

[and the working of the multiplication is

(Coefficients in (1 - 0^ 1 -- 8 -f- 2fi - .''>G 4 70 ~ .''>(> 4 2H - S -f 1

Coefficients in (1 -tf{\+t) 1 ~ 7 4- 20 - 2S 4 1 4 4- 1 4 - 2M 20 ~ 7 f 1

(.Coefficients ill (I 1-G4-13- 8-14 + 28-14- Hfl3-r>fl]

2'Ci®8in^.r . 2®c<)8'^.t

= (.y'°+p)
-
« (.'/^ +y) + (/' + y,)

'

« (> +y )
‘

' (.r t + 2H

= 2 cos lOx — 1 2 cos Bj*+ 2G cos G.r - IG cos 4.r 28 e< >h 2.r + 28
;

y
sin® X cos^ .r dx

1 rsin 10.r f>Hin8.r 13 8inGr Haindr I4siii2.r -i* (! “
‘4

i +14-rJ

i rs-iio KU' IlsipB.c “]

•2»L 10 4 * C
7.U,:'. ! i irj.

sill 10.r Osin Sx
10““ 8~

8 in KU' 3 sip 8.C

lo' 4
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Ex. 7 . Find
|
sin® x cna^ .r dx.

(Orit) liidfl* ixld I J

j
Hin* X coB^ X dx— Jain^ x{] - sin^ x) d (sin jc).

8iii®.r eiid^ x
”9 “ni"-

Ex. 8.
I

HI 11 ^ X c'os'-^ X dx
( An «xiKiiirntl>l J

- J
" 4 <^<'>8 F 2.r — 5] dx

(Art. 112)

FconiSx - tair* 4) ^
coB(Gr - tan“’ 3)

, cos(4.r - taii"*2)
,

^ d/ •'^’1

“ 72 2J-

Ex. 9. (’onaider /er / ff^Hin 7u^cos^.rBiir.r (0*.

/An eiponeottal (iMiUir aii<t\ J
h triK(j(u>iu«trl('«t f».( tor

till nx In w>)ic(i n i« not

Aa befort', 2^ oom^ x 2^r ain'.r- -f (^y
- .

( ot'dicieTjLH of (1 FO’ ^ -1-34-34- 1,

CoeOu-itMiN of (1 -fOMl -0 1 -f2-f-0-2-l,

(’oetlicieiitB of ( 1 Ff>'’(l - 0’ 1 dA 2-24-1+1;

.'. COB® X Hiu^ X - (cob Tu-'+ COH 3.r — 2 cob )

;

sin Tix- coM> .r Bin'' .r [2 him nx coa 5.r+ 2 aiu nx cos 3x - 4 Bin nx cob

: - [aiu (u-f 5).r + Bin (« - 5).r4'Biii (?’ +3).r + 8in(n - 3).r

- 2 sin (?i + 1 )x - 2 sill {n - 1 )*r]
;

whence
j

ain nx cos^ x x di'

I Tbiii {{'«-f
f))} sin

2'’ ^ L
'

~^s/{n + r>y^ + i

”
" ^ ^

Bin {(« +3).r -t;ur>(« + 3)} Bin {(n -- 3).c -- tan-'M» --
3)]

+ C(«4:nHi s'(»-~3y^+i

mu ((«+ 1 - tau-H« +

_

2 -i^dir ;4l:A+“<”
- 4n.
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120. Integral Powers of a Secant or Cosecant.

Even positive powers of a secant or cosecant are even

negative powers of a cosine or a sine, and come under tlie

head discussed in Art. 116.

Thus,
j

sec‘^ dx ~ tan x ,

j
Bec^xdx=^

J
(1 -h tan^ x) d t&n :

tam^x= tan x-i

J
sec^x dx=^

I
(1 T 2 tan^j'-f- taii^.r) d tan x

2 tan^x
= tan ;;— -f _—

,

3 5

and generally

j
X </x--

j
(1 where /' — tan x,

tan^r
^

tarr'.r „ x= tanx + "C, Y+’^i-r, + •+ ^"
;.„ + r

Similarly,

rdx— — cot .r.
Jo.

J
coaec^x d.r~ -

J
(I -h c(»t“.r) d not x

= — cot X - •()t^.r

3

and generally

J
co3ec^'*‘^a7 dx~ - cot x —

etc.,

COt^J* „.y cot^x
... -"C

(•ot^'>.r

2nTl

121. Exactly in the same way

j*sec^x cosec® x dx

can be integrated when y? 4- 7 i« a positive even integer, either

in terms of tan x or of cot x.

This has been done already in Art. 116, for it may he

written

I
coH-^x sin-^x dx,

where —jp - 5 is a negative even integer.
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1 22 . Odd Powers.

Hut for 0(1(1 posit iv(j pow(irs (jf a secant or a cosecant, we
have to adopt another method, because the Binomial Series used
would be non-terminating.

We imw proc(‘ed as follows:

l^y differentiation,

and

(71 4-
1 )

sec”"* -x —71 sec”j: =

(71 -f 1 ) cosec” — n cosec^x =

^^^(tan 2:sec”j:)

~~
dx ^ cosec”x)

;

whence

(n-f l)j sec”+2j^ (Zx — tanxsec”x 4-nJsec”x(Zx

|

and (n4- l)|e()sec”'^2 dx= — cot xeosec”x -f n|co8ec’'X(Zx.
j

(A)

Hence, ehan^in^ n to 7^ — 2,

z^xdx = v:_'^ — _j_'

/( — 1 1

jsec"

j* cosec”xcZx

tan X sec" “x n—2
Jf.soc- ^x dx,

cot X cosec" ' ^X 7? — 2 f
- 4- Aconec^-^xdx.

n — 1 7 ? — 1 J

Now secxcZx =lo<rtani1^800

j* COS

(I+S- 8'1 -*.

osec xdx = lojx tan
*

Hence

f y j tan .r H(ic x 1 , ^ / rr x\
jHi-c^Tdr-

/
, . Ian .r HIM

I

see. .r iU' -

tan .r Hcc-''.r 3 tan .r sec .r 3 1

+ - ^4
2

{Hec5 Art. 79),

logtan(j+|),

and generally

J
sec”

etc..

, t an X s(M’”* n~ 2 tan x sec”-^x
xetx— ,

4-
, ..

n—

1

71—1 n—

3

+

+

(n — 2 )(n-- 4r) tan x sec’

n—

5

- “h - • •

(n-l)(n-3 )

(n-l)(n-3 ...4.2 “ V4 2/

(n odd).
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The same formula would equally apply if n be even, except

that it would terminate differently, viz. the last term would be

(n-2)(n-4)...4.2

(n-l)(n~3)... 5.8

In the same way

tan X (n even).

/

[ , , cot .r cosec .r I
, ^

.r

I

co8ec*^j7</.r ~ logf tan

, , cot .r cosec^.r 3 cot .r cosec 3 1
, ^ x

C03e&\rdx=^ .
- -

^
h ,

- log tan
4 4 ^ 4 ii Z

and generally,

cosec^xdz— — cot X C( )8ec” ^x n — 2 c*( )t x eosec ^

n—i n — l n—.S

(n-~ 2) (n— 4) cot cosec

or

(n-l)(n— 8) n—

5

,

(a-2)(n-4)...8.l,
^

a:

+ / IX/ MX -
<1

logtnn -

(n 8)...4.2 2

(n~2)(n--4)...4.2
,—

- Cf)t T
(n-l)(n~8)...5.8

' '

(n o<ld)

(n (‘\ en.)

But as explained above, if n be evf*n we should not in

general employ this method, but that of Art. 120.

123. Since positive or negative powders of s(8.;ants and co-

secants are iiegativt^ or positive powers r(‘spectivedy of cosin(\s

and sines, it will appear that so long as p is an int(‘g(‘r, wh(‘tlu;r

positive or negative,

f
sin^x dx, Jcos^^xcix, Jsec^'x dx, j'costic^'xdx

can be integrated. Also it appears that
j

sin^r cos'^xdj can

always be integrated directly if p and q arc positive inti‘gers;

also that, even if one of the two p or q In*, m^gative or

fractional, the integration can still be d 'nxcthf eff<*X‘ted if th(^

other Ixj a positive odd integer. And further, this integration

can be directly effected if p-f 7 be a n(‘gative even integer,

even though both p and q may be fractional.

For other cases of JsirFx cos'^x dx, where />, q are negative

int€*.ger8, a reduction formula is in general required (see

Art. 228).
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124. If ih(‘ stud(int has any difliculty in reproducing the

formulae of connection marked (A), they may be obtained at

once by integration by parts thus

:

J
sec” ^ “X = I

.sec”

~ sac^x tan x— Jn sec”x tan^x dx

== sec’*

X

tan x ~n| (sec’*^^^—sec^x) dx,

1 )|s(‘e”^ 23
; tan x-[-n|.sec’*x dx.ie. in

And similar h' for Jcosec’*

^

2 ^. jj.

(>i4- l)|cosec’*^2xdx= — eosec”x(‘ot x4'n|cosec‘’*x dx.

120. Integral Powers of tangents or cotangents.

Any int(‘gral j)o\vers of tangents or cotangents may be

readily integrated.

For |t-an’*xd.r
-
j'tan” ^^ | ^

“
j

tan’* “j (/tan .r

~
j'tan^'^x dx

"
j
tan”“22: dx-

f,.,

an
I
tan‘j(/j-~ j(sec“x— l)f/j-=^taii 2:—

\vr niav intfnnitt; succi'.s.sivcly tan^j-, tan''3;, tan^x, etc.

Thus wt‘ liiive

_ tan’* ^x

71 ~ I

And since I 1:10 x d.r= log sec

x

J
tan’^.rd.r - lo" sec .r,

|uiiVtn/.r - tan.r-4-.r,

I
i' r 7

I tan^’.r
^

tuhtr tan^.r
+- lug sec .r,

4 ‘i

Uin'^.r taii^.c

a
-f- tiin .r - X,
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and generally

, tan** Kv tan*' tan** ®.r
,

, ,
."tl tan^a;

**a.'c/j’= , .» + —--...+(- 1) ^ ^
7i — 1 n-S n — b 2

n - 1

+(-l)^ log sec X (71 odd)

tan*'’"*x tan^'^x .

= +- + tanx + (-l)^x

(n even ).

120. Similarly for cotangents,

I
cot” xdx —

^
cot” “ x(co.sec^x—l)dx

=._£2_t"-;-^_[cot"-*xdx,
n— I J

tOiilst

I
cot X dx ~ log sin x,

J
cot^a;ffx =

|
(cosec^jc— 1) cia:= — cocoi^xdx-

Thua we have aucceH-aivelv

cot x— x.

Jcot^x (lx — - ~ - log si n X,

j
cot^x (Ir -rr

^
-I-

~
-f- .r,

r , , cot^x cot^x
,

j

cot^'x ax - - “
^

-f + log am x,

and generally

f cot*'”^r c()t''“^x cot**~*.r
/cot**xax= - - - 4- o"~ . +•••
J 71-1 71-3 n - b

-(-!)“ logsinx (Timid)

cot*'~tr cof'^-r cot'*~^x , , ^cotx
, ,

+ nr3-«-5 +•••+<-')'
I

(n even)

Hence any o<ld or even positive or negative power of a

tangent or cotangent can l>e integrated readily.

cot^x cot.r

EXAMPLES.

1. Integrate sin^x, sin^x, sin^x, sin^x, siii^x, sin^'x, ain^^x, sin’^^^x,

doing those with odd indices in two ways.

2. Integrate sin^x cos^x, sin^x co8*x, sin^x cos^x, sin^x co8®x,

Bin®x co8®x, sin^x cos^x.
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3. Int^vgratc cos - X coscc sec-xcoscc'^ . •

siira;cos‘’a:

T » W

4. Evaluate 1 ^ux^xilx, I cos^/^Zj, 1 cos^^xdx.
Jo Jo Jo

5. Integrate sin n:r sin 3a; co.s^y, sin na; cos^j.

6. Show that

I
sin f sin 2.r sin 3/ dx-= - ^

cos 2x - ? - cos 4a; + ^ cos 6a;.
o 1 u _.4

7.

Show that

r . , cos (;?i + at).r cos(w-?i).r
' '

J 2{m~{n) 2{7n-n)

, sin (m n)x sin (7?i + n)x
iixd.r= ; ; -

^ /
—

.

f , sm(m- n)x sin (m + n)x
(ill) lCOS??<a*COS7?.r(/a-= /-H r; r-

.

J 2{in-n) 2(7?j. + 7i)

Deduce from (ii) and (iii) the values of

ii)

I
sisin jnx sin '

jsisin%?x^i.r and
I
cos2 inx dx,

and verify the results by independent integration.

8.

Provo that
|

sin ma; sin 7/a* (7.r and
|

cosinx cof^iix dx are both

zero so long as 7/1 and // are integral and unequal. Put if 711 and 7i

TT

are e«{ual int<*gcrs their values are each o<|ual to

1.

9

(;enp:kap examples.

IVov
(/r l/u f d'ht J

e th.it 1 '< \h^y J(lx-

Perfonn the following int'Cgrations

:

(i)
1

1

cos"^a;//a*. (li)

1
cos"^ dx.

(iii)

1

x^ J dx. (iv)

1
x scc^xdx.

(V) 1 X sec X tan x dx. (Vi) |((U- + i)log(« q- d) dx.

(vii)
1 tan“* \/l - x^dx. (viii) [ „tan“^a;tia;.

1 1 4-.r*

[St. John’s ,
1886. J [Ox. II. P., 1889.
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(ix) f sin'^A / ~
.

J \ a -\-x
(.x)

1

(xi) f cos~^A / dx.
J V f/ -f X

(xii) f x" log X dx.

3. Integrate

(i)

4. Integrate

J

„m un-li

n Trdx
1 -f :r2

(ii)’)

J{1
(iii)

J(i

tan ~Wr^mUn-*x

(ii) ^dx.

in+x-^Y-

r Un - ^ I r tun ^ X

(iv) I- -dx. (v)
I

dx ™ a positive integer)

^O+x'^Y J(l+a-=)’’*'

6. Integrate (i)
J/c'"

cos aj </z.

(ii) |l-c''‘sill /wi/j. [a 188H.1

(iii)

1
xe^ i^m^xdx.

sin 4xdx.

6. Integrate

(i) (sin hx + cos hx) dx.

(ii) |c'‘* (sinh bx + cosh I>x) dx. (vi) jeos log dx.

(V) jx2 3's

(iii)

1
sinh bx cosh ax dx.

(iv) cosh ax sin hx dx.

(vii)

1
cosh (b log dx.

(viii)
j

0 sin 0 cosh (cos 0) dO,
J

[a 1H91.]

7. Integrate

xe*

(iv)

dx.
(X+1)2

J

eosh X -f sinh x sin x

1 + cos X

.... f , 1 -f sin X f X i

(ii) dx. (ill) \(\
^ } 1 -H COS X ^ ^

J 1 - co:-H cos X

dx. (v)

dx.

f dx

Jl [Mbch. Sc. Trii*.]

(vi) |v/l + ^e"dx. (vii)
j,
e — wdr.

(1 +xY
[Ox. I. P., 1890.]
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8. Integrate

(i) |(log x)^dx.
[Ox. I. P., 1888.]

(ii) logxf/x
[Ox. I. P., 1889.]

(Hi)
1 ^9

\

^H-

1

[Ox. II. ]»., 1887.]

(«')

J
Iug(.c4*va“ + x2)^/.r. [Math. Trip., 1882.]

(v)

1
J' log (/ + \/a* +• /“) dx. [St. John’s, 1884,]

\vi) j* (U >r x) J(d + x-dx. [St. John’s, 1888.]

(vii) j* (a- 4- X dx. [St. John’s, 1888.]

(viii)

1
^ c)dx.

[Coll., 1892.]

(iv) ~ x^y^ dx.
[Ox. I. P., 1890.]

9. Intcgnili;

(ii j* / sin //.r sifi c.x dx.

(ii) j* X sin bx sinVjt* dx.

10. Show that if u he a rational inu*gra} function of

1
d dx -

{
n - a . -f -

[
ax <(x‘'

,dU(.
]

«•
,/,r3+ j-

where the st'ries 'within the hraekets is necessarily finite.

[Thin. Cull., 1881.]

11. If
74

J
e"' cos bx dx, r j* c'*' sin bx dx, prove that

tan~* - 4- tan~^“ =6.r,
7t a

aiul that (d^ -f- //-) (n- + r®) =-

1 2. Evaluate
|

^ log ( 1 - x-) dx, and deduee that

111 82
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13. Integrate cosec^^c?^, |sec^^ 8iii

14. Find the value of

i{

d'^v
, j

[7 , 1890.]

15.

Evaluate

ic

d^u/dv

dx^ v/a:

dw\ dH fdw
dx ) dx^\dx

du\ d^wfdu 7
^

dx) ^ 2a:^ \2 a: dx)\
^

[7 , 1890.]

16.

Establish the following formulae for integration by pirts,

u and V being functions of x, and accents denoting difTcrentiations

and suffixes integrations with respect to x, and denoting u with

n accents :

(i) \^uvdx = uv^ - uv^ + u"v^ - u"v^ +... + (- 1

(ii)

1 1
(uv) (dx)^ = wt?2 - 2u'v^ + 3u\ - iu"'v^ + . . . 4. (

_ 1

+ (
-

1 )”7i j* dx 4- (
- 1 )”

J
dx

J
dx.

[a, 1888.]

17.

If w be a function of x, and differentiations and iiiUigrations

are respectively denoted by accents and suffixes, and (?t) means
n accents, show that

logw
(«)

dll,.

[St. John’s, 1889.]

18.

Uu,v, w be functions of x, and accents and suffixes denote

differentiations and integrations respectively, show that

2uvw= (w)'wj - (vwy\ + {vw)"\ - . . . + (
-

1 )"•-

I
(iywf"'du^

+ {vm)\ - (tOTi)'Vj + - . . . + (
_ 1 )"->

I
(

+ (uv)'w^ - (uv)"w^ + _ . . . + (
-

1
)->-i

I
{uvy->dw^

.

[St. John’s, 1889.J
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Prove that

X
*dv ~ 1 22 33 44 "^ 55

[Math. Trip., 1878.]

20.

Find the value of

^
x^ dx correct to five decimal places.

[J. M. ScH. Ox., 1904.]

21.

Prove that

I
g
-a*x«

\ Q^x?’ -f iT _ .r^ -f . .

.

3 ..^)“
...( 27i - 1

)

;i)x. I. Pub., 1899.]

22. Find the sum of the serie.s, supjTosed convergent,

x^ X'

r 3 . 5
“

3 . 5 . 7 5. 7 79
" “

tCoLL., 1881.]

23. If y and z ])C functions of x, and u = yz ~zij\ prove the

following

:

(i)

I
I'rr^ {y'z" - zy") dx = - ( 1 +

(ii) I he integration of zy~^\r\yz" - zy") can be reduced to that

of Y"** John’s, 1886.]

24.

Show how the method of integration by ])arts may be applied

to find

f *

]./(•!') "'a

where f{x) is a rational algebraical expression of the degree.

J

i - 1

IC..LU, 1876.]

25.

Prove tliat| (cos /)"rfx nuu' 5e expressed by the series,

, sin»x .. .sin-'x

sinx -fA., ^ Ay
^

+...,ctc.,

«-2

N^, JV,j, N^, ... t)eing the coefficients of the expansion (1 + a) »
,
and

n fiaving any real value jwsitive or negative. [Smith’s Pbi/.k, 1876.]

26.

Prove that

I

r-"
7i * . ( (r 4- 1 WI

x’‘e‘8inxd.r..c'^( - l)"^- ’ sin ^x -
^ j-
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27. Express the infinite series

1 1.3 1 1.3^ 1

2'^2.4' 2'^2.'4.6' S'’’"'

as a definite integral, and find its value.

28. Show that

[Ox. II. P., 1902.]

2”* Jcos
- . sin 2j: w (

7/1 - 1 )
sin 4a;

cos 77i.?;cos"*a; dx — A +x-\-m—^
^

“2 ^ '

where rn is an integer and A is independent of 2
. [Coll, a, 18H5.]

29.

Evaluate the integral

C • u

J

sin -^r • sin yr(t + dt,

and draw curves showing how its value depends on that of A.

[Mkcu. Sc. 'J'kii'., lK99.j

30.

Prove that if y ==/(/) ^ = </>(//) J^re etjuivalcnt relations,

then, between any corresponding limits.

dr = |\'?^/) dy.

Hence, or otherwise, prove that if tan -ctana,

dx dx

Jov^l-^sinV Jov^l evoH^x H. P., 1886.]

31.

Prove that the remainder K in the series

e - tan 0- \ Un^0 +...+[' ] \ tair"+‘ 6; + It

may be written as a definite integral,

[CoLl., 1881.]

32.

Show that the integrals f dz are connected

thus:

|y(i)</j=z/(x) -2,/'(*)+

•

+ ( - /'" "(^) + (
- 1

)’j]
dz,

and that if one can be integrated the other can also be integrated.

[Bernoulli.]
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33. Integrate

j
(
(2« + 1) cos (2« + 1)0 + (271 - 2) cos (2n -

-J) 0} (cos 0)^d0,

and prove that when ii is a positive integer,

j
cim{2n 6{cos0)^ d6 = 0.

[Oxford II. Pur., 1913.]

3 L Find Uie sum of the areas inclmled hetwcen the axis of x and

the. are of the curve y ---7 m\ (x!a) from the ordinate a: -- 0 to the

ordinate x - nrrd, n l>eing any positive integer, odd or even.

[OxF. ]. P., 1911.]

f-’"

35. Kvaluat(i I
,

^

when n is any po.sitive integer.

[OxF. I. P., 1916.]

36. Sh(Mvthat
j

log ( 1 + .ix) = J ( 1 - 2 log ^), and {)rove that

P
*

* [Math. Tkif., Part I., 1913.]
this is less than

Jo

tan''“^x.37. If 7’,,
-
I

tan'*/ dx, show that (a - 1) (7’„ -f =

(liven that r - 3d 41392..., log^2 0-693147..., shoAV that

I
tiiiv\rd.i//.- 0-09637..

i:
taid/(/.r = 0-11873... .

[Math. Trip. I., 1915.]

38. Prove that .>
log. 2 .

r snrv
,

[Math Trip. I., 1917.]

39. Pdnd the area .7 hetwcen the curve

y - a (sin / -+ ^ .sin 3/ + J
sin bx)

and the axis (if x between the limits 0 and it; and the volume 7^

obtaimul by rotating tins area about the axis of /.

Prove that 4 7'"-- 7r‘tr.7. [Math. Trip. L, 1913.]

40. Show that

[Math. Trip., Pt. L, 1916.]
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RATIONAL ALGEBRAK! FKAlTIOXAL FORMS.

127. Integration of

1 1

(./•</() and ,

*
, i.r^(i).

(r — x^ <r

Either of tliese forms should h<‘ thrown into Partial

Fractions, which can he d^mc hy inspection.

1

[
'

f(
c/-hr it—x'

1

= [lo^Ma-f^) — h'

= - tanh"^ (x<o).
a (I

n -f x

za

(

^

f(
jx-' — a- 2nJ V

1

X—d a:-fn
)</x

= — ^ coth“
1

tanir

1(1

(L

{x>u).
(I a a X

The Partial Fnu'tions arc* so simple, that the results are not

usually committed to memory.

12S. These inverse }iyj>erl>olic forms should 1 h‘ compared

with

(lx 1
, . a: 1

I
-)- x' a

tarr
-f-

sec"*

l.'JH
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The three results are :

j* (lx

J (r ^x^~~
~ taii-i -
a a

1 ^or cot'
a

\

r (lx

1
a-— x^

- tauli-'
(t a

(x<a),

\

' (lx

\jr-(?'~
- ^ COth-' -

a <i
(x>a),

or
a X

139

1 29. Extension of above rule.

Ill the Hiiiiie way, a aiul bein^^ real,

••-f (J'-f a I" I'i jSJ,.

f -_L.
J(.r+ «)= -/:(=“

/•<

'

(^+a</S),

./+«

1 , -j- (i

—

i.e. “ ^ lot; '

,

.r a -{ I'i

(x-fa>/^).

130. Integration of

f
J <hr -{-Ihv-

Since a x' bx

c

can al\Na\\s lie wriiti'ii UvS

(I

or os

J’
of form (t [(x-fa)“+ /3‘’],

h Ir — 4-nc

4n“
i.e. of form a[{x~\-aY—

biking the first or the second according aH/>“<4ac or

the rules of the former article apply.
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131 . Cask I. h -< 4ac’.

r <fr _ _ 1 r if.

j ((.X“ -f" />T -f“ I / h \~'

J V-^2>,)
-

4^r‘— />"

'

4>r'

2 ^
2^r.r-h^>

2
. ,

2<(x+ h

4<(/*— Z)"" V -[•(((' —

2 + 4-^'
,

scc~‘
^

,
i'lv.

\,’\<(<' — />“ C4(f(* — tr

132. Cask II.

4. J-'-
j

(

*

./'“ —
-f-

(

'

?/->4f«’.

( / /,2 4-.'
(•'+*> -

1
•

* \ Id- 4(r

I

J

2du -

-f /i — V /> • ~ 4^^

h - -- A^ifc
^ "IdX 4" Z* 4* s ()' 4ar

^ ] -I
‘2ff.r4~/>

or = — Kolh ' -

^ /> '—taf // -
- 4(M*

2
J ,

\ 4'/ ^
f

/^/’ 4-
or = — . cAtst'cli '

X /4 — 4</r X Z/ — J, / ,•

which is a r(?ai I'orm if 2^Kr 4- /y> v Z/' — h/r,

a I
Z>" -4'/r / /> ,

=

'(•' + o ,
>

„ ^
I fr

^ 4- ( 2 <k/' 4- Zo

s/fr 4^/.c /y“— 4//,c —
( iVkc 4“ />

)

2
.

,

2.Kr-t-h
"id' —

,
^

taini
/ .

-
- <4c.,

X 7/ " - 4f / c x/ Zr’— 4^ ic

which is a real form if 2ax-\-h -4oc.
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13‘1. Of tlit'sp several forms tin; real oik* is to be chosen in

(sieli num(*rical case';. 'I'he general forms are ecjiiivalent, except

that they (lifler hy a constant which may he unreal.

1 34. Another Method.

As the factors in tin* seeimd ca.se are rcsil, say

</(.r — .rj)(r— .y\h.

tin? usual ])ro(‘(M‘(lin^ is to write tlie, work as follows without

th(‘ formal com])letin^ of the s(|uare in the denominator:

1

<Lr

( er'-' 4“ -f-

1 r <Lr

+ -

(lx

(I {j\
— lo^ (./•- -cr.)

__
1

j\.

loi:
X— ./•,/

13r). Other forms of the above results.

Other forms nf tlu'se results may he exhihit(‘d. For instance,

takin;:^ R ux--|-/»x-Fc, and 4(/c — ~ 4a ~ — 4«\''2
;

then

0 . 1

'Jor-f-/)
ztair' ":siir

^ 4o(‘ — //•'

and

2(aiilr' + -^sinh '

cx- 4-/>x-hr/ \ (lx

whence /

tin' real form to Ix^ (’hos(*n.

13h. Integrals of expressions of the form

n .r" + h.y

can 1 m» ()ht4vin(‘d at once hy throwinj^ into the form

‘px-j~(j ?•<’• 'X(l?ax+ /d+ M,

where X, /ti are con.stanis to he found ;
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for then

/

= Xloj];R+/i|-^,

and the second member of ilie rijjlit side has been discnssed.

LS7. This transformation is one very frequently re(|uir(‘d.

It may be performed either by inspt‘ction, or by comparin^r

coefficients.

(i) By inspection,

Px+ qr-. £ (2«.a:+ h)+ (^q

(ii) By comparing coefficients,

Thus

2<(X=p,

b\+fi = q,

giving X = and n = q
ph

2(1

I “h 2(1

n
2(c

2<(:r-i-h

(fj^-{-hx-\-cj

log (or-+ bx+c) + [ij - )

I

<Lr

'-'4-

(lx

.r- 4* l>x 4- (

It is essevtidl that tiu' numerator of the first partial fnu4i(>n

shall be the different kil ccjeffieient of the denoiuiaotor, and

that the xs (f the nunierdtor (f the (jiven fraction are fherehi/

exhausted.

138. Ex. 1. 1 dx
;.)-«+I2.r+3H'

, ,
(ie

J {.r + C>y^2

f (lx 7 r ‘2.r +12 ,

j2 + (.r + 6)‘^ 2 i.r2+ 1 2:/'4-3h'^*'

Ex. 2.
f S)-7x , [ 9-7r

,

i35 + 2r ](7-.r){r, +.r)‘^'’

f/ 10 1 11 1 \ ,

“i( “ 3 7-.r
+ '3

,7 + .r/'^^

>‘>g (7 - -r) + y log (I* + x).
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ThiH ditTeroiice is to l*o noted in .such ex;ijnj>los as the two preceding
;

in the first the* form of tlm result is real foi- all real values of x
;

in tlie second the form ^dven is only real if .r lies between -5 and +7.
For values of ,r > 7 we should write it

+ y loi;(.r-f 5),

and ff)r vahies of x < - 5,

lo^r (7 _ .r) -t- y
In^r

{
- T) - x).

r})(‘se tliree foi ins differ by unreal constants.

/r> + i'+.r,

f{x\-\)dx
‘

j:i4 '.i.r-*.r*‘

i 4 Tr -f 4

}..- + r,r I- 10
f/.r.

HxAMJ’LKS.

I'

dx

J (ax i-(rx + d)*’

8. f
J (ax 4- -

(
rx 4- ?)*

’

r X dx

10.
f X dx

] (ax^ 4- />)* 4- (c.r* 4- d)^ 4- 4-/)*

f dx
11.

12.
r r^dx
jc-*4-2."+Tr

Note on Pautial FRAmoNS.

139. In tlie autlior’s Difryrnfial (^ilrulns (p. 72) a Note

wiis in.S(*rted on tht‘ inetlio(bs to he pursued in the case of

tiiidin^ the Differential ( a)efficient of an algebraical fraction

wluui it was lu^cessiuy to resolve the fmetion into its simple

or partial fractions. It is now necesvsary to repeat this Note,

with some additions and alterations, as success in the integra-

tion of complicated rational algebraic fractions will depend

upon the ability of the student to obtain the equivalent partial

fractions with facility. Moreover, many subsequent articles

will depend upon the general theory.

140. be the fraction in its lowest terms which is

to be resolved into its simple component or partial fractions,

/(x) and (f>(x) being supposed rational integral algebraic
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functions of x, the coefficients bcinijr real and, iiidess the

contrary ])e stated, rational.

Then if the degree of /(a‘) iR>t already less than the degn‘e

of (p{.v), we can, by ordinary division, express di llu' form

rtoX"+ a iX"-! + . . . + „ 4-
I

,

where ••• -f (piotient, and
x(‘^’)

remainder, of lower degree than

Hence the integration of

, . .r«

dj' IS - d~<^i 4" •••

n -f I a

and we only have to atttuid to

<Lv,

I
</>(.^‘)

Hence we may coniine our att(‘ntion to tlie case wIh'u f{x)

is of lower degn*.e than 0(^r).

Also we may, witliout loss of gtuierality, (‘nnsider th(‘ co-

efficient of the highest j)Ower of j' in c/>(a ) to h(‘ unity.

141. It is proved in Tlu‘ory of E(|uations that if 0(.r) = O

be a rational algebi’aical (Sjuation of degn^e n,

(1) there are n roots, real or imaginary,

(2) that imaginary roots occur in pairs, a±:ift, y±i(),

etc.

Any of tluise roots may be re})eat(al.

Then tlie general form of <p is of the nature

(/>-: /;)/'{(c’ -a)2
-|-/32 } ^^2

j
7^

where w’e have taken the case of

(1) a real liiuair fact<u’ occALvriiuj once onhj ;

(2) a real linear factor orrurrifHj ]> fintrs;

(8) a jniir of v/urvdl fddor.^, (’(tch (x'carriiuj imct'

;

(4) a ]K(lr (f Ti nrfutl factiH'fi, ixtcli occu rri tuj (j iirnrs.

Any other factors which theni may })e in </> must be of one

or other cjf tfiese categemies.

We consider thes(i four cas(‘.s separately.

And as we are going to suppo.se that is a fraction in

its lowest terms, none of the factors diiscribed abov(‘ will be

factors of f{x) also.
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142. 1. To obtain the partial fraction corresponding to the

factor j—d occurring once only.

Let (/){j') (x--(i)\fr(x) for short. Then does not con-

tain x— a as a factor, and d(;es not vanish.

L(*t
^

assumption justifiable if

we succeed in finding A, supposed independent of x.

Then
xjrix) \jf(x)

all values of x.

-{x-~(i) is an identity and true for

H<‘nc< T)ut(ing x — a, \ ,
^A.

^ ^ \Aa)

Th(U’efor(^
fi ^ /( 0.) X (^) .

Hence our rule to find A is,

“ UV?7r a for x in errri/

exrrpt i ii thr fiictor {x — <f
)

And this proci'ss may be applied to every partial fraction

coiTi'sponding to a factor of (j){x), ivhich only occurs once.

Mor(‘over, sitice

portion of fraction

/7 ,sr/r.”

fa)
{x-a)\jr{.t)

0(.r
) = (,/ — ((,) ,/,(,(), fp\.r) = {x— a)\l^'{x)+ V' a),

and '//^’(n) in tinito, </>' {a ) — \]/-{a).

llfiico Wf iiiav also write A in tlie form
/(«!

0'o)

143. Ex. 1. ,
- I)(.“r 2)(x-3)

-+ .2

" (X - I )( I - 2;( 1 - 3)^ (-2 - 1 )
(J- - 2) (2 - 3)

3

'(3-I)(3-2)(x-3)

+- .

2(.i-l) .(-2^2(x-3)

Thus, here, three fractions must occur. No others can occur.

For if there wiue a fourth fr;u‘tioii
^

denominator of their

Burn must bo (.r - l)(.r -* 2) (.7’- 3) (.7’ - S), whicli is not so.

Hence we have obtained the whole expression.
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Ex. 2. Here the iuimerat<»r not bein^^ of lower degree

than the denominator, we must divide by (lu; denominator. Th(^ lesult

will then be expres.sible as

{.r - a
) (.r ~ b) ' .r - a :r - 9

wliere A and B are to be found.

Since (.r- c/)[j' + o -f (a’-a), putting = u we get

A and similarly B~-

,

.

(i - 0 ’
* b - a

We may here stop to remark that A and B can be written down by the

rule “Put j’ — a every vNliere except in j: ~ a itself” just as well in the

.r^ .;»*

original ej'pression
^

‘
, v

as in- — —, , - (.r4-o4/')-
{.r--a){j- - b) {.r ~ - b)

This reinark is ge}(iTaI^ and will imudln save much trouble.

Ihus .r4 (u + /;) 4 -
.

-— 4;
•

- ;•
{j- -a){j'—h) a b .1' a b -a .r b

tlx. 3. Let the roots of 1 In* a,
fj, y, ... and rational integral

algebi'ai(' OA[U'e.s.sion of degiee lower than ?/ ;
then, by tlie second rule

of Art. 142,

/’(./) 1 F{H) 1

x - a~^ nfi'"~Fr -ft

^l/'a/'’(u) /i/'d/)) \
1
^.aF{a)

n \ ./ - <t ./• ti ) n ^ X - a ’

where the summati(m is for all the ro<»ts.

This may be also further expu-ssed as

or r--
’ 'Zy(«-).

'In X a '2n

If Fix) be written as d.r”' 4

4

A'f^a < a ), t hen, since the

sum of the [)oweis of the if>(»ts of unity i.s /.ero when ()<. r<'«,

wo have
nK = 7tF{(^)

;

,
/ (r)

__ 1 ^,.0(a)^ I
’ /’(O).

a ”
1 7i.

“ ./ a 271 j - a 2

By taking Fix)-- .rand }>utting x c*"®, deduce that

sinlr 2).r 1 b
. Orrr rrrX

2^ Hin cot 1
- - l.

Hin U.r 71 r I
ft k ft }

[Math. Tuir., Part II., 1919 ]

144. II. N( xi HU})p<jH(i the factor (r- a) in the denominator to

be repeated r times and no more, ho tliat wo may write

(p{x)=^{x’-ay\{r{x) where \/r(a) does not vanish.

Put x—a=^y.
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Then

any nieaiiH in a^crndiinj
2)owers of y,

Divide out Uius

:

or expanding each function by

7?o4-7^j »/ -4- •) ^ o+^i.V4-^2?/^d“ •-.( OQ-\-C^y-\-C2y^+ ...

etc.,

and let the division be coiitimied until y^ is a factor of the

remainder.

Let the remainder be y^x{y\
Hence

/(x) _ (\^ C\ (
'2

1 _ j_ ! _ x(?/)__

// Y"U« + y)

a 1
a

j

—

{X— (/T {x— aY^^ {x— aY
...+

x—a

Hence tlie partial fractions corresponding to

determined by a “ long division” sum.

145. Kx. (i). T.ike
{.r- 1 )'H.r4- 1

)*
Put ;2

’ — 1 = ?/.

I

x(a:-a)

yl.{x)

{x—aY are

1 (1 + ?/)*

Then the fraction \
.

F 2 +y
^

2+,v)l +2^V+.V‘( V + i''' + i."‘'8

Ijf ?.'/

y*

.?v-f Jv*

iv'+h/^

13 1 1

Thcrofiin! llu- fraction = 8 (2 +y

)

'

1
'

. __J L_.
^ H(r-l) 8(.r+l)

140. Remarks.

(1 ) In practice it is desirable to perform the division by the “ detached

coefficients” luethiKi, and the above work appeal's as

2+1 )l+2+l (l+?+i
IjJ

i+1
i±f

i

tti
-i
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{'2
)
Tn cast's wlu'i c there is Imt one otlnn’ linear or (juadi’atic fact<*r in the

denominator </>( r) and tint not a i t'peaied oiu‘, this ])r()C(‘ss M ill i/ie

tvJiolc operation.

i*ut J'— 1 +//.

Tlu) fraction ^

1 d -f- 4 y + V*

2 -i' 2 }/ 4- y®

2 + '2+l )3 + 4 } 1 (?-f ^ ' i

3 + 3 4-

1

\-h

IJ: 1 4- 4

- “ I
_ a - a _ ii

1 -}• 1 4 - A

Hence the fraction
2f/^ 2 y* 4 v 2f/~ f^y 2 f

2 (,c- l)^ • 2 {a' -"l)‘ 4
(
71

'

1

)'''^'

21 .c- 'si ^

and is then r(*atlv for inte;rrat]on.

Ex. (iiij. - — - In such a case we find the lhi(‘»' }>artia]

w'~ 1 -r
fractions corres]>ondin^^ to ./ I, and then, either (/<>' rdnanuler or

beginning ocer again^ the tMo e(,rresj)ondn+^ to (» 2)“.

147, Instoad of (3Xpaii(]jii;7 out and v//(a-f//)

separately, as shown tibovt? (which is ]iowev(*r usually best in

practical cas(is), w(^ may t^xpaiid tliou^^di it were

F((i -f y) by Taylor’s theorem, or otherwise, which siiows a

compact theoretical form for ilie s(‘vc,ral coi'lllcdcnts, (-q, (J^,'

t/
2 >

• • • j
of Art. 144.

Thus

f(< ^ + V) ^ f(a)
,

y ffn \
I

,y'_

^ d(i^\lra)~^
I

V' (A/''' x/ro
'

So that

r (A/'' ' yjrd '

p -/i^^ c - r = ‘

’

® ylriu.)’ ‘ (luKxt/^a/’ " \2
'

1

I

/- 1
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148. Nothing lia.s boon assumed so far as to the reality of

the H(*veral roots, a, h, etc., of (p{x) = 0. Hence the rules

ohtaiiKHl equally apply for unreal or for real roots.

If f 1

(j>{x) --{x~aY{x~}))'i{x~cy...
,

whetlier a, />, c be real or unreal, so that ...—n,

tli(‘ (h'gnu* of (l){x)y we obtain, by metliods explained above,

a result of form

f{x) _ A„
,

.1,
,

/I,
,

K
+ .

-

.„ +

+ ...
;

and imagining these fractions to be reduced to a common

d(*nominator and addcsl up to gt't back to the form the

coeliicieiit of is obviously -f +—
'riie integral will b(‘

^‘1,

(x—df x— a

n,

{x-hp
li,

-bY-‘
'

x~b

+{a;. x— c

(7 ^ I)(j--/d"' ‘ (7 2){x~hr-^ x.-b ^

~ ^
o

—
^ +(>-.1

(
r— 1 )

(i*-- r
}'

*
(
/•— 2)(J'— cT'" x—c

etc.,

Ic. in general partly algebraic and partly logarithmic,

149. Tlu‘ conditions necessary that the integivJ should be

purtdy algebraic are clearly

and in number the same as thc! number of different roots of

0(x) - 0. But tlie e()(‘flici<mt of x”
'

'u\j\x)ff{x) ha.s been seen

t( ) 1
K‘

and this must vanish wluai the above conditions are satisfied.
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Hence the index of tlie liighest power of x in the numerator

must be at least 2 less than that of the highest power of x

in the denominator.

If then the number of different roots of ^(x) = 0, viz.

a, b, c,
,
be k, say; and if the degree of /(x) be lower by 2

than the degree of ^(x), we must necessarily have

-h ^ v_i -f ••• =0,

and one of the k conditions, — ... =0, must be in-

cluded in the others, and there are tl)en only/.*—! independent

conditions to be satisfied for f-Six = o to be entirely algebraic

150. HI. Consider next the case of an irreducible quadratic

not repeated, occurring in the denominator, c/>(i'),and let

(pix) [(x— af+(i"]\{r{x).

Then the partial fractions of—- —
,

i.e. of

fix)

{x— a— (fS){x— (i-\-

corresponding to these unreal factors, art*

/(a-fo5)

i/i) X— a— i.i) x~~ a-\- tj'i'

fid il'i

)

or, separating out the real and unrral parts of

as P -f- iQ, these partial fractions aro

y ( a -f tft )

7'+^^ or
X—

a

— if'i X— a -h //5’ (X—

which is of form

where P—
^

ami Q=-^[

and L = 2/',

Zx 4-M
(x— af + /Z-'

_/(a + ,/3) 1
]

f{<i + ift) f(a — ift)
'

I

/{'/'( a + tS) — if'i) IJ

Jf= -2i'a-2g/3.

wliich arc botli

real,
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151. IV, Case of the factor (a?— repeated r times.

^ (*) = [(*- a)'-+ /82]’'V'(4
Then it will be possible to write

/(^) ^ /(*)

<l>{x) [{x-a)'^+ 0-^yx{,{x) [{x-ny+M'
4. — _Xrj5) _ __
[{x-ay+0^r'~^H=c)

For this is ef]uivalent to determining and Q^, so that

f(x)-(PrZ+Q,)x{.{x)^Xr{^)[(x-aY+ ^^l
i.e. so tliat f{3:)-(PrX+ Qr)yl'{x)

contains x—a — ift and x—a + tfi as factors, and this will be

effeetod by taking 1\ and such that

and if
‘(^^'*"'^'^2.. when separated into real and unreal parts,
V^tu + i/i)

‘

Ix'comes A+di, then Pra + Qr = A and P,^ = B,

„ n
T n i

A/3-Ba
ur /,-g .0,1

Thus J\, Qr^ Hud therefore Xr detei minate.

This bein^ so, it is obvious that

Xr(^)

[{x-ay-h(f^y~'^(x)

c^in itself b(^ expressed as

\X-\-Qr-\ j

[
(X- aV -f ‘ [(X- nr -f Jn'''ir(xy

and by continued repetition of the argument we get finally that

f(x) I\X-}-Qr
, _

^^r-jX± Qr~\__, J

0 (x) [
(x— a

)
” 4- /?“ J L(

^~ « )
“ + ^

[
(x~ a 4- ^

PjX4-Qi 4_Xi(5)

and the values of the r pairs of (juantities,

1\ and Qr, Pr~i and Q,.,, .... F, and

are successively obtiiinable as dcscril)ed.

The general form of the result is thus established. But this

inode of finding the numerical value of the Ph and Qs is

ialK)riou8, except when r is small.
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152.

It now appears that the general result of putting

fix)...V --4 into partial fractions, where </> (x) is, say,

the last two factors being irreducible to real linear factors,

and / (x) is any rational integral function of x of any degree,

will be of the form

fix)T^ = an integral algebraic (|Uotient

+ L-
-I- 4-

e-/'/

'^ar+ px+ q

Ryr 4- RqX -4- So ILx-{-S.^
4. I

X- 4- rx 4- 5 (.rH rx 4- (a:- 4- rx+ ^ 4-
r./-

This is the general typical form of th(‘ n'sult If otlin*

factors occur in <l>{x), other partial fractions will occur in the

result. But all others will of the types (‘xhihitcsl.

153.

The integration can thertdon^ be etlected.

For ( 1 )
The integrals of the algebraic terms aie of typ(^

(2) The integral (jf

j
is /llog(x— nj.

(3) The integral of [— is — ^

^ A- 1
(./- h)*' -

'

f Px4-Q
(4) The integration of I dx has been etrected

ILx 4- >St.

A- 1
(./•- hf

in Art. 130.

(5)

The integration of f (‘flectt'd
^ J(x2-frx4-^?r

by means of a reduction formula, as will Ih‘

explained in a subse<juent article.

Hence w^e may then regard the integration dx as

/w, . .

complete whenever is a rational algebraic function of x.

154.

In practice, when irnjsoluble (juadratic factors are

present in the d^uiominator we may first of all (hdermine, the
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partial fractions corresponding to the real linear factors, single

and r(^peat(‘d. Then, if there be only one (quadratic factor, and

that not repeated, it will appear without further trouble in

fi-r)

or a I’opeated factor, we may subtract the simple partial

fra(‘ti()ns when obtained and then after simplification discuss

the remainder.

the remainder of But if there be several such factors

155. Use of “Undetermined or Indeterminate Coefficients."

Wt‘. may often with advantage apply the method of “ indeter-

minatt^ eoidficients."

When the fraction has b<‘t'n reduced by division till the

nuiiHTator is of lower degree than the denominator, ie. of

dc'grer 71 — I at most, and we g(d, as in L,

fij) A
4>{x) i'

— (x-^rx^-sy

we have, upon multiplying up by <l>(x) an identity in which

tlie right-haii(i side is of degr(‘e a - I and consists of 7i terms

when arranged in powta's of x, and the leit side is of degree

n - - 1 at most, viz. /(.r).

Now 0(.;) is of degree 1 -f X -f- ^ 'vhieh must =n, and

th(‘ numbcT of (juantities

A, (P. (P,, .Sj, P,, So,...)

is 1 + X -f - -f Xe.-n.

Ilen<*e, uj)on eijuating coetlicients of the 7i terms on the

right-hand sid(‘ t<^ tlu‘ corresiionding coefficients in f{x), we

ha\'e just enough (Sjuations to obtain the n (juantities, pro-

^ided that these etjuations are all indejiendent. But as we

have establi.shed otherwise a means of finding these quantities

we mav lyifer Uie. ccnisistcuce of the eqiiutions ohtaiued hy

('(j luiihuj coefficie n ts.

150. Many of the coedicients, or all, may be found by the

substitution in thi’ identity of numerical values foi x. Obviously

any numln'r of ecjiiations of this kind could be obtained, but

only n would be ind(‘pendent. The most .suitable values to take

for this purpose wdll be such as will make one of the factors

x~-<f, x^+ pxA-q or ./--hrJd-5 vanish, for such values

would cause many of the terms ol the identity to disappear.
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In substituting roots of viz. a±if^ say, only one

root need be substituted. Then the real and unreal parts on

each side of the identity may be equated.

All the 5’s and A, i.e. \ 4-1 of the (quantities, can be found

by the easy rules given al)ove (Arts. 140 to 147). Hence X+ l

of the equations obtained by ecpiating coefficients will not be

independent of the others when tlie values of Ay B^y

which have been found, are substituted. But there will still

remain 24- 2^ independent relations from the ecquating of

coefficients. The substitution of a root of and of a

root of X“4-^'x4-s = 0 with the equating of real and unreal jmrts

will furnish four other relations and reduce the number of

independent “ equated coefficient equati(jns” to 2/x~2, which

are linear and to be solved in the easiest way available. The

student will perceive that in practice it will lx* best to combine

several methods to determine the coefficients and to use

redundant equations to check numerical results.*

157, If none but even powers of x (x^cur in l)oth numerator

and denominator, we may put x^ — y, and thereby reduce the

labour considerably. In such fractions, the (quadratic factors

becoming linear by this substitution, their occurrence may Ixi

termed pseudo-(|uadratic or (juasi-linear.

Ex 1

Thia is of form -r vu

Putting, then, x* (or y) — 2 - 9,

(x*+V)(x=* + 9)»~4( - r) + 2)

^ 8 .
32

-542

„ 82

25

-8-h~

32

x*4l
(x*44y(j'*4 9)'

_ 8 3
* ~ ri - *

32 32*

”5j^25
32*

25

3 1

25 -5 4-2

^8 1 3 1 3 1

*

5 {x* -f 9 )* 25 4- 9 25 .r* 4-
4*

• Sec alao Art. i8Ul, Vol. 11,
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(.r - l)(.r*+ i)(,,'» + 4)»'

Tilt*, j);irtial fnictioiiH arc of form

X' - 1 jc* + 1 (.r®+ 4 ) fr*V4 )*
‘

Multiplying up we have the identity

1 - A + 1 )
(.r* + 4 )=" + ( Hr + C) {.r - 1 ) (.r^ + 4)^

+ (Ar + £’)(.r-l)(.r2 + l)(a:2 4-4)

+ (/<>+6')(.r-l)(.r2 + l).

Rutting .r~l, 1 ~50d.

Putting 1 --(/?i + C)(i- 1)9 ;

-/i-fC-0, t

- - r= 1,
1

^

K<piating coefTK-ituitH of j-*,

A + B-^D^O;

1) -- -
r}(i +

E(piatuig ahsohito terruH,

H)/l whence A’— of 5 ;

" {j - l)(.r2-f l)(.c^ + 4)=*'" r>0 .r- 1 18 .r^+l a'2 + 4'^15 (.r2 + 4)**

15S. Case when the numerator is an odd function of x and the

denominator is even.

/rr: tiikcs tlic foriii
[

1-0 r 1 f ^4v) ;
and imttin^^ - ?/, / =

J

and the factors in the denominator which were (]uadratic

factors in a: are linear in y.

Ex. Thus
r .r'’ + ar , .^1

J
'

-J

7/4-3

(,y-l)(y+l)*

U[v-i”y+i“(7+Tr]'^^
1

,
.y

-
1

,

t t

1 -11 1
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159. Case when the denominator is odd and the numerator even.

The same process may be adopted.

Thus
.r(.r> + 4)

(ir=| f-f-tl ,/y

100. Integration <'f

+

--/) +

The partial frartionn are of the form

and the integral is

The value of is

y ,

1 ^Ir (fr

-(V*) ... ... - (Ir^)'

I'he denominator fact<U'ized inav Im' wiitten as

(«1 - «r)(^^U-'ar) ... (<^r-l - «r) r+\ - r) ...(<^^ " (^r)

X {ni + ... (a^-i 4-^/^) (fim + •••

Taking the case when aj, rtj, (i^<> ... form an a.p., with (‘ommon
difference h, thiH denominator />, .say, i.s

D = { l)h{r-2)h ...2h , h.2h 3h...{n~r)hx \l a^)
k 1

where in forming the product of the factors in the lower lino the missing

term ((i^-}-a^) has heen .supj>lied
;

*11^^* + «,) ‘icx,

k -I

and d,. - (
~ 1 20^ ‘//y”-' (r - 1 ) !

(n - r ) ! \ I (o* -f a^).
*-=1

If 6 = ai, wo have a^ + <ir-{r-¥k}a^,

and li (n* 4-a,.) ~ ai”(r + 1 ) (r 4- 2) ..
.
(r 4- a )

=- a,'’
^ ™

,

giving for this (;ase the partial fractions

2
»” =-« z

j

„ („^.r)!(„_r)! Vn"’'*

and the integral

2
"Mn-lq-l

r=*l (n4-r)I {7i~r )

!

tan"
z

a/
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H)l. Obviously wo sliouid also }iav(^ in tbo same case

f
’ r/c

2 ”

1

{n + 7-)
!
(^r)\ z'^~Va *

f~<i >

''V'4 ,)!(„ +

162 . Takiijfj^ tin* cast* ^ 2
,

- 2
,
and tlierefore ay= 2r,

~‘J(;

(c^V 2^)(.^ + 4 ^)(:M-(r)..,(:^ + 2^;0

^ .V(„iw-rn “
2»(^

^ _

{2/i)l 2'‘‘'‘”^L ^^*4-2-//' (2// - 2)- ^ z‘ + (2n - 4)'^

<r)‘2q ta “1

and its int(%n',il

(2.);' 2^^--

[••( tan-' - -ip*' Uu-'

+ ... -r
(
- 1 )"“* 2'^^'^Han'‘^^^ (A)

ir>:i. And siinilarly if the index of r in the numerator liad been 2g+l

iii.st<'ad of 2y, the same work shows

~?7+i

(S4 :;^)(-- + .l=)...(S + 2Sr)

1

[.»<
. .

-
2-p

+ ...+(

and it« integral

(~ 1)-^

(2/0!

[2"6',(2np '*
1«« (** + 2-/| 2

)

- log {.”+ (2« - 2)^}

+ ...+( -l)”'‘'"‘e„_, 2=-^“ log(.-2 + 2'>)]. ...(B)
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1G4. Taking the case - and (lierefoiu^ a, -=2r-l,

2'iq

_ (
- I)’-*' 1 r,„_ (2h - l)-«*‘ -, (2u -

' -- “ ' -

''z'i + {•>,, -:iy‘{2n-l)'. 2""-

-'j= + (2r- f)2

r2"— 1(7
-L '';- + (2« -l)'-'

, 2„-w. (2« _ , , _ i,„-, ,
.

1 ;'“ “ 1

.

and its integral

1_
" (2)1-1) !’ 2'^-2

[^2"“iro(2?i - -2"-iCj(27i-3y“« tan-*
2;j - 3

+ ...+(- 1 C„_, 1 tan-'
J-].

(C)

165. And for
^2?H

(?--rn-:::[>^T(2;rrf)2]
-i" '«

- •'"-•C,(2)1 - S)'-'''*-' log{t2 + (27i -3)2}

+ ...+(- 1)”-'2”-IC„_,122" log{.-2 + 12
}]. (D)

djT
' —

7r~,r-„ :— « •
( ?« < 2n

)

T-” - 2a** cos 71(1 i- a ** ^ '

Here “37"*, </>(.?.') =a'“" - 2a** cos lai -f- ( A rt. 142)

-- n - 2ax cos ^(1 -f
^

-f

<^'(.r) ~ 2wx” ' \.r" - rt” cos Trti).

T i.
2r7r

Ivet a + - Y.
71

The factor ~ 2ax cos -f «“ — (.r - ae'-'^){x -ae~

and gives rise to the partial fractions

/(rte‘X) 1

<\)\ae''^) X - ae'^ 4i'{a€~*^)x~ae

Now =
>‘™X

^'(ae**) 2na“’'
'

' e'*"- *)x(e‘’'x - cob na)

-i(n-m-I)x

2na'^"-‘«‘'’'-”<i«inrto
’

2ina''"-’’"-' 8in na
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Herjce tlio two paitial fractions

* sin lui

1 pzi// SIM

X - X - ae J

fa -
^
‘X) e‘("

- -
')x(a: - «e‘x )-

a;- 2oa:< oH X + j

'2(fLs\ii(n ~
?/0x

~ -a:tsin(?i -ni - 1)\“|

X- — 2ax cos X H- <1- J
’

^ VOH na + (I
-

^

1 p 2« ain X coa(;< - m - 1 ) X - 2(x - a cos x) sin (n - 7n - 1 ) X
2n sin naa^^ L

„ f dx
ilencfa / - „„ .

-

J X*” -- 2(^”x” cos /at 4-

o

,;! ^ + '7
)

(x - n c*<>s x)“ 4- d‘ sin- x ]

x-a cos ( tt
4-

n sin }ia (f

tan
. / 2?-7r\

““1"+ «)

III tlie same way (x”±«”) may be inte^^rated. The

results are ^i\ eii in Exs. o9 and 40
,

])a^es 100 and 167 ,

1G7. Ex. (’alcnlatc r y
Jo cos'2/J-i-a*

Tferc (Art. IGG) fi ^-a, 7n 0, 71 = 2.

Tin* iiulcfmitt* iintc^^ral is

1 1 f

(•os(^^ tan"’

.r - <( cos^ o
“

2 sin 2/^ oM
rtsiii^" -

J- -« co»d^-l3\
Lin-’

"
r-

l'*g
I-'''

~ 2((.r cos
( 2

“

-^sinpl^- )log |.r“-2a.rco8(y- /3)+a»jJ

1 _
”2a^ sin 2/]

r ,x-ni^\uB . n. .x4-asin/3
[sin/Man * - +sin/j tan -

- i cos (i log fa’ - 2«* P+ a^) + i ‘•<’8 + 2ax sin /3 + a’)],
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and taken between limits 0 and oc

The indefinite integral may also be written as

^ r • /Di. ,2axcoHl3, fj. ,
,
2r/xsin/n

sin « tan“* ..— .7
" + cos /i tanh ’

,, ; .

2a’8in2/iL ^ «- -a:- ^ a^-i-x- J

168. An integral of the form

E

fU -f hj^
^
dx

J c -f dx*

can always be integrated as follow^s

:

Let I be the L.c.M. of (i and 5
,
and l(‘t ~ — - and ^ — ^ >

(y I 8 I

Let x~z\ dx=^lz^~\'h.

Then
bt + dx’ y + < ~

and the expression to be integrated is now rational, and 'vlaai

expressed in partial fractions t‘ach term can be int(‘grate<i.

= + (c + l)-lo<'(c'- - r + l) + 2s/3taire'^^;^

= J.r* + 2.r’ - 3j7^ - 4 l<ig(l +.r^') - log ( 1 ~ .r^ + J'^)

2.<-^ - 1

+ 2 Urn'"* "•

169. In exactly the same way tlie integration of

('L±M!i±§^)ldx,
^ c 4- (i(a -f /3a;)'

can be effected by putting a 4 /8x = when I is the L.C.M. of

q and s, and more generally that of

C.ma±M)i^
Ll(«+/Sa;)*]

2;- 1
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J\i) and ^}(t) are any rational algebraic functions of t]

for, puttin;^ a + ftx = z\ as before, tiie integral becomes

]</>(-“) f-i

’

and the integrand l)ein^ now rational and algebraic, we can in

a;n\' such case proceed to put it into partial fractions and then

ini t'lpati*.

EXAMPLES.

lnt<;i;t'ate with regard to x the expressions in the following seven

groups ;

1 . Linear unrepeated factors

,y
(ii)

1

{x !)(/- ‘i){.r- ^>y

(iv)
.>' + -f 1

(/- - i;{/’- -T)’

(. r,(r.2)
^

' (./ ^ - 1(1)
(Vi)

(/ - (/)(X - ])){l --c)

{f - n)(/ - h){f - r)
(Ml) ^ .

(./•- a^-}{.r- rp)
(viii)

.r + 1

./•“+ 10.r - 75’

f 1(1/ - 1 lit’
(X)

- 1001

2 , liinear r(‘pi*al(*d factors:

1

(./ DV+ l)' (.r- l)-'(.r+l)'‘'

... .r -f- 1

1
)^’

(iv) (<//“ -f

(V) {r- 7.r+12)--’.
{>' -<1 )'-(•'•-(')

- .Tr + 3
('•>')

- 12
'

[I. C. -S., J900.]

3. Quasi linear occurrence of fact/ors1 . Powers of x all even :

(i'
r dx

J(j-'

(ii)

j
(.(“ -f C-) (/- +• (/“)

(iii)

J (.'- + r-)
(iv)

j

x-dx

{x-^\){2xf^iy

v)
r (Lr~ + b

^

J((VM 4./)'
(Vi)

j

- +
- dx

1

.)•-

+

d){ex-
)
{(//- 4- It)

Ii^ the hist two c, d, c, f, (/, h may be considered positive.
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4.

Quasi linear factors. Numerator an odd function, Denominator

even, or Numerator even, Denominator odd ;

I
.r - ()/"' -f 1 1 - 6./'

• (iv)
xdx

-f bx + r)“ -f (a/*^ - bx + c)'^

5.

Quadratic factors not repeated :

•‘'k^TT

(v) 4* + <2"*)“^ (vi) -I-
4-

('^") (''“) \Jtv

6,

Litiear factors repeated. Quadratic fadors not repeated.

..V

(x - 1 y^[x“ - 2x -f- 4)

x^d'X

{X-

dx

,
... dx

'
'' k-T)W+*+ i)'

7. Repeated quadratic factors :

dx

{x + l)dx
(ni)

^
^ (1 4-x)’-''(l -f l>x + 4/-')'

d^

(x+i7(x-+ir

.. dx

7{x- ifixUTy
... dx

x8(a--fx‘Q(//--f xQ'

{2x-3f{ix^~+by

^
^ (x~ \ y{x^7 \y’

(iv)
^ ^

(x’^ + ry

8. Evaluate
|

s/Uiu Odd and
|

\/coi6d$.

w

9. Evaluate (i) f — ^ —
Jo cos^x - cos^xsin-^x + siipx

(ii) f^___
' Jo cos^x + cos^x 8111^x 4* sin^x’*x + cos^x sin^x 4* sin^x
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10. Evaluiite
' cos X (lx

lo ( I + x) {'2 ain x)'

11. Show that , ,
„ —.TT

— —

7

7 .

J 0 »/“) (x*- + b-) {x^ •+. c^) 2 (a -f b) {b + c){c + a)

12. Show tiiot
[^" — ^-7”^.—T n- =

-^’"

J ^ „ {'X- ± (IX + a~){x- ± hx + b~) J 3 a}> + cib + /A’)'

[V, 1891. j

13. Show that the sum of the infinite series

\'a\h^al-liral-ih^- (“>0. *>«)

can 1)0 expressed as a definite integral, viz.

And hence prove that

I'n +
1

dA!l+1
-P

’ + log.2).

[Oxford, 1887.]

(i)
f 25 dx

j2x-* + 3/^+3x- 2' [Colleges, 1882.]

(ii) [~^X^dx.
] XX X [St. John’s, 1881.J

(iii)
f (l+.r^)d.r

J 1 - 2X‘ cos a + X* [Colleges, 1882.]

(iv)
f dx

J 1 +;r* [Colleges a, 1891.]

(V)
J„(l ~x-)- + rt^x-

15. Prove that

1 6. Provo that

p dx
__

TT

Jor+.^^~3' [St. John’s, 1881.]

(I (.r - Pr
“ {«- '')"' + ^ {b~af^’' - 7f+r +\

+ ~ {h - a)''+*->
log {X - b),

where /V and 4^,. are the coetlicionts of z'^ in (1+2^)“'’ and
(
1 + 2)"

respectively.
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17. Integrate
- 3r)-(.r- - 1)’ [Math. Thu*.

. 1878.]

j(5:c3 - '(?« - 1)’

..... r \G'd.r

J(l+x)(2+.:)(3 + /)' (OXFOUD 1.
,
18S8.]

18. Prove (i)
f'J-. (•'•-+.r+ 1)^ ^ [(;oLr.E(;f:s/?. 1891

j

(ii)

J„l+x- J-2 ['rRIMTV 1882.1

(iii)

1

f - <lx= —1~ (tt — 2
J,l+x^ 2v'2\

s''2 -)

- xj-

['ruiNiTv, is9r>.
]

19. Integrate
f X(h

J>”t- r

Prove that
z . 5 'JLV '-=]

[(^02.LK(JK.8, 1891).]

20. Integrate
r(v^;ot :r - v^tan .r) dx

J l+3.sin2j ['doi.LhXiVA [i, 1890.)

21. Integrate

(h’
) + >sjh- + c/x dx. [Math. Tkir.

, 1898.]

22. Integrate
f (Ja-Jxfdx
J (a- + ax + X-) s/x [( Joi.LKliKS, 18%.]

23. Integrate
r r>.r3 + 3.r - 1

f.I. M. S(T 1 ., Ox.
, 1904.]

24. Evaluate
Jo cos\r [St. John’s, 1892.]

25. Integrate
|

dx , . ....
j‘(r

—

being a positive integer.

(St. John’h, 1H82.]

26. Integrate
(Oou.EOLS a, 1885.]

27. Integrate
r dx

Ji + ae'HTa?*' [Math. Tbit., 189fi.]
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Sum the series

+ ... ad inf.,

assuming it to be eonvergeiit.

Deduce that

11 11 11 ,
. 1 3 , ^

1 . 3
*

2
'^^ 3.5 ’ 2'^ ^ 5 . 7

’ 2? ^ ^ "
4. fit

29.

Provo that

4 16

[1. C. S ., 1899.]

1 - 1 + ,l - /r + !h - '*</ M'/- = 1 + ^2).
7 9 15 17

30.

Kvaluate

and deduce that
1
-

[Colleges /3, 1888.]

lc>g(l -j-^)dx,

1 I

I . 5 2

I

3.9fv
+ •• • = Q

-
3

1^>^

[Colleges a, 1889.]

31. Integrate

Prove ihat

1

I . 5

|((f^ + J^)“^ (lx.

"^9
. 13 17 . 21 '^25. 29 32

{’^ '°o

32. Show that

tlx

[M.\th. Tkip., 1896.]

' V( -irr.log(x + r).

l)(jc-f 2)(j-f3)...(j:: + «) ,7f -p-

33. Show that

f (1-1-7)"
,

3" 1
3’‘~‘

1 »(a -- 1)3’*'“.

](l-2/f"^'^' 2""“(1 >2/)-' 'C"-"! -2 j-

+ a rational integral algebraic expression of a finite

number of terms.

f (ir.

34. Show that if c < 1

, J ^
(

I

1
(

1

.7. to «

I 1 .r-' 1 -f*

"
2 1 - c 3 (1 - r)( 1 - f-)

“^
4(1 c)( 1 -«“)(! - <^)

r _ x"+j^x

]
~a..)\x - a,) ... (x - a.)35. Show that

-f . . . to 00 .

-log(x-a,),
3

. 'M 2 “J- • - a-J ... (a, - a„)

where //. is the sum of the homogeueous products r at a time of
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36. Show that the part of the indefinite integral

f 1 /(*)fl/(x)

which becomes infinite when x = 0,f and </> being rational integral

functions of x which do not vanish when x = 0, is

__L /(0)_i/'(0)</.(0)-^'(0)/(0)
2*2 <^.(0) X

‘

[4,(0)f

^ ‘
- 2/'(0)<^'(0)<^(0) -f{0)[<f>(0)<i>"(0)

-
2{<A'(0)}21

+ 2
log*

[Ox. I. P., IWl.J

37. Show that when a rational fraction is decomposed into its

simple or “partial ” fractions, the decomposition is unicpie.

38. If F{x) be a function of the (n ~ 1)‘*' degree which assumes

the values ...

,

?/„ when ,
'X^ respectively,

show that

(Xj Xo) (Xj " Xg) . .
-
(Xj x^)

, „ (.f-2'l)(2--2'3)
-
2-J

-(X„-X,)(X^-X3) ... {X..-XJ

(X-X|)(X-X,,) ... (X-X„_|)

39. Prove that if p<n-\- 1

,

rl-
“ ’"K (2 - «) + yj

('* ”;7
X''*

2r/'7r
> COS

2 2 sin — tan
~

id n

:log(x-a) + (
- l)''log(xT-a)

if n be <xld,

/ ‘^rTT

[a:2-.2azco8"™ + a‘*''

^ n

.2^ sin"'?'" tan-'-
if n be even.
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40. Prove that 1,

n-1

- 2 COS (2r - 1)-^^ log |a:2- 2(22; COS (2r-
l)^

+ a2|

+ 2 ^ sin (2r - 1 tarr
r^l 71

X - a cos (2r - 1)-

and ^ V.
cos (2r - D'Jlog!,. - 202; cos (27-

osin (2r- 1)-
n

if n lie odd,

i
j v;wo — i) H O^ y

I
'

71 /

X - a cos (2r - 1 )
-

f 2 sin (2r -
1

) ' - tarr^

«

a sin (2?* - 1 )

if n be even.

4 I . Prove that

. riT . n
4- sill — tan”^

11

2x sin

TTT"
[Math. Trip., 1884 .]

fx dj. 1
r . 2./; cos "

lol
=

42. Show that f =—
Jo bjl0^2j5

43, (i) Show that, the remainder left after dividing the rational

integral function f{x) by (x - c)'^ 4- is

[/(<^) - t

!

\
• f‘" ('•)-•••+(- 1

)' + • •

•]

where f^*\c) denotes
^

(ii) If f(x) and <t>(x) are rational integral functions of x, and

does not contain (x - c)- 4- as a factor, show that it is possible to

determine finite values for the constants P and Q in such a manner

/(x) - [/'(x- c) 4- (?]«/> (x)

is divisible, without remainder, by (x - c)® +
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(iii) Apply the last result to show (or prove in any manner) that

[{,--rY + b‘]'J(.r]

can bo expressed in the form

X (-r) P„ {-r - !•) +

-/W r-i

) beinj; a positive integer,
,x(.<') a rational integral function of/, and

Pn and Qii, constanto. 1H92.J

44. If

whore /, </), y are rational polynomials of (loyn-oes /// -f ?/, in,

71-1 respeotively, show that if'/,, </ i, •••
,

ho the root-' of /(,/ )
t>,

considered all difTerent, i/(.r; will he deterrninahle from

r, I

/’(/I,), ...
,

f/,, 1

/7f7,_,), f/.,, 1

/’('/n), ...
,

1

-- 0 .

Also determine xpi.r) when f{x) -0 has eipial roots.

(OxroKi) 1, 1’..

. - T f (
hhx -hr

I "

,

J I,/ rli'''

4G, Prove that if 7i lie a positive integer,

foos;7i-2;d^ 1 XA 1
•

(i) I . do - N'co.s ^ log soil o.
),

J sin nO /

[n\F<no» I. 1*., 11U7.J

.. fsin (// - 2;>)

,

I / rrX
(ii) 1 J - ^ logeosecf/^ - ).

J sin 7/{y n *-f n ^ \ n /

47. Integrate (i) f . (ii) f .

Jv'sin'hrsi

and {)rovQ that (iii)

h
sin {.r 4 a)’

(iv)

1'

Ji P’{-r- +

fdf TT

lT+xj(l+x-)~ 4’

1) 3(J'

dx

(Math. Trip. 1., 1<)17.1

48. Obtain the rational part of 1 ^
^

1
)

[Matu. 4 'rip. II., |{Mr).j
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19. Ri ()V(i that

cojj (t,. I

( 1 T .r)-’" -f ( 1 -j'Y-

^

^ \sin(2?t‘- l) a, -f taii-'a,'

wluiM' a,. - {'2r + 1 )7r/'in.

\\ iitc‘ <]()\vii llu' valu(‘S of the intoi^rals

f il-r f /d.r

J ( 1 f)-" + ( 1
- ’

J ( 1 +Z)-'‘ + I

[Oxr. II. P., 1899.]

{ 1 +X)-'' + ( 1 - /)'-'»

.')(), Stidw that

i:
/ T v,,

'
‘

Wi
' Sill -- COS —

,

(r/ + /)" - {'I “ /)'" 2mt>^ ' n ,i
’

u -
I

the suiiiniatioii c-xtciidini^^ frnm A 1 to A- - or to A:^

aci'onliii^ as k odd or i'M'Ii.

\i'{. WnosTKNHoi.MK'.s Pro})Jam, No. 1912.]

Write tlt)\vii llie valiir of the iiitei:ral

X'-dxr ...i

J('/ -i -O'*
-

X

ol. Show that if n ho cvon an<l .r-f ;/
- 1

,

dx 111 1

I-

1
i
V' * .r^

// ( ;H- 1) 1

1.2 a A

a
1

j

1 1

1 a 2
j

I ! n{n + l)...( 2 a - 2 ) . x

l.i-...{.-l)
'°8

y

[MruriiY, Cdrnh. Tr., vi.]

a 2 Show that. it‘ /* > 7,

,,
I'P !'v.)

II

\ y y*7 cosrTT r-7r-

(
1 h ‘ S’

V /-ttW 7
-

1 >edu( e that if /' 7 ,

[Todiiuntkr, Ia\, p. 38.

J

J

’sifi }Kr

hill
7

.1
*

,
.
,.sin(^•d

7—f 7 cos riv
tanh"^ ^

(
- TT < ox < tt).



CHAPTER VI.

INTEGRALS OF FORMS
(i.r

{(i-\-b cos sin j‘)^
etc

170. Integration of forms

(lx

i-^bcosx’

(lx

-h h cos X -f r sin ,i

f (lx r (lx f

J((4-^cosj'’ J a -^6 sin./’ Jr/

J

clx

,
we may write

a + 0 cos X

. etc.

) cos X as

or

a ^cas"’ ^ -f siir (^cos- ^
— siir

i.e. (a-hi^)co.S“J^-f ((/— //)sin2j^,

(a- 6)coH-^|^'|
.x\'u + b .,x

_a

Thus
(lx

f COB X ft—
2

r .l«'-c'
2

'/-'

a~h\a-^h
f (lx

J a -\-b cc

171. Case L If a“> /A', this becomes

2

a— h

or

1
tan

®

/a-f6
tan , - ~

a+ h

a— b ^a-b

tan~^
At—

x

A/ r tan r.
Va4-/> 2

ix, —7— tan""* (tan ^ tan f where h = a cos a,
a Bin a \ 2 2/

.(1

170
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Thw may be written in otlier forms:

1 -z^
f’.g. since 2 tan~^ 0 = co8~^

we may write tlie result as

1 ^-1

1

J{L~—

, h-\-n cos X
COS"^ — .

- :

_ a— h .

1
, tarr-

a -bo 2

(f — 6
1 + —

;
. tair-

a-\'b 2

1

__ //-i

" '

’ a 4- cos X <i sin a

Further forms are

:

cos a -f cos X

i 4“ cos a COHX'

— /> sisin
, Ja 4- cos

— fr 4- f, cos X s a~~-(r ’\a-\-b cos X

1 . ,J(t^ — lr^mx
,

; etc.

V,/--- 6“ o 4-0 cos

X

172. (^vsE II. If (i"<Cilr, writing the integral in the form

X

2
I

b-a

(I tan
'

b~ (i

-tan-

in })lace of the. form (1). we have by Art. 127

1

<lx

\(l-^bc()sx ib-\-a

V 6— (t

Jo<r

lb-\-(( ,
X

VS" • tan -

1
]o<r

, - - _ X
Jb 4- 4- <b — a tan -y

\^b~ — ti’
/, /'i ,

^
s^b+ a — s'b — a tan,^

X — il

loiT '

(I tan it
""

ic4- a
cos

\N liert' b --n sec a.
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By Art. 64, this may also be written as

/;.-a

yb+ a
tan ^ or - taiih“* (tan ** tan

or since 2 tanli-' 2 = cosh“^
^

we may still further exhibit the result as

h — (i, .,x
1 + r 7 “ tair ^

1
, ,

2
I ..III— , ..

()— a.
‘-6+ a

^"“-2

, ,h~^a cos X . I
, ,

1 -f cos a cos x
- cosh“^

, ,
ij\

,
cosfi"‘

V- ii 4- h cos X n tan a c< )s u -f cos xJlr— cr <i-{-hcx)Hx'
''

a tan a c

and in otlier but e(jui valent forms as in Cast' !.

173. We therefore have

/

^
tiiri"^ tan\a+h 2

’

i.r. . cos *
, -

,

O -f ocosi-

r dx

J (I -j-h cos X

ih-d, X
tan -

(>. lofr-
Jlr— a" /,

j *u (i — \ h (I tun ^ I

I , ,
/> -i- ft cos u*

or -
7

- cosh”' , -
,

with many other forms.

174. In the casijs b=±a, the inte^^ral is at once obtain-

able, for

f (lx — ^ f

Ja + ^tcosx 2a J

[ ^ 1 f

J a— a cos X 2a J

sec^ ^ r/x = ^ tan

X lx
cosec" ,^/x= — cot^.

2 a 2
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{

(lx

,
,

. is roduced to the fore-
n 4-0 sm X

^roing forms ])y tlie snhstilution a:: = ^4-7/, when we have

f f

Jf/4-hsinr Ja4-/>c(]

“ X _i
In — h fX IT'

V“-.r
, 'a' j— fy~ 2 4

1 , //< 4- ti sin
=

, cos ^

va^— //“ a-hot^mx

1 ,
sin n 4- sin X

X cos“*
,n cos ft 1 4* sin a sin a;

where h — a sin <

<>** **
tanh"'^ -^ tan(^--^^

Vn4.n V2 4/

\h 4- a 4- s'h— ( ( tan
( ^— T)

<»r Jij: i.

sV^4"n —

o

tan —

1 , ,/)4-nsinj*
or --- cosli-’

(l-i-hsinx

^ oo.'h”^
^ ^

a col (t sin a4-!^iii a
'

^

when' 6 = ((coseca. witii many otlier forms.

176. A\'e might also treat
|

independently.

Proceeding in the same way as for f
,

we w

(

X . X\ . X X
cos“ 4- «in“

^^1 + 21 sin cos -

>((-< 62
,

f 4- /> cos X
,
we wi'ite

(lx _ 2
I

^i4/^sinx a

(1 ( tan

;

7 X by —
+J + “«2-
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and two cases arisen as ])efor(‘, viz. (i : h, wlu'ii wc apply

Art. 127;
X

f r o tan ^dx
__

2

(I tan ^-\-b

showing the result in different forms from thost* already

given, but of course differing from tliem only by <juantities

independent of x. The student should considei* this state-

ment and i‘econcile the re.sults, as it is a matter of sonu'

little ingenuity.

177. Extension. Again, since /> cos u'-fe sin x may be written

as RcoH(x— y), where = and tan y == ^, we may

deduce
[ ,

“
• from [ -

,
or w(^ may

J -f hcos j'-fesin x J nr -f /> cosx

proceed independently, at our pleasure. Adoj)ti ng th(‘ b)rmer

course, we have

I o -f-/>cos x-f esin x

d{x~y)

J (I It cos (jT

j'-“i— ^ Ti, tan *A r^iiiu —

,

xUd~~R- ^a-hR 2

1 . R-\-acoHx-

y

= —^,-cos-^ .. /
\h(-— R- a^Ri'OHX— y

R-^-a-^- \flt— Cl tan —

Jr -fa—Jr - a tan
^

,
72 -f a cos X — y

if <d>R-

jR^—d
\i(d<Rr

^ xi-f-acosx —

y

with other forma.
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And of course inclu<le tlie forms of Arts. 171 to 176

as particular casi's, vi/.. wh(*n c = 0 or l) = 0.

17s. reduction i(j the form

f
_

J if +1) cos X

has the advantage of making the integral depend upon the

iiit(*»{ration of

r (lx

J X-±:k
~'

whilst tin' independent treatment tlirows the integration

upon t.h<‘ form
r (/x

J nx- 4- 'lljx -f e
’

and involv(‘s the com})lelion of th<‘ square in the denominator.

ITit Illustrative Examples.

K.\. 1.

f f ±_
SI"-"*)

Ex. 2.

8 (’< 2 sin-
'

^ lyi: Uui^ 2-f-tan^
j

’ -\- tJin

2 t.'iii

tanh'M tan l-r cosh ‘ _

3 4- cos X

I
f

,
whero .<•

J 3 “ C) Vi ).s .r J 3 4- r> Vi >.s >/

7r4-

V

, ,
4- 3 cos ?/ , , ,

5 — 3 cos ,r

3 -- 5 cos X
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f r
</a;

5 + 3 CDS X
J ^

3

= f
I

^ ^ - I . X o -r

J 8 eos“
.^
+ - sin- J 4 + tair

^

r _ r/.r r ^///

j5 + 3sina: J 5 -| 3 coh //’
wlifM t* X -- 4- V,

1 _t*> + .)<-<>sy

r, + ai;i;57 ^ i

'

t sin X I 13 + 5 Citi-ir
f f \v 1^ 3 + 3 cos .r + 4 sin j: J 13 + 5 c*>N(.r - n.)'

1
,
5+ 13 <‘()s(r - <t) 1 , /’J X (I= — cos’-!

V +.-tan-M.. Un
12 13 + 5 ros(a' - a) (j \3 2

wlu i •* Ian a ~

180. The integrals

f rfx f (/.r f

J 4-/> co.sh ./*’
J </ -f // siiili J

may be treated similarly.

Thus,

f

f^x _ r

a-h h cosh X
~ ~{

' \x
I (t. - — v:j rUj

-

d -f /> C()s)i ./*-}- r sinh x

a
(
C()sh-^--sitih“ j -f cosh" -f sinh-

2
j' '/tiuili^

b-ay>+ .. X

2 ^ 2

(L~l> 1 d -f h ]" r „X
I

,
tanlr ^^ a ~}> 2

Hence, if < />*, we have Ui<? forms

/..,tan-‘J'7 '‘tanh^ or ,...’ ..cos-'
s/b a*- V h a 2 Jlr ~(tr a -\-b cosh x

and if

tanh”^
la — h . X i

1 , /> ~h ci cosh Xj— ianh or ~
,.,cosh ‘

-i .x

d-\~b 2 — o-f6coshx
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r (lx

siuh X
J 2/Ksinh ?c(>h 1 i

-

d tiinh
*

a 1 -f-
/>“

— (tarihjj-

J(d -f Ir

i tanli — It

\ (/“ h~

and otluT forms will la* cxhiLitvd laU*r.

Similarly, in tlit* general case,

f .

J (t -f h cosh x-f sinli x

I

(t ^Cosh'-’ i^--sinh“^j H-2c sinh ^cosh

-

scch-^ (/x

J (( -f h+ tanh ^— (a— h)tanh“^

1-+^ - l_ftanh^-
\(t—h 2 a~h,

„
/• (i

^

/<-«! !<> + <>_ r \ + (uinh'^+ f-''
d

J {h— a (h—aYj \ 2 }>~a/

(a--h)uwhl-c

= -
7
— -- taiili *

r-; .,

"+<->/)".

J(i^— -4- \ — b^ -f r-

x
(h— ((,)tanh;: -f r

t.,.-
,.

«'+.•<< w.

a~ - VP-— P“” '*
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But we notice also that just as (/+-/> cos siii t) may be

written
,

,, ..
-

(( -f /I cos if— (I

by putting R cos a and c = R sin a, where R~ Jfr 4- c-

and tan« = ^^,
we may write

a 4- h cosli 4- c sinh x as o 4- ^ c( )s}i r 4- y

by putting 6 = 7^ coshy and c==7^sinhy if lr>r‘^, wliere

R:=J6-— r" and tanh y = r ,
or as

a-\- R sinh 2: 4-

y

by putting 6=7isinhy, c = 7i cosh y, wlau't* — Ir and

tanh y = ^ wiien />- <c“, and therefore the case may be r(‘garded

as one of tlie previous ones or vice, rersd.

181. Another Method. A fui'tiuu' method of tr(*atnu*nt will

be obvious if we reiruuuber that thes(i hyperi>olic functions

are merely functions of a real exponential.

Taking the general integral in this way, \\v liav.*

r <lx _ f

J a 4- cosh a:4-^‘‘SiHh x J la c(('^ - -c~')

( 2e^dx

J {b 4- 4 lae^ -f 6 - - c

0 Ir^

^b^c
I

'

li' — <

'

- f/
'-'

) V+h + c) ( /> 4 C )'

- j

/>4 r
1 r ,

\' '

f 4' 4* f b -

1
('

+/T+r) (h-i-ry-

giving the forms

2

Jh'^ ““ (r— (I

0

-
4" c) 4' o 1 ., - 2 ,, V

tan ^ \ if ^“>fr 4-c"

,1 (^>4“c)f’^4-o
-f. , ^ 0 . .>

O*’ ~
, .. / 2 , - /-

l> <“-+ C‘.

. V a 4“ <'“— 4* C“

—

ir

Comparing with the results of Art. 180, it will remarked

that the inU^grals of such expressions ditfer much in appearance
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according to the inetliod adopted in integration. Integrals

of the ,sain<‘ expression, liowever, can only differ by a (quantity

(real or unreal) which does not contain x, and it will be

a useful ex(u-cise to deduce one form from another ;
and,

as has been said previously, this will sometimes require some

ingenuity.

182. *rhe Integration expressed in terms of the Integrand.

Far more synnmdry, however, will be obtained in the results

if we attempt to expre.ss the intt*gratiou in terms of the

iiitegrand, as we now proceed to show.

ddiese integrals may be deduced from the form

f dx

wluch is

^
cnslr' , ,.1>0, 7?2>.ir:'(..Vrt.s.8()and81),

e.i

or
Ax-i-/^

A<(K ir~>A(\

or ; sinlr^
s^A

Ax-i-B A>0, If<AC,

tlie case vl <(0, being omitt(‘d because the radical

in the integrand becomes unreal in that ciise.

Fhe rule is to substitute y for the inieijrand in all cases

and inteyvide in terms of y. This method leads to remark-

able symmetry of form, and expresses the result in terms of the

integrand itself, and yields new forms lor the integration.

^Fhus, considering the general case, and writing

(- ---‘(J =,{yde,
J u-f hcos d-f csin d

where

wo have

1

(i4*6co8lS^^(7sin 0

bcosO-A-csin 0=— a;
y

b sin 0— ccoa 0=
1 dy
y* dO'and therefore
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an<l

Hence

1
_2a 1

?/" '/ !i*

\h-+ (-— (I-
)

!/-+ 2(1 ij— 1

1 I
— a-) y-i-d— ± ^

slr-^c'

if lr + r-'^(r

if Ir-\-c^<Cd'\

where y~^ = (i-\-h cos f) -f sin 0.

The si^n is to he dt'terinined hy exaininini^ whtdher y

increases or decreases with 0.

If y and B increase together, is 4- ; f.<j. in
ilB _

't h cos B'

provided it he a Ciise where b is 4-'*‘ and in which B <^B

throuirliout tile int(‘irration, we use a for in tlie first

quadrant as B increases cos d diininislu's ; /. .

/ ... </ -f o cos r
increases, tliat is, y increases.

f (IB
In 1 sup[K>sing B to lie in th(‘ first <juadrant

throughout tlie integration, we, siiould use tiie — sign.

183. In the same way, to integrate

f (lx

J (f B- h cosh a; -hr si nil x
or

I
y (if\ say,

wliere
1

<i cosh r 4* siidi X
==?/’

we have b cosh x-i-r sirdi x —

b si nil X 4- c cosh x —

Squaring and suiitnwding,

-a,

/2 = 1

1 (ly

dx'

2a _ 1

If
y*

and taking the case h and c both jKisitiv

increaaes

;

e, y decreamjH as x
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,
.. T--

J J \ {(f ~ — 2a
/y

4-

1

V ( / “ 4" \/fr— c’“

1 1-1“

—

(<i^+c'^— ^>') y ,•=
,
—^4- const.

va''4“^‘"— \'h‘^—
if and a-4-c^>6^

n' — </' — 4" a“ Air—
^ _i

— (a^4-a“— />^)/y
”•

., o ^

—^'4- const.
^ -a“-r-4./>2 Air-

A

if a^-\-c^<^l)^

or .= - -—i-- „inlr>

1 .
. 1

“(a- 4“C-— //“)// .pTo ^2
\ 4“ — a“ \ r"— 6“

wluTc //"^ : a 4“ cosh j4-c siiili x.

l'S4. IloncM* wo i^ot iho following particular results by

puttino (t or (‘ - () in tlu* paieral n^sults of Arts. 182, 183,

r 1 ,/i4-ac()sd
I- ,

coslr^
.

(h^>a^)
J
a 4“ ('< )S d ^ — (j- a 4“ c( >s 0

1 _ /^4-ai*osd
00s ^

,

^
' a-^h cos ti

(Ir < a-),

r 1 I
,^>4-^7 Sind

, . ,
--- - cosh ^

-
.

- (/>“ >a“)
J
a 4-/1 Sind a 4- a sin d

I . /^4-<7sind
.. .sin-‘

,
. -7. (lr<a-),

A(r— h~ rt4-dsHi d

I J; 4- a cosh a:r l a-t-acosnx ..
cos ^ {(r> a-)

J
a 4“ d c( )sh X ^

•[) ' ~n~ a 4- d cosh x

1 . .d4-acoshx
or = -

, .
AK)sh ^ - 62<a‘'

,

^ cr -Jr a 4- d cosh X

e dx 1 • , , “d4-asinhx
I

sinh ^ ,
•

I

a4-d sinh x v4r 4-d- « + d smh x

The synunctriciil form of the scv'cral results wivs ^iven

(without proof) by tlrecnhill in his Clnifpter on the Integral

C(dcuLiu<, p. 34.
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When (t = 0 we arrive at results obtained earlier in other

forms, viz.

dO

f cos d
“ (compare Art. 74)

f = — cosh~ ^ (cosec d),

f — cos (sech x)y

J cosh X

I

dX_ — sinh"^ (— cosech x) — — sinlr^ (cosech x)

;

sinha:

and from the ircneral results

f „

1
h cos sin 0

C dO

1 i-i''sech ^
oos d-f-c sin 0

7/r+ c-

1 ‘f)sh x+ (' sinh x
s(‘e

^

Jtr— r-

1
cosech"

cosh x+ e sin

Jc^—fr 7 />"

or again,

<jr

if ld<r^

,
"_tan-‘ if

yih-r

cotli ^ r+'r
V,-/>

if /y2<c2
Jc--h-

forms which tlic .student .should compare witli tliose previously

obtained.

185. Reduction formulae for integrals of form /„ ^
^ I ' where

V 1 #A =(1+ 0 .

sin

Let us consider the case

J
r dx

J (a+ h cosx)‘^

We shall connect the integral with another, viz.

J
C dx

' J « 4- cos X

Put P
sin a;

(I -|~ h cos X

[Note.—That is, tf> form P, sinx is introduced into the

numerator of the integrand of /g, and the index of the

denominator is lowered by unity.]
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Th us = cos x(a-{-h cos x)i'h{l— coh^x)

Q,OH x)^

h+ av,mx +|^^<‘+ ^cosx)

(a+ h cos X )-
(JT+TTcoT^P

1 a~~fr 1

h a + h cos X 6 (
a
-f h ca^^-

"Fherefore integrating,

sinx
j

(i-~h-

a-}-hc()H x h ’ h 2*

11 r sinx a
ll«‘nCC /„-3: -

-
,

-j T
'• a —fra-\- h c( )s x — //- ^ ’

and /j lijis Immui ^dvt'n in various forms in Art. 173, e.g.

S' a-— Ir d + f > c< )s X />-— Qt a-\-h cos x
’

according as is ^o'cater or less tlian }>-.

. j sinx
.

a cosx
• lo=~-

. -f ,cos~^-—
a- — />“ a-ho cosx a-f/>cosx''

sinx a a cos x . „ ..

a-— h- a -f h cos x
^
/,2 a+ 6 cos x

^

18h. A^ain, in the general cas*', if

J
f (lx

J (n,-|-^>cos x)”'

(n-f^>cosx)”

where

(IP _ cos x((t -f cos x) d- ( 1

1

—cos- x)

(lx (a~^hcoHx)^

A -f P{(i -f h cas x) 4- 0((i 4- h cos x)-

((r4-6cosx)"
’

A+Ba-^Cir^{n-l)h,

Bh 4- 2C(ih — a,

r//- = (
2 ~H)6
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giving - (a-2)
3 ) V

A= {n-l)b— (2n— 3) 4- (

«

— 2) -g-

Hence, suV>atituting tliese values and ini(‘grating,

sin a; a-

(a -1-6 COS a:)

The reduction formula is th«*n

6

— 6“ - O T

1^
/„ -h ( 'in~ d ) /„_i

-

y
sin X

(71— lX(r— 6-) (a-h^cosa')”'^"*" //

2??-:?
/ ,a-- /r

>/-2 I

"Ti'Zl

Thus, as /j and have already h<‘(?n found in tinih' t«‘rins,

we can successively deduce* tin* values of /.,, i-te.

It will be not(*(l tliat is in this case shown b' b(‘ de[M*n-

dent upon tvHi int(‘grals of lower order, viz.
^
and /„. 2 ,

except when n — 2.

Also, the result of Art. 1<S5 could have been obtained l)y

putting 71 = 2 in the pri^siuit r(‘siilt.

187. Generalization of above method

As. f
<lx

J (a 4- 6 «in r)”

|^4-y for X, and

reduc(‘S to
1

I

(o 4-/> cos //)'»

<ai sul>slitutinir

(lx

(t/ -j-6cos x4-e sin x)"

(l{x~ y)may be written as I
, n / m

J l/i 4-/^cos(x- y))’*
,
wliere R 6 4 r“ and

: tan"
, ,

it is usual to n*fer th(;se int^LU'als t(» the (aise
b ^

considered in Art. 18(). We may, howe.ver, establish a n*.

duction formula independently for each case.

7„4
J (ft4“6oos jr4-^’ sin x)'‘‘

— h sin 4-ccos X

(<(4-6 cos x‘ 4“ «in a)'*
" ‘

I
t.f. if 1) <<-4- C(».s a‘ 4- <’ sin .r, JL y;« 1

Taking

Let
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Then

(IP -—hv.oH X— cHinx ^ ^ (— ?> sin .T-f c cos a:)^

cos X -f c sin “ (a^~coHxT^uix\^(lx. {(i-\-b cos X -f c sin a;)”

— (I (I) cos x-\~c sin a*) — (h cos x -h c sin a:)-

^ — (71— 1 )[ }r -^c-~(b cos a: -h sin a:)*^]

(a-f 6cosa:-f <)sinx)’'

A P((f h cos X -f c sin x ) -f C((t+ h cos xA-c sin

(it A- h cos X 4- c sin x)^ ’

where..!, B, C are constants to be determined so that

.'1 A' A~ (

~

— {ii — i) (^“ 4"

B-h2(i('-.= - a,

c -2,

whence A --ill 1 ){a^- - h'^ e*), 7^= — ^2?i— 3)a, t'=?i— 2.

Therefore I lie proper reduction formula f(7r is

- h sin x4-<’ cos X

{it "h b <*os j' 4" c sin x)"" ^

(;, 1
)((' -/;- -(••)/,. - (2«)-:i) ((/„_! + (ii- 2) /„_j.

We noti! that wlieii ?/. ~2, the last term disappears, and

. , , ... r r
-

•’^Dl X4-C COSX
(it- ~l> -c

) /.,=:a/i4- , .1
,

• V’' ^ - I
(f/ -f /;(*(3SX4‘C sin x)

- /> sin x4-c cosx
ij\ [(( -

fix

{it 4-/m‘osx f <‘sin 4- />cosx4-<‘sinx
4" ft/,

,

tl c iH'al form of L heine selected from the various forms in

Art 177.

Also /j and now havino lxH*n f(7nnd, we can proceed to

deduce 7,^, /^,et<\, successively by aid of the reduction formula

established.

bss. Corresponding formulae for the case of Hyperbolic

Functions.

In like manner nnlucti^m formulae ior

f ilx f f
'1^

j (./ +/>('()sh x)"' J (|| + 6.sinh jr)"’ J(a+ 6coBha:+t;sinhx)»

may be constructed.
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As the last includes the first two as particular cases, we
consider that one in particular, and procciul as before.

Put P =— ^ ^ ^

(d-^h cosh a; 4* c sinli xy'~^'

Then

{b cosh as -f c sinh x) (a >f b cosh x-f c sinh x)

^P
__ _ — (»i — L)(6 sinh X -f c cosh x)'*^

dx (rt -f cosh x-fc sinh x)'*

a (h cosh x+ csinh x)-f-(^>cosh x4-<"sinh x)*’

— (» — I
)| (6 cosh x-l-r siuli x)“-- (//‘•~-c“)|

(a-f hcosli x-f ^‘ sinh x)”

_ x4-c sinh x)-f^^(o -f-h cosh x-fc sinh x)-

(a -f cosh X -f c si n h x)

"

say,

where ^ Vr = (h~~ \)(lr- ~('-),\

C'=-(«-2),
J

whence ^4 = (,n— 1 )(
— ((--f h-— c-), B C’~ --(n— 2).

And the proper reduction formula is

^>sinh x4-ccosh x

(<i-j“6cosh x-|~<’Hinhx)'^ ^

= (n-l)(-<r+ ('y2-,;-)/„+ (-2n -(n- 2) /„

As Ixifore, the last term disappears in the casi; n = 2.

Hence

, ,
;o o. T hsinhx+ ccosh X ,

(
— aH/r-c-) /.,= ,, , ,

. ,

<( ~f fM‘osli x-f f^sinh X *

the real form of /j bein^ selected from the various forms

shown in Art. 180.

/j and 7^ being now known, we can pnK'.eed as before to

deduce successively 7^, etc., by aid of the reduction formula.

189. Special Cases.

We notice also that, putting a = 0, b~0 or c = 0, or two
of them, in these reduction formulae, we have a iiuxle of

reduction for such expressions as

f
sech^ X dx, fa jsech ”x dx, f , , ,

. _ —
J J (//coshx-f cHinhx)"'

f <lx
j*

dx

J (6coHx-f csin x)"* J (a-f^>siRh x/*’
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190.

Fractions of form

n h cos j‘ -f c sin x
(t

j

4- cos X Hh (\ sin x

'Die numerator of tliis fraction can be tlirown into tiie form

A (aj f cos X 4- Cj sin x) 4- B{ — sin x 4- cos x) 4- C

i.(\ ((lenr.)4- co. of denr.)-f (7,

I )y tak i n^ A 4- C= a, A l\ 4- \ — b, A — Bb^ = c,

which d(4j*rmine A, B and (I

The fraction then takes the form

.
. n -“^>1 sin j4-c, cosx

,
C

/I 4" o
I - 4“ 7 ^—

»

aj4-hj cosx-f Cj sinx aj4-hj cosx4-Cj sinx

and tlic integral is

{

(lx
^

—

a, 4-^; COSX4-C, sinx

and the bust integral haa been evaluated.

191.

Extension of above Method.

T , I aA-b C( )s X 4- c sin x , ,
In th(‘ same way -

. niay be arranged as
" 4-hj cosx 4*rj sin .r)’»

^

A ~ ^ ^

(a^ 4' v<)HX-hl\ sin x)”"^ (a^A-b^coHXA-(\ sin x)”

^ _ C
(a^ 4- ^>1 cos X 4- <4 sin x)”

Tin* integrals of the tirst and last fractions may he deduced

by (he reduction formula of Art. 1»S7, and that of the second

fra(4iun n i

,..J\ ^ (i,>l).
n~ I ia^A-b^ coax4-t4 sinx)"“^

192.

Case of Hyperbolic Functions.

Exactly in the same way fractions of the forms

a A- b cosh x 4* sinh x a 4- ?> cosh x 4* c sinh x

flTj 4*^4 cmhxA’i\ sinhx’ (a^A-b^ coshx4-Cj sinhx)**

may Iw integrated.

198. Further Generalization.

r-. ft

If 1 1 («r 4“ /v ^ sin t))

r I

stands for Uie product of h factom, some of which may be
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repeate<l, and of which tlie one exhibited is a type, and if

y) be any rational integral algebraic function of x and y,

the integral of

r 0(coH d, sin d)

I II (a^-i-6^ COS d-f<V sin d)

can now be found. For expressing cos d and sin d in terms of

d
the tangent of the half angle, and writing ^ = tan^^,

0(cos d, sin d) = 0
1-^2 2^

where p is the degree of if>{x,y) in x aiul //, not necessarily

homogeneous, and is a rational and integral algebraic

function of t of degree 2p at most.

Also -f hr cos d -f « > sin d — a, -f h^. -

j

— + <V ^
whence

n (ttr+ ^r COS d-f (V «in d) :

11 [dr-^ -{(ar—hr)(‘']

(1+^^)”

Hence

0(cos d, sin d) <10

11 (dr+ hr COS 0-\-Cr sill d)

2x(0^^^

( 1 -h f (a,-f /v-f +dr-Kn
r I

and supposing ar4-hr h)r any of th(^ values of r, the degree

of xCO lower than that of the denominator,

which is 2
( 2J-\- 1 ie. 2p-\-2.

This expression may then Ixj put into partial fraetions, some

of typo others of type

The proper reduction formulae for such cas<\s will be found

in the next chapter. Tlu^ integration can now Ihj edected.

The reader may consider for himself tlie effect of a,.==/v f<yr

any value or values of r.
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or
coh

dx
co.shaj-f c'sinhx)^

194. A different Method,

To obtain integrals of form

f
J (a -f co.s ^ -f Hin 0)^

and their particular cases, we may avoid the reduction formulae
refern‘(l to, and proceed as follows, using a reduction of

different nature.

Consider the first of these.

Case />“ -f > a^.

'faking

r (10

Jrt -f /> cos d-f r sii 0

u
J 4- c~— a- Jf -}- C"— a “

’

when* If"
^ --- a -h I* cos 0 -f r sin 0 and fr -f c- > a- ( Art. 1 82 ),

y (W = . and (//- 4- c- — <r)yz=z Jjr 4- c- cosh u— a
;

s /)“ 4- C~

.
.

y^((0 =^
jn I

du,

(/r4-r"~n“) ‘

1 }/" ^
j

f(v7^-4-<‘“ cosh u— ay~^ dit,

(/r4-<’“ — U") ‘ •

, f (W
u*^ I

J (</ 4“ cos d4- r sin 0)^

' f{s '6-+ (- cosh K— </)"*'
(In.

We may tlien ex}>and (vVr4-C“COsh ?/ — (f)” * and integrate

each ierin, finally substituting back for u its value

, ,
I

(
^*+c-— a* "1

t.c.

the proi>er sign having Iwen selected as indicated in Art. 182.
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Case c‘“.

(W

(1^1) c*0H 0-{-c sin 0

^cos-

V(r—
+ — a‘“)'^+ a

Jfr (•" J(( “ Ir (

i.e. y dO = -v^ ^ ,
and (a- - b" — r’) y — a— f r‘- (;< ).s ;

.
. ,/f) = (/«,,

((r-b--<?)"^

. f dS
'I

I

J (<r |-6 COS d+c sin d)"

^ f / /i •> . 3 \n-l /
'

,

f (a— s//r * C'ftiH «)""'</«•

— 6
*'^ — (t) '

195. In exactly tlu5 same way, from the tlinn* forms

(where = n +6 cosh j: j-rsiiihx)

r dx

)
a -f h cosh x-f 0 sinh x

1 yi -(<r i r' — hr) 7 ?/

s,’—id— s‘lr — ('"
s — f/' C"-\dr

or = , coslr
Va2 -f-c-~ 6-

U 1 / rtllill

we obtain respectively,

Case

r Jx

J (a+6 cosh x-f csiiih x)^

where 5“ . ff'!.
j

+ — 6“)// u
/» •> / »

,

-r

slr-C- V fl" t C' 6*'

whe‘r(‘ rr-fc^: > />' > r-

^a— — /r)// ?/

v/c-—6“ vVd C“ - h-'

when ‘ b
'^ < r

= ^ f(V6““C^C()sti‘~a)’*"*rfu,

(— a"~-cr+ir) ^ ^

where «"
-qi^
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Case tr
f

r*
’ fr ^

r (ix

J
(a+ 6 (fosli x-f' c sinh a;)'*

— JlP-— c- eosli u)'^ * du,

\N }u*r<‘ (i- . !
,

. = cosh ?/.
(i~\ h cosh .r -j c siiih x

Case r“ > h\

|(a-j bc()s]ij'-\ r siiih

((r-\ (- -Ir) -

{<l — ^'(’- — 1)' Hllih ?/)" ‘ c^w,

whciH* (i— = s C- — 6“ sinlui.
» f) co.sli csinli a:

196. Important lh\RTK'rLAK Cases.

I'Im* particular cit.s(\s (acconiiu^ as 6 or r = 0 in llio general

fornuiiac, ami wiiicJi slu>ul(.l he worked <th initio by the

Htud(*iit) art*

^ Aihrnsh u — ay^-' du,
(a -{-b vaster . '‘Cj

(fr-fr)

I.» O /6+ucosd
,

\
lr>a-, . = coshn],

a-\-b cos d /

[((/“- b cos ?d'‘"
^ d?/,

o /6+ acosd \lr<(rA . ^=:cosu .

\a--6cosf^ /

r dd

I
(a 4" b sin ())”

^

1

[(^>eoshR~a)”~*(/^/,

(r>rt“, ^ =
\ a+ ^ o

la . 2
/bd-anmO
\a+o sm u

:cosh w ),

= sin .
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(lx

eo.sli x)” _9\ ..
•'

(6 cos?/ -aY^ 'du,

/
6 -fa cosh X

b->a\ { . . =:cosM
a -f 6 cosh X )'

=

I

f(a— fccosh u)" '

'/((,

b^<a\ +

f du

J (a+^ ^^inh x)"

\a4-6 cosh x

• du,

:cosh u

^ — b-i asinhx
. ,

( = sinli ?/
)

\ a-fasinhx ^

197. We have the further results, from putting a-O {iml

6=1 in the above, viz.

Jsec"0(.?^ = |co.sh’*”’ w</u, where 9 = si'c"' cosh w ;

Jcosec"6 /7.0 = 1*00811"“^^ //?/, where = cost‘c“^ cosh n.

Hence (‘ither intearal rmiy b<‘ expressed in tlie form

“ 1)?/. -P”"*tV‘osh(?i - 9)?/

•f fcosh( ?? - 5)?/ "fete h/?<,

- ^ I
sinh(??.- 1) ?6 ,

sinh(e -rQ// j^,sinh(?# o)?/

2*'““L 71-1 ^ 7? - d ^
il?

- 5

4- . .
. + . i?t or -f ” sinli ?/ .

2 2
*

((/ompjire the forms in Art. 122.)

19H. Further, if in tlie rcHultsof Art. 19b wt‘ write u - 1 ^ -t/t,

we have

I

1

dii

(b cosh u a)’'*

du
(a— 6 cos u)^

1

im • 1
1 (a+ 6cos fl)"'

'

' (Id.

(b-— a )

j

1

2m 1

[(rj+6eo8/»)"-
J

6^ > fl‘,

6*<af

etc.

Several of these results are given in OreenhiHs Chapter mi

the Integral Calculus, The geometrical significance of some

of these transformations will apjs-iir biter.
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199. Cases required for the time in an Elliptic Orbit.

Tl.e c-.-i.se.s of wi,.;re a=l, b = c. n = 2, are

required in theory (;f Plati(*t:iry IMotion in finding tlie

time in an assigned portion of an elli[)tic (or hyperbolic) orbit.

We may eithm* (juote the results from Art. l<So, or proceed
indej)endently as follows.

If e< 1, by Art. 171,

f __
J

-1 ^'-fcosd
__

u

J 1 fo' eos 0 1 -f e (Hjs7)~7r:r^^
say

;

and if e - 1

,

1
^’-fcosd V

I l-fr(‘osd ^/e-—l

I'akiTig r < : 1

,

^ (Ilf

^

1 _1— <?cos?/

l-t-^<‘osd ^''j l_|-^oosd l—e- ’

f dd 1 f

)(l i
,

= ('” '>y ^ 9 (5
).

™ (?<“esin?/)

(I -')

1 L-os"' ^ v' 1 — e- sin d“j

p
1-feeosd J

d'le* time T for a plamd. measureil from passing Perihelion

is e\pr(‘ss(*d by this integral as

where li is a eei'tain e<>nstant (se(‘ K, «1. lh)ntli,or lait& Steele,

Ihj u(t hi ii's o/ <( i\i rt ivli ). It lollows that "^2’== a — e sin 7o

‘if 1,

*

(iO ^ dr
^

, 1
;

1 “-TI ,* “*
1 1 d- d c'^ - I

.*. f ^
f (e cosh r— 1 )(7t/

,
(or by Art. U)^),

J (1 -pe cosd)" 1)1 J

= ^
((«' sinli r— f’)

(<--))«

__ 1 L I -f e cos d 1 “p dj
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200. Ill practice, each example shouJtl he wurkexl ab initio,

F<ir oxainple, suppose e ivcpiiio

r

Puttiriij r> 4- 3 ooH .r — \ 3 sin ,r :

f/’ ir dx

.1 , V,. (;
-.)

We take tlie 4- sign, h<*('ause, as .r moreases in the first tpiadiaiit,

5 4- 3 cos .r decreases and y iiicrt'ases.

Thus, fr .

*
IJ o4-3cos.r J v' -

1 + 10// - H;//-

V,;- (/^

J

^’in”' ‘Mt const.

1 . 3 4- o <‘os ./•

sin ’
. . 4 <’on.st.

I .') t 3 fos /

call this
J

--
J

1 / 4const.

dx 1 . 3 cos./’
llien 7-. „ -= ////, wheit* ..

cosw,
5 4-3c(/.s.r 4 r< 4 3 « os .r

and 4
-
7

-

,/ 4 3 < ’o.s X

3 c< )s u
^

10 ’

3c<)H//p

(f/4 3co.s./p Ifp
’

dx (:> 3 Cl >s du

(
0 -4 3 <‘().s .r)^

r 1 r
Jo (O i- 3c(MX)*'~'J'*Jo

[5^ - 3 . f)'-* . 3 cos w 4* 3 . 3 .
3* cos’

[for when x — O, conn — 1, and when cohu-- — Ij,

-1 2
•2“

(f)^ 4- 3 .

5

.
32 coH* u) du

2

= 2-C^-

3«5ir
•* gu •

-3’ct»*u du
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201. The integrals

. r » , r sin”^ 'v
/, 1 , (Lv and /, 1

° dr
Jff + />COSX' - ] (<! + I, COB

cjin lx)th h(^ iute^Fiitod in iiuite terms when vi is a positive

integer.

(\)n.si(l(T the first, viz. f ^ dx.
J (( -f h CM )S X

T}h‘ case VI ~ 1 obviously gives —
j

log (^t-f ^ cos j).

If vi 1m‘ otld, — 2/v-f-l, say, j)ut o -f cos = c, and therefore

h sin X (lx = —dz.

J(/-ff>eosjr z

<*very term of which is intt-grable wle-n expanded in powers
of

If vi be (‘Veil. —2/.-, say,

J (t h v< »s X j a -f- ct )s s

an<i if tile numerator bt‘ exjianded in de.scending powers

of C'osx, and then dividcsi by /u'osx-fu, we arrive at an

exprcMssioii of form

j
( ,\

j
COS^ '

’ J- -p Ct KS^ - X -f ... 4- +

wliere t}i(‘ X’s art' numerical cocflicients.

(I ~\-b cos X

I (‘nee, in all ('ast'^^

f

N 1
11^^* J*

dx can b(‘ integrated in finite

sam«^ argument ap}>lit‘S to j*

((( -f 6 eos x)“

C HIn X
2t)2. lf/„£ 1 , , Jx, there is a reduction fonnula con-

”
J (a-f /u‘osx)»»

necting /„ with and Hence all such integrations

can be effected in finite ttuans.

To obtain this reduction formula, put

(u-f /;cos x)"“^

[i.f?. in^redse the index of the numerator by unity a/nd

dee/rease that of the denoniinator by unity].
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Then

dP _ (/>^ + 1 ) .sin"‘a; eoscc (<< -f cos j) (n ~\)h sin”* j? (1 —cos^x)

dx (^<-|-6coSv/)"

where ^4 + C<d = ( n — I
) 6,

Bh-^"2C(d>^{ ni + 1 )</,

Ch--:={m-\-\)h-(n-~\)h,
giving

,4 = — (7j — 1) , = (2n — in — A) . ,

('--
,

b b b

Hence

sin”*+^a:

(a 4- 6 cos x)”

m - n +- ‘2

' Z. Pi-Z'

and the reduction formula rerjui)*«Ml is

, _ 1 }) sin”‘**x 2/^ —

a

" u — \ o- - //- (r/-f 6eosx)” '^
// - 1 (d

-

ill — // -f 2 I

+ -

/i — 1 (/
' h

of which the formula of Art. 1(S6 is a parlieular ease.

And since /j and I,^ liave heen shown inte^rai)l<* in finih'

terms wlien 7n is ^iven, we can use the rtsluction formula

just estahlislusl to tind successively ete., in tmms of

and L,, and thus integrate them.

20o. Again, Integrals of form

, f sin^' 0 co8^ d
^ / ' f

^

’
J a4-/ycosd

^
“

J (ff -h 6 cos (
' ’

f sin'’ 0 cos' 0 dO

J {ff -f cos d)'*

are always integrable in finite terms, p and r/ being positive

integers.

For (1) if p he odd, =2fc-hl.

ni-c^Ycf^dc , .
-I . , ,

wliere c=cosd,
J a 4* oc
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and after expansion of the numerator in descending powers
of c and division by 6c -fa, we get a series of powers of c

and a remainder and each term is integrable with

respect to c.

(2) U p be even, = 2k,

sin^' 0 coh'^ 0 = (1 — cos^ 0)* cos^ 0 ,

which, when expanded in descending powers of cos 0 and
divided ])y 6 cos 0 -fa, gives a series of powers of cos 0 with

A
a remainder of form

, ,
and each term is inteffrable

a -f 6 cos 0 ®

witli r(‘spect to 0 by Arts. 11 7,

And the same argument liolds good for I,/, except that

th«‘ nnnaind(‘rs to Im* integrated involve such terms as *

r r/c(»S0 f

Ja -f 6 cos 0 '^^ J (
>cos0 I (a -f 6 cos 0)''

1
d cos 0

(a-f 6 cos 0)^

or

^10

+ b C( iH
+ Ii

,10

{a + b cos 0)
,+c-"1

d_0_

(a-f 6 cos 0)‘^'

according as /> is odd or even, and such integrations have been

already considered.

204. We may then obtain a reduction formula for

f sin'’ 0 cos'/ 0 . .

J(fM-6cos 0)«^'

,
p_sin''" 0COS'/* ’ 0
^ ^ {a+ bco^0r~^‘

llwn

[ (/> -h 1 )
si iF’ 0 cos'/

^
' 0— (7 -f 1 )

sin''-^^ 0 cos'/ 0] (a -f 6 cos 0)

dP -f — I ) 6 siu/’^'** 0008*/^^ 0

^/0
~~

(a-f/>co8 0)”

sin/' 0 cos'/ 0

(a-f 6 cos
[{-(// -f 1)4-0/ *f // -f 2)(W 0} (a4-6 cos 0)

-f(n — 1)6(1 — cos^0) cos 0]

sin'‘^c(),s''^?

{n-\-b c,,H $)”
[^l + B(o+6co.s 0)+C(rt + 6c()s(?)'-

+ D(a+b cos 6)*], say.
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where Cd^ -f = — (</
4- 1 ) a,

B64-2Ca64-8/)a>^--((74-l)6-f(n-l)5,

C6^ 4- 3Z)a6“ = (p 4- -f 2 )
a,

B}/— {p-\-q-\-2)b~(n—\)b,.

whence A—{n—\)a ,

C = {^n-2p-2q-7)^,,

and the reduction formula is

from which can bi‘ expnvsstMl in tt?rms of throe integrals

of the next lower orders and ultimately made to depend upon

I\, I\, wdiose integration has been discusses].

205. General Conclusion.

From what lias been said in Art. 204, it will now appt^ar

that any integral of form

f/’(siri0 QOH0)(ifi

J (f/ 4-/>cos O)’*

can be integrated when n is a positive (f>r negative) integfT,

and f{x,y) is a rational integral algebraic function of sin d,

COS0; for /(sind, cosd) is tlien the sum of a nundsT of terms

of type ^.Hiii''0cns'd.

206. Hermite (Proc, Lon<l. Muih, Soe. 1872) has shown how
to integrate any expressifin of form

/(sin d, COB d)

sin (f)— aJ sin (d~ a.,) sin (d - aj ... sin (0 - an)
’

where /(x, y) is any homogeneous function of .r, y of (n— l)

dimensions.

For by the ordinary rul(\s of partial fractions,

fit. 1) ^ /{o„ I) I

(i - a{){ t - a.^) . .

.

(f - aj i a, - a^)(itr u, ) . .
.
(tir ~ On) t

(the factor a,.~ Ixdng omitUid in the denominator of

the above coefficient).
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Writing ^ = tan0, a^ = tanai, etc., this becomes

/(sin 0, coH 0) Ar

7r • rn \ — a.)’

r- 1

/(sin Ur, COSar)

sin (a^-ai) sin (ar-Qg) ... sin (ar~ an)’

the factor Hin(ur~ar) being omitted in the denominator.

where Ar =

Thus.

207. (i) ThuH, for example, we have

sin (.r - a) sin (.r b) sui (jr ~ c)

1

{a-bjHui {(t r) 8in (.r-a)
’

Hin (.r - (/ )
Hin (.r - b) sin (r ~ r]

dr

(ii) Similarly,

Hin (a “ b) Hin (a -
< )

x-a

sin (.r--a)rtin {.r~b)mn (.r - (•)

V

d.r

(i'i) Hence iwlding,

cos* a . ^
x-a

/ f V . N
•

Sin (a - />) 8 in (a - (’) 2

dr
J sjh (.r — (i) Hin (.r - 6 ) sin {x - c)

1, X — a.^
,
loe tan -

,

sin (fi " A) 8in (<i - c) ^ 2

(iv) or Hubtractinjil,

I
coH*2.r</,r

J sin (.r - <0 sin (.r 6) sin (x - c)

cos 2a

sin (a ~ b) sin (a - c)

(v) It is easy to show that

sin X
am

( r - a) am (.r b) sin (X""C)

sin a

logun--^

r.
V 7 ...— cot (x - a )

;

si ii (a o) sin (a - c)

^ ,/.r

jirn(.r " ft) sin (.r /»)sm(x-r)

V T
sina — log sin (x- a).

^'sirHa “ 6) 8 III (a - c)

j mu (x
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1. Integr»'ite

\0i-b cos 0

EXAMPLES.

... fasin ^ + /icos^ ... f

Jr sill 6^ + c cos
^

* [a, 1883.] j(

(W

cos ^ - sin [I. C. S.
,

1 880. J

(iii)

jj

+ fisinO

+ b cos 6
dO,

Jcosa + cosiC* [I.C.S., 18S9.J |ac(

[Trin. H. and Maoi).]

dx

)S X + /> sin :r* [Coll., 1870. ]

. fl tan 0 -
.

^ f see 0 ...

[This-.. 1»S4.)
J 1+ cosecy

Jad -si,f^lco.s.r-

(ix) f ( \ {

j 2\/2 + cos X + sin X [Ox. I. P.
,
isss.j Jf^i -i- // tan .r

[Ox. I. P., ISSO.]

[tt, 1881.)

dx

/2 + cosx + sinx [^^^*

[Sr. .Ioiin'.s, 1888 ]

(xi) Apply the tninsforination / - tan ^.r to the integrals

r 4 (lx r 4dx

J 5 -h 3 cos X ’
J 3 + 5 cos z

Hence or otherwise, evaluate these integrals to the nearest

hundredth, when tlie limits are x 0 and Jtt. Pk^vc in any way

that the second is the greater of the two integrals, when Uikcn

between 0 and [.Math. Trip. ]., 1913 ]

(xii) Prove that

f“ dx , r* adx 1
,

.

I
_

I 1, /n + \/2)j
Jo X + (a^ - x-)^ Jo {./ + (a- X')^ } * V 2

the positive sign being taken for the radical in each of the subjects

of integration. [Math. Tric. 11., 1013.J

2. Evaluate

(i)
.. f dx _ f' d^^

*

Jo 4 -h o sin x’ [1. C. S,, r^9.] Jo^^-fccoi
{c<a).

... dx

Jo 2 -h cos /' [St, John’!

i:.
3. Show that

and integrate

s, 1882.]

dx

(iv)
j;.-.

cos d
[I. ('. S., IS79.]

dx

la cosx + H-’

[I. C. S., 1888.)

cosec a, [Ox. II. P.. 1K8!1;

- COS a COS X 2 Thin., 1887. ]

rC08a(;0ftX+ 1

J cos a -f cos X
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4. Evaluate

T). Evaluate

G. Integrate

(i)

j COS‘^X
^ • [Ox. II. P., 1887.]

(•*)

f dx

J sin X cos X -f sin x -f cos x -1* [7,18^19.]

(iii)
f dx

Jsin X -f sin 2x [fi, 1891.]

r dx

J (c^ 4- e-^f [Ox. I. P.,1889.]

0'^ f ..\v
J ( I 4- 5 cos Xf [a, 1883.]

(ii)
r dx

J {a + }f cos X)-' [St. John's, 1884.J

(iii)
r do

j(u cos 0 4- />sin [a, 1881.]

(iv) f
J(a 4-/>cos.r 4- c sin .r)- [Coll., 1892.]

(v) Employ the substitution

tan ^ tan
[[

to evaluate the integral
2 \ 1 <’

7, Prove that

J 0 ( I -f r cos fi)'^
*

[Math. Triv. I., 1909.]

(i) {
- - ;rcosec'%*, [Com.., 1880; St. John’s,

Jo(l C cos « cos ^y)* 1880.J

(ii)

and evaluate

,
(1 -f cos « cos yy)* 1880.J

' Huixd.r 2 (sin u - a COS a)

I (
1

-f cos a sin xj* sin^a
’

[/y, 1887.]

V ,nd ('

Jo(l -f- COS a COS /p

J" si n X dx

(1 + cos a cos.r)^’

if a I »e less tlian

8. I'iValuate the integral

j*cos 20 log(l + tan 0)d0.

9. Find the values of the following integrals:
i

In 2 cos a + -I- <5
'*

In 2 + CO

[7, 1882.]

(h

+ cos a(c*-l- «"')

[Trin., 1882,
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10. Evaluate lx\ f"
' J 0

cos^ 0 + b“ sin'-^ 6 [Ox. I. P., 1889.]

... dO

Jo 4 + 5 8in 2 ^* [I.C. S., 1885.]

..... f sin“0 + /> cos^^ , Y

(ill)
1 . , ^ndO (c and a positive).
]qC sin -

0

+ d cos-

0

^ ^ '

[St. John’.s.)

V 'if’ -

jo (^" ^ 4- /^“ sin-' 0 )-

(y)
'•'Jo sin-* ^ + cos'‘^’

[Ox. II. l\, 1887.1

[I.C.S.. 1891.1

11. Prove that

(vi) 8hevv that if c> a > 0,

P f dx ~ 7r(r - s/r- - a-)/2c.

Jo <*“
j-j^

r
Jofl -f />cos6^~^V“ - //“’

[Math. Trip. I., 1008.

]

Jofl -f />cos6^~^V“ - //“’

where a>h, and deduce or otherwise obtain the value of

r do

jjaVbcosd)^’ l7, 1899.)

12. Prove that if a>b,

Jo (" + - JF)i
" /,2)S

j

'

[y. 1888. ]

f' dx
Evaluate I -r-~ wdiere e<\,

Jo (1 + P C‘Os;r)« [St. John’s, 1892,]

13. Evaluate f
,

where a" < Abe.
}a + b^-k-c€-^' [I. C. b., 1897.]

wdiere t < \ .

[St.John’s. 1892,]

I
a + be^ -k- ce~^^

where a- < Abe.

14.

Prove that if a < -^
o

sin x , I ,
cos^i— - dx - loc „

, cos 6x 6 ^ cos oa

[I.C.S., 1897.]

[0. S., 1890.]

15. Prove that f ^
Jo a^b cos -f r sin </> Ja- -

where and f<a. (C. B.,1900.|

16. Integrate

(i) (ii)
f.

•'«<;.*
(iii)

f
.

Jsin^rcosa: 'Jd+^tanx ' 'Jaf/yUnx
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17. Integrate

.. f ^
J i 5 ^-16 cos 0 1 +siu X

1st

let:

cot 0 - ^ cot ZB

3 tan 3^ - tan^^ [Ox. I. P.. 1888.1

sin 2x (Jx

((f + b cos x)^ [a, 1889.]

18. Integrate

... f ,
cos 4 sin 6^ , . fsin 6* - cos ^

(i) lcos2<?log :

—

-dO. (n) I

J ^cos^y-sin^y ^ J v^sin20

(iii) {.I ’
- crispy

J \ (;os 6^ ( 1 f cos 6^) (2 + cos B)

19. Int.-KHitc \ dr.
J > 1 - Sin X *2 - sin x

20. Integrate

{

sin 0 - cos 0

(.sin B 4 cos B) s'^sin B cos B 4- B cos* B

21. Integrate
r sin'’'^?y/^?

J ( 1 4- cos‘ t>) >/l 4- cos- B 4- cos^ ~B

22, Integrate

(.) [v'l4.si.rxJ.r. (ii)
(

(iii) [7
J Js l + sino' Js a4- ctan'^

23. Integrate
f sinh X sill x cosh x^^^

J 1 - cos X

24. Integrate
r x-dx

J (xsin X 4- cos x)'^

25. Integrate f secxcosccx ,

J logtanx-'^*-

26. Integrate

(i)J

(iii) jtan-'

27. Integrate
J 1 -
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‘28. Integrate f ""'f dx, f ~ dx,
f

dx,^ Jsin*2x Jsin.^x Jsiii4x

and prove that

^
f sin X

J sill hj
^ dx =- sin -V log
Or 5r> 1

. (
-iir',

I

jj
sin

^

4-
I

Tkin. ('iM.i.., isih>.]

)\

'29. Integrate
do

0 - sin* a
and

|sin'

COS d

0 sin* a
dO.

sin 0
Show tliat \ , can he expressed in partial fractions of tv'pe

sin )i0 ^

1 cos 0

si n‘ 0 - si 11 “ <t sii\~0 - i^\]] - a

'

according as n is an odd or an even integer and can thei’ch}’ he

integrated.

(ii)

30. Integrate

.sin3r(/r

,
(a -f b co.s r)*

’ .sin’r(/r

^
(n -f b cos r)“

31. Show how to cfTect the integration of

i;,

L'

dx

cos X

r .sirrh/'./,

j 0 a -f- // <‘0S

r* .‘<in:5.rdr

<'>)„(. M,,.ns xr

f (/x,
f

"./x,

J Sin 2nx J cos nx

p and n being integers.

32. Integrate j*

(f
,

ihS3, aNI>
,

ls7!l.
I

:ot tx - a) cot {.r fi)dx.

and show that
t7.

jeot (r - ct) cot (/ — /^) cot{a: - c)i/x ~ i'cot(o h)visX{a cdog.sint.r n)

33. Show that
['I’lUNlTV, isnl.)

j* sin X sec {x - a) sec (x - d) dx

1

sin(/:^ a)
[cosa co.sh ' 8cc(x - tt) cos /i cosh * sec (x fi) \

34. Prove that

[Tkimty, 1H8P.
1

X sec X 8«m; {fd - /) dx P conec fS log .sec fj.

[OXK. 11. P.. IWl.j
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35. I'rox e th.it, it’ u and ft Ix* po.sitive quantities,

Jo(ac().s“V4-/isin^j/‘*i “2
?/

!
\ila^ dji) ^

[a, 1884.]

30. l*n>ve that, if

f{.r)-^(l a,)...{.r-a„)

and P II ( 1 - 2a^ ('(is 4- a^-),

whore Oj, .. (lenote real quantities, then

rde
].p "t‘'

where «r/( 1 'qj/'uq), and c -1, or +1, according as is

iiuiiH‘rieally greater or h‘ss than 1. (St. John's, ISSU.]

37. If )»»' ]«*<< than (/sin 5, show that the eoetiieient of r”* in the

e.xpansion of

2''
, I

(f /TT (?\'l

tail' *
* tan -

,
>

(Nrj-n Vd LVj

t
- ir

dO

;ni"‘ 0
•r A„

wlien' is intlependeiit of 0.

3S. Show tliat if n he a positive intt'ger,

[OoLL., 1892.]

f

eos ]i0 e()s ha
, ,

sin na
d0---:0 . 4-

eos U — eos a

39. Prcjve tliut

. . 2L .sin(7i-r)a.
.sin (/ sin a

,
r

[Hermitk.]

(
1 + cos =-

,J„
•

,

V "( '
sin rx

r

40. Sliow that

j*
1 1

eot(f:^ - a^dO 0 COS log sin(f^ - a,.),

where A^ cot ((g - Uj) cot(a^ - a^,) . . . cot (a^ - a^),

the factor cot(a^-a^) being omitted.

41. (1) Show that

Jrt-sinj Ja^-X \—T-:;: /
' '

va- 1

(2) DifTerentiate with regard to x.

[Hekmite.]

V rt - 1 I + SI

sin X

+ sin X
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Deduce from (1) and (2) that

. D+1 1

tarr^ a
/V a - 1 If sin .r

a tan 1

+ tair
Ja~ ~ 1

is independent of x, and verify your conclusion. [C. S., 1898.]

iix
42. Integrate j*

[̂ -f ai> - a co.s X ~ If sec j*’

where a< 1, h> 1, ah 1. [Oxt. I.P., 1917.)

.
f.

43. Integrate (i) {x cos x. -{- sin x). (ii) (/- -fl) \

(iii) (/^ + 2x3 + 2.r+l)/(xN-/+ 1)^. [Oxf. I. P., 1918.!

44. Integrate
J ^

45. Deduce from the identity

j* cos 7i0iW ~

J
dt?

1
1 -

I

sin-
^

^ sin **

0

4 ;

Sire'

the expression for sin^r as an infinite product.

46. Evaluate the integrals

(i) j'(jr + a log

r-\ f(
^ - log 3:) dr

sin*^^ ...
I

Oxf. 11. P., 1887.1

(ii) f .

J.f- 4-a/h>g/

[Math. Tripos, 1885.]

47. Show that

f* x- + a{a - 1)

Jo (xsinx-fa

the i

(i)|

, rt sin r - a: cos :r

w, ax==
cos xy xsinx a co.s /

[Tri.n. Cor.h., 1891.]

48. Evaluate the indefinite integrals

(sin X + cos x)“

I
{(x - r)co8 x - (x-f l) 8in x}“

X-

I
{(x -- l)cosx - (x-f l) 8 in x}*

H)
j,

dx.

dx.

[CoLLEOKS, IHHO.j

T s X + n/ 1 4- show that49. If
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50. Integrate
x+2
^2)2

dx.
(>+-

(ii)
+

J 1 ~ eos^ty

r>l. Prove tliat, if n be an integer,

f

’ eos?iX ,
- - f/jC - TT cosec a( tana - sec a)

,

0 i f I'OS a COa X

[Ox. U. r., 1899.]

[C;oLL. a, 1891.]

and deduce the value of

i:, ( 1 f cos a COS

52. From considering the integral

d.r.

[Colleges 7, 1891.]

' co.srjty

. (f - co.s 0
dO,

show that

,
n -f- 2 co.s“a (n -f 3) (« -f I) cos^a

1+ .. + 1..J •jr- +

-• 2''(-^ec a - tan aY sec" a cosec a.

53. Prove tliat, if 0< a - and // be a }>ositive integer,

f' • 1

1 tai5’\

1
sin nY laii"M

“

Jo 1

51. Show that

1 tan
,,

'^4* ' ~ a)" ~
(
- 1 )"].

’sin;/d dO

.sin(y cosz/ty- cos -aa /<

I r-n-l
I V"'> ftcoscc/oVlog

sin h{P^-\-0)

while 3, a + '

55. Disc.ii.ss the integration of

dO.

when', p and q are positive integers.

r)G, Wiih the liclp of the siihstitution = 1, or otherwise

prove that

r* dx 1

Jo(9 + 25a:Vl *' '

[Math. Trii-., I’t. II., 1920.]



CHAPTER VII.

FURTHER REDUCTION FORMULAE.

208. Several ‘ Formulae of Reduction” have alnuidy bt‘en

established, and the student will hiiv(‘ gathered some infor-

mation as to their nature, nnxle of construction and use.

The nature of these formulae is that a conmadion, in ^^eneral

linear, is found between two or more integrals, so that when
all but one have been found, the remaining om* can 1 m‘ inferred.

209. It will be useful to summarize tliose w'hieli have already

occurred. Tln^y are as follows:

1. Th(‘ rul(^ for irit(‘^ration by parts, Ait. 90, and for e(»n-

tinued integration by parts, Art. 95.

2. Reduction formulae for
j

^ cos.
Art. I()±

3. Reduction formulae for
j

/sin\”b ,

)
hxiJx,

1 (‘US/
Art. 104.

4. Reduction formulae for
J

p

j

x"’(log .ry* (lx. Art. IOC).

5. Reduction formulae for
j

s(a!’*x(/.r,
1

eo.s<Hd‘x (/x, Art. 120,
J

(t<’.

1

Uin*'xdx, lcot’‘xf/x, Art. 12.5,

J

0. Reduction formulae for !

1S5 to 199.

J

r (lx

1
( a 6 cos X4 • c sin X )“ ’

etc.

etc., Art».

7. Reduction formulae for

to 203.

f siid^xeos^^x ,

)(«+/. eoKx)->'
ArtH. 201
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210.

General Remarks.

Th(5 .sui>ject of the present chapter will htt tlie construction

of such further reduction foriiiulae as may be necessary for

present (^r future uses in the book, and a general indication to

the student of the mode of procedure to facilitate their speedy

production. It will be noted also that two distinct modes of

procedure have been exhibited :

(i) That of integration by parts, or, what comes to the

same thing, a proper choice of “P,” wdth a differen-

tiation and subse(juent arrangement of the result as

a linear function of the expressions whose integrals

are to lie connected, as exemplified in Arts. 1<S5

to 18S.

(ii) A change of the variable, taking the integrand

itself, or some function of it, or of some essential

part of it, as a new variable, as exemplified in

Arts. 194 to 198

We shall also complete the di.scussion of such integrations

as are to be considered, liotli for the general cjises when
reduction formulae are re(|uired and for the particular cases

i ti a'hicJt it is convenient to avoid their 'use.

211.

Integration of where =

In three cases this admits of direct integration, and no

ivdiiction formulae is recjuired

:

I. When p is a positive integer.

TT \x7 \ • .. (0 Positive.

11.

When IS an integer: .... ,.

u (n) iSegative.

TTT cvi ,

• • i. (0 Positive.
III. When --fn IS an integer : ..

n ’ ^ (ii) Negative.

In other cases a reduction ftmnula is necessary.

212.

I. If p be a positive integer we can expand (a-ffex”)*"

in a finite series by the binomial theorem and integrate each

term.

Thus

f

^m ^m+n ^m+pn
(a+ dx — aP- 'b— [-•••+^—,

^ ^ ^ m ^ m+n m+pn
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If p be fractional or ncijtttivc, the binomial (‘xpaiisioii \h

71071 -term Inaflvp, and therefore tJi(‘ iiit(‘^rati()ii after expan-

sion would not express the result in finite terms. Expansion

therefore in sueh cases should not be 7'esorted to if avoidable,

r
213. II. Let p=~ whei'e r and s are intefjers, and s, at

s

least, positive (which covers all eonnnensui'able fi'actianal

or negative values of p).

Put X = a+bx^ = z‘,

bnx'^~'^ dx— sz*'^ dz\

bn

(i) Hence ichen ~ is a positive integer'^O, a finite expre.ssion

may be found for the integral by expand ha/ this hinondaf

integrating each term, and finally substituting back for c its
1

value, viz. (a+6x“)'. ^

TTl

(ii) And whe7i is a negative integer or zero,

may be put into partud fractions by the rules explained in

(diapier V., and the integration can then be effected in finite

terms.

214. III. Again, we may write the integral

jar

and therefore* by case II. this is integrable in finite terms if

.
m

mH

—

— ^
be an integer, positive or negative, i.e. if ^

integer negative or positive^ and the proper substitution is
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Icadinir to a fiiiiti', ex|)ansi()n if Ixi a
H ,s-

iie^^ativ(; iiitr^^or, or to partial fractions if i)e a positive
. ,

n s ^
integer or zero.

215 . To sum up ;

Case T. pa ])OHitive integer: Expand.

Case II.

'!)}

n
an integer

:

Substitute (i + then expand,

or partial fractions, as the case

may require.

(W III. integer:

Substitute (fx~^^+ /> = z*; then

expand, or partial fractions,

as the case may require.

2I(i. Illustrative Examples.

1. p a poHitive iiilegf'r.

('oiiHidrr
/

j

./”'( 1 + dr~ -I- 4- 3a -f a'"^) cf.r

3./'-o a‘7
- 4. 4.

. 4.

(>
^ 13 :io ii7

a p«>Hitive integer.

C'onsicler /
^

j
( I -f a Here — V ~2,

Lot I 4- .r’ = J*
;

. . dr ~ \ d:.

/.-’(--I),

(

1.,---)

„ XJ , .

3. ^
a iu*^ativ<* nilogor.

(bnsicler 7 - j
.r~^ ( 1 + .r^)^ <h\ iiore ~

3 J*
Lot l4-.r’==^'®; /. dx=-^ ^d:.

Following the rulo.s of Arts. 165-156, we luay express as

1 2^4-14-5 I 2x4-14-1
J T" 7*

Dc-T'^OC- I)® 18 C + 1)H| 6(s*4-r+ l)“
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1)“
•

<) i) : - 1 IS
^

' +M’

In the last term, put c4-^, tan 0 ;
.-. d: --^-^^^ser^OdO

;

•

• J (:= + 7+ 1 r :> J A 'V:i J
'

'''' ^

== o "/ /
( 1 + V ( ^ + sin ty eos t^)

•5 v3 3 >^/3

4 2.-4- 11 2.- 4-1

3V3^"“ V3-^3-4-z + r

Hence
j
.v-^ (\ -^ .r’’)^ d.

= ^[,j!<>g(:-l)- gy-

y

‘ L-^T lH‘""<-’'
+ "+’> + !K-*+ --+r:i!/3“^" ‘"VV]’

where c— vl -t-a’\

4. 4- 7 a positive integer.

Consider 7-: xl(l+a-^)h/r. Heiv- +
’‘ =

1 71 $

Then /=
1
./•2(14-.r-'’)2t7.r.

Let

which can be put into partial fractioiiR. In this ease, however, the labour

can be avoided by the substitution sec 0, and then

/(A-"" /

r HGC^ 0 sec 6 till! Odd
'

tan^^ j COHiiC^OdO

=r - J
V 1 4- cot* 0 d cot 0

Tcot ^Vi+cot^? 1 , "I= “ [_ 2 “^2 0-k-s!\ 4-cot*^y)J

;

/=
.^
[^cot 0 eosec 0+ log (cot 0 4- cosec

J,

where cog 0^
(1 4-x3)*
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^ w r
.

• • .

5. — + - a iKMrativc inte^^er.

C^m.sidci- /
i' 7U r II 13

+-0 “

Then

Put 1 4-
;

tb' - .^2 * (Iz
;

.. /:- j.

r- +
j

;^(1 -c^)*

--H .-3
1 ^ 1

,^S

1 .--‘(S + .-M-*)

217. Tuf Six (V^nnkctions Possible.

When A' ii+ hx’' and |x’"- ' .V'’ dx is not iininediatcly

]»y oiu' of th(‘ rules, it may l)t.‘ shown

tliat, hy inte^o’ation hy parts, it can be connected with any

of six othei’ integrals.

Thus, for instance,

and by different modes of treatimmt we

six inte^als, with any one of which

f dx

may sliow that the

jrfi dx, dx,

that is, the index of A" can be decreased or increased by 1,

leaviiifj the index of x unaltered

;

the index of x can be decreased or increased by n,

leaving the index of unaltered

;

the index of x can be decreased by n, and that of X
increased by 1

;
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or, the index of x can he increased by n, and that of X
decreased by 1.

That is, either index can be increased or decretised, leaving the

other unaltered, that of x by a, that of A' by 1 ;

or, the one increased and the other decreased in that

way (but not both increased or both decreased at the

same operation).

The rule for effecting this connection may be put into the

following handy form :

Let P = where X and jul are the sitiallcr mdiccs of

X and X respedively, in the two expressions whose integrals

are to be connected. Find
(IP

dx'
Ih^arrange tliis if nec<^ssary

as a linear function of the expressions whose integrals are to be

connected. Integrate, and the connection is completi*.

In the rearrangement it may be necessary to substitute

u+ for Xy or for U"”, as may be re([uired for the

particular case in hand.

The rearrangement can always be perforimsl. It will be

unnecessary to integrate by parts. Tlie advantage derivabh^

from the use of the rule of “The Smaller Index -f 1
* will

be that it will enable us to connect at onc(‘ with the particular

one of the six possible integrals wliich may appear desirable.

218. Proof of the Rule of “The Smaller f 1.”

For prcx)f it is suflicient to vc-rify the rule in etuih case.

Thus to connect

^xP'^^X^ dx w i tl \

J
x'*' ~ "

* dXy

put P^z^X^'.

dP ydX

--- niz^

-

+ plmaf ^ ‘

•

= mx”* ' ‘

X^'+ ]pnx”' ~^(X — a )
‘

h

(note the rearrangement “ as a linear

function, etc.”),

= ('Hi ~\~pn) x’" ‘ X^'— apnx^ ‘ ' "
*.
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Hence, dx;

TKo (uivantage in thvf reduction lies in the fact that the

index of the often trcnddesoyne factor .P' may be lowered if j) be

positive, or raided if p be nepitive, and by successive applicor

lions of the same formula, if necessary, we may ultimately

reduce the integral to one which has been previously obtained,

or which can })e managed with greater ease.

2 If). List of the Six Connections.

The stud(‘nt should verify all six connections by the above

rule, and also by integration by parts.

They an.‘ as follow :

(1) p"- 'X''dx== 5^X':+ "Vn.
fx»-V"-eix.

(2) j.-- 'X<'dx- _ x"'A>" m +;m+ n f

««(/'+ 1)
* an{}>+ 1] J

(3) jx™- 'X’'dx=
h[m.+i)n) 6(m+^)w)J

(4)
|.r"- 'X>'dx =

am am J

(5) jx-- ‘.Y''f/x =
bn{p+l) bn(p+\)r

(6) 'X’-d.r = Jv» L-n+n-lA^-lrfx,
m )n J

We hav(‘ writti'ii 771 — 1 as the index of x in the primary

integral. This is merely for the convenience of making the

several coefficients on the right-hand side smaller and more

compact than they would be witli an index in.

220. Special Cases.

The case where 7n-fpn = 0 comes under the heading

-f/> = int(*,ger, already discussed (Art. 211), and needs no

reduction formula.

The case p~0 integrates at once; as also the case n — {).

The ease integrates by partial fractions.
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The case vi — 0 needs no reduction formula, corning under

the heading of Case II. Art. 218, (ii).

When the student is convinced of the trutli of the rule iji

all caseSf the six of connection and the ineiliod

of connection are all that need be remembered.

That the increase or decrease in the index of x should be

“/I at a time,” whilst that of X is only “1 at a time,” is to be

expected, since =

221. An integral of form

j* x” '
* [ax^'+ hx'‘Y (lx

can be written as
J

~ ‘

-f hx
"* ' ^') ^ dx

,

or as
I
x" ^

-f
'

'0 dx,

and therefore is reduced at once to the foian considered.

222. Integrals of form

f .x’"' , {{a-^bx^Y
j

C iir

are obviously included in the satm* rules, as there has ]H.*en

no limitation as to the signs <A the indices in the formulae

discussed.

2 -23 . Illustrative Examples.

Ex. 1. F'ind the value of I
j

{.r <Ij\

We may connect witli
J

d,r, and thin a^ain with
j
{.r’i-irY dx\

and this last is a sUndard form.

Ay the reduction is to lx* used j/tore than oxcc, we will connect

J
(j- + (lx with

I

(x’ -f
' dx.

Let /* - X (x^ + o - )
*

.

Then - (.r^ <f a-y ?ij^ (x^ + a-^y '

— (x^ E (dy -h 7i (.r* + </2) (.r* -f a “)’
”

’

(noUi this prepaiatory Ht(;p, whicli might be

performed went (ill//)

“(71+ a*)* ~ na^{x^ a')‘^
'
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(whicli is now ai rjini^ed as a luicttr fiiiictwii of the two expressions whose

integrals irere to he connected).

liitej^rating, 1)
j

(x- dx -ncr
J

i.e. [a-“4-a“)^ ^ dx.

Putting 7^ - 5 ami t]»en 7^ = 3,

5

j

{.> +ad dx

and
J

(.r^ + a-)’ ' f ^

j

(x^ -h a-}^ dx

and 4nh-»
a

Thus /<'
. n 1 ,

o
, . .1

• 4 <t')‘ d.r — -x( i ~ ii~)‘ -i- (f-.r (j~ a~)
<) 0 4

T) . 3 5.3
a^sinh

This I'osult might have Lcen obtained more quickly by substituting

.r — o tan and using tin.* reduction fornuda

I
- 0 d (i -

^ ,
tan scc’7y + -~ -v j

i^cd'OdO (Art. 1:22),
J ?H- I n-fW

whem-e we get

/
I

{.r- 4- 0-) '(/./• - o®
j
sec"df/yy

J tan f) sec® 4- J { i tan 0 sec^ 6 4-^(1 tan 0 sec 6

4- i log sec 4- tan ^y) }}

vvhii’h gives the same result as before.

Ex. 2. Find the value tif / / —j;

,

•' (.c- fo'-y

First connect
j

(./“ 4’<P’) with ju^+ar^^‘ dx.

Put / ’---.r(.r2 4-o=)

in
,/,r

-(71 -2).r2(;.r2 + (<2)
-2

-{n -2)0-’+rt« -«=)(.!•= 4- a2)
’

^(3 - /0(.c‘4'f/

n

2y 3 -2)«=(.e + rt“)'
?

.

(77-2)0-

+' « - 3 f
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Putting n=-5 and then 3,

I
(.,= + '

,/.r dv

.-.

f
+ + + ,/=)

'I

Til is again would have been sliortened by tlui substitutnm .r -ntan^^,

which isa specially suited for functions involving vO-~ + u“.

I
- A'-...

1

f.wd,/d

^
(1

1 / . sin=*ty\ . .
.r

---.(sint^
, ,

where ‘Sin o
^

<CV 3 v.r-f.r'^

1 I
.r 1 I

f. ,
^)i '

’

wliich is the same as the ))i'evi<>us result, though in a diirerent form.

Thus

Ex. 3. Find the value of /,

integer. Let ./ (.r- + <'/-) e-

Since

J
(.r- -f // b(‘ing a ]M»sitive odd

^>—‘2 1 ),
n T I -f 1

and

we hav(,

-jv:.

etc.,

0“

/
^

I*
" «+ l'''0 + !){/- -

1)"'

4-
,
sinh“‘ ‘

,
•' t!

“)
4 ,

(»i i)(<- i)(» ;!)

»{w i),..;j

(^M'l)(« - l)...4.2" ‘

>,(« -2)(«--.l), ,3.] „
.

+ , , , ,

* sinh ‘
.

(>/ 'f- 1 )
( "/< “ I ) . . . 4 . 2 (/

Ex. 4. Find the value, of /„ ( n being a jumitiva* integer.

ut—

Since / 4." ’
* / ,

(ii - 2) ft- it - '2

"
{)i 4) u* ^ n 4 «"

<;t<;.

we have
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When n i.s an odd positive irite^jjer, \v«^ ulliinately arrive at /j, and

r. f f rf")^ P.,

. ^ _ 1 Pn « - 3 {n - ?>){v r>) P„^
’ (H~'J)(n-4) (P (ff ~ - 4)(u - 6)

P,
, „ X

+(«-“.)(,rr:i-,--;;.3Ti
.

;»--2

In the ease when ?i is an even integer, ~ 2m say,

Ij,H- I / .
.

...n I , ,>v
> ' aAvrn-i., where - -

1
.

27a -3
,

2 in~'l iP { 2 nt ~'l){'lm~ -\) a'
(
27/? - - .|)(:>?/i -I

(27a -3)(2/<7-r>)... ] I

•
( 277^ - 2 ) ( 2 7/7 - -1

) ( 2 7/1 - (
; ) . . 2 a>— > a

‘

In integration Letween liinit.s 0 and r
,

/
1" lr22:“ 3)(2/// - r.) ... i i tt

'"‘Jo (27/7 - 2)(2777 - 0 ... 2
'

' 2

'

M. Bert l and* sliow.s a very ingenious dedin tion from this result, viz.

jmt ting 0-1 and ./•

'

-
,

V//7

^ -- 3)(277/ -r>)... 1 tt

s'///
"(2777 - 2)(2777 -.1)...2 2-

'I'ak»‘ the c'ase when //< i.s iinhdinitelv inerea.'^ed ; then

(x'‘^ -I-
(/'-')

r --hL- /.r„
1.3. O ... ( 2777 -3)

2 . I . > ... (2/77 - 2)*

and 1)V M’alli.^'s Tlieorem (IL/Lson, Triif>nn>n\t'tru^ p. 331),

4 . t> ... (2m ^ 2)
and Y g(2/// -1)

1 .3.r*...(2/7/ 3) ' 2'

heroine intinite in a ratio of etpiality.

HoMoe
(2m

I r i/:r-
.'<»

Ooirsider also A„ / ‘hfx, 777. being a po.sitive integer.

Jo

* Rkktrani), (^a/r. DiJ)'. P- 130 : see also Hall, D. and I. C., p.330.
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Intefjrating by [larts,

Im I I
dx

^ Jg

- "2 ![''"
‘‘’"I

Now

and

,
// bring a poHilivt* iiitrgrr

NoU* also that if the integration extends from - x. to -{- x ,

I

r" '*
cfx -~ Vtt,

but
j

3r'*^h--‘\lx^(),

for to any jiositive element of the integrand in the tliiid integral there

is always an tMjiual negative element.

Ex. 5. Calculate the value of
j

x'^ dx, in bmng a positive

integer.

We proceed to connect

f^^y,/’2ax x-dx with
j
x^-\f'2ax xC/x,

i.e.
I
x”'^ U^a ~ x)Kix with

j
x'" ^(2if x)h/x.

Let ~ x)^ according to the rule; then

-l-^)x’""*(2a-x)^ -3x”*^*('2o x)^
ax

= ('2?fi+ ] )(/x'” *{2o - x)^ (wi -t 2)x’'' * *(20,

Hence

(m4-2) jx"‘'^*(2a-x)*^/x - ~x”‘^*(2o ~ x)= + (2/« 4-
1 )o

j

x^ *(2o -xi*</x,

i.e.

rx^^^nTSF^ ,ix -- ^ r^”' '

+ -"' +
' „ fx- .

,//,.
J„ L Ml + •2 Jo HI + 2 J„

^rlax - X*tix

-
^
n

j
r’” > ^/‘2ox ~x^dx

;

m-i-2 7o
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if

j

x”\^2ax ~ y- t/x,

2m + 1 2m fl 2m -1 .

m + 2
^

‘
»;< 4- 2 m -f 1

2?u4-l 2m -1 2m -3
^ m + i!

• m + 1

=

2m 4-1 2m -Jl 2m -3 5 3

m F 2 m i J

'

7/t

“
• •

• 4
'

3
‘

Now, to fiinl /q or / \!'lax - yyix^ put x --
</ ( 1 - coa

Jo

Tiieii dx~asin0(/0

aii<l \^'2<rx - x- - a tiih 0.

Alao, wlieii x^-O \vc Iwive 0 <)
;
when x — 2a we have 0 = 7r.

Hence

/o
I

(r HurO dO-
I

(I -coa20)y0-=^[' /9 - J sin 201
Jo “ S - - Jo

Hence f
(2>a 4- l)(2m - I) ...3 ,„^,7r

(mF2){mFl)...3 "2
(2rr3Fl):

>?j:(mF2)!’ 2^”

PLxamj’lks.

Prove that

1. jr- ^ .rr'tir.
J m -f 7/i 4- /> f

J ^ mar"* m aJ

•* C-
r/.r

(a +/>.;•)

1 11
[
- 1 a .r’”

+ ...+(- 1 )"

1 A
I
F -

)
*

..

‘ 7)1 "2 fC

1 62

?)i - 3 a*

,1 ^ f?F6jr.
log

^

J X p J X

^ f dx X 2p~l f dx
’

J {a + l>.i ‘Y*'
~

2<i;)(n + ?« >)'' iap j (a + lixY'

r I _ ii-3y+ l

1

' x’^ ^
’
j ((i + i.r’p’*' ":i,i;){rt+Ae)'' "'"P ./(x + ie)” ’

[Bertrand.]

[Bertrand.]

[Bertrand.]

a F 6.<' jla + ba^fy
’’

/

and evaluate

fl?.r
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J
y (a -f J.r

^ ‘

'

j j
.'’' ^ ‘ dx,

f fj 4 *7x ;
“

7 /

'' 7'
4J a + 6.r"* (ji - 3)6 6 j </ + Ox*

i + 6.7’'*)^'^^ 4(;/)(f7 4-6.r^)^^ J (d i- /).r‘)^'‘
[
liKHTRAND.]

and e\'aliuite 1 I

J (a + 6./'*)‘’ .' ./"((/ H- 6.t
*)'*‘

224. Reduction formulae for

j

sin^'./; cos'Ou/.r.

Integrals of tliis form also conform to tlu‘ rule of “the

smaller index -f f,’ explained in Art. 217.

Connection am be ejected with any of tint following six

integrals :

Jsin^‘““a: cos'^x <lx,

j*s i n '' X eos^ “ X r/x,

Jsin^" ^xcos'^^-x (/x,

|sin^''^“x eos'^x f/x,

|*siid'x cos'^^ ‘xdx,

Jsin''^‘3‘X cos'/ ''-^X (lx,

by the following rule:

Put P = sin^^ ‘x co.s'^^^x, wdiere X and /x are the smaller

indices of sin x and co.sx respectiv<*ly in tlu^ two expressions

whose integrals are to be connected.

Find and rearrange as a linear funcJimi of the express i(m.s

whose integrals are to be conneetexl. This rearrangement can

always l)e performed.

Integrate, and the connection is effected.

Each of these connections might be effected by integration

parts, but the advantage to lie gained by tlie present rule

is the same as lias been explained in Art. 217.

For example, let us connect the integrals

I sin^'x cos'^x dx and Jsin*’ “x cos'^x dx.
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Tjt*T P — 81 n^' ’ X <;(>8'' *

' X.

(iP

dx
sin^'"'^xc<>8'^*^x— {q-^-l) sin^'x cos'^x

= (p- 1) sin^^“^xcoR‘^x(l -sin^x)- (g'+l)sinPxcos^x

^ (?
— '>) C()s'^x-~(;)+ g) siiV'x coh^^x.

[Note the last two lines of rearrangement as a linear

Junction oi sin^'xcos'^x and sin^^'^x cos^x.]

Hence

P = [p
—

1

)

|sin'''‘‘^x cos'^x dx~'{p-\- q) |.sin^’x cos^x cZx

'’X cos'^x dx —
sin^'~ 'x cos'^^^x p~l f .

1
sin^ ‘^x cos'^x dx.

v-\-<n

225. List of the Six Connections.

The stiulent should note carefully the possibilities of con-

nection for j*sin^’x cos'^x (fx.

The indices of either sinx or cosx may be increased or

diminished by *2, the other index l>eing unaltered ; or, the

index of the one lowered by 2 and the other increased by 2.

Writino s for sinx and c for cosx, the six connections are:O

(1) C'^(ix=
p+q p+qj

(2) dx =
7;+l p+l J

[^) e'Ulx -- -f,S''' (ir.

p+q P+q)

(*) C'rfx-
q+

1

9+ 1 J

j* c'^ dx = _
s'’- ‘ c''+'

_^p
-1 f

<7+1 ^+ ij

(«) (^dx =
J'+l 9’+^J

Each of these should be verified by the student by means

of the rule given, viz. “Put P= sin^'^^xcos**+'x, where X, p
are, etc. ... J and also by integration by parts.
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226. Special Cases.

When = the integral is j*tan^‘.r (/.r, and is integrated

by the reduction formulae of Art. 1 25.

When + 1 = 0,

Un>xco.'>xdx= -
f, ./(cosr).

J Jsinj:: Jl—cos’^x '

and then we write cohx — z, and use tlie method of partial

fractions, or proceed as in Art. 228.

When (/4-l=0,

[sin^xcos'^x di‘= ^ dx= f ri(sinx),
J jeosx Jl—sirrx '

and then we again use partial fractions, or proci'ed as in

Art. 228.

227. The student is again reminded tliat when either p or f/

is odd, or when is a negative even integer, there is

an easier mode of procedure (Art. 114). Also that in nn\j

case we have the method of multiple (imjleH when the indices

are positive and integral
;
and in general tliis will he a more

speedy method of obtaining the indefinite integral than the

employment of a reduction formula. The results, however,

wdll be necevssarily produced in a different form by such

processes.

228. We must also notice that, in the formulae of Art. 225,

either p or q, or both of them, ma\j he neguiive. Hence we
now have reduction formulae for integrals such as

fsin^x , fcos'^Xj r dx
I ax, I . „ dx, or I

. „

J cos'^x J sin^ X J sin' x coh''x

and to these the “multiple-angle method” of Art. 112 would

not apply, by reason of the non-termination of tlie binomial

expansion used for the purpo.se of conversion.

Thu.s, putting —q for q in formula (5) of Art. 225,

cos'^x — J)cos''“'x I Jcos^'~‘^x
^

Putting —p for p in formula (6),

J

eos'^x , _ co.s''''*x 7“"^

sin'^x (2)— 1
jsm^'^x p — ijsm*^^

^
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I’uttiiig for 2> —q for r/ in (2) and (4),

r = _ , . ..
I

p+^/-2 r

)Hin''x eoH'^x (/>— 1) niid' ‘x cos'^”‘x ' ]>—] J

[{ A
(q— 1) sin^' 'xcos''- q— i J sin''x cos''

etc.

If, however, 'p— I or q— I in these results, i.e. for inte^als

dx

'^X COH^X

dx

« f,
fsin^x

or lorrn
\ dx or
J eo.s X

In the case
fsin^x

Art 225.
J cos X

Then
fsin^x

J cos X

In the case \ -dx, we may put r/=— 1 in formula (1),

Art 225.

rp, fsin^x , sirF'^'x fsin'^'^x ,

1 hen dx= dx,
Je()sx i^~l J cosx

and rej)eaiin^ th«‘ operation, we presently arrive at

if 'p he an (iven integer, or P

n^speetivcly log tan — sin x or log sec x in the two cases.

f

C ( JS*'X
dx, }>ut 2) = — 1 in formula (3);

r cos'' X , C( )s''
"

‘ X f cos
^~^x ,

/. . dx= dx,
J sin X

(f
~\ ) sin X

finally arriving at '^dx or at
J sin X Jsinx

i.f. log tan cos X or log sin x as the case may be.

229. The eases vvlum ;> or q vanishes, i,e. the integrals

Jsin^xrfx and Jcos^xdx

are of primary importance.

Connect Jsin’*xdx with JsiiT'"‘‘'x(fx.

Let i^ = sin”~^xco8 X, according to rule; then

(IP

^ =: (n- 1 )
sin”“’XCos-x— 8m"x

= (n— l)siii”“*x— «sin"x;

, sin"'’xcosx
,

n~l f . , jxdx^— IsiiT* *xax.
n n J
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Similarly,

sin s ca)s’‘
^

n ~ 1

n ' n

230. To calculate

S

ilculate

=
I

sin'*./‘ (h‘ and ^ ” j*

~‘^x dx.

cos” j‘ dx.

Since sin” vanishes when n is an integer, not less

IT

11 — 1 ih— 1 11 — 3 ,

than 2, at both limits, and x — we have

.
- -

^ // — 1 3 // — 5
'

.1 t

11 II - 2 n—

I

If n be fi'ni this ultimately comes to

i.r. S,^ =

If n be 0 ( 1(1 we similarly get

7? — 1 /?--3 4 2r' .

• o •••
rn n - 2 5 3 J ^

- etc.

11 — 1 71 -3 5 3 1

[
I dx,

11 11 2 '6 4 0
I 0

n— 1 11 -3 f) 3 1 TT

u 11 -2 "G
‘

4
'

3 2

and since

we have

J
sin X (lx - :1,

71 - - 1 11 — 3 4 2

In a similar way it may be secui that 1 e.()s”.r dx hiis prf-
Jo

cisely the same value as the al>ove integral in each eas(‘, n odd,

n even. This may be shown, too, from other cajiisideratiuns.

We thus have

K
sin\” , n- I n~ A ?i~~o 3 1 tt

)
xdx - n ev«in

;

:oH/ n 71 " 2 7i 4 4 2 2’

n - 1 w— 3 71 — 5 4 2

n n— 2 7i-~4
' ”

r> 3
1 ,

n cnld.
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231. Th<^ Htudiiiii HhouUl iioiicij that these formulae are

written down most easily hy luyinnuH/ 'ivifh the denomi-
nator. We then liave the ordinary se(|uence of the natural

numbers written backwards,

(n undern— 1 ) X (n—

2

under n— 3)x(n - I* under n-^)...etc.,

stopping at (2 under 1 ) if ii be even, and writing o, factor

or stopping at (3 under 2) if n be enld, with no extra factor.

Thus (1)^
.'o

(li) (to-

11 0 7 r> 3 1 TT

12 10 8 0 4 2 2‘

10 8 0 4 2

I 1 0 7 r>
3'

(,'V) c<^s*-20 0 (ta -
I

(’(

where
<f)
= 20^

1 rr, 3 1 TT 0 1 2"]

' iLo -} 2 2
"^7

f) 3J‘

(4' I c't)H‘ 3^y - 2*
I siii'*36*('os’L3^b/^?

^
^ Jg Jv

2* i'^
si 11* </> c/j (£</>, where </> — 3^?,

r

/)

^ ^ “ 2 co.s^ ^ (/> 4- f/>)
(/<h

2* 2 4 0 8 10/ _ ,^12 U 14\
" 3 3 r> 7 0 11 \ “13'^13 15/

== etc.

1, Prove that

I sin** 0 coh'J 0 dO

Examclks.

»in»'+*t^co.s«- f/-l

p + (/

the indices being both diminished.

2 . 1 rov« U...t
/

_ cos^' ijy

(y
- l)aiiP" * 6^ siiP '‘6?'

'4 P 7/4
cos^' 16' p-1

/

a. Prove lhalj - 1 i sin"
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4. Prove that

J si ip' trees'/ 6^

ilO

1
.
p+y~ - i

{p— 1 ) sin^' * $ coh'‘ ^ 0 — 1 J si n eos'^ O'

^ j.. siip’~*f^ f '^OifO
5. / ^ .

.' cos 0 p — I J cos 0

^i.;k..(2.-i) n i.,v (2. 1 )

^ 2.4...(2;i-2) J 2. 4... 2//

{h) f
1

+
^ Vr >

'

'
' j 2>/ 4- 1 L 2/< - 1 (2/? “

1
)r2 /i o)

J.
4-...-I-

2.4. . 2//

l.;P..(2// 1).

whole r and s stand lespectivoly for cos 0 and sin 0 .

[
UKin itAND.

1

8. (u) Ic.w-'-f^c/O- ;' r,-" ' +
-’"

' 2n L 2/^ 2

(b) /c

f ... + :,

(2;; -l)(2..-:i)^,^.,

(2// ~2)(2a - 4)

I . 3 ... (2// -
1 )

“1 I . 3 .
.
(2/< 1 ) ,

r f

!. i ..

^OdO^

2.4...(2n 2)

?= * r,^+ ““ <r--'=4-. .+ 1
^2h f 1 L 2n -- 1 1.3... {2ii -

1 )J’

c and s lieing re.spectively co.s 0 and sin 0. ( lihKTRA.M*.]

9. Prove

r \ I
^ J -3 1.3,

^
0

(a) comc^ 0a0~ - ,-
.

, -f-
,

I ok tan .

^ J 4 ‘ 2 . 4 w' 2 . 4 2

(b)
\

+ +
' I)'

where c cos P, s . sin 0.

10. Provo that

1 Tsin 2//^ Hin(2N-2)0
(a) jv^^H^OdO

2ii ^ 2

2n(2n -
1 )

.sin ( 2« - 4)/?
'*

1.2
*

'

'Zn -1

'*

2h(2h - l)...(n + l)

1 . 2 . . . n ]
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(6)

^

(2 rz 4- 1
) 2 yt. Hin( 27i- 3)^

1.2 2« - 3
+ ...

(2n + l)2n ... (71 + 2) .

1 . 2 ... n
.sin 6']

2n{2r) - 1) .sin (2?? -4)^
1.2 27i — 4

+ C _ 1 -in-l t
' '' 1.2...(7i-l) 2

4. c _ 1
\n 2” (_

2n

-

))...(» + l
) ^

' '
1 . 2 . ..re 2j'

(.11 /.n,=*.».,

+ (_!)" ^ eo9 <l].
1 . 2 ... 7? J

[Bertrand.]

2.'12. Introduction of the (i/VMMA Function.

For whai followH we shall rerjuire a new function r(rt+ l),

wliich will lie defined sufficiently for ‘prcsnit purposes by the

e(j nations

r( n -f I )
- nr{n\ Ft 1 )

= 1 , Til )
== s^V.

This will he enough to find its value whenever n is a

2A* 4- 1 ...
positive integer, or of the form —

,
where k is a positive

integer.

For instance

r{e;) - 5 r (5)- r> . 4 r(4 )= 5 .4.3 r(3)

--- T) .4,3.2 r(2) = r» . 4 . 3 . 2 .

1

r(l)- r>
!

,

r(j5L)^.v r{^)=». j

This function is called a Gamma function. We shall define

it more generally later and investigate its properties. For

the present, it is tem])orarily introduced to secure facility in

the rapid evaluation of a class of integrals to be discussed.
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233. It will be noted that the products of the first n odd numbers

1 .3.5.7 ... (271 — 1 ) and of the first n even mimbers 2 . 4 . 6 ... 2/1 can be

expressed in terms of this function, for

and

and

27^-JL 2/i^ ^-5 1 -
^ \ 2 2 “2 2

p/2n4-2\ 271 2;t-2 27i-4 2^
^ /~”2 ’ “2 ”2 *" 2’

2 . 4 . 6 . . , 2?i = 2^ r 2”r(n + 1 )•

234. To investigate a formula for
J

sin^O cos'^O^/O, p and 7
being positive integers.

°

Let this integral V>e denoted by f{p,<]) \
then since

sin^6* cos'W (.19 — — sin^ ^0 co.s'^^*6^
,

1

P+ ^L

+ - [siu^-^'^Ocos'^OdO,

P+ ^li

we have, if p and (] be positive integers and 2> not less than 2,

Ca.sk I. Ijet p be even, -= 2771, and </ be also even, =2n.

•b7i -- I

Then f92m, 270-- 7 -- /*(277j~ 2, 27t)
2771 + 27r

'

and

(2771- J >(2771 -3)
-- /(2m~4, 2H)---t^tc.

i2m + 27i)(27/i-i~2n - 2/

{27n^-l)(277i-3)... 1

{27a+ 27zj(2m-f 271-2). ..{277-1 2/^ ’

(0, 277)-
2?l ~_1 277 -3 1 TT

2?i 271 -2 "’2* 2’

/(2771, 277) =
[1 .3.5 ...(2771- 1)][1 .3. 5 ...(277 - 1)]

2. 4. f> .'.. (27714-277)

/ 27a -f 1
^ '271+

n

\
"“2

V TT k ' 2 /

2m+n f--2

siit'-r'+i)

TT

2
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Care IT. Lot -p be even, —2m, and q be odd, =2n-\.
Then

/(2m, 2™-l)=ete.

__ (2m- l)(2m-3) ... 1

(2m + 2n- l)(2m-f2n-3L77(27lTr)‘'
2w - 1)

and /(O. 2a - l )=
^

.

.. |.

J\. 3 . 5 ..(2m-l)][2.4.6...(27i-2)l
i.e. /{2m, 2/1- ?) =

1.3.5 ... (2m + 2/i-l)

-X'fr)—'(f)
27« + 2n-f

2

C'asf. III. Ijot p be odd, — 2w - 1, and q be oven, =2n.

In thiH (Vkse wo oljtain Hirnilarly

/(»m.-l
..(2>»-2)][1.3.5...(2n-l)]

I .:t.f)...(2m, + 2n-l)

F»ut tliis may also ])e dediu'od at ofice from Case II. by putting

for tho;‘n / H\n^ 0 0 (10 ~ I oos^'f/> .sin'^</>
{
— 1)

Jo J;

,2

-
I

sin’</> cos*'(^cf<^,
Jo

HO that /(;), (/)=-/ iq, p).

Hence the result is again

21

Case TV. I.,et p be o<ld, == 27;? - - 1 ,
and q be odd, =2n - 1.

mj* __ Q

/(2m - 1 . 2« - 1
) =

^

(2m-2)(2m -4) ...2

(2?H + 2it- 2){2m + 2n - 4) ... (2« +2)

n , r cos»"n’ 1

/(I, 2n-l)=j^ 8111^ <•<>««"
2«

/(l,2n-l)

and
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'
’ 2 . 4 . () {27)1 4- 2n - 2)

2”‘--r("")2'-r(“")

^(-2--)K'-2~)

235. Hence, in every case we have the same result viz

[
sin^’

J 0

0 cos'^ BdO — ^

=i'fp+‘)

'

and it will be noticed that the occurring in the

denominator is the .mm of o/kI thr in llu^

Ilinnorator.

236. Am it has been assuiiKMl that /» n<jt * ' 2 nv<; must considi-r th»

particular ca.scs 1, /) — 0 .separately.

Whe

Now

„p-i,
I,

)'fr)
1 + p

J 1

,7+1 "f/+l

Hence, this caRC conforniH to the general rule.

When;, = 0, = ^
(„evnn)

{71 (xUi).
(u-l)(n-3)...2

71 (71 - 2) ... 3

In the case ?i even, the above result may he written

2^

n/tt i'V).
.
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and in tlie (jase n ()dd, Uie result is

sVr(tLJ>) rQrf

fi r

J-')

(”J-)
2r !L+2\
(H2 )

Hence these c-ases also conform to the general rule

i) 0 do

-

'ITrjy)

'

ir/iirh mat/ therefore he assumed in all cases where p and q are positive

integers.

"I'M. Thin, tlien, is a very convenient formula for evaluating

({uiekly integrals of the above form.

Thus,
I

sin* coH^d dl:^~
.0 •JFiS)

A . # . i \ 77 . A . 5 . ij . A S^TT

. 0 /4^3
‘2*^1”

If. Junvever, iJtc limits' he other than 0 ami an integral

multiple of 'in' muM find the indefinite integral either hi/

a red ui't ion formula i>r hg the method of Arts. 114-117

before insert in
(j

the limits.

23s. Integrals of form

where A" = a -f

[l^his form obviously includes all such cases as

f . . f ...JU
+

}(a-\-bx+cj-r’ J(rt+ 6j:+ (v-)'' J .r”'

f dx r x^dx f [x—}))"

f A,r+ rj;-y” J -f 6z+cx'’’ Jex-~+ax-f 6
®

J

I. (’onsidor tlie ciiho when ?n.= 0, ix-

Put P={b+-2cx)SK
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Then = 2c.\>-f-7>(^4-2ar)^p-*

= 1c (^“— ^-r/c

+

^cX )X^
~ *

= (2p 4- 1 ) 2c
A''^’

-f-p {h-— 4ac

)

X^' ~
^

;

.-. (64-2(a:)A''’ = (22)+l)2c/o.,. + p(i'-— +«<•)/(,,,.-1.

2(2p+l)c 2(2/.+ l)cJ"

This reduction fails when 2p4-l=0, but in that case tlie

j 1 • r dx 1 , 1 .-i •.
,
and has Ixien considered in Art. SO.integral is f-— aiid has Ixien considered in Art. SO.

) \!aXhxXcxr
The formula (A) will tinally reduce the integration of 1

to that of something of thi^ form j*A"*dx, where s lies l)etwecn

0 and 1. If s — 0 or the integration can be written down.

Hence, in all cases where p is inte.gral or of form -
,
where

k is a positive integer, tlie integration of t X^'dx can lx* (*ti(‘cted.

J 2A*4-1
If p be a negative integer or of form — :} >

apply tlie same formula to lower (he index in the denomi-

nator, viz.

J

^ ~ p{b'' --4<ac) pib'^ Xic)]
^

or writing —p for p,

f dx (6-f2cx) 1 {2/>~-l)r C dr

(0)J

r dx

J J) ( Ir - - 4ac) X^' /> {Ir - 4arj
^

11. Next, consider the case wdien 7/i— 1, i.c. /j
^

^xX^'dx.

Put P^X'^^K

dP
dx

(p-f-l)( 64- 2cx)A^^;

.*
.

‘ = (2^+ 1 ) ^>

I
A' dx 4- 2 (p f- 1 )

c
I
X A"'* dx

;

6

l)c ''2c^"'"

and the last integral has been considered.

This reduction fails when ]> - 1.
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2C9.

Then

But this case is reduction is

required.

r V|)
In the case when = — 1 ,

i.e, /_
j ^

= I -dx, put P— JT^

dP
^-_=j-,(64- 2cx)T'’-'

= ^[6x+2(.Y-a-6x)]X*’-*

^\'p -

1

X’’

cX” , X’’ f.V”-'
••

J X
'^ = 2,7+2]''

^

=

that is

240. In the case / £ f , dx, put

P = JT^”
“

^ \^-\-bx-\- CX-.

<IP , ^ r I •>
,

x^-^b-\-2cx)

dx ^ ^ N -r -r
^2v/a-h^a:-f cx‘^

__
2 ( m — 1 ) ( (/ 4 bx -f rx“ )4 bx 4- 2cx-

2 V a4- 6x 4-

(2m~ 1)
bl,n-i+ 'incl,„•*. P = (?u— l)<f

- 2

wtiich connects witli Jm-i ^m-2 (niilcss m = 0).

xdx

I \/flt 4" bx 4"

b+ 2cx b

Now

y(:Ja-\-bx^ cxr Ja4- 6x4- cx^^

v/a+ 6x-f-rx“--- -^-
1= - s,fa rox-\-rx--
C

and Iq is discussed in Arts. HO. HI.

6
‘ 0 »
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241. III. In the general case since

a+hx+cx- ^ X,

we have {a-\-bxX cx^)X^\

and therefore

•^m-2, jj+l ^ ^m~2, ^ ifi -
1, pX p

Again, let P = Then we have

dP
= (m- 1

)x’"-^rP+i+ (?>+! )x”^-^{b+2cx)X^>

= X*" " [(m— 1 )
(a+ fca;+ CX-) + (p+ 1 )

(?>a;+ 2ca:^)]

= (r)i— 1 ) (IX”* ^ (VI -j-j) )6x”* 'X^X (m -}- 2p+ 1 )
cx^ .P

;

.*. x”'-'^X^+^

= (m-l)aZ,,,_o, ^,4-(97i,4.y,)6/,^_, p+(m+2p-fl)c/„.,p. .,.(E)

Eliminating Ijn- 2,p between (D) and (hi),

We thus have, collecting the results,

^m-2

\

= (t j* X^' ctr+ 6 X^ dx+ c j*x^X^'dxy ( I
)

)

(m+ 2p 4- 1 ) c dx

= x^""^ — (m— l)(t Jx’^-^A'^^dx— (?n+j>)6 Ix’^-'A'^dx, (E)

I
x^X^ dx

~'2(p+ l)c 2{p+l)cY ^oY

or, writing — for p to adapt them to the use of cases in

which the index of X is negative,

j
J[v-^

Py.ni— 2 ^rpin-l Cx^
=«p^p dx+b^-^^ dx+c^j^-^dx, (D')
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(m—

= pr (ix-(m-p)b l dx, (E')

A'‘
(ix

1

'

2ip
.i+

1(P-1)c\a'’'-'^'^ sa] A"

242. Remarks.

The case of p = ~ 1, in which formula (F) fails, is

- 1 — I /

But in this case we proceed to partial fractions, and no

Hiduction is recjuired.

Equation (D) (p positive) expresses one integral in terms

of three others, with a lower power of X at the

expense of introducing higher powers of x
;
and

Equation (IT) raises the power of X in tlie denominators.

E(| nations (E) and (E') reduce to integrations with the same

powers of X but lower powers of x.

Equation (F) connects with two integrals, in both of which

the index of x is lowered, whilst that of X is

raised in one integral and remains the same

in tlie other.

Equation (F') plays a similar part for the negative index of X
243. Integrals of form

^{pxAqf'ia+ hx+cx-)'' (bn, or

obviously come under the heading discussed, after trans-

formation, by making -f c/ = y, which transforms a-[-hx+cx^

to the form + where

= — Bp^= hp--2cq, Cp- — c^

and

becomes

j

{pxAq)^{a-{-^x-{-cxr)'^dx

i
1 + By+Cy'^)” dy,

and similarly in other cases.
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The particular caHes where 6 = 0 or o = 0 come under the

heading of those discussed as ^x^*'-^{a-{-hx''Ydx in Art. 217.

244. Integrals of form In=[ 7^
J + vxYs'd + ox -f car

244. Integrals of form In=[ 7^
J {q -^pxYs'd + ox -f car

may be regarded as coming under the head of those discussed

in Art. 241, for the substitution q-\-2)X = y immediately reduces

them to that form. But as this form occurs very frequently

and is of considerable importance, it is desirable to consider it

independently.

T I T) \lCL ca^
Let

Then

dP _ b-\-^cx {n’—\)pJu-^hx-\-cj?‘

dx 2{cj-\-pxY~^s/a-{-bx-{-cx^

__
(64-2ca;)(7+ ;7a:)— 2(71— l)f>((i-\-bx+ cx^)

2{q+ 2yxYJa+ bx+cx^

2 {q+pxYs^d+bx+cx'^

where \+ + K/^ = qb— 2 (?t — 1 )pa,

/jLp+ 2ypq = 2qc+pb— 2 (7i-— 1 )p6,

= 2jpc— 2(7^— 1 )
pc,

from which we obtain

X = — 2(71 ~ 1 Yap^—bjyq + cq'^)lp,

juL = — (277— 3)(6p— 2cq)lp,

j/=— 2(77—

2

)c/27.

And 2P = \In+ /jiIn^i+ vIn_2 is the formula sought.

That is

The case where 7i = l is given in Art. 287, whence can be

found from the present formula, in which the coefficient of

vanishes when 77 = 2. Then /g, 7^, ... can be successively

derived.
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5i45. The integral

j ^ /J/.r+.V dx _
^ J {px+ qr ^ + bx+ c

may be wiitten as

where /,» is tlie integral discussed in Art. 244.

This therefore constitutes a reduction formula for J„.

But both this integral and the more general integral

J

,

/ Mx -f N dx

J bl.r* -f- lix 4- Cy* bx + c

are more conveniently evaluated by differentiation with regard to one

of the constants involved, q in the one case, C in the other, as explained

suRsequently (see Art. 364).

246. The integrable cases.

Denote for shortness by (m,p).

The special cases

(0,-1), (0, -J), (0, i), (0,1)

are all simple elementary integrals whose values have been discussed.

Formula (A), which connectH (0,f») and (0,/?- 1), will therefore continue

the series both ways and yield

(0, :t|), (0, ±2), (0, ±}), (0, ±3), (0, etc.,

i.tf. (0, ±^) or
(^9, ±— j,

where k is any integer.

Formula (B) connects (1, p) with (0, p), and therefore contributes the

integi-als

(1, it), (i. iSii),

where k is any integer.

Formula (C) connects (-1, p) with (
— 1, p—^)> ^.nd (

— 1, ~i) and

(
- 1, ± 1 ) are simple cases already discussed ;

(-1. -J). (-1. -i). are contributed;
and (-1, +i), (-1,+^). (-1. +5). et<= J

aa also (-1, ±2), (-1, ±3), (-!> i 4), etc.

• 1, ± it),

(
- 1, ± '), a>'® contributed where t is any integer.
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Formula (D) connects {m- 2, ;> f 1 ),
{m - 2, {m -

1, ;)), (w, p)

(0, + 1 ), (0, ;?), (1, p), (2, p) are connected,

(1, ;>+!), ihp\ (%p), (3, p) are connected,

etc.
;

(2, +/•), (^ ‘7').
1

(3, -fX‘)i are contributed,

(4, rf/;), (., *77).
etc.

Formula (E) connect.^ {ni - 2, ;>), {m - 1, ;>), (wj, ;>) ;

therefore also (-2, +/•), (--» I

' n I P pniitr:are contributed,

Hence all integrals of form

j

" dXy wliere A'
: - a -f*

ca7i he integrated in finite terms irfwn j) is of fin'in ±k or

and m, k are integers positive or negative.

Examples.

247. 1. Taking

[ „ /^-f2r.r 2(2/;-l)<' f d.r

j ^ p^' i -C'’

whei (‘ A -f />.r4-r.r* and k - iar - //-,

/ dr h-i-2rr 2c f d.r

j Ar--ir+kj A’

f dr (h-h2rr) / I 3c \ Or- f /tr

J X’" /t V2X“‘''X-.\7‘* C i A”

f dr h-k-2rr / 1 5c 10c-\ 2ec® f dx

J x'"" r" i.3:v>‘'':u-.p'''x-=.rb p J .i

•

[liERTKANn.
1

r fti-1

2. Show that if /„ -
j

-^.dr, then c/„ + ^>/„_j + a and prove

rdr_ 1

"2c
dr

A
*
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and tlcdiKc

f .r “ (f.r .r /> ,, h

/ -v c 2c “
log A+-

h.r — (IC

i -v

=
2c" C*

+
2c^

"

f <l/' 1
log

.r- h

i .rX~' 2a A'*2^/.Ix’

f
<Lv

__
h 1 />= — ar

f j-^A' a \/ 2If/.c-
4*

2a'^

, fd.r

[Bertrand.]

a\.yfir-

[Bertrand.]

('I’he value of
J

^

ocriii rin^ in eat‘h of these results is given in Art. 80.)

4. If A' 4- ^>.''4- <./•*, jn-ove tlint

I _v<'
-’i

' “
57-^;.v/' i>,y, j

" * j '.v^i
*•

[Bertrand.]

T). that if : .r- 4-
-t- o*.

.vL ,--"-'V fx'-'d.r.
I 'Ji 7/ i- ] } 4(7/ + I }J

•' + " vL

f). Prove that if A' -.r- 4-.r 4- 1,

[Rt. John's, 1889 .]

, f c/.r 1, .r^ 11 1 2.r4-l

/' ' < i-- -JCi/' - 1) f</>-
.v-i'' '

:!/' iA>-

7 . Sliow tlial if /) he a |)ositi\(' integer and A’ . : .r- 4-*^’+

(1+2.,-If 1 (2/,-n/2\ 1 (2;,-l) (2/5-3) /2Y_Jl_
3 L,7.V" + /+/, liV3/.\>-' + /,(/, -l)(/>-2) V3/

(2/5 IK2/,-3)...3.1/'2Y“‘l-|
+ ••+

/,(/, .])... 2. 1 V3/ aJ

(2/5- I )(2/- -31... 3.1 2 /2YY^„-,?i:+4,
/,(/) — 1 )(/5 -- 2) . . . 2 . 1 ^3^3, \/3

f
^ ^ ^

5, being a positive integer,

4" -r -f 1 )
a

1 + 2.rr 1 2 ) {=
~3“'L2,i-

1
y"4‘^(2H-l)(2»-3)V3/ ^^'7-

+
(2«- l)<2»- 3)>2n - 5

) \3j

+ -'''(
2H-l)(25i- 3)...l \3/
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248. Reduction of /,. f
,

dx,
]ja + b,v'-\-vx^

Let and put =
•'^v d'.

Then = («- 3)a-"-

'

-./A'+j”

_ (w— ." )a'"“^ (ir+ h.r^+ <',/•*) -(- b.r
’' ' - 2r.r”~

vT

_ (m—

+

—

1

("“ 3 )a./'"-‘

249. Integrations of

jeospx cos" </x dx, ( i i

)

Jeos px sin" (jx dx.(i)

(iii) j*sin px cos” (fx ilXy ( i \‘

)

Jsin ]>x sin”qx dx,

including etc.

J cos” qx

There are two claases of reduction fornmlae for such in-

tegrals.

We may connect

jeos px Qoa^qx dx with Jco.sjxt coh”--^^’ dx,

or we may connect

jeosy^^^ co.s”7/.r (/.c with Jcos(p— f/):r coh”“L/x r/j?,

and the like with tin* otlK^r three ca.s(\s.

250. First, we consider tin; former class of reduction.

(i) I^et /„s=|cos^>a:eo8”^a:(fa:.

Then

J
sin px ^ . nq C , ^ ,

C0B”f/a:+
J

sin pa:cos”“Vya: Hin (/X ax

sin px

P

„ ,
nqf coHpx „ ,Q,OB^qx+
^

— - cos” <yxsin (jX

+ — — l)7COS"“^7/x( 1 —cos“7/x)
j
fycos”ryx} f/.r

|
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sin;7:r ^ vq— COM 'px c<)s”“* (jx Hin qx

+ pi
^ {

— ( '**'— ^ ) cos’*”''' qx -f- 'll cos" qx} dx
;

/, n-q-\j co.s"''(/a:,
•

• yn= -^~(piiinj)XC08 qx—nqcoHpxH\nqx),

. 9 ^ «—

2

»

• I — cos”“' ( X
— cospx sin qx

d coFi^qx

dx cos j)x
: cos"-^ qx

_n(n-l)3r2

jy’—n^q^
»»-2*

p sin px cos qx— nq cos px sin qx

cos“ px

Hence ilie reduction fonnula may be written more com-

pactly as

j _ cos“;jx d coH^'qx 7i(7i— l)q-j.

jr— fi ^q^ dx cos px p- - n -q^
'

By successive reduction, the power-factor coH^qx may be

reduced either to cos^'o; or to unity, when 7i is a positive

inte^(T, and the integration can then be completed.

If n be negative (=— ?a), we can, by solving for

express the same formula as

j _ cos^;>x d Hec”*qx^ p--m^q^
j^

7n{m-\-\)q^ dx conpx 7)i{7n-\- i)q^

and therefore a reduction formula for
|

dx is also
I COS QX

furnished.

Similar work and remarks apply to the other three cases>

(ii), (iii) and (iv), but it is desirable to consider them in

detail.

251. (ii) Let ^co»px sin^^qx dx.

Tlien

~
I
sin px nm^-^qx cos qx dx
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sin px . nq= - sin^n'.r -
^

V V

cos vx .
,

^ sin” 'qxc.oHqx

+ {(H — 1 )q i^m^'--qx(l —Hu\^qx)--q siii»'gx'}(irj

sin px .= X- C1T1« r
^

.
,

vq . ,

^
sin” qx 4- ~r> cos j^x i^\n^~^qx cos qx

nq

P
o j*<^c>s — I )sin^““</x—w sin”^/^'}^/^;

n-'<7“\ ,
sin” V/.r, . .

,*. ^1— ^ {p sill ]JX sin qx
|

7iq vos px cosqx)

-/i(w-l)J,

‘

^ p^— n\'

n {n - 1
)^/‘’

/
])'—

7

r (f
‘^ n - i!-

• _ coH^px sin”r/.r i?(n — I)//-'

/»,= o ,
-

,. . . /n-2-” /r-Vy- (/x cos p- — nrq

252. (iii) Let /„ Isin y>x cos”(/x dx.

Tlien

cos y)X
Qos^qx -

V P J

j'co.s px (•os”“V/x sin lyx dx

cos px

-f

CAis^qx

P V

Sin px

/c/[ sm px
^qx sin qx

P
{
— (// l)r/ cos”-“(7x(l — cos-r/x)

I
qc()s'^qx}dx ‘

/t ^“7'\r oos”-V/x^

\ ~ p~ “ jr
JfXiMuqx)

_n{n-~\)q^

p^— n^q^

^ _ sin“px d! cos”<7X (71 —
1

^” — n-(f dx sin px p‘‘ 7i‘4/^
**~®‘
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253. (iv) Ijiit I Hin'^qx dx.

Then

(M )S px .

Hill

P
« , r
7^+ p J

P^ am^-^qx coH qx dx

cos po: . W7 ["Hin 7>a;= ^ -sni”7:r-f- ^ ^

P P ^

co.s qx

f.sinpic

“I p
“* ^ )7 l-«iri27^)-g sin»'(7j:} r/x

;

/ nY\j sin« ^qx

\ y/^/ ir
— W7Hiny>x cos (/x)

/ - - siri«-U/x
" ^^7 7f
~n-f

_ n{a~\)q^
p^- ny =

__
sin“/)X {/ sin"^x n(n

^

’* //“ - n’q'" dx sin px jr - n~q-
1

7

>x jP

254. Tlic four results arc tliereforc

f „ . cos-p.r d cos^qx
I cos i)x cos”ffx dx — ---

,
,-

J qr— ii -q- (lx cos 7'>X

II (ii- i)q- f

r-n-f J

eospx cos”“2yx dx.

f . , (•os''7)x (i sin"7x
Icow /Jx siiF*f/x ax= ^--

J ' jr— dx (!os px

qr~ii^7^ J<^os 7>x sin”"^^'^; dx.

, siirnx d cos^qx
sm px cos'^qx dx = - v, , ;

— -

^
^ p^— trq- dx mn px

n{n-l)q'n(n — \)q- f . „ o i— \ isin pxcos”~2(7xax.
p^-.rq- J

f . . ,
Hin“px d sui^qx

\»in /)x siu^qa: dx == -

J
^ ^ — //-q^ dx sm px

n(ii—l)q'’ f •
— 1)7" f . • ,— Isiuipxsin'* “^ox^/x.
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That is, if A stands for the first factor and P the second, or

power-factor, I.e. /^ = P dx, we have, in all

(2>"->rq-)In=
"fit (j)

“ " ( " ~ ^

or ( 2^^
-nY) I„=A~-P - h

(

ii- 1 )

.

Writing -771 for 7i, for the cases where n is negative, we
may write this as

m (m + I )(//_„,_2 = A - (/r - m^)

255. Such foniiulao fir« more particularly useful f(»r negative indices

of the power factor. For if the integral sought be, say,

^
cos4rHin^3j* t/.r,

the “ multiple angle ” process h)r sin^3.r will he more convenient than a

reduction.

Thu.s, sin^3.r = ^(sin 15.r — 5Kin9.r-|- lOsin 3.r)
;

cos 4.r Hin®3x - ^^[(sin 19j'

-

f^in 1 l.c) — 5 (sin 13.r 4 sin 5.r)

-f 10(Hin 7.C ~ sin -r)J,

and the integral is

1 (“{uis 19.r coslhr 5co.sl3^ 5cos5.r lOcosV.r lOcoH.r”!

“2^L 19 13 r, + f 1 J*

But to integrate
j

jirocess is useles Therefore wo

change n to — 7t in the second of the formulae of Art. 254.

Then
/* con ji).r

^
d sec;p.r j' conp.?:

^
J 71(71 + i)fy’ sin” </.r 7i(/i4-l)y*i niii'^qx

whence

and

whilst

f cos 4j‘
,

/
. . ,

djc^
j sinMr

coh*4u‘ d ser4x 13.5 f cos 4.r

3 . 4 .
3* c4r sin*3.r ^3.4.3* J sin* 3 .7:

r co.s 4 . 7: ,

1 . dx-
J sin* 3 .7;

c(»H*4.r d «e(' 4./'

1.2. 3* dx sin 3.r

7. 1

'

1 . 2T3» J

froHiz

' sin3x^^

f
co.H 4x

J

J sin 3x ui-j- y
'‘2J Vsiiix sin 3x

- 4 sin dx

1

o log Un - 1, ,“ i<»g tan — " f 2 < OH JT

;

o 2
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henco

f
cohHx d 8<-c4j; 13.5 ( vam^4x d sec 4a;

j siii^3x 3.4. 3®
tit; Hin'^3.tr 3.4. 3^ \ 1 . 2 .

3^ dx sin 3?;

"
1 . ii ; 3»(2 2 ^

tan y + 2 cos a-

— etc.

256, For the second mode of reduction, mentioned above in

Art. 249, we may connect that is Jcosj:)xcos'‘ 9a;c/x or one

of the other cases with

^p—q,n—l With ^p~'2q,n~‘2t

I'o shorten the expressions we shall use the notation

Cp for cospx, Sp for Hinpx, etc.

Ti le mode of pr(K.*edure is the same in all cavses, viz.

:

r^iit P^the j)ower pictm'xthe counplemeiita'inj fiLHction of

the other factor. Differevf iate and rearrange.

(
i ) ^p.n^

Let J\=^SpCg*^.

dP
Then ™ —

= + ’i?) Vi - ;

•'• = (P+ <^x— nq dx.

(ii)

Let P^ — fipSfP.

Then
dP

= V*[( P + ’'?)Vi+ «?'*?-;]

;

•'• = (P+M) ^
(iii) h.n-\vcdx.

Let = CpCg^.

Then -2WpC,"-TlJC„C,"-»S,
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(iv) =

Let S',/.

dP

= - [(?'

+

'•iq) »,A,
-

1 ;

.'. l\ = -(/' + '»?)
I'''',

'/^+ "7

We thus ol)tjiin the four results:

(1) (p+»7)j ”dx= s<,c,;‘+ nq
1

L/x.

(2) V ’‘-'"7 dx.

(3) (p + nY7)j .S',,c^,"y/x= -<•/',’*+ "7

(4) (/I+ 717)1 .S'j,.s,/(/x='. — i'',.s'/‘+7*7 1/ N (lx
1

(‘-~H <1 •

Thus an integral of tlie iirst kind connects directly with a

lower order intt'gral of tlie first kind
;

an integral of the s(icond kind connects dirtsdly with

a lower order integral of th(i fourth kind ;

an integral of the third kind '‘oniKH'ts <lir(‘ctly witli

a lower or<ler integral of the third kind
;

an integral of the fourtli kind connects dirt‘ctly witli

a lower order integral of the sS(‘eond kind.

Thus to connect an integral of the second or fourth kind

with one of its own kind, a siicond operation is neceSvSary.

For example,

wj

p-q + {a - l)q

wliich coiincots with 1"''^,

and niinilarly for (/x witli

2-/’ «/

' f/j,
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257. Avoidance of a Reduction Formula.

For integrals of tlie classes under discussion, viz.

cos px cos^gx dx, etc.,

it is oft(‘n convenient to avoid a reduction formula altogether

so long as n is a positive integer, when we shall require to

put tlie [)ow(‘r-faetor (coH^qx in this cas(i) into cosines or

sines of nmlti})les of qx, as seen in the example in Art. 255.

Proceeding as in Art. 112, the formulae required are:

2” cos"(^--^ —etc.

— 2
[

( )s n fP
1

’

j
c( >s (n - 2) 0 q~ cos (a - 4) + . . . -f A'"]

,

wliere K —

2'‘
'( - I) - sin” d ^sin sin(a - 2)t^

-f ...-P( ~ 1)
* —-_sin^

' ^ ’ n — 1 q-

1

if n ho odd. (D)

Tluui taking -qx,

2”cos”(y.r cos jKV II series of form 2^ Kr oonrx coh px, say,

=:^ Kr (cosr^px +COS r -* px),

and Jcos^u-co.s"^.rdx-.^„(^;^A, - +2^Ar —

takiiijr (lui‘ account of the (inal tenns.

Similarly we may proceed in the other cases.

'rhe formulae (A), (ID, (Cl, (D) can bo readily reproduced as

e.Nplained previously in Art. 112 for any particular value of n

for which they may be reijuired.
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Ex. I sin 2.t sin* 5.r dj

‘

J=.
_/+ '

,;(y + ^)4- ir,(,/* + y-20

/. taking ^= 5.r,

2 cos 6^-12 cos 4 0 4 30 cos 26? - 20 :

sin*r).r sin 2.r — - ^^^[2 sin 2.rcos 30.r - 1 2 sin 2j: cos 20x’

4- 30 si n 2.r cos 1 0.r — 20 si n 2./:]

= - 32.r - sin 2H.i' - f)(sin 22.r — sin IHj’)

4- lo(siTi 1 2.r — sin 8.r) — 20 sin 2.7’],

, f ct mr J i rcos32.r cos 2H.7' /cos22.r coslH.rX
and jsm2rsm':>.rdr^. -

)

258. The Integrals

(1) (2)
J cos' j;

’

J cos' ,/•

rcosiu- rsinvx
’

J sin'V J sm’ j;

In case (1).

J
fees

jj. f2 oosx (•<).s(n —
1 )x - (‘()s(n — 2)x ,

”
J cos^'x J

cos''x

- 9 / _ /ri-i, j>~i '* n-2, p
•

Tn case (2),

J
C(}S'’X J

2 COS X sin (n - l)x - sin (a -- 2)x

For cases (3) and (4), let

In case (3),

{

cos nx , , fsin nx ,

• ,,
dx, Jnp 1 dx.

Hin^x '
J sin^ x

J sin^^x
J

In case (4),

J fsin nx
dn,p

J siiFx

- 2 sin X sin (n 1 )x ] cos(h 2)x

sin^'x

I sin X cus(7f — 1 ).r sin{ n — 2)x .

• „~~\,p.. \-\-d U~ ’i,p-
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The canes (1) and (2), tlierefore, reduce to lower order

integrals of the same form.

Tlie cases (3) and (4) reduce to lower order integrals, but in

each case the forms are partly interchanged.

{

CO»S 77X
dx we

cos'^aj

might as an alternative method express cos 9ix as a series of

powers of cos X and integrate each term by methods already

discussed.

I s 1n 7 /X
If 71 be odd

J
be treated similarly by

(‘Xpressing sin ux as a series of powers of sinx and integrating

each term.

If a be (‘ven sin nx contains a factor cosx, and the integral

is immediately obtainabh^ ; r.<y.

fsin 4x

J siii'^x
lx

f 4 sin x( I - 2 sin^x) ,— I >_ ' (.(j3 X dx
J sin-'x

= [(+..-' -8.s-2)(/.s= -.t-b +~
J dsiir'x 8111

X

Similar remarks apjily in the other cases.

I’ .
icos.j.r

,
ie()s4.r

/
eoa .i.r .

250. Kx- 1. .
(/.r - , dv

J J ees-.7 / cos^.r

L J cos./' J c<)S“.r J J cos'\r

~
4

I
(4 cus^.r - 3) </.r - ‘2 J

(2 - sec^.r) dv

- J
(4 - 3 sec^r) c/.r

-
^ ^

,- 4.

j
_ ^ 2 tan .r - 4.^* + 3 tan.r

4 sii» 2.r - 12.r 4- 5 tan.r
;

or otherwise, and more readily, uiihotti a rc<hictio}\^

- 20 ros'V -f- 5 cos .r

J cos^ ./ J cosh'

j
{8 ( 1+ eos 2.»

)
20 + 5 sec* x} dx

--4 sin 2x - 1 2./' 4- 5 tan .r, as before.
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COS o.r
(/.<•- -2

1

81 n'\r J

/sin4.r
,

T cos 3.r ,
. ..

t/.r f . 3
-

' sin-.r J siir.r

"
^ f cos 'Xr

, i'
sin 2.r , “J

- j sin.r J sin-.r J

r
_^^|

Sin2./-
^^^.^

j

cos.

L j Kin-.c J sin®

--4j
1

(cot .r — 4 sin cos ./ )
dr -

^
j

,r

f cos ./•
,

d*
1

' c

J sin’.r

== IG
sin = .r 1

- 12 loLC sin.r
2 ^ 2sin“.r

8 r - 12 lo^ sill ^
t'()src‘‘.r

;

or otherwise, hikI iuou‘ readily, u'ithout a rediu'tion,

CvoHiKT , rl- 1 2 sin- j-
-I- IG sin^ .r

, .

I a,r I
. (( sin .r

J J snr‘u'

= - A (tosee^.r — 1 2 1< sin u* -f H sin“ J*, as Ixdore.

260 . Integrals /„-
J COS /A/’ J Sin /A/‘

p'^y^jx=.
rsin^'-yu'(l -cos-yA/*)

J eo.s /)x J fOS/)X

= — nin^* "2y>x (/x 4- / ,j_a

-•. /n =
sin” ^;)x .

i!,.
+
';=;

r(*os”“ 2/;x( 1 sin ’y>x) .

jsui/>x
j

sin />x
^ ^

- - tlx +./„_2 ;

Also since

A-

h-

J.-

sec px,

j(.Hec px — cos //r) </x — - +

Jcotjox dx~^ loosiiiy;x,

f(eosec2>x siuy;x)</j:
J /* p
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we liave

»2tifsin2«/>u; ,V I
^ dx

si 1)2” ^ f)X

2 n~\ in~:\

shr'/rx sin px
'A

n
sin

c;()ay>x
” 2n

2ri - 2

1

px
>

-f log tail

siip/ix siny^x.MU UJU .—
-h log-vsecpx,

’cos2”^)x

^
J .siii2>a;

fcos'

')-
.sin j>x

OS^ ” “

^
/ >X CDS^”"^ |>X

2//-1 '
•j7r^:r

'*

eos‘*y>x co.s /;X

H
+

1

4- log tan^,

cos^^px cos^"" -px

'In 2/^—2

(•( )S*px ^c< iS~px
4- log sin px.

2(1 1 . Integration of

J COS r/x* Jsm 7.f jeos </./* J sin qx

(i ) \\ v may regard p, (j as int(‘grai and pi’imc f-o each other

For if p, (]i he fractional, - and
^

“ respect i\'el}/ , let

be reduced to the forms

1

A\ R,

S ' R ’

where .S is tli(‘ L.o.M. of s, and ,% and Aj, /vg arc integers.

Letx~>Sy. Tlu'ii

{

cos

sin

co.s

sill

(px)

iq^)

dx =

I

cos /^^l\

siuVAfV

c( ).s / R.\

sin V S)

X

X

(fx~

cos

sin
{RiV)

'nky)

Hence we only need to consider the case wliere p and q are

integers.

The signs of p and q are also immaterial to the discussion.
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if p and q were not ])riine to (‘aeh oth(‘r, l(‘i (i be

tlu' (i.c.M., and let p — Gj>, q==(!(i', and let x-= 'I'linn

f ."(^//x)
, f . (/>'//)

c/x= d.,,

where p and q are prime to each otle'r.

Therefore we shall need only to consider the case where p, q

are pofiitivp intffffvs, otJirr

(ii) Snpposinf;;)>(y.

Siiico cosy>x+ cu.s(/> — 2(y)x = 2 cos (p— 17) x com (/x,

COS nx — cos
{ p— 2<i)x — — 2 sin (/> — f/)x sin qx,

sin -f-sin (p
~ -7)*^ - - {]> - r/)x cos f/x,

sin />x— sin (p ~'lq)x— 2 cos (/>— ^y)
3'sin (jx,

we liave

fcos px
dx

,^sin ( /)-7)x_
j

-‘2q)r
dx

Jcosr/j P--'/ J1

cos qx

f(;os px
dx — .y

^‘OS( /> 27 )x
dx,

Jsin qx P 7 .1

sin 7-^

Tsin ])T
dx —

_,^cos(/> -q)r_
j

(•sin {fi 2r/)x
(IX,

JeosYT p~-7
1

sin qx

rsiny>x
dx ~

,,sin(p - 7)% fsin ip 2./)x
dx.

Jsin (px P 7 )
sin qx

Hence, by a snfTicient number of nshictions of this kind, we
can reduce ilui inh*^raiion of

{

cos

sin

V,{ )S

sin
(fyx)

dr

to that of another intf^^ral of the same form, aay

1

cos

sin

cos

Px
dx,

w here P lies l)etwe(ui q and ~ q.
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H (*nc«‘ \v<‘ sliall no limitation upon our m(3thocl in

tlu* discussion of siudi int-cj^rals in assuniin;^ ;> <; ry.

(iii) We take, then, y> and <j positive, inte^u-al, j)riine to eacli

otlicr, and p <7 - d’lie ease y; and 7 ,
both even, need not be

considered, 1 )ein^ a reducible case as shown.

Now

if n evrn,

cos nx —

if n be o<id,

sin fo - sin-j”

1
sin“(/,

}
wliere - 1)

sin -ar -sin-x
CO.s^ix— cos .Til -

,
.sin“(/,.

if n ])e even,

sin-a. — sin-x
sin riT — n sin.r cos T 11

1
sin-d,.

if n Ih' odd,

, rir
> where n» =—

.

I n

, “ snrur-
sin }}x n sin t 1

1

1
sin“(Xr

And wliere neces.sary a factor sin^ar — can be written

as cos“T cos-’(i^. (See Hobson, 7Vir/<>7?f>7/ic/r?/, }). 114)

Factori/in;^ Uitli numerator and denominator of

cos

sin

cos

sin
i^F)

the number of factors in th(‘ numerator is less than that in

tiH 3 (hmoininator, and in all cases the integrand can be thrown

into jiartial fractions iiy the ordinary rules (factors not re-

peated) and expressed in one of the forms,

.4 A cos T ^ sin X
_

^sin^u - sin^jr’ —^sin^a - sin^x*’ -^cos^x - cos^a
’

and the particular fractions

dsinx ^cosx A A
cos^x - r 1 - sin^x’ cos^x sin^x

may occur.
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(iv) Finally,

fsin ucoH,tdx

J
— sin'-^ir

' VtaiUf /’

= la, .1.

J Sin-^a - Vsina/

f sing cos » (fa _
cos^a Vcosa^’COS^X - cos^d

(lx =: lo(j tan C+!)-

and

dx=^- lo^r tan ^ . f
,Jcos^x-l ^ 2 JI~sin-.r

Hence in all such cas(‘.s the inti'^nation can 1 k! performed.

It is not essential that the munvvixiov ^

(fur) sloidd \)e
sni

factorized. It ini^^ht be expainled in powers ol eosj’ or sinx,

as the Ciiae may be. ]>ut ihv Jadorizatam is vmt rru i e)i t
,
i>rr-

semis no cJitfievIf i/ ,
<(n(l as it ruh' is sunjile)' in a ppl outt noa as

it indicates in factorizeci form the values of the c(nistants

occurring in the partial fractions

(cos jj/

262. f^x. Puid the integral 1 -

Leta'= Gy. 'I'lieii

/ees p/ ^ ,
/((>.s4?/

-/r.

/- 6 an.l
J cosAf/ ' J Ci>> A//

by the first reductien fornnila. (Art 261, ii).

. ;iy
'fa.

Also
rcos2y^^

J caihA//

'
J

- sirey

.sin - .sin=*y

</.V

// ftjf

"
,)

'^ney |( --nr >iii

.TT TT

1
‘ .sm

,

4 2 CUM y

d

. ,.77 ,77 1 SlIl'V
Sill" sin^

^6 2

.77 . 77
rtin* siir-,

4 6

Hin - si n -

6 6

eo.s f/

77
s 11 r y
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• ..TT . „ 7rsm‘ sill-

.
1 TT

, , ^^\nv+ —— iJIllll ^ ' «

• 0^ • TT () .17
SlU^

So f.u', obvious arit)inictlcal .siiuplibcatiou is jiostporied, so Uwit tliv

general pi ocvss inay 1>e exlnbited and made clear.

Si)nplif}'ing the anthiiK'tic, \v(5 shall finally get

Iz tZ''
^

*“ fi
- “

‘’'«*^''{r2+i)-- "’"«)

Integrals of form

fcos’V-r^^^. rcos'V<.r^,^.

J COS j‘
j sin .1* J cos u* J sin ./•

where p and n are integers, n being positive.

HIh'so aro ^eiiorally into^ratod as follows;

h^irst |)Ut llu* powor factor in the luiinerator into the form

of a s(‘ri<‘s of co,sines or sines of inultiph^s of jjJ', say

(rpx).

\Vi‘ ar<‘ (licii (m iiitc^ratc cacli tonii, viz. oxprc.ssioii.M (jf type

COS
^

(‘OS .

''sin

sin

cos

(rpx)

(Ir

hy a. nHluciion formula, a ca.s(‘ of Art. 2() 1 (ii), viz.

:

,

sin (/.•-
1
)J'_rc( js h'

,,
si n (

/.•
1 _ fcos (k -

JcOSx'’^”' k-~\ J
COS3

k—l J sinx

,
C<)s(/, - lp_ fsin (/.

"
'

7v'~l J
cos a;

f

sin (k—

sni X

f

sin Jrx

COS X

f

sin kx

sinx''^"^ “ k~l

which obviously follow from the trigonometrical formulae

cos I'x+ cos (/,•- 2)x = 2 cos X cos (/.’-
1 )x,

etc.

lix -

dx-- dx.
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Kx. (_A>nsider
J co.s.r

We have, taking; //^

2^ cos® 3.f — ( v 4-
" )

= etc. =- 2 co.m 1 h.r + 1 0 cos O.f 4- 20 cos 3.v3.<-(y+;)'

cos® 3.r 1 /co.s 1 r).r

cos.r 2^ V cns.r

cos®3.r 1 /'co.slTj.r
^
Tx^os 9.r 10c<)s3.r\

cos .r cos .r /'

But

/
cos 1 5.r

clr^-
2siiil4.i' 2sinl2a’ 2siul0.r

14 12 10

cf)s 9.r

<;os j-

co^^ ;i.r

cos J!7

./.r-

(/.r=

2sin8.r 2sin6.>' 2 8in4.r 2 8in2.r

2sin8j' 2siii(;.r 2sii)4,c 2Hin2.r_
^ ^

4.,,.

2 sin 2j-

Ilsinl4.r 2Hinl2.r 2sinl0./‘ 8 sin 8./'

14 l2 lo 8

f cos®3.r - 1 r2 sir

j -cos.,- 1

8.sinG./’ 8sin4.r 12sin2.r
,

~]

---(r-
+ -

4 ' + 2 '’'J-

264. Integrals of form

J COS q,r J sin f/.r J cos (/.r J sm (/.r

Tho.se are dealt with in a .similar inanm*!* to thos(‘ of the

])rev^ious article.

First expressing the power factor as

sin ^

we re(luc<^ the integration in each cast^ to that of a series of

terms of type

, cos ,

{px)
(/cc,

cos
,

.

('/»)

and proceed a.s explained in Art. 2G1.

1'- T . .7 rco.s^njr
,Ex. Iiiteirratc /— / ^
ax.

^ J COH 4x

We have, taking =

2® <.;oH® r>.r -- ^2/ "k "
)
“ <*tc. - - 2 coa 25.r 4-10 cos 1 r)X 4- 20 cos h.r

;

f 1 r rcos2r>.r
, ^ fvAmlbx , /'cosG.r

,
H

^^a*U c.«4.r"^'’+'’j c.«4x J
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Tlie T'i'rliu'liim ffJi inulM

gives

i cos ry.e'‘ /> - 7 J cos </;r
^

/
cos lifi.r fcos 17.c

'. os 4.,- -vr^- -} 7os4.-
'''

2HiniiLr 2 sin 13./'

21 13

2 sin 21./' 2 sin 13.

l.r

J COS 4 /•

2Hin21./' 2sin 13.>' 2sinr).r f oos;r

21 l3 r> j cos4.r^
'

’

J cos 4.r

2 sin 11./' 2sin3j'

1 1 J cos 4.r3

;in(l

Hcix’o

i'cosr)./'^^ _2sin.r 7 cos {
— 3.c)

^
j cos 4./ ‘

I J cos 4.r

J
^ sin 21.C 2 sin 13./'

2*l~ 2r
'

10 sin 11./' 2 sin 5./- 1 0 sin 3.r 20 sin x
11 3 1

\vlicr«

/ cos .7' - f) C( >s ./' F 1 0 C< ‘S 3.7'

J cos 4./

/* 40 c< .s® ./• — 34 cos J-

J
‘

cos"4./'

. ,.7r . 3r ,

sin- -sin-
^

F./’

O • 2
^

2 suU sin-
n o

. 2
•'^TT

• 2Hin2— • - sin®

"'"8

- ^3 -- 20 sin
® )

c( ).s(‘c t a n 1 1 ;

cos 4.7’

^ ^ f - sin 21 .r - \ si n 1 3.r+ -- sin I l.r + J
sin 5./’ - sin 3.7’ F 1 0 sin

H L21 13 11 •> •/

_ J,- ' (3 - 20 sirC^) 00s,... 5 tanh-'
4v-2 ^ ^ ^ z "

-

^3
- 20 siiU cosec t;inli~

37r
^ ^11
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265. Integrals of form

fsin^'./* , fcos^’.r ,
C .r'i

,
C

. sn6'cr
^

7 r jfi

J COS^'X
*

fsiii'' COST
^,r/ -1

*X cos X
1

•1)X'I '
)

dx‘.

4-“

sin^'-^r

1 r(/>—
1

)

si!p'"‘^r ( 1
—

:J

-1 [(7 “) + -f’j

J r/ ^ I

Therefore, provided q 4 1 or 2,

('/
-

1 ) (7- .7

-
7' (

/>-
1 ) /y.- + r'-I,., ,,-.y

= — J’+yyxcoHx]. (A)

This formula will be found useful in evalualin^^ certain

definite intem'als 7)f the form 1
‘ dj\ in th(‘ easr when*

^ Jo

p^q and wlu're ]) and q are either both odd oi* both i‘ven

int(';:((‘rs >2; for in this case tlie rii:jht-hand si(h' \'anishes at

both limits. We thus have

/ i\/ / ,

.fsiidr, r'siid'~2r
(ry-l)(.y-2)J^^ +

i''"
J,, J-''"" 4,

=

where p<g>-2 (see (diaj). XXVI.)

266. In the same Wiiy, in the second case, supposin^^ q i 1 or 2,

y rc7)s^'T , cos^'j: p feos^' hr sin.r ,

^
7Vy^

J

-
7-'^^=-(7_l)x'/--,y-l) ^7 .

coH^'x p i f cos^'-V sin x)

(t/-— 1
)j'*v -1

7y
— 11 [ {q~2)x'^ “

i

1 fcos^'x— (/O- ])cos^’-“r(l ~eo.s“x)

^

V-d
= - - 7« sin

“ (yz’
1 j(

,jZ2
)

tr V-.'
-

(
/ '~ 1 ) /y, 7, V ..]

;

* • (7 ^)(7 ^)^p.n pip p~‘z,q p.q ii

= - h;?-i 1(7-2) «jsa:-yy3: sill x], (I!)

("cos'' >j'si!i.y

J
'
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267. A^ain, in the iliird case,

x'l cos(‘.e^'x (lx :

j7-H

"V+\

c().sec^'ic+

+

j.7 + 1

"
7
+"!

j) r x9+2

^7+^ 17+2

vi-ih’''

7+1
Ja:v+i cosec^'x cot X da;

cos(‘,c^' X cot X

) ctjsec^'a

^ ^ cosec^'

r

, .

= 4- 1
)

(
,/4_ 2 )

[ (7 + 2
)
Hin X+ px cos x

J

-f 7
l‘c7'"^^x— cosec^'x]dx

;

.•. (7 + 1)(7 + 2)/;,..,-j"(p+ ')7+-.y+2+y''7-.'/+.;

cosoc ^''^^[((7 -f
*

2 )
sin x-\-px cos xj. (C)

2()S. And finally, in the fourth case.

i.
, \

f 1

x'/h(m'^'x (lx --
. , sec'’.r

^7 +

1

a f 1

7+1
y.

(

----- I sec^’x tan X (lx

7 4d J

1 7-1-
sec-^'x tan x

y
4 o

j'a''/+'(/KS(T/xlairx -fse(y +"X)(/xJ

/7 see^’ ^ ^ y’

<-(7+

1

((,/

1

.

‘

•'• {7 4- 1 )(7+ ‘-^) ^y\7 “ y^(/^4- 1
r j4-i^“-^y»,7r-'

= x'/-^ ^ S(‘C7+^X
[ (7+ 2 )

cos X ~~}>X sin x]. (D)

It will ])(^ seen tlmt formulae (C) and (D) could have been

derived from (A) and {\\) by changing the signs of }) and 7.

26!). Integrals of form /„ f
^

</./’ or [x* sec”,/; f/x*, included
Jcos”./' J

as the, case // I in Art. 26o, may hv treated thus:

dx^n"~l dx—fcos
J cos"x J

COSX-- .

cos”"^ ^x

eosx-|- (a-4- l)xsin x
sinx „

- dx
cos^'^-x

^ f

•os”^^x J

[)S"''x Jt‘OS”*’X J

1 COS“X
dx

COS'

sin X 1 1
— X n r

^ Ai)-
cos^'^^x n (‘OS”X
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Therefore

,
, nx sin X— cos X ,

,

(w-f 1 = — [-nin^ ncos»*+ix

j _ nxsinx — coHX
y

^ j .

^ ‘ n (

n

+ 1 )
co.s" ^

^ X n 1
" ’

or, changing n to n-~2,

j _ (n 2)xsiiix
^

(w — l)(w— 2)eos

W-

/^ = Jx sec^x dx^ x tan x+ log cos x

and

7^ = 1^; secx f/x = x log tiin + j'h>g

Thus, /^, I^, ... can be readily written down.

But /., /g, 7^, ... ultimately connect with
j

log tan^^+^)^/x,

which is not expressible in tinite tc'rins as an iiidetinite integral.

270. Similarly, if 7„= . (lx or lx*co8ec^*a*f/.r,
" Jsin'*.>f J

7„~ Isin X .
- Jx

”
J sin^^^x

sin X - (n -f 1 )x eosx
u »« r ' '= ( — COS x) .

—- + 1
<*OS X \ / '

V /jjjIiTi-flx
J SllP‘*“X

. . X f cosx
/ , , ^ f I -sin^x

,= (
— COS x) -r—ITT- + I

-—

„

TT~ - (/^ + 1 )
X . <lx

sin"‘*'^x Jsin”^^x '

'J sin"^*x

cosx 1 1 / , , w/ /X
^sin^'^^x n 8in”x

’

/ ixT 7?xco.sx-f .sin X
•• (”+e^n+.- nsin"^'*'

or, changing n to n— 2,

(n— 2)xco8X4-sin X n — 2 ,

”” (n— l)(n— 2)Hin^“^^x^/i— 1

Noting that

Ly = Jx cosec^x f/x = —X cot x 4- log sin x

and /j, = j*x cosec xdx=^ x log tan
^— Jlog tan

^
dx,
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it is clear that 7^, ... can be successively written down, but

that 7y, 7^,..., which connect with jlog tan ^ rTa;, cannot be

expressed in finite terms as an indefinite integral.

It is also obvious that these formulae (1) and (2) could be

reproduced by taking

p ^ (n — ''l)x sin u?—cos x
p _ (n^)x cos x+ sin x

cos"“^x siii"“^x

respectively, differentiating, and rearranging the terms.

271. Reduction formula for

f

,.2n

s 1— V 1— A-./ -

n being integral.

I^et 71*-- (1 -X“)( I — and put P — x‘^'^~^sj li.

(I ,
— ( 1 -f /‘'"O

^ -f 2Jc-x^
Then

\ Jti

x2n-i
=--[{-2n~‘.\)-2{n - 1)(1 -|-/.^)x^+ (2« -1 -—

\ it

..2tj 4 ;*2n-2 7*2n

\ it \ it V it

Hence 7^ = (2)( — — 2(ii — 1){1 -f- -f(21^— l

_ .T2"-\//r
,,

)/-l (H-F), _2«-3 1 j

'^’‘"(2n-l)4--'^“2H-l F 2«-l'4'^

[Serret, p, 44, Tom. ii., 7h^'. d Inte(/niL]

By successive reduction 7„ may be made to depend upon Iq

and 7j by putting in succession 7/ = 2, 3, 4,...: and Iq, 7j,

which are respectively

C dx , f

JtT- X- vl
— *""

]s'1-x-n'1 k^x-’

are the integrals known as Legendrian Klliptic Integrals,

and discussed later.

When n~^, /r7i =x'"'*/77-f- 7^i,

X
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When 71 = 0, + *2(1 -3/_,,

and putting successively ??, = — 1, —2, etc., we can calculate

^-
2 .

etc., in terms of and 7p

272. Obviously, if wi' })ut ir = .sin(l,

sin^”d (/d

1 ---A-2.sin2H’

and the same redu(‘tion formula appli(‘s.

and /

-/v'^sin^d

can l>oth be conm^cted lim^arlv with

Thus I
r (!().s(‘(.r“" d c/d

J \ 1 — /i “ siit'^d

r dd

J v^l — sin'-^d

and
f siirddd

Js 1 -A-2sin‘^d‘

and the latter bein;^^

1 r r/d 1 r

A*“
J s 1 - sin“d A- J

we have connected (‘ach of and

1
— k'^ sin''"'d (l^\

/. „ with

iW

s i -A:^sin2d
and — kP" siit'^d do

27d. Inst(‘ad of startiii^^ with /»*, w»' nii^^lit have

proce(‘ded to form tlie coiiiu'ct ion n*(juii’<‘d by means of

intejj^ration by })arts, which pn‘sents no dithc.ulty.

Thus /f = (l-x2)(l -A'2x2),

'^^=- -2(I-|-C)x-i-4)t2x3.

]\rultij)ly by
~2sR

ami inte^^rate

fir“”
~ ^ (IP

But tl.c left side (2n,- y)jx2" -\'J{,lx

X^” *{] x^){\ -7V2)
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-(I IJ-^)

- (2«.~ :i)[/„_,-(i +ic^) + /.-vj,

tli<‘ r<*su]t already obtained.

274. Eeduction formula for

(l.r

j(l -t-rtsiir7>)'\''l -A-2sh>fr

wliere j'

lict R (1
- -./^)(I as b(‘f()r(‘; then

1 (III

2 (Ij

Tli(ai

jt
t

i-
‘

•l^ R<lr 'I(n I )iu--sjit

(lx
( 1

I

rt-l-)" '' (l-}-(U'-)"

(I
;
((./2)[(1 - x2)(l~;(-V2)-(l

(
k-)x--\--lk-^x*]

_-2{n l)«r2(l -/-)(! -kh-)

(I 2

(H 2(1-1 k-)x- -(- - 2 (;i -
1
)llx^ 1 -k-x^)

' ^

j-1 yj(i +fix=)-( (’(i+(W'=)M:_e(i+«j^)3

wii.T(; .1-1 /O-e-f />= 1.

an+ 2<iC -I 3(1 /> = « - 2( 1 -f - 2 (w - 1 )a,

a2(,’4.3fl2/> = :!A'2 -2</(l -I k-) + 2(n -])«(!

«s7)=:UV-2(»-l)aAi‘;

wliciici' \v(‘ obtain

aM= (2n-2)(a-t-l)(a4-i!-‘‘),

rt=/J=-(2M-3)[^f(rt-f2)+ (2«-f3)A'^],

aH'= (2«—4.)frt.+(«+'‘^)^"].

a®7) = — (2ri— 5)/:*.
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Then P = +
and /„ is connected with tliree int(‘^rals of tin* same form, but

lower order. Also, the formula is true whether n is positive;

or negative.

Now / = f
,

^
^ ,

and is Legendre’s tirst elli})tic intt^gral (Lhaps. XL and XXXI.).

(lx

and is Legendre’s third elliptic integral
;
and

/ _ f
^

(lx e/ fv. 1 k'^x'^

h =

dx'

_
^ r dJ' (t C\ I A

“
( s'{ 1 k'^y^)

~
^‘j v'l

and these are, respectively, L(‘g(‘ndre‘s tirst and second (‘l]ij)tic

integrals.

Tliese integrals /,„ /,, /_i are therefore all known. 'riu‘ir

properties will be discu.ssisl in tlie ]a'op(‘r place. W(; thus

have a means of connecting /„ with them for any int<‘gral

value of n, positive or negative.

Tin; same reduction formula obviously must hold for

r (Iff

J ( 1 -f •'^i )” \ 1 / - si n‘^f^

’

wliicli is only anotluu’ form of tie* .same integral.

examples.

1. If A"~=ax"-|-A, obtain reduction formulae for the integral

}

af
dx of the forms,

(i; + /u/,

f

P -0,

(ii) + 0,

where //, />', 7;' arc constants and 7/, K are algei)rai(' fimctioti.s

(Math. Tkii'.,
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2. Prove that

(a) j* COS“’‘</w/f/j ~ tun il) cos^ cf)

2n ^
1 >

2nj

~ tan </) scc‘“'‘~'

[Trinity, 1891.
J

..J
j* sec“’''^^</> : </'+(i _ 1 >

2nj

IL C. ,S., 1886.]

3,, Prove that

2n4-l
/ / 2»+l .

C LJrj-l

’

1 (a“ + X“) “ dx.

[I. C. S., 1886. J

4. Investigate a fornnila of reduction applicable5 to

X^(] + .C“

)

^ dx,

he re VI and /I arc positive integers,
,
and complete the integration

' m - 5, V - 7. [St. .TuU,n\s C(iLL., 1881.
J

5.
dx

that 4d‘> )
— 2)1 - 3

[K. P.]

C). Inv.e.sC'gatc formulae of reduction for

(<n
f

{>')

f'”'"

1 -rhjf^Klx.
^ (/“ 1 u-)’*'

O') {
- -- dx. id) f- „ dx.

‘Uu’-

r r”' f
{') 1

'
- - - dr.

)(/' 1;^
if) p-(.,/- + U“) - dx,

and o])tain th(' valne of ~ I) -r//.

7. Investigate a foirnula of reduction for

J{1 ./M

[CoLLKOKs, Cam n.
|

'(1

and )>y means of this integral show that

1 1.3

'2ii 2 2 2u -e 1 2 . -I 2«. -h 6 2 . 4 . 6 2u + 8

1.3.5 1 , . ^
+ O.. ,

^V‘

2 .

4

.6... 2n
^

375 :73(^+ 1 )'

Sum also thcj serie

1 1 1 1.3
+ "

., + .

1 1.3.5 1
,

...

27t + K 2‘'2« + ;i J.4' 2tt-tr) 2/4.6 2« + 7

[Math. Trip., 1897.J
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8. Find a reduction formula for

x^dx.

]rjr-V
Show that

2. 4. 6 . ..-27?. r. 1 1-3., 1 .3 ...(277- 1)

3.5.7...(2Ti'+1)L^'*'2'*‘’^2T4''''^'" 27fT7.^‘iir
'''

where a^, ... are the binomial coefficients. [St. Jomxn’.s, lS8<i.

]

9. Prove that if

and deduce

1 /

1
^

2« -
1

^
{2n -

\ ){2n -

10, Prove that

n{}i ~ 1) n (n - \){f} - ‘2) f

(27^- 1)(2./ 3) ..3 :r

27/(277-2)... 1.2
‘4'

[Maui. 'I'Kir., 1 S7 S.
j

1 . 3 . T) . .
. ( 2/// 1 ) TT 2 . 4 . I) ... 2/// 1

2.1. b ... 2/77
'

I 3 . 5 . 7 2/// -{ 1
2‘

11. Find a reduction formula for

j

< cos’'./* d.r,

where n is a jwsitive integer, and evaluate

l'.'“co.s*,r(/.r.

12. Find formulae of reduction for

(OXkoKO, IS.SI),

(1)
f
x"8iny: (/./,

,2 )

Deduce from the latter a formula of reduction fr)r

I cos CLT, siiFac /i/.

[CoLLEeE8 7, 1890.
I
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] ‘L Show that

(m + n ){}ti + ‘n 2
)18111

”* 0 cos" 0 dO

= (r/i - 1 )
sin"*-' ' 6 cos” -Ui - (n -

1 )
sin”*- ' ^ cos”+' 0

+ (??( - l)(m- l)jsirr-^-/?cos’'-"6'a!0.

[Trin. Cull. Camil, IS89.1
11. Show that

2’” f cos ?//,/' cos”* ./•(/./•

J

,, sin 2r sin 4r

where VI is a positive intetier.

1 o. Show that

L
- + • • • "i ri »

4 Z)n

[COLLEUKS a, ISSf).]

(’.m <-”,-2I<2»;<)-L2
Jo {ivi - 1){4/// - .u ... (2/// -+ ])’

lu lahriiX -’t positive integer. [Oxeoki., is^9
]

U;. UA'aluate t lie integral j* r "•*oos”»x (/.?*,

m ])cing a positive integer. [Coll., Isko.]

1 7. Prove that if

7,„ „ Jeos”' sin v.r dx.

[Rertrand.]

( vi V

)

7,„.

-

ctrs’^.r (‘OS vx f i}il„-1-1, »»-l

r T'
1 / 2 2“ 2^

2 :i

'* "
9”*\

and In.rA
'

Jo
*;)

18. If cos”'/ sin iixdx,

1 nt

?t,„
II
“ “ T „_!•

vi -i n VI F V
prove that

Hence find the value, when w is a jmsitive integer, of

f cos ”*/ sin 2////t/.r.

[7, 1887.]

19. If 7,

prove that 7,

""j"cos”*/ cos lix dx,

cos^ nx d /cos”‘.r
\ ^

m (vi - ^) j
-- 7t“ dx \cos nxj vi- - ?j” ” ’
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iiiul show that

r \)\

TT

20. Provo that 1 cos”./- cos 7cr //./
^

,

,

)i heint: ^ positive iiitegoi'. [Rektkam).
|

21. II III and n la' })ositivo integers, and if iit

n

he even, prove that

cos’” 0 cos 7i0 do --

III f II III II
,

1
Coi.i.Kors, IMS-J.

]

If cos’"./- co.s (/.r he denoted hy / (//o // ),
show that

I (ill 'll)-- /(///• 1 ,// 4-
1 ) I {ill 1, /; I).

' ^
III n in 4a- ^

( ( K K ISO. 1 son. 1

23. Prove that if u he a positive integer, yreatt-r than unity,

cos"“‘'X sin ns <

21-. If 11
,

„

„
j*./"" cosec'h/- f/./-, provt; that

;/
j [( 1, P . issn.

(?/ - 1)(7I - {71 ~ 'Jflini u - j u ,•

hj y !-(;/
'

2 l.i'ri>SJ COSOf'" h/'.

IMa'I'ii ’I'jiii'.,

J. (I,-
-

prove that //> {

n

-f 2) - ( 2?! -f 1 ) </d
a 4- I

)
4- // - </> (

a
;

O.

[R. P., St. .h)U\ s t.'oM,., 1.S81.

. , ... r. r* x'^ 1
"^' dx

2h. Show that if l'„ . : 1 , ,

JoN'l - ./*

2 + UnCdn - I
)
- 2/i Un-^^ 0. [( 'oM.koKS 1HS7.

27. ] Vovc that if fpirn)

J*

.r'" {x^ + oax 4- ry ^ dx,

then (2m - 1 )f/j(/a
)
4- 3a(2/a - 3)</j(77i -2)4- (2a/ 4)r ./>(/// 3)

- 3(W 4- r)'. [Thimty,['rUlMTY,

"-"t
^-nx C0R’rt;r dx.

prove that (ar 4- n~)u,a - iil{7il ~ 1 )
4- a. [Oxroun I. P.

,
um. 1
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-i). Prove that if I

„

.r (/,r

(1 - /v“ si 11“./ )^

then (m I )/,“/ ,„
-- (w - 2)( 1 + /,2) ^ q

[TlilNfTY, 1890.]

30. Obtain a reduction formula f(m the integral

/„ j*(a cos- -f 2/i si n 0 cos 0 + /y sin- d)->'

in the form

- (a + 1 )((/// - A-) - (2/< + 1
)
(c -f h)l 4- 'Inlj^

1 d~In

'^n [Math. Trip., 1898.]

31 . Show that I
-

Jn(l -c-sin-c/y)3

+ TT

.2j Ih
'

( being less than unity.

32. If p"
I sni X

(St. John's Coll., 1885.;

jirove tliat

and luMice that

{n -
1 )0 n in- 2

)- - - si”

MO yy,' -7
, ,

, 1 1 a oc 0(1

„ sin.y 2

1 1 1
, 1 v7

' ' i \ T \

. -f . _ -f . . 4 ( - 1 ) ), if n be even.
3 , // 1 '

33 . Jf A' I h,r'

]n’ove tln‘ exi.si(Mi(*e of rcduclion formulae of the nature of

(,) d" i'
\
d//i-f-o/t,

( 11
) J'"-

- i/1 M Y/O 1 _

, 2> 4* P d" ^'
2
^

(iii) •YVe fj.yy d" ji—1 d" f'n-^jyi4-2"

(iv) . YVe d- ji—i d-

(v) -nilYcU
fi ji 4" u\—n,p

and find the values of the fifteen constants.

f dx
34. Show that 1 , . .4.,,

J
(a 4-- bj- J- rjry

can be reduced to the integration of

f f: ,
ami f (C>0, i^>4ac),

J a 4- c.r- 4 (’.r** J
a 4- c./- 4- a

and integrate tlu^se expressions • p being integral. [Hkhtkasd.]
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35 . Show that, if P,

{n -
\ )u,„^ „

- - 4- (m + l)?/,„, n-i

.

[OXFOUD, 1. P. ,
1.SS9. ]

30 . F"ind reduction formulae for

(u) JtanlP'i/'d./-

;

<«

(y) [
-

r
37 . If I,„— r

^

wlicre .V «/./
-
-f 2 A./- -f r. show tliat

J N A

(iml,n + {
2)n-

-

I }r X.
i-:#, is91 .]

Establish a reduction formula for

J ,,-- f -

, .>

J ( , + f^)'\ A

whore X^ + l>.r^ r, in the form

showing that

A. (2n~2) j.Ayl~c - X JIo ^ RA),

( 2n 3
)

(.Rr - 2ylBh + 37^/f),

r ~ - (2;/ - 4) (.7/> - 3 /A/),

- ( 2)1 -

39 . Show that, if

„== sin"' ^ cos 71(9 rfd, si n"' (9 sin 71^

then 'Ari—i, n+i = A«.?» 1 1 ,«+ ~ 'o

where w is a positive integer
;
and point out how these results can

be used to find the values of J^.yi ^/n,n- [(’. s., 1S90.]
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40.

Tf T 1)0 a function of x such that

niT\^
\dx) +

prove that

1 fJ- ^ _ 3
.2„ _ 3^Adx\T^~^dx) 2^ ' fn-i

An-2)C (271-5)/)
7’n-2 ’

Apply the result to investigate a reduction formula for

Cdx_

]W
By a consideration of the case where 6' = (), /> = 0 (or in any

other way), obtain a reduction formula for

r dx

J (a + 2bx + cx^Y [I. C. S.
, 1897. ]

41. iVove that

j"r-v* .

where n is a positive integer, [Colleges a, 1890.]

42. If Wn=
|

show that 2nun = (2n -
1 )

(a -f
~ 2 (n - 1 )a/n/„_2 .

[Oxford I. Pub., 1912.]

4.'b By apidying the substitution a- — acos*6^ + sin^^) (or other-

wise), prove that the definite integral

p x^^dx _
Ja - ((){b - O')

is a rational integral function of a and b when n is an integer; and

evaluate it when n = 3. [Oxf. L P., 1913.]

44. If
J

sin-jc

obLiin a formula of reduction connecting and

Hence, or otherwise, evaluate

f- cos 2ilcf- cos 2il

J, "silicic
'dx.

where n is a positive integer and ^>x>0.

Consider the case when the lower limit is negative.

[Oxf. I. P., 1915.]
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45. By multiplying the inequality 1 >2 sin a: - sin^a; by sin^'^

and by sin^”^;, and integrating between 0 and Jtt, show that

r (4M + 3)(2/f-f 1) 2.4. .. 2 m |27?,(2m+ 1)

\ 47i4-4 2j^l.3.-. (2a ~l)^l 4a-fl ^
J

[Math. Trip. I., 1915.]

46. The expression

—
i

~ sin^^)^,

(1 -asin-^)*

where l>a>0, is expanded in ascending powers of a, and the co*

eflScient of is denoted by Prove that

[Math. Trip. I., 1916.]

rsin(277 - 1) X j fsin^M./- ,

-ax, Vn^
1

. ,,-ax,
J sin^x

prove the reduction formulae

n {sn+i - Sn) = sin 2nx, - Vn = 5,,+,

;

and show that if Vn be taken between the limits 0 and Jtt, its value

is where n is an integer. [Math. Tkip. I., 1914.]

48. If ^ cos^ 4>/a^ + sm^(f>/b\ find
[

» Jo

and provo that j" =ffai{.‘i(ft^ + /d) + ‘2a-i'-}/lG,

and that ['

Jo - [f, 1883.]

49. If f7„i^ Jsin”'x(a + Jcosi)“”</j:, prove that can be oalcu-

lated V)y means of a reduction formula of tlie nature

AU„->r sin'" 'V(a + 6 cos

;

and determine the constants A, B, C,

rc\ f* ^
».)0. I rove that I

-

'»\n+i — i

(a^ - 2cx + xr) 7L\n\

where X denotes 4(a- and is supposed positive. [Thin., 1887.]
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FORM \F(x,Jl{)dx, WHERE R IS QUADRATIC.

275. The integration of (‘xpressions of the type

j* dx

}A\/V
can I)e effect<]‘(l in all cjises for which X and Y are rational

integral algebraic expressions of degree not greater than the

second.

There are four Cases :

I. A’ and E, l>oth linear. 'k

II. X quadratic, F linear./
Yni JY-^y.

III. A'' linear, F quadratic. PutA" = -.

F
^

IV. X quadratic, F quadratic. Put

=

7/ or t/^.

jiV

Y
The genera] substitution -^ — yory- will effect the integra-

tion in all cases. Rut the simpler substitutions noted, viz.

:

J y — y in Cases I. and 11.

and A" = ^ in Case III., are better.

y
Case IV., in which we employ the substitution

F
or y%

is much more troublesome, but inchtdes the 'previous ones.

We shall, in all cases, assume the radical VF to be real.

276. Case I. A' linear, )" linear.

]{itx-yh)Jpx-\-q

275
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Putting V 4- (7 = 2/»

=dy

aa;+ 6 = -(7/^ -(/)+&.

Thus / becomes 2 f—;;
— -

,

]ay--aq-\-hp

which bein^r of the standard form

9f ?

_2f4^^,. where

is immediately iiitegrable, viz. :

: ^ tan~^ * or
a\ X

-Aeoth-’^,

according as positive or negative,

A__tan-4«</'£ii>
Ju{bp-a(j) Jb}>—aq

2 , 1 , n.r. -4- <1^

Ja{aq—hp)
coth-^^^g±//},

Jaq ~bp

Ja(bp --aq)
'

Vax ~4- h

or = _ 2c,h-i> ,

sja{aq —bp) \ /> > -h b

with other forms, the real one to be chosen in (jach case.

277. Another Method.

The last form shows how the factors of tlie integrand are

involved in the result of integration, and indicates that the

substitution mentioned above as the general sub-
ax 4 0

stitution would have led directly to this result.

If we elect to proceed in this way, viz. putting

we have

'2>x -f q
ax~-\~b

lit + 7
p^ ax +b'

+ ax-i-bJ

dx 2 dy
(ax’\-b){px’\-q)^bp—aq y

2 dy
or K

aq—bp y
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ay^-p
Now x= and px+qJ^-^Y orp-ay^ ^ ^ p-ay^

When hp -aq is positive,

f ^ 2
c

dy
]{ax-\-h)Jpx-\-q Jbp-aq ijp -ay'^

dy

r2

--sla{hp-aq)\ ,jp_y2

or oth(^r forms.

When hp - aq is negative,

dx

Ja{hp-aq)
r=r sin-i y,
q ) Vp

1
2 f dy

{ax + b)Jj)X -p q Jaq - bp J Jay'-^ -p

dy

Ja(aq— b2))

2
cosh -1 Id

V.nJa{aq— bp)

= — -y™=£=-~r.^. sinh”^ J
sjaiaq— bp) >Ja{aq— bp)

or other forms, the real form to be chosen in each case.

278. Illustrative Examples.

Ex. 1. Integrate /— f
J {2.r+ 3)v^4.r+ 5

2d,rPut

Also

Vir 4- 5 =y ;

\/4.r+ i

— dy.

2^+3 _y^^\ .

Again, if we put “"d

^=2-/;^'^-""- VI (AH. 87),

«. -=sin-‘-tA/‘*-i±5,
«/2 V^r+S’

'2(2-«)’‘
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which is the same as before, but exhibits the result as a function of both

the factors of the integrand.

Ex. 2. Integrate

Let

_ f ^ _
J (1 -x) s/2 — x

's/2 —x=

)n/2-

dx

v/2-^
— 2f/y ;

2^+1

= log^-±l
\/2-.r+l-= log -
y

- ^v,'.— ,
or other forms.

1 V 2 — — 1

279. An Extension.

The same substitution,

integration of

viz. = will suffice for the

C(l)(x) (lx

J Ajy '

where X, Y are both linear and (/)(x) is any rational integral

algebraic function of x.

For if Y^px -j- g = then x= --— and p dx— 2?y dy ;

thus
f <t>{x)dx

i{ax-\-h)\/pxyq
' ay^— (L(l-\-bp

and if 0
~ ^

expanded in descending powers of and

then divided by at/^ -f lf>p till the remainder is independent

of y, we have to integrate with regard to i/ an expression

of form

+
B

ay-+ (bp—aq)’

n being the degree of <p{x) in x
;
and each term is at once

integrable, after which operation y is to be written back as

s/px-yq-

280. Ex. Integrate

Writing ^/.r-^- 2=
3/,
we have

/
x^dx

(x- l)dx + 2

dx

>jx-^ 2
=^2dy and .r=:?/®~ 2, so that

a?-
I- 1

»_3 by division.
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[^=
/ (y* - 5/ + Oy• - 6+p-^)%

=^^-y‘+ 3y»- 5;/-icoth-*^

=i£+^
{ (^+ 2)3 - 7 (x+ 2)2+ 21 (^+ 2) - 35} - ^-= coth-‘

i.e. /=^£±?.(j^_.r»4.5x-13) + -i log^T^i^—

^

7 n/3 *'Va:+ 2 +V3
if the logaritJimic form be preferred.

281. Forms reducible to Case I.

The Htudent should note the variety of forms reducible to

the case considered, viz. X linear, Y linear, by a proper sub-

stitution. For example,

/I \ f ^irx 6 dO ^ /I • /j ,

( 1
)

f — putcos^=.r, 7.e. 0= qo^~^j:.
J (a cos 0 -^b)\/p 008 0 -\-q

f \^VOHCC Odd
i. i. Zl ' Zl i. 1

(2) I , put cot 6/=^, i.e. O= cot-^x.
J (a cos O-i-h sin 6) v n cos ^ 4- <7 sin 0

putcos^=.r, i.e. 0= cos~^x.

{a cos 0-\-b sin 6) \f

p

cos ^ si n 0*

=F=^, put cot*^=.r, t.c. ^ = cot“Wj’.
r cos Odd . . . ,

(3) /
; 771

—— r -

TT,
- "/

"

- - put cot*^=.r, t.e. d = cot-^s/j\
J {(tvj)8*0-\-bsu\^d)‘Jpcos^d+ q8m*d *

. f Zcos <94-i/’8in separate into two integrals,

i (rt co8*6^+ 68in*6^)>/pcos*^“|-g8in*^’ cot*^==4: in one and

(5) f
J (ar(f-\-be^*)\/pe*-\-qe~*^

(0 )

(7) f ^
^

J (aa: -f b ) s/x(px -f 9'

)

’

tan*6^=y in the other,

put e^=y, i.e. .r^^logy.

put loga:=y, i.e. x= e*'.

282. Ex. Integrate

, f 1+2co8*^ sin d

j (14-12 cos* (9 ) n/

I

+ 3 cos»l^ ^os*

0

Put tan* 0 = y ;
2 tan 0 sec* ddO— dy

;

tUTi $ SBC^ 0 dd j .

J (sec^ 0+12)^/800^ o+ ’i
(y4-13)N/y+ 4
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Now put >/// + 4 — z; ?/= 2* — 4, ffy= 2s dz
;

s*-6s* + ll

s‘^-f9
dz=j

^s'

^ IR .
/ /

3
~

^ 3» where s= V?/ +4 = vtaii*^+ 4 ;

(tan ^^4- 4)^ _- 15 (tan* ^+4)^-1--^ tan
14(r _,Vtan*’6y+4

3

15 (sec»^+3)i+f
283. Cask II. X quadratic, Y linear.

Let ,.f J'fe+ if

\{ax^-
I

^dx, M and iV being constants.
) (cLX^ -f hx 4- c) s/px -{-q

The terms Mx-\-N now existent in the numerator do not

introduce any difficulty and make the result more general.

The same substitution being made, viz. sfY= y, we put

and

ax^+ 6a: -f 0 reduces to the form A i/ -f By- -f C

Mx’^-N reduces to the form M'y'^-^N'

Thus I takes the form -

p ]Ay*A-B?/+ C ^

Now ^^ can be thrown into partial fractions

of the form
-f-

a'lf 4- + y a iB + y ’

and each portion is integrable by earlier rules (Arts. 155

and 156).

284. Extension.

Further, it is evident that the same substitution will ctfect

<l>{x)dx
the integration |-, where <t>(x) is any

J (ax^ 4- hx 4- c)\/]X + q

rational integral algebraic function of x. For when pxA-q=^ .V^,

• -V XJi and
dx

0(x)

ax^A-hxA-c

P 7/w+f/ p

reduces to the form

<iy>

Ay*+^l/’‘+0
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where n is the decree of 4>{x) in x\ and therefore, by division

and our rules for partial fractions the integrand may be
exj)ressed as

Ji 7y2n-4 I p ,w2n-6 4_ p i ^+M X'l/ + /u'

and each term is integrable.

A r {Hx) (lx
Again. l^i\- -

.
,

•!x(^) \^px-^q

where 0 and y are any rational integral algebraic functions of

X, may now be seen to be integrable by tlie same substitution,

for it becomcAS

[Hx)
Jx(^) V:

9 H!Z),

and till', nrw integrand can be exprcASsed by partial fraction

methods (Art. 1 52, etc.) in tlie form

V />i/r 1 4. V' - - 4- 'V

4. V̂
{A'y--^B'y+ C'y'

and integrals of the expressions (.if the first four terms can be

obtained by the rules given before, and tlie integral of the

last by aid of the reduction formula establislied in Art. 238.

•28,\ Ex, 1, Integrate / ?
- / ——

. ris
, ,

I^itting \'.r 4 1 = y, we have r- — iiay,
v.c 4 1

v'3 X^3

2 / r4

1

= ;7_co«-v';*V,.A + .3.r+ 3
+“

.

2

n/3 ^

Ex. 2. Integrate
/-.r^-,5.r-37

' j.r“-7.r-30 vG-’-l*

^2(/y andPut
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7=2
J ( I + ?)' - ^ ( 1 +yy- 30

_o ry- V--11 ,
® jy-sy^-so'^'''

^2ry-3y-4i
i (y+4)(-?-9)

= 2/(l+p-^4+ ^9)'^y

= 22/4- tan-*-^ - ? coth-»|

”l 4- tan-i
^
coth-

^

1

286. Forms reducible to Case II.

The student should again note the variety of forms which

may be brought under the foregoing rule by suitable substitu-

tions and integrated.

Thus

<'/

(2) j

v'^sin 0 dO

{a cos^ ^ -f ain 0 cos 0-hc 0) p e< *s 4- sin (i*

A\ »m b+

0

a coa^ d-\- b sin 0 cos ^ 4- c sin- 0 % p cos ^ 4- si ii O'

put 0 ™

separate into two
int(*grals. Use
(h--roirKr in the
one and

l9-Un-‘y
in tlie other.

(3) j

(4) /

(5) /

A V^sinh .r4- //s/cosh .r

a cosh‘.r-f A sinh rcosh tTc sinh-.r \‘p

d Vain .r4- /? Vcos X

X-{- fx coH %r 4- i' sin 2.r sj

p

cos x 4- </ si ii x

A \Asin x4- BJcoux dx

a 4- h COH (2x 4- a
) Jc< >s (x 4- /i)

dx

•osh X 4-7 Hinh x’
similarly,

from (2).

from (4).

287. Case III. X linear, Y quadratic.

The proper substitution is now A^~^-

Let
dx

(ax -\-b)Jpx^ -f <jx -f r

Putting ax-\-b=
,
we have, by logarithmic differentiation.
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and = + r

i.e. of form
Ay^-\-^By+C

Hence the integral has been reduced to the known form

~

(i]jAy^-Y2By~-{-C'

wliicli lias b(3en discuased in Art. 80.

Ex. Integrate

/- f - -
J

- l)s>2 „ i/' -f 2

l^t .r - 1 - ^ and theref<»ie .

-r - 1 V

lie rice / --

//V(i+;;-4(i+;j+2

_ j

d//
f

J V^l ~'1}J - i/^ J \'2

d// ,y+i
..1

(.V+l)-

=
(.r-]V2

288. Forms reducible to Case III.

Again we note the varieties of integrals which may l>c

reductMl to the present form by a suitable transformation,

for instance :

f H\n OdO

’ {(I cem 0 4- h)\p (‘o.H* 0 + q cos 0+ r
put cos 0 = .r.

putcot^?= A\
I

~
' ^— y p Li V V V/ u •

(ti cos 4- sin t^) V;> cos'*^ 4- ^ sin 0 cos 0-i-r sin-

(3)f . , putcot'i^=x
^ J coH**^ 6^ -4- /) s i n * ^'1vb > COS* ^ 4- O snr co.s- 4- 0 « i n *J (<i coH**^ (!y -f /> si n* &)\^/> cos* ^ y snr co-s-i*^

4

-

g

«i n* 0

(4) f
J x{a.r** 4- 4- q-i-r.r''^

(r,) f
J ooh(0-\-u)\^cos ( -f a )

s'ii 4- 6 cos 2 (^ -4- /i)

put .r^—y.

from (2)
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289. Remarks.

It will now appear that any iiit(‘^raiiou of tlui form

r <f>{x)dx

J (rta;+ 6 )Jpx^+ '/a:+ /

can be effected, 0(x) bein^ any rational integral alj^obraic

function of x. For by division we can express

where n is the degree of ij>{x) in

A^x"' ’ 4- ... 4-^4„_,x4-^4„

is the quotient, and M ilie remainder indiqxmdmt (4 x.

We have thus reduc€‘d the process to tlie integralicai of a

number of terms of the class

r AV"* dx

Js /yx2 4-7j:4-r

and one of the class

r Mdx

J {ax px^ (jx 4“ e

The latter has be<‘n discuss(‘d in Art. 2S7, and integrals

of tlie former class may be ol)talne<i by the reduction formula

of Art. 240, viz.

2/a 1

\lj)x'^-{-qx^r=={m~ l)r/„,,.,4- 4-

,

I

^

standing for

that is,

r

]jpx^-{.(jsJ^,d

] ^ 2-7,

i

-

1

Jp'x^ 4- qx + r 2m -
\ q , 7n 1 r

mp ^ 2m p 'm y/”

Ex. Integrate
J (

/' +
1 )
xO - + 1

By divi.sion
' .r+r

KX" + 1 +1 4- 1 (x 4-
1 )

n/./“ -f 1 y

'\/ar=*-f l’
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Then

/o siiih~*.r,

/ 1

-• ‘Jx“ -f- 1 ’

^
^

^
.r, by the reduction forrau la (7/1=2),

a :i
‘

,
.r\/.r*-l 1 3, y'v'rN 1 3 1 /

.,

-

^
.1

4^^ 4
'4-2-^""-

r 1

and foi' the la-^t part of tlie intei/i'ah viz. '1 |7“7, v

.

' j (/ 4- l)v'./-+ 1 >f

d.r d;!

1

"
“
y

’

1 dll

. 31.,,
‘4-1-1- . ,smh“b77

4 2

dx

f
'''-,

./ ( / -f 1 J i

_
r

J ^/.JX2 _ o

Vi! '

1 r <///
_

1

s'-jJ\\i/-}jy'-^l v'li

V/+1

,

sinh“M'*2y- 1)

-J
v2

ThtiH / /^-/,+/..+•i^—
, ,

j (.;-4- 1}n ./ 4- I

.7'k^ -
.;'l .r-sb'-

4- ^ x\x- 4- 1 4- 4- i

4 3 8 3

^ .siidr
,s

l-.u
*/- N 2 Midi"' y

200. Extension.

Further, \\ <* art' now in a posit it/n to efiect any

of the form

(>Hf) (Ir

where ^(x), xl*^^ rational integral algebraic functions of x,

and all the factors of xb^’)
linear.

For putting iiRo partial fractions, as described in Arts.

140 to 14(),

x(-^)

X'' • V'' ^
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Hence the integration can })e performed when we can

integrate

r x^\ix f dx f dx

]{x—h)Jpx*^qx^r' J {x —cYJpx' -f qx -fr

The first species of integral is reduced as already explained

by the formula of Art. 240.

The second species was discussed in Art. 287.

The third species can be reduced as explained in Art. 244,

or obtained from
r dx

J {x—c)Jpxr~[-qx-\-r

by 7? —1 differentiations wdth regard to c, as will be explained

later.

Examples.

Integrate the following expressions :

^
i 1 .r+l .r“ -f" Hh 1

xsfT\- 1 ’
(.?; - 1 ) v/.r -h 2 ’ (o’ - 1 )\^x 4- 2

’
(.?• -f 2) '>Jx - 1

2. L_ L
{x^-{-\)^x' (x2 4-2.r4-ii)V.^'+l’

X .r* -f 1

(x* 4- 2.r 4- 2

)

\^x 4- 1
’ {x'^ 4-2j'4-2)s/.r4-l

3.
1 1 J’2 4-.r+l

x\/.r •' 4-1’ (.r + 1 )
4- 1’ (.r 4- 1 ) ^^x'^ + 1* (x 4-

1 )
4- 2.r 4- 3

’

4. Prove that

Ar-s/::-;C dx 2 lx 1 .
i tan-‘\ or - log.-

,

J {x ^ f:)\ X V C ’
' V - r v .r * v' -r

according as c is jKJsitivo or negative.

5. Integrate
Vsin 0

[(\ 8., 1904.}

cos 0 (co.s d -f sin 6) v^2 cos ^ -i 3 sin 6^

0. Integrate Vsin 6> 4^ y/cos (a>6>0).

.. Integrate

9. Integrate

1

{(d cos'^ 0~ b'^mn^ 9)^cos

tan 29

/(•o»^ 9 4
8. Integnite

1)*
_

V(a - x) (x b)
'

(a - x)slx - b ’ (r - b)^a ~ .r ’
( 1 i x)\/i 1 jd

[8t. John's, 189a]
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10. Inte^nitii

11. Show that

j-3

fV(.r - a){x~h) [Colleges, 1876.]

I
- ; dx- cosli-i (ilr - 3) 4- ^ cosh“i {

^LJ^)
.

J a’v.r“ — 3.r 4- ii n/2 \ x J

[St. John’s, 1883 ]

12.

13. inte;(ialo

[x~a dx
[a, 1887.]

J 4- 4 1 [(.OLL., 1879.]
^ ^ 1883.]

dx

i(l 4-.r-jv 1 -.r2‘ [I. C. S., 1888.]

14. Integrate

(i)
I (in two ways).
2 (1 -.r)vi -.r- [Trinity, 1890.]

(li) f
J(1 -'2x}s'l-h4x [Coll., 1892.]

IT), integrate

f dx
i'

j'^dx f dr
' (x- X)\^x~~ /i' j (.r -4 l)(.r-f 2)(.r4-3)

[Math. Trip., Ft. I., 1920.]

291. Case IV. A" quadratic, V quadratic.

9'lu* integral is now of the form

1
-

J (a,x2 4. 26jX 4- r, )v/a,x2 4- 2b^+ c,

where a linear factor has Ix^en inserted in the numerator, as

in t\ise II., for the same reason. [See also Art. 1894, Vol. II.]

15efore beginning the integration we make the following

preliminary remarks:

292. (1), The numerator of tlie subject of integration is for

the present linear. We shall consider later, as in previous

cases, a numerator wdiich is any rational integral algebraic

function of x, viz. <p(x).

298. (2). The cases 6,*'’aiCi ami are excluded.

For (a) if V = the expression becomes

rational as regards x, and such integrations have been already

considered.
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(yS) If6,2 ’OiCt
Mx-\-N

would be resolvable into j)ariial fractions either of the form

A
.

B re k‘> \
(if 6,- = o,r,),or

P+g'^ifa+yy'
and the forms of integral resulting have already been con-

sidered in Articles 287 to 290.

294. (3). may be regarded as positive without loss of

generality, for in any case in wdiich this is not so, we may
change all the signs of the factor ayX--\-2b^x-{-c^, and finally

change back the sign of the result when the integration has

been effected.

Hence we assume: (1) positive, (2) a^c^ — by- positive*.

295. (4). We shall assume the subj(a:t of integration real. If

expression has n^al bictors, and

may be written

™ a2(x — Xi)(x— Xg), say, where Xi<X 2.

In order that the radical should be real, we must therefore

confine both the limits of integration to li(^

either between — x and X, 1 , . ...

, ^
^ V when a., is positive,

or r)etween X.^ and -f- x) ,
J

or l>etween Xj and X2, when a,, is n(‘gative.

If b^<aeP2 ^
the factors of 262a: -f c,, are unreal, and

the condition jyositive is all that is lu^ee.ssary that the

radical may be real for all values of x. The limits of intt*-

gration in this case may therefore be any real (juantitiiiS

whatever.

296. Reduction to a Canonical Form.

(5). Lemma. Any three expressions of the forms

Mx-\-Ny a^x’^+*‘lbyX~\-Ci, + +
can be in general simultaneously thrown into the fornip

Pix+Qi,.

where ^2 linear expressions of forms x— Xp x-’X^

respectively.
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111 ordor to do this it is necessary to determine the eight

quantities x^), (P, Q), 7i), (/^) ;
and we have eight

linear e(|uations to find them, viz.

Ih +?1 = a,. Ih +?•> = «>> P +Q = M,

+7,2-, = -

It folloWH tluit

-b,. P,^i +<l-F-> = -K’

p.^i'+ q.p:.f= C-,-

Pa:, -t- Qx., = -iv,

1, 1, «i b b CLy

Xo, = 0 and Xj. X,,

xy, '

= 0.

Also, as the consideration of the cases in wliich .U or Y are

p(‘rfect squares is to he rejected, we may assume not equal

to x.^.

The determinants give at once on division hy

a ^x^x h^{x^-\-x.^)
^
= 0,|

1

(
1

)

T 1

_ L.Lzi^ —
b^c.r Ik,(\

whence x^ and x.> are determined, being the roots of

—
)p t ( b^c .,

) -= 0 (2)

i.r. Cy-Pp+/1 = (),

where' A, B, C niv the co-faetors of a, b,c, in

o, b. c

0.,

aA ~\-hB-\-cC.

That is, p is given by
|

1, ~~p, /)'

<L„ c>

Th(' remaining six quantities are found at once by solving

the eijuations

y) or ^'] (3)
b.,. i -N, I

P +? = «,,

P^i i Fj =

wliicli (jive

or

(P, Q) respectively.
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297. It may be remarked that tlu* e(|uati()iis (I) may be

reproduced immediately from the fiiiictioiis

by the simple rule

:

“For X- write for 2x write and leave the

coefficients unaltered.”

In the case when ecjuation (2) has one root infinite.

Now therefore the general theorem of our Lemma fails, and

the case must receive separate consideration.

29S. (ti). In this case, viz. the three expre.ssions are:

Mx+N,

and putting

tlu-yaro
,

and therefore are simultaneously r(‘dueible to the fonn.s

/'i+Q. y'lfMvi. r2c'--)-72.

i.e. the same as if we ])ut ^2
=^ fornirr transformation.

299. (7). When — ^ the two (luadraiic functions are
((•2 1)2 ('2

the .same function, and the integral tak(‘s the form

/ f * ,.h.
J ((ix''^j~2hx

and a reduction formula may be u.S(‘d to connect with

f Mx-^^N'
;

2hx-\-('Y

whi(di has be(‘n considered Ixdore (Art. 85). Or th(‘ int(‘gial

I may be deduced from tlie latter integral by ditierentiation

with regard to <\

900. Illustrative Examples.
Kx. 1. In the case

3.?j- 11

(7.r^ - 4ar-f 103)^1 - 70.r +1 r,5
’

7x^X2 - 23 (.rj + 1 03 = 0, 1 whont cj .r, f .r^ r-_
(5

^

1 \x,X
2
- 35 (.r, -f- X2) -f 1 55 - 0

; / - 5
,

and therefore x, -- 1, — ti (the order i» immaterial).
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Alsn p-\-q

V + T>q

'.1 1>V 11,1

3r..
1

1

nr

f

givin^r Pi ••M
( )r ••11 <»r /'

f/,- ^
<1,J1 V

And t}i<* t I’ansforiiH'd is tlicrcforo

+ -^2

Tv\. 2 . Tn the ca;

4- + f;4V

j-
- 3

:iO/ + r)().r+ 131 ’

h,,

3./ “ ~ ao.r -f 79 - 3(.r 5)2+ 4

,

5 r- — r>l ).r f 131 - 5 { r -- 5)-' -f f>

,

Puttinj^ .r- 5 4 ,
tlic 1

1

;uisf<>rin*‘(l result is

^‘ 4-2

(3^-=-f 4 )n + d

oOl. 'I'akin^ tlir ^nu^ral eas(‘ we suppose for the

i''L <
'

prest'iit
I ,

‘ 0
,

A' -a,x2-i-2/>,j- ;-c, .. •

7 ,^2=.

}' ayi'"-!- 26yr4- ^2 '

w}ier(‘ = — Tj, ^2 — '^ •^*
2 -

HO tliat ^^2
' “ *^1 ‘^2

Also, we are to use tlie transformation

_ 2/;y/-_pC2
.

V~X' t-Cj /Ofi“ i

and ^ f 72s\_

Now a.ul
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C = = (p.^+ f/j)
(
/3,r

1
1- <? .r^)- ( Pi )

- f/i) (
I-

= (?¥/2 -y'2'?l)(-»l-^2)= +K,

jr ' ^‘1
) i /'f

t,e. A=-- +1,^’ “I r.C
|6i, 62]

wlien expressed in ternis of the original coefficients.

The points on the ^raph of

2l}^ -j- C
2

where the ordinate lias a inaxiinuni or a minimum value,

i.e. the “ turning-points,’’ are given by

^1 = 0
,

i.e. by ^,^2 = 0
,

and are therefore at ^^ = 0 and ^2 = ^^* = and x — x.^;

and th(‘ values of the corresponding onlinates, viz. and 2/2

•

are plainly

y
=^? and ^2=-^*

y>i

We shall suppose the graph such that x = Xj gives the

minimum ordinate and x — x^ the maximuni, and that X2>x^.

Again, clearly is an asymptote, and the curve cuts
«!

c
the y-axis where y==-. It cuts the x-axis wlnu'e

^1

a 2^2 -f- 262X 4- Cg = 0,

i.e. in real points P, Q if

in unreal jx)ints if

It cuts the asymptote where

a2x2 4- 2622^+ 02 02

ajx24^ 26iX 4-Cj a/

,
1 a.Co~ a^c, 1 B

I.e. where x = -
1
— o >0

I.e. at a point R at a finite distance from the y-axis, unless

— a case for the present exclinh^d.

There are tliree cases with which we are concerned, i.e. in

which some portion of the graph lies on the upper side of the

x-axis» otherwise sfY would lx? unreal.
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(2) ^

- CTj

N

/ R
1

Ara-,.o;/

+ OO

A
A

a
2
positiue

0 PV^Q

Fig.

802. These are typical Civses. It will be seen that we have

tak(‘u -Xi and the turning-points lx)th on the right-hand

side of the y-iixin, i.e. Xj and both positive. The student

will liave no ditheulty in making the necessary rnoditications

for any particular case in which the numerical values of the

several constants are given. It is to be observed tliat and

9'i are necessarily lK)th jjositive, for di has been taken positive,

and tlie rcx)ts (d

OiX* f 26,x f = 0
,

ie. Pifi®
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are iinai^inary
;
also that and both be negative, for

is to be real. Moreover,
.7^2 positive one,

for P 2/P1
being regarded as the itiaxuniim ordinate.

As unreal values of XJY (ic. (/) are to be excluded,

and A' is to be regarded as positive, it will be clear that we
shall only be concerned with those portions of these graphs in

which ij is positiv^e, and the limits of integration of

cMx-\-N

must be such as to lie within the boundaries of such regions

as make this true.

In Fig. 17, y i-^ positive from x= — x to t=
>
i^ud tlu'

limits may tlu'refore be any n‘al (|uantiti(‘s \vhatever.

In Fig. 18, y is negative between x~OP (^Xj) and

x=OQ
{
= X)\ therefore the limits may lx; anything

between — x and Xp or between X., and -j^x, both

limits to lie in the saim* region.

In Fig. 19, y is only positive between x^Xj and x-\.,, and

the limits must both lie between these valu{‘s of x.

303, The Integration after Preparation.

We are now in a position to proceed with the integration of

J AX' Y
which w’-e shall, to begin with, suppose to have been trans-

formed as explained to the form

Putting t = 'i/, we have dx= — X-A^ €iC2

also. y.^-y

y-Vi

Pi PiL''+<hiy

_'Ii.

7i'

\Pi- 7)

t Pz’ >h JX,.V X2 X,

=-A- .

^2 ‘Jpi ^ ^2 'J'l v/y-. jy
’

!

v'^Ax^-XiVy-y,’

tlie signs of the.

amhiguities h(‘ing

goverrual by the signs

o£ and f,,
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'i.e, both if

first — second if x^<x <^2 ,

both — if X cx^cx,^.

As the typical case we take x^<x.^<x and both signs positive,

a
and note tliat x,j,~x^

original coefficients.

Substituting in the integral

1 nr
, Q\ .I'i

,

if expressed in terms of the

dy

r f d>j - f
IvVi/i-y)

P
r

,
eos

vy>i

P .~
. SUV

-'V;

^'V

//

yi

'hi'-'iAy-yi)

Q

v''/!

Q

cosh

sinli-> .1

S' 7, V
l-H
'

-'A-J

jKix,,~-x^)

if he -f-'"’; or,

1
I

if
//i

Ih' negative.

And the siiitahlt* inoditication is to he made in these general

n‘sults as to signs of radicals and reality of form in each

numerical Civse which may j)resent itsSelf.

d04. The Ixteokation without a IhiELi.MiXARv Trans-

formation.

If it he [)refeiTed to pass directly to the integnition with-

out the preliniinarv transformation, W(‘ proceed as follows:

I
f

^

Let y-^
Ajj-^+liftiX-l r,

Tl.en
1 dy ('rf -t ^2

2y dx |- 'iftyT-f- r.

a,r,+ l>i

r-+2hiX+Ci

(a^
}

ft.,) (ft , .r+ r
,

) - (n

,

J+ft,)(ft,a;+c,)

A'}’

I ./

AXY
I J

iXY
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where J is tlio Jacobian of the two ([uatiraiic expressions

viz.

Hence

202x4-262, 262X4-2C2

dy J
dx~ iX^'

Let x^, Xcy be the roots of the ecpiation J = 0, and ?/j, y„ tlie

corresponding values of y. Then tlu^ ])oints (Xj, v/j), (x.,, //„)

are the “ turning-points of y, i.e. tlie points of maxiniuin oi‘

iiiiniinuin ordinates of the graph. Lt‘t y^ be the ininiinum

ordinate, the inaxinunn.

The equation giving
,
x.,, i.e. J — 0, is obviously

(a^h^~a^h^)x^ - [(\a.j^-~c^a;^x-{- =- 0,

i.e. - Bx 4- /I = C,

where A, B, C ar(‘

determinant

the cofactors of a, 6, c in the standard

A = a, b,

o,, fc,, C,

a.n b.,, C.,

and we may writ(‘ J 4 4(.'(x— Xo).

Again, any straight line y = /x will cut the gra[)h of

y ==
262x4 C 2

a^x24-26^x4- Cl

in two points which are coincident in the two cases /m ~ y^

and /Lt = ;?/2-

Alsr. l Cifi
(j fj.

—
fj. Y

Hence, wluai
fj.
= y^ or the numerator niUvSt contain

(x—Xi)^ or {x---X2)^ as a bictor, and the e(piation

(Uj ~aiyu)x24-2(62— 6iyu)x4-C2— c,^--=:0

must have in these cases e(jual roots.

Hence, the necessary valu(;s of /u, viz.
?/j and ?y.,, an* the

roots of the (piadratic

(62 (^2

i.e. (bi^-aiCj)fx^ i
(a^c^

l 26162)^1 (62-'- a 2C2) =-(),
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(X— Xj)2

.72—y= («i,y2— “2)

[«, ,supp(>.swl po,sitiv(;, 7 intermediale between

Yj aiid Fi^s, 17 and 18J.

>'.'/» -.7.X-r.,= ±
(«!?/., -a,)

-

Uk' sl^nis of tlie ri^lit-hand sides

])ein^r ])oth p(>sitiv<i, if x^<x,
2
<x

;

tin* first positive, the second negative, if x^c^x

)x)th n(*gativ(‘, if x <Xj^<x.^.

Substituting in the original integral, and taking x^<x^<x
as th«‘ standard ease, \ve liave

J A\/} J A\ 1

J s.y -f

‘2 f Mj- j-N A^ ,

fi5/i-4 iV 2A2
,

J A\ r J

1 r A 1 A'i
^

Mx.,+N a4
•icj

[
X., x-x^ ^/-+ x-x.,

1 Mx.\-N
I c (iy

- -sa.,— a,v, 1 ,

•'rA; Jn7(7-?/i)
4 -N«2-"i.yi

J'7(7-?/i)

1 .l/x„-fA
/

lit
’ X., - X,

dy

'7(72 -7)

+J’ co.sli-’ \/
•' +t7 cos-’V ^ 7i

be positive,
^

.'/l 72

= -l-A siiih ’ J — b’sin-' J if be negative,
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where F and G are constants, viz.

„ Mxi-^N
I

il/xg-fiV
!

for it has been seen above tliat C{x^—x^) —
The suitable modification is to hr made in tlubst^ <n*m‘ra]

results as to si^n of radicals and reality of form in each

numerical case which may present itsc^lf.

305. Comparison of the Processes. Construction of Examples.

Considerable arithmetical simplification accrues from iln?

treatment shown in Art. 303, but of C(jurse at the CH>st of the

initial reduction to the canonical form.

Tlie method then? shown indicates a m^dbod of consini<*tion

of such examples, for the values of pj ,
p.,, q,,, P, Q, x,,

are there all at choice, due care bein;^ taken that ar<*

lK)th taken positive, and that (p, an‘ imt both m'^mtive, as

explained in Art. 302.

[See a paja^r by Kussell, cited by ( Irei idiill, Chapter m the

Integral Calculus.]

306. Various Forms of the Coefficients.

The two coefTicients may !)<» thrown into Viirious forms;

for since y-p-
(a,~-a^u)j'-

\
'2{h, Wy -r

(Art. 304)

is a fraction with (x-x^pas a factor in th*‘ nuimTator wlem
^z=zy^^ or with {x -x.,)^ in the inimerator wht*n we hav<;

by comparison of coetii(dents

{a.
"i.'/i)-^i

•(!>,- 0

and {<h -lih,- r-- 0,

a.pp
1

1 (i.,x.. \-h..

so
2/i
=

1 t-^'l

and
If-l

O^X.,
,

/l,

a^h.. - a ,h,

a^x
ami a., -

(i^x,,\-b^

and aj5.,— a,. h (Art . :ioi).

Also Pi t 7,
:=x: a,,

1

r/,.r

,

<t X f
h

Pi^i f 2
‘ ’

/h
>^1

- x'

P .:
( 'l l

~
«a. 1

(l.rX., 1 K f'.rT,
j

/>.

= ---k.;j
• V2~

•^1

' q.,
“ '
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whence wc; liave tlie. following inodification.s of the coefficients

in Art. 30:1, viz.

:

1‘ ^ P ^ P P
^

v/A>,{j',-r,) jK{a^jr., i-h,) VlP A’
“"2

_ Mr.,\ N _ N
I (J

(s., A(rtjj-,_, vajX.^+61 A-—4^0
Mx., I TV . . .

And .similarly for tlir ccxdricicni involving Q.

’U)7. Convenient General Form of the Result.

It apjM'iirs tli(‘ii tiiat if and y., bo respectively the

ininiiniiiii and inaxinium ( »rdinat(‘.‘< of

_
a.j - • - r., / } \

f/y- ‘ ' A/’

and iho corresponding ai>scissiic, and if Ms-^N Ix)

writU'ii in tlie form }*(x - j\) • Q\j' j.,), then the integral

7

'

J A\ 1
'

can 1 h‘ written, amongst many tithrr ways, in the convenient

foi m , w

/V* cos“^ \ - Co.sh~' -v

^ H: ^ //i

dx

or Pl\ sin-’
^

W.sinh-i
^

-//i'

aceoi’din^ as y^ is

\N iicrc 1*

providt'd (ij)^ : 0.

‘h)S. Remark.

It in further to he notic'd that tin- two ijimdratic.s involved

in this discussion, \ i/..

(6j---Ujrj) //2
I

(<ip\, 1 (/^y- «.y‘o) =- d,

ar(‘ transformable the one into the ollu‘r by the homographic

transformation a.,.r * /r,

i/»i'

rile one givavs t In* ordinates (//j, //,.). tlu‘ other the alxscissae (.r^, ^
2)

ol tlie iuriiing points. [See Salmon, Jliyhev AUjt’hva, p. li3.J
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309. A Special Case.

It remains to discuss the case we have so far excluded,

viz. when .

In this case the asymptote of the graph of

does not meet the graph at a finite distance from the y-axis,

and one of the two turning points has disappeared. It has

been seen that the expression can, however, Ikj written

where p, =«, = by Art. 294,Pi=«i

V> “ ^1'

i=x-u

by Art. 2t)+,

I Jhi ,

2y dx

(Ilf

- iPl'h -p/h) XZu

P
--(;VA -Ml) yz-

Also ^=0 gives the turning point, viz. x = x^, y = yi ;
and y^

obviously is =^- The only forms of the graph with which

we are concerned are the four following. Cases, in which

the graph lies entirely below the x-axis, give rise to entirely

unreal values of -JV. Note the symmetry in all cases of the

graph about an ordinate through the turning point.

Fik, ‘iO.
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witli corre.sjx)iidiii^ forms if a., be negative, viz.

Ill the case a., negative, the graph is entirely

Ixilow the ic-axis-

310. When tlie graph cuts the x-axis, as in Figs. 21 and 23,

at points P, Q, v'V is un'cal for tlie value of x intermediate

between P and Q, i.c. intermediate between the roots of

== 0
,
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if o.y 1)(' positive, l)\i1 rral for such \ alurs of i f o ,
Ix' n(‘;^''at i ve.

Ikaico, ill tho iirsi and tliird cases (J^d^s. 20 and 22) the limits

of integration may he any whatever ; in the second eas(^ (Kig. 21

)

hoth limits must h(‘ in the region from - x to the smaller root

of the (piadratic, or in the region from Iht' largt'r root to -f x ;

(U* in the fourth cas(‘ (Fig. 2‘)), being negative, s ) is unreal

for all values of x which an^ not intt'rinediate hetwt'en tlu'se

roots. Thus in tlie fourth case the integration is only to ht‘ con-

sidered when hoth limits lie intermediate hetween the loots of

[

e„ r~ ().

And in the fifth (‘ase, viz. a., d is unn^al for

the whole range :r~ ~ cc to ./ = -f- x .

We have also

P?^
''

' V?

Q

P/h)
7 i

A
‘

:f. ,/.

PX.—^ ..- Hl ’ it
-

'/i)n /',4- '/,

- splits 11 ]) into t wo int<*grals. viz.

dp
'

7i)v/U: -
• 7.-

ddie first falls undei' tin* class discussed in Art. 277, and

^pAi'/h
sin~^

/'I'/v) ' P -2
.v:s:

77

7i

-
cosh

'

1 V
/ ,

'>

7'.e ‘ 7‘

P’Jp/h p/h) t 7)

o
_ .— .sirjh ’1

\
//'-

t
,

PiU'iii- p/h)
\

Pii
:e

1

the real form h) he chosen.

F< 'T* tie* s»‘e( ual integral,

<>

Jo )• 2 (/^,7 .. T’-V.)

Q

•'/jI-V's'';/ P''

or

J.'

i) lo/i?

“
''ViU'/Zi 7'i7:0 '';'/(?/

'/(.Vi
.'/)

'

Q 1
,..

“ yxiwh p/h)

aec'onling aa

y ^ * !/e
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^.e, = Q •osii-' /:'/
1

Q

= Q
1

. I y
i.

Vi

'

t]i(‘ real form
to l)(i flioseri.

, COS" ^ /

] loiice ^v(' ]iav('

(^) //i y, -I-'" V.

ly

h 1

^ -'-iy/i

p
•oslr ’ * - i

^
I-
^ cos-1 '

s'V/,

(
2

) (;>//,. ;v, and /. -[
'''\

p.,

J
1

/*

> /> ,

'

N //.//, y', 7.1 N y), s7, ^7.

(’) U‘i‘li~ I'^'h) -+ .''1
'• <!> /'..

-'"

’
’

I
1 P

sinh \ '

-
P !/-- - PP

N -oN N/*! ^
-J>j n 7 i

(d) (////, 7///,)
'7 //. and

Y,.

-

'

7/^2 -4- ''7

A
7 -j

'

// •

7 ^

1 P .

Pi sinh~i .
^

\ y ‘
siir* \

‘

' q 1 /

P-7i /'d/'Wii 'P'J

f similar forms

ai^ain tin' cortlicimts may he t‘\|)r«*ss»M] in \ arious ft)rms.

rt'sults <d similar forms to tliosr o])taim*d when —
^ r and

(To 6 .,

31 1. \V(' no((' that tho tirst of the two integrals, whirh lias

l)«*fn i*(‘f('!’r(’(i for its intoLtration to Art. 277, for wliich tlic

sn])st.it.ut ion would Im* p ,p'
^ q.,-- mii^dit tajually well he

obtained l)y the substitution

'

'/-•=.
y,

t c. tln^ same as used in tlie sr(*()nd integral. Upon this sub-

stitution bidn^ imuh* in the integral 7, wi‘ ^(‘t. a result ol form
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In the first of these we substitute for JX its value in terms

of y, viz.

4
In the second we form y^—y=-\.

Jx
and substitute for its value,

as shown.

viz.

(7i
Z '

9i V2/1-

312. Illustrative Examples.

Ex. 1. Consider the integral

f
ar-1

(ar* - 2.r + 1) + 1

dx^

{a) without reduction to the canonical form, (/>) first reducing it as in

Art. 296.

(a)Puttmg y=

_L _ 2x - 1 ar - I

2y dv
~

2.r* - 2a-- 4 1 3.r* - 2.rTl

a: (.r - 1 ) .r (.r - 1

)

The turning points are given by .r=0 and .r - 1. Tfar—O, y=l; if.r=l,

_ 2.r*-2.r + 1_.^
ar* — 2vr + 1 A’

1 2ar*-2a7 + l 1 (or-l)*.

^ 2"^*~2a7+l 2‘ 2A

1

—
?/

’ - 1 n/2Vy — ^
’

‘ 3ar - 1 A*<i?/

assuming .r> 1 ;

H.X^Xy 2a7(.r-l)

2 X'JXdy
/ sfv

n/2

2 j \.r x—\} ^
=1 ff

s= - COS-Wy + n/2 coah“* \/2y

* - cofl-^ cosh-‘ '\j2^ ar* - 2ar + 1 >> 3.1

2.r* - 2.r + 1

30-^2^41 *
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The graph of the transformation formula in this case is shown in Fig. 24.

And the fiigna selected refer to values of .r> 1, and we have

/j
— — cos*** ^ f n/2 cosh~*

if Aj, he the limits and both > 1.

If X lie between 0 ami 1, we have

n/A 1 _ , n/An/A _1 1

and w(‘ shall liave

- cos“*

^

3^ -v^2 cosh“*N^23
/J

if Aj, A.^ both lie between 0 and 1.

If X lie between — oo an(l 0,

and we shall liave

1 , Va 1

,r

“* SkDCl *^-1
1

+ cos-* V.^/ -V2 cosh" • '/I
-JAi

if Aj, A
2
be both negative.

If one limit, Ai, falls on one side of a turning point, say .r=l, and

0<Ai<l, and the other, A^, on the opposite side, i.e. A2 > 1, the

integration should be conducted from the lower limit to the turning

p<jint with the corresponding result, say /g, and from the turning point

to the uj)per limit with the result /j.

(/>) Next let us transform to the canonical form

{
•1 + Jala*)

before integration.

Here, by the rule of Art. 297,

ai-i-rj-Cr, + J^j) + l=0i 1 ; .i:i.ra=0. .n+-’^3= l.|

- (.r, + rj) + 1 =0 ;/ .ri =0, .r,= 1 ;J
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p ,
+ 9,

= 3
, ;>2 + 92

= 2
,

/'+ <?= 3
,

9i = l, 92= 1
>

«=1

1 />2 = 1
.|

/>= 2
,

9i = l.
) 92= 1. J «= 1

.•• /= f

Let y ^(±^2 _ for £ -i

X*

^1
= 0 gives y-1,

^2-^0 gives

A 2/- Y y

y-i = 2X ’

r } f _

= — cos-^ V y 4- >/§ cosl i
“

* \/2^?/

,

as before.

Ex. 2. As a case where ^ consider the integration of

5.r-9

(x^ — 6x+ l0)^/6x ~

dx= d^y

- dx.

Writing 3 =

L."
>-p-fi-

1 XJ;

20 f2yS|“9-f' l*+i~“2^
®''“^ wi£-‘^y

r 1 f5£+ 6 -JX,

'-s.iij- r*
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Now and
.^

1 +y

Therefore /^^‘<y=Vlo/^;^- = 2v/H.ei„h-.^^

= 2s/10 sinh-* A/^—^ .

1 -f

Also, at the maximum ordinate, ^= 0 and .y=9.

A„a »-..-»-”-|:-'¥.

n/i'^n/X

taking .r>3, ?.e. ^ aa +’*.

Therefore, in the second integral,

/'r f

=

••

V?Tfv

= -f W2£So)-
The graph of the .substitution formula,

6.r -
.y=

ia shown in Fig. 25,

.r*-ar f 10’

Fig. 26.

y attaining its maximum value 9 when jr— 3, and being negative for all

values of x except such as lie between 0 and 6, and as we confine the
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integration to real values of >/

Y

the limits of integration are to be such

that both lie within the region from 0 to 6. Also the sign of changes

as X increases through the value 3. Hence the signs adopted above

when we take = H— apply to values of x between 3 and 6.

g v9-.y

For values between 0 and 3 we must use and makeL v/ a>iivx o wo txtuou uao —x*”— — — * cniv* iiicvivo

^ V9-y
the corresponding change in the sign of the part of the result dependent

thereon.

313. Forms reducible to Case IV.

As in previous cases, Arts. 281
,
286

,
288

,
attention is called

to the varieties of form of integrals deducible from the case

just considered, viz. X quadratic, Y quadratic.

(l) Thus f
—t-ytt dO reduces to

Zsin^ +M
0 + 2b sin 0 + c

/
Lx +M dx -r ’ n

axP' + 2bx + c s./v- x^^
*

(2 )
' J a sin*

L sin 6 -f cos 6 N
a sin*^ + 26 sin $ + c

d$ reduces to

C Lx + N dx f

J ax^ + 26a.’ + c

Mdx
<tx^ i 'ibx -f

by putting tan 0=^x.

similarly to (1).

similarly to (2).

CL sin B + ifcos 6 + N •
-i i

(3) / 771
— dB, similarly.

' j a cos* 6 + 26 cos B + c

/.X [ L»\i\B + McobB
^

(5) f— Z8iiihM + ^ J similarly to (1).' '
J a 8inh*w + 268inh w + c ^ '

rZsinh w + ifcosh w + A , •
-i i *

(6) I . T-,' "v.—T--,-- oftt, similarly to (2).
'

' j asinh^w +268iiih w + <?

C Zsinh -h ifcosh w , i a i

(7 ) I by tanli u = x.
' j aainh*w + 26sinh wcosh?^ + ccoHh*t4

Tf • r- [
^ ^ do-

"
] \a^x^ + 26,0: + Cjj ^2b.j,x + Cg

re put 07=^+-, c6r=^l—

J [a, + 26, (^ + j)
+ <^,3 (* * D ^

Mx + N dx
+ 26

,
0: +Cij sja^o^ + 2620: + Cg
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where rf,
,

are written for + 2ai, + 2ct2 respectively
;
so that

( Mz^ + Nz + M){z^ — \) dzj_ r _ {Mz^ ( 2
^^ -

1 )
dz

J (uiZ* + 2/>j2® i djZ'^ + 26j2 + a{)sla.^ + 4 -' + 4 ^2

Hence, if be a “reciprocal” quadratic function of 2, and X, Y
reciprocal quartic expressions in 2, we can integrate

f F II— . {z^~\)dz by the substitution z-\-- — x.
j X\J Y 2

^fz^-^Nz~M){z^-¥\)dz
(9 ) Similarly

i (aiz* 4- 26j2® 4- c?j4‘^ - 26j2 4- 4- 4- d<^‘^ — 2b^ 4-

integrates by the substitution 2 — -=ar.
z

314. The Case of F=a Reciprocal Quartic.

Let Y he any reciprcxial binary quartic expression

= ax* 4-4^ 4- 6cx^ -f 46a;+ a.

r (lx
Then I — 1

— -7-1 reduces at once to the form
J X JY

r dz

J >/Quadratic’

by the substitution a;4--

=

2
,
whence (\ ~—\dx^dz,

X \ XV

For y = x2|'a(^x2-j-^^-f46^x-i-^^ + 6eJ

— x^[az‘^ f462H-6c— 2a]

= ax {(=4‘)
26\^ 46^— 6ac4 2a2

a-

~a^]’
= 2

(26
“— 3rw;4-a^)

... /. ' f
* or

*

JV(^+a)~a* JVS
which, by Arts. 80, 81,

or

s/a Xs/K

4cosh-'-^^!i. if K l)e

XsJ—h

,L_co8"’‘”"y^, if a be —
V— a Xs/K

2 V^+a'

and a 4-^1
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Note that if K he positive, the factors of F as expressed in

terms of z are real

;

if K be negative, unreal

;

and that aY is a perfect square.

315. A Similar Case.

In the same way, if

Fj ^ ax^ hcx'—^!bx-\-a,

the integration of

1 dx 1
_J7L can be effected by the substitution x— = z.

For Yy^= x^ + 6cJ

= cc 2 [aa:^ 4- 46^ -f 6c+ 2a
]

„r/ 26\^ 452~6ac— 2a2q

-nl--+a) i.—

J

= ax^^^zA~^) where K^-2(2b^—3ac—a^);

or

or

dz

2b

a ;

K,

= sinh"
s/a

-pcosh"
s/a

xjK,’

.
^V\
xJ-K\’

1 ,-J-aY\
T—cos-'—
s!~a Xs/Ki

if K, be +

if A, be

if a be —

and a 4-'^®,

also, Fi expressed in terms of z has real or unreal factors, as

Ki is +'® or — and aF,4- is a perfect square.

In the integrations of these two articles, since the final form

exhibited is arrived at by the conversion of a function of z into a

function of F, or of F^, in which process a square root is extracted

/ . ,a2:4-26 . L (azA-ibf
. \

\e.g. sin-'

=

cos*'y 1 ~— = etc.
j

,

it is desirable to check by direct differentiation the sign of all

numerical results obtained.
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316. Other Forms.

The substitutions

respectively reduce

I 1
X— =-

X z

1 dx

JY
fx2-l

and
dx

Ja^^-T 'Jy\'

Y and denoting tlie same ([uartic functions as before.

[See Greenhill’s Chctpier on the Integral Calculus, p. 41.]

For taking x-{-^ = ^ we have, differentiating logarithmically,
X z

I

a;2 (Iz

“l z'

. x^—l
J

xdz
i.e. -r dx= ,

X“-f-l 2

and ^/l^=x [a2~2_|_4^2"’^_j_6c— 2a]^

;

fx^—l dx _ r dz

J^M 1 s/Y “
JM-l sfY Ja-\Abz^(i]c--ta)z^'

whose integral can be written down by Art. 80.

And similarly, if x —^
=

I xdz
dx=

X2— 1 2

and -.-t - .

Jx2— I iJa+ ‘U}z-\-(6c-\-2a)z^

whose integral can be writUm down as before.

Th(‘. integrals

r (x2-i) dx f.
“j AjX-l-Uj n/ 1

1

rx2-l X dx fx^+l X ^
Jx2 -fl 1 a^x^-^\x-a^

are reduced to forms already considered by the same sub-

stitutions, and are therefore integrable.
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Similarly, if Y =ay®x^4-46pa;®+6ca:*+46g'a5+og’*

Fj =op*a^+46;fa*+6ca;“—46}x+agr*

the integrations of

1I dx
]

r

J aJ vr
Cpx^-q

_

jfx^+q

dx

7?' can be effected

(px^+q dx
by the respective ^

substitutions
] X

'

7 f
1

Cpx^+q dx

]px^—q '

. L

1 1 1

pX-i=2,

fX- A-\

Ex, Consider the integral

' 6,z.-=^+i)Vx*+^'^+r

Heie
X^\

,!)('
_ 1

a I

|+4jiV
2

1

-1

and putting ,r+- = 2
, /= f

zdz

Put 2®— 1 =«72
j
zdz— wdxo\

H
1

(z^-h 4)\/z^— i

dw 1 ^ ,
?i?

b-hw^ ^5 Jb

= ,-sin“*-7 . . Hiir
n/5 n/i^+ 5 V r> yz^+4

I
I / .r^ + .r“ + i

=r -7= Hill-* A/ \ .

v/5

817. Summing up.

It will now be clear that any integration of the form

j*0(x)_ dx

J s/Qix^+ bx + c

can be effected, where </» and \jr are rational integral algebraic

functions of x.

For if be put into the form
^(x) ^

+S

Ax^-{-Bx-\-C

X'x+^"
(A'x*+ B'x+C'Y’
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as explained in the chapter on Partial Fractions, then of the

resulting integrals

f

x^dx is reducible to a lower order by Art.

Jax^bx^^ 240, and integrable.

has been considered in

(
2

)

(1)

and

Jax^-\-bx-\rC

dx _
(x — a)J^^+ bx-\-c

(i) r ^
J (x + te + <

(Ax^+Bx-i-C)Jax^~-fWfc Art. 291

{\ X u )dx

(4)

Art. 287.

reduces by the method

of Art. 290.

has been considered in

(5)
j,(Ax^ + Bx-YCy v'tta;*+hx+c

is best got by differentiation witli regard to C of the result

for the Cfise where s=l, as will be explained later. Thi-s

method may also be adopted in (3).

318. General Consideration of the Position.

We have therefore now completed the integration of the

most general function of x of form

^4-Bv/S

c'+ W/e’

where A, B,C,D are rational integral algebraic functions of

x of any degi'ee. and R is a rational integral algebraic function

of X of degree 1 or 2.

For rationalizing the denominator,

A f BjR _ {A-i-BjitK^-B^)

C+D^R C^'-Dm

where

AC
''

C-

-BDR
,

(BC-AD)R
-D^R + a^-D'-R

P ,M 1
say,

'Jff

are rational integral algebraic

jR

functions of x.

Now j^dx is integrable by the methods of partial fractions;

and if ^ be put into partial fractions, j"^ dx can, as has
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been explained, be expressed as the sniii of a finite number of

sucli terms as have been discussed in the present chapter, and
eacli term may then be integrated.

Hence the theory of the integration of

CA +BJR^
]C+DJR

is now complete, where R is linear or (juadratic. And it will

be noted that the integration has been in all cases effected in

terms of the known algebraic, logarithmic, inverse circular or

inverse hyperbolic functions.

When R is of higher degree than the second, it has been

seen that in ^ome special cases the integration can still be

effected in terms of the elernentar}^ functions, but for the

general discussion of the cases where R is cubic or (juartic,

we shall require the elliptic functions, and in general for forms

of R of higher degree than the fourth, we should require the

functions known as hyperelliptic.

GENERAL EXAMPLES.

1. Obtain the following integrals :

(i) j(l + .r)-i

(iii) |.ir»(2-3i4-a:2)'-

J -l+x

(vii) f -y

dx.

(ii) j(l + /)->( I

+

(iv) f(l +,•)-'(! + 5 ,/x.

(vi)
r X? + x-

J(.r+l)v/;-2 - 1

dx.

(viii)
[j

* ih.
J 1 + sjx 4- J-r -f .r'*

r dx cJx~ -

1

Integrate (i) I - (ii) 1 dx,^ ^
^ J(x + 2)v/t2-1

^
^ } x^2

3. Show that

dx

- I

2
'

[Parnks SciioL., I8S7.]

gin-1

+

+ '*)'))1

]{x -
2>)‘Ja + '2lrx + {

- (a + + (7/-) j ^ {x - ~ (tr J

where j? lies between the roots of a 2hx + cx^ - 0^ supposed real.

[Trinity, ISHOand 1891 .]
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4. Show that

J(a:2 + a2)^/^2^.-52

a lx- + b-

_i a jx^ + l}^ .

if a <6,

and == cosh-i
^ ij

a\/a^ — b\x/-\-a^
5. Prove that

f {x+\ )dx
/
3xi=-2x +l

J (2x'* - 2x + 1 )\/3x‘'‘ - 2x + 1 V 2x‘^ - 2x + 1

if a>h.

6. Integrate

r (3x + 4)rfx

\ - 2x + 1

2 j^x- - 2x + 1

J2 V 2x^- 2x+\'

{
,^x + i)dx^ r dx

{bx!^ + %x) ^/4 z2 - 2x + r M + b^) sjx^
’

where a<b<c.

7. Integrate (i) f

J (a- -t-
/>2 ~ a;2) -

a:*-') (u:2 _ 6*2) [St. John’s, 1 888. ]

(i.)

J{x^ + a-)\/x'^

+

' [St. John’s, 1889.]

(iii) f ,r_:r^r.r.. -.

Jsin 6^v/iico82 0-f ftsin^^^ + c [Trinity, 1888.}

8. Find the values of

r sino^da^

J (cos X 4- cos a)s/(cos^ + cos /3j(cos X COS y) Ct, 1890.]

/ . • X f dx
(ll) I

Jcos (t,

-

1- a)s/cos(iC4-/:^)cos(a; + 7) [7. IH^K).]5 (x + a)s/cos(iC4-/:^)cos(a; + 7)

9. Integrate
J {a- ~ ax + x!^) (a** + arx- +

transforming by the substitution

x^ 4- + a2 = y-{x- - ax + a^).

10 Tnipcrrafn (W f (
8a:- 13)(^a:

[7. 18^).]

[a, 1884.]

10. Integrate (i)

(ii) f

J(3a-2 _ 10^ + 9) 10a: - 13*

,..x r dx

J (a: - 1) (a: - 2) V(x ~ 3)(^ ~T)* [Coll., 1892.]

(iii) f

(iv) f^ J (x - b){x - r)(.r - d)Jx - e

(y) I

{X+S) ds
^
J(x2 -hx+ ])v^ + a: + 2
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r 3-^-1
11. (1)

(ii)
[
*y~L> <fa.

' J v/rK* 4- + 1

[Coll.. 1901.]

12. Show that

WsTn(x-aj^

sin (a; -4- a)

, /cos;r\ . . ,/sin.r\
1 —- )

- sin a cosh"^ .
-

\cosa/ \sin a/

13. Integrate (i)

[COLI.., 1901.]

(ii)
fJ(1 +3-<).

(iii) f,”j
J (a^ - ax

,
- [K. P. ; Eolkr, C'./.,

(I +3-'^)V(vl ^-X^-X-) vol. iv.]

^2* [OXF. I. r.. 1900.]

14.

Evaluate the integral

15.

Prove that

(a- - tan-a;)(//“ - tan^a:)^
[Math. Trip., 1880.]

[
Jsinxsin^('2* + a) v^siiia siiij: [Coll., 1892. J

16. Show how to integrate

J
(A + O)

where n is any positive or negative integer. [a, 1H<KK

)

17. Show that = .

J (a + '2bx + cx:^^f (a + 2bx + cx^)^ ^ ^ J

1 8. Prove by the substitution

- (axr + 2bx + c)l{Ax^ + 2Bx-{- C),

where A and AC

~

are positive, that the integral

f {Mx-\-N)dx

J (ia;2 -f 2Bx + C)sla^ ^2bx +"c

becomes of the form

i> [ + /> f- ^y ^

where Aj and Ag are the roots of the quadratic

{a-\A)(c- \C) ~(b- kBy^ «= 0,

and Pj, Pg are definite constants.
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Intep;rate completely the function

x + 3

(2*2 - 10*+ 17),/4*2-26* + 49"

[Math. Trip., 1891.]

19. Prove j* Vtanh-a - tanh‘'^iC6?a; = ^(l - sech a).

[^, 1889.]

20. Integrate {(xr -hh^)-^(x^ + 11
^ ^ dx.

J
' [Ox. II. P., 1902.]

21. Integrate [
J ( 1 + cos'^x) v/l + cosmic 4- cos'* a: 'Iohn’s, 1882.]

and evaluate

22. Show that

f
^

l<-

(a--\-c-x^)Jl -X-

dx

]{x -a) s!Ax- + 2Bx + C

is transcendental unless Aa- 4- 2.Sa4- C= 0. [j. m. Sch. Ox., 1904.]

listablish the results

(i)

and

f

J (a: - 1 )Ax- - 4x + 5 A2 if' - 1

3~T2a~-^.

77(7^5)

dx . ,v/3 + 2j--2*^

[Coll, a, 1890.]

)(x-2)n/(3+ 2j-2/-’)

23. Show that

dx TT 2 - ah

24. Describe the steps whereby the integral of a rational function

of a single variable, x, can bo obtained.

Prove that if the sign of summation refer to the suffixes 1, 2, 3

in cyclical order, the integral

>(c, 2c, - ft -

(x-c,)- *-c, J

is a certain constant multiple of

(x - rt)5 (x - //)’(* - c,)->(* - Cj)-*(.r - c^)-!.

[Math. Trip., 1896.]

25.

^
Determine the degenerate form of the elliptic integral

P* (1 - aa;)(l - hx)

J _i ( 1 - 2tt.r + a-j( I - 2hx + h'-’) ,

|(/xs/(* - a)‘(* - b):i(q - fj)

f
r—

y
-'?1>S2>S3,

when So is made to coincide with or with s^. [Int. Arts, London.]
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‘J(). Prove, by means of the su})stituti<>n
^

^ that

dx

) (.^ - y)sl{:x - a)\x - pj sl{a - y)(y - P)

tair

y - p X ~ a

y){P - y)

th' -1 /« - 7
V/i-y’ X- «

[I NT. Akts, London.]

27. Prove that

r dx_ _ p _ 1 \

Jo (1 4- ./•)(2 4- J*)v4c(l - a:) W2 Jg).{\+x)(2 + x

28. Show that the integral

[Math. Trip. I., 1912.]

1,

dx

}xsjix- 4- 2j: - 1

is rationalized by the assumption a:^(l +?/“)/(3 -y% and hence, or

otherwise, find its value.

Prove that if rn be a positive proper fraction, the value of the

above integral when taken between limits 1 and - is the same

as when taken between limits and — .

2 4-m m(2 4-7//)

[Math. Trip. 1., 1910.]

29. Prove by means of the substitution

a-x a -d c -

y

X ~b h - c y

that, if m be any positive quantity, and a>h>c>d^

h
{(a-x){x- c

)

}

{a - x) (x - d) {x - h) {x - c)

a~d b-c

• dx

li
{{a-x)(c-x)]”'-'-

(a -x) (x- d) ^ {h - x) {c - x)|’'*

a-

d

b-c

[Math. Trip., 1878.]

[See Wolstenholme’s McUhematical Problems^ Numliers 1900-1903 for a

group of similar examples.]

30. By the transformation 4- ^=n/2^5/2:, integrate

fpx^ - q dx

J 4- q [Cf. KtJLKR, C7./., iv., p. 22.

J
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31. Apply the transfonnatioii to integrate

(i) j... (ii)
f

_

J l-x< '
^

J (1 -a^>)Vr+*4'

[Euler, C.L, iv.]

32. Show that

r — foTiVi-i ^ ,4^ _i cos ^

J sin \/cos2^ ^ ^cos^’

33. Show that the transformation

{(a + ij-")*-/-V»}

will reduce the integration

r to the form

j (a + /-/') {(« + b.r")^ - ///')*» '‘J ^

[Euler, C.I., iv., and 50 ; Peacock, p. ,‘^05.]

34. (i) Sliow that

J (I - x)^ I - a:-
V I - .r [Peacock, p. .309.]

J‘±5
V 1

-

and (ii) integrate

33. Inte^^rate

,
1 - a:^

(1

p -3.r Ii

J 2 p 3x V 1

dx. (ii)«)
sin^^p 2cob^0

cos sin A6

[St. John’s, 1881.]

36. Show that

(\\ f Id'-cVdx 1, /?/ - 1 (y + c)*^]

x=2'”«fcpi(P-c)P

Ar2-(:*r*

.... rx^+l (lx 1 ,xJa-2
(")

J
2.2 _ 1 ^ 2;^ - 2

^ '

J
a;* - 1 :jr:ax^ + x^ v/« - 2 ~ I

'

[Hall, /.G., p. 325.]

37. If F{x, y) be a rational algebraic function of x and y, show

that f ,
r.

1 F{x, \/l + X*) (a; + V I + x^y dx

may be integrated by the transformation a?=^ sinh (jlogs:).
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3S. Show that

(i)

J
(cos 26>)’ cos

= isin ^(3 + 2 cos 2^) v/cos 26 + sin~^ (Ji sin 6).

(ii) f = log f
Ja Vsin-a - sin-6^ ® \c

(i»)

3

39. Show that

\cos 0 + \/sin-^« - sill‘d

r" /V.2 rp\ /V.6
“1

(i) + ... .

[Anomn.

1„ « + I (« + 2')^ (a + ;{)' (ri + 4y

(ii) |'x+-,e®=l±3V^\:pl+....

1 1.3
40. If <l>(x) = <^o-\--fy + 0 4

4- . .
. ,

show that

(•) 4j^cos26l<(.(sin6>)(Z(9=12.«„ + 2(2) "s + iK^' l)
"4 + ----

,.., 20 1 1/1\2 l/l.;i\2 ]/].3.5\'-’

Off
2‘ ^3(2/ '

•4(2.4) *'r)(2.i.(i)
'•

(Hi) -1 1 /IV i /I ••^V 1 /i . 3 ..'i \2

^(2/ '*'3-(2.4/ 'r>2(2..i . (;)
•

41 . Integrate
I
An(;i.in.

(!)

sin 20 do

J \/sin'*^ 4- 4 sin^^cos^^^ 4 - 2 cos ^0

f

(~^+.7 +I}V.^ + 4z^ + 4
'2

4 -
-I -. + 1

4 2. If 7 be the Jacobian of two quadratic functions of x, viz.

?tj= (qx* + 2//,./- 4- c,
,

a.^- 4- 2/y 4- Cj.

2(rt,x4-//,), 2(/qx4-r,)

2 yi^x 4- /^.j), 2 ihifjj 4- c.^)

show that if Mj = 0
, «j = 0 have no positive roots, then

J~

r J
1 . 1
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43.

By means of the identity

[
(a + sin*a;)”cos*(ic=

[ (1 +o - sin2a:)"ain*(i*,
Jo Jo

prove that

= (1 + a)" - 2 ” ( 1+ a)"-‘ + 2^ (i +

[WoLSTENHOLME, Prohltms, No. 1929
; Wiggins, E, Timea^ No. 13323.]

44.

ShoM' that

(i) tt" + "C,—^ a"-i + "C. ? o»-*

^ (p“+‘2)(/. + 4)(7+
6)“""’+ -

.-(1 +a)« - 5-(l +«)n-.

_nr.(P+»(y + 3)(P + 5)

^*(P + 2)(;, + 4)(p +
6)<*+'') +••

(») + "C.
^,-^2

^
(7> + 2)(;4~4)(]rr6)

“

= (« + >>r - "C.
J,

(«

+

br-H + -a (« + i)"-'*'

. »c
+ !) < p + 3)

j _3 „

45. (i) Integrate

f il

[Ox. I. P., 1903.]

(ii) Integrate

J j® + 2.^** - 16^“^ + 1
*

(iii) Prove that

r*(l - sin ^cos 0-f sin^^) cos-^d^ IOtt j~

J j ( 1 + sin cos 9
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(i) Show that

J 0

(ii) Evaluate

^{a + h-xY~^ (I

J, («-l)! dr"-''-'
•

How could your result be applied to the summation of series?

[a, IHS(;.]

47. Discuss the integration of

J L +hxj \a +bxj \a -i-hx/ J

where / denotes a rational integral algebraic function of the

quantities indicated. [Lacroix, C.L, ii., p. .So.]

48. If F{x) be a rational integral algebraic function of ;r, show

J

-fi
E(u*) . . 1 .= 7rk, where k is the cocllicient of -- in the product

T1 1 1 1 .:i 1 1
^ 2 a'^ 2.4 (V' y [St. John’s, 1H91.1

or where k is the constant term in the expansion of .

((JuLi.., 1892.]

49.

If/(x) be an arbitrary algebraic polynomial of degree n~ 1,

and In

P,.(x)w A
J

(.- - «)" (.r - l)\

where A is a constant, then

[Lond. Umv.J

50.

Prove that

J 0 cos X cos (a ~ x) sin a

51, Show that if a be less than unity,

log sec a.

p X sin X fix _ tan

J 0 1 + a2 C08^;c a

[Coix., \m\.]

[o, 1891.]
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52. Integrate

[6, 1881.]

[St. John’s, 1885.]

53. From the definition of a Bessel’s function, viz.

x'

derive the results

L 2 l^n + 2) 2 . 4 (271 + 2) (2n + 4)

V

J
/^(rcsin 6/)8iii

sin X

X
)8in0d^.

1 - cos X

X

54. Integrate (i) —

J
./j(.r sin

^3

[Coll., 1896.]

(ii)

(x+l)3(r3-l)*

1

\/l + 3 sin / cos x + 2 8111
'“^ x cos*'^ x

1

v/(r+ sin .c) (2 + sin ./•) [Math. Trip., 1897.]

55. Show that

I
sin^" X sin iix dx - sin^ nx -y-

d (</)(sinj)

).dx\ Slll'/i.T

wLcrc t)ie form of the function ./> is defined liy tlic relation

m(m

-

1
) 5

71^ — - 7n^)[7i^ - {m ~ 2)^}

7nim -
1 ){7n - 2){7n - 3)

(7i2 ~ m2){7i2 . ({n~-2f\{7l^ ~ (7/1 - 4)2}

m ])eing a positive integer and n not being of the form ±(7a-2r),.....
Iwhere r is a positive integer not greater than

^
•

[Math. Trip., 1897-]

56. Draw graphs of the transformation formula

(a./2 ^ 2b^x + Cjj) //2 = aj;r2 4- 2l\x -f

corresponding to those of Arts. 301 and 309 for

{a^ 4- 2h^ 4- 4- 2h^x 4- Cj.
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GENEI^AL THEOREMS.

319. Various Limiting Forms expressed as Definite Integrals.

The definition of an integral, viz.

j* fp{x)dx = ••• t0(^)]

wliere 6 = a + ??A may be expressed as

T, 'c--> h--'Ci . / h ~(i\

0
yi

and can be used for the evaluation of a c(;rtain class of

limiting forms.

Ex. Find the value of

r 1 2 ^2 -j

+ 1 U'^ + ;i-*
‘

7r‘ -f

TIuh may he written as

r"

1 +

and taking/ - as x and - fus dx

‘

i

'

= +•’^‘>1 =C <>g.2 .

320. In the same way
1

where h—
^
may be (evaluated.

324
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Let M= {<p(a)(j>{a+h)(p{a-\-2h) ... ^(a+nA)}”

;

then log«= ^{log^(a)+log^(tt+A)+ ... +log 0(a+rA)

+ ... +log ^(6)}

and therefore if we write

and

a4-(b—a) - =x
n

{b—a)
- =dx,

the limit of log w is j* da?.

1

Hence Lt,^-^^{cl)(a)(p(a-\-h)(f>(a+ 2h ) ... (j>{a-\-nh)]^,

where h = -

—

n

[sec Dif. Calc., p. C), Ex. 3].

Ex, Find tho limit when ?i = oo of

Calling this expression w,

log «
- i

{ log ( 1

+
‘^' ) + log ( I + ^.:) + . . . + log ( 1

+
".)}

n^n

and Lt log 1^1? + •*'*)

==[^106(14.
r^)X-2j;

= log2-2^‘

“ log 2-2 + 2.^=^^ + log 2 - 2 ;

.-. it«=« *"^"2'=2c
2‘'
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Examples.

1.

Determine by integration the limiting values of the sums of the

following series when 7i is infinitely great

:

w -t- i 4- +
3"^ *“ + n' [a, 1884.]

n ^ ^ a. ” 4.

+ P 4- 2^ n* 4 3^ ”*
7r f 7i*’ [Oxford, 1888.]

(iii) -7-ri.^r^ + 4- -
-f . . . H -

.

*j2n — ^4/1 — 2^ n/Gw — 3'-^ — ir

[Clark, etc., 1882.]

.. . 1 f . „. TT . 27r
. , ,

• ntTr)

« 1
""

2«
+- + 2 J

’

k being a positive integer. [8t. John’s, 1886.]

2. Show that the limit when 71 is increased indefinitely of

{ 71
-

7) 1 )^
^

(2-;i-?a)^
,

(32«-7a)^
^ ^

. 3
|- 1 7- 1" . . . + IS ,

71 271 3)1 H - 2

[CoLLEtJES, 1892.]

3. Find the limit when 71 is indefinitely great of the series

- 1 -J'Zn - 1 sJZ}i ~ 1 V ir - 1

71 2a 3n
*“

4. Evaluate

(COLLEOBS, 1890.]

[-\^2o,2?t-l slAi^it — \ sJijahi - 1 \^2a*«*-l^

5. Evaluate

LU
L(a2

4 (a- 4 2^)* 4 (?i - 1
)“}^

J

[0. S., 1901.]

General Theorems on Integration.

321. Various Propositions.

There are certain general propositions on integration, many

of whicli are almost self-evident from the definition of inte-

gration or from geometrical considerations, the trutli of some

of which the student will have noticed for himself, but which

require to be definitely stated. It will be assumed that all

functions occurring in the following thcorem.s arc finite and

continuous between the limits ascrilxjd, unless the contrary

be specified

:
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322. I. ^J>{x)dx=^,t,(z)dz,

for if be such that

and therefore such that

each integral is equal to \p‘(h) ~-\f/{ay

In other words, the result being necessarily eventually inde-

pendent of X or 2
,
it is plainly immaterial whether the letter x

or the letter 2 is used in the process of obtaining the indefinite

integral previous to the substitution of the limits.

323. 11.
J

<j)(x)dx = ^
(l){x)dx.

For if \/a(x) be the indefinite integral of 0(x),

the left side is \/^(6)—-^(a)

and the right side is

wliich is the same thing.

Further, it is equally clear that

J

b Cc cd re rb

^(x)cZx =
J
0{x)(/x+J ^(x)cZx+J </^(x)(Zx+ ... +jj)(x)ch,

where c, d, e,f, ... k are any real quantities which lie in the

region from a b for which ^(x) has been assumed to be

finite and continuous.

Let us illustrate the fact geometrically.

Fig. 26.
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Let the curve drawn bo the graph of y= 0(x), and let the

equations of the ordinates

N^P,,, ... N,P,, N^P^

be x = a, x= Ct x = d, x = ky x = h

respectively.

Then the above theorem in integration expresses the

obvious fact that

Area N^NqPqP^ = Area + Area A2A3P3P2 + •••

+ Area N^N^P^Py

324. III.
J

(f>(x)dx——^ (/>(x) dx.

For, with the same notation as before,

the left side is

and the right side is (a)— (6)}.

An interchange of the limits, therefore, changes the sign

of the integral.

325 . IV.
J

0 (x)cZx =
J

<f>(a—x)dx.

For if we put x~a — X, wc have dx— —dX

;

and

if X - a, A = 0 ;

if x= 0
,
X — a.

Hence

<p(a~^X)dX^ (by III.),

0

a

(J)(a—x) dx, (by I.).

0
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Geometrically this expresses the obvious fact that, in esti-

mating the area 00'QP (Fig. 27) between the y and ic-axes,

an ordinate O'Q, and the curve PQ, which is the graph of

y=(p(x), we may if we liJce take our origin at O', O'Q as our
Y-axis and O'X as our X-axis^ as it cannot affect the result,

whether the elements of area are added up from left to right,

or from right to left.

326. V. f (p(x)dx={ (l>{x)dx-]-{ (J>(2a—x)dx,
Jo Jo Jo

For, by IL,

r2a ra r2a

1 (/>(x)dx=\ <p(x)dx-\-\ y>(x) dxy
Jo Jo J a

and if in tlic second term we put x= 2a—X, we liave dx = —dX^

when x = a, X-a;
when x = 2a, -X’ = 0.

X o N O'

Fig. 28.

Thus the second integral on the right side, viz.

I
^/)(x)dx=—

I
(l)(2a~X) dX

= <i>{2a-X)dX (by III.)

= I
</>{2a-x)dx (by J.);

1 (/)(x)dx=
I

<p(x)dx-\~\ <f>(2a—x)dx.
Jo Jo Jo

The geometrical interpretation is, that if we are estimating

the area OO'QP (Fig. 28) between they and x axes, an ordinate

O'Q, viz. x= 2a, and the graph of y= </)(x), viz. the curve QP, we
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may if we like take Ox and Oy for our axes for the portion

ONRP, NR being the mid-ordinate, and O'X, O'Y for axes in

the second portion, thus finding each part separately, and

then adding together, a fact obviously true.

327. VI. Plainly, if 0(cc) be such that

this proposition takes the form

I
(l){x)dx=2\ (p{x)dx\

Jo Jo

and if (p(x) be such that

<p{2a-x)=~-<i,{x),

X O N O' V

Fig. 29.

In the first case there is symmetry about the mid-ordinate

NR (Fig. 29), and the whole area OO'QRP in such a case is

double that of ONRP.

p

Y

X o O'

Q

Fig. 30.

In the second case i.e. ^>(a) = 0, and the curve

cuts the cc-axis at N (Fig. 30), viz. wlmre x — a, and though
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the regions ONP^ O'NQ are e(jual in absolute area, the second

integral of Art. 32G, viz. I (j>(2a~x)dx, which is referred to
J 0

O'X and O'Y as axes, represents {—the area O'NQ), for all the

ordinates are affected by a negative sign.

Hence, the algebraic sum of the two is zero, the one

cancelling the other.

There is now syninietry about the point N.

328. This principle is wry useful in the integrals of the

trigonometric or of any periodic functions.

Thus, since sin’'.c— Hin"(7r — .r),

IT

/ .sln".r (Z.r— 2 I sin"./
Jo Jo

Alul since - c()S'”^^(7r — .r),

/"c<)s-''‘^‘.rcL;= 0;
Jo

.so atso since ct)s^^‘.c= cos*” (tt — .r),

I
cos“”.r (/.r= 2 /

co.s^^.r c/.r.

Jo Jo

We may express the.se propositions in words, thus:

To odd U}) all terms of the form ain^^xdx at equal m-

drfinitelij small intervals froai 0 to tt is to add uq) all such

terms from 0 /o ^ and doidAe the result. For the .second

(juadrant sines an*, merely repetitions of the first quadrant

sines in the rt'verse order.

Or geometrically, the curve //
= sin”r being symmetrical

about the ordinate a' = ^, tlu^ whole area between the ordi-

nates 0 and TT is double that between 0 and •

Similarly, the second quadrant cosines aie repetitions of

the first (juadrant cosines with (q^posite signs, and therefore

a term of form C()s2”+^a;dx in the first quadrant is cancelled

by the corresponding term in the second (juadrant, but a term

co.s2«,r d./’, the index being now even, is duplicated by the

corn'sponding term in the second (juadrant.

Similar rmnarks and geometri(!al illustrations apply to

other ca.ses and for wider limits of integration.
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Thus
Jo

for the third and fourth quadrant elements cancel those from the first

and second. , j

sm2«a:o?.r =4 sin^”.rdlr,

Jo

f2w r?

/ cos^.r<i.r —4
/

cos"”.rctr,
Jo Jo

and so on.

329. VII. A Periodic Function.

If -h^),

r«a Ta

J
(p(x)dx— n^ (f){x)dx.

For, drawing the graph of y~(f>{jc), it is clear that it consists

of an infinite series of repetitions of the part lying l)t‘tween

the ordinates OPq, (a; = 0), and (x = a), (Fig. 31), for

(p(x) = <p{X-{-<L),

and therefore writing x-i-a for x,

<p{^x = (p{x~\~^(C)
~ 0(X"}-3(t) = etc.

Also the areas bounded by the siicce.ssive portions of the curve,

the corresponding ordinate.s and the x-axis are all eipial

ra C2a pa
Thus

J

0(x)dx =
J

(/)(x)dx =
J

r/)(x)dx = etc.

C»a Ca r2a j'na

and
I

(h{x)dx~\ (j}(x)dx-\~\ (/»(x)dx-f- ... 4- <J}{x)dx
Jo Jo J" J{n-l)a

= wj ({>{x)dx.

Thus, for instance, since 8in^”x=*8in‘‘‘’*(7r + .a7),

f Bin^”xdx~4 f sin^^’xdx^S f sin*”.rfl?x= 8
-J

^
o

* "•
Jo Jo Jo 2n 2n ~ 2 2 2
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830. VII I. Arbitrary Change of the Limits.

Ill e.stinuitin^
J

tii[x)dx, tlie limits uuiy br- altered arbitrarily

to p, q, provided x be transformed linearly in a suitable

Take x Let A and B b(‘ chosen so that

a

h

- A -\ nlK^

A-\-BqA
wl.ence = bJ>-^,

q -J) q^p’

i.f.

q~p ' q-p^

and
q p

-

Then
q pip \ q -p q ~P'/

=

b-^„r.^.,q-bpj,-a\^^
q- Pip \ (1-P <i P /

83i(‘ ^eonu't rioal si^nilicanca* of this is tliat insb'ad of find-

ing till' area of
// <j>ix) from x ~ a to cr — 6, we niay find the

^

b a^,/a,i h}),b~aA
''

\ 'i ~i>
'

<i
-y'O

from ^ to q,

l^et file two jjjraplis be di*awn (Fi^. 32), and let AA\ BB\
two ordinati's, viz. x--- a, x -h in the one, correspond to FP\

QQ\ two ordinates, viz. (--p, other; then each

element of the tlistanco AB is reduced to a corresponding

element of PQ in tlio ratio wliilst tliore is a transference
0 ' a

, -ri
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of the orimn a distance ^ in the positive direction of

the £C-axis if this quantity be positive, or in the opposite

direction if negative. This alteration in the graph leaves

the number of units of area in the portion of the graph

considered unaltered, the effect being merely that of drawing

the graph on a different scale, the ordinates being altered

in the ratio ^
—- ,

whilst the breadths of the elementary strips

are altered in the inverse ratio, leaving the areas unchanged.

331. IX. If (p(x), yjr{x) be single-valued continuous and

finite functions of x, of which the latter retains the same sign

between a and h, then

<!> (x) (x)dx =<j> (i) (x) dx,

where aa^cb.

For
I

by the definition of an integral (Art. 11),

Now, of all the expressions

... (I>{b
— h),

let be the greatest and 0 ( 2̂)
least.

Then ... -|-0(6

—

h)\jy{b— h)

and >“ 0 (^2 ) ... +\/r(6—A)].

Hence
J

0(a;)\/r(x)(ix<0(^j)| \/a(x)(^x

id >(j>(Q^^(x)dx,

and therefore must
=^(^)J*

where is intermediate between 0(£i) and

a value of x somewhere between a and b.

It has been a.ssilmed that is positive for the range

from a to 6. If ^(x) be negative throughout, the order of the

inequalities is reversed, but the final result remains the same.
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382. Cor. I. Asa case of this theorem write <//(x) for 0(x),

and 1 f(jr \jr(x).

Then
J

I dx~{b-~a)<l)'{^),

i,e. ij> (b) - c/> (a) = (b -a) r//(^)

;

or puttin^f b^a+h and ^^a+9h, where 6^ is a positive proper

fraction,

subject to the condition that r/>(x) and fj/(x) are finite and
continuous functions of x for tlie whole range of values of x

from a to a-f [See Dijf, Calc., Art. 189.]

383. Cor. II. If (f>(x) ha.s a finite value for all values of x,

a<.x<h, it follows that I = { (j>[x)dx is finite if a and h are
J a

finite, for if fhe greatest and the least of the

values of </>(x), I lies between (j>(ii)(b—a) and 0 ( 2̂ )

is therefore finite.

884. Cor, III. If u.,, ... be all single-valued functions

of X, finite and continuous lor all values of x between a and b,

and if the series -f-

+

••• to an infinite number of

terms be uniformly and unconditionally convergent for all

values of x between these limits, and f{x) the limit

towards which it converges, then the series

f y^ (lx + f y.y dx -j* f dx -\- ...

J rt Jo Jo

is also convergent for values of x between a and 6, and con-

verges to the limit I f(x)dx. [This theorem has already been

proved in Art. 84 from a slightly diflerent point of view.]

Let be the remainder after n terms of the given series,

so that
Ui d- -1- • • • -f + din =/(a?)-

Then

f u,dx-{^[\i.,dx^~[ dlndx=
\
f{x)dx.

J a J a Jo ^ •'<*

Now, by supposition, Rn finite. Let R'^ and R '^ be the

greatest and least values of R„ as x changes continuously from

a to b.
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T1 len
J

R^dx lies between K,^(x~a) and Rn(x^ a).

Moreover, vanishes by hypothesis when n is indefinitely

increased, whence and R^ also vanish in the limit

;

i;
R^dx vanishes in the limit.

Hence I u^dx-\-\ Uo dx+ 1 u-a dx~\-
J a J a J a

converges to the limit f(x) dx.
J a

[Sehhet, Calcid Integ., p. 108.]

335. Cor. IV. If a continuous function f{x) can be expanded

in a series of powers of x convergent for values of x between

0 and a,

say, ^0 + + • • •

.

then

is also a continuous and convergent series balding to tlu‘ limit

I
f(x)dx. [Cf. Art 34.]

33G. Cor. V,

I
f{x)dx =

^
[/(0)+ */'(0)+ j*

2
.^"(")+

=ocf{o)+^lr(o)+rlr(())+...,

convergent between the same limits for which Maclaurin’s

series, which lias been used, is convergiait.

This gives a means of expressing an integration by means

of a series.

337. Lemma. A Theorem due to Ahel. If Sr be the sum

of the first r terms, and S^. the sum of the last r terms of the

series

~h + ^3 "f" • • • "b “I" • • • “h >

each term being real and finite, but not necessarily all of

the same sign, and if

2 and o* be the greatest and least values of Sr,

and 2' and a be the greatest and least values of S',
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and if cl^, ®3> ••• ®n ^ positive finite (quantities arranged

in descending order of magnitude, and if

>S = -h ^2+ + . . . -f ,

then we shall have > >S > a^cr;

and if a^, fitg, ... dn he arranged in ascending order of

magnitude, then^ > ^ > a^cr .

For

S = a{a^ 4- a.u .^+

.

-f

4- ... 4-a„_i{iSy,_i—xS„_2)4'a„{>S„—S^_i)

= >Si («!
— a.^ 4- ^^2 (u-2— aa) 4- —d^)

4- ... +(S„_i(a„_i~a.,,)4->S„a„,

and ay~a.,, ... ^n-i— a„, are all positive quantities;

.
•. .S <- Z [(a, - -a>) 4- (a, -a,) 4- (a^ ~a,) 4- ... 4- («„_ i

--a„) 4- a„]

and >(T[(a,-~ a,) 4- (a.,- a,) 4- (a3 -a^) 4- ... 4- {a„-i -a„) 4- a„]

,

S < a I'E and S> a^cr, i.e. S> a^cr.

In the same way, writing the series from the other end, and

if*a„, a„_i, a„_2, ... aj be in descending order of magnitude,

a„:^' >S> ay.

This theorem in ine(|ualities is due to Abel.

We note also that if a^, a.,, ... were all negative, the

same tlu'orems would still hold, except that the inequalities

would have been reversed, viz.

aiZ<AS<aicr and ay<S<ay.
338. X. Applying Abel’s inequality theorem to the case of

the integi-al r&

J

<p{x)\l^{x)dx,

where (p(x) and \l/-(x) are finite and continuous functions of x

for all values (jf x between the limits a and h, and (p(x) positiv^e

and continually decreasing throughout that range, and writing

(j)(a), (p(a-^h\ (p{a-\-2h), ... <p{b—h)

respectively for a^, c/g, a^, ... a„,

and A>//(a), hyp-{a-}-h), h\j/'(a+2k), ... h\Jr(b—h)

for -Wo, W3, ... Uf^,
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and taking the limit wlieii li is iii<l(dinit(‘]y small, we have

rb

/S=l (j>{x)\fy'(x) dx,
J a

rti

ttjS = 9!)(a)

j
Vr(x) ax,

ajcr — (i>{a)\ \jr(x) dx.

where are the limits corresponding to the greatest and

least values of (* \jr{j')dx for diHerent values of ^between a

and?.; J"

<f>{a)\ \lr{x)dx>\ (f){x)\p-{x) dx ><!)(((){ \fr(x)dx,
J a J a J a

rb r$

and therefore I 0(x) \/r(x) dx = 0(a) V'^(x) dx
J a J a

for some value of ^ int^trmediate between a and ?>.

Similarly, if <p{x) be a continually increasing function,

rb rb f‘b

0(6)
J

\/r(x)dx>j (j>(x)\j/'(x) dx> \jr(x)dx,

where values of ^ which make f \jr{x) dx

greatest or least, and therefore ^

I
0(x)0^(x)</x= 0(6)| (j)(x)dx,

where ^ is intermediate between a and h.

339. From the last remark of Art. 337 it appears that the

same theorem will be true wlien 0(x) is negative through-

out. That is, that provided 0(x) be continually positive or

continually negative from x = a to x = b, and 0'(x) retains the

same sign throughout this range,

or

j* 0(x)\/^(x)dx = 0(a)
I

yf/{x)dx

J
0(x)0^(x)c?x= 0(6)

J
>/r(x)dx,

according as 0'(x) is negative or positive, where ^ is some

value of X between a and 6, i.e. ^=a+0(6— a), where 6 is

some positive proper fraction.
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340. A Theorem due to Ossian Bonnet.

If ({>'(x) be negative, i.e. <j>{x) decreasing, but <p(x) changing
sign in the interval from ic= a to x= 6, and therefore ^(h)

negative and ^(a) positive, write

^(x)— ^(6) = x(x);

then ;^'(x) is negative and x(^) is positive from a to b.

f 0(x)\/^(x) dx=
[
[0(6)+x(a;)]\/A(x)dx

J a J a

= \//(2;)rfa;+x(«)| \p^{x)dx

= [0 (^) (^)
j

dx] +x («)
j
V (^)

= [0(^) + X(^)] + 0(^)

= ^(a)j' yl/{x)dx-\- €}){h)^ \jr{x) dx.

841. Finally, if <f>'{x) be positive, i.e. (p(x) increasing, but

changing sign in the interval between a and b, and therefore

(/j{a) negative and 0(6) positive, write

0(2:)— 0(a)

then xX^^) positive and x(a^) is positive from a to 6.

/.
j* (p{x)\j/‘(x)dx

"“==</>

(«)j
\l/{x)dx-{-x(b)^ \Ir(x)dx

-^0(a)Q \/>^(x)dx4-|^\/r(x)dxJ+x(6)|^\/^(x)dx

==0 (rt

)I
V (^) +1 0W+X (^)]|^

= 0(a)
I

0^(2')dx+0(6)
j

\jr{x)dx.

Hence, in all cases where the differential coefficient of 0(x) is

a continuous function, retaining one sign between the limits,

though 0(x) itself may change sign,

j* 0(x)\//“(x)<fa:= 0(a)j' \/r(x)(Zx+0(6)|^\/r(x)dx
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for some value of ^ intermediate between a and h, (/> and >//•

being finite and continuous througliout.

This theorem is due to OssiAN Bonnet.

342. XL (i) Since

(a,2+a/+a32 + ... + ...

... -i

we liave upon putting

a^=^(J>{a), a^~ 0(a+A) ...

h^~\lr{a) , K,~\lr(a-\-h) ... />„ ^^-\lr(h~-h),

and taking the limit wlien h is indefinitely small,

(ii) If a,, aj, a^, ... a„,

and bj, ^3, •••

be two sets of positive quantities, ])oth in descending or both

in ascending order of magnitude,O O'
2a 2a; hr — 'Ea;. 2a,. f>r< 0

[for 'La/ig(ar~ag)(br— bii) is positive].

And it follows as in (i) that if </>(a;) and \jr{x) lie Unite, con-

tinuous, and positive, and (//(x) and yl/-'{x) be l>oth positive or

both negative from x==a to x--b, then

[
<t>{x)dx[ [<p{x)f^lr{x)dx<{ [</>(a:)]2 6fx[ [(l*{x)][ypr(xy]dx.

J a J a J a J a

If and yj/ are of opposite signs the order of the inefpiality

is reversed.

General and Principal Values of an Intecjrai.. Cauchy.

343 . XII. The Definition of Integration. Modifications.

In our summation definition of integration, as

Ltf^.^Qh[(J){(t)-{-(|){a-{-h)-\~(|){ai- 2 h)~\~ ... +0(6~A)],

which has been denoted by

J
(/>{x)dx,

we have lussumed

(1) <p(x) finite and continuous and single-valued for the

whole range from a:~a to

(2) a and b to be both finite quantities.
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This definition will fail when these conditions are not satisfied,

and will require modification.

We have also (Art. 18) extended our notation so as to let

I
<p{x)dx stand for the limit when h is indefinitely increased

d \j/‘ (xi)

of \}/(b)~\j/(a) where “0(^)> with a similar extension

when the lower limit becomes infinitely large. The subject of

integration itself, viz. (p{x), has been so far, however, in all

cases, understood to be finite, single-valued, and continuous

for the whole range of integration from a to 6, whether that

range be finite or infinite.

344. Infinities of the Integrand. General and Principal

Values. Cauchy.

When 0(x) In^comes infinite between the limits of integration,

say at the point where a<G<b, and nowhere else

between a and b, our definition holds

from x= a to x—c—e
and from x~c-\-tj to x—b,

where e and tj are two positive (juantities which may be taken

as small as we please,

f
*

The integral 1 ({){x)dx is now to be understood as meaning

f il){x)dx-\- f .

T,:=:0LJa J c-hrj -»

This limit may be finite, infinite, or of undetermined

value.

It is called the General Value of the Integral.

When Cauchy has named the limiting form derived,

the Principal Value of the Integral, viz.

'
<l>{x)dx+^^^ <l>{x)dx^.

which may be finite or infinite.

A similar modification of the original definition will

obviously be necessary when the subject of integration, viz.

0(a;), attains an infinite value more than once between the

extreme limits of the integration, viz. between a and 6.
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I

If the infinity of </>(a;) occurs at oiu*. of the limits, say

at tlie upper one, tlien the inte<^ral I </>(x)cZj; is to be under-

stood to mean
rb~€

LU^a\ <t>(x)dx.
J a

Again when the upper limit is infinite we shall understand

(Ij(x) dx to mean
1

fj,=u\ *l>(x)dx
J a

and when the lower ii)nit is infinite we shall understand

f (j) (x) dx to iiu;an

J JCi

<ji(:x)dx.

When the int<‘gration is from --oc to -}- x \vv shall consider

to meanthe integration j* ((^{x) dx

<p(x)dx,

which we shall nd'er to as its General valu(‘
;

i.r.

1 </V/where '

Ll,-.u

7J
= 0 dx

e and i; being small positive (|uantiti(‘S independent (if each

other; and when }j = € we shall nder to

1

<Ij{x) dx

as its Principal valu(i
;

ix.

345. Geometrical Illustrations.

Let a graph be drawn of = OA=a, 0C~(\
OB — h. Then at C (x=c) there is an asymptote parallel to

the y-axis. The graph may be such as to a]:)proach the

asymptote from opposite sides at the same extnunity (Fig. 33),

or from opposite sides at opjxisite extremiti(‘s (l^'ig. 34). In

the first case there is no change of sign of 0(x) as x fiasses
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through the value c. In the second, (l>{x) does change sign.

Let the inscribed rectangles be drawn as in Art. 11. Let

Pj-Nf and PgNg be the ordinates at distances pe and qe on

opposite sides of the asymptote
;

then it is clear that

Cauchy's “General Value” of 1 (j)(x)dx is the limit of

area A Nr Pr Pi± area Ng BP

^

P,

,

where e is indefinitely decreased, i.e. where NrC, CNg are

indefinitely decreased in such a manner as to retain a

definite, but arbitrary ratio to each other, viz. p^q, whilst

the “Principal Value” is what this becomes when CNg

ultimately vanish in a ratio of equality.

This treatment in either case e.^cludes the area bounded

by PrNrNgPgOO Pr ui Fig. 33, where <j>(x) retains the same sign

or the difference of the areas NrC^PrNrt NgC
{

oo)P*.Vg,

where changes sign as x passes through C, as in Fig. 34,

when both ordinates NrPr and V,P. are made to approach

indefinitely closely to the asymptote.

There is no advantage in prescribing beforehand the relative

speeds at which the ordinates NfPry made to approach

the asymptote, viz. by making the approach in the ratio of

some definite but arbitrarily chosen quantities Py q> g
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eby ictam command of the morl,. ;ordmates arc made to dose up.
^ “

intc<rration,

wliich tlie

where
, are two positive ejuantities. we can ultin.ately n.ake-- n our mvestigations of the -General Value.” and if6 take © = 0 fhflf

‘'Principal Value.”
^

Cauchy’s

346. When the inscriljed and circumscribed r f ,

‘1“ Newtonian manner (Art in ^ae contigni.^ witl, tl.a m,,,„pL am ^ (T,;';
e^(c') and #(c+,),
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The circumscribed rectangles are numerically greater than
the inscri])(‘d oii(‘s. Thc^y are of infinite length r/)(c), and of

inlinitesinial breadtiis e and rj respectively (Fig. 35).

CO

Thes(‘ an'as then are " iindeteiauined ’ (juantities until we
know tli(5 nature of </)(€), If the orders of the iiitinitesiinals

€j tj ))(• higher tlian the order of the infinity </)(c) their limits

are zino. If of lower order their limits are infinite. But, in

the latter case, if </>(x) change sign as x passes through the

value c, we may be only concerned with the difference of

these infinities, whi(;h may bt^ finite.

347. If 0(x) becomes infinite at a point x — c, the general

way in which it does so is by the vanishing of a factor in its

denominator.

Let
,
where Fix) contains no factor x— c, and^ ^

' (x— c)”

therefore retains the same sign as x increases through the

value c, and v is positive?.

We are only concerned to discuss the behaviour of

this function in the immediate vicinity of the asymptote.
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Therefore we may take our limits a, b .so near to x—c that

F(x) retains the same sign throughout, and if A and B are

the greatest and least values of F{x) in this interval,

dx 1
*^ dx

I
<f>(x)dx is intermediate between A 1 r and B\ .

Ja J aV'^ J a\^

Hence we may confine our discussion to 1 ,
- And it

will be convenient to push forward our origin to the point (e, 0),

so that the y-axis coincides with the asymptote, and we then

have to discuss the limit of

r ^ dx r^dx where a=c— a,

I3=^b~c.

This expression has the value

'

'+[.1 T }c-'J.J Lx” ‘JJ“il

n— l \(— e)«-^
_1

O)
' -1

(a) When n is < 1, i,e. 0 <n < I, tie* limit is finite, viz.

and is independent of the limiting value of 'I'his is then

both the ‘‘General Value” and the “Principal Value.”

The first and last elements in the summations, viz.

e*—- and being respectively e'"” and (n<l) vanish

independently of each other,

(b) If n> 1, the limit to be discussed is that of

j f
.J_

n-l l(-€)"
L ^ t.\

which is infinite in general, when e and >; diminish indepen-

dently and ultimately vani.sh in any arbitrary ratio of

inequality. Hence the “General Value” is infinit^e.

But when n is odd or of the form
2A h 1

2m

-

fr (A and m being
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and A>/x), tlu‘ infinities will cancel eacli other when
e, f] ultiniat(‘ly vanish in a ratio of equality.

T1 le Principal Value is therefore finite, and

wliennisodd or of the form (X>MXiind infinite if n is

2X
an even integer or of the form ^ 7 , (X > a).

//x+ 1

(e) When n-~l we have to discuss the limit of

f * dx^ C^dx

J - a ^ ^ J/a:
’

or putting x~ — ^ in the first integral,

ix. log- + £/ log-

•

This limit diq)(‘nds entir(‘ly upon the mode of approach of

tlu*. ordinat(‘s NfPr, to the asymptote, and is

undetei’inined till that is .settled.

When wheiaj p, q are any finite quantities to be
^ ^

l’^ P ’ ‘

clio.sen, tlui limit is log “--j h>g~, and is arbitrary, depending
(I q

u[)on the choic(* of p and q.

Wlien /> and q have been chosen e<[ual, that is when e, ly

B
vanish in a ratio of (‘(lualitv, the limit becomes log - •

‘ a

liimce the General Value is an arbitrary (juautity
;

the

Principal Xbilue is log

If n be of the form becomes unreal when x is

negative and the first integral is unreal, from —a to e.

Excluding this we are then only concerned with

j
[»ds .

,

1 ^ r
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which is real and = — ^
y v if infinite if n > 1,

n—

1

and may he referred to as the Principal Value of the real part.

348. We next consider the case when the infinite value o£

(f>(x) occurs (it one of the limits, say b.

J
(l>{x)dx is then to be interpreted as X^e=oj* (f){x)dx,

which is called the “ Principal Value.”

Let ({> (x) = ,
where f{x) doe.s not contain the factor

x~hy and therefore does not vanish when x^b\ and let n be

positive. Then,

(a) if n be <1 and if we can find some ([iiantity y between

a and h such that throughout the range of values of x from

y to 6 the numerical value of f(x) does not exceed some finite

quantity A, the Principal Value will be finite.

For
J

</)(x)dic=J 0(x)dx+J f/)(x)dx.

The fir.st of these two integrals is finite, and in the limit

the numerical value of the second is not greater than

moreover f*-' dx 11,
J, {x-b)"'

l~n [(- -(7-6)*-"],

the limit of which, when €=0, is — . (y—6)*~« and there-

fore finite.

(b) If, howeyer, n > 1, and if we can find some quantity y
between a and 6, such that throughout the range of values of

X from y to & the numerical value of /(x) is greater than

some finite quantity B throughout this range of values of x,

and if /(x) preserves the same sign tliroughout that range,

the Principal Value of the integral will be infinite.
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For, as

J

b-t

<jt(x) c/x---= 1 <l>{x) <lx-j~ \ ij)(x) dx,
a J a J y

the first of tlu^ two integrals ]>oiiio- finite.

cb-.

But tlie numerical value of ]J, o
j

<l>
(x)dx is greater than

the numerical value of ^

^b f dx

[x-hY

and
r<

1dx

{X hy‘~- »-il( 0

which l)(‘Com(‘S infinite when e vanishes.

(c) Lastly, if and if, as in the last case (/>), such a

quantity y can he found as there described, the numerical

0(^) greater than the numei'ical value of

tlu^ nuiiuu’ical valut' of which is infinite, and therefore tlie

ealui‘ of

Lt.

rb

Principal Value of
j

f/>(.r) dx is in this case, also, infinite.

349. To sum up these Statements.*

If it be possible to find a quantity y between a and h such that

tlu^ numerical value of tj){x){x~-hy\ that is/(x), does not exceed

some finite quant ity A throughout the range from y to 6, and if

n< 1, then the Principal Value of
|

ij}(x)dx is finite. If it be

possible to find a (piaiitity y between a and b such that the

numerical value of ij>{x){x~~by^ does exceed some finite (juantity

B throughout that range, and if (l)(x)(x— b)^ does not change

sign throughout that range, tlien if w <t 1 the 1 rincipal Value

of
I

(j)(x)dx wdll be infinite.

Obviously a similar rule holds for tiie lower limit by re-

versing the order of integration, i.e. int(.Tchanging the limits.

Sorret, Calcvl lnU<jraJ, p. iOO.
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350. (a) (Consider
/' (f.r

Vl->'

Here the subject of integration, viz.

limit.
Vl — .r'“’

We have to consider Lte=,o f

is infinite at tlie upper

Ijet
(f>

(.r) = Then -^Lrr
,
which i.s < I for the

yjl 4-.r

whole range 0 < .r^ 1 or for any part of it, and the index of the factor

1 - .r is which is < 1. Hence by Art. 348 (a) the Principal Value is

finite.

It is of course obviously equal to

A/,:=o{sin~V 1 — e) — .sin~*0} — sin“* 1 - sin~’0—
^

(/3) Consider
n

i, (1 -

Here the subject of integration, viz. —
,

is infinite at the upper
(1

limit. Let dj(.r)- . Then c/)(.r)(l -.r)^ --- ^ whicli is < ^

and does not change sign for all values of .r from .?* — 0 to .r - 1 or for

any part of that range. Also the index of the factor 1 - j* is
J,

i.e. > 1.

Hence, by Art. 348 (6), the Principal Value of this integral is cc>

.

361. Consider where 0<7?<1. (Serret, C./., p. 103.)

- logx
Lix=o --iT = •

When .T is made to approach zero indefinitely closely, the integrand,

viz. </j(.r)^logr/.r'‘, increases numerically without limit. Take a fjuantity

p lying between zero and 1 /q so that p is positive and ]. Then
1

".r^log.r has a turning point at vanishes at .7' ~0, and
1

whilst numerically decrea.sing to zero as .r diminishes from c i- to zero

is always numerically less than ^
. Moreover is a jKxsitive index

less than 1.

Hence, by Art. 349, the Principal Value of this integral is finite.

352. Suppose that /(.rjc/jrhas a value wliich is finite and determinate,

when /(or) becomes qo at .r=^c. (a < c < k) Then this value mu.st be

la j
, (A)
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wlialevor .n;i,y Ik- Mio ratio of p : a.al if ll,i., w.-r.' not iiulrpt-nitent
of j> \ (/, this (ii'iieral Value would not ]»e detoi niiuate.

The Principal Value is the case when (j --

f(.r)dr^

Tl»e difference of these expressions A and J) is

U „ 0
[ ]_,

’

/(,r) dr +
,

find this limit must therefore vanish whatever the ratio p g ma,y be if

/>(.*•) t/,t. is to hav(> a Unite and determinate value.

Cauchy* calls such intcLrrals “Singular Definite” integrals [Integrales
delinies singulieres], viz. those in which the subject of integration becomes
inlinit(*l\ great at the same time that the limits ditler by an infinitesimal.

In order that ;> and q shall di.sap}K*ar, the fii-.st integral must be inde-
])emh‘nt of ;i, the secimd of q, when c is indefinitely diminished.

For I'xamjile, in the case

ib
' '

, ,
where a <c< b

;

(.c-c)-J

iici

(
/• - .-ia - i- _)(

\r-p(

and the limit when c () is zer<* and independent of />.

Similarly lor
/ the limit is independent of q, and the

(./’-<•)•'•

integr.'il I is ih'terminattc

Si'c Williamson, In(. Calc, ]iages 128-130; Moigno, Calc. Intig.;

Sciret, Calc. Jut.. ]>ages id -107 ;
Pertrand, C.I., ]). 117, for further

information !is to ( imnu'al ami Frincijial Values.

•‘bVS. Successive Integrations.

Sviccrs.sivo int (‘gyrations of a function may be expressed in

terms oi single intcg^rals.

Li‘t 7t i)e any ftinciion of x.

TJhmi will

1

• l)n^ 1

n\
, J

7/ r-r jn

dx

1

jr

1

ir

... -f ( — 1)" wliere D i

JSerret, Cafcui Iutiyral p. 107.
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For

=x^udx-^xudx

1 1
^Xj^U-j^XU,

and the theorem is therefore true when n— 1.

Also, integrating each term of the stated result, assumed

for the moment true,

rx’* 1 1 "1— ”C\ —
n I) D n

rx^ 1

+-C r? - 1 , 1 a:"+>

+ (—\)”^^X’'U— J^X’'^^U
J,

1 t»r
and — I 4_/

n+ 1 n ^n-1 1

Hence, the right-hand members of the several brackets add

nd- 1 D

Therefore, multiplying by n-f 1,

(”+ 1 )
i 2jk2

+ '•+»C'2a:""‘ • • + (—!)"+*

i,e. if the theorem be true for the operator for

n+ 1 integrations, it is true for i-e, for n+ 2 integra-

tions; which establishes the inductive proof, for we have
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sliown that it is true if n= l, whence it is true for w= 2, etc.,

and generally.

The theorem shows that a repeated integral such as

mi udxdxdxdx

can be expressed in terms of single integrations of

^udx, ^xudx, ^x^udx, \^7^udx.

This theorem is given by Todhunter, Integral Calculus,

p. 72, q.v.

1. Iute;<rate

MISCELLANEOUS EXAMPLES.

2. Prove that

<’» leisr-.f^ijS'

C x{c^-x‘^)dx ic* ,, V

[L.3

[I-]

[L.]

upon

(/,2 ^ 2i»x)'

I*

3, If A’ a
-i- 2^x + show that 1^ can be made to depend

r dx

Ja-^‘

Fiiul a reduction formula for Icoswxsin^xdx, and apply it to the

se 71 = 4. [L.]

dx
4. Evaluate c

^
Ti “7 ’

16x+ 14 IOj + 9

J

h

n j - dx
0

[L.]

can bo made to depend upon
^ d^

Jr"1;
dx.

Hence show that if f(z) bo an arbitrary polynomial of degree

d»U^ + Bx+C)»
/’„(r)= .

then
^

f{x)Pn(?^)dx = 0,

where a, ^ are the roots, considered real, of the quadratic

Ax^ -p + C == 0.
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Prove that the effect of the operation on a periodic

function a cos (nt + €) is to multiply the amplitude a hy

and to increase the angle nt-h€ by tan“^— •

Write down the effect of the operation

and generally, of the operation

(a + ^ + y^ + 7i + CrA + ...

)

on the same periodic function. [Int. Arts, I^ondon.]

7. When y- ~ ax- + 2hx + r, prove that

J ;/ \/a \/ac-li^ \f(i s/b--ac J - a s’lr - ac

the real form to be chosen, and deduce the value of the integral

in the degenerate case when a = 0. [Int. Arts, Ix)Nr)oN.]

1

8. Find the limiting value of (7i!)'*/7i, when n is infinite.

9. Find the limiting value when n is infinite of the part of

the sum of the 7i quantities

71 +\ 71 -f 2 71+ 3 71 +71

\lac - \!a \/b- — ac v - a \'b- - m

and show that it bears to the limiting value of the root of the

product of the same quantities the ratio 3e : 8, where e is the base

of the Napierian logarithms. [Oxford 1880, and I. P., 1911.]

10.

If va is always equal to unity, and n is indefinitely great,

show that the limiting value of the product

(l+a«){l +(2a/}‘{l +(3a)<)'{l +(4ttV}^.. (!+(»«)<}»

is e^. [Oxford, 1888.]

1 L Show that the limit of the sum of n terms of the series

71®

(j?TP)(^+ 271*) (n2 + + 2rfi)'

when 71 is infinite, is

12. Find Lt
VV

nsaeo I

~~ '

L 71 - C

\/2 tan“'>/2
4

7i - a J'ln-a ‘JZn - a

[7, 1901.]

1

—
1
. _

271 - e on - c

111^ - ar\

J'
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13. Find the limiting value, when n is infinite, of

f TT , 27r , Ztt ^ mr\
I tan

,
. tan - . tan -- ... tan I

V 2ii 2/1 2n 271

1

14. Show that the limit of the product

271]

[Oxford I. P., 1903.]

when 71 is increased indefinitely, is [Colleges, 1896.]

15. Find the limit, when 7i is indefinitely increased, of

1 / X 2x (?/ - 1 )x)-
“I
sec + sec + . . . + sec

I 71 71 n J

where x is

Examine the case when x>~.

16. Find the limiting value of

2 log 71 - log [( 1 + n2)« (2^ -
4- 71^)^ . .

.

(2n2)«],

when n is indefinitely increased. [Oxford I. P., 1900.]

17. Show from elementary considerations that when n increases

indefinitely, ,11 1
,

approaches a finite limit intermediate between J and 1.

[St. John’s, 1884.]

18.

If /(.r) ^ /(a -f x), show that

r na fa

f{x)dx^{n-\)^Jix)dx,

and illustrate geometrically.

19. Frovc that j* if^{a~x)dx,

[Oxford I. P,, 1888.]

and show that (IX — ^ \

l-Hcos^x 2jol4-cos^ir

and evaluate this integral when 7i= 1 and when 7i=3.

20. If <#>(*)= -<f>{2a-x), show that

<}>{x)dx-= - £
<^ (*) tfa.

[CoLLEow, 1886. ]
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21. Provo that, T f 'll''

provided «/>(:?*) remains finite when x vanishes. [St. JmiN's, 18S3.
J

22. Prove that if 0(.r), \p{x), </)'(jc), i/'X.r) l)e continuous anti finite

from x — a\jO X = h,

I
(l>\x)iP\x)(Ir=--<l>{a + 0(h ~ ipid)],

where ^ is a positive proper fraction.

23. Prove that j* a:/(sin j) </.r
*

^ i;
/(sin .r)<ir.

24.

Show that

St. JttiiN’s, 1KS3.
]

r-i^

where means tiie differential coeflicient of fix). [y^ isn.'t
j

23. Show that, if ('2(i --
/) dx,

then f{2u) - -/(0;/(2</). ['I'kimty, IHO.").]

2G. If yV, y) is symmetrical in x and y, prove tliat

j
1

.1

j
^/(x, I

-

{( ‘Di.l.KtaS a, lSS(t

27. Examine under what limitiitions the formula

J
f{j) (lx --- j* f(x) (lx f j* <j> ( ./ )

(lx

holds good.

Show that j* / (^x - -

2 J
fix) ilx.

[
.Math, 'riiipos, 18H4.

)

28. If y/,i 1 + 4- . 4- . . . + ,

d o 2 a + 1

.,11 I

' "^2?^

show that when n and m are both infinite and the ratio n ; m tends

to a limit k
, 2 J^g [( oi.LKtjm a, 1888 .]
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29. Show that

^ (hx + d -n tan“^
>s \ a)

- • \ -r — II, voiu - I

I . ^^cos\ a)
{hx + a) = ^^ 1

+ Aq \- A^x-\r A^x^ + . . . 4- An~iXJ^~^^

Aq, etc., being arbitrary constants, and also that it may be written

and explain how the latter operation is to be conducted.

[Oxford I. P., 1911.]

30. If ^ f log(l +//j
J 0

show that /j
=

'I

log ( 1 4- a,) 4 J/.,,

where L, ^ j* log ( 1 4- sin'-^ 0) dd

and 1(1 4a,)(l 4-ai)-(2 4aj)2.

Hence show that

A =-^l«gl(l +'>i)(l + ••]>

where 4(1 4-«rfi)(l 4-rtr) = (2 4ar)‘^-

31. Show that if a ^ 1,

|‘t ai.h I ,h<l{\+ log n).
j j.

_ j

3*2, How is the e(iiiation

to be interpreted when /(.>') is not a single-valued function 1

Illustrate your answer by evaluating

(W

Jy
a''cos*f^4 6”sin-^^’

where a and h are real and n is a positive integer.

[Oxford I. P., 1912.]

33. Hememboring that
1* means the limit tended to by

j

as

J '> J i,

the first of the two positive quantities c, >; tends to zero, and the

second to infinity, prove that if (/ > 1, the value of

I
“ (r^)x'^''^dx

is zero if n>0, but not if n = 0.

(W _ __
cos* 0 4 b- sin- O'

[Oxford I. P., 1917. J
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34. If f{x) be any function of x which can be put into partial

A
fractions of the form —r,»

then will
a- -

35. If aj = |^(a + ^), h^ = {ah)^^

prove that h<h^<a^< a, a^-h^c I (a - b).

Show that if (a + b) tan 0 cot 4> = a- b tan^ 0^

then
I

(a2 cos^^ 4- sin'^t^)

w

J
(rtj- cos“' cos “ </> 4 j

“ si n “
</>)

®
^ /</>.

[Math. Tkip., Part II., 1915.]

36. Show that

Jy
sin 6 tan~^ (sin 0) dO ~

^
(v/2 - 1 ).

[Math. Trip., 18S2.]

37. Show how to evaluate J7i(r, y)dx, where R{x., y) denotes any

rational algebraic function of the coordinates /, y of a point on a

[St. John’s, 1891]

38. Show that if a be greater than unity,

39. Prove that

J 0 a2 ~ cos^a; “ 2a>7a2 - 1
’ lOxr. I. P., 1890.

j

at

/X.

[St. John’s Coll., 1882.]

40. Prove that (' T—4" = v ‘^•-^2.
J 0 2 + cos 2x [O.vF. 1. P.

,

41. Integrate
| _ when c lies between a and h,^

[J

42. Prove that

j* {2 - xy^ dx — 2^'*
j*

( 1 - x)^ dx.

[OXF. II. P., 1886.]

43. Prove that

w

2 cos^ X </>(8in 2x) dx=\ (sin x) i

JttQ.

[St. John’s.]
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44. Show that

0 J'
Ja-,rV2(a2 +

C^ + f2
dr

^V2(a2 +>>2 _ (^2 _~c2)2 _ jA

is the equation of a circle. [Math. Trip., 1882.]

45. Find the integrals

46. Provo that

0>) ix - 3)* - ix :

(0
sin^j? tan'*

,

[St. John’s, 1887.]

47. Evaluate

J
log ( I + tan a tan x)dx = a. log sec a.

'''>1(17:1

[Trin., 1891.]

dx

[CoLi^., 1896.]

dx.

[Hall, I.C.]

[Hall, LC.]

sec X cosec x

, f xc^dx

(Vi)

i; log tan Xtan x)^
‘

[Tkin., 1891.]

(vii,

/„ s
j

( 1 - a:*)'*cos ax dx,

a^ln-^2n(2n - - in(n -

-dx.

[Trin., 1884.]

48. If

show that

provided n > 1.

Show also that /« Ih {/Wsina-+-i7(a)cosa},

where /(a) and g{a) are algebraic functions of a, of degrees >n,

with integral coefficients. [Trin., 1892.]

49. Show that

i)

I ^ Vl -2 - i (2 +

.V fx^-f 1

Jxa-l l

1 _i x\/a - 2
r*ns ‘ _ ^

{a > 2).
Ja~2 x® - 1

[Hall, I.G., p. 325 and p. 346.]
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Show that

7f'^dx= 1

j;

c

^+1)2 ^aiTi. + 1>
“

(
3Jr+ 17

51.

Prove that

... 2 r d$ ,,, /1\* /1.3\2

"-Jo
“(2) ^(o)

"

(!') 1+2^ (2) +32(2.4) +•••-
^

+

2.4

52.

If <!> (x) = a^x + ~ a^x^ + a^jc^ +
o 0,0

prove that

(i)

£
co.-««si,, +1

(I)’
«, + } (3

-

1
)'

[Anulin.]

[Anolin.]

(fg + ...

.

[A NO UN.]



CHAPTER X.

DIFFERENTIATION, ETC., UNDER AN INTEGRATION
SIGN.

354. Differentiation of a Definite Integral with regard to a

Parameter.

A d(‘fiiiite integral is ])y its nature independent of the

value of tljG particular variable in terms of which the

integration is etiected, and its value depends upon any
()tlu‘r (juantities which may occur in the integi'and or in the

limits.

First, let us consider the diffcTentiation with regard to c of

the integral (j){x,c)dx, where a and b are each finite
J a

and independent of c. We shall suppose also that (f>{x,c) is

siiH/le-ralucd, fin itc and confinuon^, as also its differential

coefficient (vith rc(j<n^d to c for the range of values of x from
a to h. When c changes to c {“<5c, suppose tliat the consequent

change of u is to nffou.

Then Sn ~
[
ffx, c-\~ Se) dx

J a

and Su=
[ [//> (x, c f Sc)— 0 {x, c)] dx.
J a

Now f/>(x, = c)-\-6Gff[x, c-\r9 Sc),

where the accent represents differentiation of i{>{x, c) witli

regard to c, and 0 is a positive proper fraction, dc being

written for c after the differentiation is performed, i.e,

—= c+9 Sc)

[See Arts. 1898
,
1902

,
Vol. IL]

36J
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355. Next, let a and h be also functions of c.

rh +56
Then 1 ili(x,c-\-Sc)dx

J rt 4 5a

(•6+56 j'6

and Su=
I

c +^c) dx~ 1 <}>{x, c) dx
Jo+5a Ja

1

6+56 ra

(p{x,c+Sc)dx+ 1
(/)(x,c+ Sc)dx

b Ja+5a

+ [ [0 ^ ~
(^» ^)]

a

Now
(•6 +56

j

^(a;, c+ Sc) dx~(f>(b-\-9^Shy c-\-Sc) Sh (by Art. 332)

and

I
<l)(x, c+Sc) dx— c-f (5c) Sa,

Ja+5a

where 0i and 02 positive proper fractions.

Also

has been discussed in the last article.

Hence, dividing the expression for Su by Sc and taking the

limit, when Sc is indefinitely diminished,

du__ p d<p(x, c)
^

dc

p30(x, c), . db da

and the conditions under which this is true have been stated

above, viz. <p(XyC) and are single-valued, Jhiite and

continuous functions of x throughout the finite range x—a
to x=by inclusive.

This is a case of the theorem on partial difierentiation, Diff.

Calc., Art. 160, viz.

du ^fdu fdu da fdu db

dc 'dc'^'da dc'^dy dc

356. Geometrical Meaning of the Process.

We next examine tlie geometrical meaning of this differen-

tiation.

Let a/3, a'/3' be the respective graphs of

y == 0 (x, c), y-=(p{x,c+ Sc).
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Let the ordinates of both curves be drawn at the points

a5=a, x=b, x= a+Sa, x= b+Sb,

viz. Aay, Bj3S', A'ya,

respectively. Let NQP be any other ordinate, and draw

aS, parallel to the a:-axis. Then
[

^{x, c)dx is represented

by the area AB^a. We have to differentiate this area with

regard to c. When c is increased to c+^c, a and h being both
dependent upon c, area AB^a is changed to A'B'^'a'y and

0

3c
area AB^a =Ltic:=Q

area area AB^a
Sc

=Ltsc=o
^S'ya BB'^S'— AA'ay

Sc

Now

Lt
IBS'y a

Sc
= Lt

^\NP--NQ)dx

Sc Ja Sc

Ja ^

Al«,
BBRfi+mfIS

oc Sc

^^<f,(b,c)Sb+^R^S'=-^ ^
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, r.AA ay r^AA'Sa + aSa'y'
and Lt — -

^
^

Sc Sc

j 0(a, c) Sa+ aSay&

= <p(a,c)-^ + Lt
6c

-r area
dc

,

area BR^'S'— area aSay'
^Li

Now, if the terminal ordinates A'a, Aa and B'/3', are

finite, as supposed, the portions /BR/B'S' and uSa'y' are both

of the second order of infinitesimals, for their breadths and

greatest lengths are both first order infinitesimals
;
and there-

fore, when divided by Sc, they still remain of the first order

of infinitesimals and disappear when the limit is taken.

= + c)| -^{a, c)^.

The student will see that the truth of this theorem could

not be asserted without further examination if any of the

ordinates of the figure became infinite, or if either of the

graphs were discontinuous, or if either graph were cut by an

ordinate in more places than one for any position between

the extreme ordinates of the portion considered.

When one of the limits is infinite the theorem may still be

true, but special consideration is needed in each case.

357. If the integral to be differentiated with respect to c

be “indefinite,” i.e. the limits not stated, say

w= |^{x, c)dx+A,

where A is an arbitrary constant, then

(iw__ c) ^ ^dA
dc ~] ^

and A being an arbitrary constant as regards x, — is also
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an arbitrary constant as rc^^arcls x
\
and we may write the

result as i \

dc J (jc

where A' is an arbitrary constant.

358. Integration of a Definite Integral with regard to a Para-

meter.

Take the integral u~{ (/>(x,c)dx,
J a

where a and h are not functions of c.

%.e.

Then, by the previous articles,

/•6

~
<l)(x, c)dx= u;

. f/c ~
I J

(j} (x, c) d^ dx,

IQ (j, c) (fxj =
I I

359. Supposing that instead olQ,n indefinite integration of u

we retpiire a dejhi ite integration between and c, say, regarded

as independent of a and 5, then we shall have in general

J Q ~
I [1

that is the order of integration is immaterial.

For putting I 0 (x, o) dc~f{x, c), say,
J Co

ill:
</>{x, c) dej dx=

I
/(x, c) dx,

J I
0 (x, c)dcjdx

then

and
3c I

_3
3c Ja

dx

also 3

3c

= [
<l>{x,c)dx,

Ja

b
I rc r fft "1 f ft

;
y5>(x, c) dx dc=

j
(J>(x, c) dx.

^JejLJa -1 J<i
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Hence both
J

c) d:i^dc

id
J j^J

^(x, c)dcjd»

have the same differential coefficient with regard to c, and

both vanish when 0—%, Hence they are equal.

This theorem may be written

f
[ <f>{x, c) dcdx={ f <f>{x, c) dx dc,

and expresses that the order of the integrations may be

changed. The theorem presupposes that the limits of inte-

gration Cq and c are independent of the limits a and 6, and

also that 0(x, c) remains single-valued, finite and continuous

for all values of the quantities x and c between or at their

limits.

360. Notation.

The notation of this double integration” calls for expla-

nation. It will be noticed that we have written

j*
[^1

c)dxjdc as
J

j* <p(x,c)dcdx,

inverting the order of the dx and dc. The order of writing

these symbols does not appear to be universally agreed upon,

some authors adopting the opposite order. For the sake of

clearness we may state that throughout this book the right-

hand element and the right-hand integration sign refer to

the first operation, the left-hand element and the left-hand

integration sign refer to the second.

Thus
I I

will mean that
JXoJVo

(1) <p{x,y) is to be integrated with regard to y, keeping x

constant, between limits y=yti, y=yv
(2) That the result obtained is then to be integrated with

regard to x between limits x=Xo and x=Xi.

A notation which carries its own explanation, and used

when there is any fear of confusion, is

I
\dy,f,(x,y).

J *0 J Vo
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361. Oeometrical Interpretation.

Writing y where we had c in ^(x, c) and dy for dc, we have
to establish the theorem

!< y) dy^x.

Imagine the rectangular space bounded by

x= a, x=b, y= c

to be divided up into infinitesimal rectangles by two families

of straight lines, the first set being equidistant from each
other and parallel to the x-axis, and the second set being equi-

distant from each other and parallel to the y-axis, the distance

between consecutive lines of each family being infinitesimaL

RS'

o'T* V
P Q

R8

o E
X

Fig. 37.

Imagine that we have to find the mass of this rectangle,

regarded as of variable density, such that ^(x, y) is the density

at any point (x, y), and that the elementary rectangle whose
corners are (x, y), (x+<5x, y), (x+^x, y+ Sy) and (x, y+Sy), and
whose area is 6x Sy, is so small that the density may be taken

uniform all over it, or, which will amount to the same thing,

that the density at any point of the small area Sx Sy differs

from that at x, y by an infinitesimaL

The mass of this small rectangle will be, to the second

order of infinitesimals, ^(x, y)6xSy, Let PQQ'P' and RSS'R
be the two elementary strips whose common element is ^x Sy.

Then, in adding up all the elements of mass along the strip

PQQT\ we have

in the limit when ^x is indefinitely small.
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Then, if we sum the strips from y—c^ to |f/= c, wo have in

tlie limit, when is indefinitely small,

But if we first sum the elements 4*{x,y)Sx 8y along the strip

RSS'R'y we have in the limit, wlien Sy is indefinitely small,

[
y)

?se strips from x~
indefinitely small,

And if we sum these strips from x~a to x= h we have in

the limit, when Sx is indefinitely small,

And as the order of addition of these elements is obviously

immaterial we perceive that these two results must Ik? eiiual.

Hence the truth of the theorem, provided y) be finite for

all points of the rectangle. [See Art. 1899, Vol. II.]

362. Successive Differentiation.

Having established tlie equation

1 1V (X, 0) dx =£ ^ (6, 0 - V.
(a. r)I

we can differentiate again and again and successively obtain

the second, third, etc., differential coefficients with regard to c.

The successive results however, in general form, rapidly get

complicated. Thus, for instance, we have

^(jjiXyC). c)(/)(byC)db d(j)(a,c)da
^ 3c dc oc dc

3</»(6, c) 30(6, c) db

3c dc
I LiU

30 (a, c) /(6i\ ® dy>(ayC)da ^d^a

da \dcJ dc dc
-0(a, c)

dc^'

which reduces to an expression with seven terms.

Similarly, the third and other differential coefficients may
be found when necessary.

In particular cases there may be considerable simplification.
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3()3. Many iin}>nrt.anl n^sulls can l)e dcrivinl from these

theorems, and new forms deduced, by differentiation or
inteoration with re^mrd to letters which liave been regarded
as constants in a previous integration.

Ex. 1. For oxainple, taking th<* case

/ . ;

““ >e)-
/ .r-'-J tiiii ‘ Y . tan (Art. 171) -—o e/>cos.r Yo- -//-L- \o + A 2 Jo' '

we liave, ujion ditlerinitiation with i-egard to o,

rL

X (<?-i-/>eo.s./)- M VYo--//-’/

1 )iHer(Mitiatin;r again witli regard to a,

r _ _
1 ' TTU __7r 2a“ + h-

or, witli regal’d to />,

/* (‘os.r</./‘

.'n (e -f
-

6

cos a’)'*

1 1 cos x

/,)
(o -f CoS.t'P

( Jenerall y,

/:

1 A

2 Oh

Stt ah

d.r

Jo (o -f-

/

m’os .r)”

r ros^~0^ dr

Jo -f-/i cos.r)"

r ft' (2(1-4- />-) ~ 3ahh'

- {<d~lOy'

'

’

etc.

(«-ir! r<d-h^’

i-iy-' i_^

Ex. 2. cieiu lv

J \m/ a

Also h /-» y>4-(7It,-, ('’-a.

ft \ a <r /

[/?i^ Cah'.for BcijinnerSy Art. 213.]

Sliow that these results are identical.

Ex. ,3. Starting with /
= -,

” Jn a

we have
Jq a'

n !

hy dilVerentiations with res|)ect to a, [See Art. 1897, Vol. II.]
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Ex. 4. From such integrals as

r djc
I j

-z:.—.. ' Or
J (px-j-q)wcux^^-h2bj:+ c

we can deduce

dx

+ 2biX -f Cl )

^ J (pjr+ g)'*\/ar*+ 2fejr-Hc’ ^ J

/3\ f

J (a|jr^+ 26i.r-fCj)“Va»r2+ 262:t'+ C2*

/.V f dx

(p.r+ q)(ax*+ 2bx+ e)^

(aiX^ + 2biX+Ci)(a2X^-h2b2X+C2)^

by respectively differentiating the first n — 1 times with regard to q,

or once with regard to c,

or the second n-1 times with regard to Cj,

or once with regard to Cq,

when once the primary integral has been found (Chap. VIII.), and this

will often be more convenient than the employment of a reduction for-

mula. Differentiation with regard to other letters, p, a, b, aj, ag or

fcg, will give other integrals.

For example, by Art, 276 (supposing hp>aq^ a and p positive),

f ^ ^ _ j Ja Jpx + q
^ (ax~\-b)(px-^q)^ y/a(bp-aq) yp^ax-i-b'

Therefore

[ ^ ± sin-*

^ (ax+ by(px-\-q'^ (a-1)! W^*L^Ja(bp-aq) >p >ar-f6J

^
af^'-^dx 2( — 1)* 3"-* r 1

sin-*

J(cLr+b)’(px+g)i (”-!)> Wa(6p wxj)

etc.

Ex. 5. If Q = \/(a*+ A)(6» -p X)(c* -f X), prove that

r/^ 1
I

1
,

1

Jo \ci*+A. 6*+A c*+A A/ Q

JPf±9l
ypyax+bJ*

We have
2rfQ cfA c?A dA

i?:fA 6*+ A c** + A *

.’. the integral in question is

Jo \^dA A/

Similarly
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If welia'
Jo V

1 r 1

2 Jo a- -4

1 i/A

4-li V ’

and the above equation may be written

3/ 3/ 1

For several useful illustrations of such integmls, which occur in problems

on the attmction of ellipsoidal shells, see Analytical Statics^ by E. J.

Routh, vol. II., pp. 100-101.

364. Differentiation of a Multiple Integral with
REGARD TO AN INVOLVED CONSTANT.

It will be sufficient to take the case of a multiple integral

of the second order.
r*i fyi

Consider / - 1 dx\ dy y, c),

J Xa J J/Q

where c, x^, x^, y^, y^ are all functions of some quantity t but

not involving x or y.

Let ^<}>(x,y,c)dy = F(x,y,c),

where x is regarded as a constant in this integration, so tliat

3^(0?, VyC)
,

,— y> c);

P'1
then y, c)dy = F(x, y^.c)- F(x, y^, c) = v, say.

Jyo

Then 1={^ ^)dx.

J*o

Differentiating by the rule of Art. 355,

dl r*‘ 3t; , .
dx. dxQ

where and are the values of v when x receives the values

Xq and Xj respectively.

l=£ll y^’ y^’

'd'V

Thus, substituting for ^ ,
we have

y^' y^

+^j** y, £ ^(®0. y> <')%•

= y. c
)

;
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This may 1)0 written in tlu^ more compact form

dl ^
dt
~

l/i

Vo

+

A similar process may be applied in cases of Multiple

Integrals of a higlier order. It is to be understood tliat all

limitations with regard to the nature of </>, and the range of

integration, which correspond to tliose described in Art. 355

for the case of a single variable, are supposed to be assumed.

3G5. Remainder after n terms of Taylor's Series

EXPRESSED AS A DEFINITE INTEGRAL.

Let /(a:) be a function of x which is finite and continuous

throughout the range of values of x, from x^a to x~a+ h,

as also all its differential coefhcients as far as

Let x^ a-\-h—z be an intermediate value of x, (cc^h).

Considering the integral I f' {a-{~ h—z) dz, we may
J o‘

(1) intego’ate directly as /(a+ A—
;:)J

”/'(«+ A)*—/(n),

or (2) apply the rule of continued integi*ation by parLs

(Art. 95), viz.

(«+ A

—

z)-\-
2 ,f" (a + A 2

) + . .

.

t .e .

+f (n-T)

A2 1,3

i.e. /(a4-^)=/(a)+A/' («)+ ",/» + l/''{a)-f ...

h 1
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Hence the reinaincler after v, terui.s is

By tlieororri IX., Art. 8‘B, thi.s is e(|ual to

for some value ol f between 0 and (,'=/i, wliich nuiy

])e written f ~(1 -0)h where 0 is a positive proper fraction.

/i'*

lIeiK!e /]?„ - f '^diicli is Lagrange’s form of re-

mainder (see Dijf. (V//e., Art. 180).

8()(). Kem.mnders AETER teum.s in L.vorange’s

Theorem and in Laplace's Extension, expressed by
MEANS OF A DEFINITE INTEGRAL.

It is easy to tind an expression for tlie remainder after

(71-)-
1 )

t<‘rms in Laplaces extension of Lagrange’s theorem

(Biff. Coir., Art. 5 IS).

Lagrange’s theorem states that if z — y-rXij>(z) and u be

any function (A z, say /(c), then tlie expansion of a in powers

of X is

and Laplace’s extension states that if z = F{y~\-xij>[z)),

and contain.s the foniurr as a particular case.

Take tlien z ~ F{)j ^ x>l>{z)}, and consider the integral

L=f''’‘\'/ i •rXW, -q”nF(t)\F'{t)dt,
J y

where
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We shall write <f>Ft for <p{F(t)}, etc., to avoid the multi-

plicity of brackets.

Putting n= 0, we have

Again, differentiating 7„ with regard to y (Art. 355),

Putting

/77

^
\y+ x<t>Ft-tY-^(fFt)(ri) dt

-[x<f>Fy]’>{f'Fy)(Fy)

=nIn-i-x''{<pFy)’‘^(fFy) ;

'

n— 1, 2, 3, ... successively in this result,

(4.F,)

h-%

etc.

;

whence

= etc..

+:

The remainder sought is therefore

J,
\y+Hm}-tYnF{t)}F\t) dt.
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This includes, as a particular case, the remainder after

(n+ 1) terms in Lagrange's theorem, when z—y-\-X(j>(z), viz.

^
~ iTl (dy) Jy

cited by Profeasor Williamson (Encyclopaedia Brilannica, “ Infini-

tesimal Calculus,’* §151) as due to M. Popoff (Comptes Rendus^

1861), the demonstration of which by M. Zolotareff, quoted in

the Encyclopaedia Brilannica, is similar to the above.

GENERAL EXAMPLES.
1. Prove that

d r®'*

rflfL = [(„7 1

and verify the result by performing the integration first.

2. If A bo the area bounded by a parabola and its latus rectum

(4a), prove

(1) by differentiating the integral 4j* \/^.dx with regard to a,

(2) by first integrating and then differentiating with regard to a,

that dyf 16a

da 3

3. Apply the method of Art. 355 to prove that

and explain geometrically each step of the process.

Obtain the same result by first integrating and then differentiating

the result with regard to c
;
and also geometrically.

4. Show that if w-J e-^-^'dXy

'd-U Oli 072 1

?>a

provided a be positive.

5. Show that

6. If f(pr.-\-c)=f(x) for all values of x, show that

. - Jo
is independent of z.

[Trinity, 1888.]

[a, 1883.]

[a, 1887.]
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7. Prove that

dx

r
T (-!)>* /I d 1

(a^cos^a; + ~ 2"+^ [n \a 0a
^

d/s)

8. Prove that if w = (a^ -I- F {(a - b)x} dz,

where F denotes any function, ^ and a being independent of a and

b, and n being a positive integer, then

9. If U=
I

<f>{Zy t)d(f
Jo

[Oxford, 1886.]

where c is a function of u and Xj prove that

du

dx

'du
<j>{x, c)

18 , 1885.)

10. If M = |^<^(a-, y)d;/,

where a and f3 are functions of x and u, prove that

1 1. Comment upon the application of the rule of Art. 355 to the case

d f*

J -a sfa^ - X“

Prove that in this case the true result is

1 f« x<f>\x)dx

=i:

12. If

Va2 -

H =1 “)
J/(«)

"I -ll
Do you consider that this formula fails in the case in which

1

we have
du

da

^(“) = S /(“) = 0 and <l>(0,a).. ,

V cos o — cos a

If so, to what extent and in what respect?
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Prove that in this case

du

da

sin a

2n/2 J 0

m\^0d0

sin2- sin2 6/j

Make any reniarks that occur to you as to the reasons for the

peculiar form which the general formula assumes in this case.

[e, 1884.]

1

3.

Show that the equation

ceases to hold for 3: = 0. [Math. Tripos, 1897.]

14.

Find a curve in which the abscissa of the centroid of the

area of that portion bounded by the curve, the coordinate axes and

an ordinate is proportional to the abscissa of the bounding ordinate.

[C0LLE(JES, 1878.]

15.

A vessel in the form of a right circular cylinder with vertical

axis and a flat horizontal base is filled to varying depths with liquid

of varying density. If the depth of the centre of gravity of the

liquid be always of the immersed portion of the axis, show that

the density varies as (depth)” ‘.

16. Find the general eipjation of all solids of revolution for which

the distance from the vertex of the centroid of a segment m;idc by

a plane perpendicular to the axis, is proportional to the height of

the segment. [Todhontkr, Integral Calculuf^ p. 198.]

17. Find the form of the curve for which the area bounded by

the curve, the coordinate axes and an ordinate is such that the

moments of inertia of this area about the coordinate axes are in a

constiint ratio.

18.

A body moves from rest at a distance a towards a centre of

attraction varying inversely as the distance. Show that the time of

describing the space between J3a and will be a maximum when

1

j^It may be iissumed that ac log|^
.

j

[Tait and Stekdk, Dynamics ofa Particle,']
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19. Find the density of a parabolic plate as a function of the

abscissa in order that the distance of the centroid from the vertex

may vary as the square root of the length of the plate, [a, 1881.]

20. Find the equation of the curve such that the area included

by the ordinate at any point, the axis of x and the curve is in a

constant ratio to the area included by the ordinate, the axis of x

and the tangent. [Math. Tripos, 1882.]

21. Prove that

A
da Jo 2aja--x

(x') dx
Under what circumstances will I - ' '

r be independent of a]
Jo s/a-

X

[Todhuntkr, hit. Calc.]

22. If

verify that

tan
^
sin (/. = = sin f

,

dx 1 r* d't’ ..c-nS’" r_ d\p

1 - tair Sinn/)
o

0
,
^1 - tan-^sin-^

o

[Math. Tripos, 1890.]

23. Prove that

[€, 1884.]

cos bx
j ^ f“ cos//x' o of* cos/^j: , _

24. Verify that

y = ^j’V-'(l -vy-^-\l-xv)~'dv

satisfies the differential equation of the hypergeometric series, viz.

(r- (“+/^+

when p > 0 and y > P.

25. If +/jflog(xsin®S)}<itf,

. dhi dll
venfy that

^dx^^ dx
• q^xu=^0.
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26. Prove that 3/ = ^
(a: + cos <^ac* - l)**dil>

satisfies the equation

dx [St. John’s, 1892.]

27. Show that the differential equation

dSi a b

amnz + h cos z
is satisfied by

x-^z
dz.

Write down the complete solution. [St. John’s, 1883.]

28. If y = \fxe^ ® cos { s/7 log {Jx sin 0) + a} d9,

2>cPy

dx^~'
prove that

29. Prove that

(cosh X - sinh x cos i>)~^ dtt> =^

[St. John’s, 1889.]

d<f>

Prove also that if

gw-H ’

0 (cosh X - sinh xcos4^) *

P ~
J

(cosh X - sinh x cos <t>)^ d<f>f

Ip C08(t)d4>

2Jo(

dP 1

dx (cosh x - sinh x cos [a, 1886.]

30; If
X Jo

equation

coe(mxf*Bin<l>)co6^<f>d<l>y prove that y satisfies the

^ = 0.
[a, 1886.]

31. Verify that

y = I
P' [^ + log { (ttg + ftgx)}

]
dw,

where + i>oi log FU
i = J

^

and the limits are given by 0, satisfies the equation

(a, +h^)^ + (aj + 6,x)g + (a, +V) y =

provided - aj)^ —ij*. [Spitzjbb, GrdUy voL liv.]
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3*2. Verify that if .c ])o positive

and if x be negative

n -= C\ - q^y ‘ (ll ^2 j*
y'\it

solves the differential etpiation

d^u da „ ,,

dx^ dx

33. Prove that

f" . . cos tt tt

I sin U arc cos . ( 1 — cos a).

J, Slli^>

[Pktza'al.]

[
riasrrv, ISNIJ.

J

34. Prove that

f'lo,
J 0

I 4- tlX ds .

- -^-TTSlIl
1 -X- LOxfoki) 1S*SS.J

35. Establish the known result

f* lo<j; :r
,

h»ga

and hence prove that when n is a positive integer

(-‘)

•i

1

( yt 4 1 )
a ’‘

'

J,
111
Y 2

-
.J

..

(»J {a 4- 1 )a"
'

‘ ' '

y\.i 1
-

^ in-
f
\J \TII. 'I'forns, 1HS3.

3f). If the operator A, applied to a function of a, has the effect

of changing a to a + 1, and subtracting the original function, slnnv

that
f'-A l *^*-)dx -
I A</j(.r, a)dx^

where a and h are inde|>endeiit of «.

Prove that

Jo a(a + I) ... (a + ll.)

[Bkhthanu, p. 183. J
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p cos ax
37. Given ii =

JoI+*’
dht,

dXf differentiating twice we have

^ _rx»c
Jo 1

^ COS ax J

.
ax.

i

But this is indeterminate when x is infinite. Discuss the validity

of the differentiation. [Bertrand, Cal. Lit., p. 181.]

38.

Is it true that

If not, why not ? [See Art. 1899, Vol. II.]

Evaluate each side separately and compare the results.

[Bertrand, Ccd. Lit., p, 187.]

39.

If P iQ — 4^(x + ly), show that in general

and

££!''"'»- ££s''»*

Examine the case c/> {x + ly) = taking a = 0, a = 0 and Z> = oo .

[Bertrand,]

w

40.

If /(^) == (2 - (1 show that

r

^^-^ = 5(2-a;)-tj%os26l[(l -arcosJ^T* - (1

Hence show that as x increases from 0 to ^,f(x) increases from

72^“*-

41.

Prove that

[C. S., 1898.]

there being n integration signs in the left member of the equality.

[R. P.]

42,

Show that

m. + y + c) dxdy^ = 9</>(3c) - 8<^(2c) + «if>(c).

°
° [Oxr. II. P., 1890.^
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43. Show that the <iiiartic function

Q~ax^ 4- ibx^ 4- 6c2:2 4- idx 4- e

can, in general, be expressed in three different ways as the sum of

two squares P- 4- where

P = o"* [(ox + + 3 («« - 62) - 2X]

and P=a~^A“^[2(a.T + 6)A + a^d - 3ahc + 26®],

A having any one of three determinate values A^, A2, Ag.

Verify the evaluation of the integral in the form

j[(^2
- A3) A,itan-i^I + (A3 - A,)A3Han-i5^

+ (^1 -
^i) A3^tan->

j

A,

where '^ = (^2
“

‘^8)(^3
“ ” '^2)-

[Math. Trip., 1897.]

44. Show that

~ a 4-2:)“’* ^dx-
(n-1)!

(n4-r- 1)! 1 - a

[I. C. S., 189i».]



CHAPTER XL

PRELIMINARY TO INTEGRATION OF 11^. WHERE

e IS A RATIONAL QUARTIC. DEFINITIONS
OF ELLIPTIC FUNCTIONS. ELEMENTARY CON-
SIDERATIONS.

367. In many problems of both pure and applied mathe-

matics, such as the investigation of the length of an arc of

a.n ellipse, or of a lernniscate, or the time of a finite oscilla-

tion of an ordinary simple circular pendulum, integrals occur

in which the integrand contains a square root of an algebraic

function of higher degree than the second.

Now the integral

where Q is the general biquadratic function

+ 4<ii a;®+ fiagX*+ i/a^x+

,

cannot in general be integrated by means of the circular, inverse

circular, or inverse hyperbolic functions, though it has been seen

that for particular values of the coefficients this may be possible

;

for no such function is known which will, on differentiation, give

rise to the general expression as its differential coefficient.

Hence, in discussing such an integral as this, we are in a

position similar to that which would have occurred if we had

required the integral before the inverse circular

]Ja^x-\-cx^
or inverse hyperbolic functions had been discovered. The

integration even of the case would then have pre-

383
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sent(Hl ii dilHciilty. And tijo n(‘C(‘.ssity for the considonition

of such an integral would have formed a suital)le stai tin^-

point for tlie investigation of such functions as would have

,

^
,
or, mere generally, — for their differential

^ Ja+bx-^ cx-

coefficients.

And the whole theory of such functions could have been

built up from this starting-point.

(hv
3C8. For instance, let

Then F(0)-:0.

Let X and y be two variables connected by the etjuation

VI

(lx

^ (Iff

-j;-

- 0
,

i.e. F'(x)(ix-\-F'{y)(Iy— 0.

The integral is F(r) + F(//) = constant F(:), say, where is

the value of y when x vanishes,

llut multiplying by vT Vl—

(lx\/1— y^-\-(IyJi-~F^~{),

and we can integrate this by parts, viz.

xji-if+\x (hf + ?/V I - -f
I

if y
V

. fix ~ constant (
',

J
‘

'
J V i X-

i.e. x-jr-i/+yXr-lr^-^[jrtj( ^ = C',

J \v * X"" V I ~ y“'

and the part under the integration sign vanishes.

Hence, xvT -
f yv/l - x-— z, say, when^ c is the value of

y it x vanishes.

Hence we have tlie addition equation

F(x)+F(y) = F{x-J] - / -i-yJi x^),

and if we then choose to write sin“' (a supposed unknown
symlKjl) for F, we should have

siii“% -fsin‘“\?/-- sin~* {xj I y^ f y VI - x^),

or writing sm'“^x=f9 and sin“'\?/~0,

sin (6^+ 0) =8in^\/r^sin*^+ Bin -- sin^^,
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and we should thus have arrived at one of the fundamental
propositions of trigonometry, and could have built up the
general theory.

Such is actually our position with regard to the integration

f dx ^ dfX
of or, more generally, where M and N are

rational integi’al algebraic functions of x, and Q is a rational

integral algebraic polynomial of degree higher than the

second, say the quartic

Q = -j- ^^x^ -f ^a^x-\-a^

,

and the absence of knowledge of any function which, upon
differentiation, would give a general result of this kind long

barred the progress of geometers.

309. It was natural that after having exhausted the dis-

cussion of integrations which could be expressed algebraically

or by means of logarithms, or by inverse circular functions, that

is in terms of arcs of a circle, that investigators should turn

their attention to such expressions as could be integrated by

means of arcs of an ellipse or a hyperbola. Thus Colin

Maclaurin, in his Fluxions, vol. ii.. Art. 799, of date 1742,

discusses “the fluent of - or as it would now be
2jxx-~l

•LL I C Jxdx . If xdx tilwritten r, I t,c. -I ;
-

,
which he expresses as

2Jvx(x*-l)
^

the arc of a rectangular hyperbola of semi-axis unity, viz.

drawing a tangent at the vertex A of the hyperbola, centre (7
,

and a circle with the same centre and radius x cutting the
A

tangent at the point M, then letting the bisector of ACM cut

1 r X dx
the, hyperbola at E, arc 1 which we leave

yJX (X — 1
)

to the student to verify.

370. The real starting-point of the general theory of such

integrals, which have been termed Elliptic Integrals, from

their intimate connexion with that curve, may be taken to be

Fagnano’s discovery * that upon every ellipse or liyperbola

it is possible to assign in an infinite number of ways two

* Fagnan0, Protiuzioni matemutichef tom. ii.
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arcs whose difference is equal to an algebraic expression, and

that the lemniscate “jouit de cette singuliere propri(^t^, que

ses arcs peuvent etre multipli^ ou di vises alg^briquement,

comme les arcs de cercle, quoique ch6W5un d’eux soit une

transcendante d’un ordre superieur/*^

37 1 . Definitions. Various mathematicians, Euler,f Lagrange

Landen§ and others, turned their attention to this matter, and

much progress was made. But the chief advance was due to

the investigations of Legendre, first in his Mimoires sur les

Transcendantes EUiptiques, 1793, and, after a long interval, in

his Exerdces de Ccdcul Integral, 1811. In this last work he

treated the general reduction of the integral

cPdx

JW’
where P is any rational function whatever of x, and Q is the

quartic function

+ -)-6a2a!^+ 4a3X+a^,

showing that in all cases the integration may be made to

depend upon that of three fundamental integrals, viz.

de _ lue
^^sin^d Jo

F{e, ^) = f
Jo

E(e. k)^C
J 0

-k^ sin'OdO

dd
a:

oA’

Add,

0 (1 +n sin^d) s/l — A:*sin*d

dd

where A =n/ 1 — sin^t

|o(l+nsin*d)A’

which he calls the “ Elliptic Integrals of the First, Second and

Third kind respectively," A; being a real constant quantity less

than unity, called the modulus, and n any constant whatever.

372. Legendre in a footnote, (pages 18, 19) of the Exerdces suggested

names for these functions, but it does not appear that the names were

generally adopted, except as to the initial letter E and 11 still used for

the second and third. He remarks

:

**Ces fonctions r6unisaent un si grand nombre de propri6t6i, que

* Legendre, Exerdces de Calcvl IniSgrcU, ISll.

t Euler, Novi, Com. Petrop., tom. vi. et vii.

X Mim. de Turin, tom. iv.

$ Mafh. Memoirs, by John Landen, 1780.
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quaiid elles seront plus g^D^ralement connues, on jugera sans doute
n^cessaire de leur imposer un nom particiilier, et de d^^signer la

fonction de c et </> 6gale k cornme on d^signe Tare dont le sinus

est X, ou le nombre dont le logarithme est y. II seioble qu’on carac-

t^riserait assez bien la fonction F en lui donnant le nom de Nome
parce que cette fonction a la propri6t6 de r^gler tout ce qui concerne
la comparaison des fonctions elliptiques. Peut-6tre conviendrait-il en
n)6me temps de donner les noma &Epinome et de Paranome aux fonctions

A* et n que constituent les deux autres espies.”

373.

Legendre established addition formulae for each of

these functions analogous to the trigonometrical formulae for

sin(0db^), cos(0±^), whence their whole theory may be

deduced, as for the ordinary circular functions of trigo-

nometry, and their numerical values calculated and tabulated

for definite values of k and n. This having been done, they

are available for numerical use, as in the case of the circular

and inverse circular functions.

374.

All three of Legendre’s standard forms are compre-

hended in the one formula

o r _ f
^ sin^^ dO

’ L Jo’”Jo l+«sin»^ 7l_Psin*^
The cases are

^==1, j5=0, n=0, H^F(9,kl
B = ~k^ n=0, H = E(9,k),

4=1, B=0, ff=n(0,i,n).

375.

The ** Complete Values.” The Beal Periodicity.

The function
4-f5sin*6 1

l+wsin*6> Vl— **8in*6i

obviously goes through all its values four times, as 9 increases

from 0 to 27r, and then repeats the same cycle. The values

in the second quadrant are merely repetitions of those in

the fiirst, passed through in the reverse order.

It is clear then that

and that
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We may call
|^//J

the quarter period of the integral H.

In the case of the first elliptic integral, this “complete'’
9

integral I is denoted by F. or K, and called the
Jq V 1

—
real quarter j>eriod of F{d, k).

Similarly, and Hi are written for the “ complete ” integral

of the second and third kinds respectively, i.e. when the limits

are 0 and ~
,
and E^, rij are the respective quarter periods of

E(d, k) and 11 (d, k, n).

Th»
Je s/l~k^ sin^O \Jo Jo^ n/1 —

=^K-F

j^analogous to cos~^a; = ^--sin”^a;J-

In this respect these integrals resemble the length of the

arc of an ellipse, or of any oval symmetrical about two per-

pendicular axes. In fact, as will be presently shown, one

of them, Ey represents the length of an arc of an ellipse

measured from the end of the minor axis. And it was

this particular fact that led Legendre to style them Elliptic

functions.

It will be noticed that the “complete” values are not

numerical until the values of ICy n are assigned, but are func-

tions of k and n.

376. It is not the object of the present chapter to discuss

elliptic functions at length, nor to establish tlie mode of

reduction of I 7-- to one of the above canonical forms. These
J -JQ

matters, as well as the addition formulae, will be postponed

for later treatment. The present chapter must be regarded

as an introductory description of such functions, so that the

student will gradually grow accustomed to their use in cases

that may appear in treating of the rectification of ellipses

and other curves.
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377. The Jacobian Notation.

r® do
In the integral is usual to call the

Jo vl—
su'perior limil 0 the amplitude of u, and write it as

0 =am w,

and in accordance with the usual notation for inverse functions

u=am“^R

Thus am-* 61 = f*
-=J£_

.

JoN/l-it''sin2^

If a; =sin we have x =sin am u, which is abbreviated into

x=snw and u = sn“^x.

Similarly, v/l — = cos 0 = cos am u, abbreviated to cn w

;

X
-
7^"- = tan 0 = tan am u, abbreviated to tn u.

The quantity Vl— sin^^?, which we have called A, may
be written A(^), (mod. fc), or A(d, k) when it is necessary to

put 0, k in evidence

;

.*. \/l— Qiu2^=^am w,

which is further abbreviated to dn u.

Thus dn w = Aam A^? = \/l — sin^t^.

The names of these expressions, sn w, cn w, dn u, are spoken

as spelt, i.e. each letter read off.

378. Differentiation.

From the integral itself —
^ do Jl-k^am^O dnw

Hence we can differentiate each of these functions.

Thus

d d . ^ ^ do j
sn w = sin 0— cos 0-r-== cnuanu.

%u du du

d
-j-QXVU
du

d ^ do 1

== j-co8^= —Sin 0 j-= ~8n wdnw,
du du

du
dn u ~k^ «in’

du
0= -

sin 0 cas 0 dO — k^snu cn u.

It follows that any expression involving such functions

may be differentiated by the ordinary rules of differentiation.
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379. Integration.

Conversely, we can integrate various forms involving such

functions.

Thus Jen w dn w (fw= sn w,

Jsn w dn w dti= —cn %

Jsn wen u du= —^dn w.

380. The elementary transformations are merely those of

ordinary trigonometry for single angles.

Thus cn^w =cos^^= l “Sin2^= l~sn^w,

sn^w =sin2^= 1 ->cos^0= 1 —cn^w,

dn2w= 1 — sin®^ =1 — Psn^w,

tn u
sn u

cn w’
ctn w = cot am u

:

enu
sn u "tn w’

sn^w +cn2w= l,

dn2w+i^sn2w= 1,

etc.

r* d'T

381.

If x= sin6>, F=\ ;
-

which exhibits the quartic nature of the radical,

f* dx
The equation u= I may then be written as

^ JoV(l-x2)(l-Px2)

and

x=sn M, (mod. k) \
or as 8n(w, k )

;

w=sn'‘^x, (mod. k) ;
or 8n“^(x, k).

382.

The earlier authors treating of this subject, Legendre,

Euler and others, regarded the direct integral u as the func-

tion to be studied, and 0 as its inverse.

The course followed by all later writers, Abel, Clifford,

Ferrers, Cayley, Greenhill and others, is to regard 0 as the

direct function and w as its inverse.
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The inverse nature of u is expressed in calling it

am”*^, and this is in conformity with the simple case where

A:=0, viz. ^ ^
Ml = 1

= Sin-* a:,

‘ Jon/ 1 -a:*

dx
whilst ^2 .r =8n“^(x, k).

384. Complementaxy Modulus.

It is desirable to introduce a new quantity k! such that

A:2-|-jb'2= l;

k* is called the complementary modulus

385. Transformations.

Each of the functions, sn u, cn u, dn u, tn u, can be expressed

in terms of the others.

If8nw= x, cnw==v/l— =v/l — sn^w

dn w= \/l — A:*x*= \/ 1 —k^ sn^w

X snu^ sn u

'~cnu'~^l — sn^w^

Ifcnu= x, snt^= N/l—x^ r=>/l—cn^w.

dnu=Vl-k^(l-x^) =s/k'^+k^cn^~u,

n/ 1 — sc® s/l — cn^w
vll Zl

X cn u

Ifdnw= x, sn -

k

sl\ —dn^w
“ k

Vi*- l+x" s/dn^u — k'^

cnw- -
k

n/1 — x* I 1— dn*u
“

Vdn^w-A;'^

JC A
^ tn u

li tn f/— X, sn u— r-—^—

-

1 1

““ n/TR* Vl -f tn^w’

, Vl + A:'^x* ll-^-k'^in^u

N/ra ~"V 1-j-tn^u
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386. Inverse Notation.

With the inverse notation the same formulae would be

written

=cii“^\/i— a:2=dn“^N/l — = tn“^
\/l — 2C-’

Ji — x^

dn“^a;= sii*"^ = = cn“^
^

=tii“^-7r-
k k Jx^

tii*“^cc =sn”^-

387. Ex. cn

Vi +x"

Similarly

“-(V-"?r5F' V^T“)

—'"(VrrSlis'

-."-£-5. -/>)

(:;;;" ^).

388. Illustrative Examples of Reduction to the Legendrian Form.

I'x ({j:

1. Consider /= / ,—, (x<b<a).

Let .r= 6 sin

hvoi^OdO

J^ \/(id — 6” si n’'^
0) cos- 0

\ n do 1 /A

a \ a/

^—am (a/),

.r — ^sin ^? = 68n («/) ; mod.

'‘"-'(I.D-

2. Consider the case /=

Put .r= co8

./r V I - .r^
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-sin OfW

0= ’Am([*j2)\ mod.

.r= cn /\/2,

_
Vl - A sin^d

3. Consider

/--
,

where a< 6< c< 07.

: ^4 (.?• -~a) {x— b) {x — r)
’

Let .r - a --- {c~ a) cosec- 0.

— (r — rt) 2 cosec^ 6 cot 6 dO

\/4 {(' — a
)
cosec^ 0 {{c - a) cosec' ^ — ( 6 — a) } {(c — a) cot^

^

fy dO _
Jo ^/(^> _ fjrJ _ sin^ 6

Then 1
f.

= 6^= sn (^c-al);

., J>^).
sjc-a \^x-a yc~a/

j:

dx
= ,

(A<1).

4. Consider the ciise

/-
,

>̂/(l -.r^)(.r4*A)

Put .r + A — (1 4- A) cos^</j.

Thus,
/'o _ ( I 4- X) 2 cos c/* sin

^-1
'f> I - A4-{1 +”A)cos^ </>}'{( 1+ A) ~( 1 + A ) co8“t/>} (1 + A) cos*-*

<f>

_d<l>

(1 + A) sin=^</>

V¥) =

.

<//>
.

“Jo s'2-'a+v

=^/2' r— .„
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/= >/'2cn->(V|^. V^)
If a;=cos 2^ and A= cos 2/3,

/=V2an > coB/J)j. (Art. 387.)

Similarly,

These integrals are useful in the rectification of a Cassinian oval.

5 . Consider the integration

/x /ai_^
^io Vcarii'^-'

Putting :p= CBin

- 9XXi^ d dO “/. V>-5 sin*^

6 . Consider the integration

where x > oo.

Here we may put

/c^ — a^sin^tu

(ir_ (c® — a^lsino)

doj cos*cu>/c^ — a'^sin^w*

r r* 9 c® - a* ^[= I 8ec^a>-7- ^ (Un
Jo Vc* — a^sin*a>

/“ „ c® -a* 8in*a> — a*cos*<i> ,

= I sec^o) 7=i==rrt=i^^= ao)
^0 a/c* — a^sin^w

r ,
/*" a^do)

sec* illV c* — a* si n-*w dui - L̂
0 Vc'^-a*sin‘^u)

a* sin*to- a*

= tan toV^ - a* sin* to -H L ~/ •/ “« •

^0 VC'* — a*sin*(o

tan (o\/c* - a* sin* to 4-
(c* - a®) - (c* - a*sin*to)

Vc*- a* sin* to
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Jo 'yjl

~^jo
-

-Lin (oVc*- a*8in*(o + '^-^ -cA’^a>, -^,

the integration needed in the rectification of a hyperbola.

7. Reduce the integral

^ /*^a/
.'e ’ a^cos*^?-f 6-sin^t^4-c^^ ’

to Lcgendrian form, taking a>b.
Wi'ite /> tan 0-^- a cot

Then ,/e= - _„i , ^X.

l+",cot-'x «'^«‘n-X + «=^'«s^X‘

Hence

/'*
s4/'‘^4-//'tan^i^

V (f;2 + C“) + (6- -t- c~) tan* 6^^

<7 cose(’ Y ab dx

= /*
,

«-6-(/x
> 0 [<i^ ~{a^ - //•') sin*

;^] N^f(/- -fc*) //“'sin-)( + (/r + c*)a*cos*)(

==.
/'

...
o‘-V/-‘(/x

• [a* — (a* - //“') si n* X ]
+ c*) a* ~ (a* ~ 6*) c*sin* x

a^b'^ r
\\b^ -{- ('-)

IJo

• TT /
la^-b- a-~b-\

an integral of the Third Species.

This integral is needed in the rectification and quadrature of a sphero-
conic.

389. The Simple Pendulum. Dynamical illustration of the real

periodicity of F,

C\jiisider the finite oscillation of a simple circular

pendulum. Let 0 be the ang^ular displacement of the rod
from the vertical at time t, a the extreme value of 9, vi the
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mass of the bob, a the length of the rod. The line of

zero-velocity in this ca,se cuts the circle described by the

bob at two points Ay A' between which the bob oscillates.

c
Pig. 3a

The energy equation is

^ = mg (a cos 9—

a

cos a)

= 2mga ^sin^
^
— sin^^

giving /if i

2
-«'“

2

t being measured from the instant at which the bob passes

through its lowest position.

Let sin
|
= sin^ sin ;
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When 9 = a, and .’. = 0= 0, and the time to this point,

viz. T, is given by

and is the quarter period of the whole time of a complete

oscillation. Writing K for it appears that the function

d<l>

1 — sin“;^ sin^ <f>

is periodic and has a real period 4fK. Thus F^ or K is called

the “ quarter period of tlie integral F*' viz.,

^ where k — sin ^

.

sin- 9 ^
rrV M

For an indefinitely small oscillation a is infinitesimal and

7'= - . ^ the ordinary formula for a small oscillation.

390. Complete Revolutions.

Case of the pendulum making complete revolutions.

c
Fig. 39.

In the case when the line of zero velocity is at a height h

(> 2a) above the lowest point and does not cut the circle
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described by the bob of the peiiduluiii, the velocity of the bob

is not exhausted when it arrives at the liighest point of its

path. The rod then makes complete revolutions and does not

oscillate. In this case the energy equation is

I ma- 0^ =mg [A — a 1 — cos O']
;

Let 6? = 20,

The time of a half revolution is given by 0 = ^

,

and

_ = ^ = 8m2 = sn

,
2a

f . 0 l2a\
^=72^7."^ Vt;-

391. Legendre’s Formulae.

Legendre gives (Exercises, p. 199) a list of results connect-

ing various integrals at once by elementary means with the

first two standard integrals of Art. 371, viz.

f^= P’(0,fc), f A(»=£(0,]fc).
Jo ^ Jo

These we may usefully reproduce for reference, and they will

furnish a useful set of examples for the student to verify.
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Examples (LEGENiniE).

Provo the following twelve results:

JoA^ k-2—A

[Putting P = sin 0 cos 0

^
and differentiating, we obtain, after

dP k'^
a little reduction, = then integrating we obtain

the result stated
]

r sln^OdOj*^ sin^Pi

Jo

^ OdO
•j

Jo

i:

6 .

7.

i

i:

f

A

sev-H do

0 ^

tMiWJO

0 "A

tan^^df^

sec^

= ^\(AtanP+ A:'*r-J?).

2Atan^+if’-2iS.

2A tan - H-2jP— 2J5.

8. Asec26*(^^= A tan^?+ i^ — i5.

Jo

9. f A tan^ 9 dO— A tan 9-\~F~- 2E.
Jo

10. rA’(?6»
A • /I /II

4'— 2^® p p= -^Asin^cos^H

9j[’2_1 h'2

1

1

. 1
A sin*^ d9 = — i^ sin ^ cos ^

f

f
l+/^2 k'^

1 2. I
A cos^^ = J A sin 0 cos 0+ E

392. Further discussion of Elliptic integrals is reserved till

Chapter XXXI. Enough has been written to explain their

nature, and the student will be able to employ the notation

wlien wanted in the intervening chapters.
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EXAMPLES.

1. By putting shew that

-i:;
dx

and that

dO 1 /

\/x (i + 6x + x^) “ s/2 J 0 n/i - ^ sin^ d~ V ’ s/2/
"

1 + sn (us/2)’ V" 72/ ’ 72 Vl + * ’ 72/i(u72)

2. Prove that

l'-.32 .
52

22 .
42

. (J2

and that iV) - 1*574745 very nearly

3. Prove that

1

7is^+
- )

;

M _ _ U .

2^.4* 2^.42.62 )
4. Prove that

n, («, t, .) - i [ 1

7

‘ f - .)! g ;

f7
“

1 0-1? If - If,, + ' t!„. . „.1 '
?_=

^V2.4.6 2.4^ ^2 /2,4.f>

+ . .

. ]
if rt be < 1

.

5. Establish the truth of

(^)

/ 1
'

f sn u 4- )+( cn u4-
\ cn Uy

cn u sn w
sn u cn u 1 1

cn u 4- sn ti sn u cn u

J \
sn u)

'1 +
1

sn cn nj

(r) (^1 - sn ( ~
Vsn u J \cn u

(d)
\W I _L ^ V*

K
sn u cn u\

^

:
4-

)
= L

cn u sn uj

1 + cm

6. Prove that

1 cnu\*

,
811 TA snu)

( 1
)
dwhi-k^cv^u^k"^,

(2) ~\-= 1 + tn^tt,
' ' cn^u
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7. Prove that,

d
( 1 ) 2 sii u cn u dri u,

p+l ’
(2) fsn^wcn ?^(ln

J 1

8. Prove

2 sn u cn v — sin (am u + am v) + sin (am u - am ?;),

2 cn u cn v = cos (am ?t 4- am ?;) + cos (am u - am v).

9. By putting a: = a cos show that

p ^

^

_j /X J_\
J I n/V - ar* av/2 \a ’ ^2/

'

10. Prove
[
— cn-^ (- ,

.

Ja^ar^-c* rt>/2 x/2/

11. By putting = show that

12.

Prove that

r...:

f 1 .1 JL^
J ar x^ 2a \a:^ + ’ ^2/

t

4 2a2z2 cos 2a + a:^ " 2a U + a2 ’ 7
'

J X V a”* 4 2a^x^ cos 2a 2a Va:^ 4 ’ /

13. Prove that

sn K=\, cn K = 0, dn K= tn A" = 00 .

14. Prove that

( 1 ) (sn w 4- cn w)’* = ( sn ?fc 4- cn w)”~^ (cn ?t - sn ?i) dn w,

(2)
J

(«* sn u 4 cn u) (k^cn n - sn u)dn n an = .

15. Draw graphs of y~^0 and showing that the former

consists of an undulating curve lying entirely below the line ?/= 1 and

the other of an undulating line lying entirely above the line y= 1.

Take the cases = \ and A:^ =r

Show that the areas bounded by these curves, the avaxis,

the ;V'axis and any ordinate at a point whose abscissa is 0 represent

E(d)H.ndF(d) completely. Examine what happens in the limiting

case& A; = 0 and A; == 1

.
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16. Show that the complete elliptic integrals of the First and

Second Species may be expressed as

i 1. n
i, i.n

where /(«, h, c, x) is the hypergeometric series

- a .h aa hi) +\
1 + — X + ^

x2 .

1 • c 1 . 2 cc 4* 1

17. Show by differentiating F(d, k) and E{dy k) with regard to k

. dF 1 / p 7 /o PX ^ sin 0 cos 0

Hence, eliminating E and F alternately, show that

/I 7 2\^^ \-?>k^dF ,, sin ^ cos ^ .

< 1 -ir- dk-^^—A3
-

=

j^.d'^E l-k^dE „ sin^cos^ .

and for the complete functions
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QUADRATURE (I).

PLANE SURFACES, CARTESIAN AND POLAR EQUATIONS.

393. The process of finding the area bounded by any

defined contour line is termed Quadrature, or, which amounts

to the same thing, Quadrature is the investigation of the

size of a square which shall have the same area as that of

the region under consideration.

Tlie closed contour may consist of a single curve or of a

system of several arcs of different curves or straight lines.

As we shall, in most cases, have to form some rough idea of

the shape of the curves under discussion so as to be able

properly to assign the limits of integration, the student

should be familiar with the rules of procedure adopted in

the tracing of curves for the various systems of coordinates

by which they may be defined, Cartesians, Polars, etc., and

for such information may be referred to the author’s treatise

on the Differential Calculus, Chap. XII.

394. It has been already shown (Art. 11) that the area

bounded by a curve whose equation is y= <pix), any pair of

ordinates, x=a and x=6 and the x*axis, may be considered

as the limit of the sum of an infinite number of inscribed

rectangles
;
and that the expression for the area is

J
ydx, or

J

<^(x)dx
;

and it was assumed that (f>(x) is a finite and continuous func-

tion of X, which does not change sign between these limits.

In the same way the area bounded by the curve, two given

abscissae, y= c and y= d, and the z/-axis is f xdy.

403
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If the angle between the coordinate axes were w instead of

90°, we should have the expressions

sin o)

I
y dx, or sin cd

|
xdy

for the area.

395. Again, if the area desired he bounded by two given

curves y — tpioc) and y =\{r{x), and two given ordinates x—a
and x=b, it will be clear by similar reasoning that this area

may be also considered as the limit of the sum of a series of

rectangles constructed as indicated in the figure. If PQ be the

portion of any of the ordinates intercepted between the curves,

and Sx the breadth of the elementary rectangle of which PQ
is a side, the expression for the area will accordingly be

Ltix=o'^PQSx, or
I

[<p(x)—\}/-(x)]dx,
x=a Ja

W'here the same assumption is made as before as to (j>{x) and

ylf(x) being finite and continuous from x~a to x~b, and,

moreover, ^(x)— \//(x) must retain the same sign throughout

the integration, i.e. the curves must not cross each other, and

(p{x) has been assumed >>/r(x) throughout.

396. Case when the Coordinates are expressed in terms of a

Parameter.

We have regarded x as the independent variable. If this is

not so the formula can be modified to suit the circumstances.
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Suppose the curve defined by the equations

X=cp{t), y=:\}r(t),

and that the values of t corresponding to the initial and final

ordinates are and

Then y Sx — \]/^{t)((>'(t) 8t to the first order, and in the limit

it being supposed that the integrand remains finite and
continuous throughout, and that as t changes continuously,

increasing from the value to the value point

(x, 0) also travels continuously along the x-axis from (a, 0)

to (6, 0) without going over any part of its course more than

once, and always in the same direction of increase of x.

397. Case where the Arc is the Farametar.

If the arc of the curve be the independent variable, being

measured from some definite point on the curve, then at a

point at which the gradient of the tangent is \j/, we have

dx = cos xpds, and we may write the expression ^ydx

\y As \y ^

as

the limits of the integration with regard to 5 being the values

of s corresponding to the beginning and end of the arc, and

supposing that ycos\p does not change sign.

In the same way we may write ^xdy as

ds, or Jx sm\l/ ds.

398. Area expressed by a Line Integral round the Contour.

Let the formulae Jycosx/^cfe, ^xsin\lr ds be applied to the

evaluation of the area of a closed curve consisting of a single

oval.

Let us suppose s measured from any point on the curve in

such a direction that a person travelling along it in the direction

of an increase of s has the area sought always to his left. Let \fr

be the angle the tangent makes with the positive direction

of the x-axis. Let APBQ be the oval in question, and let
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AL, BN be the tangents parallel to the y-axia. In the

arc APB in the figure, \/r is changing from — ^ to

and cosx//* is positive. In the arc BQA \}r is changing from

^
to and cosx//' is negative. Integrating then ly cos\/>d5

from A to S, through P, we obtain the area ALMNBPA taken

positively, whilst integration from B to Ay through Q, obtains

the area BQALMNB taken negatively. Hence, to obtain the

whole area, it is necessary to take our formula as ~ j*!/ cos xj/- ds

in integration round the whole perimeter in the counter-

clockwise direction.

In the same way and under the same circumstances the

area will also be given by
-}-

Jx sin \/r (^5.

This is the conventional mode of measuring s. If we
measured in a clockwise direction the signs would both be

reversed.

399. Precautions.

If the curve cuts itself once, having a node, as in the case

of a lemniscate, it will be clear, from an inspection of the

accompanying figure, that, in travelling completely round

the whole curve, the directions in which the two loops are

travelled round in continuously progressing in the direction

of the increase of 5, are one clockwise and the other counter-

clockwise, and therefore, in conducting the integration com-

pletely round we get the difference of the areas of the two
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loops with either formula, and in the case of equality of the

loops the total line-integral of xsinxl/-, or of yconyfr, round the

complete curve will be zero. If we require the absolute area

Fig. 42.

enclosed we must therefore treat each loop separately and

add the positive results.

If in travelling continuously round the perimeter of the

closed curve tliere be several nodes and several loops, we

shall see in the same way that the total line-integral of xsinyj/

or of y cos v//*, will give the difference of the areas of the odd

and even loops.

400. The student should examine the truth of the result in

Fig. 43.

figures of other shapes—say a horseshoe-shaped closed curve,

such as shown in Fig. 43.
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Let ABCDEF be the points at which the tangents are

parallel to the y-axis, then if AN^y BN^y etc., be the ordinates,

the integral

~
Jy

cos x/r ds yields

—area ANiN 2B+ei.vea, BCN^N^—s^vea, CN^N^D

+ area DEN — area, EN^N^F-{- area FQAN^N^Fy

ie, the closed area ABCPDEFQA,

401. If y be continuous, but
dx

discontinuous at points on

the boundary of the figure, as at ABCD in Fig. 44, the inte-

gration must be conducted along each of the portions into

o| X

Fig. 44.

which the perimeter is divided by the discontinuities, but the

same rule holds, as before, viz.

fi? fC
area ABCD = — I cos ds^ — yy cos yj/^ydsy

}b

CD
1

rA
- 2/3COs\/^3d53- i

1 VdCOSy^^d^A,
JO In

rB
j

rc
or = -1-

1
Xj sin ds^ -f- 1

Xg^ Sin ylfo dspt

JA J^B

CD /*A

-f XaSinx/rgd^g-f XA sin ylr.ds My
Jc JD

suffixes denoting the several portions along which the inte-

gration is conducted, and Sj, s^y «3 , etc., always being measured
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“ in the same sense ’* along the perimeter. Here the limits

of the integrals are denoted by the points A, B,C ... of the

perimeter successively arrived at in a continuous progress

round it.

402. If (l>{x) has an infinite ordinate between a and fc,

say at x= c, it has been explained that the infinity can be

excluded by taking

I
(p (x) dx to mean Lt,= o (p(x)dx+ ^ 0 (x) dx

J
.

As, however, 0(x) will, in general, change sign in passing

through an infinite value and the graph reappear from in-

finity at the opposite end of the asymptote, it will be desirable

to consider the areas on opposite sides of the asymptote

separately, and, after evaluation, add the positive results to-

gether. This is of course the same precaution we have had

to take in Art. 395, in stipulating that <}>(x) does not change

sign between the limits, which would mean that part of the

curve was above the x-axis and part below, so that careless-

ness in this respect would lead to a result which would

represent the difference of the two portions of the area

recjuired instead of their sum.

403. Illustrative Examples.

1. Find the area bounded by the ellipse = the ordinates

x—CyX—d and the or-axis.

Here

ifT
aJc

.d . _
sin-i— sin

a '31

a result obtainable without integration by reduction of the ordinates

of the auxiliary circle in the ratio h :a.

For a quadrant of the ellipse, w^e put d=a and c=0, and the above

expression becomes or giving 7rab for the area of the

whole ellipse.
^ ^

2. Find the area which lies in the first quadrant and is bounded by the

circle x^+ i/^— 2ax and the parabola y^^ax.

The curves touch at the origin and cut again at (a, a).

The limits for x are therefore from to .r==a.
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The area sought is therefore

{ •>/2ax — ax) dx.

Putting x— a{ \ — cos0) in the first

Jo jo 2 2 4
*

as of course might have been written down, being a quadrant of a circle

of radius a
;
and

\laxdx~\fa
Jg

Thus the area required is ^^(^”3)*

3. Find the area

(1) of the loop of the curve

j;(.r2+/)=a(.r2-y2)^

(2) of the portion bounded by the curve and its asymptote.

Here x^ .

a-\-x

To trace this curve, we observe

(1) It is symmetrical about the ^r-axis.

(2) No real part exists for points at which a7> o or < - a.

(3) It has an asymptote x-\-a~0.

(4) It goes through the origin, and the tangents there are 3/== ±x.

(5) It crosses thex-axis when x— a^ and at this point is infinite.

(6) The shape of the curve is therefore that shown in the figure

(Fig. 46).

Hence, for the loop the limits of integration are 0 and a, and then

double tlie result so as to include the portion below the .r-axis.

For the portion between the curve and the asymptote, the limits are

- a to a:=0 and double as before.
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For the loop we therefore have,

Area = 2 f
•'o ^ a -i-x

For the portion between the curve and the asymptote we have,

Area = - 2 /
^ ~ dx.J-a ^a+x

The meaning of the negative sign is this : In choosing the + sign

before the radical in ^=x we are tracing the portion of the

curve below the x-axis on the left of the origin and above the x-axis on

Fig. 46.

the right of the origin. Hence, //
being negative between the limits

-a and 0, it is to be expected that we should obtain a negative result

if wo evaluate the expression,
x=0

Lt 'E.ydx-
z=i - a

Thei efore we prefix the — before the radical before integration to ensure

a positive result.

To integrate Jx 'Va4-
:r=acos^ and dx= - a sin OdO.

a cos 0 A/
^a + x Jr

^

And

= a^J (cos 0 — cos® 0)d0

Area of loop=

•('-ii)-('-i)-'
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— f {cos$ — cos^d)dd
•'t

=-“*0+^).

and the area between the atiyiiiptote and the curve

= 2a2

With regard to the latter portion of this example, it is to be observed

that the greatest ordinate is an inlinite one. In Arts. 11 and 394 it was

assumed that every ordinate was finite. Is then the result obtained for

the area bounded by the curve and the asymptote rigorously true 1

It will be noted that the factor + which occurs in the denomina-

tor and gives rise to the infinite value of y has an index < 1 and positive.

Hence (Art. 348) we infer that the principal value of the integral is finite.

Let us examine the case more closely, and integrate between ~a + c

and 0, where c is some small positive quantity, so as to exclude the infinite

ordinate at the point where x= - a.

We have as before

£a+.^V“- - dx =
-\-JC

p—a^r (coaO-coB^OjdO,

where — a4-c = acos(7r — 8), so tliat 5 is a small positive angle, viz.

This integral is then

,r . . e 8in 2fl>-« ,r, . . ,, f^r-S rr\ .8111281

L«m 0
- 2 - = a* [(sm 8 - I) -

4j
+
-"4-

J

7

=“l-l-4 + 2
+«"‘«+-4-i

and approaches indefinitely closely to the former result

when 8 is made to diminish without limit to zero.

4. Prove that the whole area of the curve

X* - -f a* ( -f — a* is ira^.

Here, solving for y,

^ a

where is the ordinate of a parabola and ^2 ^ circle of radius a.
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Tlie area of a atrip parallel to tbe^-axia and of breadth is

[(yi+y2)-(yi

and the total area of the curve is 2 / i.e. the same as that of the

circle, ~Tra\ ““

404. The last example will suggest to the student that if

the curve y~(f) {x)ztja^— x^ be drawn, it may be regarded as

constructed by means of two curves, viz.

yi = <t>
(x) and ?/2 =

the latter being a circle and the ordinates of the resultant

curve being the sum or difference of and y^, viz.

y^y^±y^,

and as in the parabola and circle of Ex. 4, the closed curve

formed will be divisible into strips of length 4-2/2)"”(2/i““2/2)

and breadth Sx, and therefore of area 2y^ Sx.

Hence the area in any such case is 2| y2
dx= vra^, a,nd is

the same as that of the circle.

This curve, if written in rational form, is

[0 (ar)P- = 2y<p (x),

0 (a;) being supposed rational. And the areas of all such curves

are =7ra^.
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Similarly, for curves of form

which are clearly to be constructed as

x= (j,{y)±Ja^-y^-,

and consist of closed curves of area
;

or more generally

still, if y‘^=f(x) be a closed curve whose area is A, then

another curve can be constructed from it of form

y = <j>{x)±Jf(x),

i.e. y-^-22j^(x)+[,l,(x)f-f{x)= 0

whose area is also A.

For the areas of corresponding elementary strips parallel to

tile
2
/-axis are for the original curve and the derived curve

respectively,

2jf(x) Sx and [{<l>{x)-\-Jf{x)} - {./> (x) - Sx,

wliich are equal, and therefore their sums are equal also.

Similarly for

2:2_ 2x(J>{y) -f [4>(y)f -f(y) = 0.

405. In Art. 395 it is shown that the area between the

two curves ?/
= </>(x) and y = \lr(x) and a pair of ordinates

x = a,x = h is

^^[<p{x)-^{x)]dx.

It may be that y — <l>(x) and y — ^{x) are different branches of

the same curve. This is really what happens in the various cases

considered in the last article.

406. Ex. Consider the case of an ellipse

+ 2Ary + = 1 ,
h'^<ab.

If yi, 2/2 ^1^® ordinates for any abscissa

2A
yi+y2= -

ax^ 1

the length of the strip is

y,-y,= 2
/I ah-U‘ „ / b .
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And the arcii i.H

>1
between oi*diiiates and a:2»

or for the whole ellipse

Jah-M
X area of ciielc of radius

^/b

\^(th - A*’ >Jab-h'^

Examplics.

1. Obtain tlio area bounded by a parabola and its latua rectum. A
series of oidinates are di‘awn between the vertex and the latus rectum,

parallel to the latter, viz. where r=l, 2, 3, ...w-l. Show

that they divide the aforementioned area into n equal parts.

2. Obtain the. areas bounded by the curve, the .r-axis, and the specified

ordinates in the following cases :

{a) The catenary y=ccosh^, from .r= 0 to x= h.

{b) The logarithmic curve y = <?*, from a'= 0 to x= h.

(c) The logarithmic curve ?/
= h>g,.r, from .r— 1 to x= h {h> 1)

(f/) Tlie ellipse from x= to .r= a.

(c) The Iiyperbola .r//= /**, from a’— a to = 6,

a and h botli >0; first, if the hyperbola be rectangular,

second, if the angle between the asymptotes be o>.

(/) The curve y = .re**, from = 0 to A.

3. Obtain the area (1) bounded by the jmrabolas y^~\aXy x^ — Aay
;

(2) bounded by the parabolas = 4a.r, 3^= Ahy.

In 'w'hat ratio is this area divided by the common chord in each case (
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4. Find the areas of the portions into which tlie ellipse

is divided (1) by the straight line^=tf

;

(2) by the two straight lines //=6’, supposed to cut within

the ellipse.

6. Trace the curve and find the whole area included

between the curve and its asymptotes.

G. Find the area between the curvey2(a+.r) = (a and its asymptote.

7. Find the area of the loop of the curve

y’^x 4- (.r -I-ay {
x+ 2a) = 0.

8. Two curves in which ?/cc.r™ and two in which form a

quadrilateral ;
show that its area is

where {x^yy^), .^s),
(-^^

4 , y<) are the coordinates of the corners

taken in order. [Trinity, 1S91.]

9. By means of the integral Jydx taken round the contour of the

triangle formed by the intersecting lines,

y=a,.r+6,,

y=^ct^+ lf2t

y= a^-hbsj

show that they enclose the area

2 (aj -- 03) 2 (a^ - a,) 2 (a^ - a,)
‘

[Smith’s Prizk, 1876.]

10. A four-sided figure is formed by the three j^arabolas,

y^ “ 9a.r -f 81 a'-^= 0,

y^~4ax-hl0a^= 0y

_ ax-h a2 = 0,

and the axis of x. Prove that its area is 12a^j and is equal to the area

enclosed by the chords of the area. [Collkgks a, 18H6.]

11. Find the curvilinear area enclosed between the parabola y^- iax

and its evolute. [Oxf. I. P., 1889.]

12. Show that the area cut off from a semi-cubical parabola by a

tangent is divided by the tangent at the cusp in the nitio 04 : 17.

[Oxford IT. P., 1889.]

13. (i) Find the area of a loop of the curve

ay^~x^(a’--x). [I. C. S., 1882.]

(ii) Find the whole area of the curve

[I. C. S., 1881.]
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14. Trace the ciii ve a^x^=i/{2a~7/), and prove that its area is equal to

that of the circle whose radius is a. [I. C. S., 1887 and 1890.]

15. Trace the curve and prove that its area is

to that of the circle of radius a as 5 to 4.

16. Find the area of the curve

?/(.r* + 1)=-A**- 1 from ^=0 to .r—l.

[St. John’s, 1881.]

17. (i) Find the area between
^
and its asymptote.

(ii) Show that the whole area between

(j: — a) (f> — x) =
and its asymptote is irc(a+ h). [Ox. II. P., 1903.]

(iii) Show that the area between the curve

y^x==a^-a^x

and its asymptote is that of a circle of radius a. [St. John’s, 1889.]

18.

Find the area between the axis of .r, the hyperbola

and the line 3/=.Ttan a, where

^
> tan a > 0.

^ p ^

If A be the vertex, 0 the centre, and P any point on the hyperbola

.r2/a2-y/62= 1, prove that

.2S ,1.2^xssacosh- ,, y-6ainh^,alP

where S is the sectorial area A OP [Math. Tkipos, 1885.]

19. Find by integration the area lying on the same side of the axis of

r as the positive part of the axis of y, and which is contained by the lines

y2=4aj7,

'2-|_y3^2aa:,

jr=y-p2a.

Express the area both when .r is the independent variable and when

y is the independent variable. [Colleges, 1882.]

20. Prove that the area of the loop of

a{x-y){x-2y)=f is
[Coll. /3, 1891.]

21. Find the areas of the two regions of space bounded by the straight

line y =*c, and the curves whose equations are

y*= c\

y* 4- 4:r^==4c*. [I* C. S., 1891.]

22. Prove that the area contained between the curve

(ar+3a)(jp*+y*)=4a=*

and its asymptote is 3a*V3. [OxF. I. P., 1901.]
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23. Prove that the area of the curve

— 3a.r^+ =0
is 47ra2. [Math. Trip., 1893.]

24. Find the area of one loop of the curve

[Colleges a, 1885.]

25. Through the cusp of the evolute of a parabola, a line is drawn
perpendicular to the axis. Show that it divides the area between the

parabola and the evolute in the ratio 17:5. [C. S., 1896.]

26. Show that the ordinate x= a divides the area between (2a —

and its asymptote into two parts in the ratio

Stt — 8 :37r+ 8. [Math. Trip. I., 1912.]

407. Sectorial Areas. Polar Coordinates.

When the area to be found is bounded by a curve r=f{9)
and two radii vectores drawn from the origin in given

directions, we may divide the area into elementary sectors

with the same small angle S9y as shown in the figure. Let the

area to be found be bounded by the arc PQ and the radii

vectores OP, OQ. Draw radii vectores OP^, OP^^i at

equal angular intervals, so that

p6Pi = P,OP2 = ...= Pr^idQ = S9.

Then by drawing with centre 0 the successive circular arcs

PP, P^Wp PgiVg*
»
it may be at once seen that the limit

of the sum of the circular sectors. OPi^T, OP^N^y OP^N^^ etc.
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is the area required. For the remaining elements PNP^,
be made rotate about 0 so as to

occupy new positions on the greatest sector, say OPn-.\Q, as

indicated in the figure Their sum is plainly less than this

sector ;
and in the limit when the angle of this sector is

indefinitely diminished its area also diminishes without limit,

provided the radius vector OQ is finite.

Now the area of a circular sector is

^ (radius)^ X circular measure of angle of sector.

Thus the area required = |LtS <5^, the summation being
A

conducted for such values of ^ as lie between 9 =xOP and
A A

9 = xOPr^i i.e., xOQ in the limit, Ox being the initial line.

A
In the notation of the integral calculus, if xOP= a and
A

xOQ = /3, this will be expressed as

or

It is assumed that f(9) is finite and continuous from ^ = a to

9 = ^ inclusive.

408. If the curve consist of a closed oval and the origin be

within it, the limits of integration to find the whole area are

0 and 27r, viz. the extent to which a radius vector must

rotate about 0 to sweep out the whole area (Fig. 50).

If the origin be on the perimeter of the oval, and if it be

not a singular point, the limits will be from — a to + tt— a if

the tangent at the origin makes an angle —a with the a:-axis

as shown in Fig. 51.
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In this case, if the initial line be an axis of symmetry, it is

sufficient to integrate from 0 to — and double the result

(Fig. .'52)

If there be a loop and the origin be a singular point on

the curve at which the tangents make an angle 2a with each

other, and if the initial line be an axis of symmetry, the

limits for the area of the loop will be 0 and a and double

the result (Fig. 53).

409. Another Expression for an Area.

Let (x, y) be the Cartesian coordinates of any point P on

a curve, (x-j-Sx, thase of an adjacent point Q Let

(r,0), (r-i-Sr, ^+ be the corresponding polar coordinates.

Also, we shall suppose that, in travelling along the curve from

P to Q on an infinitesimal arc PQ, the direction of rotation of
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the radius vector OP is counter-clockwise, and that the area

to be considered is on the left hand to a person travelling in this

direction (Fig. 54).

Then, to the first order of infinitesimals,

= sectorial area OPQ

y, 1

= i x-j-Sx, y-\-6y, 1

0 0 1

= i(xSy-ySx).

Hence, another expression for the area of a sectorial portion

of a curve bounded by a definite portion of an arc is

1

2
^(xdy-ydx) or

dx\

ds)
ds.

the limits being the initial and final values of s, corresponding

to the portion of the sectorial area to be found.

Obviously we might take any other independent variable,

say t, and supposing the curve expressed as

*=/(0. y=F(t)'

and that the values of t, corresponding to the beginning and

end of the arc, are t^ and respectively,

sectorial area = I f {/(O ^ (0 —f'if) P(0}
^ J<i

If the curve be a closed curve and the origin lies within it,

the limits for 0 are 0 and 27r, and

area=
~J

r^dO,

In the same case, if we take the formula

^^\^{xdy—ydx) or ljlf(t)d^'(0—f'(()r(t)ldt.

the limits for t must be such that the point (x, y) travels once,

and once only, completely round the curve.

410. If the origin lies outside the curve, as the current point

P travels round the curve, we obtain sectorial elements such as

OPiQj^ 55), including portions of space such as OP 2Q 2 ,
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shown in the figure, which lie outside the curve. These portions

are, however, ultimately removed from the whole integral

\^{^dy-ydx),

when the point P travels over the element PzQz, for the

sectorial element OP2Q2 reckoned negatively as 0 is de-

creasing and SO is negative.

411. Precautions.

If the curve cross itself as in Fig. 50
,
the expression

taken round the whole perimeter, no longer represents the sum
of the areas of the several regions. For draw two contiguous

radii vectores OP^, OQ^, cutting the curve again at P3,

and P2, O3, P4 respectively. Then, in travelling round the

curve continuously through the complete perimeter, we obtain

positive elements such as OP^Qy and OP^^Q^, and negative

elements such as OP2Q2 and OP^Q^.

Now, taking all these elements positively,

OP,Q, -0P2Q2+0P,Q,-0P,Q,

= quadrilateral PjQjP4Q4— (juadrilateral P2Q2P3Q3,

and in integrating for the whole curve we therefore obtain

the difference of the two regions instead of their sum.

Similarly, if the curve cuts itself more than once, the

integral ^[{xdy — ydx) gives the difference of the sum of
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tli6 odd regions and the sum of the even regions. Thus, to

obtain tlie absolute area bounded by such a curve, we must
take our limits for each area separately and obtain the absolute

area of each region^ and then add together the residts. It is

obvious that in curves consisting of several equal regions, or

loops, it will be sufficient to ascertain the area of any one, and

then to multiply that area by the number of the loops.

412. Another Form.

V
If we write ~— v, we have

X

xdy — ydx= x^dv,

and accordingly we may transform the formula

\^^{xdy~ydx) into

This is equivalent to a choice of new coordinates, of which

one is the Cartesian abscissa and the other, viz. v, is the

tangent of the polar angle 9.

In using the formula, x is to be expressed in terms of v, and

the limits of the integration so chosen that the current point

(
2*, y) travels from the beginning to the end of the arc, i.e. if

^ be the limits for (9, tan a and tan ^ will be the limits

for V,
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In using this formula, however, care must he taken not to

integrate through an infinite value of v. It must be remembered

that v= tan^ and becomes infinite when 0= ^, or any odd

multiple of ^

.

413. For example, if we apply this method to the area of an ellipse

1, putting yjx—Vy we have

and Area -i/T^dv
—

p,

rir-dv
1
faft.

6J

between properly chosen limits. Now, in the first quadrant r varies

from 0 to 00 , Hence the area of a quadrant = therefore

the area of the ellipse = 7ra6.

It will be noted that the formula

KTe^=\^(xdy~ydx), i.e. “ y )
*.

is equivalent to half the sum of and — each

of which has l>een shown to represent the area when the

integration follows the complete J3erimeter.

414. It may also be worth the student’s notice to remark

that the problem of finding the area bounded by y~(^(x), the

x-axis, and a pair of ordinates x=a, x— 6, viz.

is manifestly the same as that of finding the mass of a rod

of small section but of line density 0(x), of length 6— a, and of

any shape if x be measured along the rod. For the mass of

a length 6x of the rod is </)(x)dx, the limit of the sum of such

expressions being required, when &x is indefinitely diminished,

f<>

between limits x=a and x=6, that is \ <f> {x)dx.
Ja

415. niostrative Examples.

1. Obtain the area of the semicircle bounded by r~aco»0 and the

initial line.

Here the radius vector sweeps over the angular interval from

0=0 to 0=?
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Hence the area is

1 a q /) 7/1 I ^ irfl . 1 / J * \9

2J0 ^ 2""“8
’

2.

Find the area of the leniniscate r2= a* cos 20.

Here tlie axis is a line of symmetry ; the tangents at the origin are

Fig. 57.

The area is therefore

4x^,^ /'%os20rf0= 2«=pi'^,2nLa«
2 Jo \- Z J{)

3.

Find the area of the pedal of an ellipse with regard to the centre

With the usual axes and noLitit)n, the etjuation of the jjedal is

r- — a“ cos“ 0 + sin- 0,

and A rea -- x
g /

^ 0-hb^ sin -
0) cf0 = tt—^— •

4.

Find the area of (»ne loojt of the curve r — asin 30.

The curve consists of three equal loops, as indicated in the hgure

Fig. 68.
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The proper limits for the integration extending over the first loop

are 0=0 and these are two suocessivc valiK's of 0 for which

r vanishes :

1 P
Area of loop = -

/
a“sin2,30t/0

is Jo

= f sin“</>fA/), where 36*—
</>,

0 Jo

=“Y’3 Jo
sin“</>(/^>-

1 TT

3 2 2"

TTO-

TTO”"

12

The total area of the three loops is therefore

5. Find the area of the curve

ji' ^ a cos^ ty

Fig. 59.

Upon elimination of t, we have shape is shown

in the figure. There is sviiimetry about both axes, ami the area

/*'*

= 4/ yilx- 4 3<iv(>sU »iti i)(^l

Jo J*
T

w

P
~]2a/j coH^t (/(

Jo

‘ ° S!r(4)
‘ “ 2.3.2. 1

or we may use the formula

2
/p"(0/(')-/'(or(o]j<.
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which gives

1
4 . - (a co8*^ 3^ + . 3a cos^^) dt

W

= Qab (co8*/8in2^+ 8iii*^

=^Qab Billet coB^tdt

= 6a6 ^ before.

6. Find the area of the loop of the curve

.r*+ y* - — 0.

(1) There is symmetry about the Hney=j:.

(‘2) There ia an asymptote x-\-y-a.

(3) hy Newton’s rule, the form at the origin is that of two

Hemicu))ical |mrabolas y* — 5aj**, x^ — bay'^.

The ahayje is then as shown in Fig. 60.

llie polar eij nation is

r
sin^^co-s^^

As there is ayiuinetry about may take limits 0 to — and

double.

, X* 8in^0coa^0(f0
Areaof loop=2.i.2r.« o+cosW

or, putting UnO=--t,

A,ea=.25«>£
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Otherwise
;
this curve is unicursal ; and we may write (putting

6a/^

and integrate limits 0 and oo, which gives

(da)^ r l^(3t‘-2t^)-e>(2t-3eO) 250*/' t* 6a’

2 Jo (T+ f*)* 2 Jo (!+<*)•“ 2 ’

as before.

EXAMPLES.

Find the areas bounded by

1. r*s=a*co8®^- 6*8in2^, the central pedal of a hyperbola.

2. One l(X)p of r— asin 4d Also state the total area.

3. One loop of r= a sin 5^. Also state the total area.

4. One loop of r— asinnd.

Give the total area in the cases, (i) n even
;

(ii) n odd.

6.

The portion of bounded by the radii vectores

B— (y<27r).

6. Any sector of (^=ra to ^=/?).

7. Any sector of the reciprocal spiral r^= a {B—aXjoB — P),

8. The cardioide r= a(l - cos B).

9. The Lima<;on r= a + 6cos^, (i) if a>b
;

(ii) if a < 6 obtain the two

areas of outer and inner portions.

10. Find the area included between the two loops of the curve

r= a(2co8^+ V3). [Oxr. I. P., 1889.]

11. Prove that the area in the positive quadrant of the curve

(.r®+y2)6=r(a*4r*-f6y)* is j (a* 4-62). [*y, 1899.]

12. Find the area of the closed part of the Folium

3a sin ^ COB ^
ain^B-hcoa^B' [I. C. 8., 188*1.]

13. Show that the area of a loop of the curve

ox*” + » - *•+ cy^ ^ =0

is . — a and c being positive.
2(2w4-l)a<;’ [Collxgw, 1881.]

14. Trace the curve whose equation is

r*= a^ sec ^tan B,

and find the area between the curve and any [lair of radii vectores

di*awn from the pole. [Trinity, 1882.]
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15. Trace tl»e leniniscate and its first positive pedal, and

show that tlie area of a loop of the latter is double the area of a loop of

the ftiriner.

Find the areas of each of the two small lozenge-shaped portions

common to the two loops of the pedal.

1C. Show that the area contained between the curve

r—acmbO

and the circle r= a is three-fourths of the area of the circle.

[Oxr. I. P., 1888.]

17. Find the area between the curve r=a(sec cos^) and its

asymptote. [St. John’s, 1881.]

1 8. Prove that the area of the curve

r*(2c*co8*d— 2ac8in 61 cos ^4-a*8in*d)=a*c*

is equal to irac. [I* C. S., 1879.]

19. Find the area of the curve

r= 3a cos 0-+- a cos 30. [Math. Tkip., 1882.]

20. Find the area of the loop of the curve

r*=a*0 cos 0

l>etween 0 = 0 and ^ =

GENERAL PROBLEMS ON QUADRATURE.

(CARTESIANS AND POLARS.)

1. Find the area bounded hy

+ = and

Also the area of the loop of the curve

by* = z^{a - x)

(a aud b both positive).

2, Find the whole area of the curve

a-* +
*

[H. C.S.]

[I. C. S., 1882.]

[I. C. S., 1886;
CoLLBOKS, 1892.]

3. A parabola y*»a» cute the hyperbola as»-y*= 2a* at the

pointe P, g; and the tangent at P to the hyperbola cute the

parabola again at H. Find the area of the curvilinear triangle PQR.

4. Find the area included between one of the branches of the

curve « a* (a;® + y*) and its asymptotes.

Find the whole area of the curve

a;4 4. y
2
)^ [CoLLIGBS O, 1887.]
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5. Trace the curve a-//-^.r^(2a r), and prove that its area is

equal to that of the circle whose radius is a. [J. c. S., 1887.]

6. Prove that the whole area of

{X^ + a2)y2 ^ Q

is (3 - 2\/2)7ra‘'^. [Colleges 1891.]

7. Find the area of the loops of the curve

~ - a^y^ 4- = 0 when

[Oxford I. P., 1902.]

8. Plnd the area bounded b}' the cycloid

a: a (^4- sin ^),

y = rt (1 - cos 0),

and the straight line joining two consecutive cusps.

9. Show that the coordinates of a point P on the Folium of

Descartes ^ 4- iP = (ixy can be expressed as

at at-

y^'f+p'

Show that as t varies from 0 to 'jo P traces out a closed loop, and

. . .a-
that Its area IS

^ . [Colleges, 18%.]

10. Prove that the area of either loop of the curve

a:* 4- - ^xi^x^y ~ 0

27ra^
IS

V 10 4- 2^5 ‘

[7, 1893.]

11. Show that in that part of the curve (j 4-y - 3r) zy 4- --

0

for

which X is positive, the area between the curve, the axis of ar, and the

ordinate which touches tiie curve is hr-. [vSt. John’s, 188(>.
]

1 2. Trace the cur v e y* 4- x^y ~ a^x^,

and show that the area of the segment which lies between the axis

of y and the straight line whose equation is y •== x is
^

log 2.

[(JOLIJEOBS f, 1883.]

13. Pairs of ordinates of the hyperbola xy — a^ are determined

by the condition that the area included by any pair, the curve, and

the X axis is constant
;
show that the lengths of any such pair are in

a constant ratio. [Oxford 1. P., 1888.]
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14. Show that the area between the curve

X (x“ + y- ~ + y
®V3 = 0

and its asymptote is ira^.
[St. John’s, 1892.]

15. Show that the area l>etween the inner branch of the curve

4- - a2)2 = ^ x2 {x^ -f y^)

and the positive parts of the two axes is Tra^/Sv^. [St. John’s, 1888.]

16. Prove that the whole area of the epicycloid generated by a

point on a circle of radius
^

rolling on a fixed circle of radius a is to

the area of the fixed circle in the ratio of 15 to 8.

17.

Find the whole area of the curve whose equation is

{x‘ -f y^){x -f y + rt)(x 4- y - a) + xY - 0. [Colleges, 1886.]

^18. Find tlie area of a loop of the curve

4 = 2a2xy. [Oxford I. P., 1888.]

19. Find the area cut off from an ellipse by a focal chord.

[Colleges a, 1883.]

20. Prove that the areas cut off by the equiangular spiral r =

from the space l)ounded by any two fixed lines through the pole are

in geometrical progression. [Oxford I. P., 1900.]

21. Find the area of the curve r = a6e!^ enclosed between two

given radii vectores and two successive branches of the curve.

[Trinity, 1881.]

22.

Find the area of the loop of the curve r=--aO cos 6 between

61 = 0 and
2 [Oxford II. ?., 1890.]

23. Find the area of the curve

(r - a cos cos 26. [Colleges a, 1887.]

24. Show that the area of the loop of the folium x®4-y^==3axy is

divided by the parabola y^ = ax in the ratio 5 : 4.

In what ratio does the lino x-i-y = 2a cut the loop in the above

folium. [Oxford I. P., 1889.]

25. Find the area included between the axis of y and the curve

y2 + 2y - 2x{y -f 1) = 4* 3,

the curve being supposed to stop at the node. [St. John’s, 1884.]
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26. Determine by integration the area of the ellipse

-\-xy + y^=\.

J 27. (i) Find the whole area enclosed by the hypocycloid

-f y^ = a^. [Oxford I. P., 1888.]

(ii) Prove that the area of the locus of intersection of pairs of

tangents at right angles for this curve is [Math. Tripos, 1888.]

28. Prove that the locus of the points of bisection of the inter-

cepts on the normals of a cycloid between the cycloid and its base

divides the area between the cycloid and its base into two parts in

the ratio 7 : 5. [Oxford II. P., 1886.]

29. Trace the curve = 1
)
02"^**, when n is even,

and when n is odd, n being a positive integer
;
and prove that the

between the infinite branches of the curve and the asymptote.

[8t. John’s, 1882.]

^ 30. Find the whole area contained between the curve

(x2 ^ _ q2 (y2 _

and its asymptotes. [Oxford L P.. 1887.]

31. Find the area bounded by the circle 2 =»acos^, y^asin^
and the hyperbola 2 = 6 cosh u, y = ^8inhw; that area being taken

which lies within the circle and on the convex side of the hyper-

bola, and b being less than a. [Trinity, 1888.]

32. (a) Show that in the Archimedean Spiral r = aOy if

... be the areas of the inner loop and the successive heart-

shaped figures formed by the convolutions of the curve

^n+i = 2n7rV.

(b) In the Reciprocal Spiral rO^a, if A^, A^ ..

of the successive closed loops,

4a*

be the areas

33. Find the area of the loop of the curve

(ai + y)(2* + y*)«2a2y. [Oxford I. P., 1890.]

34. At all points of the first negative pedal of the curve

r=»co6h (m^cota) lines are drawn making a constant angle a with
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the tiuigeiit. Show that the area bounded by any pair of such
lines, the curve enveloped and the first negative pedal is

^ { 1 + (m^ - 1 ) cos-^a },

where A is the area of the corresponding portion of the first

negative pedal bounded by radii vectores from the pole.

[Colleges a, 1891.]

35. Find the area of that portion of the loop of the curve

r^=pcosd + q sin 6,

which is not enclosed by the curve

-ha cos 0.

If a family of such curves be taken (by varying p and g\ such

that this area is constant, show that the envelope of the system is a

curve whose equation is

r* = c -f a COS 6 , [Colleges 1889.]

36. Show that the whole area enclosed by the outer line of the

curve cos ^0 is |a^N/3- [Colleges, 1876.]

37. In a hyporlx)la, C is the eontre, A the end of the transverse

axis and P any |X)int (x, y) on the same branch of the curve A

;

prove that twice the area of the sector CA

P

is

«61og(* + f).

38. Show that the area contained between a hyperbola, any tangent

and a line parallel to the asymptote which bisects the part of the

tangent intercepted between the curve and the asymptote

= ^' (log 2-1),

and is constant. [Trinity, 1886.]

39. Prove that the area of the curve

_ ap _ 1 ap^(l -j?)

is [Math. Tripos, 1882.1

40. Show that the area cut off from the ellipse

by the line /x my = 1 is

a/8(0 - sin ^cosd),

where a, are the semiaxes of the ellipse and

Jah - A*
COB t) - [Coia^EGES, 1892.]
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Trace the curve whose equation is

and prove that the area between the curve, the axis of x and a

tangent parallel to the axis of y is

[2n - 1 - log 2w).
[St. John’s, 1885.]

42. Show that in the curve

-= sec 2^ log (2 cos^ 6)

the area between the curve and the lines 0^±\Tr is

[St. John’s, 1886.]

43. f'ind in integral form, and completely, the area enclosed

between two confocal conics and two given radii from the centre.

[Trinity, 1881.]

44. Prove that the area of each of the two equal and similar

pieces of the ellipse =- 1 which are cut of! by the hyper

bola x^ja^ - y-lj3^=^ I (a < a) is

,
. , /?(a2-a2)4 „ . , ,aham ^ ^ -- • - a/i sirih~^

^

(PIP +
[St. John’s, 1887.]

45. Prove that the areas of the two loops of the curve

- 2ar cos 0 - Har 4- 9a* - 0

are (327r -i- 24 v^3)a* and (IGtt - 24v/3)a*.

[Math. Tripos, 1875.]

46. The area between tw’o tangents to the same convolution of

an equiangular spiral at right angles to one another, and the curve,

+ j(p2- p'*) cot 2y,

where />,
p' are the perpendiculars from the pole on the tangents and

7 is the angle of the spiral. [Coli.eoks, 1882.]

47. A circle with centre at the origin cuts the loop of the Folium

-i-y^ - 3axy=:0. If the angle subtended at the origin by the

common chord equals oi _ i

2tan-i-,—
,

2* + l

prove that the area between the loop and the circle is

a*r 1 1
2* -11

2
l-(2U2»)tan--

^j J.

[Collkoks, 1885.]
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48. The centre of a circle of constant radius a moves along a fixed

straight line AB in its plane, and from A a fixed point in the line

a tangent A P is drawn to the circle. Show that the area included

between the locus of F and its asymptotes is ira^.

[Math. Tripos, 1882.]

49. Show that the curve

r = a(Av/3 + cos^)

has three loops, whose areas are

a-’(^7r + 2V3), a2(S,r-'V3),

respectively. [Colleges, 1892.]

50. Show that the area of the Cassinian

'F - 2a‘^7'“Cos 20 +
w

is
2
I

a^sin-ff> provided ^ > a,

but is of whena>i.

[Math. Tripos, 1883.]

51.

Prove that the area of the first negative pedal of an ellipse

with respect to the focus is

7ra"(2 - 3c2)
'

"2s/l - 1'2

where a and e are the semi major axis and the eccentricity of the

ellipse. [Colleges, 1892.]

How do you interpret this result if e <

52.

Find the area of the curve whose Carte.sian equation is

a^(y - if = (a + xf(a ~ x).

[Math. Tripos, 1896.]

53. Find the value of f v^dx, r, being the real root of the cubic

Jo
Q

v/ -t 4- = 0.

[Colleges, 1872; R. P.]

54. Find the area in the first quadrant bounded by the axes of

coordinates and the curve

X V
sinh“^ 4 sinh~^ v = c,

a 0

taking a, b, c all positive. [I. C. S., 1897,]
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.'>5. Trace the whole curve

x-y- = c‘{a-x){x-b),

where 0 < 6 < a, and find its whole area. [I. c. S., 1898.]

56. It is given that the abscissa ON and ordinate NP of a point

on any arch of a cycloidal arc are a{0 - sin 0) and a(l ~ cos 0). NP
is produced to K so that NK=2a^ and the rectangle ONKA is

completed. Prove that the area included by OiV, NP and the

arc OP never differs from three-fourths of ONKA by more than

3a2

;
and find for what positions of P the difference vanishes.

[1. C. S., 1912.]

57. Trace on squared centimetre paper the curves

4- = Aa^xy^

X* + y* = 4aa;2y,

taking a - 10 cm., and estimate the area of a loop of each curve.

Prove that
f" /“

Jo

and hence calculate the area of a loop of the second curve. Find al.s.i

the arwi of a loop of the first curve. Give each area to the

nearest square centimetre when a is 10 centiractre5:.

fC. S.. 1913.]

58.

Obtain the area contained l>etween the, two curvets

r^cos - 4a*cos* 6 and 2^ - i\\.

1 1

^
59. Shov; that the ^^rea of = hv ] >.vo S /'.i v»

r -t
y' -

is equal to a-jl A. |()xf. 1. P., 19 U.]

(“0. rrove by any nietho 1 that the urea ci the oibpst'

{a(x - 2) + 3y}2 + 4 (a;+ 1)(.7' -- 2) - d

k i?idependeiit of u, and find the area.

Prove also that the .straight, lino y-^x divide® the ellipn,

:r^ 6// inlu two area.® which are in the ratio

At - 3>/3 : Hir + 3v^3. [Oxv. 1 P., 1916.]

61. Tr.acc the curve
r cas 0^ a sin 3^1,

an<i show that the area of a l(Kq> is

[Math. Trip. 1., 1910.]
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62. Show that the curve r = a{2 cos 9 + cos id) has three loops,

1 Ott 4- 9 s/s
the area of the larger loop being— a\ and the areas of the

two smaller loops being
^ ^

Show that the coordinates of any point on the curve

y^{a 4- x) = x^{Sa - x)

may be taken as

a: = asin 3^/sin y = a sin 3^/cos

and prove that the area of the loop and the area between the curve

and its asymptote are both equal to 3s/Sa^^ [Math. Tair. I., 1915.]

64. Show that the area of the loop of the curve

(
j* 4- ?/*)* - = 0

in the positive (juadrant is |7ra* [Math. Trip. I., 1920.]

65. Having established Simpson's Rule, that if

y ~ y(x) ~a^ 4- 4- 4-

then J {.y(0) + y(l) + 4y(-J)},

prove that if y{x) also contains a term the error in still using

Simpson's Rule is 1

126'"'* [Math. Trip. I,, 1920.

J
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QUADRATURE (II).

TANGENTIAL POLARS, PEDAL EQUATIONS AND PEDAL
CURVES, INTRINSIC EQUATIONS, ETC.

416. Other Expressions for an Area

Many otlier expressions may be deduced for the area of a

plane curve, or proved independently, specially adapted to

the cases when the curve is defined by systems of coordinates

other than Cartesians or Polars, or for regions bounded in a

particular manner.

To avoid continual redefinition of the symbols used we may
state that in the subse(|uent work the letters

x, ?/, r, 0, 5, j), \j/, (/>, /)

have the meanings assigned to them throughout the treatment

of Curvature in the autlior s Differential Calculus.

417. The (/>, s) formula.

Let PQ be an element <55 of a plane curve and OY the per-

pendicular from the pole upon the chord PQ. Then

/^OPQ^\OY.PQ,
438
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and any sectorial area

^Ltl^OPQ=:^LtlOY.PQ,

the summation being conducted along the whole bounding

arc. In the notation of the Integral Calculus this is i
Jprfs.

This might be deduced from the polar formula at once.

For ^ =
1
jr*(ie= ^|r*^^ds=||rsin^(fo=

where
(f>

is the angle between the tangent and the radius

vector.

418. Tangential-Polar Form (p, \j/).

ds d^j)
Again, since +

we have Area = jy
ds = d'/' = >

a form suitable for use when the Tangential-Polar (ie. p, \j/)

form of the equation to the curve is given.

This gives the sectorial area bounded by the curve and the

initial and final radii vectores.

419. Caution.

Ill using the formula

care should be taken not to integrate over a point, between

the proposed limits, at which the integrand changes sign.

If such points exist the whole integration is to be conducted

in sections along each of which the sign of the integrand is

permanent. The results for the several sections are then to

be taken positively and added together. When a point of

inflexion is passed passes through an infinite value

and changes sign.

420.

The Case of a Closed Curve.

When the curve is closed the formula admits of some

simplification.
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For integrating by parts

Hence b {p*- (^)*}

In integrating round the whole perimeter the term between

square brackets, viz. ^ disappears, for it resumes the

same value as it originally had when we return to the

starting-point after integrating round the contour of the

curve. Hence, for a closed curve,

Area= iJ{p*-(^)'}rfx/..

421. Ex. 1. I.<et l)e one foil of the epicycloid p~ A sin B\Jr and

OAi the initial line. Then p vanishes if tt, 27r, ....

Therefon , for the area li^><r>dedby 04^,, and a foil of the epicycloid,

viz the kite Hhiijx>d tijsj^ure OA^CA^O in Fig. f?2,

r w

Ara;i--^|^ ^'1'
'~\j

^ B>f/{ A iin J!)//- AfPmn

=I5o-5^
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ThtiR, for the whole cardioide, which is a one-cuaped epicycloid formed
aa the |)ath of a point attached to the circumference of a circle of radius

a rolling upon an equal circle whose centre is at the origin O,

.

p = 3a am
I . (See Dif. Calc,, p. 345.)

And the area is

“ (3a)2 X 3 ^
1 - = Gxra^.

Ex. 2. Otherwise, the cardioide p==3a8in ^ ia a “ closed ” curve.
U

Let us apply the second formula

case.

The whole area= “ J
^9a^ain^~ taken between limits

= 0 and xp— ^TT,

Putting \p
— 30, this becomes

- I (9 si 6- 008'*^ 6) dO
2 Jo

= 3rt2^9
;, ^

— before.

422. Pedal Curves.

If p^j\\l/) fK‘ th(* tanpential -polar equation of a given curve,

SyU is the angle Ixit^veen Uie perpend icnlars from the pole

U|x>ii two eoritrignous tangent.s, and the area of the penal

curve may expressed as

Lt ’ i.e.

Py \lr being the polar coordinates of F.
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423. Ex. Find the area of the pedal of a circle with regard to a point

on the circumference (i.e. the cardioide).

Fig. 64.

Here, if OF is the perpendicular on the tangent at l\ and OA the

diameter =2c, it is geometrically obvious that OP bisects the angle ^10}'

A
Hence calling AOFf xp, we have for the tangential polar equation of the

circle

p— 0Y—0PcQ^^^=^0A coa^^y

i,e. V— 2c cos*
2

’

Hence Area—
^J4

<^coh*^ dip, where the limits are to be taken as 0

and TT, and the result is to be doubled so a.s to include the lower |K)rtion

of the pedal.

Then »

A = 4c* f co8^^di/' = 4c*. 2 f coa^ 6 dd = ^(r^.\ .

Jo 2 ^ Jo 4 2 2 2

424. Area bounded by a Curve, its Pedal and a Pair of Tangents.

Let F, Q he two contiguous points on a given curve
;
F, F' the

corresponding points of the pedal for any origin 0 (Fig. 65).

Then since, with the usual notation, PY —
dxf/

the elementary

triangle bounded by two contiguous tangents PY, QY', and

the chord of the pedal YY\ is to the first order of small

quantities U dp\\
,
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Henc© the area of any portion bounded by the two curves
and a pair of tangents to the original curve may be expressed as

O

Fig 65.

and is the same as the ccrTeS'pmding pcrtim of the pedal of the

evohite, for PY = the perpendicular from 0 upon the normal

at P (Fig. 66).

425. Pedal of Evolute of a Closed Curve.

In the case of a closed curve, then, the equation

Fig. 66.

Let 0 be the pole, AP an arc of the dosed oval, BQ an arc

of the evolute, P, Q corresponding points on the curve and the
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evolute, OY, OZ, perpendiculars from 0 on the tangent and

normal at P,

Then the Y locus is the pedal to the curve, the Z locus is

the pedal to the evolute. Hence the equation

I
jp*(ix/.= area of oval +|j(^)V

expresses

(A) That the area of the pedal of the otxd

= area of the (woZ-f the area of the region between the

oval and its pedal.

(B) That the area of the pedal of the oval

= area of the oval the area of the pedal of the evdule.

4*26. Additional Results.

Further, since

area of pedal = area of oval 4-
^

and area of pedal =

we have upK)n addition

2 X area of pedal = area of oval -f
| j }

= area of oval4-^

Ifr-
or = area of oval -f \{~ds^

i.e. the area of the pedal of a closed curve with regard to any

origin Avithin it exceeds half ills* ari^t of the curve

This result may be regarded as giving an intcrpretatiMi f

the integral r

1 r i'/y

f*.
an expreasion which figures in the discussion of rouletU‘s.

427. Geometrical Proofe.

These facts may he eHt{ibIi8he<l by elementary geometry thna
I^tPpQj, Yp Z, 1)0 the contiguous yx)sitions P, Q, Y, Z on

the rfiS|)ective loci, and let YP, YjP^ intersect at T and YP,
OY, at N.
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Thon

OY^I\ = (A OYN^ a ONP)

— (a OiV’P -h a iVr^r+ quadrilateral OPTP^)

= A OyJV- A ATy.T- quadrilateral OPTP^

= sectorial area Oyy, — sectorial area TYY^

— quadrilateral OPTPy

And sininnin<; for a closed oval,

S(AOyP-AOy,P,)-0;

.
voyyi-sryyi+soprPj,

and A OZZj = A ryy I
to the first order

:

. soy y^ = SOZZj -f area of oval

(>,. = spy y'-f area of oval,

«. area of penial of evolute. or areaj = area of pedal of oval

Ixdw'cen })edal and oval
j

-area of oval.

42K Ex. 1. A« an ilh.xUation, eonsider the central pedal of the

evolute of an ell
i
pee. ...

Area of pedal of evolnte-area of pedal of ellipse -area o e ipse
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Ex. 2. The pedal of a circle of radius c and centre C with regard to a

point on the circumference is ?-= c(H-co8 a cardioide. The evolute

of the circle is a point, viz. the centre. A.s the current ]X)int P travels

round the circumference of the circle once, the path of if, the foot of

the perpendicular upon PC travels round its path (viz. a circle on DC
for diameter) twice. The pedal of the evolute is therefore the twice

desa'ibed circle of radius

And

area of cardioide = area of circle radius c+ 2 xarea of circle of radius
^

=|7rc2

429. Pedal Eqnation {j), r).

When the relation between p, r is given, ie. the pedal

equation, we have

This again gives the sectorial area between the curve and a

definite pair of radii vectores.

Again care is required in the use of the formula to avoid

integration through a value of r for which sec^ changes

sign, ie. when ip changes from acute to obtuse, as it will do at

points where r has a maximum or minimum value. If such

points occur, the integration must be conducted separately

for each of the portions into which these points divide the

perimeter and the results taken positively added together.
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430. Ex. 1. Ill the e(|uiangular spiral /J = rsina, and any sectorial area

1

2f ;</»•= (r/ r{^) tan a.

Ex. 2. Find the area of the lemniscate *>= *.
*

Here c/r

CL^
\aking limits from r= 0 to we get a result

^
.

This gives the area of lialf a loop.

The whole area is four times this result, viz. —a^.

Note, that if we integrated thi-ough the maximum without change of

ign of the radittil fi’om r~() to r = 0 again, we should obtain a zero

esult— /.t’. the difference of the two halves of the loop instead of the sum
-s desired.

431 . Area included between a Curve, two Radii of Curvature and

[;be Evolute.

In this case we take as our element of area the elementary

triangle contained by two contiguous radii of curvature and

the infinitesimal arc &8 of the curve.

To first order infinitesimals this is \p^ using the same

notation as before.
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And area required

= Ltl^p‘S^,

i,e. = or = Ijpii*.

or yw.
or other forms adapted to the particular species of coordinates

in use.

For instance, for Cartesians

or for Polars

2Jr*+2r,*— ffj

If {r^+r^^f j/, u dr i

= 2jfH2V-rT*‘^’
’* =

t

Fig. 70.

432, Ex. 1. llie ureii iHstween a circle, ao involute and a tangent to

the circle is (Fig. 70)
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Ex. 2. The area l^tween the tractrix and its asymptote is found in

similar manner. The tractrix is described in Diff. Calc.y Art. 444. The
portion of the tangent l)etween the |)oint of conUict and the :r-axis is of

constant length c.

Taking two adjacent tangents and the axis of .r as forming an elementary

triangle (Fig. 71),

Area = 2 .
i ^

T

2

433 Area swept by a “ Tail
”

In exactly tlie same way as in tbe last example we may find

the area swept out by a “tail” of lengtii varying according

to any Bpecificd law iuoasured along a tangent from the point

of (jontact. ,

Let tlie length o! the tail Iw >}>{»)

aislaaces ^(«), woasured along the tangents at
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contiguous points P and Q respectively from the points of

contact. Then the area of the triangular element bounded

by the two contiguous tails and the arc P^Qi is to the first

order

and the area swept out by the tail is

If ^(8) = a constant = c, Area swept = and for a

closed oval of continuous curvature = ttc^, viz. the area of

a circle of radius c.

If the tail be of length equal to the corresponding radius of

curvature, the area swept out = ^{p^dxjr =
^

434. If lengths be taken along the normal drawn outwards,

and specified in the same way, viz. 0(s), the area between

the original curve and the locus traced is

11
[{/»+ ^(«)}*~ Z'*] =

I
(® ) ‘^ +

1j
{^(»)}*

or if the distance <p{8) be on the inward drawn normal
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435. Parallel Curves.

If. ill this case (Art. 434), he constant= c, a ‘parallel
’

to the original curve i.s traced, and the area between a curve
and its parallel will be found from

|J{(p±C)=‘~p*}dv/,.

ie. g|(2pc±c®) d\// =c jds±^|d>/r,

and for a closed oval of one convolution surrounding the pole

this becomes cs ± ttc®, s being the perimeter of the oval, the

positive sign being taken for exterior parallels, the negative

sign for interior one^^. If the normal makes n revolutions

before returning to its original position, the area swept over

by PPj will be numerically

cs ±: nwc^.

436. General Case.

More generally, let us construct a new curve from a given

one by measuring a distance a along the tangent from the

point of contact, in the direction of measurement of the arc,

and a distance /3 through the extremity of a, parallel to the

outward drawn normal at P, and let the point at which we

arrive be calh‘d Q \
a, ^ not necessarily being constants.

Then if x, y be the coordinates of P and ?;
those of Q, and

if ^ be the inclination of the tangent at P to the initial line,

i=x+acos\jr+ 0iiin\lr, rj = y+ a ain oos\fr.

Then d^^dx+(da cos y]r-\-d^ sin \J>)+("~a sin\j/+^ cos yl^)d\}r,

dfj = dy +(rfa sin \jr —d/S co8\/^)+ (a coa\j/'-\-p ain\lr)d\j/

;
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^drf—ri (i^= (x+ a COS \/a 4-^ sin {dy+ (da sin y\r~d^ cos \f/)

+ (a cos sin \jr) d\]^}

—
(2/ -f- a sin \j>—^ cos xfr) {dx4- (da cos yjr -f d^ sin x//')

4-(— a ainyj^+ficosxjr) dyfr}

= Xdy— ydx-\-{(a cos \//- 4- /8 sin x//-) sin \j>

--(a sin cos \j/) cos \//} ds

-^x(da sm\}/^—d^cos\{/)—y(da cos\/r4-(i!^sin xj^)

4^x(a cos \/r 4-y8 sin dxfr

—y(—asm \l/+^ cos\l/) d^

4- (a cos \l^+^ sin \]r) (da sin xjr—d^ cos xj/^)

— (a sin \// - 13 cos xjr) (da cos >// 4-(i/8 sin \/r)

4-(a*4-i^) d\}r

(for dx= ds cos \//, dy = sin xjr)

= (xdy—ydx)+ ^^ ds~{-(^da—ad^)+ (a'^+^) dxfr

-\-d{x(a sin xj/- cos \/^)}

— d{y(a cos\/r+ /3 sin \/r)},

a term {—dx(a sin
\f/‘
— 8 cos xf^) dy (a cos x]^+ /3 sin xj^)}

,

that is 8ds having been added and subtracted in the

arrangement.

Hence, if A and ^4^ be the corresponding sectorial areas

swept out by the radii vectores OP and OQ,

the portion [ ] being between limits corresponding to the

beginning and ending of the arc traced by P.

If the curves be closed this term disappears, and

This formula of course includes the foregoing cases.

Thus, for parallels a= 0, ^= c, and the oval being closed,

Ay— A3rC8'\-^\(^dxff=^A+CB-]nr<^ as before.
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487. Polar Subtangent.

The area bounded by any portion of a given curve, two
tangents, and the corresponding portion of the locus of the

extremity of the polar subtangent is given by

where

A=l^^^(r^+2r,^-rr^)d9,

_dr _ dV

For if OT be the polar subtangent corresponding to a point

P, the point of contact of the tangent, we have with the usual

notation Pr = rsec<^,

and Area swept by PT=^^jPT^d\l/^

= ^
Jr^sec^^ d\jr

^2j \dr) ds d9

lfr2 fds\n

-2jrr>b)r®
if» +2r,^-rr.,

= ^^.(r*+2r,^-rr,)d^.

1 fr! M+ r Tllj do
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the limits being the initial and final values of 9 for the

arc specified.

For a closed curve this area therefore exceeds twice the

area of the original curve by

438. Intrinsic Equation.

When the intrinsic equation is given, viz.

the area bounded by the curve, an initial tangent, and an

ordinate from any point of the curve to the same, is given by

^ =
I 1 fix)/'M cos X sio ft) dx (lu>,

Jq Jo

it being assumed that the integrand is finite and continuous

and does not change sign within the limits of integration.

Fig. 76.

This is merely a transformation of

A =^y dx.

For = sin \fr and y={ «in d'S
—

[
sin \lr dyjr

ds Jo J u

r*^

= J
f '{o)) sin w du).

Also dx = cos yfr d8=^f(\f/^) cos yfr d\{r.

Hence /'(\|/)cos\/a /' (w) sin o) d^*)} cl\)>.

Jo '^•'0

""
JV ^(1y

This may clearly Ix) written

A=r fV'(x) xfM
Jo Jn
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439. Ex. Taking as a test the case of the circle

ff cos sin

= cos X — cos a>J^ a?;(

= a^j^ co8x(l-cos x)^X

= (cos X ^)</x

M’hich may readily be verified otherwise.

Fig. 77.

440. Closed Oval.

If the area be a clo.sed oval and 0 a point on the circum-

ference, viz. the vstarting point for the measurement of 5,

we may obtain the area of the whole curve by integrating

~ Jy
cos \/r ^^5 round the whole contour, and our formula may

be written p, p^ =
\ f' (x)fM cos X sin o) dx dw,

Jo Jx

the integrand being supposed finite and continuous through-

out, and the curve 5 =/(\/r) having no singularities.

441. Closed Oval. Another Form

Another form may be given for the area of a closed curve

whose intrinsic equation is s~f(\fr).

Measuring s from the point at which \j^ = 0, we have at any

point rj, wliere the inclination of the tangent to the initial

tangent is
x, and the element of arc ds^,

dP dfj
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. X= f
C08 X d«i = r cos xf'(x)(iX’

Jo Jo

2/= f
sin X ds^ = [* sin xf'(x) =

Jo Jo

xdy--ydx

= [£c03 x/'(x)<^x]8‘“ 'I' x/'(x)‘^x]co8 ds

=[£
/' (x) ““ (V'- x) ‘^x] ;

area of curve

= ^|(xdt/— 1/ dx), taken round the perimeter,

= /'w[|^/'(x)s'n ('l'-x)dx\d^,

or, as we may write it.

~
^iT

it being understood that the first integration is with regard

to Xt considering ^ a constant, from Otoyjr, and then the result

from 0 to 27r with regard to xj/^.

Also r/'(x)8ii>(V'-x)<^X
Jo

may be integrated by parts, and becomes

= [/(x)8in ('/'-x)J+|y(x)cos(V^-x)<ix

= f/(x)co8(V^-x)dx. for/(0) = 0.

Jo

Hence the result may be exhibited as

^ jV(x) cos (y/r - x)dx} dy/'

or
lo
f ~

it being understood as before that the first integration is with

regard to x from 0 to \fr.

442. If the curve be not closed, and the limits for are

from \fr = a to \/r = y3, we find by these formulae, a sectorial
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area bounded by the arc and two specified radii vectores, viz.

from the origin to the points where \// = a and = and

. 443. Inverse Curve.

If the points P, Q be contiguous points on a curve, and P\ Q'

their respective inverses, k being the constant of inversion

and O the jxile, we have for any sectorial element OP'Q' of

the new curve,

areii OP'Q — JOP". OQ'sin S9 = gp-^QSO to the first order

1
~ o order,

and the area of any sectorial portion of the inverse is

r l>eing the radius vector of the original curve.

Ex. Thim the area of the inverse of Ajc*-^ — + with regard

to the origin is r

4
. ^

(A B8iu*ff)d0

It will be noted that this amounts to performing the inver-

sion first, and then finding the area os ^ [r^dO, so that our

. k^Cl
^

formula ^y^dO is of but little additional convenience.

444. Locus of Origins of Pedals of given Area.

Let 0 be a fixed point. Let p, i//- be the polar coordinates

of the foot of the perpendicular OY upon any tangent to a
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given curve. Let P be any other fixed point, PYi{~ p^), the

perpendicular from P upon the same tangent. Then the areas

of the pedals, with 0 and P respectively as origins, are

and

taken between the same definite limits. Call these A and

A

I

respectively. Let r, 0 be the polar coordinates of P with

regard to 0, and x, y their Cartesian equivalents.

Then pi = /?--rcas(0—

=

zcos y sin

and p is a known function of \//.

Hence

2Ay = ^p^dy^r = J(p'-xcos\/r— y sin\//^)* rfx//

= ^p^d\lf— 2x^p cos x//” rf\/^~2y|p shwjrd'^

+x* Jcas^x//* d\//'+ 2xyJcos x//' sinx//- rf\// + y*|8in*x//-d\/r

Now 2|p cos x/r d\[r, 2^p sin x// dx//-, Jcos® x// dxf/, etc.,

taken between such limits that the whole pedal is described,

will be definite constants. (Jail them respectively

*“ 2y, -2/, a, 2h, h,

and we thus obtain

2Ai = 2A I 2yx f 2/y 4 ax^+ 2Ajcy f~ 6y*.
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If then P move in such a manner that Ai is constant, its

locus must bf‘ a conic section.

By Article 342,

d\]^ X I sin^xjr d\Jr ]> j
I cos

0 Jo Uo
i.e, ah > h\

1

*

x/p sin \lf

j

Hence this conic section is in general an ellipse.

Moreover, its centre being given by

ax-\-hy \-g = 0,

hx-\-by-\-f = 0,

its position is independent of the magnitude of

Hence for di tierent values of these several conic-loci

will all Ix' concentric. We shall call this centre Q.

445- Closed Oval.

Next suppose that the original curve is a closed oval curve,

and that the point P is within it. Then the limits of inte-

gration are 0 and 27r.

Thus a = I cos^v//’ dr^r = tt = 1 sin^ d\]/ = b
Jo Jo

/j = j* cos \/r sin \/r d i/r = 0.and

Hence tlie conic becomes

7r(r2 i t/
2

)
’2(A~A^) = 0,

that is a circle whose centre is at the point

1 f

p cos \// d - I p sin dxp.

J '^Jo

Now, if X, y be the point of contact of the tangent, viz. Q,

'f

Qy
dp

and x = pco8Vr-^|mn>/.,] projecting p. -/. upon the
dx}/

y — p sin x/r cos xjr.

dxj/

coordinate axes

;

rfv// = Jp
cos x/r dxjr - [p sill \]r] f |p COS \j/ dxfr — 2jp COS x/r dv/r

,
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and

J
tj dxf/ =

I
P + [P V^]+ V' =

2J
si II \/r d\Jr^

for the portions in Sijuare brackets disappear in Integrating

lound the whole curve.

Hence the coordinates of the centre of the circle may be

written

Xi = or

or

1 ^ dxfr

jdxfr
’

or

or

27r

27r

where is the curvature
P

at the element ds.

446. Another Determination of the Centre.

If the original eurv(.* be r<‘garded as a material curve of uni-

form section a> and with a density proportional to th(‘ curvature

k k
at each point, =-, say, the ma.ss of each element oh is a>o.s‘,

and the formulae

^mx _ 'Zmij

of Statics show that the ccuitroid of any arc of this curve is

given by

Hence the point il, which is the ccuitre of these loci, is

identical with the centroid of a material win^ of hm' uniform

section, bent into the form of the original curve, and having

a density proportional to the curvature at ejieh point ; or,

which comes to the same tiling, having uniform density and

cro.ss-section infinitesimally small but proportional at each

point to the curvature.
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447.

Connection of Areas.

The point il liavin;^ been found, let us transfer our

origin froin 0 to il. 'rhe linear terms of the conic will

thereby be removed. Thus Q is a point such that the integrals

d\}r and j*p sin

where p is now measured from Q, Ix^th vanish, and if IT be

the area of the pedal vvho.se pole is il, we have for any other,

2A^~2\\+ a3p- \ 2hxy-\rhy^ in the general case,

and 2^i = 2 Il 4- 7r(x2 -[-/y
2

) t.he particular case, wlien the

oval is closed.

. . 2'7r(i4i“n) (Smith, Conic Sections,
1 he area 01 the conic is -

, , ^ x
Art. 171.)

Thus, in the general ca.se,

. Jah -h^ n

= 11 4- X area of conic.
'Zir

And in the particular case of the closed oval,

= A7rf2,

where r is the radius of the circle on which P lies for constant

values of i.f. the distance of P from 12.

448.

Position of the Point il for a Centric Closed Oval.

In any oval which has a centre the point 12 is plainly at

that centre. For when the centre is taken as origin, the

integrals

|pcos\//d\// and ie.

both vanish wlum th(‘ integration is performed for the com-

plete oval, opposite ehnnenis of tlie integration cancelling
,
oi,

whicli is the same tiling, tlie centroid ol a material ctaitric

oval curve for a law of density, which varies as the curvature

at each point, is obviously at the centre of the oval.

449.

Origin for Pedal of Minimum Area.

When 12 is taken as origin, it appears that

2A
1
= 2II

4

-

j

yjr 4- y sin

Hence, iis tlie term j*(x cosv//"4-?/sin is necessarily

positive, it is clear tliat A^ can never be le.ss than IT.
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O is therefore the origin for which the corresponding pedal

curve has a minimum area.

450. A Statical View of the Case.

Let 0 be the origin, QRS tlie closed oval, OY the perpen-

dicular from 0 upon a tangent to the curve. Let P lx* any

other point, and Q the centre of gravity of the curve, QRS
having a density at each point proportional to the curvature.

Fig. 81 .

A theorem by Lagrange (Kouth, Statics, vol. i Art. 430)

states that if mg, m^, ... Ixi the masses of a system of

heavy particles at Q^, Qg- ^ 3 * ^ their centre of gravity,

and if P be any other point, then

-f . . . -f {ruy f mg -f mg -f- . .
. ) 1

Applying this tlieorem to our curve of density unibjrm

small section w, and total mass Xkw, say, ^

J ip
Now it has been proved in Art. 42(i that the area of the pedal

1 1 fr*
of a closed oval exceeds ^ the area of the oval by 7 I ds,

2 4jp
1 1 CPO^

pedal with regard to P= ^ oval -f
^ ds;

and pedal with regard to 12 = i oval f- \^ 4 J p
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pedal with regard to = pedal with regard to Q+ ~ PCl^
4f

and Xkw- limns of curve=^^^wds = kw^d\j/^ = 2Trkw
;

X = 27r.

pedal with regard to P = pedal with regard to

Hence we are led by statical considerations to the same
result as already obtained, viz. that the loci of the origins P,

of which the pedal curves of a closed oval are of constant

area, are concentric circles, their centre being the origin of

the pedal of niiniinum area and the centroid of a tine wire

bent iiito the form of tlie oi’iginal oval, and having uniform

cross-section and a density varying as the curvature.

niufitrative Examples.

Ex. 1. Find the area of the pedal of a circle with regard to any point

witliin the circle at a diHtance c from the centre i.t\ a iirna^on.

Here

and

Hence Aj --

Ex. Find the aiea of the {>edal of an ellipse with regard to any point

at a distance r from the centre.

Jn tins ciise, II i.s the area of the j)edal with regard to the centre

-- 2 (</‘0os- 0 +- f/'^sin“ (/^ {(i~ + 2

Hence A
, ^ (a- + F c’-*).

Ex. 3, Tlie area of tin' })edal of the cardioide r = a{l-cos^) taken

^'ith reHj)ecl to an internal point on the axis at a distance c from the

pole is

'g' (&«’* - + 2c2).
f

M

ath. Tripos, 1876.]

T-»et (} be the pole, P the given internal jwint
; p and p^ the two

perpendi(‘ulars OY^i and PY^ upon any tangent from Oand /^respectively
;

the angle and OP-c ;
then p, =p - r cos </>, and

2 A
,

- = 2 d ~ 2c
I p cos ii<p F f ch'os- </) c/</).
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Now, in order that p may sweep out tl>e wljole pedal, we must integrate

between limits cfi- Oand and double. Now in the cardioide (Fig. 82).

^ = ()(^sin V.2QO-

Fig. 82.

For

Hence
5
“ " 2’

37r 3^ , 0 r d)

2
and

^
=

So p — riMi\ Q = 2(1 sin ’ - 2a cos* ^ .

2i 'i o

Jp C03<f} d4i ~ 2 2a cos*~ coh 4>d4>— 4a x 3 ^
cos*j cos 3^ az

']2a 4 cos* z-3 co8*2 dz

=
’2«L^-0-4-2-2-*-4-2'2J^ it-

Also Jc*co8*<^d<^=3 . 2c*.
^ ^

—

Finally, = 4a*co8*^rf<^=24a* ^ cos'cofo;

,
. ,6 .3 1 TT ISa-a*
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Thus,

= — (6a^-2ac+2c“).
o

Ex, 4. Let B, C be any three points and P a fourth point wliose

areal coordinates are .r, y, z when the triangle ABC is regarded as the

triangle of reference. To fmd the relaticni of the areas of the pedals of

any closed curve with respect to A, B, C and P.

L<;t [d], [/I], [C], [/’j repiesent the are;is of the pedals. Let A", T, Z be

the areal coordinates of 12, the centre for the |>edal of minimum area.

Then [d] = [12]+iTjn-,

[C]^[ir\A-UCCi\

[p]^[ii]+upa^;

A

Now (Ferrers’ Trilinears^ p. 6) the distance from Xy y, e to A’^, }y Z is

given by

PiP= -uHy- r){z-Z)-bH!-Z)(x- X)-c%v-X}(,v- Y)

and a'^(0 - r)(0 - X) - 6'=(0 -Z)(\- X) - 0^(1 - A’)(0 - J')

= - a* YZ- b'^ZX - c-X }'+ b^Z+ Y,

mr‘= -b'ZX-en Y-an^Z+c‘X+a'‘Z,

CQ‘= - c*X )' - (1= YZ - b‘ZX +«0'+ b^X ;

/'ft’ - .vA ft’ -yBQ^- iCiP = - a’yj - bhx - e^xy.

Now, if S^a^yz + b'^zx+ Ary, 5=0 is the equation of the circunicircle,

and 5 is equal to minus the square of the Ungent from the point (.r, y, z)

to the circle 5=0 if the pr)iiit lie without the circle, or to the rectangle of

the seginenta of any chord through x, y, z if within. Jherefore with this

moaning for
5, [P]=[.<]x+[fi]y+[e]r-M-
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PROBLEMS ON QUADRATURE.
1.

Interpret geometrically dp in the case of the curve

Prove that the value of taken all round an ellipse

whose semiaxes are a, and whose centre is the pole, is 7r(a - h)^.

[Oxford I. P., 1903.]

2.

Use the pedal equation of an ellipse, viz. — to

show that the area of the portion of an ellipse included between

the curve, the semi-major axis and a central radius vector r, is

Vr2 -

o, h being the semiaxes of the ellipse. [COLLSOES, 1882.]

3. Find the area of the part of the ellipse p^{2a - r) = included

between two focal radii vectores drawn, one to an extremity of the

minor axis and the other to the nearer extremity of the major axis.

[Oxford 1. 1*., 1889.]

4. Find the area included between an ellipse and its evolute and

bounding radii of curvature, the one coinciding with the major axis

and the other inclined at an angle of
^

to it.

[CoiXEGES, 1884, AND /9, 1888.]

5. Through every point of an ellipse a line is drawn outwards

normal to the ellipse and equal to the radius of curvature at the

point. Show that the area of the curve thus obtained is

2a6 [Colleges a, 1891. ]

6. Show that the area of that part of the evolute of an ellipse

^eccentricity > which lies outside the ellipse is

a* 4- ft*

. f“r” (aS + i2-3p)» dp

) 6* + *' - pY J (p - i*) (a* - p)

7.

Find the area of the pedal of the curve

(ax)^ -f (by)^ = (a* -

the origin being taken at a; = \/a* - 5*, y = 0.

[Colleges, 1882.]

[Oxford 1. P., 1888 ]
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8. Show that the area of the space between the epicycloid

= ^ sin B\p and its pedal curve taken from cusp to cusp is \TrA^B.

[Colleges, J878.]

9. Show that the area between an epicycloid and the arc of the

fixed circle included between two consecutive cusps is

where a and h are the radii of the fixed and rolling circles respec-

tively. [Colleges o, 1884 .]

Show also that the area of the corresponding sector of the fixed

circle is that of an ellipse with semiaxes the radii of the two circles.

[Oxford I. P., 1913 ]

10. Show that the p-\p equation to a cycloid when one of the

cusps is taken as origin is

p
— 2a (sin \p ~ \p cos t/'),

where a is the radius of the generating circle
;
and find the area

between the curve from cusp to cusp and the corresponding arc of

the pedal with regard to a cusp. [Oxford II. P., 1903.]

11. Show that the area bounded by that portion of the cardioide

sin which lies in the first quadrant, the terminal tangents,

and the corresponding portion of the locus of the extremity of the

polar subtangent, is

3a2(10- 37r)/l6. [Math. Tripos, 1896.]

12. Show that in the curve in which the area bounded by the

curve and the radii vectores from a certain fixed point varies as the

square of the length of the bounding arc, the radius of curvature

varies as the projection of the radius vector on the tangent.

[Colleges a, 1891.]

1 3. The pedal of a cycloid with regard to any point on its axis

meets the cycloid at the vertex A and cuts the tangent at the cusp

in Q ; find the area between it and the chord AQ; and prove that

this area is least when the origin is the middle point of the axis.

[St. John’s, 1883 ]

14. An elliptic wire is pushed in one plane through a very short

straight tube
;

find the equation to the locus of the centre, and

prove that the area of each loop is where a and b are the

semiaxes.
"" [Colleges, 1886].
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15. A point Q is taken on the normal drawn outward at a point

P of a catenary, the parameter of which is c. Prove that if P(J is

equal to the length of the arc of the catenaiy measured from die

vertex to P, the area between the locus of (J and the catenary, and

bounded by the normal at the vertex and by another normal inclined

at an angle \p to this, is

(tan^i/' tan ip - \p).
[COLLEOKS y, 1882.]

16. Prove that the pedal of the cardioide r = a cos^-^ with respect

to the cusp consists of two closed regions of area.s and />, A con-

sisting of the inner loop and Ji being exteraial to A and bounded

Ijy the outer line of the curve and such that 'lA 4- /»
^

•

[tlOLLEOKS 7, K890.]

17. Prove that the area of the pedal of tlie curve -f with

respect to the point (a, 0) is five times as great as the area of its

pedal with respect to the origin. [Oxh>ri> II. P., 1899.]

18. The tangent at a point of a Icmniscate cuts the curv(‘ again

at Q, IP Prove that the middle point of QP is at tin* same fii.stance

from the nodal point as P ; and that the e(piatioii to its locus is

- y^) - r** {a® 4- 4 (cc* - r‘)(a* - l/‘‘) },

where /•2^x2^,^2

Show that it can be written r^^u^cos '^0.

Trace the curve completely, and prove that the portion corre-

sponding to the upper half of one branch of the Icmniscate divides

the other branch into two parts whose areas are in tlie ratio of

6 - 3v^ : 3v'^3 4. [,St. John’s, 1884. J

19. Show that the area of a loop of the curve

(x2 - ^2)2 4- (y2 _ 3(^2 )2 (^4

og,
2 y* [Math. TRiros, 1882.]

20. The tangent at every point P of a closefi finite curv'e is

produced to Q so that PQ is constant. Find the iiroa between the

locus of Q and the original curve. IIow is the result to be explained,

(i) if the curvature of the first curve is sometimes in one direction,

sometimes in the opposite direction
;

(ii) if the curve cuts itself a

given number of times. [St. John’s Coll., 18S1.]
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21 . A straight line of constant length c is drawn from each point

of a closed oval curve making a given angle a with the normal at

that point. Prove that the area of the curve traced out by the
end of the line is ^9 + ± k cos a,

where S is the area of the given oval curve and I is its length.

[Coll. 7 , 1893.]

22 . Show that the area of the polar reciprocal of a curve whose
equation is given in rectangular coordinates is

(J^y

X, y being the coordinates of a point on the original curve.

Apply this to find the area of the ellipse
[2 //2

’

[Colleges, 1886.]

23.

The area of a given closed oval curve is A
;
the bisectors of

the internal and external angles between tangents to it which meet
at a giv(!n constant angle 'la envelop curves whose areas are

and //o : show that . o # • o /A
^
cm^a — A . [Colleges 7, 1888.]

24.

Prove that for any closed curve which has a centre, the area

of the locus of intersection of tangents at right angles, and the

area of the locus of intersection of normals at right angles differ by

twice the area of the curve. [Math. Tripos, 1888.]

25. 0 being a fixed point, OP a radius vector of any curve, OP
is produced to Q so that OP . PQ = a\ ami A is the area between

the locMis of 0 and the given curve. If A' he the area of the inverse

of the curve with respect to the constant of inversion being a,

show that A' - A is in(le{)endent of the form of the curve.

If the given curve he a circle, and 0 a point on its circumference,

find the area of any p;irt Ixmndcd by the locus of the circle and

two raxiii vectores from 0. [St. John's, 1891.]

26. A circle rolls on the outside of an oval curve, the pedals of

the curve, of the locus of the centre of the circle and of the

envelope of the circle are of areas -4^, ^ 1 ,
A^, respectively

;
prove

that A,t ~ 2Ay 4- depends only on the rolling circle.

Show that if the area of the oval curve, of the locus of the centre

of the circle and of the envelope of the circle be respectively,

A, - 2v/i 4- A^ - S., - 2S, 4- *^
0 . [Trinity, 1878.]
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27. One of the curves given by the equation

cute the axis of x twice at the angle a. Prove that the area between

the curve and the axis is

{ tan a sec a -f log(sec a -f- tan a) } .
[Oxr. I. P.

, 1912. ]

28. A curve concave to the axis of x is such that the product of

the ordinate and radius of curvature at any point is constant and

equal to (The Elastica, or Bent Bow). Prove that the maximum

value of the ordinate is 2c sin where a is the angle at which the

curve crosses the axis of x. [Ox. 1. P., 1903.]

Show that the area which lies between the bow and the bow-

string is 2c2 sin a.

29. Show that the area of a closed curve, which is the envelope

of the line xco^xp + y^m is the value of the integral

taken completely round the curve. [Math. Trip., 1898 .]

30. The integral f dxl^ is Uiken round a closed curve,

n being taken equal to tan i/' or to - cot according as the one or

the other is numerically less than unity. Show that the value

of the integral differs from the area of the curve by the sum of

the squares of the perpendiculars from the origin ujxjh the tangents

at the points where the integral changes form. [Math. Trip., 1898.]

31. In the cycloid prove that the conic locus of points with

regard to which the area of the pedal is constant, is in general

a circle, and find the [X)int for which the area of the {)edal is a

minimum. [Ox. 1. P., 1900.]

32. In a catenary, A is the vertex, P any point on the curve,

AOy PN perpendiculars upon the directrix, PV a tangent and NY
perpendicular to it. Show that the area of the figure ONPA is

double that of the triangle YNP.

33. Show that the area of the first positive pedal of the curve

p =/(r) may be obtained by the formula

^ '^dr
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where the letters p and r are the pedal coordinates of a point on the

original curve.

Apply this method to find the area of the cardioide, which is the

first positive pedal of the circle = ap.

34. Employ the formula

to find the area of

+ (a>h).

To what curve does this pedal equation belong]

7-2

35. In the epicycloid ^
’

where a and rolling circles

respectively, obtain a formula for the area of any sectorial portion

with centre of the sector at the origin. Hence show that the

area between one foil of the curve and the fixed circle is

7r(c - a)2(c -f 2a)/ 4a.

36. When a<b the conchoid of Nicomedes, viz.

= (a + or r — a cosec 0±b

has a loop. Find its area.

37. Let S be the focus of a parabola, SP^ two focal radii

vectores of lengths rj, r,,. The latus rectum is 4a and P^P^ — c.

Provo Lambert’s expression for the sectorial area SP^P^, viz.

where 2s r, -i- -f c.

Show that the segment cut off by a focal chord of length c is

38.

In thfl case of the Cotes’s spirak, whose equations are of

the form \ A ^
^=^s+^>

show that the area of the sectorial portion bounded by the curve

and the radii vectores r, and n is
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Examine in detail the particular cases of

(i) the equiangular spiral

;

(ii) the reciprocal spiral

;

(iii)
,
(iv) and (v) the cases which reduce to the polar forms,

^4 = a sinh 7i.0
,

w = acosh7i0, w = asin?i6^, respectively.

39. Riccati’s SyiUractory * is generated as follows. The tractory

is an involute of a common catenary of parameter c, starting from

the vertex. PT is a tangent at any point P of the tractory, cutting

the directrix of the catenary at T. Q is a point on PT or PT
produced such that QT = r'. The locus of Q is the syntractory.

Show that the areas between the two branches and the directrix

are

^
f'{2r.±c').

40. If A be the area of the ‘ Helmet,’

(^* -h 1 ) {
(.r2 -f ha^)y^ - 2ay(a^ - a:^)

}
-f (a^ - - 0

,
(k^

and K the volume formed by its revolution about the y axis, prove

that

A = -^P^A2(k+^)^-^2k+^^)lc^l

[For the first p.irt of the example, and for several others of

similar character, see Wol.stenholme’s Prohknh^, Nos. 1HM6 to 1M70.]

CotnmeiU. Bononeiwia, Tom. in., 17o5.



CHAPTER XIV.

QUADRATURE, ETC. (Ill)

SURFACE INTEGRALS, AREALS, CORRESPONDING CURVES,

451. Use of Second Order Infinitesimals as Elements of Area.

‘Surface Integrals," Centroids, etc.

For many purposes it is found desirable, and often necessary,

to use for the element of area a second order infinitesimal.

Suppose, for instance, we desire to find the mass of the area

/x)unded by a given curve, the tr-axis and a pair of ordinates,

where there is a distribution of .surface density over the area,

not uniform, but n'presented at any point by (T-(j){x, y), say,

where x, y are the coordinates of the point in (juestion.

Uit O.r, Oy be the coordinate axes, AB any arc of the curve

who.se eijuatioii is

and {/^ /(/>)} the coordinates of the points A, B upon

it, AJ atid BK tlie ordinat<‘s of A and B. T^et PN, QM be any

contiguou.s ordinates of the curve, and x, f’hc abscissae

of the points P, Q. Let P. V be contiguous points on the

473
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ordinate of P, their ordinates being ?/, y'\’Sy \
and we shall

suppose (51/ to be small quantities of the first order of

smallness.

Draw PS, Z7T, PF parallel to the x-axis. Thus the area of

the rectangle RSTU is SxSy, and its mass may be regarded as

y)SxSy to the second order of smallness.

Then the mass of the strip PNMV may be written

P-«y=o[S^(x, y)Sy]Sx,

and in conformity with the notation of the Integral Calculus

may be expressed as

y)dy^Sx

between the limits ^ = 0 and y—f(x).

In performing this integration with regard to i/, x is to be

regarded as constant, for we are finding the limit of the sum
of the masses of all elements in the elementary strip PM,
parallel to the y-axis, for wdiich x retains the same value, i.e.

we are finding the mass of the strip PM.
If then we search for the mass of the area AJKB, all such

strips as the above must now be summed which lie between

the ordinates AJ, BK, and the result may Ixi written

<p{x, y)dy~^Sx,

which may l)e further written as

la Uo
the limits of the integration with regard to x being from

x= a to X — h.

Thus the mass of the area AJKB for surface density y)

=£ [j^* V(*>

452. Notation.

This will be written

f
A CAx)

, ,

J
<p(x,y)dxdy,

the elements dx, d/y Innng writUui in the reverse order to

that in which they occur in the previous expression, and it
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will be remember(‘d that the right-hand one refers to the

first integration, and the left-hand one to the second. It has
already been stated (Art. 363) that we shall throughout the
book adopt this order.

If we put a ^ y)— 1, the result of our integration will

be to find the area.
1*6 Cf(x)

Thus, Area =11 dxdy
Ja Jo

= [
f(x)dx

J a

=
[ y dx, m before

;

J a

or, in the case of the area being bounded by two curves,

y = ^ y - as in Art. 395,

O
Mz)
dx dy

4>(x)

Ex. If the aurfnce density of a circular disc bounded by + = be

given to vary as the Hcjuare of the distance from the ^v-axis, find the mass

of tlic disc.

Here we have for the density of tlie element 5a: 8y, and its mass is

and the whole raa>w will he
j j

fix-dx dy.

The limits for ?/ will he y=0 to for the positive quadrant

and for x from x=^0 to x~a. The result must then be multiplied by 4,

for the distribution lK*ing symmetrical in the four quadrants, the mass is

four times the mass of the first quadrant.

Thus, Mass = 4 /
r" " fjLT-dx dy

Atil x'^\hi^-x'^dx.
Jo

Putting x~a sin 0 and dx — acos OdO, W'e have
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453. Other Uses of Double Integration.

The same process may be used for many other purposes,

of which we give a few illustrative examples, which will

serve to indicate to the student the field of investigation now
open to him.

Ex. Find the statical moment of a (juadrant of the ellipse

about the y-axis, the surface density being supposed uniform.

Here each element of area &r6y is to l)e multiplied by its surface

density cr (which is by hypothesis constant in the case supposed), and by

its distance from the y-axis
;
the sum of such elementiiry quantities is

then to be found over the whole quadrant. The limits of integration wdll

be from y= 0 to y
— for y ;

and from a* = 0 to J = a for x. Thus

we have
^

Moment =
J j

nxdxdy

= “ / xsd^-x'dx
a Jo

__rr/>r

~ a L~ '3 Jo"'
'3'

where ^f is the mass of the quadrant, i.e.

urah

4 <-•

454. Cantroid of a Plane Area.

The formulae proved in Analytical Statics for the coordi-

nates of the centroid of a number of masses m3, ... at

points (Xi, yj, (Xj. yj), (X3, yg), etc., are

- wmx _ Zmy
2m ’ 2m

We may apply these to find the coordinates of the centroid

of a given area on which there is any propOvScd distribution

of surface density.

Let (T be the surface density at a given point, which may
be either a constant, as for a uniform distribution, or a given

function of x and y. Then tile mass of the element SxSy i?^

aSxSys-nd
.^Jj^xdxdy

\ I a- dxdy
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Similarly, //-
}
{ cry (lx dy

\\a-dxdy'

the limits in each case being determined so that the sum-

mation will he edected for the whole aiea in question.

Ex. Find the centroid of the elliptic quadrant of the example in the

hint ai tiele.

It vvii8 proved theie that

// 3 Stt

and

Also

ii'

J7

dx (iy
- mass of quadrant if;

Ad

dx

X

fry dx dy

3r

o'T'
lo L

cr h-

-

<rlrf .

20-

\

4l>

y 3r

. 4b

3

Hence the cfxudi nates (*f the eentn>id are

455. Moment of Inertia,

When every eUnnent of mass of a given lxx3y is multiplied

by the stpiare of its distance from a given line, the limit of

the sum of such products is called the Moment of Inertia

with regard to the line.

Ex. 1. Find the moment of inertia of the quadrant of an ellipse about

the ^-axis, again tilling uniform surface density

Here we have to niuJtijdy eiich element of mass, vi 2L (rBxBy, yj x
^

and then integrate as Iwfore.

Moment of Inertia-
j j

ax^ dx dy

-hi't""
aj 0

= (T
''

thin intoRral having been worked out in the

example of Art. 452,

a^ba- j/fl’

^“16 ^^-
4

'
M Trahcr

'
4

" *
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Ex. 2. Find the moment of inertia of the portion of the paralx>la

bounded by the axis and the latu.s rectum, about the x-axis,

supposing the surface density at each point to vary as the power of

the abscissa.

Here the mass-element is /i being a constant, and the moment
of inertia is

Lt Sx% or fjLjl ?/“x’' dx dy,

where the limits for y are from i/ 0 to 2 Vox, and for x from 0 to a.

We thus get

Mom. of In. = ~ I ^^x"dx- ^ f
'j.'o L Jo ^ Jo

SpL a;

3 5
-

^n-4 4

3(2n f 5)

Again, the A/tisjf of this portion of the parabola is given by

M ~ f f ^fjLX^dx di/ = fx I r.//!*’' **^x"dx
Jo Jo Jo L‘ Ju

^ Jq 2 71 4 3

Thus we hav(*

4 2r? 4 ,3

Moment of Inertia about O.r „
“

Ma?.
3 2n ^ 5

Examples.

1. In the hrst quadrant of the circle .r2-fy'^ = a^ the surface density

varies at each {x)int as .r?/.

Find (i) the mass of the quadrant

(ii) its centroid,

(iii) its moment of inertia about the y-axia.

2. Work out the corresponding results for the portion of the parabola

ip' — Adx bounded by the axis and the latus rectum, the surfa<..‘e density

varying as x^y^.

3. Find the centroid of a fine rod of uniform sectional area and of

which the line-density varies as the }X)wer of the distance from one end.

Also its moment of inertia about that end, about the other end, and about

the middle point.

4. Find the centroid of the triangle bounded by the lines y =m.r, x-a
and the x axis when the surface density at each point varies as the square

of the distance from the origin. Also find the moment of inertia about the

y-axis.

5. Find the centroid of

(i) either of the areas hounded by the circle (x-a)2-f y2 = rt2 and the

parabola y- - ax
;
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(ii) llie centroid of llie ;ire.a bounded by tlie parabolas

(iii) the centroid of the area bounded by

= y=^'±x,

the surface density being uniform in each case.

G, Find the moment of inertia of a triangle of uniform surface density

(i) about one of its sides
;

(ii) about an axis perpendicular to its plane through an angular

point.

456. Polar Coordinates. Second Order Element.

For polar curves it is desirable to use for our element of area

a second order infinitesimal of different form.

Ivet OP, OQ 1x3 two contiguous radii vectores of the curve

r=/(d); Ox the initial line. Let 9, 0-]-S9 be the vectorial

angles of tlie points P, Q on the curve. Draw two circular arcs

RU, .ST cutting the radii 0i^ OQ, with centre 0 and radii r

respectively, and let Jr, S9 be small cjuantities of the first

order of smallneas.

Then area RSTU —sector OST sector ORU

=hAr-j-SryS9~-i'PS0

69 Si* to the second order.

And to thia order RSTU may therefore be considered a

rectangle of aides Sr ( -- RS) and r SO ( —arc RU).

'riuiM, if tlie surface density at each point R(r, 9) be ar=<(>{r, 0)

the mass of the element RSTU is (to second order quantities)

<rr so Sr, and the nia-ss of the elementary sector ORQ is
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the summation being etiected for all elements from r—0 v~f{0\

i.e.

in which integration 6^ is to be regarded as constant; and
taking the limit of the sum of the eleTiientary sectors for

infinitesimal values of S9 between any specified radii veeton s

6 —a and 0 =/3, we get the mass of the sectorial area OA H

err dr\d9,

or, as we have agreed to write it (Art. 860),
j{^)

(jT d.9 dr.

Obviously when o-= l this formula gives the area of the sector.

457. Ex. 1. Find tlie mass of a circular lamina of radius a in which the

surface density at each point varies a.s the power of the distance of that

point from a point on the oiicumference.

Taking 0 a.s origin, and the diameter through O as the initial line, the

eejuation of the curve is

r~2a cos 9.

Fig. 86.

Then we have for tlie density at a point li distant r from (t~: fir'*

where a constant. The mass of the element (r^O^r)

Hence the mass of the circular laiiiiiia is

n2aco»$
fir**r dO dr

= r(2a cos dO
n -f 2 jo

^ '

or

n + 2^ ' n + 2 n n-2’‘*3

JiL (2a) ^ ^

n4-2^ ^ « + 2 n n - 2'"22

according as n is odd or even.
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Ex. 2. If the moment of inertia were required about a perpendicular to

the plane of the lamina through 0, each elementary mass /ir”(r 80 8?') is to

be multiplied by r- before integration. The result merely changes n into

71 + 2 in the former work, and writing M for the value found for the mass,

Moment of Inertia = 3/ (^a)^.

458. Centroids, etc. Polars.

The distance of the centroid of an area wliose boundary is

defined by a polar e<juation, from any straight line in

the plane of the area arul passing through the pole, may
be found, as before (Art. 454). Take the line proposed

as the :r-axis and a perpendicular through the pole as the

//-axis. Then the distance of the centroid from the :r-axis is

obtiiined by forming the sum of tlie moments of the masses

of the polar elements of area alx)ut that line and dividing by

the sum of masses
;

i.e. by the use of the formula //
= .

Let <T be the surface density. Then crroOSr being the

(dement of mass and rcosf?, rsin^ being its abscissa and

ordinate respectively, its moments about the axes of y and x

through 0 are respectively

r cos 0 . crT o9 Sr and r sin f? . (tv o9 S r.

' cos 9 . or (19 dr f f 7’ sin 9

F
sin 9 . cr?' (19 d.r

the limits to be assigned so that the summations for all

elements are thereby effected.

459. Ex. 1. Find tin; centroid of the circular lamina of Art. 457 when

die surface density is fir**.

Obviously the centroid lies on the diameter through 0. Hence y= 0.

r^%cos 0 ^fir”rd0 dr, and then to

Jo Jo
To find X we have to integrate 2(^

rcosy ./xr ? a ,

divide by if, which hsu» been found l>efore (Art. 45 Ex. 1).
^

This integral (2a cos 6)"*’ cos 6 dB = - (2a) c

„ + n+4n+2 3

- V 1-. "even.
„ + 4n +2-2 2’
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Hence

and

- _ 2 ^ + 3 _ n-(-2

^ n ^ 71+ 4 ~ n + 4

y =0.

. 2ci

}
If the centroid of the upper half only of the lamina had been required,

we should have had the siime value of x but for y we shall have to

evaluate the additional integral

/'3 r2acQ*B

j I
r sin 6 . fJtr^r dO dr

and divide by J if, where Af is the mass found for the w'hole lamina.

Til is integral = (2a cos ^)’‘'^’8in OdO

Hence

or

71 -f- 3

cos"'*’*

n-f 4
']

Tl

0

(n+ 3Hn +
4)^^“'"*''

n4-2 ^ ^

^“(n+ 3)(n+'4j'^‘*'nTi‘n-l •'2’

n 4- 2 . n-f 2 n_ 2 2

(714-3X^^14-4)’ 714- 1
‘

71 - 1 1
‘ tt’

71 CKld,

71 even.

1

1

Ex. 2. Find the centroid of a lamina in the form of the cardioide

r= a(l 4- cos 6)

in the case of uniform surface density.

As the initial line is an axis of symmetry, y is evidently =0 (see Fig. 82).

To find the abscissa we have

x~ f
jr cos 6 .r do dr

jj
jrdOdr,

the limits for r being

from r — 0 to r“a(I 4- cos 0),

and for 0^ from ^ = 0 to d= 7r

(and double to include the lower half).

fw /-«n+eo«0) r* r-r^-ra^ !+<»•»>

2j^J
r cos 6 .r dO dr ~2^^cos

J
dO

~
3 {

(cos ^4-3 cos^ 6^ 4- 3 cos* 0 4- coa*^) dO

m

a*/ (3co8*^4-co8*^)rf^
Jo

^^T"22^42 2J

=3«\
Stt r> r>

4 4
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The denominator = 2
-*i. [J. •“>

w

= 2a2 f\l + cos'‘e)de
Jo

„ „rr 1 tT 3ra2=
^“l2 +2-J=-^ •

r> /37ra- r><^/

'“4""7-T = 6-

Ex. .3. CaloulaUi the .surface integral of taken over one loop of a
Rernoulli'.s J^einniscate.

The curve, is r--- a- cos 2^ Art. 458).

The surface integral is j)lainlv

n
'"rt' CO»'J0

^
lir^'.rdddr

"" ini 2.1

cos” *^(j> .d(/>, wlie re </j -20,

^
v; ifv

» + 1
.)

p
^

'E

^

4 71 T I

p
^

71 4* 3

If tlie moment of inertia be reijuired about an a.xis perpendicular to

the ])lane through the pole,

Mom. In. =- 2 .
pr^''rdOdr

.hi Jo

Oj. /'*i ji /
r ^ ^V^TT V /

= .
{o’cos 20)"- 2 </0 = ' - , ^

2/1 + 4 .'o 4 7t 4- 2
p

I'

71 4-
4^

(u'-^cos 20Y“*^d0 —

r('C)- '"-'^iCDr
where J/ is the rnaas.

If we put 71 ~0 in ( 1), we get the mas.s M oi the loop for uniform surface

density /x, viz.
^

1
a'i

and /x = 1 gives the area, viz. A=^ .
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Putting w = l in (1), we have the inonient of inertia for a uniform

lamina about a perpendicular through the pole to the plane (or the

mass for a superficial distribution /xH), viz.

Ar T M Mira?
Mom. In.=^ = .

Similarly 7i = 2 in (1) gives the moment of inertia for a superficial dis-

tribution /xr^ or the mass for a superficial distribution /xr*^, etc.

Examples.

1. Find the centroid of a sector of a circle

(tt) when the surface density is uniform ;

{fS) w'hen the surface density varies as the ri'** power of the direct

distance from tlie centre.

2. Find the centroid of a circular lamina whose surface density varies

as the pow'er of the distance fioin a {K)int (> on the circumference.

Find also its moment of inertia

(1) about the tangent at 0 \

(2) about the diameter throiigh 0
;

(3) about a perpendicular to the plane through 0.

3. (a) Show' that the iiKunent of inertia of the triangle of uniform

surface density, bounded by the v-axis and the lines

y = j.r 4- Cj
,
y~ m.,J' -H

about the y-axis, is

)
(> \7)lj - 771.2/

*

w here M is the mass of the triangle.

{b) Find the moments of inertia of the triangle of uniform surface

density, bounded by the lines

y == 771 j
jr 4- Cj ,

7/ — 7712^: FCjj, ?/ »- r7i3r -l-c-j,

about the coordinate axes; and show that if }f be the mass of the

3/
triangle, they are the same as those* of equal masses - placed at che mid-

points of the sides.

4. Find the centre of gravity and the moments of inertia about the

coordinate axes of the rectangle a:=»ai, x — y~b^y surface

density being —

5. If A, B be the inomentB of inertia of any plane area alw^ut a ymir of

perpendicular ax(*s Ox, Oy in its plane, and V tlie moment of inertia

about an axis through 0 at right anghvs to the plane, prove that

C-A^^B
for any law of surface density.
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G. syiow that tlie luoiiieiits of inortia of a uiiifoni) ellipse bounded by

about the major and minor axes are respectively

and and about a line through tlie centre and perpendicular to its

plane,
,
M being the mass of tl»e ellipse.

7. Find the area remote from the pole between the circles

r~«, r= :^acos6l;

and assuming a surface density varying inversely as the distance from

the pole, find

(1) the centroid;

(2) the moment of inertia al>out a line through the pole perpeii-

dicular to the }>lane.

B. Find for the area included between the curves

y- =- 4c/.?’, — 4o?/,

(i) the moment of imutia about the jr-axis;

(ii) the moment (d inertia about an axis through the origin and

at light angles to the plane of the area.

9. Find the cooidinates of the centroid of the area bounded by the

catenarv v — r cosh an ordinate, and the coordinate axes.
*

’ V

10. If the density at any point of a circular dis'* wliose radius is a vary

directly as the distama* from the centre and a circle described on a radius

as diameter be cut out, piitvt^ tliat tiie ('eiitroid of the icmainder will be

at a distance ^ ,
fi’(>ni the centre.

r»(3rr-^2) [Math. Trip., 1875.]

4()(). Trilinears and Areals.

Tlntsc coordinuU'.s are not \v<‘ll adapUnl for inetrical purposes.

Th(‘ir special role is tiie di.scussion of descriptive properties

of curves.

Witli tlie usual notation of the trilinear system [Smiths

iUmu's, Chapter XIII.], wo liave

(la 4- h[^-\‘Cy
~ 2A,

‘VS an identical ndation between the three coordinates a, /3, y
a point, and in tin' areal system this is replaced by

:r -f ^ C

The transfornialion formulae from

other ar<‘
(la

the one system to the

2A‘
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Variations da, d/3, dy or dx, dy, dz of tlie coordinates are

therefore connected by the equations

ada-\-hdB-^cdy~Q,\ . ,

, , ; } respectively.
dx-\- dyH- dz — Oj

The evaluation of an area for such coordinates is best done

by throwing back the homogeneous equation given into a

Cartesian form, taking two sides of the triangle of reference as

Fig. 87.

coordinate axes. Thus taking CB and CA, sides of the

reference triangle, as axes of £ and if rj the Cartesian

coordinates of the point a, /J, y, we obviously have

a = f] sin C, — C

and y= {2A — ari sin C— sin C)/c

c \ a bl

and then the evaluation of the area will be obtained by

^4 = — sin or or

or any of the methods customary for Cartesians.

461. Formulae can, however, he. exhibited expressing the

area directly in terms of areal or tri linear coordinates for use

if necessary.

In the Case of Areals, since x, y, z, the areal coordinates of

a point, are linear functions of i;, the ('art(*sian coordinates
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with reference' to !iny choHeii rcctaiifiuliir axes and x+ y-\-z=l,
we have

= or or v^^dzdx,

where fi, v are determinate constants depending upon the
triangle of reference alone. To determine X we shall apply
the first of these formulae to the triangle of reference itself.

If A be the area of the triangle of reference,

where the integration is conducted over the triangle.

Now let us evaluate e/y for the triangle.

Th(‘ limits of y, keeping x constant, are from y~0 to z — 0.

i.e. to y = 1 —x, and for x from x = 0 to a: = 1.

Thus JJdxdy for the triangle =
|

j* dx dy

Jo L - Jo -

X = 2A.

Hence if /(.r, y, c) = 0 be the equation of a closed curve in

areals, its area is rr

2Ajjdxdy,

the limits of integration Ixjing obtained from

/(.r, y, 1 ^x-y}==0.

The corresjx)nding result for trilinears will be

where the limits are to Ix' found from

f(a, /8, y) = 0 In'ing the curve to be considered.

4t]2. Illufitrative Cases.

Ex. 1, Ah a tent let m apply this method to find the area of the

('iron rii -circle of the triangle of reference, viz. = 0 (in

arealM).
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The result, from elementary considerations, should be

7r/f‘'^= 7r
,
R being the radius of the circle.

Substituting \~x-y for z, we have

(a‘-y -f 1 - a: — y)+ — 0,

a^y 4* h'“x — a^y^ — — 2a6 cos C xy — 0,

cr^y- 4- (2a6 cos Cx — a-)y — l>^x -

.
?> _ \ 1 / _ \2

y2 4-^2 ^cosCa: - l^y4-^ cos Cx-

1 h— cos Cx+ ^ cos^ Cx^ -~r,x
4 a

= i 4- cos Ax Qin^C x^
4 a-

1 1 c2 COS^ ^ />2 . / 1 r cos A \'

”4"^^ sin- C a^‘***^ \ 26sin‘-^CV

-4 8in2/?8in* C= 7 oosec^ ^*1

4

/ 1 cos A y i
2 8in/ysin67J

- q'(x - ry^y say.

The limits for y are therefore

1/26 008 0 \ /— 57
- 2^ a

—
“ V ~

,

and for jt, r±^
q

7'he area = 2^JJ
dx dy — 4^j - q^{x - r)^ dx

=
• 27

-

“ -
^

[sin~^ 1 — sin“* (
— 1)1 = 27rA^

q '
<7

— 27rA
^ eosecM _ ttA 1

’ 4 sin B . ^ 2 sin ^ sin sin O
sin .4

sin C
ttA a^/Z-'c'-' _ /a6cy

the result to be expected.

Ex. 2. More genei’ally consider the areal ef
4uation of an ellipse

w.r- 4- t7y2

4

- y>z^ 4- 2uyz 4- 2v zx 4- 2ir'.ry = 0.

To obtain the integration limits put z~ \ - x - y.

We obtain aj^ + 2hxy A- 6y* 4* 2//x 4- 2/y 4- c — 0,

where a — wA-u — 2v\ y==~jr4-v',

hr=wA-w' — u'—v\ /— -ir4*w\

h^wA-v — 2u'y c — w.
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Solving for y,

hy-=~(hjc-\-f)± + = - {fix^f) ± ,

where 2(7=^,
3a» ac’

The limits for y are

a, K 9 = tt, w\ v'

A, b, f r, u

9, f. c v\ u\ w

and for j*.
G . >(P-AC

•-of-?)’}A,

Writing the radical

L = 2L!ijjdz:ciy= ±~j

-

q\x~^f dr

•= ± (-C - r)>Jp^ - q^{x - r)2 + p2 sin- *

^

= i- ;>HHin-^ 1 -8in-'*(- 1)]= dr27rA^-

Now q •^slah- u'‘) -r '2'^{v ir - un )
= s'

-

where K — Uy w\ v\ 1

ir', % 1

u\ w, 1

1, h 1, 0

~E
*9 iO* (-A')*

Therefore the area sought is ± 2rrA ^
taken, where (~^)

A ~ area of triangle of reference,

,
the positive value to be

//s=the Hessian, viz. «, ?r
, ,

r, «'

v\

iT— the Ixirdcred Hessian, viz. !x, te'; v', 1

r, 1

r, m', 1

1, 1, 1. 0
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463. Corresponding Points and Areas.

Let /(x, y) be any closed curve.

Its area (ilj) is expressed by taking the line - integral

— ^ydx or the line-integral ^xdy round the complete contour.

If the coordinates of the current point x, y be connected

with those of a second point (^, >7) by the relations

X = y = 'iifj>

this second point will trace out the curve

nyj) = i\

whose area (^42 )
expressed by the line-integral — or

the line-integral taken round the contour.

And we have

or ^
1
= m7?|^di7 = 7nn/l2,

or, if we use surface integrals,

A^ — dy = dri ^ ninA 2 ,

whence it appears that the area of any clo.sed curve /(x, y) = 0

is 77171 times that of the closed curve /(7/ix, ny) -0.

464. Ex. 1. Thus, in the ellipse

^ a r b r

The corresponding {K)int traces out the circle — and area of

the ellipse =^ x area of circle = - irah.

Ex. 2, Find the area of the curve ~ -f

Put ny ~~rj. Then the corresponding curve is

or in polars ~ c^os^O -f —- sin'^G,
w*

the central ()edal of an ellipse, s)' mnietrical al>out lioth coordinate axes.
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Hence the area of the given curve

= X area of derived curvemn

"i®/. (£“•’«+ »
_ rr /a^

'‘ImnKm

It will be noted that it is often possible by a selection of such a
change of the variables to arrange that the derived curve is of a much
more convenient form, and its area readily obtainable when expressed
in polars.

Ex. 3. Find the area of the curve

b‘^ y
where c is less than both a and 6.

ay br
-=|.

Then the derived curve is

or in polars, + ^ + *^
2
^)=

a2/,5

H-0 -f- sin*^^

There is obviously symmetry alvout l>oth axes, and though there is a

conjugate j)oint in the original curve at the origin, the curve does not

pass through tlje origin, and the derived curve is one which could be

obtained from an ellipse by writing + for r^.

Let + = Then r ^ and the area of this
ii*ros* 0 -f o-sui- 0

ellipse is raft. The area of our firat derived curve is therefore

4.^VrfO=4.J/'’(r'»-r')rfO = 4.^-f -|c2) = r(a6-e>):

the area of the original curve is

which also =r(aft~-c2).

465. In connection with the last example, it is worth noting

that in any curve r^f(e) if the area if any portion from

t?==a to 6 = ;8 be found as

“d =^-
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then the sectorial area of the curve r^ = [f(6)]^±c^ between

the same limits is

|j[W)P±c-^}d0=^±~(/3-a);

and if both be closed and the origin within both, then the

area of the new curve differs from the area of the original

curve by the area of a circle of radius c, supposing c to l>e sucli

that r is real throughout the range of integration in each case.

EXAMPLES.

1. Find the whole area of a loop of each of the curves

(i) x(x^ 4- y2) = a (x2 - y2)

(ii) (m^x^ -f

[St. John’s, 1887.]

2. Trace the shape of the following curves, and find their areas

:

(i) (a;2+ yY^axi/.

(ii) (a:2 4- 2y2)3 ==

[Barnes Scholarships, 1887.}

3. Prove that the area of

of y\_1 y2\2

c'^W'^by

1 /x^ y2x2 7rr2 „ ,5

4. Prove that the area in the positive quadrant of the curve

(aV + jy)* = m3 + «y» is +

5. Prove that the area of the curve

+byy = c\r^ - y^) is jaJ + (ft2 - a^) tan-i

[a. 1890.]

[St. John’s, 1883.]

6.

Show that the area of the loop of the curve

\ab.i + 18

7. Find the area of the curve

I

= 1 4-«cos 9 {e< 1).
s/l*2 - C*

8. Show that the area bounded by

(a;* 4* - c^) {x^ + y^) — 4a2a:* is (2a2 4- <;2) w.
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9.

Find the area included within the curve whose equation is

iCOLLEOES) 1885.]

10.

Trace the curve

and show that its area is half as great again as that of the ellipse

[Math. Tripos, 1884.]

[St. John’s, 1889.]

11. Prove that the area of the curve

(a:* + y*)‘ = a«y(a;^+y7) is HI ^
12. Prove that the area of the curve

-f 6-y2)^ = (a^a^ + 6V) is a* +
[St. John’s, 1889.]

13. Show that the area in the first quadrant of the curve

14. Trace the curve 4(a:**f 2y®-2ay)2 = a;*(ic* + 2y*), proving that

the area of a loop is 47r(2 - v/3)a*/\/3, and that the area included

between the loops is

Sa^{2ir - 3\f3)/3j3. [Trinity, 1896.]

15. Find the whole area of the curve

" ab^

and of a loop of the curve

1 6. Show that the area of either oval of

x*{a:®/a* + y^/6* - 1} +c*=*0 is

[Oxford I. P., 1890.]

[Oxford II. P., 1900.]

\irb{a - 2c).

[St. John’s, 1890.]

17. If f(x, y) = 0 be a closed curve, show that its area is mn
times the area of the closed curve f{mXy ny) = 0. Trace the curve

(4a:* -f 9y*)^ - a2*y* and find its area. [Oxford II. P., 1890.]

18. Trace the curve ^ + = and show that the area of its

^ a® 53 a6
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19. A curve is defined by the equations

X = 6a sin* y~^a sin^ </> tan </>,

where is a variable parameter. Show that the centroid of the

portion enclosed between the infinite branches and the asymptote

is situated on the ar-axis at a distance 5a from the origin

[Oxford II. P., 1889.]

20. (i) In an involute of a circle, show that the area swept out

by the radius vector drawn from the centre of the circle to a point

on the curve varies as the cube of the central perpendicular upon

the tangent, the initial line being the radius to the point where the

involute meets the circle.

(ii) In the Conchoid of Nicomedes r = asec0~b in the case when

a<bj show that the area of the loop is

a^(a sec-a - 2 sec a cosh”^sec o + tan a),

and that the distance of the centroid of the loop from the node is

2 3a sec a - 3 cosh^^sec a - sin a tan-a

3 a sec a - 2 cosh-^sec a + sin a ’

where a*=co8-^a/6.

21. Prove that the area contained by the curve

-f + iax^y -f 2a^ [i/ -x^ - 2ay) + «* = 0 is Tra* ( 4 - 5/^2).

Find also the distance from the axis of y of the centre of gravity

of that jwrtion of the area which lies in the first quadrant.

(C0LLE0 E.S 1890.]

22. Show that the area included between the curve

5 = atan its tangent at ^ = 0 and its tiingent sit —
(ft

is tan </> + a^ tan - a^ log (sec </> -f tan (/>).

[Trinity, 1892.]

23. Show that an expression for the element of area in trilinear

coordinates is

cosec C da dp.

Show that the area of the conic whose trilinear equation is

+ 6“^ya -f c“^a/? « 0

is to that of the triangle of reference as

4jr ; Sv'S. tOxronD II. P.. 1890.]

24. Show that the coordinates of the centroid of the area bounded

by half the cycloid j = a(d-i-sin ^), y = a(l ~ cosO)^ the line of cusps

and the y-axis are given by

97rx _^y
(3ii^~4)(37r + 4) y * 2*

[Wallis.]
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25. OB and OC are any two semi-diameters of an ellipse conjugate

each other
;
find the locus of the intersection of the normals at

and C, and show that the area of the curve is

7r(a2 -

[R. p.]

26. Tangents to a system of similar and similarly situated con-

centric ellipses are drawn such that the distance of each from the

centre is the same. Find the area of the curve formed by the points

of contact. [Trinity, 1885.]

27. Show that the moment of inertia of the portion of a uniform

parabolic lamina cut off by the latus rectum about the tangent at an

extremity of the latus rectum, is equal to —^— ,
4a being the latus

rectum and M the mass of the lamina. [Oxr. I. P., 1914.]

28. Prove by integration that the moment of inertia of a uniform

triangular lamina A BC of mass M about a perpendicular axis at A is

3c2-a2). [Ox. I. P., 1915.]



CHAPTER XV.

QUADRATURE (IV).

MISCELLANEOUS THEOREMS, CONNEXION OF A LINE-
INTEGRAL AND A SURFACE-INTEGRAL, MECHANICAL
INTEGRATION, ETC.

466. A Theorem due to Stokes.

Let u and v he two functions of x and y, finite^ single-valued and

continuous at every point within and along the hmindary of a given

region bounded by any given contour line in the plane of y
having no multiple points^ and let the differential coefficients

^ which are finite y
single-valued

y and

continuous at all points of the region ; then the line-integral

K
dx

,
dij\

ds

taken round the perimeter of the contour is equal to the surface-

taken over the region bounded by the contour. We shall first con-

sider u and v to be real functions of x and y.

Let the region referred to be indicated, as shown in the

accompanying figure, with an inner boundary and an outer

boundary, the inner boundary enclosing a region within which

the integration is not to be performed.

Divide the whole contour into two systems of strips of

infinitesimal breadth parallel to the coordinate axes. Two
typical strips are shown in the figure, the one parallel to

the x-axis being bounded by lines with ordinates y and yd- ^2/*

496
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and tlnxt parallel to the ^/-axi.s bounded by lines with abscissae

X and X -f Sx. ^Fhe Hrst intercepts elementary arcs

= an even number,

and the second intercepts

P/Q/ = P2Q2 = 0^2 y
P

^'Q-s
~ ®ven number.

Tlie direction of integration is indicated in the figure; the

region to be integrated over iKung on the left hand as a

penson travels along either boundary, following the direction

of increase of s. 'Fhe signs of Sy at the several points Pj, P^*

P3, P^, ... are respectively —Sy, —Sy, and

the signs of Sx at the points P^', P./, P3', P/, . . . are respec-

tively +& —Sx, -{-Sx, — (5x, etc.

bet Uf, Vr be the respective values of u, v at Pr, and u/, v/

those at Pr'.

And let the abscissae and ordinates of the points P^, Qg, Pr>

Qg be .r, y with the corresponding accents and suffixes.

If we integrate ^<^2/ with regard to x along the strip

^\QiP$Qiy • ••
,
we have [v Syl taken between proper limits, viz.

('^2 Sy^~ Sy^)+ (v^ ~ v.^ Sy^) 4* ... 4- (^^2h

^

sn-i «5y2n-i)

= t
jj (5y

4- Sy 4- 5// -4 ... 4- ^
2̂n

-^SlvSy, say, for the strip.
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If then we sum the result for tlie whole set of strips parallel

to the ;r-axis by integration, we have where the integra-

tion is taken for the whole perimeter of the contour. Similarly

for the strips parallel to the y-axis, if we integrate - Sx

with regard to y along the strij) we obtain

[u^x], taken between proper limits, viz.

-f etc.

— — (tti'fU* -h ...)

— -'lL7t Sx, say
;

and, summing for the strips, we obtain where the

integration is taken for the whole perimeter of the contour.

Hence

467. A Line- in tegrat taken ro^md a closed plane contour

may therefore be represented by a surface-integral taken orer

the surface bounded by the contour, and rice rersa.

Or, we may say that if u, v be the components parallel to

the axes of x and y of any vector quantity, then J»ay

be regarded as another vector (juantity at right angles to the

plane of xy, and such that the line integral of a, v round a

contour in the plane of x, y is equal to the surface-integral of

the vector quantity taken over the surface. 'J'lns

theorem is part of a more general three-dimension theorem due

to Professor Stokes.*

468. Extension to Complex Functions.

If the functions u and v be not entirely real, let them be

.separated into their real and imaginary parts, viz.

where Uj, are single-valued finite and continuous

functions of x and y for all points within and upon the contour,

as also their first differential coefficients.

Smith’H Prize, 1854; Maxwell, Elect, and Mag., vol. i., p. 25.
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Th(‘n \\ i^ liavc

IKCx i

Therefore, iiiultipiyinff tlu! second line by t and adding to the

n(S’ ~bp *=+ ^y^'

tlie integrations to be taken as before. Hence the theorem is

true whether the functions ?(, v be real or eoiiiplex.

In any case in wliich it will follow that
c'X t //

j'('?/ (lx
\

(’ dy) =0,

the integration being taken round the perimeter of the contour.

Tlu^ th«‘oreiii has many very important applications.

4()!t An Interpretation.

We may interpret tiie theorem thus:

..
,

or ?u dx du
Het (7 , P “ TP h ~7 •

oy (is (is

Then
JJa-

dx dy = |p ;

that is the mass of a plane lamina bounded by any clovsed con-

tour for surface density cr-=-S — is equal to the mass of the

perimeter with a line density
dx dx

470. Illustrations.

Ex. 1. 7/ - -7/ v = x^

we have at once
Jj

dxdy^^^j (xdy ~ydx)f wliicli expressions have been

ostahliKhed (Arts. 409 and 452) as nie.asures of the area.

Ex. 2. Let n — e'sin ?/
- a//, v -e^cos y - a.

Then sin y - «y) + (<?^oos y - a )
ds

taken round the |>eri meter of the contour

~ j jl y - (c*cosy -- a)] dx dy — j
a dx dy

^ a X area of the fiLUire enclosed by the contour.

have been
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Ex. 3. Consider tlie effod of integrating

1 =^
=
j
[(cos J- cosh

//
~ Ai/) dx + (sin x sinli y - Bx) dy"]

round any closed contour.

Here u ~ cos x cosli y — Ai/ and v= sin x sinh y - Bx.

Therefore ^ ^ cos x si nh y- B and ~ ~ cos x sinh y - A.ox Cu
Hence

~ dxdy~(A — B)xarea, enclosed hy the contour.

Ex. 4. If C, V he any single valued conjugate functions of x and y
i.e. real functions of x and y, .such that C-f ‘ T- /(.r-f iy\ and if

then

and

Dr d(' ?r
21 ^ V- Ay, r= U~B.r,

dx " dy^~a^ ~ dy
-Ba-A^A-B [see Diff. Cal., Art. 190],

J[(
V— Ay)d.c~\-{U - Bx)dy] round a closed contour

=JJ(A
- B)dx dy~{A -/i)xaiea hounded hy the contt)ur.

That many diderent forms of Tand T may lead to the same lesult is

obvious from the consideration that the mass of the area bourided hy the

contour for a given di.strihution of surface density juay he eciual to the
mas.s of the perimeter for many distributions of line density.

471. Two Eesulting Theorems.

If P, Q, V be any three functions of x and ?/, hnit(‘ and
continuous throughout and along the lK)un(iiiry of a given
contour, as also their first differential coefficients, we have

= -^U{Qdx-Pdy)

the double integrals being understood to be taken over the
whole area bounded by the contour, and the single integral

being taken round the perimeter in the positive direction, i.e.

leaving the area bounded to the left in travelling in the

direction in which s is measured.
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^ “"y functions of x, y which,
witli tlieir hrst and second differential coefficients, are
contmuoirs and finite throughout and along the boundary of

“ ^'1''?" supposing suffixes to denote
partial dirierential coefficients,

/

'dx t

I

1 Qr; 1_3 f.U, Vy

f SvilT. Ty

= (Hr u^+ii -R^^v- R^v^+s^Vy^sv,,;)

-(UyTy+UTyy- UyyT - UyTy+S^yU S,,Vy)

= iRU^+SUr,j+ TUyy)- U (Rrr+Sry+ Tyy).

j|[ ( /fi7„ -i- iS f/j,,+ r f/yy) - CI( 4-
-I- lyy^ldz dy

hSU, l_3 (!f^ Uy\

"/ 3?

’Ut. r:|+^-''}t+{

^/llr, Ty

R. Rr

'V. u.

+S,v

7
,,}+sr.lf

I
dxdy

dSy

the douhle integral being taken over the area bounded by the
contour and the single integral round the perimeter.
Thus

+

5

Ury+TUy,^ dx dy =r jjf/ (R.^+S^y+ Ty,^ dx dy

+im: s +SrU
]dx f\R, R,

fds'^llU, Ur
+SU,

These results will be useful later (Chapter XXXIV.).

473. Motion of a Rod in a Pi.ank.

Let O be the origin and Ox, Of/ any fixed rectangular axes
in the plane.

Let a rod move in any manner in the plane.

Let Pj, Pj, Pj l)c points attached to it, their coordinates being

(^P //i)’ {*^2- //2)' (*^3* //s)-

Let P,P, = a,. P,P,^a,.

a,
I
a^

\
a^==0.

Let 9 bo the angle the rod makes at any instant with
the x-axia
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Then cos 9, — x^+a^ cos 9,

Vi = 2/2“«3 sin 9, 2/3= 2/2+ai sin 9 ;

/. (^i= (?a;2+a 3 sin dx^ = dx
2
— sin 9 d9f

dyi= dy^—a^ cos 9 d9y dy^ = dy2+«] cos 0 dO
;

/. x^dy^—
2/i

dx^= (xg—a^ cos 9) {dy^—«3 cos 9 d9)

—

(

2/
2—^3 sin 9){dx2+a2 sin 9d9)

= X2dy2—y2<^^%-\-(^zd9—a2{R cos 9~S sin 9),

where R= dy2+X2d9

S — dx2~y2d9y

and X 2dy^~y 2dx^ — X2dy2-'y2dx2+a^d9-\-a^(R cm9—S sm 9).

Hence, eliminating R cos 9—S sin 9,

aiix^dy^ -y^dx^ ^-a^ix^dy^-y^dx^) = («, ^a.^ix^dy^-y^dx^)

\-aia^(a^-\-a^dB,

i.e. a^ixidyi-yidxi) +a^{Xidy^-y^dXi)+a3{x3dy^~y.^dXs)

If, then, 0 be the origin and dA^,dA
2 . ^^3 elementary

sectorial areas described by OPj, 01^, OP3, respectively,

a^dAy -\-a2dA2+0'^dA.j^^la^a2(i^d9 — {).

Hence, if the points Pp Pg, P3 describe closed curves, and

A^, A 2, A^ be the areas of these curves, and if the rod

returns to its original position after making one complete

revolution, then

474. Various Cases.

If the rod returns to its original {>osition without com-

pleting a revolution, rotating in one direction during part
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of its motion and in the opposite direction during another

part, tlien = 0 ;
and

475. If then the contours of and be such that the rod
cannot complete a rotation, but must oscillate as in the case

of the connecting rod in a steam engine, we have

—
;

.

«l+«3

476. If it makes several complete rotations forwards, say

m times, and backwards n times, whilst the several points

Pp Py, P.J describe closed curves once, then = (m— n) 27r ;
and

a^A^\-a^A +a^A
^ -|- {m~n) 7raia2^3 “ ^

477. If two oj the points, say and P^, are constrained to

move on fixed curves and the rod rotates once round, as, for

instance, if the ends were one on each of a pair of confocal

ellipses, or on a pair of circles, as in Fig. 90,

Ui-fa,

478.

If and move on the same curve A^ — A^, and the

theorem reduces to

This last result is known as Holditch’s Theorem.

479.

It should be noticed that in the al)ovx" results, if any

of the contours are de.scril)ed in a sense opposite to others,

such areas are to be reckoned of op})osite sign to the otliers.
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480. Leudesdoxf’s Theorem.

AvS an application of this theorem, consider the motion of a

lamina on which A, B,C,P are fixed points, the lamina being

constrained to move so that Ay B, C and P describe closed

curves of areas [A], [B], [C], [P]. Let x, y, c be the areal

coordinates of P referred to ABC as triangle of reference.

I-»et AP cut BC at X and the circurncircle at R. Let X
describe a curve of area [X].

Then [P] =^'^^^^~^-mrAP.PX,

[;f
]
== _ nv BX . XC.

Hence, eliminating the area [A],

XC AP
BC AX

BX
AC]

-nir
AP
AX

BC

BX.XC-mrAP.PX.

Now PX_ AP XC_ AP BX_
AX~^' ax ' BC^' AX ' BC~^'

and ^.BX.XC+AP.PX = AP + Px)

=AP.PR
= rectangle of segments of any chord of the

circurncircle through P

;

[P] = ic[i4]-by[JS]4’2[0]-W'7rx rectangle of segments of

chord.
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If P lies outside the circle, instead of the rectangle of seg-

ments, we may put --(tangent)^ and the theorem may be

written

t being the tangent from P to the circumcircle.

This theorem is due to Leudesdorf.*

481. Motion of a Plane Lamina sliding in any Manner upon a

Fixed Plane. Two Theorems.

When a plane lamina moves in any manner upon a fixed

plane, so that in the end it again takes up its original position,

it is clear that every point in the lamina will take up its

original position, that is that the several points in their motion

have travelled along paths back to the same points from

which they started, and may therefore be regarded as having

travelled along closed curves. This will be supposed to in-

clude paths whicli are retraced, wliich may be regarded as

closed curves of infinitesimal distance between the outgoing

and returning paths. For instance, a finite straight line of

length 2a might be regarded as a closed oval—say an ellipse

of semimajor axis a and infinitesimal minor axis.

Suppose two points on the lamina Pj and Pg to trace out

known closed curves on the fixed plane. This will define the

motion of the lamina, and P1P3 may be regarded as a straight

rexi whose ends are describing the given clo.sed curves. Let

P be any otlier carried point on the lamina and PP, a per-

pendicular from P to P^Pg.

Let a fixed point O in the plane be taken as origin, and let

PoPg^a,, PA.^^h and PP,=p.

so that aj-f ag4-ct3= 0.

We shall continue to adopt the convenient notation [P] for

the area swept out by the radius vector OP to any moving

point P.

Ut E he the point of contact of P,P, with its envelope.

Through P draw a parallel PE' to and let the outward

normal tf) the E locus ?neet PE at E. Then EE —p, and the

•.S.*e Williams..,,, h,l. C„lc.. p. ‘220 ;
I.c„.lcBaorf, Mes.'>emjer of Mathemalic,

1878 .
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E' locus is a parallel to the E locus, the area between them
being in the case of n complete revolutions nirp^-ir'pS, where S
is the perimeter of the envelope of the line PpP^ (Art. 435),

i.e. [£']--[JB] = n7rp“-fpS or if there be but one

revolution of the lamina.

Let E'P = EP^^ = r. Then P^E= ^3~ r, EP^ = -f r, and let

PpP^ make an angle wuth any fixed line.

Now [^i]-[£l = 2j(«3-'')“'^'/'.

/. multiplying by and adding,

«i[jPi]+«2[^2]+ “
3[^3]

= -§«/V'3|^'/' (cf- Art. 47.S);

and if the lamina reoccupies its original position aftern positive

revolutions, or if n be the excess of the number of po.sitive

revolutions over the number of negative ones, the right-hand

side is
2

2
U'|U'2U’3 271«x f

+ + = ^ (^)

Also it has been shown that

[P] = U\] +un - [/;] = [/y + ;
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eliminating [P2].

^ '

0^+03 ~ +nwp^+pS, (B)

which may be written as

482. Bemarks.

It is assumed that all the areas are described in the same
sense!' If in any case one of them be described by its

tracing point in the clockwise direction, then in this equation

the corresponding quantity
[ ]

is fo he interjrreted as the area

counted negatively
;
and if one of the paths cuts itself so as to

form several loops, the interpretation of [ ] is the same as that

in Art. 899, viz. the difference of the odd and even ^portions.

The sign of p is positive when in the same sense measured

from as the outward drawn normal of the envelope of P
1
P

3 .

483. Deductions.

Corollary I. When p= 0 the tracing point P is at Pg, and

supposing there to be one complete revolution of the lamina

we get the case already considered in Art. 477, viz.

[P„]=

which is Woolliouse’s Extension of Hoklitch’s Theorem.*

484. Cor. II. If in addition Pj and P
3
are tracing the same

curvCy then [Pi] = [P3] and [P2] = [Pi]“’'^®i®3

and therefore a j)oint up<'in any chord of constant length

inscribed in an oval curve, and which divides the chord into

two portions
,
aj, traces out another curve wliose area is less

See Williamson’s Integral Calculus, p. 206.
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than that of the original oval by the area of an ellipse whose

semiaxes are (Xj, This is Holditch’s original theorem.*

If aj, (Xg were interchanged the result would not be affected

in this case. If the tracing point be on the chord produced,

one of the letters is negative and the traced oval is

greater than the original oval by the same amount.

485. Cor. III. If the line oscillates back to its original

position without 'performing a complete revolution, or if the

number of forward revolutions is equal to the number of

backward revolutions, n— 0, and

[P] zn
<Xj -j- Ug

This is the case when the contours are two ovals each lying

entirely outside the other and the line cannot revolve

completely, but oscillates. It is moreover assumed that the

line Gti-f ^3 is sufficiently long to allow of the full description

of both ovals. If not, the particular oval which is not fully

described contributes nothing.

For in.stance, if travel along an arc of a circle ACB from .1 to /? via

C and back along the same arc, it has described wliat we may regard as

a contour of zero area.

486. Cor. IV. If F be the image of P in the line

{le. IU\=^P^P%

rp] = "b
^ a,+ag

— mra^a.^’A-mrp^’^pS,

rjpn ll *b
, (> Q,

a^ *T"%
and [P]— [F] — 2pS, which is independent of the position of Pg*

•See Bertrand, Calc. Ijitv<f., p. .*}05
; WillianiBon, Inieg. Calc., [». 20C ,*

Lady's and QentlemarCs Diary, 1858.
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4H7. Cor. V. If I\ and lie upon the same curve,

\P} = [I\]--iiwaia-^ip7i7r'f^-\-pS.

In case = 0, we liave

[P^z]-U\] and [P] = [P,] + n^p^+pS.

4(S8. Cor. VI. Let O, the mid-point of ^^^3, be taken as

origin, 07^ as x-axis, and let OP^ — x, P,^P ~ p — y. Let the

length of the rod be 2a.

Then a^ = a—x, a3= aH-x,

and [/*] = ('i+ _ „,r («”— a^)+ mrf+Sy,

+ x+ -~y
^ 2cinir 'iiTT

i.e.

+ 2^{[A]+ [A]-2m}-<^== 0-

Hence the locus of point P on the lamina for which the

contours [/^] are all equal is a circle wliose centre is at

4 anyr
*

These coordinates are independent of [P]. Hence, for specific

values of [P], the loci of the P-points are concentric circles on

the lamina.

This theorem is due to Mr. A. B. Kempe.'^^

489 . We note that if [PJ and [P3] be the same contour, the

centre of this circle lies on the perpendicular bisector of the

line P^Pg.

* Afessenger of Afalhemafics, 1878, cited by Williamson, Integ. CWc., p. 210,

whore it is deduced from Hoklitch’a form of the theorem ^teometrically.
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490. If the closed “ contours ” are merely portions of two

straight lines = = and taking J,

[P]= —7r<(^a.^+Trp'-\-pS,

or when p = i) also, [P] = —
which is the case of a rod of given length sliding with its ends

on the coordinate axes, which are drawn in Fig. 97 as long

closed ovals to indicate the direction of rotation.

Note that in the case shown in Fig. 97 the elliptic area is

traced clockwise, the ovals, which are in the limit the axes,

are traced one counter-clockwise, one clockwise, and tliat

the areas of the two ovals traced by I\ and are Ixith

ultimately zero.

It is a well-known theorem that in this case the locus of

Pg ellipse of wliich the product of the siuniaxes is the

product of the segments of the moving line, whether the axes

be rectangular or obliijue.

491. Cor. VII. If P lie anywhere on the circle on i^Pg

as diameter, we have = and the theorem reduces to

[P] = +pS,

or if [Pj] and [PJ l>e the same contour,
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4!>2. A General Th eorem on the Motion of the Centroid of a

System of Moving Particles, connected or otherwise.

If

Wi, m^. m3, .

a:,, *2. * .. .T„,

2/i. 2/2. 2/3 >
• .. Vu. ' he five groups of n quantities each

a-p X-i,

iiv 2/2- 3/3 >
-- yn. .

it may readily be proved by induction that

^my = 2m 'Zmxy— Y.mrmg{Xr— x^) (yr— y^

and 'Lmy 'Zmx = 2m ^viyx— 'Zm/nrig {yr — yg) (iv— ^«)»

and therefore that

'Em xEi}iy — Emy Emx =2m 2m (xy — yx)

-Im [(a-, -x,)(yr- y>)- (2/r- y>) (x,
- a’,)].

Let there be n particles of masses in the ratios

?/ij : 7/^2 *. Wg : : m„

and (a-j, y^), (x^, //.,), etc., their coordinates; and let y be the

differentials of x and /y, viz. dxy dy.

The centroid of the system is given by

2m . X = Emx, 2m . y = Emy ;

whence Evi . dx = 2?n dx,

2?n . cly = 2?/i dy.

each particle describe continuously a closed contour in

the plane, describing a contour of area A-^, describing

a contour of area A.,, and .so on, and let x, y in consequence

describe a closed contour of area A. Also let the area of the

contour which jjl, descril>es relatively to be called /S^o, and

so on for other pairs. Then the above equation may be written

[27Hp[x dy — y c/i’] = Em Em{x dy— y dx)

- EynrVigKxr- ^Tg)(dyr— dys) — (yr~ys)(doCr— dxg)],

and therefore intef'^rating round the contours

[2m]“J = Em EmA -27yi^?n«Sr«.

an equation which expresses the area of the contour described

by the centroid of the system in terms of the areas of the n
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contourjs described by the several particles and of tlie
^

relative contours.

It will be noticed that the particles are in no wise ri<:^idly

connected, but are capable of independent motion
;
also that

the result obtained is necessarily homogeneous as ri'gards

the masses.

493. If the revolutions of any particles of the system be

not complete, the various integrals

2
|(.c <h/ - !! (lx),

2
1(•' '/ '/•»).

refer to the sectorial portions of tlu' several contours whi<;h have

been actually described during lh(‘ sevciral flisplaecunents of the

particles, and represent Krrtoriid orr^s Hurpf out loj ihe sen nil

ludii vectorcH from the origin to the renfrold, or from the

origin to x, y in the first two cases, or the n‘lativ(‘ area by a

radius vector from x,., y^ to x^, y^ in the third class of int(gn'al.

494. Wh en the several port teles are ngidhf vonvectedAhr

reliitire coutoiirs are circles, with radii the distamsss

between the several pairs, and traced as many times over as

the whole system revolves befor<‘ rr-attaining its original

position
;
and in case of no rigid connection, if one or more of

the mutual distances returns its original position without

making a complete relative revolution, in such case the

corresponding relative area vanishes.

495. In the case \vh(u*e there are tiro part teles otdy, we have'

T iiLAj + m^A.,

a result e.stablished by Mr. KuaoTr, and n^produced in Dr.

Williamson’s Integral Ctdcidus, p. 209, wdtli .Mr. Elliott’s

Enunciation of this Theorem.

490. If in this case there be a rigid connection between

the points and A^, say a connecting rod, we may takt^ ftp

as the di.stances of A^., A. from the centroid, and
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Also the relative contour has area Tr(a^+a.^f.

A = 2

'/Rl -f 77^2 (vi] 4^ 771^-2^12
Hence

becomes
a,a.

ai+«2 (a,+aj)2’"("‘+“*>'

(i^
I a^

— ira.a
1^2.

Holditch’s theorem is therefore deduced as a particular case

of the two particle motion, there being a rigid connection.

41)7. If there be three jxirt ides the theorem takes the form

^
vi^A^ A-m2A2-^ f^iAA^_'irt^^n.^^^A'm

m
1 + 2 “I" (

777
J
4- ??< 24- 777 3)2

49 s. Let us apply this result to tin<l the area described by any
point F nttaehe<l to a triangle ABC which moves in its owm
plane iind after one revolution re-occupies its original position.

If T,
//, be the areal coordinates of P with reference to the

triangle ABC, P is the centroid of imisses proportional to

X 'V z
777 p 77 /

2 , ?77,j, at A, B, C respectively, where and
777

j
777 2 ^^8

tlio st'vonil ‘relative areas" are ira-, vlr, ttc']

i/.i Wif.'l'll ?».,|7jl-i-7))jri m.ym.^TTa-+ m^m,Trb‘’--\-m^m^_-Ke

whence
[
7 *] a-l.-l ]4 ?/[/?]+:[('] - Tr{a-yz-^-hHx+c^xy)

^^-x[A] + y[B]+z[a]+7rf\

where f- is tlie square of the tangent from x, y, z to the

circumcsrcle if the point be without, zero if upon, or —the rect-

angle of the segments of a chord through x, y, z if the

point be within the circumcircle ;
whiclt gives Mr. Leudeadorf s

result of Art. 480 already established in a different manner.
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499. It is worth observing that the locus of points P which

give equal areas [P]

is terms =0, i.e. a circle,

or making it homogeneous,

a?yz-\-li^zx+c^xy y z\x-\-y -\-z)

—t^(x+2/+2)*= 0,
TT

and the centre of this circle is given by

h'^z+c^y — {x+y+2
)

x y 2
)TT \ X TT TT /

%P^
L—

J (x-f-y-f-c)^two similar expressions
X

i.e. + + a^2——^— + 6®x-“—
,XX X

which is independent of [P], and therefore indicates that such

loci for different values of [P] form a set of concentric circles,

which is Mr. Kernpe’s Theorem of Art. 488 (Cor. V
1 ).

500. It is also worth notice that the area descrilx^d by the

centroid of the triangle is given for the case of one complete

revolution by

and for the orthocentre 0,

A cos iicoe 6\* ^ tan A tan B tan 6

where R is the radius of the circuincircle.

501. In the case of four particles in rigid cxmnectton if

a, 6, c, d be the sides and e, f the internal diagonals of
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the cjuadrilateral formed, we have, in the one-revolution
case,

rpi_ +OT.,[C']+W,[Z>]

(m
j
-{- +m3 -f

’

and similarly if there Ixi a greater number of points.

502.

In a case wliere there is no rotation, i.e. where the line

joining each pair of particles remains parallel to its original

position, or if there be rotation of any of these joins and an

opi)osite ecpial rotation of the same join, it is clear that all the
“ relative contours ” will disappear and

503.

The same result will also hold in the case when the

“relative contours,’ though not individually vanishing, are

such as in the aggregate to destroy each other, some being

positive and others negative, for in such case 2mrm^r«= 0.

504.

If tlie several particles be in rigid connection and the

figure describe n revolutions before re-occupying its origi-

nal position,

^mrmgSrg~n7r'ZmrmgArAg-=mrM'ZmGA^,

by Lagrange's “ Second Theorem.”

vol. i,, Art. 437) ;
and in that case

[(?]= - ^
- - ?l7r-

ImGAJ
Ar

(Routh, Anal,

M

Statics,

whereof= 2m and k the radius of gyration about the centroid 0 .

505. Mechanical Integrators or Planimeters.

Consider the case of two rods OP, PQ of lengths and ag,

freely hinged together at P and the first one OP hinged to

a fixed point 0 in a plane in which both rods can otherwise

move freely.

Let X, y be the coordinates of Q relative to a pair of

rectangular axes through 0, let the rods make angles Op ^2

respectively with the x-axis, and let
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Then

x~a^ cos 9^+a^ cos ft,
,

y=^a^ sin 9^+a., ^2 *

dx=—a^ sin 9^d0^—a,^ sin ftjrf^^g* dif ~^a^ cos 9^d9^+a.^ cos 9^^,

.*. xdy—ydx—a^d9y^-\-a.fd9,j,-\-a^a.yCo^ [9^— 9^){d9^-^d9.^

“rtf rWj ^/\/^+ 2aja
2
cos d9 ^

.

Let 72 be a point on PQ at distance h from P, and let

P\ Q\ R be the positions taken up by P, Q, R after dis-

j)lacements d9^y d9^ of the rods.

Then R has advanced perpendicularly to PQ a distance

a^d9^ cos d9.^~ds, wiy, to the first order.

l!hQXixdy~ydx~a^d9^~\-a^H9^-{^a^a.y cos \lfd\lr-\^2a.\ds bd9.j).

If Q be made to travel round the contour of any closed

curve whose area is to be found, in the j)ositive direction, on

completion of the circuit, supposin^^ th(‘ point 0 to lx; outsid<‘

the contour and OP and OQ to have osciUaled back to their

original positions,

=
J(

2f?2= 0, Jcos \//^ c?\//‘=^[ sin

and we have

Area lx)unded by the contour—

where 8 is the total distance travelled over by a }X)int R
on the rod PQ, in a direction at ri^ht angles to the rod.

And it is further to be noticed that this result does not
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depend upon h, the term involving b disappearing upon

integration round the contour. Hence the particular position

of the attachment of the point R to the rod is immaterial.

500. But if the point 0 be within the contour considered,

and both rods make a complete revolution before regaining

their original position,

=
|
cos \/^ d\/r==[sin

and therefore A — 7r(a^^+a/— 2cLj})~ta.^S.

o
Fig. 101.

2sovv n/- \-aJ ~2aJ} is the value of 0(?“ when the rods are

elatnped at the joint P in such a position that OR is per-

pendicular to PQ. (.'all this value of 0Q\

A

A circle willi ccuitn* (> and radius is called the zero

circlt*. When the system is clamped in this position the

motion of R is at right angles to OR, nc. in the direction

of PQ^ and R lias no hiotion at ail at rigiit angles to the

ixhI PQ on whicli it lies. Hence when 0 lies within the

contour the area of the zero circle, viz. 7rry, must be added

to a.yS to give tlie area of the contour.

Again, if om* rod, say OP^, o.scillates back to its original

position whilst the otlnu’ PQ makes a complete turn, then

|cosx/^rfx//=-0;

and A ^ ir{aJ~2aJ))+a.^.

Similarly, if PQ oscillates but OP revolves,
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507. The general result is therefore that the area traced

by the pointer is

(
1

)

or (2)
•
7r(a^^-\-a^—2a.p)+a^

or (3) •rr(a^—^aj))-{-a^

or (4) ira^+a.^,

according as (1) neither nor a.^ complete a revolution,

(2) both complete a revolution,

(3) completes a revolution but does not,

(4) completes a revolution but does not,

in each case the arms of the instrument occupying the same

position as they did at the beginning of the tracing.

508. This principle is made use of in the construction of

a Mechanical Integrator known as Amsler^s Planimeter,

which is used for the practical measurement of an area. The

rod PQ is provided at R with a small graduated wheel with

axis parallel to the rod, which is allowed to rest on the paper

and to turn by friction with the paper. It can then only register

the amount of travel of R at right angles to the rod, the

amount of travel in the direction of the rod being necessarily

unregistered as it is due to slide along the surface of the

paper and not to the rolling of the wheel. A reading of the

wheel gives the value of S. Then

area of contour or

according as the point 0 is outside or within the contour.

509. Several forms of Mechanical Integrators are in use,

but for the most part they are modifications of Professor

Amslers form and based upon the general principle described

above.

Description of the Instrument.

The figure shown (Fig. 102) is an illustration of a form of

the instrument made by Messrs. John J. Griffin & Sons,

Scientific Instrument Makers, Kingsway, London. The

lettering corresponds to the preceding general explanation

of the principle. 0 is the fixed point, ABC the contour of

the area required, Q the tracing point which is being made
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to traverse the contour, P is the joint connecting the two

beams of the instrument, R the graduated wheel or roller

whose axis is parallel to PQ and which rolls upon the paper

when there is any motion at right angles to PQ. Its posi-

tion upon the beam PQ being immaterial, it is placed in

this form of the instrument on QP produced. D is a dial

whose axis is perpendicular to the axis of the wheel and

turned by a worm on the axis of the roller. There is a

pointer attached to the beam PQ, serving to mark the

amount of rotation of the dial plate. V is a vernier assist-

ing to read small amounts of rotation of the wheel. There is

a [)ointer at Q by means of which the contour can be carefully

followed.

The graduations on the rim of the wheel are such that the

circumference is divided into 10 equal segments indicated by

1, 2, 3, 4, ...0, and each segment into 10 further subdivisions.

The dial Z) is such as to rotate once for 10 revolutions of the

roller, and is itself divided into 10 segments, which are

again subdivided, an adv^ance of a segment of the dial

indicating one complete revolution of the wheel. The read-

ings of the dial therefore indicate the number of complete

revolutions of the wheel. In the vernier a length equal to

9 subdivisions of the wheel is divided into 10 equal portions

on the vernier.

1 f the figures on the dial t>e taken as units, the figured gradua-

tions on the wheel will represent 10^^" and the subdivisions
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100^”*, the difference between the distance of two consecutive

divisions of the vernier and two consecutive subdivisions of

the wheel, being tIu) circumference of the

wheel, is xxAnr circumference of the wheel. Hence, by

means of the vernier, readings may be made to three places

of decimals. The area to be found hi\s l)een shown to be

proportional to the number registered by the roll of the

wheel, the component of motion parallel tc^ the axis, i,f, slide,

being unregistered. Let S be the number registered by the

wheel, then

A=CS,

where 0 is some constant called the constant of the instrument.

Apply the instrument first to any figure of known area Aq,

say a square or a circle, as may l)e most convenient
;

let the

difference of initial and final readings of the instrument be*.

Sq, then Af^ = CS^, which determines C. If now we apply

it to the contour whose quadrature is required and S l)e the

difference of the initial and final readings of the instrument,

S
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It has l)een ajssuified that the iixexl point 0 has been taken
outside the perimeter of the contour. If inside, we have still

to add the area of the “ zero ” circle, and

A — 4- -d
q , ,

.

Tlio area of the zero circle i« usually marked on the
instruinejit.

Mode of Procedure.

The procedure is then os follows:

(1) Fix the point 0 to the drawing board on which the

area to be found has been previously pinned.

(2) Bring the pointer Q to .some point of the perimeter

of the contour and mark the starting point.

(‘1) Read the instrument by means of the dial, the wheel

and the vernier, and note the initial reading.

(4) Trace carefully the whole perimeter of the contour

with the pointer Q.

(5) Read the instrument again.

(()) Subtnu:t the two readings. The difference is S.

Then tile con.stant of the instrument being known,

or having Ixam found previously in like manner,

A - .1
4 4 I

or xl = 4-

according fis it htus been convenient to take 0 outside

or within the contour.

EXAMPLES.

1. Oj, ()if being perpendicular axes, -d, B fixed points on Oy

and jIMBA any closed region of area S lying in the positive

(piadrant, show that the integral

taken round the curve from A to B, is equal to

m (S^a- h) -f </>(/>)
~

^(y)i ^ (y) Lei**g finite and continuous, m a constant and 0A=af

OB^b, fJ. Math. Schoi*. Oxford, 1904.]
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2. Pp Pg points on a closed oval of urea y/, such that Pj, Pj

subtends a right angle at a fixed point 0. Show that the area of

the curve traced out by the middle point of equal to

where

2
"^ *'8

dr.

UO,
)d9„

+ 2
and 0/',=r„ OP,:

[Colleges /3, 1889.f

3.

A fixed point 0 is taken on a central oval which is such that

through any point inside it other than the centre one and only one

chord can be drawn which is bisected at that point
;
prove that the

locus of the middle point of the chord PQ for a constant sum 2(r of

the arcs OP, OQ cuts at right angles the same locus for a constant

difference 2<r' of these arcs
;
and deduce that the area of the oval is

~J
(/(Tj (/(t' sin 6^,

where I is the length of the oval, and 9 is the angle between the

tangents at P and Q. [Math. Tripos, 1889.;

4.

A bar AB carries at a point of its length a small wheel having

AB for axis and which turns about AB : the end A is constrained

to move in a given straight line
;
show that if the end B is carried

round any closed curve without singular jwints and which does not

cut the straight line on which A moves, the area of the curve is

measured by the product oi AB into the whole length registered by

the revolving wheel. [Colleges, 1892.]

[This is the principle of construction of Coffin’s Planimotcr. A full

description will bo found on p. 159, Practical. Kltctricnl En^ntering, hy

Briggs and others. It is the case when the rml OP of Fig. 102 is of infinite

length, so that P describes a straight line instead of a circle.]

5.

A straight line of given length moves with its extremities on

the arcs of two closed curves of given areas, and a point is attached

to the moving line.

Prove that when the area traced hy this attached point has a

minimum value for different positions of the point on the line,

the difference of the areas of the circles whose radii arc the segments

into which the point divides the line is equal to the difference of

the areas of the given curves. [8t. John^s, 1882.]

6.

Show that the path of the mid point of a rod of constant

length 2c, whose ends lie upon an ellipse, is an oval of area ir{ab ~
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If, instead of both ends being on the ellipse, one end lies on the

ellipse and the other on the major axis, or if one end lies on the

ellipse and the other on the auxiliary circle, find the areas of

the paths described by the centre of the rod in both cases.

7. A rigid cyclic quadrilateral ABCD moves in its plane so as to

return to its original position after turning through four right

angles. Show that if (A), etc., denote the areas of the curves

described by A^ etc., and if etc., denote the areas of the

triangles BCD^ CDA^ etc., then

S,(A)^.%{q=^S,{B)^S,[D).

Find also the equation connecting the areas described by any

three vertices with that described by the centre of the circumcircle

of the triangle. [I. C. S., 1909.]

8. Two bars 0I\ IIPQ, of lengths Of = c, fP(3 = 6 + a, respectively

turn round a fixed pin at 0 and a joint at V. dS^y dS.^ denote the

polar elements of area about 0 of the curves traced by P and Q

respectively
;

prove that

dS^ - dK% ^ ad(^-a[\a + h)dO-\ad'py

where PQ-a^ BP^hy p is the perpendicular from 0 on EPQy d( is

the displacement of R perpendicular to RPQ and 6 is the inclination

of RPQ to a fixed line OA, [Math. Teip., Pt. L, 1914.]
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RECTIFICATION (I.). ELEMENTARY.

610. In the following five chapters we propose to illustrate

further the methods and processes of integration by sliowing

their application to finding the length of a curved line wliose

equation is given by one of the ordinary inodes of description,

Cartesian, Polar, Pedal Equation, Tangential Polar, etc.
;
and

further to discuas some subsidiary matters which arise in

connection with such problems.

The process of finding the lengtii of an arc of a curve, i,e. of

finding a straight line whose length is the same as that of a

specified arc, is called Rectifiaition. Curves, the lengths of

whase arcs can be found, are said to lie Rectifiable.

Any formula which may have V)een established in the

Differential Calculus expressing the differential coefficient of

the arc “s’" with regard to any independent variable, in terms

of that variable, gives rise at once by integration to a formula

in the Integral Calculus for the finding of s.

In each case the limits of integration to be aasigned are the

values of the independent variable corresponding to the two

points which terminate the arc whose length is sought.

511. The working formulae.

Below are added a list of the ino.st common of these formulae.

The references are to the articles in the author a Treatim on the

Differential CaleiUus where they are established

524
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Formula in tho
Uitrcroiitliil CalculiiH.

Formula in the Integral
CalculuB. Kcfcrcnct*. Observations.

'=/V'+(5.)* Art. 200
For Cartesian

Equations of form

Art. 200
For Cartesian

Equations of form

^=f(y)

djt
1
/fix \ / (it/ y-

cit ^\(ii ) ^ / -Miheh Art. 200
For the case where
the curve i.s defined

j

x==f{t), y == F{t)

Art. 201

For Polar

Equations of form

r^fiO)

For Polar

Equations of form

'

e^fir)
'

Art. 201

' (is
,

r
;

f r (ir Arts. 20*2

and 203

1
For Pedal

j

Equations of form

' p =/()•)

(is

Art. 221

For Tangential-

Polars of form

p=f{<('}

The formulae or
.=J

are applicable to cascH where the Cartesian Equation is given,

or can readily l>e expressed, in the forms y=f{^) or x~-f{y)

respectively, ;r })eing regarded as the independent variable in

tlie first case, y in the second, and tlie axes being supposed to

Ixi rectangular.

As explained in the Differential Calcxdus, Art. 200, these

fonnulae arise from the consideration of the infinitesimal

right-angled triangle formed by the increments of abscissa,

ordinate, and to the first order, the arc.

512. The amended form of these results for oblique axes

would be, with the same description of the figure (Fig. 104)

as in the article cited,

Ss^- (chord Sy cos o),

to the second order, and after rejecting infinitesimals of higher
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order than the second and proceediiio^ to the limit

© +4^s—+©’->
and accordingly we should write

8=yl+2^^co«<o+(.
)

dy.

Fig. 104.

according as we take x or y for the independent variable.

513. The formulae may lie remembered in a leas formal

manner as r

8= Xjdj^-^-dy"^

where the dx or the dy may be brought outside the radical as

circumstances demand.

514. Further, when the curve is given by expressing x and y
separately in terms of a single variable t, as

=/(<).
we have

or 8=Jv/[{/'W}H2/(<)J^(0co8a,+ {f'(<)}* dt,

according as the coordinate axes are rectangular or oblique.

The coordinate axes will be always assumed to be rectangular

unleas the contrary is expressly stated, or to be inferred from

the context.
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515. Tile Rectification, therefore, of a curve depends upon
the possibility of integration of tiie radical which occurs in

these formulae.

Illustrative Examples.

510. The Earliest Rectification. William Neil’s Problem

(1637-1670).*

Ex. 1 . Rectification of the Seraicubical Parabola

The equation of this curve is ay^=3c^.

dx~'±

H1 4- - dx —
4 a 3

Taken between .t = 0 (the cusp) and for the branch in the first

quadrant. i

5= [(4a+ 9.r)» - (4a) -].

This is stated by Gregory and Walton to have been the first curve to

be rectified. The priority is ascribed to Neil by Wallis, but the rectifica-

tion of the curve was also independently accomplished by Van Huraet.t

517. The Parabola.

Ex. 2. (insider the arc of the ordinary jiarabola y- = 4ajr.

H ere y = 2VaJt’, »

, =/V^c£r.

To effect this integration, let x~a tan-y.

Then fl^r= 2a tan

s~2aj\^l 4-cot*^tan yjr dyfr

~2(tjsec^\/r dyjr

— (I [sec yjr tan ylf 4- log (sec 4- tan yjr)]

=«[V;*Vi+I+'«8(Vi+5+Va)l

If taken between any two limits, Tj and .rg, corresponding to any two

points /', Q on the arc, which lie on the »ime side of the axi.s,

arc Wa+x.)+alog

• Walluii Opem, T. 1, 551 ;
Gregory and Walton, p. 420.

fCajori’s History of Mathematics^ p. 190.
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For example, if we require tlie length from the vertex to the upper

end of the latus rectum,

and arc required ~\la\fa->r(X a log
4- o + \'a

v/rr

= a [v^li -f log^ (v^2 + 1 )]

=:o(l*41 42... + -881 1...)

= 2*2956... X a.

Thus the length of an arc of a parabola from one end of the latus rectum

to the other is ri478... times the latus rectum.

It is worth con.sidering the angle ^ which lias been used as a subsidiary

variable to facilitaU* integration.

ft is tlie angle which the tangent at the curient point I* makes with

the v-a.xi«, viz. the bingent at the vertex. For if I'M be the piT

pendicular upon the //-axis, PV the tangent, .S' the focus, SY the

per|Kmdicular upon the tangent, and if we call j/, we hav«*

= lY^sin = ~a Vd\\‘'\lr.
<‘OH ig

The intrinsic equation of this curve is therefore

X = a sec yjr tan \(/ + (i log (sec \l/ -f Un xjr)

or « = a8ec>/^ tan ^-bagd”*\/',

the tangent at the vertex Ijeing the initial tangent.

Let us call PY, t. Then t = aaec xj/ tan \p.

Hence s-i^s^a log (sec ^4- tan ^).
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Uftiice the logaritliinic portion of s, viz. a log (sec 1/^ 4- tan >//') denotes the

excess of the arcual distance of P from A over the “ tail,” i.e. tlie portion

of the tangent measured from P to the foot of the })erpendicuiar upon
the tangent from the focus.

It will be seen later tliat in many cases this excess “arc — tail” plays

an important {)art.

In the wise under consideration—viz. the parabola- let a length PO^s
be measured along the tangent. Then OY=s-t. The point 0 is the

point on the tangent at which the vertex A would arrive if we regard the

tangent as a fixed line, and the paralx>la to roll upon it without sliding,

(’onsider it in tliis way. 0 is then a fixed point. Take the tangent OP
as the ^-axis, and a perpendicular through 0 as the 7;-axis. Then, if

1
)
be the coordinates of the focus,

0 }’’=i-i~alog (sec i//- 4- tan \/^),

7;— }\S —aaecyff.

To find tlie path of S as the parabola rolls upon it.s fixed tagent, we
have to eliminate

sec 4- tan
|

t

^
VTherefore see ~ cosh ^ .

Hence sec yjr - tan xir — e
)

Therefore the path of the focus of the rolling parabola is

7) -a cosh ^

,

* a

i.e. the ordinary catenary or chainette.

Wo also have, putting
^
=

tan \4^ = sinh sin>/r = tanhu,

A7*= a see- xjr — a cosh^ m,

t — SP sin i/r = asinh woosh ?i = [^sinh 2w,

« = d si nil u cosh it 4- u log (sinh u 4- cosh u)

a

2
sinh 2it4-aM,

s -t~aUy

S V— a sec cosh it, etc.

Incidentally, we may note that the equation

^ d log (sec ^ + tan ^)— a gd“^ \p

may be used to indicate the “ march” of the function, gd for dgd

is the ahHcis.sa of a jxiint on a catenary curve, and since — tariff', \j/ is

the slojie of the tangent to the catenary. Hence a good idea of the grapli

of rtgd~‘u: can be formed by first plotting the catenary itself and then
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plotting a new curve, taking as abscissae the circular measures of the

angles which the tangent to the catenary makes with its directrix, and

for ordinates the corresponding abscissae of the catenary.

If PP' be a focal chord of the parabola, the arc AP has been shown

JP= a8ec;/'tan^ + «log(8ec^ + taii\^),

and the arc P'A can be obtained from it by writing 90-^ for

i. e. P'A = a cosec cot \p-\-a log (cosec + cot \p).

Hence, by addition, the whole arc P'AP cut off by a focal chord

which makes an angle
2\f/

with the axis is

“ + cosec

The evaluation of the arc might have been conducted by taking y as

the independent variable.

Then x =
4̂a’ di/ 2a’

^j-Jia^+y^dy

1L + 4aMog-5^±^-?±??)"
Ad 1_ 2<i _jyj

which reduces to the same form as alreadv obtairuHl.

518. Sir Christopher Wren’s Problem (1632-1723). Eectification

of the Cycloid.

Ex. 3, The equations of the curve are

X= a0 + a8iii0,|
p,,.337-.m)

y = a(l -cos 0). j
^

Here (lr= a(l -Hco8O)d0,

dy = a8in 0cf0.

Hence ds^=2a^{\
It

Q
da — 2a cos

^
dB,

s — Aa (1)

i being measured from the point at which 0~O, i.e. the vertex.

Again, with the same description of the figure as in Diff. Catc.^ Art. 394,

chord (7§ = 2a8in^-

Therefore arc CP — 2 chord CQ (2)

Substituting for B from y = 2a8in*^,

s= VSay (3)
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If the tangent at P is inclined at an angle ^ to the tangent at the
vertex,

^ ^(,^0 q
tan -

Uju 1 + cos 0 *
2

’

and «^4a8in^
(4)

This is the intrinsic equation of the curve.

The whole length of the curve from cusp to cu.sp is

2 |^4a sin - Ha (h)

The point at which gives 5 -2a, and therefore bisects the

arcual distance from vertex to cusp.

If a circle be drawn with any radius, and OJ, OB be a pair of radii

at right angles, and OB divided into w equal }>art8 so that M being, say,

the r*** point of di^ision, and MB be then drawm parallel to OA to meet

the circle at /jf, then sin AOR r •

71

If then in the cycloid a chord Ci^ af the circle CQD be drawn (Fig 106)

so that the angle XCQ — angle A(^R-^ in Fig. 107, the line QP parallel to CX^

and cutting the cycloid at P, will cut off an arc TP - of the arc Cd, for

arc CP - 4a sin ^ 4a
. ^

arc CA .
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Hence an are of any proposed ratio to the whole arc can be cut oft'.

Mai\v of the geometers of the seventeentli century devoted considerable

attention to the cycloid.* Wren, the architect of St. Paul’s Cathedral,

discovered the rectification of the curve and deteiinint*d the centroid
;

Fermat, the area bounded by an arc ;
Huygens invented tlie <ycloidal

ptmduium; Pa.scal and Wallis also greatly advanced a knowledge of the

cnr\ c.f

519. Centroid of an Arc of anv Line Density.

It* p he the line tlensity, the mass of any element os is pSs,

and
:L{pSs)x

' :L{pSs) ’

givt* tlu^ position of the centroid,

wlien d.v is infinitesimal ly small,

Hence, takinj' the limit

[" />.'/

pels

1( p be constant,

~ds

<ls
’

1

that i.s, s.'ihrrr

J:/:

(/.s»
,

s heinfj the len^tli of the arc

whos(? centroid i.s re((uired, and the integoalion heint^ taken

from one extremity of the arc to tlu* other. (S(‘(‘ Art. 440.)

And if X be th(i indtipeiidcmt variahh*,

7

!f-=-

ilx

J
(Lv

w 2

fir

with correspond in;^ formulae if it desirable to expr(‘ss the

integ;ral witli otlnn* independent variables as sliowri in the table

of Art. 511.

Scf‘ Dif OnU' ,
Art. 390.

+ Hint, o/ Mufli., pp. 177, cLc.
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Examples.

1. Kiml U,e Icgtl. of the arc of the curve /(2o - the cissoid
" [Hcyokns, lG‘i5- l(j!),j.]

2. Kin.l tl.e curve for which the lengtl. of t).c arc measured from tlie
oM^qn vanes as the stjiiare root of the ordinate.

3. Tlie major axis of an ellii)sc is 1 foot in length, and its eccentricity
IS

x\j. Trove that its circumference is 3T337 feet nearly.

,
v,. , .

, , ^
[Tuinity, 1S83.]

4. niid the h'D^dh of any arc of Die cuive

5. Sliow that in the “eatenary of equal strength/’ lofr sec'-

.•c-oloRtanQ''^ + ^),

and that the intrinsic <*(juation of tlie curve is .s = ffgd“^ »//.

() Show that in tlie t tminnui catenary, or chainette, ?/ = rco.sh'\

.S’ - s y- - f .< (• tan )/•, .S'* ~ e), 5 - c sinh -

.

I he area hounded hy the curve, the directrix, the //axis and an ordi-
nate is A - c.s

I he (’(‘iitroid of the arc has coordinates

.
V-'

•c - e tan i! - 2 (//
4- X cot ^

)

1
,

=-

2 (-" + 7 )-

I 1h' centroid of the area hounded hv the curve, the directrix, the j/-axis

and an (u'dinate i.s giv(*n hy

.7=..r-(//-r)/ ."='| (/'+'«)>

and that Ixith ('entroids lie on the onlinati' through the intersection of

the tcnuinal tangfiiis.

o vShow that the Itmgth v)f the curve ?/ - log coth from the point

(a-j,
//,) to the point (.Co, y.) is Ioi:^'‘'!‘

*
’ sniha’,

Show (hat in the epi- or hvpo cvcloid

X s ((1 4- h) cos 0 - /> cos ^ 0,1

.y
“ (<Jf 4- h) sin 0 "h sin

^
^

0.

(i) ^^'(o4-Meos'^^^, (ii) +

being ineasurcHl from the point where 0 - ^
, /.e. a vertex.
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y. For the four-cusped hypocycloid

y I _

show (i) that j=^cos2^, 5 being measured from a vertex;

(ii) the whole lengtli of the curve is 6a

;

(iii) s being measured from the cusp which lies on the y-axis.

10. In the tractrix

.r = -y^ + ~ log
c‘+

show that s-c log - •

y

11. Show that the disUnce from the vertex of the centroid of a wire

in the form of poi tion of a cycloid, of which the vertex is the middle

point, is J of the greatest ordinate of the arc.

12. Show that the arc of a parabola of latus rectum 4a measured from

the vertex, and the radius vector from the focus, are expressible in terms

of a parameter t in the respective forms

Prove also that

1 +^ 1
_ _ 4. log

^

.

[Math. Trip. I't. II., 1915.]

$ -- Vr (r - a) 4- « tanh“*
^

^
•

520. Polar Formula.

In the Differenfidl CalcuhiH (Art 201) it is sliown from

consideration of the small infinitesimal right-anglt‘d triangle

formed by the increments of arc,radius vector and per|K‘ndicuIar

on the radius vector from one extremity of the infinitesimal arc,

that to the second order

This gives rise at once, on proceeding to the limit, to th(‘

formulae.

or «=

according as we wish to use 0 or r as the independent variable,

and, as in Art. 513, we may remember it in the less formal

manner as
f _ _ „

s== \\/dr^ dOK
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Further, as in the case of Cartesians, if r and 6 be given in

terms of some third variable t (though this is very unusual)

by r=f{t), d=F(t), we may say

= V[/'(<)]H[/(7)]^[F{<)Pd«.

521. Illustrative Examples.

Ex. 1. In the wise of the Archimedean Spiral r = a6,

s aj TT dO -

1
[o v'0^+ I + log (0 +

8 l)eing ii)easiire<l from the vertex, where 0 = 0.

Aft this may he written

i (r\'r^ -f a* + a'^ log
r -f -f

we see, on c.oinparifton with the result of Art. 517, that this is the same

as the arc of tlie parabola )/‘--2<ur^ ineasui'ed from the vertex of the

parabola and expres.sed in terms of the ordinate.

Hence it will follow tliat when an Archimedean spiial r — ad rolls

without sliding on the concave side of a parabola y"- ^(ur so that thmr

vertictis come into conUict, the roulette of the pole of the spiia is t e

axis of the paralwla. In tliis case the r of the spiral is the y o tie

parabola, and the motion of the ,)ol« « «

the line POy and arcs A OP arc equal.

For many examples of this class, see Chapter XI
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022. Ex. 2. The Cardioide r^tt(l-cosO). (See Art. 424, Diff, Calc,)

Tlie curve is syniiuetrical about the initial line, and 0 varies from 0 to

TT for the u[)j>er half.

Fig. 109.

Tliis gives the length of any arc OAP.

For the upj>er half the length i.s 4«^1 - cos 4a.

The whole length of arc - Ha.

523. The Uy 6 Formula.

The equation of a curve is sometimes ^iven in the form

11=f

(

9 )^ where it—

The appropriate formula for rectification in this case is

ds^ = \du^-\-~ dO^ fsince di'——\du\

giving ri« to

according as ^ or l>e taken as the independent variable.
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524. Centroid of an Arc of any Line Density
;
Polars.

Again, exactly iis in Uie case of Uie curve whose equation

is given in Cartesian coordinates, if p be the line density, the

centroid of the arc of a curve is given by

525. Centroid of Arc of a Circle.

Ex. In the case of a uniform circular arc of radius a and terminated

Fig. no.

by the radii vectovea 0 - *a, the line density being uniform, taking the

medial line as .r - axis,

aco^O.aciB
_ sin a

and Ij^O because the .r-axis is an axis of symmetry.

52C. Moment of Inertia of a Fine Wire.

The moment of inertia of a fine wire of line density p about

any straight line in the plane of the wire is ^pSsxp » ^

is the perpendicular from the element Ss upon t le straig i
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Thus, Moment of inertia about x-axis —

Moment of inertia about y-fxxis = ^px^ds,

and Moment of inertia about a perpendicular to the plane

through the pole= J/or^ ds,

and for ds is to be substituted from the table of Art. 511,

the appropriate expression according to the system of co-

ordinates used in any particular case.

The Product of Inertia for such a wire with regard to the

axes is defined as r

I

pxy ds

Examples.

1. Find the length of any arc of the curve from the formula

s— -I- dd

for the following cases :

(i) r- a cos 0 (circle). (ii) r=a^ (equiang. spiral).

(iii) r= a .sin^^ (cardioide). (iv) ^= 1+ cos 0 (parabola).

('') (cissoid). (vi) (seniicub.parab.).

2. Show that the length of the arc of that part of the cardioide

r= a(l -1-cos 0),

which lies on the side of the line 4r=3a8ec0 remote from the pole, is

equal to 4a. [Oxford ]

3. Show that the whole length of the lima9on r= acos0-l-f> is equal

to that of an ellipse whose semiaxes are equal in length to the maximum
and minimum radii vectores of the lima9on. Hence show how to divide

the arc of the lima9on into four equal parts. [Collkors a, 1888.]

4. Prove that the length of the pedal of a loop of the curve

r"*= a’"sin m0
JT

is a(mn-j-l)f sin md,d6y where m(^~7i-f 1) = 1.

5.

Show that the length of a loop of the curve

[St. John’s, 1881.]
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6. Show that the rectification of the curve r”— d"&\nnd is given by
the integral

* A * [Math. Trip., 1896.]

7. Two radii vectores OP, 0§ of the curve

r=2aco83^^ + ^^

are drawn equally inclined to the initial line; prove that the length of

the intercepted arc is aa, where a is the circular measure of the angle

POQ. [Asparagus, Kduc, Times.]

8. Show that the centroid of a wire bent into the form of a cardioide

0
r— a(l + co8^), and with a line density i:8ec-, ylr being a constant, is on

the axis of the cardioide at distance
^
from the cusp.

527. The Converse Problem. Given 8, find the Curve.

The converse problem, viz. given 8 in terms of one of the

quantities x, y, r or 0, to find the equation of the curve,

leads in the first three cases shown below to an application

of the same formulae, but in the fourth case there is more

difficulty (Art. 529),

(1) If s—f(x), we have

(2) If 8=f(y),

(3) It »=/W,

628. For example.

1. Find the curve for which s=
2a'

Here
(dyy_^_
\dx) “a*

±ady—^3?‘-(Pdx

db 2ay=>xs/j^-d^ - a*cosh”' ^4- constant.

\
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2. Find the curve in which 5 — race a.

= sec-^ tt — 1 = tan‘^ a,

: ± dO cot a,

logr= ± ^cot a-fctuist.,

r = (Equiangular spirals.)

3. Find the curve in which s= \^H(ff/.

Here ^ =

(I)’-?--'
^= a(l — cos 0\

(Iv—VJ— « sin ^ ^= a(l -{- cos 0) dO^^ 1 - cos 0 \ »

X + const. ^a{d -\- sin )

/I f
^ cycloid.

y = a(l - cos e\)
a cycloid.

529. (4) But the case when s~f(0) leads at once to

/drV
. «

Q) +^=(/'(«r,

and the variables r and 0 are not now in general “ separable
”

as in the former cases (see Integral Calculus for Beginners,

Art. 175); nor does this differential equation fall under any

of the standard forms. Nevertheless, in some cases useful

information may be derived from its consideration.

For example,

1. Is the circle r— a the only curve for which 8~(id'i

(

dr

dd)
which is of course satisfied by r=a. But

if r is not equal to a, we have

[ dr

sin-> ~= a F 0, where a is a constant.
a

Hence r= a8in(aF0),

i.e. a circle of radius ~ and passing through the pole will also give the

same result, viz. s~a0, as is geometrically obvious. But no curve other

than r“ a or r = a sin (a F will do so.
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2. Is the eijuiangular spiral r= the only curve for which
^^Ocota

« = 2

cos a

Here
XdO) sin^a

Let r = where v is some function of 0 to be determined.

1 ^
^

^^+ r COt a
y
+ = cosec* a,

which is of course obviously satisfied if r— 1, which leads back to

But we have in addition to this the general solution of

dir

dd
-|-rcota= ± V(cosec* tt — r*),

i.e of

where /8 is some constant.

To integrate this, let r= cosec a sin

Then

r dv

J rent a ^Vcosec^a - y*

= cosec a sin

J sin (^ + a) sin a ’

i.e.
C B — 6
I {cos a cot (<^ T a) -F sin a} c?</) =

or cos tt log sin (0^a)^ <psin a =" ' ^ sin a

where
sin <j) r

sin a

which upon elimination of ^ fuimishe-s a set of curves whose area are

of the same length as the corresponding arcs of the equiangular spiral

Examples.

1. Find the curves in which

(i) tf— asin" -ly

(v) « a r.

(vii) «= 2\^2ar.

2. Show that the equation

(ii) 5=>/y*-c*.

s

(iv) y= ce

(vi) s oc ^/x.

leads to a cycloid or a four-cusped hypocyloid according as n— 2 or n— 3.
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530. Tangential Polar Equations. Legendre s Formulae.

Formulae t= dp

d\fr'

ds
.
d^p

d\[/ d\j/^

These results were proved in Article 221 of the Differential

Calculus, but are now established in a different manner.

Let PF, P"F' be the tangents at two contiguous points P, P'

of the curve, OF, OF the perpendiculars upon them from the

pole 0.

Let t be the projection of the radius vector iij)on the tangent

0Y=p, GY' ~p-\^Sp, arc PD=
and Sxf/- the angle YOY'.

Then, projecting the broken line OYPP' upon OF' and

upon FP',

(1) — cos sin second order quantities,

(2) t+St=6sYt<^OH S\[r—pfiin Sxfr,

^.c. Sp t Sxfr, \ order.= 6s—pSt

dt
And ultimately

dj)
531. It is to be noted that since t~ ,l=rcoH(b, i.c, the

d\p ^

projection of the radius vector upon the tangent, t is positive

or negative according as <p is acute or obtuse.

The above figure (Fig. 1 1
1 ) exhibits the standard case. In this

dn
case t ^ is -fPF, and is in a direction from P opposite to that
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of the direction of increase of s
; p is increasing with \/r and^

is therefore positive. In cases where p increases or decreases

as \j/^ decreases or increases, (i.e. t) is negative, and ——PY.

The student should examine the formulae carefully in all

four cases :

(1) Curve concave to 0, </> acute.

(2) Curve convex to 0, ^ acute.

(3) Curve concave to O, obtuse.

(4) Curve convex to 0, 0 obtuse.

(Ifi (I
It wdll he seen that

2
cases and that

i= ±:PY according as is acute or obtuse.

The arc tS is measured from a point on the arc on the same

side of the radius vector as that on which <p i$ measured
; xf/

may increase or decreiise with the increase of s.

The value of the radius of curvature is, of course, essentially

positive; and p=±:“ according as s and increase

together, or the one increases as the other decreases.

Accordingly we have respectively in these

cases. The formulae established are due to Legendre.

532. By integration of

ds

d\j/^ ^ dyfr-
’

we have

i.e. s— ^ = d\jr
;

where t is the '
‘ tail referred to in Art. 517.

In the ciise of a closed oval of covtivuous curvature, the

“ tail ”
t returns to its original value when the integration is

conducted round the whole contour.

If the origin be within the curve and is only enclosed once

by it, the length of the contour is given by
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If the origin is enclosed n times (Fig. 112), so that the

tangent makes n complete revolutions as its point of contact

travels continuously round the curve, the length will be

Further modifications may have to be made, for instance,

in integrating round a loop of a curve (Fig. 113) ;
it may

ds
happen that the initial and final values of are not the

same, and that the tangent does not make a complete

Fig. 113.

revolution, but the student should have no difficulty in such

cases in assigning the proper limits.

533. Ex. Show that the perimeter of an ellipse of small eccentricity e

3^
exceeds by — of its length that of a circle having the same axis.

64

Here — + — -e^sin^^^),

where if/ is the angle y makes with the major axis.

Therefore

Hence

p = a^l - -
...^.

^ \2 2 2 2 8 4 2 2 '")

= 27ra - - ae^ TToe* — . . .

.

2^^ 32

The radius r of a circle of the same area is given by

r*=:a6=a*(l

and its circumference is

/ 1 \

[7, 1889.]
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cire\imf. elli])se - circinnf. circle

^

Wc
* \l(i 32/

as far as terms involving

circ. cll. - circ. circle 3e^

circ. circle ~ 04
’

circ. ell. - circ. circle Sc'*

~ 04
^ii'iile}

to terms involving e*.

circ. ellipse G4/V 04/ 64

534. Length of the Arc of an Evolute.

It was shown in the Differential Calculus (Art. 343) that

tlie difference Vjetween the radii of curvature at two points

of a curve of continuou.s curvature is ecjual to the length of

the corresponding arc of the evolute ;
i.e. if ah be the arc

of the evolute of the portion AH of the original figure, then

(Fig. 114)

arc ah = Aa— Hh, i.e. p (at A)-

p

(at H).

And if the evolute be regarded as a rigid curve, and an inelastic

string be unwound from it, being kept tight, then the points of

the unwinding string describe a vsystein of parallel curves,

each of the parallels being an involute of the curve ha, one

of these being the original curve HA itself.

535. Ex. Find the length of the evolute of an ellipse. If a, a,

be the centres of curvature corresponding to the extremities of the axes,

viz. A, A\ B, ir respectively, the arc of the evolute corresponds to

the arc AB of the cllip.so, and we have
* 52

arc ” p (at B) -• p (at »
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^the pedal equation being

of the ellipse is

Thus the

for the radius of curvature at any point /

2I/2+ aim p— ,

p- dp

length of the entire perimeter of the evolute, which is obviously

svmmetrical about the axes, is

In the application of this rule ciire is needed, not to pass a point of

maximum or minimum curvature on the original curve, for on travelling

Fig. 115.

in a continuous direction round the original curve the difference of

successive radii of curvature changes sign at such points and the evolute

has a cusp as in the figure for the ellipse (Fig. 115). In that case, as I*

travels from A to B and through B to A\ the string P(^ is wound off

the arc ajS and upon the arc fia. And therefore the arcs a/S and fja

would appear with oppcjsite signs, viz. ~ at’ ^ travels

continuously in one direction. The intervals between the points of

maximum and of minimum curvature must therefore be treated sepirately

and the positive results added together.

Examples.

1. Show that in the parabola ^^ — 4aXy the length of the arc of the

evolute intercepted within the parabola is

4a(3>/.3-l).

2. Find the whole length of the evolute of the cardioide

r=a{\ +CO8 9).
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3. Show that the length of tlie evoliite of the portion of the Folium of

DeHcartea -{-if = which corresponds to the loop, is (4-^2).

536. Intrinsic Equation of a Curve.

Let s be the length of the arc of a curve measured from
a fixed point 0 to the current tracing point P

;

O T ^

Fig. 116.

xfx the angle of contingence at P, i.e the angle between

the tangent at P and any fixed line in the plane, say the

tangent at 0
;

p the radius of curvature at P, or k its reciprocal, viz.

the curvature.

Then any given relation between two of these three quan-

tities s, yjr, p (or k) will suffice to determine the shape of

the curve, and may in many cases very conveniently

replace an extraneous specification of the curve by means

of coordinates, Cartesian or Polar. These quantities 5
,

\/r, p
depend upon no external system of coordinates and leave

the position of the curve undefined. The nature of the curve

itself is specified by the relation existing between two of

the three s, yfx, p, which has been very aptly styled by Dr.

Whewell the Intrinsic Equation of the curve. Some notice

has been already taken of Intrinsic Equations in Arts. 346-349

of the Differential Calculus, But the subject is more closely

allied to Integral Calculus, and it is convenient to develop

the matter more fully here, though at the risk of some

repetition.

We shall adopt the notation used in the Differential

Calculus as to the meanings of the letters involved for the

following work.

When the relation is between s and >/r,

say 8=/(x/>),
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that between p and \// is

The sign to be taken when s is increasing with xfr,

— when 6* increases or decreases as xfr

decreases or increases,

and if /c be used ^viz. the curvature, =-), instead of the

radius of curvature,

is the relation between k and >//, with, of course, the same

rule as to choice of sign.

Conversely, if the connection given be between p and x//-,

then

8= ±j/(x/^)dx//+0,

C being a constant which may be chosen to correspond to

the measurement of s from any arbitrarily chosen point of

the curve, and tlie sign selected as before.

When the relation is given between k and xj/-, it is, of course,

the same thing, except that we have

=/('/'). say,

i,e.

and

Finally, when the relation is between p and s,

say />=/(«).

we have

and
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Hence, these three systems of description of a curve, by
means of a specified relation,

(a) between « and x//*,

(b) between p (or k) and yfr,

(c) between p (or k) and s,

are equivalent, and either forms a mode of specification which
is intrinsically a property of the curve itself, and in no way
defining its position upon the plane upon which it may happen

to be drawn.

The ,s-\/r description is the one which is usually under-

stood as the “ Intrinsic Equation,” and it is the system used

by Whewell in his memoirs on the subject {Camh. Phil.

Trans.^ viii., p. 659; and ix., p. 150) and discussed in Boole’s

Differential Equations, pages 264-269.

The p-\l/ specification was used by Euler.

537. To obtain the Intrinsic Equation from the Cartesian

Equation.

When the Cartesian Equation is given as y=f{x), then,

supposing the initial tangent to be parallel to the x’-axis.

we have tan x//=/'(.r) (t)

« =pl + r/'(.r)]=f/x (2)

And if after integration .r be eliminated between equations

(1) and (2), the requireil relation between s and >//,

say s= F{\lr),

will be obtained.

Conversely, if the equation s — F(\j/-) be given, and the

Cartesian equation be desired, we have

dx
,

dy . ,

whence X+ A —
^
COH xjr F'{\l/')d\fr, (1)

y F'{\l/)d\lr, (2)

A and B being arbitrary constants.
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And if after integration xfr be eliminated from equations

(1) and (2), the Cartesian Equation of the curve will result.

538. Illustrative Examples.

Ex. 1. Intrinsic Equation of a circle.

Fig. 117.

If \p be the angle between the initial tangent at A and the tangent at
A A

P, the centre being O and the radius a, we hav'^o POA ~ PTx- i/', and

therefore s -

Ex. 2. Intrinsic Equation of a catenary.

In this case the equation of the curve referred to its axis and th«

tangent at the vertex as coordinate axes is

Hence

and

yA-c~c cosh
X
c

tan =^ = sinb-
^ dx <

ds

dx V 1 + sinh'^ — cosh -

;

c c

a = csinh
X

the constant of integration being zero if we measure s from the vertex

where x—0\ therefore « = ctani/' is the intrinsic eejuatiem sought.

539. Case when the Coordinates are expressed in terms of a

Parameter.

If the equations of the curve be given as

we have

Also

x=f(f). y=<t>{t),

^=V{7'(0}H{f(bP,

(
1 )

and
(2)
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If 8 be found in terms of t by integration from equation (2),

then between this result and equation (1) we may eliminate t

The required relation between a and ^ will result.

640. Ex. 1. In the cycloid

= a(^ + ain ^),

y = a(l - cos/).

Hence tan^=- =tan-; .. t = 2\y.
^ 1 + cos / 2 ^

Also 4- cos /)2 4- si / = 2a cos |

;

whence B = 4a8in|, s being iuea8ure<i from the vertex, where / = 0.

Hence a = 4a sin ^ is the equation required. See Diff. Cole., Arts. 395,

397.

Ex. 2. In the epi- or hypo-cycloid

X = (a 4- b) cos 0-6 cos — 0,

y = (a 4- 6) sin 0 - 6 sin ^
0,

“ - - (a + 6) sin 0 4- (a 4- 6) sin 0,

- (a 4 6) cos 0 - (a -f 6) cos 0,

|’^±2(a + 6)8in^0,

a 26
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Also with the description of figure in Art. 405^ Diff. Calc.,

a6 - h<fi and x// 0 -f
" - ^

0,

^ l*(a+A)eos + a
a « 4- 26

If 8 be measured from the cusp, the tiingent at the cusp being tlic

initial line, 4b(a + b)f, a ,\arc A P=^s= —' M 1 - cos
)

*

a \ a H- 26 /

If we measure the arc from the vertex V, where 0 - -
a

a
VP^

Ah{a-¥h)
^cos-

V'*a a + 26

OA being retained as the initial line for the measurement of If we

measure \j/ from the tangent at the vertex, we must write

" + — for \l>, i.e.
2 a ^ ^

TT « ,
fi

,

2 a -(-26 ^ rt-f-26

and , 46(u + 6) . a ,,

a a -f 26 ^

Hence the general intrinsic equation of such (*urves is

s - A sin llip or s~ d cos
[{[f/.

In the case s=d sin /?»/', s is measured from a vertex and \p is

measured from the tangent at that vertex.

In the case 8~Aco»B\p, s is measured from a vertex and i/- is

measured from the tangent at the next cusp,

541. To obtain the Intrinsic Equation from the Polar.

Suppose the initial line parallel to the tan;^ent at the point A

from which the arc is measured. Then, witli tlie, usual

notation, we have

^ = /(^) »
the equation to the curve, (1)

+ ( 2 )

rd9_m
tan

(f,-- dr fm' (•*)
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and therefore

«= !%/{/ (4)

If s be found by integration from (4), and 6, <p eliminated

by means of equations (2) and (3), the required relation

between s and \{r will be found. If the initial line of the

polar equation be not that from which x//- is measured,

equation (2) will need modification accordingly.

542. Ex. 1. Find the intrinsic equation of the cardioide

r= a(l -coa 0).

Here

tan
<f)

<f>
=

\ 6'-

( 1 - cos 6)

a sin 6

0

2

tan
2

’

and \p -

2 2 ’

Also aV( I - cos 6)'^ 4- siu-^= 2a sin

Fig. 120.

If we determine C so that s-O when ^=0, we have C— 4a
;

.. #~4a

the intrinsic equation sought.

xL

If A he the vertex, the arc .4/’” 4rtCos -.

If we measure ^ from the tangent at the vertex (Fig. 121), we must

write for Sir ^
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Hence the normal TQ to the first negative pedal envelopes a circle with

centre 0 and radius a. It is therefore an involute of the circle. If TQ
touches this circle at then p= 7"§=arc where A is the cusp of the

A
involute, i.t. p~a\py for \p — QOA ;

ds , and
a\P

’=
2 •

(See Dif. Calc.^ Art. 455.)

Otherwise ; If r=^a6 be the locus of 1\ r, 6 being the polar coordinates

of the foot of the perpendicular from the pole upon a tangent to the first

negative pedal, the tangential polar equation of the pedal p = a\p \

ds
.
d^p

,
axl/^

543. To obtain the Polar Equation from the Intrinsic.

When the intrinsic equation s— F(yp^) is given, and it is

desired to get the equivalent polar equation, it is usually

best to obtain the Cartesian coordinates of a point on the

curve first, as above, from

X—
- 1

cos F'(\}/) dxj/^
,

^=
j*

sin \lr F'(\}r) d\jr,

and then, after integration, to form

r— and f?= tan"^j

as functions of and finally to eliminate \}r, when the

resulting equation will be the relation between r and 0.

If we attack the problem directly without the intervention

of Cartesians, we have

r^+2r^^-Tr^ p= F'{\p^)=F'(9+i/>)

r=F’(fi+t&n-'
f)

which is a troublesome second order diflferential equation

:

but one which, of course, theoretically furnishes the required

relation between r and 9.

544. Illustrative Examples.

Ex. 1. Find the 5
,

xp relation for the equiangular spiral

Here </> = a, ^ d + u,

8 -a coaec aje ^dQ^
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the constant being determined so that s shall be nieasured from the point

at whicli = - 00
,

t.e. from the pole
;

a a) cot a

COStt

Ex. 2. Conversely, find the polar equation corresponding k>

Cl (i//- a) cot a

cos a

- a)cot<W -- cos(i/^-a),
cosec a

We have - Jcos^

sin a r.
,

(,/,-a)cota j f
.

u =|8inn/'c'^ (111/- sin(i/'-aX
^ a J coseea ^

the constants vanishing if we make x a and y - 0, when xj/ ~ a\

and tan d tan(i/^ - a)
;

j/' -- 0 + a
;

545. Intrinsic Equation deduced from the Tangential Polar.

When the tangential polar efjuation of the curve i« given,

p= /’(x/,), say,

we have at once

and s=

the intrinsic equation re(|uired.

546. Tangential Polar form deduced from the Intrinsic Equation.

To get back to the tangentiiil polar form from the intrinsic

equation

s=fW,

we have, of course,
d\lr'

i+p ( 1 )

To solve this differential equation we may cither say

at once

8ini/r-f5cosx//-f^^2 P f\\lr\

and perform the operation indicated. (See Int(‘gral for

JBeginners, Chap. XVI.), or we may {)roc(Jed thus :
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and

(a) multiply (1) by cos x/r and then by sin x/r, giving
respectively,

4 ^
d (dp .

dxj.GJ V'

;

(b) integrating x\^e have

COH xj^ +p sin =- \*f'W cos x}/dxp-+ A

d^
sin

'I' -7' cos =
j

/(x/,) sin x/^ rfx// - B.

where A and Ji are arbitrary constants;

(Ip
(c) eliminating

dxjr'

/ (x//) cos \// dx//— cos Xjf/

I
f '{\}r) sin x//- d\}/

0 Jo

-f A si n x/r -I- cos x/r
;

and the tangential polar result is obtained.

The i-esult may xibvioiisly be written as

1

4'

Hin (xfr --

(

d) du).

0

Moreover, if we clioo.se our origin of measurement of ^ to be

such that A and B Ixith vanish, and suppose .v to have been

measured from a point where x/r = 0, so that /(0) = 0, we may

integrate by parts and further reduce this eciuation to

p =
|

/(a>)COS(x/r— oj) (Zo).

54-7. Intrinsic Equation deduced from the Pedal Equation.

Wlien the p(‘dal eipiation (p, r) is given, say p=f{r),

dr
I

Then 5 can Ixi found in terms of r by integrating

f rdr

Kr^fW
ds _ _^dr r

dx^” dp f'(r)'
“Again,

(
1

)

( 2 )
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If r be eliminated between equations (1) and (2) we ^et

a differential equation between s and xjr, whose solution

furnishes the intrinsic equation sought.

548. Ex. Consider p = r sin a (equiangular spiral).

r(fr f rdr

V
s cot a,

_ f rdr ( ^

— p^ J rcosa cos a’

ds _rdr
dip dp sin a

^— cot a d\j/^

log s= \p cot a + constant,

549. Pedal Equation from the Intrinsic.

Conversely, if it be required to derive the pedal equation

from the intrinsic equation s==f(\}r), we have

•(1)
dr ds ,,, .

and 2^
= sin\//‘

1
/'(v//“)cos\/r(i\/r— cos\/r| sin\/r d\/r. ...(2)

Upon elimination of \//“ we have a differential equation

dr .

between
,
r and p, which when solved gives the required

p-r equation.

560. Ex. Starting with 5=

r X =^ = C'cotae'^“‘‘,
dp dxp

and p = 8inipjc cot a *cos \pd\p~co8\pjCcot a * sin \p dip

= (7 cot a e'^
^ ain cos ( - a )

- cos ^ ai n ( i// - a
)

^

i.e.

dividing,

i.e.

p = C cos asin ae '^

;

r dr _ J
p dp sin'^^a*

y.2—
. if p and r are taken to vanish together,

sudq. ^

i.e. p = r sin a.

551. Variations on these modes of procedure may of course

be adopted to suit special cases.
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552. Well-known Intrinsic Equations.

Tlie are tlie most common intrinsic equations of

the “well-known” curves:

(1) For the circle, 8 = a\\f,

(2) For the catenary, h = c tan

(3) For the cycloid, «=4asin\/r,

Diff. Calc., p. 273.

„ p. 273.

„ p. 340.

(4) For the epi- or

hypo-cycloid, 1
[or, generally,

.s = A sin B\lf

[or s~Acoi^B\jr,

(5) Involute of a

circle,

(6) Parabola
y'^ = 4>nx,

V-r’

=a[sec\/Atan^

p.345.

p. 275.

[sec xjr tan -f log ( sec \j/ -f tan v/^)
],

)

Int Calc., Art. 517.

(7) Evolute of a /

parabola = 2a(sec^x//— 1),

27(n/-4(.r~2ay,i
Dijf. Calc., p. 275.

Semicubical

parabola

2ai/r=:2x\

(S) Equiangular

spiral,

(9)

IVactory,

(10) Cardioide

r~a(\-^ cos 9),

f = a(l — COS0),

(11) Catenary of

equal strength,

X
y = a log «ec—

,

I — 4(X (seC^yfr — 1A ^ Calc. f(Yt'
|j6-4(x(scc l)^

p. 151.

|s = .4e™*

s = c log cosec Diff. Calc., p. 358.

,s-= 4«sin(|-^),]

included as a cavse of

the epi-cycloid,

|s = 4a^l-cos^),

Int. Calc., Art. 542.

s = agd-i\/A

i.e. 8= a log tan a+t)-

Int. Calc.,

Ex. 8,

Art. 517.
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553. Intrinsic Equation of the Evolute.

Let 5—/ (\lr} be the equation of the ^iven curve. Let s'

be the length of the arc of the evolute measured from some

fixed point A to any other point Q on the evolute. Let 0
and P be the points on the original curve corresponding to

the points A, Q on the evolute
; P curvature

at 0 and P
; \Jr the angle the tangent QP makes with OA

produced, or, which is the same thing, the angle the tangent

PT makes with the tangent at 0.

Then s'=p-po=-^-po

554. Intrinsic Equation of an Involute.

With the same figure, if the curve AQ be the original curve

given by the equation s'=f we have

p-$'+Po, p-^->

^=/(V')+Po.
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Pq is now an arbitrary constant, and

^=|/W flt'/'+PoV'+const.

The intrinsic equation of an involute

f'A

Jo

is the particular involute whose radius of curvature at 0 is p^.

For any of the other involutes, the whole set of which form

a family of parallel curves, replace p^ by a where a is the

radius of curvature of the parallel, corresponding to p^ for

the particular involute considered.

Then s— a\{/^{ f(\j/)d\l^.
j 0

The difference of the arcs OP, O'P' of these parallel curves

is therefore (pQ~(i)^i and if the involutes form closed ovals,

the tangent making one complete revolution, the difference

of their perimeters is 27r(po~a).

555. In the cjise of an involute of a circle, already discussed in

Art. 542, if a be the radius, 0 the centre, A the cusp of the involute,

and Q the point of contfict of the radius of curvature at P,

PQ = aO and dip =
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For a parallel traced by a point at distance b from P

s' ~ J
- b) di{/

= ±p-b^+c

if we measure s' so that

5 ' = 0 when \p ~~s^ a

i.e. another involute of the circle.

556. In the case of the epi- and hypo-cycloids

8 = A sin Bip,

the evolute is s' ^ AB cos - po>

or, dropping the accent, and writing pQ-k-s'-s^ i.e. changing the origin

of measurement of s suitably,

s~AB cos 5^,

s being measured from the point where s~ ABm\ B\p if we

choose a suitable initial tangent, viz. that at the point from which s is

measured.

Hence the evolute of an epi- or hypo-cycloid is a similar epi- or hypo-

cycloid.

Putting /?= 1 we have a case which shows that the evolute of a cycloid

is an equal cycloid.

Supplying the values of A and B (Art. 540), the equations of the curve

and of the evolute may be written

Ah a-f-5
.
=

7

>' = -if^6 'I''

with a different origin of measurement for s' and a different initial

tangent, and we can compai*e the linear dimensions of the two curves, viz.

linear dimensions of evolute a

linear dimensions of original curve ~
a-\-ib'

e.g. in the case of a cardioide, for which a - fe, the evolute is another

cardioide of one-third the linear dimensions of tlie former.

557. Whewell’s Theorem.

An interesting theorem is quoted by Boole from Whewell’s

Memoir (above referred to) with regard to the ultimate form

to which the successive involutes of a given curve tend, the

involutes being such as have equal “ tails.”

Whew ell takes as his original curve 8= F(\}r), which he
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supposes capable of expansion in powers of \//, and s

vanishing with x//-, so that

and he further supposes the successive involutes to be defined

as having the same rectilinear tail at starting.

Let PqP be the original curve, and Q^Q, R^R, SqS,... the

successive involutes, and the several “ tails ” QqPq, RqQq,

SqRq, ... all equal, 8ay= a, and take $
2 , s^, ... the suc-

cessive arcs. The yp-'s are all equal if measured from the

respective initial tangents.

Then for the arc viz. the first involute,

^=a+s,-o+i4,|^,+i42^j+ .

no constant being required, as each arc vanishes with x/r.

Similarly, Sg=a\f/-\-a'^+Aj^+A^^ + ....
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Proceeding thus,

»,.=«('/-+ f7+fj+ - !+•••)•

And when n is very large the terms in the first bracket

(which are unaffected by the form of the original curve)

approximate to — 1.

And those in the second bracket have coefficients which

are ultimately infinitesimally small.

Hence the involutes tend to the limiting form s— a(e’^— 1),

i,e. an equiangular spiral of angle

In a similar manner w^e note that if we start off with a

curve in which 5= wdiere F is an algebraic expression

of the degree,

say + ... +3^^k.

then, since the radii of curvature of the curve and its

successive evolutes are

ds

__ dp ^ dh

—
3 ,

etc.,„ _ ^Pi
^^~dypr d\Jr^

it follows that p =a.^n-l

Hence the (n— 1 evolute is a circle.

Therefore s— a^+6
n\ (n— 1)!

+ ... +jyir+h

is one of the (n— 1)^^ involutes of a circle of radius a, or

parallels to such involutes, the “ tails ” being the successive

coefficients k, j, etc.

558. Involute of a Catenary.

Ex. The intrinsic equation of the catenary is s=c t&D

Hence the intrinsic equation of its evolute is

s= CHec*ik~Poi

and pQ is the radius of curvature at the vertex = c

^for — ^ ^— c, when xf/

—

0
J.

Hence the evolute is «= c(sec2^- l)«=c tan^^^.
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The intrinsic equation of an involute is

s~
j

(c tarn \p A) d\{/

= c log sec ^ + A^+ constant,

and if s be so measured that 5=0 when ^=0, we have

5= c log sec xp-k-Axp.

559. Tracing of a Curve from the Intrinsic Equation 8=/{\lr),

(1) Generally it is best to obtain the Cartesian or polar

form of equation if possible by the methods of Arts. 537,

543, and to trace the curve therefrom by the usual rules

(Diff. Calc., Chap. XIL).

(2) If this be not possible by reason of the failure to inte-

grate the expressions occurring in the articles cited, find the

curvature
,
and examine how the curvature changes with

\{/‘. Note also concavity or convexity to the origin according

ds
as is -f or —

. Note whether s becomes unreal for any

values of \/r, and whether p changes sign for any values

of xIa. Also the inflexions where = oo
,
and the cusps

ds
dyf.

^

where -^= 0.
ayy

Tabulate corresponding values of x//-, s and p.

Observe whether a change of sign in \}/ would alter the

value of 8. If not there is symmetry about the initial line

from which xjr is measured.

Examine whether

* = J^cosx/(x)<^X-

y = sin x/'(x) <^X.

Jo ^

even though not (as in the case considered) integrable in

general terras, can be evaluated as definite integrals for any

particular values of Approximate values of these integrals

may lead to important information as to the position of some

points through which the curve passes. For accurate plotting

the tabulated values of these integrals for various values of

xjr in general becomes necessary. For a general idea of the

shape of the curve when close accuracy of plotting is not
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561. Length of Arc of First Positive Pedal Curve.

Let p be the perpendicular from the origin upon the

tangent to any curve, and x angle this perpendicular

makes with the initial line. We may then regard p, x
the polar coordinates of a current point on the pedal curve.

Hence the length of an arc h of the pedal curve may Ihj

calculated by the formula

« ( 1 )

562. Ex. Apply the above method to find the length of any are of the

pedal of a circle with regard to a point on the circumference {i.e. a

cardioide).

Here, if 2a be the diameter, we liave from the figure,

p= OP cos 2a J •

arc of pedal -j2'^a^cos^ ^ -f si
^ coa'^ - dx

= J2a cos
^ c?x — 4a sin

^
+ C.

Hence,
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The limits for* the upper* half of this cur*ve are x= 0 and x = 7r.

IJcnce the whole peiimeter of the pedal

= 8a.

563. Arc of the Pedal Curve.

Again, the tangent to the locus of F, the foot of the per-

pendicular, makes with OF the same angle that the radius

vector OF makes with the tangent at the corresponding point

F of the original curve.

dp

ds ds*
Thus

ds, (2)

whicli again expresses the arc of the pedal in terms of

elements of the original curve.

The result may be presented in various forms.

Thus = ds=^ ^rd\p^, . .(3)

wdiieh is e(|uivalent to (1) for

dxirJ

Also 6' -

f

d'^J/

dx^

1-f

dx, for Cartesians (4)

or

or

r» +Q
dO for polars (5)

rfr, for pedal equations (6)

(from equation 2).

5()4. Arc of a First Negative Pedal.

If the original curve be r = f(0), then r,0 are the polar co-

ordinates of the foot of the perpendicular from the pole upon
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the tangent to the first negative pedal, whose tangential polar

equation may therefore be written ^ being the angle

the perpendicular to the tangent makes with the initial line

(viz. x =

Also
ds

dx =r+
d^p

constant.

566. Ex. Find the intrinsic equation of the first negative pedal of an

I
ellipse -=l+eco6^, with regard to the pole.

d I f I

Here
~d\ 1 -}-eco8 x^/i+ e cos X

<iX-,

el sin Y I
, e-f cos y .

8— cos-* ”
-f const.

(l+ccosx)^ sjx - l-fccosx

If we choose to measure « from the point where x =

the constant= —

,

1̂^ co3~* 1=0.
Vl-c*

PROBLEMS.

1. Show that the whole length of the curve

- y^) = 8aV is waj2. [Oxford I. P., 1890.]

2. Find the whole length of the loop of the curve

3ay2 = a;(a; - af. [Oxford I. P., 1889.]
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3. Show that the arcs of an equiangular spiral, measured from

the pole to the different points of its intersection with another

e(iuiangular spiral having the same pole but a different angle,

will form a series in geometrical progression. [Trinity, 1884.]

4. Show that the length of an arc of the curve can be

'll 71 1
found in finite terms in the cases when or rr— + 7, is an integer.

*lm 2m 2 ^

5. Elvaluate the expressions,

dx
(i)

1
* :

ds,

wherein the line-integrals are taken round the perimeter of a closed

curve. [St. John’s, 1890.]

6. If s be the length of the curve

0
r = a tanh

^

between the origin and 0 = 27r, and A be the area between the same

I)oints, show that J = a(s - ar ). [Oxford L. 1888.]

7. Show that if the arc of the curve

0
r = a tanh^' {n being integral),

measured from the origin, be called .<?, and if A l)e the correspond-

ing area swept out by the radius vector from the origin,

. + + - +,7^0 "
].

if n be odd and > 2,

if n be even,

' 0
the results for r~a tanh ^ giving 2A =a(s -r)^a{2s - aS)-

0

8. Show that the length of an arc of the Cissoid of Diodes

sin-0
r = a -7,

cos (7

is asj:i(z-t3.n]r^z) taken between limits 0j and 0^ where

Sc^'-^cos 0=1+3 cos- 0.
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9. Show that the intripaic equation of the seraicubical parabola

3ay^ — 2a:^ is 95 = 4a(sec®^- 1).

10. In a certain curve

x = e®sin^, y — e^cosO.^

Show that 5 = e*N/2 +

Also that for the curve

x = e“^sin60, y = 6*^cos bO, s = e“®v/a2 + 6® + C.

Name these curves.

11. Show that the length of an arc of the curve

X sin ^ + y cos 6 =f{0)^
X cos ^ - y sin ^ =f {0),

is given by s =/(^) +f"{0) -f C.

12. Trace the curve y'^ — ^{(i-x)\ and find the length of that

part of the evolute which corresponds to the loop.

(St. John’s, 1881 and 1891.]

13. Show that the curve whose pedal equation is j)^ — 7'‘^ - has

..... .

for Its intrinsic equation s =

What curve is this ?

14. The coordinates of a point on a plane curve are given by the

relations
a; = a[(l - ^)cos 6*+ 208iii 0 - 1],

y = a[(l - sin 0 - 2^ cos 0]

;

prove that Ssa^ = (2a + p){p- a)^,

p being the radius of curvature at the point and s the arcual distance

from the origin. [Oxford II. P., 1888. J

15. The evolute of a parabola whose vertex is A meets the

axis in (7, and the parabola in Q. Find the perimeter of the

figure bounded by ACy the parabolic arc AQ, and the arc of

the evolute CQ, [Oxford I. P., 1889.J

16. Prove that the length of the first negative |}edal, taken with

respect to the origin, of the loop of the folium of Descartes

4- y^ - 3axy = 0

is equal to 6a~a{?r-N/21og(\/2-f*l)}.

17. Find the length of the arc between two consecutive cusjis of

the curve (c® - == c^{ri - a-^), [Oxford I, P., 1889. J
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18. Show that the length of the are of the hyperbola xy~a^

between the limits x — b and x~c in equal to the arc of the curve

+ = between the limits r = b, r=^c. [Oxford I. P., 1888.]

r f (j/i'

19. By means of the formula .9=^ I find the length of the

^
Jv/r2-^2

curve r = n sin- -

.

^ [Colleges a, 1887.]

20. If 5 be the arc of an ellipse ^ measured from the end

of the major axis to a point whose eccentric angle is
<f>f prove that

f J cos-

0

+ b-sin^O dOj

Jo
s + ae^cos sin ^ =

where ^ = tan ^0"4 [Colleges a, 1883.]

21.

Show that the circumference of an ellipse can be expressed

either as

4a j* {\ - d6

or as 4a ( 1 - e-)

J
( 1 - (j-sin-^)'‘’(/^,

where a is the semi-major axis, e the eccentricity. [Trinity, 1887.]

22.

Show that the threc-cus}>ed hypocycloid has equations of the

forms p
~ (.Qs 3^,

(ii) r"* -f Sbr^cos 30 4- 1 Sb^r^ —27b*,

Show that the length of an arc of the inverse of this curve with

respect to the centre is proportional to

tan’i (2 n/2 sin 3i/^). [St. John’s, 1887.]

23. Prove that the intrinsic equation of the curve

1 1 In- 5 5,5,1/ 5 .

ri = aicos^0 IS - = jc 1^ + 4
sin

3 + 3^
sniy

,

where 5 and \p are measured from the point a, 0, and the tangent at

that point. [St. John’s, 1889.]

24. A circle of perimeter S and area A rolls externally in its

plane entirely round an oval curve of perimeter and area B.

Prove that its centre describes an oval of perimeter 2S and area

3A +A [Oxford I. P., 1918.]
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25. Find the centroid of «i sector bounded by two radii vectorcs,

and an arc of the curve whose polar equation is

- sin 2^)(1 +8in 2^)~\

and show that an arc of this curve is expressible as

Da r cos^X^X

2 J (1 + n/5 sin x)7i - D sin^x

[Matz, ^duc . Times.]

26. A rod moves always to pass through a fixed point and have

one extremity on a straight line distant k from the point. Show
that the arc of the curve braced out by its centre of instantaneous

rotation, as the rod moves from the perpendicular position to one

inclined at 45° to the line, is

y{log(\/5 + 2) + 2\/5} A. [Math. Tripos, 1883.]

27. On the tangent at any point P of a curve, PT is taken equal

to the radius vector of P

;

show how to find the length of any arc

of the locus of T. For example, take the equiangular spiral and

verify the result geometrically. [St. John’s, 1884.]

28. Find the arc of the curve enveloped by the line

a; cos </) 4- y sin
(f> = (a cos^(l>-hb&in^cl>)~^

between the points corresponding to <^ = 0,
^

29. Find the whole area of the curve

a; = asin ftsin 2^,

y — a cos 6-bcos 20,

and show that the whole length of its perimeter is equal to that of

an ellipse whose semiaxes are a + 2^>, a - 2b. [Colleges a, 1886.]

30. Prove that if s be the arc of the curve

r = a sec a,

0 = tan a - a,

where a is a variable parameter, measured from the initial line to a

point P on the curve, and if A be the area bounded by the curve,

the initial line, and the radius vector to P, then

Find the area swept out in any portion of its progress by the

intercept of the tangent to the curve between the curve and the

first positive pedal with regard to the origin. [Trinity, 1890.]
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31. If a curve be given by + m*cos2 0, where r is the

radius vector and </> the angle it makes with the tangent, show that

7/1 tan ^
(<f) - 71^) = tan </),

0 being the angle the radius vector makes with the initial line

(which is to be appropriately chosen).

Obtain also a formula for the rectification of the curve. (The

result is not obtainable in finite terms.) [I. c. S., 1898.]

32. Consider the nature of the curves

\L $
(i) s\p- = a^ (ii) ~^ = sin-, (iii) s = l sin

when m<l and when m> 1 .

33. Given a closed oval of continuous curvature without any

singularities : a series of parallel curves is drawn. Prove that if

A denote the area of any one of them and I its perimeter, then

4TrA - P
is the same for all. [I. c. S., 1895.]

34. In the equation of the curve r = a + €'ii, a and € are constants,

the latter being small
; and n is a function of 6 finite for all values

of 0 and periodic, with a period 27r. Show that if A denote the

area of the curve, then its length is ^sIirA accurately as far as

small quantities of the first order inclusive. [1. C. S., 1896.]

35. The area of an ellipse differs from that of its auxiliary circle

by 10 per cent, of the area of the latter. Show that the perimeter

of the ellipse differs from that of the auxiliary circle by 4 93 per

cent, approximately of the perimeter of the latter. [I. C. S., 1910.]

36. Assuming that for the catenary formed by a hanging elastic

wire V 1

~=u4-Jcshu, ~ = chM 4-Wcmw,
c ' c

prove that = \ku + sh w + \k sh 2?^,

reducing to the common catenary when ^ = 0 and approximating to

a parabola when Ic is large. [B.A. Hon. Lond., 1899.]

37. In the cycloid y = • Show that the only curve for which
oCi

both X and y are finite integral functions of s is a straight line.

[OxF. I. P., 1913.]

38. Find the Cartesian equation (choosing convenient axes of

coordinates) of the curve in which

fy^ja^ = (dpjds)^ 4- 1. [Oxr. I. P., 1917.]
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39. Find the intrinsic equation of the curve 21ay^ = ix^, Prove

that the involutes of the curve 27ay‘^ = are given by the equations

x = a tan^ ^ + c cos ^ - 2a,

^2a Uin ^ 4- c sin

c being an arbitrary constant.

What happens when ^ = 0? [Oxf. I. P., 1915.]

40. Show that the length of a quadrant of the curve :r’

is equal to and find the length of one quadrant of the curve

[Math. Tripos, Part L, 1910.]

41. Trace the form of the curve

as t increases from - oo to co
,
and show that its area is tt.

Find also the length of any arc of the curve in terms of t.

[Math. Trip., PartI., 1910.]

42. Show that the length of the arc of the parabola - iax which

is intercepted between the point of intersection of the parabola and

3y = 8a; is

a(log2+ [Math. Trip. I., 1908.]

43. Prove that the perimeter of an ellipse of small eccentricity e

and semiaxes a, h is equal to

J7r(3(a4-^) - 2v/a6},

neglecting and higher powers. [Math. Trip. I., 1917.]

44. Prove that the length of an ellipse may bo expressed by

taken over the area, where dS is an element of the area of the

ellipse and p the radius of curvature of the similar, similarly

situated and concentric ellipse passing through the element dS.

[Colleges, 1892]

45. Find the intrinsic equations of a circle, a catenary, and a

cycloid, and trace the curves s = a<^3, = a and = a^4i.

At any point P of a cycloid the tangent is produced to a length

FT equal to the arc measured from the vertex, and at T a perpen-

dicular is drawn equal to the radius of curvature at F, Prove that

the locus of the extremity of this perpendicular is the same cycloid

moved parallel to its axis through a distance equal to twice the

diameter of the generating circle. [St. John’s College, 1882.]



CHAPTER XVII.

RECTIFICATION (II).

Central Conic, Limaqon, Lemniscate, Trochoids, etc.

Application of Elliptic Functions.

566. We have reserved for a separate chapter the consider-

ation of those curves whose rectification needs the employment

of Elliptic Integrals.

567. Rectification of the Ellipse. Arc measured from the End
of the Minor Axis.

If 0 be the eccentric angle of a point x, y on the ellipse

x~ v

a-

we have x = acosf?, ?/ = 5sin0,

dx= —asinO do ,
dy = b cos OdO.

Hence

and

ds^ = (a^ sin® d-f 6® cos® 9)

5 = aj (1— 6® cos® 0)^ do

gives the arc BP from the end B of the minor axis to any

point P on the curve.

677
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Putting 8 =|-x,

s= a| \/i — e*sm*x<^X= ®®(X' ®)-

(See Chapter XI.)

568. This integral is Legendre’s elliptic integral of the

second kind, and is not expressible in terms of the ordinary

circular or inverse circular functions. But its value can be

found for specific values of e and \ from the tables

calculated for the function fi. Thus, for instance, the

tables for E corresponding to c= i give

^(10")= 17431^

£(20^^)= *34733

£:(30 )= -51788

i/(40'^)= *68506 Values extracted from

£{50')= 84832 ^tables given in Bertrand,

£(60°) = 1*00756 Cdc, Integ., p. 7 J 7.

£(70°) = 1*16318

£(80°) = 1*31606

£(90°) = 1*46746,

Hence, taking an ellipse with a 20-inch major axis and

eccentricity the arcs for eccentric angles 80°, 70°, 60°,.,. 0°,

measured from £, the end of the minor axis, are: 1-74, 3*47,

5-18, 6*85, 8*48, 10*08, 11*63, 13*16, 1467 inches to two

places of decimals.

The student should construct a quadrant of such an ellipse

on squared paper, and by careful stepping with dividers round

the perimeter verify this calculation approximately.

The total perimeter of the ellipse in any case is 4a£i,

where is the complete elliptic integral. And in the present

case 4x 14*6746 = 58*7 inches very approximately.

The circumference of the auxiliary circle = 20‘7r= 62*8318,

i.e. 4*1 inches longer than that of the ellipse.

569. Approximation.

If an approximate value be required, we may expand the

radical vl — e^sin^X* cases where the eccentricity is

small the series is rapidly convergent.
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We then have

-
4e‘sin‘x-|

|
“e«8in«x- ..."jdx-

For a quadrant the limits are 0 and and the arc of the

quadrant

1

,

1 TT 1 1 ,
3 1 TT 1 1 3 0

2
2""2 4^ ‘ 4 2

'2-2‘ 4‘

1 1®,.3 .
1®- 3® >5 «

1 2®
c®-’2®. 4® 4®.

pO
6®

. to 00

The first three terms give for the above ellipse a perimeter

of 58*7 approximately.

570. Other modes of procedure may be adopted.

Cartesians.

Keeping x for the independent variable, we have

dy _ X

dx^

.
/ds\^ , .

62 x* , .
x2 a^-e^x^

\dx.

Hence

V a2 aer.=l+(l-e^)„Ta^—x^ — X*

JoV a2

If we now put x = asin;)(, where x as before, the com-

plement of the eccentric angle, this reduces at once to

as before.

?=a| \/f— e^sin^^cf;^
Jo

571. Taking the central pedal equation

we get

Putting

!%/(«

r + —
}jr^-pi J^(«2 __;.2)(y

2_ 52
)

r® = a* sin®x+^ cos® x >

r dr= (a*— 6®) sin x cos x dx ,

a®-|-6®— r® = a®co8® X"f"6®sin® x = a®(l — e® sin® x)i

(o®— r®) (r®“ 6®) = (a®— 6®)® sin® x cos® x

;

=ajVl- e® sin® X dx^

and
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572. Taking tlie focal f-r equation

62^2a_
r

rdr C rjta—rdr
s —

.|V’"-5=5 J

J2ar-r^

sl2.ar^-hH-r^ I J2ar-b^-r^
-dr.

Putting r = a(l -l-esinx) this reduces at once to

5= aj' \/l— e^siri^x^x,

as before.

573. It appears then that cbE{x, e), i.e.

aj^N/l-e*8in*x«^X.

represents the length of the arc of an ellipse measured from

the end of the minor axis to a point, on the curve, whose

eccentric angle is semi-major axis being a and the

eccentricity e. (See Art. 567.)

This may be written as

J
v/a^cos^X+^^si^^X^X’

or as -\-2lm cos 2x -^m^dx,

where Z-|-m = a and l—m= h. And it is useful to be able to

recognise these forms at once, when they appear, as repre-

senting an arc of an ellipse. They occur in many other

rectifications.

574. March of the Second Elliptic Function.

The form s= aj*^Vl—c^sin^x

for an ellipse gives a very clear idea of the “ march ” of

the second elliptic function” corresponding to any given

modulus e, and it is easy to construct a graph of the relation

between x ^ t)y measuring off ordinates equal to the

arc of the ellipse and abscissae proportional to the com-

plement of the eccentric angle.

Taking a = l, the figure (Fig. 131) shows the march of the
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fimctioTi for the values e = which gives a straight line, viz.

s=x;

e = i, which gives s= 1 Vl — i sin^ i)»
Jo

and c = 1, which gives s = sin x >
the curve of sines.

Fig. 131.

It will be seen that for the first 15' the difference of the

ordinates is so small that there is no appreciable difference

between ordinates in the drawings, in fact for c=0,

S--26180; for s=:'26106; and for 5=-25882, for

X = 15°, which only gives a difference of ordinate of *0030

between the greatest and least, and the curve 8 — E(x) lies

between these extremes. There is much more rapid deviation

of 8 = jE'^X, sin from the curve s = sin x after x ^
•

575. Arc measured from the End of the Major Axis.

Fao nano’s Theorem.

Another method of proceeding gives the length of the arc

AQ measured from the end of the major axis, and incidentally
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a comparison of the two methods establishes a remarkable

result with regard to the difference of two arcs, one

measured from A, the other from B. This theorem is

known as Fagnanos theorem, being discovered by Giulio,

Count de Fagnano (1682-1760).* It shows that two arcs

of an ellipse can be found in an infinite number of ways,

whase difference can be expressed by a certain straight line,

and really establishes in a particular case the addition formula

for elliptic integrals of the second kind.

Take the central tangential polar equation

= a2 cos^ sin^ \// ,

yj/’ being the angle between the perpendicular upon the

tangent and the major axis
;
we have

i.e.

ds
,
d^p

Let Q be the point of contact, whose coordinates are

obviously by comparison of the equation, xcos x/r-fy sin \/r =p,

with the equation^ = 1

»

_ a® cos x/r
,

2
“

» Vi-

dp
Also the negative sign occurring, because in

this case Y is on the forward drawn ” tangent from Q,

and p is diminishing as x/r is increasing.

* Cajori, HiUory of AlalhemaiicSf p. 241.
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d\fr — cos® ^ + 6® sin® dy^/ = a| >/l — 6® sin®
\f/^

d\jr,

which is the same integral as obtained in Art. 567 for the

arc BPy yjr being in that case a different angle, viz. the

complement of the eccentric angle of P.

Hence, if these angles be taken the same in magnitude,

arc ^Q+ tangent QY = afVr-“e®W2'^k^dx/r,

and arc BP =a[Vl -e^sm^y}^d\{A

.

J 0

Thus, iirc BP - arc AQ = tangent QF.
This is Fagnano’s result.

576. Algebraic Relation between the Abscissae of P and Q.

Now
a\// p p

^ ^

Also the ccKjrdinates of Q l>eing

a®
,

6®
.

,Xo = cos >//, w., = - sin \/r,

p * p
^

and those of P Inking

= a sin \}r, ~ b cos \jr
,

we have Ql’ —
,

(^or e®
// 1 //2)

•

f
*® ^ (j,^ \

Hence arc PP—arc = ^ 2)

This result is symmetrical jvs regards ,
and therefore

arc BQ— lire AP—
^

XjXg,

as is, of course, immediately obvious otherwise.

Also ~XiX2= tangent PF', if OF' be the perpendicular on

the tangent at P from O. Hence QY = PY'.

Again, (a®— x^®) (a® - x^®) == (a® —a®8in® \jp) (a-
cos® \]r\

_ ® cos ^^2 c;i ,^2 ^

j

p“

e®Xj®X2® ~ a®(Xj® -f
~
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577. The corresponding relation between and is

-b^= 0,

that is e'2i/j23//-6%jH2/2*)+ ^‘= 0,

where i+ =
e “

e being the “ imaginary ” eccentricity.

578. The Fagnano Points.

It will be noticed also that

5^2
a?

Hence, at the point F on the arc AB at which P and Q
coincide when (p is suitably chosen,

Jr 52 1

a -f-6
’

6^ a-\-b

and the coordinates of the point are therefore

-Iwt-f-6
and this is called the “ Fagnano Point,” * for the first quadrant.

579. Properties

At this point F,

arc BF— arc AF==
- b^ (P ,=—,r- • -j =a~b

a O'* Or6

= the difference of the semiaxes.

And the length of the projection of the radius vector OF on

the tangent at F is also =a— b.

ruA rpi • c sin x/r cos x//*

580. Ihe expression tor yP, viz.

n/o^ cos^ yp +6^ sin^ \p

be written as

d^— h^ . a^—h^
___ - ^ %C

J cosec^ xfr ~\-b^ sec^x^* J(a -f 6)^ -f- (o cot x/r— b tan x/r)*
’

and therefore QY attains its maximum when tan x/r-= viz.

0— 6. The Fagnano point is therefore the point for which

QY has a maximum value. QY varies continuously from

zero to a— 6 in travelling from B or A to F.

* (irceiihiirH Elliptic FnnctiwiHy p. 178 onward.
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581. If we seek for a point Q upon the quadrantal arc AB
of an ellipse such that QY, the projection of OQ upon the

tangent at Q, is of given length I, where 0<l<a—b, there

will be two solutions, viz. the points P and Q, whose positions

are given by the equations

= and — r^,

r being: the radius vector to either of the required points, viz.

OP or OQ.

Eliminating p we have

(r2- a2- 62) (r2~ l^)-\-a^b^ = 0,

;.4_ ( 1 )

with roots ,
such that

riHr2^ = a2+62+J2, (2)

and e(jual roots when l = a— b and —ah

If we differentiate equation (2),

fj dr^+r^dr^-ldl*

If we call BP, and BQ, s^, and remember that

f = projection of radius vector on the tangent,

viz. I in both cases,

ds-^ ~\~ds2 “ dl/y

ie. s,+Si=l+C (3)

where C is a constant.

Taking the case when r^ = b, that is P at B, we have

and therefore must =a and J = 0, for r^^a,

so that Q is at A ;
then = 0, ^2

= AB,l = 0 simultaneously

;

C - arc AB ;

arc fiP+arc BQ = I +arc BA, ie. arc BP- arc AQ = I,

* Soc Bertrand, CcUc. Intig., p. 380.
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which is Fagnano’s result, and the points P, Q, in which

the arc AP must be divided to give a definite value I for QY

,

are determined by equation (1).

Examples.

1. Show that if coaxial ellipses be drawn with a given centre such that

the areas enclosed between them and their respective director circles is

constant, the locus of the Fagnano points is a circle of the same area.

2. Show that the locus of the Fagnano points for similar and similarly

situated concentric ellipses is a pair of straight lines.

3. Show that the locus of the Fagnano points which lie on con focal

2c being the distance between the foci.

4. Show that if F be the Fagnano point on an ellipse of semiaxes

2 arc BF— a b,

2 arc A F—aEy - a -f I

where is the complete elliptic integral of the second kind

5. Show that the central perpendicular upon the tongent at a Fagnano

point is a geometric mean betw^een the semiaxcis, and e(jual to the serni-

diaraeter conjugate to the nidius to the Fagnano point. Further, that

the radiu.s of curvature at this point is al.so ofjual to t lie perptmdicular, and

that the normals at the corresponding point on the evolute pass through

the centre. Finally, that the arc of the evolute is at such a point

divided in the ratio

6. Show that if a straight nxl LM of length «-f-6 slides with its ends

on two axes Ox^ Oy at right angles and cari'ies a point F whose distance

from L and M are resjxjctively a and A, which thus describes an ellipse,

then at the instant when is tangential to the path of P, F is a

Fagnano {X)i!it on the described ellipse, and the circle on LM for

diameter pjisses through the point on the normal at F where that normal

touches the evolute.

7 Show that the tangents at the points ?/,), Q(x^, 7/2) on an

ellipse which are related U> each other so that

intersect on a confocal hyperbola which prusses through the Fagnano

points.

[Many profxu’ties of these [>oint8 will l>e found in Oreenhiirs Elliptic

Functions^ pages 182, 183.]
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582. Properties of the Locus traced by a Pointer which pulls

taut an Inextensible String passing round a given Oval.

Taking the case of any oval curve, let A be the point from

which s is measured
;
PQ, P'Q', the tangents at contiguous

points (s, \fr) (s-\-Ss, of the oval; and let a length

PQ — t be measured upon the forward drawn tangent at P,

P'Q' =^t+St upon the tangent at P'. Let the tangent to the

locus of Q make an angle 0 with the tangent at P to the oval.

Draw QN {)erpendicular to P'Q', and let the arc QQ'= dor.

Then, to the first order,

QN = tS\l/‘, Q'N = Scr cos

and t+St+Ss = tcos S\fr+NQ'

= t cos 0 ;

St = cos
(f>
Sa (1)

If QP, Q'R' of lengths t\ l>e the other tangents from

Q, O' which can be drawn to the oval, and s\ s'-{-Ss' be the

arcs APR, APR' respectively, and if 0' be the angle which QR
makes with the tangent QQ' to the Q-locus and the

difference of the angles of contingence at R, R\ we have in

the same way, QN' being the perpendicular upon QR,

,
QN ' ==•- Sa cos </>',

t' -^Ss'—Scr cos
’<f>' -f

^ ' -j- St',

to the first order

;

St'Ss'=— cos if}' Sa (2)
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If the Q-locus be such that the tangent at Q always

bisects the exterior angle between the tangents from Q to

the oval,

— and QN = Q'N' = So- sin (p to the first order.

4'herefore ^<+ ^s+cSt'— <?s'=0, \

and i S\lr=t ’ S\lrj

These equations give

1 dt 1 dt' p p
i t

’

i.e.

c^log^ c^log^' p p
d\p dxp' t' t

’

(3)

and also ^+^'+5—^'—constant W
Equation (4) expresses that in such case

QP+QR— sltc constant,

i.e. QP+QR+arc PAR— constant

In this case the Q-locua is an oval traced by a pencil at Q
which draws taut a loop of string placed round the original

oval.

588, Dr. Graves’s Theorem.

The ca.se when the original oval is an ellipse and the

Q-locus is a confocal, when the necessary property holds,

viz. that the tangent to the Q-locus bisects the exterior angle

between QP, QR, gives tlie well-known theorem due to Dr.

Graves, viz.

If two tangents be drawn to an ellipse from any point of

a confocal ellipse, the excess of the sum of these two tangents

over the intercepted arc is constant.*

Incidentally, we have a method of drawing an ellipse

confocal to a given one.

584. If the Q-lociis be such that its tangent bisects the

interior angle between the tangents QP, QR^ as it would
do in the case of an ellipse and a confocal hyperlx)la. and
if we measure s and s in opposite directions from the

* Salmon’s Conic Sections, p. .357 ;
Graves’s Trandat 'ion of Chaslen's Memoirs.
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point A, where the Q-locus meets the oval, we liave, in the

same way,

QN=S(r sin (p—t d\Jr , QN'~Scr sin <p'=t' d\lr\

NQ'= Sa cos 0 , N 'Q'=^ So- cos <j>'
;

t'+Ss+8(TQ.o^ (P'^v+8t\

and when
<l>
= (p\ we have dt—dt'=^ds—ds\ and t d\lr = t' d\jr\

d\o^t dlogt' p p
dxfr dxf/^ t t'

’

and

so that

to the first order
;

and also 5'+const.

;

also, as ty t\ s, s' all vanish at 4,

i~s=t'— s'

,

i.e. tangent QP—arc -4P= tangent QR— arc AR.

MacCullagh’s Theorem.

For the case of the ellipse and the confocal hyperbola,

where the condition (p—<p' is necessarily satisfied, we have

the following result.

If tangents QP, QR be drawn from a point Q on a hyperbola

to a confocal ellipse cutting the hyperbola at the difference

of the tangents is equal to the difference of the arcs AP ,
AR.

This theorem is due to MacCullagh.*

Salmon’s C(mic Sections, p. 358 ;
Chaslea, CompUs Jiendua, Tom. xvii.
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585. Deductions.

If we draw tangents to the ellipse at the extremities of

the axes, the particular confocal to the ellipse which passes

through the corners of the rectangle formed cuts the ellipse

in the Fagnano points, and if Q be the intersection of tangents

Fig. 136.

at A and B, and F the point in the first (piadrant where the

confocals cut, MacCullagh's theorem gives

QB—QA - arc FB— arc FAy

and if the semiaxes be a and 6, we have

arc FB— arc FA— a —6,

which is Fagnano s result.

586. From the theorem of Dr. Graves it appears that if

Qiy Q2 ^ any two points on the confocal and Q^P^,
;

02^2 » ^2^2 corresponding pairs of tangents to the

original ellipse,

QA+QA -arc P,R,= (?,F2+<?2«2-arc
;
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and therefore that the difference of the arcs P^Riy ^2^1
(QiPi+QiR,)~{Q,P,^Q2R2)

and is therefore rectifiable iii terms of known lines.

The particular value of the constant to which

QP+QR-&TCPR

is equal may be found by taking Q at a specified point on the

confocal, e.g. where it cuts the conjugate axis.

And a similar result follows also from MacCullagh s theorem.

587. Exactly in the same way, if Q be a point on the ellipse

and QPy QP' be tjxngents to the same branch of the hyperbola,

it will be clear that

QP— &TC AP—QP'— Q.rcAP\

for tlie tangent at Q still satisfies the requisite condition, namely
that the internal bisector of the angle PQP' is a tangent

to the ellipse. And the difference of the arcs AP, AP' is

therefore expressible as the difference of two straight lines

and is rectifiable. Moreover, if be another point on the

ellipse, such that tangents Q^P^ can be drawn to the

same branch of the confocal hyperbola, the difference of

the arcs PPj, P'P{ is rectifiable. In order that the point Q
should be such that tangents can be drawn to the same

branch of the hyperbola, such point must obviously lie in

one of the regions between the asymptotes in which the

hyperbola lies. In the limiting case in which QP is an

®^ymptote, the difference of the infinite portion of the
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asymptote QP and the infinite are AP is finite and ecjual

to the difference of QP' and tlie are AP\ Q being now

at the point of intersection of the asymptote witli the

ellipse.

588. Bectification of the hyperbola

Let 0 be the centre, CA the semimajor axis, s the length of

an arc AP measured from A in the first quadrant, OF the

perpendicular p upon the tangent at P.

Then p=x cos xfr+y sin touches the curve if

p^=za^ cos^ — 6* sin * \/r— a* ( 1—e* sin^

In the case of the hyperlx)la, when P lies in the first

quadrant, y^r is the angle ocCY and is negative, and as s

increases from 0 to oo whilst P travels along the arc from A,

Y travels from A towards C along the first positive pedal

curve r*=a* co8^0—62 sin* 0, which becomes a I^mniscate of

Bernoulli when 6=a, i.e. when the hyperbola is rectangular.

The angle yp therefore remains negative, and as its actual

magnitude is increasing \p is algebraically decreasing and

an increment d\p is negative. When P has travelled to

00 along this branch of the curve the limiting position

of YP is an asymptote. The tangents at the node of the

pedal are therefore the perpendiculars to the asymptotes of
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the hyperbola, coinciding with them in the case of the

rectangular hyperbola and iis pedal r^=a^ aos W.
Let us find the length of the arc AP from .4 to a point P

for which

We have and

therefore, integrating,

5— izzrj pd\}/.
Jo

Now t = is the projection of the radius vector OP upon

the tangent ^PY, and is pasitive.

pY_-~
sin x/r cOvS \/r ae^ sin cos

\/l sin^v/r
’

and
j p (l\jr=a\ v 1 — sin^ \]r dxfr^ —a f ^ I —e^ si y dy

;

Jo Jo Jo

arc AP~PY ~a{ vT^- e^sin-

x

Jo

t.e.
ne^ sin v cos v P

-at V l-e^sin^x^X’
v/l—c-Hin^x Jo

or /^y —arc /IP—a f \ \ ~e^ ydy (1)

Jo

This integral is not of the Ijcgendrian form at present, e being

essentially greater than unity.

If P be allowed to travel to oo
, x ultimately becomes

tan-i® (ic.

H(mcc the excess of the infinite asymptote Ccc over the

infinite are Aoc is

_ , a

J

tan %

v/l— sin^x^^X-

It is easy to reduce the integral in equation (1) to two

integrals of Ixigendre's standard form.

Let e sin x=sin o).
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Then e cos x ^ dco, and

1 r- Icos^wdw

- sin* a)

=el I
'ii--— jn— dw

Jo

^4”
e==’ f

—e
^
—cos^ a f

. Y + f \/l — sin^ a sin^ <*) dtt> j,
^ Jovl—sm^asm^o) Jo

where
6 . a^+62

cot a= - ,
i.e. - ~ ^

- =cosec^ a
,a

and a is the complement of the half angle between the

asymptotes.

Hence,

Arc AP=PY +ae[cos2 a F(w, sin a) —E(w, sin a)],

2?" and E being the Legendrian standard integrals of the first

and second species, whose values are tabulated for particular

values of the modulus sin a, o) being sin-^ jn the

upper limit and PY, written in terms of <*>, being

_ tanc*),^!—Hin^asin^ctf^a/^tanoo A (^Mod. -Vsm a \ ej

where A =^ I — sin^o;

,

i,e. Arc=ac{tan coA + cos^ a F{w, sin a) ~-E{w, sin a)} (2)

589. In a rectangular hyperbola a ==^, c=\/2, and we have

Arc==a\/2|^tan wv/f

—

^ sin^oj-i-i'^
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Examples.

1. In the hyperbola a = 6 tan a, A = vl -sin-^asin^c^, and

show that we may take x— h tan a sec ^ A, ?^ = 6 cos a tan and that

ds h cos a ^ a i. j

acp Acos’'<p costt

and s = 6 sec a tan </>A+ 6 cos a /X</), sin a) - 6 sec a £*(</), sin a).

2. From the polar equation — deduce the rectification of the

rectangular hyperbola, viz.

4t = a\/2[A tan + E\

3. If PQ be a chord of one branch of a hyperbola, touching a confocal

ellipse at and the confocal cutting that branch of the hyperbola at A

and /^, and if PR, QS be the other tangents from P and Q to the ellipse,

show that the elliptic arcs AR, BS exceed the elliptic arc AFB by the

excess of the tangents PR, QS over the chord PQ, i.e. that

arc d R + arc BS - arc AFB

is rectifiable in terms of known lines.

In jKirticular, examine what happens:

(1) When F the vertex of the confocal ellipse.

(2) When F is at B.

(3) When PR and QS are at right angles to PQ and F the vertex

of the ellipse.

590. Another Method of Treatment for the Central Conics.

Use of Hyperbolic Functions.

In the case of the central conics it is instructive to consider

another inode of treatment of the rectification.

The relation sin

gives x=c sin u cosh v
,
y=c cos ?/ sinh v

Then t^=const. is the equation to the ellipse

c^cosh^tJ c*sinh®t?

and w=con8t. is the equation to the hyperbola

-1
c^sin^w c^cos^w

’

and different constant values of v and u give confocal ellipses

and hyperbolae.
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Now dx

c
~

dy_

oos u cosh V du-{-mn u sinh v dv,

- —sin u sinh v du +cos u cosh v dv»

Hence

ds^
_=(cos^ u cosh^ tj-fsin® u sinh® v) {du^-{-dv^)

= {( 1 —sin® u) cosh® i^+sin® u (cosh® v— 1 )} (du^+dv^)

=(cosh® V—sin® w)(c?w®-f t'®).

Hence, for any of the family of the ellipses i^^const.,

~=,ycosh® i?— sin®w (/w
( =const.);

and for any of the family of hyperbolae i^=const.,

— =\/cosh® V—sin® w dr (w— const).
c

591. In the case of the ellipse a;®/a®+?/®/6®~l,

a=c cosh V
, b~c sinh v

,
c® ---

a®— 6®==a2e^,

where e is the eccentricity, and c=8echr.

And <is=a\/r— e® sin®wdw,

5=aj Jl—€^8m^udu~aE(u, e),

Jo

In the case of the hyperbola x®/a® ~-y®/5® ~1,

a—c&inu, b—ccosu, and c®=a®+6®=a®e®, e=^cosec w.

With the notation of Art. 589, in which

= — X» sin ;( = sin u sin w,

we have

cos X =JT^ sin®u 8in®ft) = A and t^PY—c tan w A.

The line xcoB\f/+y Hm\}/ — p is tangential, provided that

p® s= a®cos® \jr— 6® sin® \{/

= c®sin®tA A® ~ c®co8®w sin®^^ 8in®ft) = c®8in®?4 cos®ft)

;

p = c sin cos ci>.
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.
• A 6‘^8in ^= c sin ^14 A sec ft), y= ~= ccoii^ut&n(jo,

'n ’

The point of contact P is given by

_a^C08\/r_~ ~
P

and, as these are to be csin u cosh v, ccos u sinh v, we have

cosh y = A sec ft), sinh v = cos u tan o).

It follows that cosh v dv = cos u sec-co dw,

j cos u dwdv= .

A cos ft)

Again.

ycosh**^ sin“u — VA'^^sec^d)— sin-u = cos u sec cd.

i.e.

Hence 1 = 1^cosh‘^ u - sin-tt dv
c J

-dw
o fsec -

6

= cos- 14 I—7—

J A
= A tan ft)+cos^u/^— E (mod. sin u)

by Legendre s fourth formula, p. 399 ;

Arc=Py +ae^l — sin u)—aeE(w» sin w),

the same result as before.

592 . The Lemniscate.

The e({nation is cos 2d ;

we have at once

whence
ds a
jp, = r sec 26= --
do xcos 26

do
J= al -r-=-

"

Jov'cos 26

Put
sin0cos0(/<A

cos 20 = cos^ 0 ;
/. dO = - ~ 26—

, sin <;/5> cos d<fr

Jocos 0 V 1 — cosV Jov'2—sin®0

= «-f
d(f)

\/2 Jo \/l~i sin^<^ >/2

or
" I ^= — . am-^ <h,

V2
^
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Hence

Hence

5n/2 ,am - =
a

cn = cos 0= -

.

a a

= “^cn“^-, mod. 4-.
V2 « V2

Here s is measured from the vertex.

We might have expressed d from the beginning in terms

of r, and then
^ 2

0= 2^ cos-^

s = a“l
dr r*’

then putting r= acos(p the work proceeds as before.

For the whole length of the arc, we have
w

4<i f ^ dd> — 1

71 ] , v/r=ysip 0
""

The tables for (Bertrand, CJ. p. 710) give Fj = r85407,

whence whole arc = 20^2 x 1*85407 = a x 5-2441.

We might, however, proceed as follows:

r4 do
2 1 .

Jn V COS 20

Putting 26=^w, we have

m)m
s

—

2aJ
(cos (v) ^ dw— 2a •

It will be shown later (Art. 872) that

r(n)r(l-n)=
' ' sin mr

where n is less than unity. Borrowing this theorem for

present purposes, tt

r(i)r(i)=--=W2;
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The values of the T functions are calculated. Tables of

these values are given in Bertrand’s Calcul Integral, pages

285, 286, to seven places of decimals from Log r(l) to

Logr(2). As the values of r(x) from r(l) to r{2) are

all fractional, 10 is added to their ordinary logarithms for

convenience of tabulation, as is usual in tables of logarithms

of sines and cosines. (See Chambers’s Mathematical Tables.)

Now
and Lr(i)= Lr(|)+log4,

where L denotes the tabular logarithm,

= 9*9573211 from the tables of L r(a:).

+ •6020600 log 2 -•SOI 0300

10*5593811 logTT -•4971499

2iogr(i)= Ml 87622 log27r = •7981799

log\/27r - *3990899 log \ 27r= •3990899

logi-= •7196723

log 5-2441 -= •7196710

13

Difference for 1= 8

50

50

Hence 5-211 116.

Hence the whole perimeter of cos 20 is, as before,

5-2441 16 X a.

593. Incidentally, it may Ik.‘ remarked that the equation

5v/2

Fig. 140.

for a lemniscate gives a very good idea of the graph of the

functions cn and cn“' for the case mod. and we can readily



t]

c<

The ordinate sliows the march of the function cnx, the

abscissa the march of cn'^a:.

1.

Find the length of the arc- of a leinniscate r- — a-cos'ZO fronv

e=o to o=Z.
t)

Here

a (i(t> •y I ^ 1 i

' .*5 ' 4’

and from the tables for /'’^</>, '
(Uertraiid, Valcul I)itctp<d^ |>. 71h.)

,

= 82602;
V 1 - ^ sin“<jf>

/. .^ = aN/2x ^laOl

2. Find the area of the curve /Z^-
^

^

for tlie portion in the first

quadrant. What connection is there between this problem and the

evaluation of the perimeter of the lemni.scate ?

3. Draw a careful polar graph of the lemniscate r--* 2.'> cos 26^, taking

one inch as unit of length, and deduce a Cartesian graph of

.V
=5cn^^ (nuKl.JJ

4. Show that the difference between the lengths of the asymptote and

the infinite arc of the hyperbola x^la^ I in the first quadrant is

*“
2 12 e'^2C 4 ^'2*74^

(>

1 1.P.32..V 1

r(>e‘"''2C42.6C8 e‘
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594. The Limacon cos 0.

Here ~^-=~6sin6^ and =a2-|-2a6 cos
;

>f•'o
5—1 ^/ -\-2ab COS do

4-6)2— 4a6 si n^ dd

— 2(a-|-6)j'^

= 2(a+6)£(^,

(Let 0=2</>.)

4a6
\/ 1 — /c^ sin^

<f>
d(j), w liere :=:=

An obvious inodilication will be necessary if a and 6 be of

opposite sign.

'I'his curve very well illustrates the march of the second

elliptic integral E. The arc AP iiieasured from the vertex

Fig. 142 For the c;iRe a :>'6.

is ])roportional to E, whilst </> is half the angle AOP. See

also Art. 574.

The result shows that the arc AP oi the lima(;on is equal

to the arc of an elli})se of semi-major axis 2(a4-6) and

eccentricity “4?^, measured from the end of the semi-minor

axis to a point on the ellipse for which the complement of

the eccentric angle is ^ (compare Art. 573). The semiaxes of

the ellipse in question are then 2{a+5) and 2(a~h).
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This would also be evident upon writing

>/a* -|-2a^ cos 6 -\-b^ dO

as (a-|-6)^ cos* ~ +(a— 6)* sin* ^
dO

0 ^ 2 It

J

4>

y(2a+6)*cos*0-|-(2a— 6)*sin*^t/0, where 6=2<p.
0

595. Ex. Consider the case of the liinacon in which ^ = for the

^
^ b 2-V3

portion from ^=0 to ^= g-

tt a 4- 6 2 j to 4<//> 1 .1 . TT
Here and =

<^-b v/3 {ci-kh)^ 4’ 2 6

s= 2(« + i) ( JT- } if) (itf>

= 8^r(2 -V3) X 01788, from the tables for E{(f), i),

= ril012xa.

The liraa9on is of coiir.se the focal inverse of a conic, and when a — k

the cardioide is the inverse of a parabola.

596. Trochoidal Curves. (See Dif. Calc., p. 344.)

If a be the radius of the fixed circle, b that of the rolling

circle and the carried point P be at a distance 7nb from the

centre of the rolling circle,

x~{a-{-b) cos 0 - mb cos - S,

y~{a-{-b) sin 0—mb sin 0.

Hence — (a-f-6)sin ff-f-m(a-j-6)sin^^^ 1

(a+6) cos cos

j

/. =(a+6)* (1 -fm*)— 2m((/ -f6)* cos

Let

=(«+6)*(I+m)*
[

4ni
cos*

aOl

2b}

aO

26
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cyu rx ojm
Then s=-- (a+b){l+m)j v/l— where

where s is measured from the point at which

i.e. from a vertex F, as in the case of the epicycloid (Art. 540).

Hence again we can find the length of any desired portion

by means of the Ubles for Legendre’s elliptic integrals of the

second form
;

or, which comes to the same thing, such length

can be expressed as Ixdng ecjual to the corresponding arc of an

ellipse, measured from the end of the minor axis, the 8emi>

major axis being (a-\-b)(l-\'Tn), the eccentricity being

a
^
and x being the complement of the eccentric angle

at the end of the elliptic arc.

For a circle, when m— Oj

For the epicycloid, when m = l.

*= (<i + i) sin X = (« + ft)

which agrees with the I’esult of Art. 540.
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We might use this curve, like the ellipse and the lirna^on,

to construct a graph showing the march of

for any modulus

sill- X

2jm
1 +m

597. The Cassinian Oval.

The bipolar equation of this curve is (See Diff.

Calc,, Art. 458.)

Fig. 144.

If S.y be the hx'i, *S'^*So-"2a, and if the line of bvc^i be

taken as jr-axis and its centre 0 as origin, the equivalent

polar eijnation is

r* — 2aV* cos 2d ~\-a^

Three cases arise ;

(1) a >6, two separate twin ovals witli vertices distant

v/a^-f-6^, from 0,

(2) a=-5, reducing to Bernoulli s lernniscate.

(3) a<6, one single oval lying outsidi* the hunniscate,

which may or may not possess intlexions.

The equation may be written

^24." ^-. -2a2co8 2d.

Take an auxiliary angle (Y such that
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Then cos 20 cos 20',

=a- cos 20 —6^ cos 20'
;

a'*— cos^ 20— 6^ cos 2 20',

or sin^ 20=// sin^ 20',

the auxiliary angle 0' is such that

r/ sin 20- sin 20'.

Differentiating th(‘- original equation, we have

r dO r^ ~r;2cos20

dr sin 20
’

& 1
or

1

sin^ 20 sin2 20' ’

Ifi
p'a> iP

,/r

. s
sin 20

or 1 .
—

;

ir sin2t>
’

as b ^ ^ dr gp'a-’fT?
flj.

b Jr n/ 1 f/»

or
?>jr j \

H v-Ecos 2rt
,

i'

:

=cos 20'.where

We shall adopt the first or the second forms accord ino

a is > or < tlian b.

Let X //
/ 1 o 1 • O .

5 , (a 4' b ) : =cos 2a, where -,^sm 2a
;

<r a**

~ =cos2/3, where
^^2

= sin 2/3.

—
- b^

In the case a 4 6 ,
'?r=cos 20 ^

-
2a^r^

80

r+x''^./2v'»+x

':-x"=s/2v/m-X;
a r

r= (,^/u -j-X “hv'^w— >\)»

, a / dt/ d?/

^ 2\'^2\\/w4-X \/w—

X

)•

as
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h (

r
du n du

2s/2lJ u \/( 1
— w^)(w-f-A) Juv(l - u^){u X)1

./sin 0 \
,

,/sin 0 • \'l-If
,
COS a ) -fsn"^( .— .

,
sin a )

2L \COSa / \sin a /J

(Art. 388, 4).where sin 2a
tt-

In the case a'^h

,

v = cos 2d'——

,

y2 ^2

P+m%^=2i;.

and the work proceeds precisely as before, interchanging

a and 6, u and v
, d and O', X and ^ , a and ^

,

on tlie right-

hand side of the values of ^

.

a a -1

Vcos ^ ’

cos p )
-fan

/sin d'

\sin
. sin^)],

where 0'= | 8in“i(sin 2^ sin 20) and sin 2/3 ~ ^2
.

The arc is in both cases measured from the vertex, where

r=Ja^-\-b^.

598. In the case ^)f the Lenmiscate,

a=b
,

r^—2a^ cos 20—6*- cos 20, say

;

then 0 = O', and either case gives

s=|.2sn-»(y2sin0,

=acn-»(vr--Wy,
J2)

=”Cn“‘(^-, as in Art. 592.
\c J2/

699. It is a very instructive process to perform the same rectification

fii-st expressing 0 in terms of r. We have

= (r® + a* + 6*)( - r»+ a*+ 62)(r* - a® 4- 6*)(r2 + a^- b^) /4oV‘

= [(a*+ 62)’ - - (a*~ 62)2]/4aV.
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Let r - v/a^4-6* and =
a^ + u*

the positive value to be taken.

sin 2 6> = (<2“'+ 6‘0 n/( 1 - u^jlu* - X*) l'2.aHL\

and dr du
;

j-_ p
u^du

*

“Va* + 6* Ju v'(l
*

Again, (I - u^){u* - A^)-[(l - u^){u^ - A*)][(l +M*)(u='-f A*)]

-[(1 + A*)m* A*)][(l + A2)it*4-(2i«+ A")]

= (1 +A*f u*-(w« + A*)*

where
A*

-(1+A*)r.

This transformation gives

u+-=v/(r+p)v+ix,

u

Adu

^\+l*

2»< = N/(i + A»)i- + 2A + \/(I +AV - 2A,

dv
.

dr

2X ’

14- A‘V'’+4i. V-H
2A» f 1 -jy^

' Va* + 6>
J. '(r+ A»)Vl - I'* 4

nA+J.^
4

^/' 2X‘
. /

2A }d<>

V" + i+A» V^-f+A-'

b'

'2s/af+7Wr+X«

X i r' dv
4-

1 J

/•* dv

U u.
2X A

l"+rTA^; (-4^
Now an integral of form /= / -,r can be converted at

® I ^/(l-v^){v-^c)

once i!ito the standaixl Ijegendrian form as follows (Art. 388, 4) ;

Put v4-c= (l 4-c) coa*<^.
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^
r® — 2(1 4-o)sin<^cos</)f/</)

n/{(1+c)-(1 +c) cos* </>}{(! -c)4-(l +r) cos*<^Kl +c)coB*<^

_;/•*

Jo V2-(l+c)sin*<#i

/A r* #
Jo

«"•<#-

2A
and as in our case c=-t 7—-v-, ,

it is nninerically less than nnity and
1 + A'^

1 c

^
is positive and less than unity ;

</)= ani(//v^2), mod.

cos </>= cn(//\/2) and /=\^cn“^

Hence, finally, we have

+ A*

l-f A* . /l/^ ^
2A \

VK'- ,!\.)

'

-/s n/(I?Ti‘y+ (a* ~ 6*)

1+A,

r+T’ y/2jl+\*)

1 - A

^2(T-VA*)^

' V2 V(a*+ 6*) + (a*

Va* - a* ~

1 \ V(a*+ />*) + ~ />*) / \ \/(a* -f //**) - \^(a* ^ ^•)

the respective moduli being

\/a*+ 6* -f >/a* + />* - Va* -- h*

^/(a• +^ + (a* ~ 6*) s'! V(o*+ 6*) + (<!»- />•)

For the twin loop curve a >6,

•Ja* — b* s/a* - b* 1

_
r+—

_
r--—

-

‘ ^ 's/a'+ d' + Va'-i*'*’''" Va*+ 6* - %/«*"-
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with re.sf)ectivt‘ moduli

•J -f- \l ~ ~~ b^

2a ’ 2a

For the single-loop curve a< b,

b\ -
. = - |cn

r+-
- -h cn~ * -

s!b^ xj
b‘^ - slh^-\-a^ ~ xjb^ -

with respective moduli

4- a* 4- >//>* — a* s!6 *
-I- a^ — n//; ^ ~

^
„„

6(X). The expressions written in this rectiheation are less simple than

\vht3n written in terms of 6^, as in Art. 597, but can readily be reduced.

/,2

In the case a>6, let .sin2a = ~r, : tlien r* — 2a“r^ cos 26^4- cos^ 2tt = 0.

Also cos

and cn~^

2a=V'-r*’

•Ja'-h'
r 4-

imauEiujLj. I = on ‘

N'a* -f 6* 4- Va* - b^ j
cos a

sja^+ h' -\Ui^-b^
= ,

s! 0^ -
=

2^;
’

a * cos 2a

cos 2a 4-
r*4-a^ cos® 2a

•J2 cos a

,
V cos 2a 4- (’08 2fy— cn~* JV2 cos a

Similarly,

cn~*

Hence nr >b,

\/(i* - b*

r

\^a*4-6* ~ \/a* -h*

/cos*a -- siirO
= cn * A/ 5- =sn *(

).

\ cos-^tt \cosa/

= 8n-4?!ll®')
I \sin a/

.^'Tsn-
,/ainO \, j/sin 0 •

*“2aL*
as before.

Also for the case a< 6, since

r*+ = 26 * cos 20 ' (A rt. 597 ),

r*+^”?-!?^= 26*0 - 28in‘0 ');
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/. cos 2/^^
= 26*(1 - 2 sin® O')+ 26* cos 2/3

= 4^*(coB*/3-siu*0')
;

6* cos 2/3

r / sin* O'
.

2i cos /J ^ COB* 13*

,
r* -f- 6 * cos 2^ /sin 0 ' ..X

cn“^ -r = ( zyjcosp)*
2r6c08/3 \coa /3

Similarly, cn-

=

«r.-(^ ,
sin/?);

where 0'= ^8in~‘(8in 2j38in20), the result of Art. 597.

601. Serret’s Method of Rectification of a Cassinian.

A different method of rectification of a Cassinian Oval

is given by Serret* connecting two arcs measured from

different vertices of tfie curve, and expressing these arcs

directly in terms of 6.

In the twin-oval case a>6, let A and B be the vertices of

one of the ovals, and let a radius vector OQP be drawn

Fig. 145.

cutting that oval in Q and P. Let the vertex A lie the one

furthest from the centre 0. Let arcs AP, BQ be called

Sj, respectively. I>et 6*=a2 8in 2a.

Then r*—2a^r^co8 26-^a^ = by

Solving, r2 = a*cos 20dta*N/co82 20—co8*2a,

the upper sign giving OP*, the lower OQ*.

• CcUcul InUgral^ p, 266.
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Now, as Ijol'ore,

and

1

dr a’ sin 20’

^ 4.^
r do T^~a} cos 20 aQcm^~20^o^^ ’

• _ b^_ 0-\~\Jcos'^ 20—cos^ 2a

do (I >7co8^ 0—cos^2a
*

the positive sign being taken as increases with 0.

Si iiiilarl
_b^ Jcos 20

—

Jcoa^ 20— cos^ 2a .

^ do ~ a s/co^20—cos^ 2a

•
(

1 4_ -2
•* \d0 do ^

1
{ 4_ ^sV _ 2 (cos 20 4- cos 2a) _ b*

) / a* cos^ ^O—cOvS'-^ 2a cos 20—cas 2a

and
2

(

cas 20 -cos 2a)
__

20* 1

Vr/0 (iO/ a 2 cos^ 20—cos^2a cos 20

4

Hence

20 4- cos 2a

do

sin-0

ain^O

s^+s
,
J1^2 {'-r—B f-^J 0 V cos 20— cos 2a a J o v sin-

a

5 -8 = -* r - Y f
' ^ Jo \/co8 204-cos2a JoVcos^a—

?

In these integrals put sin 0 = sin a sin 0 ,

. y
respectively,

id am 0 = cos a sin \j/^)

Jo V 1 — sin^a sin^0

and

Then

/>2

""“-aJoVl

d(^

“COS* a ain*\/r

%.e. 0 = am (Sj 4- So), mod. sin a,

yjf = am ^ (s^ —s^), mod. cos a ;

-U
6
*'

sin 0 (I ^
sin 0 a

,—
jsn (sj

COS a 0“

, /sin 0 . \

(
•

,
sin a I,

Vsin a /

,
/sin 0 \.

i-i (
,
COS a 1 >

NCOS a /
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~
/sin 0 . ^

+ sn'*
/sin 0 \

sn”‘
,
sin a

\sina /
,
cos a

1
1VcoHa /.J

sn-i
1

/sin 0 .

|-8n->
1

/sin 0 \n
“ ~ 2a

. sina
Vsiiia /

the former of these being the result previously obtained.

Reducing in the case of Bt^rnoulli’s Lemniscate, we have

a = ^, 7'^ = 2a2 cos 2^,
4

Sj =(t sn~\^sin d

= a cn=“\/cos 20, mod.
,

= acn ' ---T ,
a.s in Art. 598.

002. The Single-loop Case.

In the one-loop case a</>, the same method cannot Ix^

iulopted, and M. Serret considers the arcs travers(‘d by a pair

of perpendicular radii vectores 0I\ OQ, starting from the ends

Fig. 146.

A, B of the two perpendicular axes. Ix^t the arcs AP, BQ
be respectively h and or, and let a^ = 6^8in2/i Then, solving

as bidore,

--2a^ r^ ca)H 20 -f a* cos^ 20 = (cos* 20 -f cot* 2^)

and r* = a* cos 20 ± a* %/cos* 20 -f cot* 2$,

and the positive; sign must now lx* taken.

Also, as before,

^ 6* _ (h _ h* Jw» 26+ J(-< )H» 26+ (:(7l » 2/^

rde r*-a*cas2«’ dB~ n "’v/cos^'+cot^^"
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Writing 6^+2 for 6 ,

</cr _^ \/—COSW 4“Jcos- 2^+ cof^ 2/^

.

do a 20 + cot^ 2/S

• ( 4.

^

^

vZ0 r/0/ a^ cos^20+ cot^ 2^
'

, / (Is (Icr\- _ 2h* s/cos^ 20 4* cot^2/^ —cot 2/3
^ v/0 (Z0/ a- cos- 20 + cot- 2/8

In (^ach of thi'se ciiange tlie variable to 6\ where

. sin 20' , . , cos 20' 6^0'

sin 20— . and theretore cos20a0= . .

sin 2/3 sin 2/3

Then

‘•.)o I o«o/Q 1 , .ooo «in‘-^20' cos- 20'
cos- 20 + cot- 2/3 = 1 + cot- 2/8 -

^ sin- 2/3 sin- 2/3

Tlien

/ 0.S f/rr V
- 20‘‘ cos 2 3' + cos 2/8 cos- 20' 1

cos,- 20' sin 2/3
^

sin- 20'

2h^ cos 20' + cos 2/3 . . ,

-

= ,y:Sl->sm Ifi
<r siir 2/3—sin"20

sin- 2/3

_26'* sin 2/3 _ />* sin 2^
((^ cos 20' —cos 2/3 ((^ sin‘^/3 — sin^0'‘

Similarly

/ r/.s r/o- 20^ sin 2/3 _ sin 2/3

I j/i' .ii\'
~ o

__ _
, j '_2 ...ZTTfj iTcVvTTzj'’

V(/0 ' 00 /

sin 2/3 _ 0^ sin 2/3

c( )s 20 '+ cos 2/3 n ^ (‘os- /3— si n- 0'
’

0 - ./.r c/0
'

0-
/ . ... r c/0'

.S> + 0-=: N Sin 2/3
;

. „ . .

o Js+iir/3— sin-0

,s-a= ssiii2,/-<
o Jv'Cos“/3— sin-0

In these int(‘grals put respectively

sin O' — sin /3 sin and sin 0' = cos /3 sin

and roincinbering that sin2/3~^^V

S-\-(T~h
Jo J\ sin’^/3 sin-0

f'isin-\}/
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. ,
s+ (r

.
. 0 = ain

^
> ^ = am

8—(r

""F"’

sin^' 8-^ a sinF s— cr.

sinp 6 cosyS 6

s+^ = 68n->g!°~-^-, sin^); ,-o- = 6sn- cos^);

whence

’-i[“ Vsin yS
’

'

+ 8n'
/sin 6'

Vcos ^
,
cos

h f , /sin , /sm H
or= s I 3 P )

— sn"^ ( o* cos
2L VsinyO / VcosyO

where = J sin~^(sin 2^sin 2^?).

The first of these was established in Art. 597.

^)].

603. The Elastica or Lintearia.

This curve is of considerable importance in various branches

of Physics. It is (1) the form assumed by a uniform originally

straight elastic rod bent into a bow by a bow-string, or by equal

thrusts at its extremities, i.e. it may take the form ABC or

B F

Fig. 147.

ABODE, etc., according as the string is tied at A and C, A and

E, etc. This is called an undulating elastica. When the bend-

ing is slight, the form is approximately the curve of cosines

(E J. Routh, Anal. Statics, vol. ii. p. 281, “ Bending of Rods”).

(2) It is the form assumed by a flexible thin rectangular

sheet, two of whose opposite edges are fixed horizontally at

the same height, the flexible rectangular sheet forming the

base of a rectangular box with vertical sides into which water

is poured, the material being supposed imp<irmeable for water
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and the base fitting the sides so closely as to prevent appreci-

able escape of water. From this property the second name
arises {lintearius = made of linen).

(3) The curve also occurs in the case of water drawn up
by capillary action against a partially immersed vertical plate.

Fig. 149.

The curve may assume various shapes according to the

physical circumstances occurring. It may undulate, or there

may he any numlxjr of complete convolutions forming loops and

nodes. Such cases are exhibited in the accompanying figures.
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604. The determination of the nature of this curve is due

to James Bernoulli (1654-1705).

For much detailed information as to tlie curve and its

physical properties, the student may consult W. H. Besant,

Hydromechanics^ pages 168-171, p. 194, p. 201, etc.; G. M.

Minchin, Statics, vol. ii. p. 204; E. J. Routh, Analytical Statics^

vol. ii. p. 283, etc., “Bending of Rods'’; Sir A. G. Greenliill,

Elliptic Functions, p. 87 ;
and the article on Capillarity in the

Encyclopaedia Britannicxi, by the late Sir J. Ch^rk-Maxwell.

K
605. The stress couple at any point Ijeing

,
where p is the

radius of curvature and K a certain constant called the flexural

rigidity, we hav^c as the geometrical property of the curve,

where y is the ordinate from any point to tlie line of thrust

and T the thrust, or sti'ing tension if the how is bent as in th(‘

ordinary case hy a bow-string.

Hence tln^ efjuation to be considered is py = c~, c Ixdng a

constant, and two cases arise accordingly as the curve is

(1) \indulating, (2) nodal.

600. Rectification of the Bow.

Taking the bow-string as x-axis, its mid [)oint. 0 as origin,

and ca perpendicular through 0 as the y-axis, let y the

ordinate of any point P, and let \// bc) th(i acute angle tbe^

tangent inakiis with tin; tangent at the verb^x V of tlie arc,

and let arc FP = 5. Let Vr — a when P is at /I, and let OV — 2a
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Differentiating, +p8in^/. (p= ;

dy
d\}r

(i.S
'

d\lr) ’

dp — sin \lf dxfr,

and integrating,

for \/r = a when ?/ = 0 and p = oc
,

i.e. at A.

-2 = 2 (cos y]/
— cos a),

Hence .= r
\/2 Jo

d\f/

vcos — cos a

C r <hjr

Jo

Lc^t sin =sin ^sinx;

cos ^ d\/r = 2 sin
^
cos x >

' •[

= eF(

'\J
1 -sin-^sin^'x

a
X, sin ~

and X = ain^^;

. xjr . (I fi 1 . a
Sin y

— sin
2
sn -

;
mod. sin

And the intrinsic (‘(jiiation of the curve is therefore

8 = c sn .( 1 )

The student should note the analogous result in Kinetics

in Art. 389, viz. the case of the oscillating motion of a .simple

circular pendulum. For a comparison of the two results, sec

Greenhill, Elliptic Functions, p. 87.
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The ordinate y is given by

y=—==2c'\Jsm- ^—mn- ^

= 2c sm ^ cos 2c sin - . cn -

,

J!i Jd C

^ . a /8 . <A

To find the abscissa x, we have

dx^=cos^;

dx
,

ds
" dxff

and
<fe

,
* I-2»i..'2.i..=X

I
„...-

y 1 -sm^^sin-x

cis
and adding

dx ^
-sin'^-sin^x;

i.e.

— siir ^ siii‘'^X

?(x. sin")-..x~2cEi

,.( 2 )

.(3 )

We thus have for the bow, or undulatory elastica, py

8— csn*"^

. “v/r

a
a; = 2c.£^| sin~^— ,

sin -
. a 2

i

sin
2

y=2csin|cn(^, sin?).
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607. Rectification of the Elastica in the case when there are

several Oonvolutions, viz. the Nodal Elastica.

Taking the y-axis to pass through a vertex V as before and

the line of terminal thrusts as the x-axis and y/r the angle

V

Fig. 158.

which the tangent at P has turned through in passing from
c2

F to P, we have again ~~.y-

dp dy . ,

^2

3
dp=8in yjr dyp,

c2
and integrating —,~ 2 cos yp-j-a constant— 2 cos \lr -\-A, say. W

e

have not, however, in this case, as we had before, any point

at which p is infinite. Let 2a be the ordinate of the vertex.

Then at V, p=f-.^ 2a

4a^
.*. putting ^ ,

when ^—0, A— j— 2

;

c* 4a2
2(1 - COSy/r)

.:..2

being > 1, as p cannot be oo by supposition, and

ds _ c 1

V c*
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and

,
or putting = 2x,

(:<)

as

Hence the intrinsic e(|uation is

r2^
1s= — am* * -

a 2

Also y= - • -JaJ 1 _ ^ siii^ -2aA ('('
) 2<i A ( v)

p V a- 2 \ 2 / ''

.(I)
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Hence, in iiie nodal case of py ~c^,

c2 x/,

5 ~ - ani-^
,a 2

(
2
“'“

\)s-2aE(%. -).
V / \2 aJ

y-2adn^2*
j

Compare with this case the result and process of Art. 390

for a revolving pendulum.

G08. In the case of an infinitely long rod, imagining the

elastica to touch the line of thrust at x
,
we have

p = oc when \fr — 7r,

and ~ =2(1 4-cos\/^) = 4cos'^

;

^ and s = c log tivn (j'+ ,

N l)(*ing still measured from the vertex.

(Im c \!r

d 2 ''''''
“

V

Fig. 159.

This species of ehistica is called the Capillary curve (see

Besant, Hydrcyinechanics, p. 201), the shaded portion in

Fig. 159 representing the water raised above the normal level

by capillary action due to the presence of a partially immersed
(•

vertical plate PQRS. In this case p^^^^ vertex, and

c^a, the modulus of the elliptic functions occurring in the

second case becoming unity.
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(j09. Cotes’ Spirals.

These Spirals are defined by the pedal e(juation

— (See Biff. Calc., Art. 454.)

There are five varieties :

(1) ^ = 0, an Equiangular Spiral.

(2) A =1, in which case B is essentially positive (as p)]

the curve is the Reciprocal Spiral (Diff. Calc.,

Art. 452) ;
and the other three are reducible to the

polar forms

u = a8in7?d, u — asmbTi^ and a — acoiihnB.

(1) The rectification of an equiangular spiral has been effected

in Art. 449, Biff. Calc.

(2) In the reciprocal spiral = ^
have f = —

giving

} a r

j = - do. ( Let 6 = tan 0 )

= a f cot^ <i> . sec®0 cZ0 = a f .

J
’ 7 T Jsiir^cos^

dnm<f,

J sin‘^0(l — sin-0)

= « [
r + ’ r ^ + - \ )! d sin ^

J l_Hin^0 2 \1 — Hin 0 1 -f sin 0/ J ^

a , 1 -h sin 0= -«co«"C^+2'oKi_sin5,

= -

The remaining three are rectifiable by the aid of elliptic

functions. For instance, take the first, viz. u = aHmnO for

the case n > 1.

" = + (Art. 511);

v/sin^7i^-l-7i^cos%^
xs=\ do,

J.
tn

Hin^nO
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rneasurm^ .s from the vertex at
. (See figure of curve in

Art. 387, Diff, Calc.)

Ivct 71 0 =<!>',

71,2_ 1
where A = vl — and -

;T'

as = — A cot 0
j

4-
1

cot
<f>

— *-2 Sin
<f)
cos 0

d<f>

= - A cot ,/,+
-

= —Acot^ 4-(l — a:“)|

9
*'7

= — ^^cot'nOs/.sin‘’7i0+ 'ji'''cos'‘'T70+ 'f)“ -^i

where
1

?r

610. Bi-Polar Curves ; Plane Elliptic Coordinates.

Let S, H he fixtul points, and let the distances of a moving
point P from S and // l)e and respectively. Let SH~2c

;

0 the mid-point of SH, PN a perpendicular from P ujx)n SH

;

ON — X, NP-~y\ also let r^—-r^—2r}.

Then tj may be allied tlie elliptic coordinates of P; for

^ - const, and >;~const. give families of confocal ellipses and

hyperl)olae.

Let A be the area of the triangle SPH.
Then

1 6A® -=
(2c -fr^ ( - 2c -fr, +?•*,) {2c— ) (

2c -frj- r,),

ie. A*-:(^2_^2)(^2___,^2)^

where ^ is neceasarily 4: c and rj>c.

Hence
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Also, if m be the length of the median OP,

S ON H
Fig. ICO

Thus the Cartesian coordinates of P are giecui by

cx—^rj, ( 1
)

cdx=r}d^-\~^dt].

And therefore, if (l>i be an element of the arc of the Bi- Polar

curve traced by P for any relation between i\ and

If we put ^—c cosh V, rj-^c sin u,

we have 8~c^JcQm\i^v—sm^UsJdu^-\-dv^ (3)

Moreover, x~c cosh v sin u,

i/=0 8inh vcoH n,

and a;+ /J/=c8in (u+tv),

the transformation used in Art. 590 for the rectification of the

central conics.
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Tlie (u, v) system and the (f, tj) sy.stem are therofon*

connected, and eitlier may be regarded as “ elliptic ' coordiiiates.

Moreover, we have a definite interpretation of a, v as used in

Art. 590, viz.

7;= cosh ^ u - sin“^ - \ ^

Ic 'Iv

and they are thus expres.sed in terms of the bi-polar

determination of a point.

Ex. Employ Formula (3) in the Ciise

si n ii~m cosh v.

To what curve does this equation refer?

fill. If we wish to (express the result- of Art. 01 0 in terms of

the original radii v(‘etores Vj, r.,, we have

..,,,1 4.
{<lr^+clr.^‘‘ (dr^-dr„f

( '*1 --

4

(<j -i

{•Ir 4- /; H- r„)( - 2r + Tj + r„)( 2r— 74 4 7'.,
)

(

2 <' 4 " - r„)

4
- i\?)

^^(fT o){(T— r^ip- ~r^

when* 2c <i and 2(t -h -{- 7\ -f 7\>

;

.• s - f r (•„
' >',''-Adr,^+ dr,^

) + (o- ---r{-- -r/)dr^dK.

^l *
" s'cr(a- a)(<T— y,j(o-— r.,)

List of \Vell-know\\ Bi-Polah Equations.

612. The principal bi-polar cases of well-known curves are :

Name. Bi Polar Equation. Form of Equatiofi in Elli}ttic

CiM)rdinaloH.

1, Ellipse 7’, + r„ = 2a

2 Hyp«q‘bola r, — 74 = 2a ,j
= a

(^artesian <n’al ^,r,4-/j7’2=77
(1 h

4. Circle r^ = Kft ,,= 7?)^

5. Circle u+.-C
6. Straight li?ic ^"-4

7. 6\assinian oval
E. I.C. ‘2r
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613. Ex. 1. Rectify the ellipse rj + - 2u.

Here d^~0.

*=

r*

V increasing) (?j < c < a)

— aE(^6, where Tj= cs\n 0 (cf. Art. 567).

Ex. 2. Rectify the hyperbola f, - r.^— 2a.

Here drj^O.

(^>C>“) (cf- Art 388, Case 6),

= tan u) n/c”^ - a‘‘^8in‘^a>4-“-^^ F^a>,

where ^—^j^sin^co (cf. Art. 588).

Ex. 3. Consider the case of the Bernoulli’s Lenin iacate rir, = c*.

Here = and .

n k

Hence =J/jL 4. - 2^* <^7
*

.

7/^-f-C* C^~if ’

,'. 5= cVij

=ccn~^/^—
,

(of. />»y. CoZc., Art. 458, and /nA

t4., Art. .VJ2).

614. Use of Bi-Angnlar Coordinates.

It is sometimes desirable to express an element of arc of

a bi-polar curve in terms of the bi-angular coordinates 6^, $2

which Tj, respectively make with the line joining the poles.

Let /(^j, r2
)=con8t, be the bi-polar equation of a curve, c

the distance between the poles S, H. Let the angles of the

triangle SHP be 0^, 6z\ bo that r^, 9^ are the polar

coordinates of P with SH for initial line, r,, 0^ the polar

coordinates with HS for initial line. Let the normal PG
cut the line SH at G and the circumcircle of SHP at Q, Let

SPQ^X,> HPQ^X2,

and let S<?=/)j, HQ=p„ PQ=N.

' da
C08X,=

2c/>,

Pj

de.
C08X,= ^±PtlPl

2cp^

Then
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Hence multiplying by respectively, and then adding

and subtracting,

dSo dd.
(i)Pin Pt^tds

pin^^+p^n^
c

(»)

Now PSQH being cyclic,

Pir^+ p^r^=Nc.

Q
Fig. 161.

Hence these results may be respectively written

cd8~{Nc—p2r^)d6^—{Nc—p^r^)dO^ (iii)

dey-p^r^de^-'Nc{de^~de^\

and (iv)

^or dS-^ -f-do2 “b ^^3~ ^ •

The last equation (iv) is due to Mr. Roberts {vide Professor

Williamsons Integral Calcultis, p. 501, for a somewhat
different proof).

Again, in travelling along the curve /(rj, r2)=con8t.,

fr^ dr^ 4-fr^ dr^—0 ^where fr^ stands for^ ,
etc.^,

/risin Xi-/r,sinx2=0.

(a) ^r,«4Ex,^r4.
' HQ rgSinxz '^Jt,

(see Diff. Gale,, p. 181, Ex. 32)

;

Pi sinxa A*

Hence
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Ill cases ill which /(^j, r^) is hoino^eiiecus in and and

of degree n, and if for convenience we write the constant as

ffH-l

c , SO that /(r , ,
r»)=c ,

n 2/

we have, by the theorems of Ptolemy and Euler,

fn fr, rjr.-hrjr, nf ’

say.

Then

The quantities v and N can be obtained in terms of r^,

as follows
: t- r 4- ^ «

(Hobsons Trigonometry^ p. 203);

• „2=__ ,
’l’2('‘l/r,+’’2/r,)

a*’-2(rJ;,+ r„/;,) -/„/„(ri/„+ r,/,,)’

and 1/ is therefore found in terms of rj, r., and the constant a.

And as /t>2=*/r„

Pi» pti ^ 8-^6 also known in terms of r^, rg.

Also, since

and

sin 6^ sin 6., (^i d- 0^)

f(r„ r^)-~-c

we have theoretically the means of expressing r,, r^, pj, po

and N cither in terms of 0^ or in terms of 0^^ as required.

Hence the rectification of the curve depends upon the in-

tegration of either of the formulae

or

or

C8 -
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615. Rectification of a Cartesian Oval. Oenocchi’s Result.

The last form was used by Mr. Roberts in a proof of Prof.

Angelo Genocchi’s Theorem, that the arc of a Cartesian oval

can be expressed in terms of tliree elliptic arcs.

Thus, for this oval, viz.

we have Pi P2 ^
r.=L=a:=-r=‘'’'^y'

and +p^—Wp^c.os^^ +
r^^-^m+p;^-2Np, cosO^ =i,m^^-2lj^ cosO^+l,^),

c^=Pi^+ Pi + 2p, /oj cos ^3= (^1
®+ 2Z, i, cos dg

+

li’).

Hence

7 +fc.;i7 ?

and (/./- =
/, |v/Z71- 2/,i,co8 f). +^ d9,

+ 2^
3 ^, cos di+ dBi

"b h3 + 2/j L cos

And these are the integrations required in the rectification

of ellipses. This is Genocchi’s result.

For a full description of the elements of these ellipses and

for many other important properties of the Cartesian Ovals,

the student should consult Profeasor Williamson’s Differential

Calcidns, pp. 375-382, and Integral Calculus, pp. 239-243.

Fig. 162.

616. In a similar manner, if the tangent to the curve cut

the circumcircle of the triangle SPH at a point Q" whose
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bi-polar coordinates are o-j, o-g, and T be the length of the

tangent PQ, which makes angles Xi, X2 ^2* we have

and

dr^_
_=-cosxr-

2c.,

dr.
5^=-cosx22 c^-f-.,^— <ro^

It /trkti %y — i »_ •

dr\.

da

2c.i

, (ir, dr,
and =

••. C8 = |<
7jCir,— J<r2<irj

= f-r -

JcTi®— .2 JtTi®—

0

2 ^^2*
j

617. A General Theorem.

Let there be two given curves

and let OP^P^ be a radius vector from the origin cutting

these curves at P.^ and Pj.

Let a point P be taken on 0PJP\ so that

0P= \0P,^\0P^
i.e. r= Xjrj-fA2^2

and ^= ^2^2'

Xj, X* being constants and dots denoting differentiation with

regard to 0,

Hence

r* -f f*= Xi*(rj* d- f,*)+ X2
*(^

2
*+V) <“ 2XiX,(rjrj -f r^fj) ( 1

)

Let be corresponding arcs of the three curves.

Now (r^r, -f -f (r,r j
— r^r^y = (r,* d- (r^ -fr^)

and (’•iT’*+^jrj)*+(r,r,-rjr,)* = (rj*+r,*)(r,*4-VX
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Hence there are two cases of simplication, viz.

(A) when r^ri—r^r^— 0 \
(B) when r^fg-

r

2ri = 0.

Case (A) arises when the given curves are so related that

= const. = a*.

7* Vtt

Case (B) arises when J =
ri rg

7
*

i.e. = constant and the original curves similar and similarly

situated with regard to 0.

In case (A)

(r^r^ -f- r^r^f = {r^ -haH r^){r^—aH r^)

= (V-a2)(^2Ha^)
and 6' "h 2X 1

X2^^ (‘‘^
1

*~ cfc‘^)(V+
If we take Xj = X2 = X, say,

.4 ^,2 ^ ^2y 2 _ ^2 4. gi^ ^2-4. 2 ^7,4^*— V.42*-fa®]

and .^/> = X -h a*].

If another point Q Ixj taken on the same radius vector such

that Xj = — X2= X, say,

then = X [>/V+ a*~ a*].

The radicals are placed in this order because

as may be seen as follows

:

- (.s\*- a®) = (?’2* -f fg2) - (rj2+ -f

and is positive.

If we take

X = i, i,e, Vp- and To — -

then the P-curve is the locus of the mid-points of PiP%y aiid

the Q-curve is such that 0Q=P2P= PPi

->!V±!l2.

80 that the P and Q loci are inverse to each other.
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For such derived loci we therefore have

« -f H"

«;- ««= do,

and when these integrals can be found, .s^. ami can be found.

Again, the P and Q loci being inverse to each other, the

constant of inversion being
,

_ dsp
__

?’2

cl^o = ^
2; V ^

2r,
.

•
. dsf, 4- dso = ' " d,s> ==

"" “ r/.s\,,

^ ri-fr. ^

2r i

I* d'^/j — " f/5 f»
"

^ ri + rg r,

2'-^ _ 2r
.

“
' 9

^,2-a2r/d,^ n)
= i| +

1

)n/^

,=
i

j(i -^*)s/v+7r*rfff

=

618. In Case (B), '^i'^2“b'^i'^2
= *V2 i

whence .s'p= + A2^’ 2

and .‘* />= A ^8^ -f A 2^2 5

but as the curves are then .similar this is an obvious bict, and

this part of the investigation does not render any new

information.
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619. A Useful Case.

In Case (A), it may happen that the derived curves are

different branches of the same curve locus,

r^—bF{d)r-\---~0, say,

whose roots are and rj>rQ=—,

and there fore r = 4rprQ

=

a^.

In this cuvse tlie two branches of the curve are

_ bF(e) dtJb^{FW^~a^
^

2

which are inverse to each other with regard to tlie pole, the

constant of inversion being

And the “ given ’’ curves from vvliich this curve is derived are

r^^bF(e),

And if .s‘^ and V)e the differential coefficients of the arcs of

these curves, the arcs of the derived P and Q curves are given by

2.9p + (t2 de+p
~ j* 4- (i^dO~ ~

f)20. Ex. 1. Consider the rectification of the curve

4 (.r* 4- //*)(.r - </ )
4- = 0.

Puttiufr this into Polars,

a*
r* - flrsec ^4* -r =0,

4

a sec $ ±a ta.n 6
r~~

2

The original curves from which thi.s is derived are obviously

r, = a sec 0

rg= atan6^,

the first being a straight line and incidentally an avsyniptote of the curve

we wish to rectify.

Th(‘ P and Q curves are bmnches of the same curve and inverse to

each other. If N be the node on this curve (see Fig. 165) and A the point

where the asymptote .r= 2a cuts the .r-axis, the several arcs are

= NP^Sp, NQ=s^.
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Now ii = asec*^, i2*=a*(taa*^ + sec*^),

ij* - a* == a* tan* B (sec* ^+ 1 ),

ij*4-<»*=a*8©c*^(8ec*^-f 1)

;

Fig. 165.

Now J|^^N/l+C08*^(i^

=8ec

=sec B 1 + COB* B - siiih”* (cos B)

— Vsec* B-^l- sinh”* (cos B)y

and Jsec*^ VrTco8*5<i^— tan ^>/l +co8*^-|-

=tandVr+co?94-/ ( 4.
- Vl 4- cos*

=taii Wl +coa*^+V2/^-^=j-^-Vf/ sin*d cW

assin ^^/sec*5TT+^/2 ;^)»

Hence

are WP+arcA'e=a[«in flV8ec>e+ 1 +n/2 ^)-V2 «(fl,

arc NP- arcNQ^a {^Jb^B + t - sinh”' cos 0J.
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Thus a,rcNP and a,rc NQ are found by addition and subtraotion. It is

to be noted in this case, that although each separate arc NP^ NQ requires

for its expression the elliptic integrals of the first and second kinds, their

difference is free from these functions, and expressible in terras of

trigonometric and logarithmic functions.

Ex. 2. As a further example, consider the “ derived ” curves to be the

branches of the Cartesian oval

r*-(A + Hcos

The roots being tp and r^, we have

f,=:f^+f^=A4-Hco8 6^

= = V(A + -fico8

and these are the “ original ” curves from which the Cartesian ovals are

derived, the first being a Limayon.

^,2 := r,* + f,2= (A + B cos Of+ sin^ 6

8p- 8q~ ^\l

&

- d^+^AB cos B dO. (See Art. 573.)

Hence the difference between corresponding portions of the inner and

outer loops of the curve

+ J5cos^)f+^=0
can be expressed as the corresponding arc of a certain ellipse.

[This [X)lar equation to the Cartesian oval is an ordinary conversion to

polars, retaining one of the poles as origin, of ir-fmr' = n, writing

r*-f c^-2rcco8^ for r'* and performing the rationalization.]

We may remind the student that any arc of this curve has already

^n expressed in terms of three elliptic arcs (Art 615).
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The arcs Sp—AP^ — to which the integration refers are shown

in the figure.

We may construct the ovals as follows. Having drawn the lima9C)n

fj= -f B cos 6/ as explained in Art. 424, Diff, Calc.^ take any radius

vector OPj, and on OPj for diameter construct a circle. Take centre Pi

and radius a and draw a second circle cutting the first at R. Then with

centre 0 and radius OR draw a circle cutting OPi at Pg.

Then OP^= A-\-BcoaO,

OPi= ^!{A + BcoadY-a\
Bisect PiPt at P and make OQ=PP^\ then the points P and Q are

points on the Cartesian oval.

MISCELLANEOUS PROBLEMS.

1. Prove that the three equations

x = c log sec i/', ?/ = ^(tan 5 = r(sec^-l),

represent one and the same curve. [L C. 8., 1893.]

2. Find the area of the curve

considering all cases which may arise.

3. Prove that the value of the integral

taken round the ellipse x^ja^ ^ 1, is p denoting the central

perpendicular on the tangent at (sc, y) and ds an element of arc.

[I. C. S., 1912.]

4. If the point a;, y lies on the curve

4. 2px -f qy

dx dy _ dx + dy
y- -prove that

x^p x+y^p
dx

and hence obtain the integral of —

.

\/x^ -h 2px -f q

If, however, the point (Xy y) lie on the circle x^ + i/^a^y show

that the corresponding relation is

dx dy ds— = —^ s= +
y ^

where s is the length of the arc measured to the point (a:, y),

dx
Deduce the known formula for the integral of

Ja^ •

[I. C. 8., 1908.]
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5. Show that if 8 stands for
dx^

^ ' dx \ .% dx^

6. If = -

R dx ax^ -\-bx-j-c*

and if b- ~ iac be positive and the roots of ax‘^ + bx + c = 0 be

X and /X, prove that R = {x- A)'* (a; - ft)’, where

P_f ^

^ 2a 2a‘^(A - /a)'

And if a= ~ 1, 6 = 0, c= 1,

If 6^ - 4ac be negative,
2ag~bf 2ax-\-b

r tan-i

ll = (as^ + l>x + c)^e^''^^^

If - 4ac = 0,

/2ar -f 6\R _ /2ar -f 6\

~\ir~

)

a(2ax+6)

fK. J. Route, Proc. L.M.S.y vol. xvL, p, 250.]

7. Show that

there being 2/:+! integrations, 2k +\ being an integer, though k

may be a fraction, is equal to

where ikf = (A: + l)(k + / - 1 ) . . . to 2A- 4- 1 factors.

[Cf. Routh, Proc. L.M.S., vol. xvi., p. 249.]

8. ARC is a triangle with the corner A fixed and with sides

CB respectively \/n and v/n-f 1, given lengths.

The side AB {
= t) makes an angle 6 = nA - {n-¥\) B with a

fixed straight line AX.
Show (1) that the path of B is rectifiable by the formula

r = Jn am”^ Ay mod

sin®^
'Vm-

(2) When « = 1 the rectification is the same as that of a

Bernoulli's Lemniscate.
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(3) The inclination of the normal to the radius vector

is A +B.

(4) The area of the triangle is equal to the area of a sector

of the curve starting from the axis AX.
[M. Skrkbt’s Problem, Calc. Int.j p. 269.]

9. C is a point of maximum curvature on the Lima<jon

r = a cos 6 -^b, b> a;

A and A' are the two vertices Prove that the difference between

the arcs AC, A'

C

is 4a. [St. John’s, 1891.]

10. If y = 3i^ - 3a^x, prove that

dx _ dy

•Jx^ - 4a2 3\/y2-4a®’

and by integration express x explicitly in terms of y.

[Oxford I. P., 1916.]

Apply this method to solve the cubic

a^-3a;2-45x- 473 = 0.

11. Prove that

[Oxford I. P., 1916.]

12. Prove that if n be an odd positive integer greater than 3,

Jo ' 7i - 2 w - 4 3

v^r 1 «- 1 1 n-l w-3 41

8 L2"-*^n-2
'

' n-4 sj'
[Oxford I. P., 1916.]

13. The parameters /p of two points A, B of the unicursal curve

xl(\-t'^) = ylit-^) = al(\+P)

are equal to tan a, tan /}, where

Prove that the area of the curvilinear triangle AOB, where 0 is

the double point, is

0*
1^2

- ^
- a - sec sec a sin ~ a) + ~ tan ^ tan a sin 2 (^ -

a)J*

[OXTOBD I. P,, 1916.]

14. If n be a positive integer, show that

I'
a:8in*wco8ec*a:(fo = inw*.

^ ^
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15. By assuming

[^^dx to be of the form
^/l+^

obtain the integration by differentiation and equating coefficients,

also obtain the result directly by putting =

16. Given a rational integral relation between x and y of the form

+ + = ^ = y), say,

where A^, ••• rational functions of a:, prove that when

^ydx can be expressed algebraically in terms of x, then

where Bq, ... are rational functions of x. [Abel.]

17. Assuming A' to be a rational function of x, and =

and that ^ydx is integrable in algebraic form and expressible as

dx = P^ + P^y + P^^+ ... + Pn-Tf'^\

where Pj
,

... Pyn^i are rational functions of x, show that

pQ — — —
. • . = Pfn-l “

that is that the integration must contain one term only, and that

is a rational algebraic function of x, [Liouvillk.]

18.

If M and T be two rational polynomials, then, provided

f M
can be integrated in algebraic form at all, the form of

0
the integral is where ^ is a function of x.

V 2

Show also that

(1) 6/ is a rational function of x.

(2) That A/r=7’^--e~-^ ' dx m dx

(3) That 0 is an integral polynomial expression and not of

such form as -p., where U and V are complete poly-

nomials, i.e, not such that V contains x.

(4) That the degree of the polynomial S is greater by unity than

the degree of M.

Use these facts to show that \-jr== is not expressible algebraically.

Jvl
[BXRTRilND, C. p. 94.]
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19. ]\ Qy Ii being any rational algebraic j)olynoiiiials, and

I

P dx

Q JR
integrable by moans of the ordinary

elementary functions, the integral must be of the form

where % 6y a^, /?j, ag, etc., are rational functions of x, a result

established by Abel,* show that when the integration can be

reduced to one term, the general type of the result is either

algebraic of form BjjR or may be written as

r;* dx A tanh
J jn

In the latter case show that

(1) a^-I^R=^Q.

(2) a/JA'('
fi

1 ir

'ti R
p
A'

(3) 2aV-Qa^-^ fSy

where accents denote differentiation with rc'gard to x.

20. Show that

dxf a:«(llx2-<-37x-f28)

)a;U _ - 4^2 - 5x - 2 ^+ 2
= - 2 tanh- 1

2

x”

21. Prove that

xdx

Is/(x2 + 22'-5)(x2 4-4x-8)

22. Prove that

/]) p3:2 -f 3x -f 1 dx

^ i 2xjA~ ^T2PT2x+t

(2)
I

3tan2^-f2

tanh-‘ f ^
_«) 2 3-, + r>\x’‘ + -2x-b

- tanh _J
xjx* + 2x2 4- 2x 4* 1

x^^+x-fl

(3)f

2 tan^d^- 5 tan2^4-4

sinh 2xdx

v^osh^x 4- 1 v/cosh*x 4- 2

sec 6^ = tan-
sin 6

1 4-C082(9‘

= 2 tanh
-'V:

'cosher 4-

1

oosh*x4- 2

• (Euvres. See Bertrand, Cnlc Int^y
,
chap. v.
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23. Show that

(i)

(ii)

2 ^
J V a-^ - a:2

“
~ 2“

J V S2»V-r4:2;2;r-l

4. 1. 1 -f= tanh-^a: ^
\ a;2H+l _j_ (]^2

h+1

?“}VraS^~ ('" *Vifi! 1}

24. Integrate the following :

(i)

l7^
(23- +J )&

^2'jr^ 33-2.

(iii)

(iv)

(V)

(Vi)

(Viii)

(^)

(xii)

42:4-3

dx

*“> L“

xdx

1*5x2 ^ ] 5 j. ^ 1

2

j5x-4-15x+9 v/(x 4 l)^x 4- 2)

f (l4^8jKr
J V 1 4 6x -f ixV 1 - 2x 4 4x2

f (2x4a)(/x

J Jx:^ 4 2(;x^ 4 .‘la-x^ 4 2a*x -

px^- 2r«4l _(h _
J 2x^ - xM- r

_3x4 4l dx_
I - x2- x‘'

dx

']rr\'

1 4 3x^ 4 2x'’ dx

Y^2x-y^

3X“ — ax 4 «

[Abel.]

J

f 14X-X-
_

J I „ x 4^x2 4T^
v/;

1

, .. f 3.r + l d.r.

dx
_

25. Show that the Avhole perimeter and area of a single loop of

the curve r = 2acos7i0 (^>1) are respectively equal to the whole

pciimeter and area of the ellipse x^4 7iy = «^. [Oxf. I. P., 1911.]

26. If an clement ds of a curve lie at distance r from the origin,

and subtends an arjgle dd there, it is know!i that unit electric current

flowing along ds produces a magnetic force at the origin at right

angles to the plane of the curve proportional to •

Show that if unit current flow's through a thin endless wure of

given length in the form of an ellipse, the magnetic force due to

the current at the centre of the ellipse is inversely proportional to

the area of the ellipse. [Oxford II. P., 1913.
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27. A current of electricity is flowing round a fine wire

ABCD ... KA bent into a plane polygon. 0 is any point within

the polygon, and perpendiculars OP, OQ^ OR^ ... are drawn to the

sides KA^ ABy BCy etc., respectively, and again perpendiculars

whose lengths are a, /?, -y, ... from 0 upon the sides PQ, QRy RSy ...

of the inscribed polygon PQRS.... Show that the magnetic force

on unit particle situated at 0 is

„ sin A
iZ ,

a

where t is the current strength.

28. Show that the perimeter of an ellipse of axes 2a, 2b and small

eccentricity e is approximately equal to the perimeter of a circle of

diameter a 4- ft, with an error which is only about 0*0025 per cent,

when e is as great as 0*2. [Math. Trip. Part II., 1913.]
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RECTIFICATION (IIL). MISCELLANEOUS THEOREMS.

621. Arc of an Inverse Curve.

Let 8 and .s' b<3 the corresponding arcs of a curve and of its

inverse with regard to a hxed point 0, the constant of inver-

sion being k ^

Fig. 167.

Then if P, Q be points on the curve and P\ Q the inverse

points, we have pQ
(See Diff. Calc., p. 174.)

And ultimately, when Q and Q are made to travel along their

respective i)aths to ultimate coincidence with P and

( 1 )

giving the arc of the inverse in terms of elements of the

original curve.

622. Modifications for Various Coordinate Systems.

This formula may be modified as required for different

systems of coordinates, and with the usual notation, we have

for polars, the inversion being with regard to the pole,

,2 ,

-‘jf
(3)
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Again, we may write

i.e. as a formula suitable for tangential polars,

r p+-^

or for pedal equations,

(«)

and for Cartesians,

‘^”J +J + j

the inversion being with regard to the origin ;

or «' _ i.2 f

J(,;_„)2 + (y _ 6)»

if the inversion is with regard to the point (a, h).

623. Illustrative Examples.

1. Consider the arc of the inverse of the parabola

^or = 1 -I- cos 0^

with regard to the focus ;
i,e. a cardioide.

Here

g'—lct f = fc* r = _ ik* f- if
^

Jrsfr^-p^ jr>Jr*-ar w’

2ifc* 2ib* . e=—vl-aM= sin.-
a a 2

2. Recti6cation of the inverse with regard to the centre of the first

negative pedal of an ellipse with regard to the centre.

The ellipse being 1, the first negative pedal is the enve-

lope of
/• • / K ^ co8*^ sin*^

jpcos^-Hysin f= where +-^-3^.

Hence the tangential polar equation is

ab

^/a* sin*^+ 6® cos*^
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Differentiating we have

dp _ _ - h’^') Hin iP cos \p

(d^ sin'** \j/+ b‘^ cos^
"

whence

-alja^ ^2j

ft^coHV-«^ain*^- 2(a»- 62)gin^^cos°^

(a^ ^ + 6^ cos^ ipy

p+'^'P= a’’(2a‘’ - 1>'‘

) ainV+ tg(26» - «-) cns'‘x[,

and

^ +/'i^V= a-!62 .

\<ii/'/ {d^ -H

Hence

, aJ> /n2(2«'i-/>2)ain2^+ ^,3(2/,*-«2)cosV /-r,
—

-7—ft-"-, ^ ,,
. j

„.sin-^vt + i'
+ #

=/(‘' -

~ i
sin’^^ 4- 6^ cos^^

a-6^ (a^ sin-^ \p + cos" H /7 /

a'-^ 4- b'^ (a^ dm- ip+ b* cos^ \l/)\fa‘'‘^ si d h- cos^J

Hence if e l)e the eccentricity of the ellipse, and the integration be

taken from \p to ^ and if x the complement of «/', we have

This curve therefore requires all three kinds of the Legendrian integrals

for its rectification.

Note for the first negative central pedal of an ellipse tlnat we have

incidentally

(1) ^ ^^a^(2a'-^ - h'^) sin®^ 4- h- ~ a^) cos^ \p ^

^ (d^ fiin^^ 4- cos® \p)^

(2) = ;
(a® sin® ^4-0® cos^ifr

(3) jjl^de^j d^-d<l> = 3ab tan-’>(? tan - {a? + 6“) tan-*^p tan ;

(4) rpdd=br-,—d±^^^f’‘ d-j..=:bF{x,e).^
74 \^1 ~«^C08®^ Jo ^/l -ef®sm®x
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3. Central inversion of epi- or hypo-cycloids.

Here p — AsinB\f>^ where A—a+ 2b, 'j

^ _ a
1“ See Diff. Calc.^ Art. 410

a + 26* J

•-‘r
__My B<pdJ,

Jc*

I)«in

yl*(l +(/?*- I)

" ~ ««]; ) :;:r
“

E.ff. in the case of the inverse of the cardioide with regard to the centre

of the fixed circle a=^6, A~3a,

2I:V2
3rt

tanh
.1/2V2

Vs-' •J)]'/

In the case of the inverse of the three-cusped hypocycloid

t=-K A=^,

l^tan-' (2 V2 cos

Note that these inverses are such that their arcs are expressible

logarithmically if derived from epicycloids, or by means of circular

functions if derived from hy|x>cycIoids.

4. Inverse of the paral)ola y^^Aax with regard to the jx)int -3a^

y-0.
The general problem for any fKunt on the axis is discussed by Mr. R A.

Roberts, in the }*roc€eding$ of the London MaUiomatieal Society

y

vol. xviii.,

p. 202,
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Taking 2am as the current coordinates of a point F on the curve
= an element of arc is given by

<i«=\/J?Trfp=2a^/ i + dm.

Fig. 169.

Also Or^—{am^ + Zaf + 4a*m2=aW + 10a%* 4- Da^

= a2(m* + l)(m2 + 9),

and the element d$' of the inverse is

/_L* o r N/r+m*cfm
*

•"‘jo <**(«*+ 1)0^?+ 9)

ds
01^'^

^2k^r
^ Jo (m*

dm

9) Vm* + 1

(Let m = tan
<f>.)

21-* cos
<fj d<f*

a Jq 8in*<^ + 9 coe*<^

2J:^ ^ dsin^ f dsin^
a Jq 9 — ti sin*

~ 4a i |
- sin*

k*
lo

3 + 2>/2sii^<^

3 - 2V2 sin tp

’

Bxample. Mr. Roberts shows in the article above cited that for

points l>etween - 00 and - 3a on the a-axis the arc of the inverse curve

can be expressed as a pure logarithm. For jx)int8 from —3a to a such

aies are partly logarithmic, partly inverse circular. For points from a

to 4*00 the arcs are inverse circular expressions. Examine the truth of

this.

624. John Bernoulli’s Theorem.

a number of points P*(x2» y*)» ^ moving

in a plane, and let dsp ds^. ^ elements of the paths

described. Liet us impose upon their motion the condition

that they are all moving at every instant in parallel directions
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in the same sense. Let he the angle the tangents to their

respective paths make with the x-axis.

Suppose heavy particles of masses etc., to be placed

at Pp etc., and let x, y be their centroid.

Then
- Xmx

y
'Lmy

Sm

^mdx SmdJs
ax = =— cos \[r,zm zm ^

dy=^
Xm dy

__
2m ds

iSm
~~

'Lm
sini/r.

Hence
dx _ dy

and therefore the motion of the
cos ^ sin \}r

’

centroid is always parallel to the motion of the several

particles
;
moreover, if c& be the corresponding element of the

path of the centroid, ^

and
- Sms

625. This result is ascribed by Mr. R. A. Roberts, in the

paper before cited, as due to John Bernoulli, the intention

being to give a method for the generation of new rectifiable

curves from any system of curves whose rectification has

already been effected.
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It is to be remarked that the same theorem obviously holds

for any system of particles moving in the manner prescribed

upon twisted or tortuous curves in space.

Again, several of the points may be moving on different

branches of the same curve.

It appears from Bernoulli’s result that as m3, ... can

be arranged at will, we can from any set of rectifiable curves

generate an infinite number of other curves which are rectifiable

in the same manner and in terms of the same functions.

Thus, for instance, taking any set of catenaries with parallel

directrices whose typical equation is s=a-^ctsLn\}r

;

or any set of equal equiangular spirals, type

or any set of circles, type 8—a+b^

;

or any set of involutes of circles, type s=a+fc(V^+a)^

;

or any set of similar epi- or hypocycloids, type

8~a+6 sin
;

or any set of semi-cubical parabolas with parallel axes, type

or, in fact, any of the cases in which
^7^

reduces to an ex-

pression of the same form, the locus of the centroid

- Zm.x - 2mv

2m ^ 2m
is another curve of the same kind, and the length of any

portion of its arc is to be found from the formula

2ms
2m ’

And further, when curves of different nature are taken as

the original curves, though the derived locus be not of the

same nature as that of any one of the original curves, yet it is

still rectifiable in terms of the same functions as those in terms

of which the original curves are rectifiable.

626. Extension of Bernoulli’s Theorem-

When the forward-drawn tangents at the several points are

not all in the same sense, we may still apply the theorem, but

with the precaution of reckoning all those elementary arcs

which are traversed in the same sense as positive, and the

remaining ones as negative.
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Thus, if Pi(x^, 2/i)»
^2 (^2 ’ 2/2 )

opposite extremities of a

diameter of an ellipse, or centric oval, and if cos >/r, sin i/r be

the direction ratios of the tangent at —cos\/r, —sinxj/' will

be the direction ratios of the forward drawn tangent at p.> and

_mj dx^ +7712 ^2_ (^^^-^iCos \j/-) + TTij
(
—ds^oos \/r)

+77^2 TTlj+ 77lj

and

and

_77ij ds^—m^ds^
~~

mj+ 77l2

^ m, da, -mads,
^

777
j+ 77^2

/r ~^2 ^‘'*2

“
77li+ 77l2

cos

sin

,
giving

_ 77l,S,—TTMo

T/lj+ TTlg

Moreover, for an ellipse, or centric oval, obviously d8^=d8^

and 8^—s^, and if we make 77ij=7>i2, 5=0, as it should be, since

all diameters are bisected at the centre, and the centroid locus

degenerates into a point.

In the case when one of the curves degenerates to a point

and one other point describes a given curve, Bernoullis

Theorem states that the similar and similarly situated centroid-

locus is such that corresponding arcs on. this locus and on the

original curve are proportional, which is a priori obvious.

627. Ovoid with One Axis of Symmetry.

Let us consider the case of any ovoid with one axis of

symmetry, and discuss the locus of the mid-points of chords

which are such that the tangents at their extremities are

parallel. Let PiPg be such a chord and G its mid-point. If

we take the direction ratios at P^ as cos yfr, sin \/r, then at Pg,

where the forward-drawn tangent is parallel, but in the

opposite direction, they must be taken as —cos yfr, —sin yfr. If
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it be a question of applying the theorem to the locus of the

mid-point G of the cliord P1P2J we have

where dsj, d<T are the elementary aroB traced by Pj, Pg, G
respectively, and as the inclination of all three tangents to the

a^-axis is the same, n —n
P- 2

^

where pj, p are the corresponding radii of curvature.

Now, in integrating to find cr for the whole length of the

path of G, considerable care is necessary, for when the points

Pp P2 pass through positions at which the radii of curvature

become equal, in general changes sign. So that in

estimating Jd<r for the whole (j-locus, for some parts we must

take = others
J
^ ^

;
i.e. we must take

care that the difference of the elementary arcs at the ends of

the chord is reckoned positively.

Hence we shall write the result

ds^ ds^
__

In such an ovoid there will in general be points A, P, C, D,

of which the first and third are the extremities of the axis of

symmetry, where the radii of curvature are respectively

minimum, maximum, minimum, maximum;
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and tliere may be a pair of points, one between D and A and

one between B and C, at which the tangents are parallel, and

such that the radii of curvature at those points are equal
;
and

the same is true of the portions AB, CD of the ovoid. In such

case, on the G-locus there is therefore a point at which p = 0
,

with a change of sign of p. Hence there is at such a point a

singularity on the 6r-locus, in general a cusp at which the

tangent is parallel to the tangents at the corresponding points

on the ovoid.

628. Geometrical Ezamination.

Let us examine more closely, in a geometrical manner, what

is in general happening at such a point.

Let PqP^, PiP2, P^Pz^ ^3^4 »
elements of t!)e

ovoid, with equal increments di/r in the angle of contingence,

and drawn in the neighbourhood of a point on the ovoid,

which has the peculiarity under consideration, viz. that the

radius of curvature at that point is equal to that at the

opposite extremity of the chord.

And PoTi'PiPi>V^S’PiVvP4J>i> — the opposite parallel

elements, the angles between consecutive pairs of either system

being therefore and let P^P^—PaPi-
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Let Gq, 6^1, G^2’ ^3> ^41 .--be the mid-points of the chords

^oP^y PiViy P^2y ^^Pzy ••• respectively
;
then it will be obvious

^1^2 — i {^1^2 ~P}P2)y

^2^3 = i (-^2^3—^>2?3)»

^3^4= i (^3^4—P3P 4) = ^y

^4^6=i(:?>4P5-^4^5)>

^5^6=i(^5?6-^^6^^6)>

etc.

The points G^ coincide, the element G^G^ makes an angle

2d\}/^ with the element (?2^3» direction of the tangent to

the path having turned through an angle 7r+2c?^. Ulti-

mately then we have at G^ two coincident tangents to the

(?-locus, i.e. there is a cusp on the G^-locus at such a point, and

this cusp lies upon the envelope of the chord, for G^ is the

point of intersection of two consecutive positions of the chord.

629 . Again, at the points E, F on the double ordinate at the

widest part of the ovoid the radii of curvature are obviously

equal, and at the mid-point Y of EF there will be a cusp on

the (j-locus, whilst at X, the mid-point of the axis of symmetry

ACy the tangent to the G-locus will be perpendicular to AC.

Let IJ be that chord of the ovoid for which the tangents

at I and J are parallel and for which the radii of curvature at

the ends are equal, and whose mid-point is situated at the

cusp L of the C-locus, and let VJ' be the corresponding chord

through the cusp M, symmetrically situated with regard to

the axis of symmetry.
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Then, integrating along corresponding arcs,

arc rCI— arc J'AJ
arc MXL —

^

r arcJDF—arc IE
arc LY = s ,

arc EBJ'— arc FI'
arc YM =

^

Thus the whole perimeter of the tricuspidal G-locus

= ^(arc rCI—arc IE -\-arc EJ'— arc J'

J

+arc JF—arc FF),

i,e. in short, half the difference of the two sums of alternate

arcs of the original ovoid, the points of division being those

Fig. 175

at which, whilst the opposite tangents are parallel, the radii

of curvature are equal.

630. Of course, in the case of any closed oval symmetrical

about two perpendicular axes, such as an ellipse, the diameters

are all bisected at the intersection of the axes of symmetry,

and the tricusp is evanescent, the radii of curvature at all

opposite points being equal and the tangents parallel.

631. Note (i) that if lines be drawn through the points 0
parallel to the tangents at the extremities of the chords through

(?, then the points 0 are the points of contact of such lines

with their envelope

;

(ii) that the cuspidal tangents to the G-locus are parallel

to those parallel tangents to the ovoid at whose points of

contact the opposite radii of curvature are equal

;
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(iii) if ^ be a point on such a chord PiP^ as has been

described, and dividing it in the ratio \ then the theorem

is true for the whole perimeter s of the ovoid,

%,e, (T =-4-—^ 8

(for in integrating round the curve 8^
— 82 = 8\ provided that

R does not lie intermediate between a certain pair of points

R2 on the chord, for which — m2p2 can vanish,

i.e. if X and X~^ be the greatest and least values of the ratio

P1/P2 attained as travels round the perimeter of the ovoid,

the points are the positions of R for which

and m2 = Xmj respectively. Thus, for all points R on the chord

or the chord produced which do not lie between R^ and R^,

the perimeter of the P-locus is

m. — mo
0-=—

mi + 7)12

But for points between R^ and R^ thus defined, precautions

similar to those described for the mid-point must be taken.

632. An Instructive Problem.

liet us discuss the locus of the centiHjid of the triangle PQM when

these points lie upon a cardioide and are such that the tangents at

P,Q, B&re always parallel.
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The equation of a normal to the curve r=a(H-cos^) at the point

where i=tana {Diff. Calc.^ p. 158).

The three normals will be parallel at points such that

1 • . o I.~—^

=

h, say, ».e. tan 3a= k.

Let tan3x= tan3a.

Then 3x=W7r+3a,

,

tt 27r

X=a, a+g, 0.+Y'

Hence 2a, 2a+“, 2a are points at which the normals, and
3 o

therefore also the tangents, are parallel.

Let these be called 2a, 2)5, 2y.

If (j?i, ^j), (jPg* 2/2)} (^'si ys) be the coordinates of P, Q, i2,

= 2a cos^
^
cos 61 = 2a cos^a cos 2a— ^ ( 1 + 2 cos 2a+ cos 4a), etc.,

yi= 2a cos^ ^ sin ^= 2a coa^a sin 2a= ^ (2 sin 2a+ sin 4a), etc.

;

A A

••• 3i=2>,=|?, 3y=2y,=0.
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(ii) Let PO, QOy RO cut the sides of the triangle at Z, My N. Tlien,

since 0P==20Ly etc., the points L, M, Ny i.e. the mid points of the sides

lie on another cardioide of half the linear dimensions of the former.

(iii) 'I'he tangents at L, My N to this cardioide are parallel to the

tangents to the original cardioide at P, Q, R,

(iv) The triangle PQR might have been described as one in which each

of the sides subtends an angle 120'’ at the pole 0,

(v) All other points which divide the sides, or the medians, in a

constant ratio, or any points connected with the triangle PQR by the

fonnulae ^ix _^yV-

where /, m, n are either numerical or not dependent upon the magnitude,

shape and position of the triangle, also trace cardioides
;
and lines through

such points parallel to the tangents at P, Qy P, envelope cardioides.

633. Areals and Trilinears.

It has already been explained that such systems are not

well adapted for metrical purposes (Art. 460).

We can, however, readily obtain suitable formulae for such

cases if necessary.

Denoting the trilinear coordinates of any two points by

(«!> A, yi), (a2 , ^2 ^ 72X triangle of reference being some

given triangle ABC of sides a, 6, c, and area A, the distance

between these points is

[»(A— — 7*)+ —y8)(“i-aa)

-f c(ai—a2)(^i—^2)]

or [a cos A (aj— -f ^ cos — /?2)^+ c cos C(yi—72)^]

(Ferrers’ Trilinears, p. 6).

Accordingly, the length of an elementary arc ds between

two points (a, y), (a+day jS+d/Sy y+ dy)

may be written either as

ds*= --^^(a d/3 dy+b dy da+ c dad^)

or as = (a cos i4 da^ -f fc cosB -f c cos C dy^),
4A*

where aa+ 6j8+cy= 2A,

and therefore a da d- 6 djS -f c dy= 0.
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The corresponding expressions in Areals will obviously be

ds^ = — {a} dy dz+ dz dx+ dx dy)

or ds^^bc cos A dx-+ ca cos B dy^+ ab cos C dz^,

with the identical relations

x-^y-\‘Z=l, dx‘\-dy~\-dz= 0.

The Areal results are a little the simpler.

634. Unicorsal Curves.

In the case of a curve being unicursal, i.e. such that the

coordinates of a point upon it can be expressed as rational

functions of some parameter t, then if we have taken areal

coordinates x, y, z, so that their sum is unity, we may write

cc _ y _ 0 __
1

where /(0=/i(<)+/*(0+/,(<)-

Let these functions be made homogeneous and of the same

degree, say the by the insertion of a proper power of

another letter r, where t=1.

Then = /(O/i' (<)-/'(0/i(0
dt {/(<)}*

Now, by Eulers Theorem,

m. /,(<)

fit), flit) n
^dt^^dr’ dt

df dA
dt ’ dt

1

n

df dA
dT dr

df dA
dt' dt

where A is the Jacobian ofA / with regard to t and t, i.e.

n d(t, t)
’

and T is to be put = 1 after the differentiations are performed.

npThus
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Similarly dy =
1 Ji

dt.

dz= --^dt,nf
where Jg J.^ are respectively

Kf2j) g(/3>/).

d(ty T) ' d[ty T)

Thus the areal formulae for rectification in the case of a

unicursal curve become

= JV- 74 dt

or .9 = ~ [be cos -f ca cos BJ^+ ab cos CJ^] dt.

These simplify a little further in the case where it is

possible to take the reference triangle equilateral.

635. Ex. 1. For example, if it be required to apply this method to

rectify a circle referred to a pair of tangents inclined at 60'’ and the

chord of contact, the equation is

, ^ X y z I
and we may put

dx_ \ — t^ dy_ 14-2^ dz_
dt + dt (1 4* ^ dt (1 4*^ 4'^*'^)®*

dt

TmT?*ds^-a
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We take the negative sign, because we measure the arc from 0, where

^ = 1, the nearest point to ^1, and as the current point P moves from 0
towards B (Fig. 178), t decreases, i.e. s iiicreiises as I decreases, i.e,

= tail-' -Jz - tan-'
>Jz\ Jz /

•Jz " Wa 1 +i)'

I^Clearly the radius = -^_ ; hence we can determine the geometrical

- , . . .
1 -\^tani0/>/* -I

meaning of the pammeter t, viz. - .

1 4* n/3 tan ^ODP

Ex. 2. Take as triangle of reference any pair of tangents to a parabola

and the chord of contact. The equation of the curve then is

^r\~
«?//_ 2 dz _ ^

4

and we may write

dx

dt (i+ty’

ds^= \P^ cos >4 ( 1 - <
)2 + ca cos B-\-ah cos Cd]dP

"
( ij}

“ ^ ^ h‘^i^)dt'\

s=2f^
{bt~c cos A Y+ c- sin^ A

dt.
{\A-if

Put ht-' c cos A—c sin A . tan d \ hdl — c^m A sec^ 0 dd ;

[(6 + c cos A ) cos $ + c sin A sin

where p= 64-c’C08 a4,

/

8A2

(pcos 6^+ asin ,^
/ g'^csind,

-—8 f sec^f^ - tari"'^-) <f6^

(^2 ^2)1 7 V V/

.[tan (

e

- tan-'|)8ec {t) - tan-'|)
{lY 4- ^bc cos A 4-

+ logton(?+ |-|tan-?)}

where
csin A

and tan 0
ht - c coa A

'p h+cm^A c si 11^4

which, when taken between limits determines the length of the

intercepted arc in terms of elements of the triangle of

reference.
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636. Connexion between Quadrature and Rectification.

It is perhaps of historical rather than mathematical import-

ance to point out the connexion between the problems of

rectiOcation and of quadrature.

li y—f{x) be the Cartesian equation of the curve to be con-

sidered, we shall suppose a new curve to be constructed from

Fig. 179.

it, taking the same abscissa and an ordinate t] = asec\]r, where

xj/' is the slope of the tangent to the original curve and a is

any constant. Then

ds = dxsec\l/^ = -da:

:

a

as^^t}dx.

Hence the rectification of the first curve may be regarded as

the quadrature of the second.

Sec \/r may be interpreted in various ways to facilitate the

drawing of the graph of the new curve
;
for example,

,
Tangent Normal

,

seexp*
Subtangent ~Oi'dinate’^

Accordingly, if the ordinates of the original curve be all

increased to a length ^ so that

Tangent Normal
^ ^ ~ Subtangent Ordinate

’

a new curve will be found for which the area bounded by the

new curve, the a:-axis and the terminal ordinates is equal to a

rectangle, one side of which is a and the other side is the

corresponding arc of the given curve. Also a, being at our

choice, may be taken as unit length.
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637. Ex. If the ordinate of the semicubical parabola be

produced to a length r; so that 17 — a show that the path of the

new point thus found is the parabola

Find the area of a portion of this parabola bounded by two given

ordinates, and deduce the result of Ex. 1
,
Art. 516, for the length of

the corresponding arc of the semicubical parabola.

Van Huraet’s rectification of the semicubical parabola referred to in

Art. 516 was effected thus. (Williamson, Int, Calc.^ p. 249.)

638. On a Glass of Rectifiable Curves.

If
dt

and

Hence in the curve

§= ^’(Osin/(^,)J

ds
we have

X
=
^F(t) cosf{t)dI,

y.=^F(t)smf(t)dt,

we have s

The functions F{i) and f{t) being at our choice a large

number of rectifiable curves arise.

In constructing a rectifiable curve, a common method is to

make /(/) = 71 tan“^/. and make use of the formulae

cos {n tan“^^) = ^—^(1 + —

sin {n tan-'^t) = ^—n

—

•••),

n

and either to choose an even value for n, or to take (1 as

one of the factors of F(t), if n be odd, to facilitate integration.

639. Ex. 1 . Thus, taking

we have

and
ds

dt

here n= 2 and F (()= 1 +

1 +^2
;

whence
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The curve in question is then

1 -“V a cubic,

and we have in this curve

8^= a:(^

or 2.

Ex. 2. Let us talce
<ir /I

(U

^5'= 2a
dl

^ /I
Then S=«G + ‘)’

j:=a(logi-0, y= 2a(, a=a ^log

is the Cartesian equation of the curve.

Also

and the intrinsic equation is

y
4a’

Ex. 3. Take

and

Then

and

8= ^
tan^l' + alog tan

dt

^_2a

ar= 4a ((i

a=4a^t+ + 'j|

Hence ^ = sind the intrinsic equation is

s= 4a tan
I ^

1 4- 1 tan2
1y

Ex. 4. In the curve for which

da:

di

1=4^1 -ox
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we have

«='+-3+5>

= 2/^-f

tan =^ = tan 4^0y if <= tan 0

;

••• o4
and the intrinsic equation is

»= tanJ(l + |tan^J + ltan‘J),

the Cartesian equation being the Celirninant from the values of x and y.

Several examples of this class of curve will be found in Wolstenholrne’s

Problems (No. 1800 onwards).

640. Since (m^- w^)^ + (2mn)^=(m^+ n^)^ we may construct a curve

such that

y=2j<l>(,t)Ut)Mi)dt,

and then we .shall obviously have

where <^(/), /i(0?/‘i(0 all at our choice. This artifice amounts to

form of the last method.

641. Ex. Let

^= 2oJ.(^R
at

Hence, for the curve

we have

^ l2p^2 i2g+2 ^

"“Up+ 2~2j+ 2j

jP+9+2

2
’

f2p*i
^

^2.+! ^

"“l^+2'''2? + 2/

{p+q+if
"(J»+1)(?+ 1)4

•
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642. A Theorem by Mr. R. A. Roberts.

An important transformation may be used in some cases to

derive one rectifiable curve from another, as follows :

Put x+ ty = u,\
y where / = >/— 1.

x — ty — v,)

Then clearly ds‘^-dx‘^-{-dy^= (dx+tdy){dx—idy)

~ du dv.

In cases where the equation of the original curve takes the

foi'na 0(v) = const., say unity,

if another curve be derived from this one by taking

it is plain that

du' dv' = [</) (?i)]” [</> (t;)]” du dv = du dv,

and therefore ds'^=^ds^ and ds'=ds,

and corresponding arcs will be equal.

The theorem is given by Mr. R, A. Roberts \Ptoc, L.M.S.,

vol. xviii.].

643. Precautions.

Some circumspection is necessary in the inference to be

made as to the whole perimeter of the derived curve. For

instance when the point P{x, y) of the curve, supposed closed,

traces out the complete path (f){v) — l, tlie corresponding

point P' on the derived curve may not trace out the whole of

the derived curve, or it may trace the derived curve several

times. This point must be examined in all cases of applica-

tion of the theorem.

644. In illustration it will be instructive to consider the most elementary

case, viz. that in which the primary curve is the circle a^.

With the proposed transformation, viz. x+Ly=u^ x-iy=v^ we have

uv— a^.

Taking the derived curve as

we get ds' = cls, and corresponding arcs are equal.

1Now =—

2

gives + = +«/>**.
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Therefore (1)

3aY=3xV-/, (2)

And upon squaring and adding,

9a^(a;'2 q.y2f=.a\

Hence the corresponding locus is the circle

viz. one of radius

The whole perimeters are obviously not equal.

But noticing that if we put = tan 0' and
^
= tan 0, we get

tan 0'= tan 30, or 0' = 30,

and it appears that the derived cir cle is traced out at three times the angular

rate of the primary circle, and whilst the point P{x^y) traces the whole

of the primary circle, the derived point P{x\y') traces the derived circle

thrice, and the circumference of the first, viz. 27ra, is thrice the circum-

ference of the second, i,e. 3 x

645. As an illustration of the der ivation of a new rectifiable curve by

this method, take as primary curve the lemniscate

r2= a2cos 20,

i.e. = (i^{x^ - y-),

i.t. “ (u^-f i?^),

Let us derive a new curve from this by putting

and therefore dv! dv' ~^^dudv—dudv\

whence ds'= d8, and corresponding arcs are equal.

XT , 2 fv? \ , 2 /v^ ai^ \

“=M3-2“> ’’=a*U-2V’

i.e.

2
+ ly')= “ 2

(•’'+ ‘y)>

Za^x'= 2{x^- 3x^) -

Sa^y '=

2

(3aY - y^) - 3aY^
j. where (

5724-y2)
2= a2(.r2 -y2),
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Q being an arbitrary

parameter.

which may be written as

cos 2d [cos 5^ - 2 cos S\

^cos 2^ [sin 60-2 sin 0], J

Hence as arcs of a lemniacate can be expressed as elliptic integrals of

the first kind, the same is true of this derived Curve.

The elimination of ?« and v from the equations

, 2 , 2 » a-\/ a2\ a*
“=35^^-“’ "=3a^-"- r-2-jr“2j=4

in this example may be performed as follows :

Let

Then 3w'— 2), 3r'=v^i-2^;

18?i'!
-4 = t^-3t\

= /l, say,

3

18?/2 3

t*

= Z?, say.

Tk .2^^ \o-An
Then ^ A- — =/>, say;

^ + Z?=(p3_3p)-3(/>2-2);

J+/i-5 = (p+ l)(jr)2-4;) + l),
.

27 (^ + Z; - 5) = (1 3 - yl 5)( /1 2/i2 - 8/1 Z? - 1 1 )

;

A'^JP -2\A‘^IP + 93/1^ + 27 (/I + Z?) -f 8 =0 is the locus required, where

AB= ^(.v-^+^'^y - (.v'^ + ] 6.

The desired curve is therefore one of the 12th degree, and its arcs are

of the same length as corresponding arcs on Bernoulli's lemniscate.

646. Serret's Mode of Derivation of Rectifiable Curves.

M. Serret {Calcul Integral, p. 252) indicates a process by

means of which algebraic curves can be produced which are

rectifiable in terms of arcs of a circle, i,e. witliout the aid of

the elliptic functions. Let i
~ v/^1.

Taking i and ~i, a and a, h and j8, c and y, etc., to be

fc pairs of conjugate constant complex quantities, C any real
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constant quantity, and w a real constant angle, and m, n, jp, q,

etc., positive integers, and putting

T={z-a)^+^(z-l3y-^Hz-y)^+K.. ,

he states that the proposed problem is answered by the formula

a;+4y= (1)

provided the k—1 pairs of constants (a, a), (6, /3), etc., be

chosen so as to make the result of integration algebraic. As
there are k repeated factors in the denominator of the

integrand, this will entail the satisfying of k—1 independent

conditions (Art. 149), for the degree of the denominator is

greater by 2 than the degree of the numerator.

To see the truth of M. Serret’s assertion, we observe that

dx+tdy= Ce-
^ I

Hence = di?' -h dy^=

and ds = C ,
1 -t-2

giving 8 — Cia>n~^z (2)

647. M. Serret discusses a slightly different form in

Liouville’s Journal, vol. x.,* viz.

Here

x+iv- C7e‘- dza:+i2/-Oe (3 )

dx\idv-Cc'-
(z-a)"»(g+ q)" .ax-^iay-he

dx —t dv - Ge-““
+ j,

.

ax lay-i^e (2_a)™+i(2+a)"+i®*>

dz'^
whence difi^dx-^+dy^^^C^

t)

_n[ ^
a form readily made to depend upon an elliptic integral.

and

See also Lorvd, Math. Soc. Proc., vol. xviii.; Mr. R. A. Roberts; and
Cayley, Ell. Funct., Art. 448 (where the (7e*" is omitted).
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In the equation (3), the denominator is still in degree higher

by 2 than the degree of the numerator, and there are two

repeated factors in the denominator
; hence one condition only

is necessary that the resulting rectifiable curve should be

purely algebraic (Art. 149). The integral (3) is not in all

cases obtainable, but if one of the indices, say m, be a positive

integer and if the equation of condition be satisfied, the

integration can be effected in terms of 0 ,
involving complex

constants. Then, equating real and imaginary parts, x and 'ij

can be found, and when 0 has been eliminated the Cartesian

form of the equation of the derived curve will result.

(148. The Equation of Condition.

The form of the conditional equation is very remarkable, viz.

._ (a+a )^

^ 4aa ’

This is discussed at length by Cayley, chap, xv.. Ell, Funct.^

to which we must refer the advanced student for the work.

taking

it is

MISCELLANEOUS PROBLEMS.

1. Show that any point on the Lemniscate 7-2 = ^2 cos 20 may be

represented by z + z -

and hence obtain the rectification of the curve. [Skrret.]

Show that the integral obtained for s reduces to the standard

Legendrian form by the further substitution

Zs/2
cos <

f>
=

2. By the transformation

show that the equation

x + Ly= —

!

takes the form x-\-

n/1 + z*

[Cayley, EU. Functionsy Art. 63.]

0 - t a - L

z-{-L a + t

(0
- a)^+^(0

u,

dz

'u^(u -
dUy

-
where ^ ^

^ (tt - t) (a + 1
)

2i \a + 1/ \a H- 1/
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Hence show that the condition that a: + should be purely

algebraic is

a and a being supposed conjugate, and m, n positive integers.

Discuss the roots of this equation. [Skkret, Calc. InUg., p. 254.]

3. In Bernoulli s Lemniscate r‘-^ = 2tt-cos 2^,

show that if x-\- ly^u and x- Ly = v,

the equation of the curve may be written

- ar){d^ - a?) —

Further, expressing and v- as rt‘^(l and a-^^l + respec-

tively, show that the tangent of the angle which the tangent

at any point makes with the a'-axis is

14-/3

'
1 - /3*

Hence, putting the coordinates of two points at which the tangents

are parallel, as w/x, where a>3= 1, show that the locus of the mid-

points of chords joining such points is

[16wV _ 8a2(w2 4- 4. 3^4 j2

= 4a^
[
1 6 { u'* 4* - uh '-

}
- 1 2a'^ 4- v^) 4- 9a^],

i.e. a curve of the eighth degree.

[R A. Roberts, Proc. L.M. Soc., vol. xviii.]

4. Obtain an integral for the rectification of the inverse of the

parabola y^=4aXj with regard to a jx)int on the axis whose

coordinates are {h, 0).

If A = - 3a, show that

_ 1 , 3 4-2v/2sina>

6aJ2 ^ 3 - 2-72 sin a>’

where atan^ai, 2a tan w are taken as the current coordinates of a

point on the parabola, and the arc of the inverse is measured from

the point corresponding to the vertex of the parabola.

[Mr. Rf)Bp:R'rs, loc. ci(.]

Show that the semiperimeter is bisected at the point (o = sin“^
J.

5.

Show that the tangents to the parabola i/^4a(x + a) at the

pohits sinh*^ (u ± v) - a, 2a sinh (u ± r)},

where u is variable bilt is a constant, intersect on a con focal

parabola
; and that if T he a point on this second parabola, and

TTj, TFo the tangents to the first, then

rPj + TP.J,
- arc I\P.^ = a(sinh 2v - 2r),

and is constant. [Oxford I. P., 1911.]
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6. Show that taken over the area cut from a parabola of

latus rectum 4a by an ordinate distant c from the vertex (c<a),

where r denotes the distance from the focus, is equal to

sja s!c
ijac - 2 (a - c) log

JTi-sTc [Oxford I. P., 1911.]

7. Show that

8. If

u — e

P sin̂ 6
sin 0

11 11
3 "^5 7'

- [ffidxr \4>dx - \(i>dx

= ^
I

e-* + c^x + + . . . + c^x^^)fdx 4- Ce '
,

where Cj, r.^y

O

are (n-h 2) arbitrary constants, and

f
= flo + a^x + + . . . + a,„

where Aq, aj, are (/a-f- 1) constants, show that if m be not

greater than n, ^ ,
obtained by the direct differentiation of u with

regard to .r, contains only (a+l) constants.
[Math. Tripos, 1878.]

9. If /(m, «) =
j

j:"*(cosha:)-”<fa;, where m and n are positive

integers, each greater than 2, prove that

{71 - l)(ri - 2)/(m, n) = (n ~ 2Yf{my n-2)- m{m ~ l)/(w - 2, ti - 2).

[Oxford I. P., 1914.]

10. Given that a and c are positive, show that the limit when

7n->cc and 7i~>ao of

1 ri
1

1 1
1

1
,

1 1
n a^^ / / 2cY 3(Y^’ / cy

(a + -) ( a + -
I

{ a + mil -

\ nj \ nJ \ nJ \ nJ J

is finite when r>l
;
and find this limit. [OxF. I. P., 1914.]

11.

The increase dS in a man's satisfaction S by an increased

expenditure dx on a certain commodity, is expressed by the law

dS — dx. Similar laws, viz.

dS=-i!^-,dy, dS =— dz,
y~b ^ Z-c

hold for two other commodities, where A, p, a, 6, c are all positive.

Find how the man should expend a given sum E (>a + h + c) so

that his total satisfaction is greatest. [Oxford I. P., 1914.]
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Show that the maximum satisfaction is measured by

e_l - (i- b-c)^+f^+*'

(A + /i + 1')^+#^+*'

12. Evaluate

p x-l dx

J,uX*-2xcos» + l Vx''“-2x"cos}rjrH:'

[Oxford II. P., 1914.]

13. Show that the tangent to the curve

3a2(y- a:)-|-x^ = 0,

at the point whose abscissa is A, cuts the curve again at the point

whose abscissa is - 2h, and that the area included between the curve

and the tangent is dh^jid^. [Oxf. I. 1918.]

14. If fi(x) and /^(x) are both polynomials in a;, show that the

integral of fi{x)lf2 {x) with respect to x can always be written in the

form
,l>^{x)l<i>,{x) + \og<i>,{x)/4>,(o-),

where
<#>i,

<^2 > ^3 > ^4 denote polynomials, not necessarily real.

Find the general form of the integral with respect to x of

- v/J^l). [OxF. I. P., 1918.]

15. Show that the area bounded by the curve

3a/2

its real a.symptote x y + a — 0j and by two lines at right angles to

this asymptote through the points t~ - a, i! = 0 of the curve, is

3^2 r - 1 'i

^(tt2+w + i)X

and find the whole area between the curve and its real asymptote.

[Oxf. I. P., 1917.]

16. If <l>(z) be a rational function of 2? without singularities in the

range 0 < z ^ I, prove that

J
(f>
(sin 2x) cos^x cos 2xdx-^ (sin 2x) cos^x cos^ 2x dx

~
I

4>{am 2x) cosmic cos 2x dx.

[Oxford I. P., 1907.]

17. Integrate (i) f
J {x-h){{x- -{x-

.... CxfJ^^{pxP^^ -’qaP^^}dx
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18.

In the curve x^-\-

s being measured from the origin.

Show that the curve is a quintie of which the ^-axis is an axis of

symmetry, and that the area of the loop =

19.

If 2<^ be the eccentric angle of the point r, d on the ellipse

c = r(l - c cos 6^), prove that

^
= 4(1 - e^cos^^).

Use the fact that

((1 + e)^ - 4e sin^</)}
^

dO

defy

I

^ F{ws^0)dO ^-2
[
V(cos'6;)rf6>

Jo •'0

lue of a, such that

, 2 f“ _ .

0 v/(l + - 4e sin“</> Jo v^(l - 4<5sin2^

and the above to obtain a value of a, such that

defy

[Oxford I. P
, 1917.]

20.

A uniform rod of mass M has its extremities at the points

.^
1 ,

ij^; x.
2 ^ y<2

- ^how that the product of inertia of the rod with

respect to the axes is given by

Jl/| {lx^ + (\ -l)x^)[ty^ + {\ -t)y^}dl.

Hence show that the product of inertia of the rod is the same as

that of three particles of masses

M M 2M
6’ 6’ 3"’

placed at the extremities and the middle point of the rod respective!}".

[Oxford I. P., 1913.]

21. Show that the coordinates of any point on the curve whose

intrinsic equation is (sec”

-

1 ),

where n is an odd integer greater than unity, can be expressed

rationally in terms of tan i/', and show that when = 0 the curve

is a cubic with a cusp. C^xf. I. P., 1911.]

22. Show how to evaluate the integral
J/(a;,

y)dx^ where

= ax^ + 2hx + c

and /(x, y) is a rational function of x and y.
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Prove that

Jo

the positive sign being taken for the radical in each of the subjects

of integration. [Math. Trip., Part. II., 1913.]

+ 1

23. Show by means of the transformation y = that

-1 = 2 f log (V2 + 1
),

Jo(.-!:+ l)(x5+ 1)* Ji/./2(2//- 1)*

and verify the result in an independent manner.

[Math. Trip., Part II., 1914.]

i. Integrate f— rda;.
° Jsin(x-a) [Math. Trip., Part IL, 1914.]

25. lilvaluate

J (a:4-l)2(x2 4-4)^ J(J (x4-1)2(x2 4-4)^ J(x*+1)^’ J(5-3cosx)2»

and the corresponding detinite integrals taken between the limits

(0, 00
), (0, 00

)
and (0, tt) respeetively. [Math. Trip., Part 11., 1914.]

26. Show that

... fsin4x , v/3^ , ,/sin2x\

. /27r \

,
sin + X

7 1 . TT, V5 /
'^^ = 5 72r-x

. 27r .

+ sin
^

log

sing + x

27. Prove that

Jq (1 +8in26>)(2 + sin2 6y)

28. Prove that

f 2 cos 0 + sin ^ _ 2 sin 6

J (1 +sin ^cos (1 + sin 6 cos d)^



CHAPTER XIX.

MOVING CURVES.

Quadrature and Rectification of Loci of Carried Points and

Envelopes of Carried Lines.

G49. “ Instantaneous Centre/^

It is a very well-known geometrical theorem that if two

triangles ABC, ahc are equal in all respects and lie in the

same plane, the one can be superposed upon the other by a

rotation about some point in the plane.

B

Let XI, YI, the perpendicular bisectors of Aa, Bb, meet at

7. Join IA, la; IB, Ih; IC, Ic; and join 7 to the mid-point

Z of Cc.

675
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Then lA^ AB, Bl being respectively ecjual to /a, ah, hi,

A A
the triangles lAB, lah are congruent, and angle IBA ~ lha.

A A
Hence IBC—lbc, and having also IB, BC respectively eijual

to Ib, he, the triangles IBC, Ihc are congruent, and lC~Ic
;

whence IZ bisects Cc perpendicularly, so that the perpen-

dicular bisectors of Aa, Bb, Cc are concurrent. Moreover
A

^
A A A

angle AIB being equal to alh, and BIC being equal to hic,

it is clear that
Ala^Blb^CIe,

A
and therefore a rotation through the angle Ala about the

point I in the proper direction will accomplish the super-

position of the one triangle upon the other.

If Aa, Bb are parallel, / is at oo in the plane, and the

motion is one of translation without rotation.

Two of the three points A, B, C may be regarded as fixing

the position of the lamina upon which the triangle is drawn,

and the third point may be regarded as any point carried by

the lamina.

Thus a displacement of a lamina of any shape in its own
plane may be regarded as brought about by a rotation about

a point in its plane, and any consistent motion of two points

attached to the plane lamina will define the motion of the

lamina in its own plane.

650. If the equal angles Ala, Bib be infinitesimal, Aa, Bb
may be regarded ultimately as the direction of the tangents

to the paths of A and B, and 1 is called the instantaneous

centre. The position of this point is immediately discovered

when the direction of motion of the two points A and B are

known, by drawing through A and B perpendiculars to the

direction of motion of these points
;
these perpendiculars meet

in the “instantaneous centre of rotation” I. If 1 be joined

to any other point P of the moving lamina, the tangent to the

path of P is at right angles to PI, and PI is the normal to the

path.

651. For instance, if a hoop of any shape be in motion in a plane, and

the direction of motion of two points of the hoop be known, say, PT, QT,
then 1 is at the intersection of perpendiculars through Pand Q to PT, QT
respectively, and the motion of any other point of the hoop, R, is at
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right angles to IR. Hence at any instant the directions of instantaneous

motion of all particles on the hoop envelop the first negative pedal of

the hoop with regard to the instantaneous centre. When the hoop is

circular, this will be an ellipse if 1 falls within the hoop, a hyperbola if /

falls without the hoop, and a point if I falls upon the hoop.

652. The instantaneous Centre itself is not in general a

fixed point. If it has a path upon the fixed plane, it has

another path relatively to the moving lamina.

When a circular hoop rolls along the ground in a vertical plane, the

point of contact is the instantaneous centre, for at any instant the point

of the hoop in contact with the ground is not moving aloTig the ground,

for by supposition there is no slipping, and it has just ceased to approach

the ground, and is on the point of beginning to leave the ground, and
therefore for the instant it lias no motion at right angles to the ground.

The path of the instantaneous centre on the fixed plane is evidently the

lino on which the hoop rolls. The path on the plane of the hoop is the

hoop itself.
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653. Exactly the same is true when any curve traced upon

a lamina is made to roll without sliding upon a fixed curve.

The point of contact is the instantaneous centre. The two

7-loci are respectively the fixed curve and the moving curve

themselves.

654. When a rod AE^ of given length, slips down between two per-

pendicular axes Oy, Ox^ the instantaneous centre I is at the intersection of

the perpendiculars A/, El to Oy and Ox^ and its locus on the fixed plane

is a circle with centre at Oand radius equal to the rod. The path relative

to the rod is a cii’cle of radius half the rod, described on the rod for

diameter.

Any fX)int P attached to the rod desci ibes an ellipse, of which IP is

the normal and a perpendicular through P to IP is the tangent.

655. General Motion of a Lamina reduced to a Case of Bolling.

Let us define the manner of motion of the lamina to be

such that its angular velocity at every instant is some given

quantity; /j, Zg, Zg, Z^, Z^..., being the corresponding suc-

cessive positions at equal intervals of time di of the instan-

taneous centre on the fixed plane upon which the lamina

moves.

Let be the infinitesimal angles turned

through in successive rotations about Zj, /2, Zg, Then

(a) Let there be a rotation cix/rg about Z2 .

Then a line on the moving lamina, which was originally

coincident with will be brought by rotation about Zg

into the position /gi,.
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(b) Now let rotation commence about Zg through d\fr^.

Then the line 1^12^1 on the moving lamina is brought into

the position

(c) Let rotation now commence about 7^ through

Then the line Z^Zg/g// is brought into the position

{d) Let rotation now commence about Z^ through

Then the line is brought to the position
*

and so on.

Hence it is clear that when the intervals of time are infini-

tesimally small, and the chords ZjZg, ZgZg, etc., indefinitely

diminished, the motion of the lamina may be constructed by

the rolling of the curve locus of the instantaneous centres

relative to the lamina, viz. upon the curve locus

of the instantaneous centres upon the fixed plane, viz.

hhhhh-
Hence the general motion of a lamina in its own plane

may be constructed by the rolling of one curve upon another.

It therefore becomes important to study the motion of points

and lines attached to curves which roll,

656. The Two Loci of the Instantaneous Centre.

The locus of Z both on the lamina itself and on the fixed

plane upon which the lamina moves becomes important. Each

may be readily found.

Let OX, OF be fixed rectangular axes upon the fixed plane.

Let O'Xy O'y be rectangular axes attached to the moving

lamina.
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Let be the coordinates of O' relatively to OX, OY
\
x, y

the coordinates of any point P on the laniiiia relatively to

O'x, O'y.

Let 6 be the inclination of O'x to OX.
The motion of the lamina will then be fully defined by the

three coordinates 0, and their differential coefficients with

regard to time, where ^ and rj are definite known functions of 0

(I)

The coordinates of P relatively to OX, OY will be

X=^-\-xcoH0-~y sin 0,
j

y— + .r sin 6^ -f- 1/ cos 0. /
Differentiating,

dX=d^’\-{dx—y dd)(to^6 — {dy + xd6) sin 0,

dY —dr] -\-{dx—y dB)H\xi 0 -{-{dy

x

dO) q,o^ 0.

To find the position of I about which the lamina is turning

at any instant, we must remember that

(a) it is for the moment stationary in space,

{h) it is for the moment stationary in the lamina.

Hence for this point

dX=dY= 0 and dx—dy—0.

Therefore d^—ydO cos B—xdB sin B 0,

dr]—y do tiinO-^xdO cos 0 — 0

and t] being known functions of 0, x and y are found from

. dr] .
X = sin 6 — -jy, cos 6,

do dO

and the 6^-eliininant from these etjuations gives the locus of I

on the lamina.

y
at sucli a point,

(2 )
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Next, substituting in equation (I),

de^

ddr

(3 )

and the d-eliminant from these equations gives the /-locus on

the fixed plane.

657. Ex. 1. Taking the case of a rod AD (
= 2a) sliding between two

straight lines OF at right angles, making an angle 0 with the

latter, and taking the centre of the rod O' as origin for the moving axes

and the rod itself as the y-axis,

^=:asin0, 7]
=acosd;

x — a cos 6/ sin ^ + a sin 0 cos 0 =

y — a cos Q cos i) — a sin 6^ sin 6^ =

A' =^asin 6^-f a sin = sin

Y—a cos d +

a sin
I from equations (2) ;

a cos 26^, J

a cos 0 — 2a cos J

and the locus of I on the lamina is

and on the fixed plane ;r*-{-y*=4a* ;

as is geometrically obvious (see Art. 654) ; as indeed are also all the

equations established, the point I being .at the intersection of the per-

pendiculars at B and A to OX, OY respectively.

All carried points which lie on the circle with AB for diameter

describe two cusped hypo-cycloids, ie. straight lines, and all points

attached to the line itself describe ellipses (see Besant, Conic Sections^

Art. 245).
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Ex. 2. Taking the case of an involute of a circle of radius a, sliding

between two perpendicular lines OXj OY^ let the radius of the circle

through the cusp make an angle 6 with the line OX. Then

^ = ^)=ad-.

.r= rt(sin 6 - cos

y= a(c()s ^ + sin 0 )^

X = a(~^ +6yaA
r=ae+a, I

I
from equations (2) ;

from equations (3).

Hence the locus of I on the lamina is a’‘'^4-y‘^= 2a* t.e. a circle
;

the locus of I on the fixed plane is F— X —2a-^, i.e. a straight line.

These loci are shown in Fig. 187.

The first of the loci is geometrically obvious, as the tangents from I to

the generating circle of the involute are at riglit angles.

The motion is that of the rolling of a circle of radius asf2 upon a

straight line which makes an angle
^ with the axes OX, OY and an

intercept (^-^a on the F-axis. The locus of the starting-priint C of

the involute is plainly a trochoid, and the locus of the centre of the

generating circle a straight line Points on the cir(nilar /-locus describe

cycloids, all other attached points describe trochoids.

The student will find this example done (in a di fiferent way) in Besant’s

Roiilettes aiid Olisettea^ p. 37. The object here is to illustrate the use of

the general formulae of the preceding article.
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Ex. 3. Consider a case of motion of apparently different nature.

Let a lamina PQIt rotating at a constant angular velocity w be moving
so that an attached point C describes a straight line with uniform

velocity v.

Take the path of (7 as the axis of and tj the coordinates of the

centre, and 6 the angle turned through in time and suppose that

initially ^ and d both vanish. Let accents denote differentiations with

regard to $

Then, 0 being the starting point for the point C,

^=vt, e=-<at, »)
= 0, f = 7)'=0.

The equations of Art. 656 give

X = -d, 1=--; .f=-sin0, y= -cos0;

the /-loci are a straight line, y=-, on the fixed plane, and

i.e. a circle whose centre is C on the lamina.

The motion is therefore that of a circle rolling on a fixed straight line.

All carried points describe cycloids or trochoids.

658, In the same way, if the point C be made to describe a circle of

radius a with angular velocity w, whilst the lamina rotates with an angular

velocity w'’, we have, taking rectangiilar axes through the centre of the

fixed circle, and rectangular moving axes through the point C attached

to the lamina, and supposing t; and 6 to vanish together,

^= acoswf, 7j
= asinwf, 6 =

^ ^ (W"

(0—0) (Jjd
COS —r

01 0>
r=^+J|=a

OJ - to . (1)6 ,7- Sin—r J

to <0

.r=
a<o <0 — to
“

,
cos — -

to to

ato . to—
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and the motion ih that of a circle of radius rolling upon a fixed circle

of radius and therefore all cxirried points on the lamina trace
(O

epi- or hypo-c3^cloids or epi- or hypo-trochoids.

659. Ex. Suppose thxit a point O' of a lamina travel upon xin equi-

angular spiral, with pole 0, fixed upon a plane over which the lamina

slides. Suppose that the lamina rotates xvt - th of the rate of the radius

vector 00'. It is required to reduce this motion to one of rolling.

Let 00' make an angle 6^ with the initial line, and let a line O'x fixed

on the rotating lamina make an angle 0 with the axis OX fixeil in sjrace.

Suppo.se OX betaken such that 6^j, 0 vanish together. Then nO.

If ?; be the coordinates of O', we have

cos
,

T)~ sin - n
,

with the usual notation xis to the .spiral.

Then = a cos 0^
- sin

7)' ^ = ?iae^‘^^^“'(cot tt sin
6^i -f cos 0,)

;

.•. by Art. 656,

X = ^ - 7)' — - 7i)cos Oi - 71 cot a sin ^,],

= 6^j -l-7icota cos ^j].

Putting l-n — IccoH 13^ ncota=kmn fj,

X==ac®>^"^‘‘A;cos(^,4-/5), )

r=ae^'^«^“fcsiii((9,+^), j

i.e. the locus of X, Pis where /[',() are current coordi-

nates, and

-I- 7t* cot'^a ,
tan B = ,

^~ cot a,
1 - n

i.e. the fixed /-locus is an equal equiangular spiral.
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Again,

and

= win $ - ij' cos 6y y coa 0-\-7j' sin 6^,

^2,^2^20,cota

sin^a

and if i?i, Gj be tlie polar coordinates of a j)oint on the i-locus upon the

lamina,
yj^ coaOi==^^sin 6 — i/'coa 6^,

Ri sin 0, = cos 0 + y ' sin 8,

tan e, = = + ^%±.±
^ " 1 - cot 6tan(^i + 0L)—,cot 8

= tan^^-^ + ^j + a^

= tan + a + 21 - 1 8^,

'2 ' ^
n

the polar equation of the (x, y) locus is

‘ sin a

i.e. another eijuiangular spiral, but of different angle, which is replaced

by the straight line

0i=^ + a, when n-\.

The motion is therefore that of one equiangular spiral with angle a,

rolling upon another of different angle, or wlien 7i = l, upon a straight

line. The case when ?<, — 1 is that in which the lamina rotates at the

same rate as the radius vector of the original spiral.

660. The Curvatures of the two Loci. Analytical Consideration.

It will be found in later articles that we frequently have

to find the difference of the curvatures of these two /-loci.

And for convenience of drawing it is customary, as in

Arts. 665, 667, and in Diff. Calc,, Ch. XX., to consider the

concavities of the fixed and rolling curves as being in

opposite directions. That is, the expressions —+— which
Pi P2

occur in theorems on Roulettes and Glisettes are the algebraic

differences of curvatures as measured in the same direction.

For the present we consider the concavities in the same

direction. Both the J-loci have been found in the form
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x — F{6), y=f(0), and therefore the curvatures can readily

be obtained froin the formula

p [{F(e)r-\-y''{m^

Representing by accents ditfcrentiations with regard to 0,

we have

(a) For the /-locus on the fixed plane,

X — j;', Y =ri +^',

x’=r-n", Y'=,{+r.
X" = i"-n'\ y"= V'+ ^"':

... Z'2+F2 = (^"+,/)*+(.,"-^T.

and X' Y"-Z" y' = (f
'- „")W+n - (V+ ^ ") (r- n") \

and if p, be the radius of curvature of this fixed /-locus,

i= -n)W -rj")

[(r'+v)“+(./'-r)¥

(h) For the locus of / on the moving lamina,

X =^'sin0— ij'cosf^, 2/=^'cost)-|-i?"8in 0,

a:' =(^"-l-jj')sin0— — ^')co8 0,1

y' = (r"+ 'i) cos 0 -f sin 0,/

x={i"+ 2;,"-^>in 0- {t{"- 2^"- ;7')co8 0,1

^"=(r"+ 2>7"-f)cos 0-KV" - 2f V)8in 0./

and '+«?')*+(>;"-r)*,

And if p2 ^ radius of curvature of the /-locus on the

moving lamina estimated in the same direction as /,

1 ^ (C+U'~n

Hence
1 1 r'H.,”^+rH.?'^-2^y+2^V
0. 01 Kr+.r+w'-iri*

1

“[(£"+v)*+(V'-r)¥
1

which gives the difference of the curvatures sought.
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Finally,

and lliei'eforc if da be the elementary are of either curve,

§=V(r+7)H(^"-^')^ and 8 =

1 1 - ^

Pi Pi ^

.-p(f

whence

dd

661. Geometrical Consideration.

ds
This last result may be seen at once geometrically

;
for

ds .

and - - are the angles turned through by and p^, and their dif-

Pi

ference is the angle turned through by the moving lamina, i.e,

^I^J--=dd. (See Fig. 190.)
P> Pi

662. (1) Thus) in the case of the sliding rod of Art. 657, Ex. 1, we have

asinP, 7)= acosP,

acosP, r/'=-asinP,

- a sin P, r{'— - a cos P,

, 11 1 1
and — =—

p2 Pi v4a*sin'^P + 4a‘'^co8‘^P 2a

which agrees with the previous result for which Pi = 2a, p2 —a.

(2) In the case of the sliding involute (Art. 657, Ex. 2),

$=<'[l+dy n=^a0,

^'-a, 7)'= a, =

111 1
and

P-2, P\ a\^2’

which agrees with the previous result, for which pi
= oo, p2= a\/^; and

s=
J

gives 2a^^ in case (1) above, and a0>j2 in case (2).

663. Besant's Equations for the Fixed Z-locus for sliding curves.

When the motion of the lamina is defined by two curves

attached to the lamina making sliding contact with fixed

perpendicular axes OX, OY, the equations

X=^-n, F=,+f
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give

and

and show that

A”' = tj" fj"

F =-- >/ -f ^ - A +

r-y=~(n+nl=~Pv
F-fZ= P2,

I

respectively,

1 hy Legendre’s

j formula,

where and p^ are the radii of curvature of the sliding curves

at the points of contact with the straight lines OA\ 0 V.

These equations are obtained by geometrical considerations

by Mr. Besant {Roulettes and Glisettes, Art. 51), and arc the

equations he uses for the determination of the 7-locus on the

fixed plane in such cases of sliding contact. They require

the integration of two simultaneous ditierential e(|uations for

the determination of the locus.

When the intrinsic e<piations of the two curves are known,

viz. s=f^(\fr), »9=/2(\^), Mr. Besant’s ecpiations are very con-

venient, and the fixed 7-locus can be deduced by solving

the simultaneous equations

the constant being determined by the starting conditions.

664. Roulettes and Glisettes.”

The path of a point carried by a curve which rolls upon

another curve is called the Roulette of the point. (See Diff.

Calc., Art. 561.)

The path of a point carried by a lamina which moves so

that a curve drawn upon it slides in such a inanniir as to

touch two given fixed curves is called a Glisette,

The latter name is due to Mr. W. H. Besant.

The terms Roulette and Glisette have been extended to

include the case of the envelope of a carried curve.

A very full and interesting account of the principal

properties of Roulettes and Glisettes was given by Mr. Besant

in his Tract on Roulettes and Glisettes (1870).

665. The Curvature of the Roulettes described by a Carried

Point, and as the Envelope of a Carried Curve are worked out

in Articles 564 and 565 respectively of the Diff. Cah. The

student who has not access to Mr. Besant’s tract, should revise
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these articles before reading the articles which follow, which

are mainly concerned with (quadrature and rectification.

The formula established for the radius of curvature of the

envelope of a curve carried by another curve which rolls

without sliding upon a fixed curve is shown to be

cos fA cos
<f)_

R—r r+p Pi P2

Here pj, are the radii of curvature of the fixed and

rolling curves respectively, p that of the carried curve,

R that of its envelope, wliilst r is the noi*mal distance

of the point of contact of the

carried curve with its envelope

from the point of contact of the

rolling and fixed curves, and (j>

is the angle r makes with the

common normal of the latter.

If all these several (quantities

can be expressed in terms of

\j/\ the angle which r makes

with any fixed line, then ^Rd\j/

gives the length of an arc of the

envelope, i.e.

A..J:

i+i)+—7— COSth
r+ p

^

I
^

1 cos (j)

Pi P2 ^+ P

This is the general result. It

includes the roulette of a carried

point, viz. when p— 0, or of a

carried straight line (when p=oo),

or the case when the fixed curve

is a straight line (pi==oo), or when
the rolling curve is a circle (p2=c^), or when the rolling curve

is a straight line (p^—cc), or any combination of sucli cases.

The standard figure is that shown above and described in

Diff, Calc,, Art. 565. If the concavity of any of the curves be

in the opposite direction, the formula will require modification
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by the change of sign in the particular radius of curvature or

particular radii of curvature involved.

It must be remembered from Diff. Calc., Art. 565, that the

angle between

two consecutive positions of p. is

Pi

. ds
P2

P2

. ds cos 0
^ R- r

^

. ds cos <f>

p IS .

^ r + p

Thus d\lf '

;

^ R-r

arc of envelope=1R-+-)-L \p, pJ
— H— l + COS0
Vl P2^ ^^P

666. Again, the area swept out by r is plainly

-^h{R-rYd^lr'^^{2Rf-r^)

.

1 f 2R-r
=2Y-^:^tos<j>ds,

and since
COS0^COS(/)_ I

^
1

R-r r+ p Pj p.,’

2R-r
cos0=( 2 + cos 0=2cos 0-f-r ( ~-h

V>i P> 'r-Yp/

^,(L+l)+^e+Uo,i,;
Vi pd-r

r sweeps out an area

|fr,2(l+ l) + ,2£+ r^^

2JL \pi pg/ p-fr

667. When the carried curve reduces to a pcrint, t.e. p=0,

cos 0= where dO is the angle between consecutive radii

vectores of the rolling curve.

Hence, for a carried point.

Arc of roul0tte= ir f— -f ~ ds,
J Vpi P2^

swept out by 4-
-
)d5-f
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Hence the area swept out by r exceeds the corresponding

portion of the sectorial area of the rolling curve,

viz. Wrue, by +

And if the rolling curve be a straight line, = <», and these

expressions reduce further to

A rc = ds and Area swept = 1
ds -f dO

respectively.

668. Important Cases.

The most important case, perhaps, is when a curve which

carries a point or a straight line rolls upon a fixed straight

line.

In this case p^—co.

If also the roulette be that of a carried point, p= 0,

iR=r+ /)2 COS0 r—

P

2COS
~4> r — P2

C0S <^’

If the roulette be that enveloped by a carried straight line,

p=oo, and JS=r-hp2 COS 0.

In these cases is the angle which the normal to the

roulette makes with a fixed line, and in accordance with the

usual custom in dealing with intrinsic equations may be

written \jr.

Hence the intrinsic equations of the roulette in the two

cases will be respectively

s= +P2
cos \Jr ^ for a carried point,

cos yfr)d\}r, for a carried straight line.

669. It is to be further noted that if the concavity of any of

the curves concerned be turned in the opposite direction to that

in which they are represented in Fig. 190, the general formula

for R will need modification by the corresponding change of

sign of the particular radii of curvature involved with a

corresponding modification in all the deduced results. To
avoid error it is therefore desirable to examine each case on
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its own merits, rather than to deduce the formulae required

from the general result

cos 0 cos 0 _ 1 1

R-r r+p Pi p./

Moreover, special cases have their own special geometrical

peculiarities. Hence, in succeeding articles, we adopt this

course though it necessitates some repetition. This will

also have the advantage of exhibiting a somewhat different

treatment.

670. Ex. 1. A circular wheel rolls in a vertical plane along a straight

line. To find the intrinsic equation of the envelope of a given diameter.

Here = radius of the wheel == a, say;

r= a cos </>

;

R~r-\-

p

2 cos </)= 2a cos
;

8— 2a sin <f);

i.e. the envelope is a cycloid with an axis of length a, s being measured

from the vertex of the cycloidal envelope.

For a parallel chord at a distance h from this diameter, we have

r = h-{-

a

cos
<f>

and a= A</) 4- 2a sin c/),

viz. a parallel to a cycloid. Moreover, the cycloid which is the envelope

of the diameter of the rolling circle, is itself an involute of another

cycloid. Hence the parallels to the cycloid are involutes of a cycloid.

This then is the result for any carried line.

Ex. 2. Let the rolling curve be r^ — a^cosnO, and suppose the initial

|>o8ition be that in which the vertex of a foil of the curve is in contact

with the line.

First, let us find the roulette of the pole.

,xr , rdr 1 tt’
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Let P be the point of contact, 0 the pole, A its initial position, \jr the

angle turned through by the tangent at 0 to the roulette, x'Cjc the fixed

line.

Then tan OPx'= — - cot n0\ OPx' —

cl)= nOy p2 Cos(l}
= and =

/i= j- = r
;

r — po cos <p n

(is %+

1

a cos’* ip.

and
n +

1

‘ dip n

a
j

cos" is the intrinsic equation sought.

If ?i— 1, we have the case of a rolling circle of diameter a, and the

intrinsic equation of the cycloid traced is 5= Tasini//.

In the general case, if we refer the curve to tangential polar coordi-

nates, we can perform one integration. For taking A as pole.

_ ds

n
a cos" t/'.

Multiplying by sin \j/,

Cp%) 7) -f- 1 — .

sin ^^2 A-psin \p— a cos" ^ sin

and integrating, sin - p cos xf^- - n cos^ ^ ” i/' -f a,

r/r)

for p and ^ vanish if i// = o and p be measured from the vertex A ;

” ^ cosec ^(1 - cos'
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Again, multiplying by cosip and integrating

r't',dp
, ,

7i+l r*(t
1 + i

a
J

cos « xj/ dipy

^ t
^+1

/ f'^ 1 + ^ /+ /> tan xj/ = —^ a sec xj/

j
cos ” xp axp.

Eliminating we obtain

p(tan xp+ cot = sec i/' f'^cos^'^^i/ -aco8ect/'(l - cos^ " t/^),

jo

n 4- 1 / tLhl \

or p= —^a3inx//j cos **
xf dxf -acos xff^l -cos ^

xf/jy

as the tangential-polar equation of the roulette, the origin being at the

vertex of the roulette.

To tind the roulette enveloped by the axis of the rolling curve, we

have /i= r'+ p2
COS(^\ where <ji' is the angle between a parallel to CA and

the perpendicular upon the axis of the curve, and r' is the perpejidicular

from F upon the axis.

Then

where x is the angle the axis of the rolling curve makes with the line CAy

and / = r sin 61= a cos«n^ sin $ ;

i^=r sin 6^-1-~ - - --- 8in(n-H)^
71 -f 1 cos nO

sin n-f I 0

(n-f l)cos 7i0-.

X

— a cos” j^sin 6/

-

ds in_ =«eos"^X Sin +
71+1

L2L

and the intrinsic equation of the envelope of the axis is therefore

X .
sin X ^ »XfX c

.

9=a
j

81sm +
7t + l

sin Y 1
' n

' A I cos”

(„4.1)cos—-xJ

Ex Special Case of the Epi- and Hypo-cycloids.

Here pi = a, the radius of the fixed circle; p^ — by the radius of the

rolling circle; p=0.

(r-2(^)6=a^, +

r= 26co«^;

cos<^_I l^cos<^_l 1 a + 26

R-r'~a^b r a 26~ 2a6
’

and
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cU .1 • a
,

dip a + 26 a+ 2b^
(s measured from the vertex increases as ip diminishes);

46/
,

a
,

8 — —(a-\-b) COa ^rrlX,
a' ' a+ 2b^'

8 being measured from the vertex (Art. 412, Diff. Calc,).

671. When p^=Qo
,
the formula for the roulette of a carried

point,
,

^2
viz. R = ,

r — p^coscp
is expressible otherwise.

For with the usual notation, taking the carried point as the

pole of the rolling curve,

P2~
r dr

dp

r^p-

and cos 0=2.
• nr>

dr

1_ ^dp_d/p\
H ^-dp\rh

which gives a convenient measure for R in this case.

672. General Theorems with regard to Bolling on a Fixed

Straight Line. Boulette of a Carried Point. Theorems of Jacob

Steiner and W. H. Besant.

Let APB be any curve rolling along a straight line xz, P
being the point of contact, F the adjacent point on the curve

which will come into contact with the line at Q. Let 0 be a
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carried point and 0' the point at which it arrives when the

rolling of the curve has carried P' to Q.

Let OYyOY' be the perpendiculars from 0 upon the con-

tiguous tangents at P and P\ Let 00' —da-, the elementary

arc traced by 0 as the point of contact travels from P to Q,

Let O'O cut xz at R. Then OY plays a double part.

(1) It is the ordinate of tlie point O of the roulette of 0.

(2) It is the radius vector of the pedal of the rolling curve

with regard to 0.

Let the elementary arc of the pedal curve, viz. YY\ be called

’p*

Then sin zRO-
da

Lt cos RPO,

for OP is the normal to the roulette (Art. 562, Dijf. Calc.)

dy
r, nvv

= Lt cos Ox Y— -.

—

dsp c/.s„

That is, in the limit, da—dSp (1

)

Hence corresponding arcs of the rouh‘tte of O and of tlu'

pedal of the rolling curve with regard to O an^ efjual.

This theorem is due to Jacob Steiner (1796-1863).’*'

673. Again, if OZ be the perpendicular from 0 on YY\
we have ultimately

ijor AAA
y y cos zRO—lA y sin RPO—Ia y sin OY'Y

-^LtynmOYZ=:OZ;
ydx^OZder^OZdSf,

i.e. the element OYiVO' is ultimately double the element OYY'.

^Cajori’s History of Mathertiatics, p. 295.
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Hence integrating, tlie area swept out by the ordinate of

the roulette during any portion of the rolling is double the

corresponding sectorial area of the pedal curve.

This theorem appears to be due to the late W. H. Besant

(Art. 26, Roulettes and Glisettes).

674. Wo consider next the area swept out by the normal OP
to the roulette.

Draw PM perpendicular to O'Q. Let 0 be the angle OP
makes with the tangent.

We have PM~Ss sin (p, Ss being the element PP or PQ of

the rolling curve. Let OP~r, P0F=S9 and YOY'—S\l/'.

Tlien to the first order,

Quadrilateral OPQO'=WP . OO'+^O'Q .PM
^^r(S<T-hSs sin

<f>)

=^r(YY'+ rdd)

= ^r(r sin Sxfr+r 66)

(for OYY'P being ultimately cyclic, YY'=diam. xsin YOY')

area swept out by normal in any portion of the rolling

=corresponding sectorial area of curve

the limits for being its initial and final values.

675. If the curve be a closed oval, every point of whose

perimeter comes into contact with the line in one revolution,

and if we suppose the rolling to start with OP at right angles

to the line, so that the limits for yjy' may be specified as 0 to

27r, we have for a complete revolution

1 P*Area swept by normal— area of rolling curve H-gJ

=^area of curve -hg — t

0 P
But by Art. 426

2 area of pedal—area of curved

-

ds:

area swept out by normal!

in a complete revolution f

This theorem is also due to Steiner.*

= 2 area of pedal.

* See Bertrand, Calc. Intdg
, p .3fi2 and Besant, Bovleltes and Glisettesy p. 19.
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676. It is worth noting also that

Area of oval=2 area of pedal—^ j

Jo
2w

I
r2ir

0 ^Jo

1

(Besant, R. and G,, p. 19.)

677. Illustrative Examples.

1.

When an ellipse rolls upon a straight line, any arc of the roulette

of the focus is equal to the corresponding portion of the circumference of

the circle which is the first positive pedal of the ellipse with regard to

the focus, i.e. the auxiliary circle.

The roulette of the centre is of the same length as the corresponding

arc of its central pedal, viz. r2= a^cos‘-^6^+ 6*sin2^.

Fig. 195.

And in both cases the areas swept by the ordinate are double of the

corresponding sectorial area of the pedal. In a complete revolution

these areas are for the area swept by the ordinate of the focus in

a complete revolution of the ellipse and 7r(a‘‘^4-6^) for the roulette of the

centre. These paths are illustrated in the accompanying diagram.

2. The arc of the roulette of a point rigidly connected with a circle rolling

on a straight line {i,e. a Trochoid) is equal to the corresponding portion

of the lima9on which is the first positive pedal of the circle with regard

to the point. And when the point is on the circumference of the rolling

circle, we see that the arc of a cycloid is of the same length as the

corresponding arc of a cardioide.

3. If a rectangular hyperbola rolls along a straight line, any arc of the

roulette of the centre is equal to the corresponding arc of the lemniscate

which is the pedal of the hyperbola with regard to the centre, and is

therefore expressible as an elliptic integral (Art. 592).

4. When a parabola roUa along a straight line, the arc of the roulette of

the vertex is equal to the arc of the cissoid which is the first positive

pedal of the parabola with regard to the vertex.
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Many other cases may be cited and many curves may be discovered

as roulettes whose arcs can be found ; this being so whenever the arc

of the pedal of the rolling curve can be found.

In each of these cases we also find that the area swept out by the

ordinate is double the corresponding sectorial area of the pedal.

678. General Theorems with regard to Rolling on a Curve.

Rectification of Roulette of a Carried Point P.

We may prove the results for a carried point P as follows,

directly and without deduction from the general formulae.

Let A be the point of contact,

an adjacent point on the fixed curve,

the point on the rolling curve which will come into

contact with jBg,

Fig. 196.

P, P the two points on the roulette corresponding to the

points of contact A and so that PAy P'B^^ are con-

tiguous normals to the roulette. Let these meet in 0.

Cet Op C 2 be the centres of curvature of the rolling

and fixed curves respectively at Ay PAC^^(^y

Ply p 2 the radii of curvature.
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r=AP
;
PY,PY' perpendiculars on tangents at A and

Ss, ScTj SSp the elementary arcs of the fixed and rolling

curves, the roulette, and the pedal of the rolling

curve with regard to P
;

i.e.

AB^^AB^—SSy PP' —Sar, YY'=Ssp

Then when C^B^ comes into line with B^C^, PB^ will come
into line with B2O. Let APB^=SB.
Then the angle turned through by the rolling curve is

P\ P2

Also PB^ turns through the same angle, and B^B.j, is a second

order small quantity. Hence, to the first order,

PF = AP (- + --) =r(--i-
^Pi Pi' ^Pi Pi'

Again, yy' = r--, to the first order,
Pi

since YY'APis ultimately a cyclic quadrilateral, as in Art. 674

;

Pi

t.c.
dSp P2

and (A)

(the formula of Art. 667 for p^dSp=r ds).

679. Also, as in Art. 674,

1
Area PAB

2P' = ^r(PP'+ Ss sin 0), to the first order,

= I
r
{(1

4- -
)

-f Ss sin

r '^*+r
(J^l

Pi' Pi
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And integrating, the area swept out by the normal to the

roulette between tlie roulette and the fixed curve

= + (tlie formula of Art. C67). (B)

G80. When the rolling curve is closed, we have for the whole

area .swept by the normal in one turn of the curve, such that

the original point of contact ha.s again come into contact,

Area swept = area of curve -|-i
\
r^ f— 4-— ) ds,

\pi

the limits of integration being from the initial to the final

value of s.

G81. It should be noted that in the investigations above,

Pj and p2
drawn in opposite directions. If the rolling

curve be on tlui concave side of the fixed curve, the formulae

will become

Arc of roulette = dsp ....(A')

^Pl P2^
(B')

G82. If Pi = p2 ,
as wdll always happen when a curve rolls

upon an equal one, the rolling being started so that the

points of contact are initially and always corresponding points,

formula (A) .shows that ^ — 25^,
i.e. the length of any part of the roulette is double the corre-

sponding part of the pedal,

683, III the case of an ellipse rolling upon an equal ellipse and placed

at starting with the ends of the major axes in contact, the paths of the

foci are obviously circles of twice the radius of the auxiliary circle, which

is the pedal of the ellipse, which is a verification of the general theorem.

In the case of the epi- and hypo-cycloids and tlie epi- and hypo-

trochoids, p, and p2 are the radii of the rolling and fixed circles and

constant. Hence the arcs of such curves are proportional to the corre-

sponding arcs of the first positive pedal of the rolling circle, i.e. to the

arc of a cardioide or of a linia9on, and are therefore rectifiable in the same

manner.

684. Bolling along both sides of a Curve.

If the rolling curve be allowed to roll first on the convex

Bide of a fixed curve and then upon the concave side, starting

with the same pair of points common and rolling in the same
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manner as before, so that corresponding points again come
into contact, formulae (A) and (B), (A') and (B

)
show that if

O', O'' be the arcs of the roulette, and A, A' the areas described

by the normal in the two cases, and Ap the corresponding area

of the pedal of the rolling curv^e, then

f(l +'’>)*„+[(i-M
J \ J ^

d8 = 4!Ap.
i

And both results being independent of p2 ,
are independent

of the nature of the fixed curve, and therefore in each case

double of the results for rolling along a straight line.

685. In the case of a curve carried by a second curve which

itself slides in contact with two other curves, or moves in its

own plane in any given manner, the same fornixdae as those

established for a roulette can be used for the curvature and
rectification of the envelope of the attached curve.

For the motion being a case of rolling of the locus of

the instantaneous centre /, traced on the moving lamina, upon

the locus of the instantaneous centre I traced on a fixed plane, it

is a matter in general of first determining these kx^i and their

radii of curvature
;
or, what is equivalent, if Ss be the arc of

the fixed /-locus and (p the angle which the normal to the

/-locus makes with the normal through / to the carried curve,

and if be the angle turned through by the moving curve

whilst / travels over Ss on its locus,

, ds
,
ds

dx=~+— >

Pi P2

cos <t> cos (/>_ 1,1
R—r r+p

and the formula

may be written

Pi P2

cos <f> cos ^_dx
R—r^r+p ds

the various letters having the same meanings as before,

referring to the two /-loci, the values being obtainable as

explained in Art. 660.
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When 1 • V • 1 ^
V >

which IS —I— , cos 0, r and p have been
cLs p^

f

expressed in terms of \/r, the angle wliich the normal to the

carried curve makes with a given line, the radius of curvature

of the envelope is

da o I <t>

dxjr ^ 3^ cos 0
’

ds r+p

&i\d a—^Rdxjr gives the intrinsic equation of the envelope of

the carried curve.

Also, as before, the case of a carried point is included as

that for which p~0, and the case of a carried straight line is

included as that for which p=oc
,
which respectively give

ds

cos </>

cos
(f)

r

and o-—|^r+ cos
^

d\/>

as the intrinsic eipiations required.

686. When a Curve slides in such a manner as always to touch

a Given Straight Line at a Given Point, the glisette of any

carried point is obtainable at once.

Let the carried point be taken as a pole, and let p—f{^r) be the

tangential polar equation of the curve with r(.*gard to this pole.

Then if the point of contact be taken as the origin and the

given straight line as the x-axis, we have

y=p=fW< •'

and the >/f-eliminant is the “glisette” required.
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6b7. Illustrative Examples.

Ex. 1. If the curve be an equiangular spiral, we obviously have

Fig. 198.

Ex. 2. If the curve be an ellipse,

-}-/>* si
'I

p = - (a- -- 6^) sill xp cos i/^,

j

and the i/'-eliniinant gives for the glisctte of the centre the quartic

O ^ N
Fig. 199.

Ex. 3. In a parabola of latus rectum 4a, we have for the glisette of

the focus

i=tan d,
y

^ = sec
a

W being the angle subtended at the focus by the arc

from the vertex to the point of contact (Fig. 199) ;

-=:(1 + C08 2^),

B being the angle 08 makes with the y-axis.
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6(S8. (i, if) Eelations.

In many curves the relation between the ordinate y and tlie

angle l between the ordinate and the tangent takes a very

simple form, arid is, moreover, very useful (1) in the deter-

mination of tlie envelope of a straiglit line carried by a curve

which always touclies a given straight line at a given point

and also (2) in tiie problem of Brachistochronism for a law of

force which is always in the same direction.

(1) Let 0 be the fixed point at which the curve always

touches the fixed line Ox.

Let AB be the carried line.

Then if the eejuation of the curve has been expressed as

y~f(0y with AB as the x-axis, the tangential polar equation of

the envelope of AB is clearly p=f(\jj-)^ for

y~p and

(2) The laws of force for the Buacuistochronous descrip-

tion of a curve,

cds
(a) under a central force making I

^

a minimum and

-=A-, a constant, v being the velocity

;

(b) under a force parallel to a given straight line which

we may take as the y-axis making
J—

a minimum

and

are respectively

P-

COS
=w, a constant,

Ic^dp^ , r> ^ • 2 \
: and o j (sin^i).
2 dr 2 dy^ ^
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These will be found in books treating of kinetics of a

particle. They are placed here for the convenience of the

student, and to illustrate further the use of the (/, y) equation

of a curve which is necessary for the glisette of a carried line

with motion described above. The central force formula

we are not now concerned with, but it will serve for practice

in the use of (p, r) equations.

689. To find the (/,?/) Equation.

Let the tangent at P meet the a;-axis at T.

The relation between i and y is easy to get, for

sin2/.^cos^PTa:~
^

and if x be eliminated between this and the equation of the

curve the relation between i and y will result.

List of Common (n y) Equations.

Circle, ----- sin^^^r^.

Catenary, _ - - .

Tractrix, - - - - 8in2i= l—

Cycloid,- - - - - —

(j

Evolute of a parabola,* - - sin®i= l—

Directrix for x-axis, Lat. Rcct. =4a/3.
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Evolute of a catenary,

Four-cusped hypo-cycloid.

• 2 1sin2,=l

8111*1= 1— .

Curves of the class
dx n *

yi a”

Curves of the class

n
y2

a”dx

Parabola, - - • 2Bm^L— i o-—s-

Aa^-\-y^

Rect. hyperbola, - - . 2

Biaxal conic, - - - • 2

The student should establiwsh each of these results. It will

be noted that in all cases they are expressed as i=f(y).

This is obviously the form convenient in discussing Brachis-

tochronism.

690. Ex. 1. If, for instance, a catenary slide.s in contact with a straight

line Ox at a fixed point O, we have for the envelope of the directrix the

c c
tangential polar-equation

^~8in^
nation.

It is obvious from this equation that the directrix touches a parabola

with O for focus and Ac for latua rectum. This is clear geometrically

also, for the locus of the foot of the perpendicular upon the directrix

is obviously a line at a distance c from the fixed line, and the envelope

of the directrix is the first negative pedal of a fixed line, t.e. a parabola.
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(j u ^ ii
Since sin‘‘^i = — e(]uation

^
^^(sin^t) gives

^ 2 y
^
“ y

•

Hence, the catenary is Brachistochronons for a law of force which acta

perpendicularly towards the directrix and vaiying inversely as the cube

of the distance from the directrix. The line of zero velocity in this case

is at infinity.

Ex. 2. An ellipse slides, touching a straight line at a given point.

What is the envelope of the axis major ?

Here COt‘“<-== -7-0 =
ah/2

/Ary

Fig. 204.

the tangential y)olar equation of the envelope of the ciirried axis is

p*(r/^co.s* \p -f /»*sin* xp) — h* si n*

by writing p for ?/, ^ for t, and reducing.

Ex. 3. A cardioide slides in contact with a fixed straiglit line at a

fixed point. What is the envelope of the axis ?
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Here y = rsin^^ = a(l -cos^)8in6y

,
uO 0~ 4(( siir (:os -

,

iS Z

and
6

2

_3^_7r
“2 2

-

Putting p for // and \(/ for t, the tangential polar equation of the

envelope of the axis is

p = 4,»sin»J(^ + ./-)cosJ(2 + vt)

. Tr-\-2\p a. 27r4-4i/'
-flsin—

^
-sin

^
.

691. Two Curves in the Lamina touching Fixed Straight Lines.

Let two curves be drawn upon a lamina, and let the lamina

move so that the curves touch two given straight lines Ox, Oy

inclined at an angle ni, and let F be a point carried by the

lamina. Let PM, PN bo the perpendiculars upon Ox, Oy,

and \/r the angle tluiy respectively make with two initial

lines PA, PB drawn upon the lamina, including an angle

TT — a), and initially at right angles to Ox and Oy respectively.

Then the path of P can be obtained at once.

Let p =f(\jr), p = F{^^)

be the tangential polar equations of the curves, with P for

origin of measurement of and 7M, PB respectively as

initial lines.
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Let x,y he the coordinates of P with regard to the lines

Ox, Oy as coordinate axes.

Then x sin o) =/(\/r), and y sin w^Fixfp),

and the \/r-eliminant furnishes the path of P.

It is clear that instead of the two curves on the lamina we

might have one single curve drawn, i.e. and F(\Ip) might

be identical, except as regards the initial line from which

xfr is measured in the two cases.

The rectification of the path of P follows from

dx — cosec d\{r, dy — cosec co F'(\lr)

and d^ — dx^ -\-2dxdy cos w+ dy^,

whence s — cosec w ^Jp+ifF' cos o)+ F'"^ d\{/,

where f' stands for F' for

692. Two Straight Lines in the Lamina touching Fixed Curves.

When three straight lines forming a triangle ABC arc,

traced upon a lamina, and the lamina is made to move in

such a manner that two of the sides AB, AC, say, touch given

fixed curves, the third side BC will in its motion envelop a

third curve, and there is a linear relation between the thnje

arcs described by the points of contact. It has been shown

{Diff. Calc., Arts. 568-9) that the tangential-polar equation

of the envelope of the carried side BC can be found at once.

If a, /3, y be the trilinear coordinates of any point 0, fixed

in space, with regard to the triangle ABC taken as a triangle

of reference, we have the relation

aa-l-6/?-f cy — 2A, (1)

where a, h, c are the lengths of the sides and A the area of

the triangle, with the usual trilinear convention that a, /3,

y are positive when drawn from a point within the triangle.

Hence it follows that

^

da

d\jr

, 1 d/S . dy ^ d^a , d(Fy

where is the anghi any line fixed in the lamina makes with

a line fixed in space

;
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= 2A*

And the increment of the angle of contingence being the

same for all, we have dbapidt6p„dzCp„ = 2A.

693. Caution.

Regarding 0 as the origin of measurement for perpendiculars

for the tangential polar equations of the envelopes of BC,

CA,AB, it is to be noted carefully that we are in the presence

of two separate conventions with regard to the signs of the

perpendiculars, which may be antagonistic.

(1) The trilinear convention is that stated above, that the

perpendiculars are reckoned as positive when the point from

whicli they are drawn lies within the triangle of reference.

(2) In the general treatment of curves, i.e, in establishing

ds d^jy
the formula others involving p, the per-

pendicular from the origin has always been reckoned positive.

A

If Pi , pg, Pg be the positive perpendiculars from 0 upon the

ds d^jy
sides, we have in all cases + Ss^ being

elements of the three arcs described by the points of contact.

Hence, so long as the origin from which the perpendiculars are

measured lies within the triangle, we have a =Pi, /? =P2 J y
and ds^

__ d^
d\lr dxfr

If, however, the origin lie between BO and AB produced

and AC produced, a — — Pi, 7 =^3 *

dff^ _ d^a d.% _ p , ^ = ^,4-
dyjr dfr^^

This method is stated hy Mr. Besant to have been suggested by the late

Mastc;r of Cains College, Dr. N. M. Ferrers.
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with similar changes for other positions of the origin relative

to the triangle of reference.

In addition to this, when we estimate the radius of curva-

(is
ture, it will be remembered that which is always

is + p if s and \// are increasing together,

but = —p if 6* and \jr are such that when one increases, the

other decreases.

This point has been discussed in Art. 531.

Hence we have written

zfcupj ~ 2A,

the signs to be determined in each particular case. But in

any case this equation is sufficient to prove that if two of

the three quantities pp p.j be constant, the tliird is also

constant, i.e. if two sides of the triangle envelop circles

or pass through fixed points, the third side also envelo})es

a circle, which is the theorem of Ex. 1, Art. 569, Differential

Calculus,

694. The ambiguity as regards sign necessitates careful

attention to the position of the origin relatively U) the tri-

angle.

Three straight lines on a plane divide the plane into seven

regions, and the signs of a, y in these regions are indicated

in the figure.
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Accordingly we liave, if we assume to be measured

from points for wliich = and to be each increasing when

\fr increases,

as^ -f bs^ d- C83= 2A\}r

if, and so long as, the origin lies within the triangle

;

—
-f 6^2 -h C83 = 2 A\//‘

if, and so long as, the origin lies in the region where the signs

of a, jS, y are respectively —1-+, and so on for the other

five regions.

Also, as the lamina moves the origin may pass from one

region to another. Hence care must be taken in integrating

between specified limits for \j/' to observe the sweep of any

of tlu‘, three lines BC, CA, AB through the origin, and to take

proper account thereof by using the appropriate case or cases of

± (is^ ± bs2± cs.i =

for the intervening swe(‘ps of the several sides.

Thus, in integrating round an oval which tlie arms AB, AC
touch, the oval lying within the triangle (Fig. 209), we have,

taking tlie origin within the oval,

(iSj 4- hs^+ c«3 = 2 A\J>,

and for a complete revolution

aS^ 4 (/)4 c) = 47rA,

where S is the perimeter of the oval

and that of the curve enveloped by BC.
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695.

In the same way, if the oval be always external to the

triangle as in Fig. 210,

- aS^'+(b+c) S= 47rA,

and similarly in other cases.

696.

A Limiting Case.

If the triangle ABC becomes evanescent, we have the case

of a line through A, viz. B'C' (Fig. 211), carried by the pair

of tangents AB^ AQ, and making constant angles B, C with

them respectively, the tangents making a constant angle A
with each other. The sides a, b, c vanish in the ratio

sin 4 : sin JB : sin C, and the theorem becomes

Si sin A = (sin B -f sin C) S,

697.

If the carried line B'C' lie within the angle PAQ, as

shown in Fig. 212, it is the limit of the case in Fig. 213,
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where the signs of the perpendiculars a, y are respec-

tively - + - ,
and a= -pi, i8-=p2> y= -Pzy

— aSi -f bs^— 6^3 = 2 (and ultimately A = 0),

so long as BC does not sweep through the origin
;
and if it

never does do so during the whole motion of the lamina

during a complete revolution,

— aAS"+(b— c)5 = 47rA (and ultimately A = 0),

giving S" the perimeter of the curve enveloped, or in the

limit, when the triangle is evanescent,

S" =

. B-C
sin B— sin C o _ 2

sin ^ A
cos

2

698. If, however, the line BC does sweep through the origin

in the course of the revolution, the integration must be per-

formed separately for the several complete portions for which
the line BC moves without a sweep through the origin, and
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the arcs of the envelope of BG bein^ found thus, the posi-

tive results must be finally added together, using the formula

__
/Sgsin B - &^sin C

~~
sin A

for each portion.

699. Taking the case of any oval with two perpendicular

axes of symmetry AOA', BOB', e.g. an ellipse, TP, TQ a pair of

tangents at right angles, and the carried line being the

bisector of the angle PTQ (Fig. 214), this line will obviously

Fig. 214. Fig. 215.

sweep through the centre every time the point T crosses one

of the axes of symmetry, and whilst T travels along its locus

over the first quadrant, the perimeter of the corresponding

portion of the envelope of the carried line is

sin ^ arc PiP^^ sin ^ arc PgFy

^

^

. TT
sm^

=
J|(arc ~ arc P,P,)

— \/2 (arc BP2 ~ arc A P^),

where Pp Pg, Pg, P^ are the points of contact of tangents which

make an angle of ^ with the aj-axis (Fig. 215).
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It to be noted tliat the arc in question is described

in the opj)osite order to tliat ot* description of the ellipse

by the several points of contact.

The whole perimeter is then 4v/2(arc jBPg— arc and the

curve is rectifiable in terms of arcs of an ellipse if the oval be

elliptic, or in terms of arcs of whatever curve the doubly

symmetric oval happens to be.

700. When the point ^ is at cjo
,
we have the case of parallel

tangents to the oval, and the carried line AD is a line parallel

to the tangents and dividing the chord of contact in the ratio

sinJ5:sinC (see Fig. 213), where B and C are indefinitely

small, i.e. in any definite ratio which we may assign, say jp : q,

and we then have

V+q
for the perimeter of the envelope of AD replacing the result

^Sosin B—S^siu C
S"=-

sin(P-f C)
of Art. 698.

701. A Case of Isoperimetric Companionship of Curves.

Let us consider the form of a curve (/PQ with pole N, which

will be such that, when it rolls upon the fixed curve OP whose

equation is known, y^/(a;), the pole N will travel along a

straight line, say the a;-axis.

Let O and O' be the points originally in contact. Ax, Ay the

axes, P the point of contact, PN, OM ordinates, PT the tan-

gent at P making an angle y\r with Ax^ O'N the radius vector

of the rolling curve from which 6 is measured and r the radius

vector NP, 0 the angle between the tangent to the rolling

curve and its radius vector.
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Then

rdO
, ^ , ,

dx
-^=tan ^= cot x//-=

.

Hence rd9—dx \

(1)
and dr=dy.)

We therefore have 0— f—= ,1

J r if{x) V (2)

r=y =f(x\ ]

and if x be eliminated from equations (2), the polar equation of

the rolling curve will result.

y

/
\

r

^ Q

/ 1

A T M \ N y
X

Fig. 217.

Again, if the form of the rolling curve had been given, say

then x==|i^(l9)(W,l

y=F{e\ )

and if 0 be eliminated between these equations, the Cartesian

equation of the fixed curve will result.

It follows that, since there is pure rolling without slip-

ping, the corresponding arcs of the two curves must be

equal.

This follows at once also from equation (1), for if 8 and s'

be the respective arcs OP, O'P,

d^=dx^-\-dy^~r^d6^+dr^=ds'^

;

whence ds^ds' and s— s' if measured from such points as have

originally been in contact.
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It also follows that

dx=^r . r dS=^^r^dd,

i.e. the area swept over by the ordinate PN, that is MNPO, is

double of the area swept out relatively to the rolling curve

by its radius vector, that is the sectorial area O'NP.

The polar subtangent of the rolling curve is the Cartesian

subtangent of the fixed curve, and the subnormals are the

same.

Hence, given

we can, by the transformation y—r, dx—rdB, obtain another

curve r~F{8) for which

(1) corresponding arcs are equal;

(2) the area travelled over by the ordinate of the one is

double the sectorial area swept out by the radius

vector of the other

;

and (3) if the second be allowed to roll upon the first, having

been properly adjusted at the start, the locus of

the pole of the rolling curve is the x-axis of the

other.

702. Generalisation.

More generally, if we take any polar curve

and construct from it a Cartesian locus, such that for each

Fig. 218.
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point (r, 0) on the one there is a point (x, y) on the other for

^hich dx —dr cos rdO sin

dy -- dr sin

^

r dO cos x*

where x angle whatever at our choice, we have, upon

elimination of r and 0, a new curve in which

ds^=^dx^ -\-dy^=dr^ { r^dd^ -^ ds^,

where ds, ds' are corresponding elements of arcs in the two

curves. It follows that

ds=ds' and s=^s',

if the origins of measurement of arc are so chosen that s and s'

vanish together.

703. The geometrical meaning of this is plain. We are

projecting dr, rdd upon a pair of perpendicular axes Ox, Oy

with an arbitrary origin, and such that the x-axls makes an

angle x behind the radius vector of the polar curve, and

therefore makes an angle ^~x initial line of the

polar curve, or what is the same thing, with a fixed line

through 0 parallel to the initial line of the polar curve
;
and

by reserving choice of x* we can make the new axes eitlier

fixed axes or moving in any given manner.

If we make x=^» we make the x-axis turn at the

same angular rate as the radius vector of the polar curve, we

dx~dr, dy^rdB,

the transformation discussed in the last article, except that

the axes of x and y are interchanged.

If we make x=^ 0+con8t., we have fixed axes.

^ I
If we make 0—y=-, we make our axes turn at -th the rate^ w n

of the radius vector, and so on.

Moreover, either or both of the axes AX, Ox may be regarded

as a fixed axis, the matter being purely a relative one.

These transformations establish a remarkable connection

between many curves of common occurrence, and further will

furnish us with a method of deriving new rectifications.

704. Reverting to the more elementary case of

dx=rdQ,\

I
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we shall find that,

A straight line y=xcota has for its analogue an equi-

angular spiral r=ae^®®^“.

A straight line r=c cosec 0 has a companion in a catenary.

A parabola - - - has as companion a spiral of

Archimedes.

An ellipse - _ - has as companion one of the Rho-

doneae. (Diff. Galc.^ Art. 385.)

A cardioide - - - has as companion a cycloid.

And when any curve is rectifiable, a companion is also

rectifiable in the same manner, and even when neither curve is

rectifiable in terms of arcs of a circle or an ellipse, arcs of

the one can be expressed in terras of arcs of the other.

And in addition the property as to the relative magnitude

of the area swept out by the radius vector of the one and the

ordinate of the other holds good.

Such pairs of curves may perhaps be termed Isoperimetric

Companions.

As illustrative examples, we consider these examples in

detail.

705. 1. Taking the .straight line y = .rcota as the fixed “curve,”

dif= di\ dx— rdi)
;

dr— r d$ cot a,

-- = do cot a,
r

r= ae^

Hence an equiangular spiral and the straight line y= .rcota

correspond in the manner described, corresponding arcs being equal, and

the Cartesian area bounded by the line, the .r-axis and two ordinates
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being equal to double the corresponding sectorial area of the spiral.

(See Diff, Calc.^ Art. 449.)

2. Take as the rolling polar curve the straight line r= csec6^.

Then y = r = csec^, dx~rdd= c&iic 0 dO \

,r= (;logUi)(|+|j = cgd-*^;

COS ^ cosh ^=1 (Art. 69),

X
or *^^8h -

,
the catenary,

which is therefore the isoperimetric companion to the straight line, and

rectifiable as has been seen (Art. 538). See also Diff. Calc.., Art. 444.

We note in addition to properties proved in Diff. Calc.y Art. 444, that

Area NO'P— ^ area ANPO.

3. Take as the rolling polar curve tlie cardioide

r~a{\ - cos d).

Then, for the Cartesian curve,

y=r=a{\ ~cos6>),

X— JrdO = a(ff -ain ^),

z\e, a cycloid with cusp at the origin and vertex upward. These curves

are therefore isoperimetric companions. When the cardioide is placed

with its vertex in contact with the vertex of tlie cycloid on the concave

side and allowed to roll inside the cycloid, the roulette of the pole is

the line of cusps of the cycloid and the propositions of Art. 701 with

regard to equality of corresponding arcs and the relative magnitudes of
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the areas swept hy tlie erdinate.s of the cycloid and the radius vectoi’ of

the cardioide both hold good.

4. Take as fixed curve the ellipse

Then y = r, dx-rdd give

, a
,v=

^

slh^ -r\ and rd6=~j^ 7P

'

he

a
ir
h'

i,e. r—hcm-d^
a

which is the isopei’inietric companion of the ellipse. Hence the Rho-

doneae r=i cos?i^ are rectifiable in terms of area of an ellipse.

PROBLEMS.

1 . A circle of radius a rolls round the circumference of an equal

circle. Prove that the area of the epitrochoid, described by a point

carried with the rolling circle and distant c from its centre, is

(4a2 + 2c2)7r. [OxF. I. P., 1918.]

2. If a circle roll on the convex side of a parabola from one

extremity of the latus rectum to the other, and can just pass between

the vertex and the directrix, prove that four times the area traced

out by that radius of this circle, which always passes through the
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point of contact, exceeds the area of the circle by half the rectangle

contained by the latus rectum and a line equal to the arc it cuts off.

[R. F.]

3. An equiangular spiral rolls upon a straight line from a point 1\

to a point /’g spiral. 6>, the pole of the spiral, traces out the

path 0^0^. From 0^0^ are drawn perpendiculars on the

straight line. Find the area of O^N^N^O^. [CoLLEt^Es a, 1881.]

4. A closed oval curve rolls upon a fixed curve. Find an ex-

pression for the area of the roulette traced out by any carried

point.

In a complete revolution of the closed oval curve, prove that the

sum of the areas of the envelopes of two carried lines at right angles

to one another which pass through a point fixed to the rolling curve

is constant. Prove also that this sum exceeds the area of the

roulette generated by the point, by the area of the rolling curve.

ICOLLEGES 7, 1887. J

5. If a closed oval curve roll with angular velocity w on a straight

line, while a point moves along its evolute with relative velocity

tup, prove that the area included in any portion of a revolutioiv

between the straight line, the curve generated by the moving point,

and the perpendiculars to the former drawn through the extremities

of the latter, is double the corresponding portion of the area between

the curve and its evolute, bounded by the initial and final radii of

curvature, provided the moving point is initially at the centre of

curvature of the point of contact; p being the radius of curvature

of the evolute at the point corresponding to the point of the rolling

curve in contact with the straight line. [Colleges 5, 1883.]

6. The cardioide r = a(l-cos6?) rolls on a straight line; prove

that the intrinsic equation of the roulette of the cusp is

2s — 3a {2if/- sin 2\p\

measuring from the point of contact of the cusp.

Prove also that its Cartesian equation is

that its area is and that the radius of curvature of the roulette

of the cusp is three times its distance from the point of contact.

[Trinity, 1888.]

Find the evolute of the roulette of the pole and the intrinsic

equation of the envelope of the axis.
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7. A closed curve is moving in any manner in its own plane.

Show that if p be the radius of curvature of the envelope of the

tangent at any point of the curve, then

^pds

is equal to twice the area of the curve, the integral being taken all

round the curve, ds being an element of arc of the moving curve.

[Colleges, 1879.]

8. A plane lamina moves in any given manner on a fixed plane

:

0 is a fixed point on the fixed plane, P a point attached to the

moving lamina and fixed upon it. If the area described by F about

0 be given, show that the locus of all points (P) in the moving plane

for which the area is the same, is a circle, and that for different

values of the area the corresponding circles are concentric.

[St. John’s, 1881.]

9. Examine the isoperimetric correspondence between the parabola

and the Archimedean spiral r= 2a0, showing that the spiral

can be made to roll upon the parabola in such manner that the pole

of the spiral travels along the axis of the parabola.

10. Show that the reciprocal spiral rO — a and the exponential
_x

curve y = ae « are isoperimetric companions, both curves being recti*

fial)le and corresponding arcs equal, and interpret the result by

reference to the locus of the pole of the spiral when suitably started

rolling.

11. Establish isoperimetric companionship between the curve

and the cissoid

y sin* (/)

a cos </)

r =
sin*^

^ cos 0 *

1 2. Establish isoperimetric companionship between the semi-cubical

parabola a\f = and the spiral Saw + 0'^ — 0.

13. Show that the curve
T = a log sec t,

J log sec t

is rectifiable and in isoperimetric companionship with the catenary

of equal strength x
y = alogsec-.
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Show that the curves

4ic = a^cos</>- 9co8~^,
|

4y = a ^3 sin - - sin

and r^ = a^ sin 3 ^

are rectifiable and isoperimetric companions.

15. Show that the curve

20 + 6 = 3 log

is rectifiable and in isoperimetric companionship with

-y^ — a^.

16. Show that the curve

r= 4a sin ^ cos^^,

0 = tan ^-2t

is rectifiable and in isoperimetric companionship with the cardioide

r = a(l + cos^), its pole travelling along the axis of the eardioide as

it rolls within the cardioide, the two poles being initially coincident.

17.

Show, by taking r = ad and x = in Art. 702, that

^ = n0 + (n~l) sin nO],

y = sin nO ~ (n - 1) (cos nO- 1)]

is an isoperimetric companion of the Archimedean spiral r = aO.

Hence show

( 1 ) that = 2ay is isoperimetric with r = a0;

— ^ I is rectifiable and in isoperi-

metric companionship with r = 4a^.

18.

Show that an ellipse of semiminor axis h and eccentricity

can be made to roll upon the curve

5 = dn| (mod.e),

80 that the path of the centre of the ellipse is the x axis.
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Show that if the origin be taken at the point for which the end of

the major axis a is in contact with the curve, this may be reduced to

the form
-=dnT-
a 0

[Write Kb-x ioT X and reduce, see Ch. XXXL, Art. 1352. See

also Greenhill, Elliptic Ftmclions, p. 72.]

19. Show that the perimeter of the ellipse ^ + equal to

twice the perimeter of one outer foil of the curve

, be
r = 6 cos —

,

a

and that the area of the ellipse is equal to four times the area of one

outer foil of the same curve.

Show further, that if the vertex of the foil be placed in contact

with the inner side of the ellipse at the end of the minor axis, and

the foil roll without sliding upon the ellipse, the pole of the rolling

foil will traverse the major axis of the ellipse.

Deduce a well-known proposition as to a circle rolling in the

interior of another circle of double its radius.

20. An involute of a circle is made to slide, touching the rect-

angular axes Ox^ Oy. Show that the locus of the instantaneous

centre on the plane a:, y is a straight line. What is the locus of the

instantaneous centre relatively to the curve.

Show that the glisettes of carried points are cycloids and

trochoids, and the envelopes of carried straight lines are either

cycloids or involutes of cycloids. [Besant, i?oM/e«ea and

21. A cycloid rolls along a straight line. Show that the intrinsic

equations of the envelopes of (1) the axis, (2) the line of cusps, (3)

the tangent at the vertex are respectively

(1) 5 = af2 + 3asin2^,

(2) s = 3a(^ + ^sin 2f),

(3) s = a(i/'-f5sin2j/'},

measuring s in each case from the point on its locus for which

Trace each of these curves, supposing the cycloid to be continued

both ways, and the rolling to continue with successive arches of the

cycloid, and find the positions of their cusps.
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Show that the whole perimeter of the last of these curves is

8a \/2 + 8a siii“' “ 27ra,

and its area = \Ka^.

Show that the first evolutes of the second and third curves, and

the second evolute of the first are four-cusped hypocycloids.

22. A parabola rolls on a straight line
;
show that

(1) the locus of the focus is a catenary (Art. 517),

(2) the envelope of the directrix is an equal catenary,

(3) the tangent at the vertex and the latus-rectum envelop

parallels to a catenary,

(4) the intrinsic equation of the envelope of the axis is

5 - a (2 log sec \p -f tan^ »/').

23. If the cardiokle r = a{l - cos 6) move so as to touch a straight

line always at the same point, show that the locus of the pole is

r — 2a sin*^

and that the intrinsic equation of the envelope of the axis is

— = 12 sin^ ^ - 7 sin^
a 3 3

24.

If an ellipse slide in contact with a given straight line at a

given point, the glisette of the foci is

-f y-)

and that of the centre is x^y^ = (a^ - y^)(y‘^ - li^).

25.

A lamina moves in such manner that a certain point in it

describes the path

^ = csini/'-ccosi/'log(seci/'-f tani/'), 1

r) - c cos xjy c sin il' log (sec + tan i/') - c,
j

referred to fixed axes OX, OF in its plane, whilst a straight line

through this point attached to the lamina makes an angle with

the F-axis.

Reduce this motion to rolling. Also show that the difference of

the curvatures of the loci of the instantaneous centre on the lamina

cos^ ^
and on the fixed plane is —
Show further that the intrinsic equation of the envelope of the

line attached to the lamina is

dxj/
c sec ^ tan ^ + c log (sec xp + tan \p).
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26. A lamina moves in its own plane, so that a point O’ upon it

traces out a cissoid,

, ^ 0 ^

^ cos^
z

cos3~ i.e. 'q^{2a + + =

V- 2a—

^

sin -
^

upon a fixed plane with reference to a pair of fixed rectangular

axes OX, OY in that plane, whilst a straight line O'x attached to

the moving lamina rotates, making an angle 6 with OX. Show that

the motion is that of rolling of one parabola upon another equal

parabola, and deduce from the formula of Art. 660, for the differ-

ence of curvature of the i-loci, the radius of curvature of a parabola.

27. A catenary moves in its own plane so as always to touch a

given straight line at a given point. Show that the tangential

polar equation of the envelope of the axis is

where c is the parameter of the catenary.

28. The centre of a circular disc of radius a travels along a

parabolic path = spinning at an angular velocity w in

a clockwise direction, the centre receding from the axis with a

velocity aa>. Show that the motion thus produced is that of the

rolling of an involute of the circle upon the axis of the parabola,

and that the velocity of the point of contact is the same as the

velocity with which the centre of the circle recedes from the

tangent at the vertex.

29. A Bernoulli’s leniniscate moves so as to touch a fixed axis at

a given point. Show that the tangential polar equation of the

envelope of the axis is

jp2_^2 gjj|2 L cos -yj

and that the glisette of the pole is

r* — sin 0.

•30. A circle rolls on an equal circle and carries with it a fixed

tangent. Find the intrinsic equation of the envelope of the carried

tangent. [Oxford II. 1887.]
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31. A triangle of area A moves so that two of its sides (a, b)

touch an oval of perimeter I at points where the radii of curvature

are p, p ;
prove that the radius of curvature and the perimeter of

the envelope of the third side c are

- (2A - ap — i/o') and - {47rA - (a + i)/}.
c c

[St. John’s, 1883.]

32. An ellipse rolls on a fixed horizontal straight line (the axis

of x). Show that the locus of the highest point of the ellipse

will be r

]y^^{4a2 - _ 4^2

)

and reduce the integral to the standard form.
[St. John’s Coll., 1881.]

33. Prove that the intrinsic equation of the envelope of the

directrix of a catenary of parameter c, rolling on a circle of radius c,

will be found by eliminating a between the equations

5 . . , , 1 +sin a ^
- = 4 tan a sec a + 4 log ;

—

c
2 ^ ° I - sin a I

and ^ = a + tan a. J

[St. John’s, 1886.]

34. A given right-angled triangle is made to slide round the

outside of a fixed oval curve with the point P on the curve,

the side PR touching it and the side PQ normal to it. If s be the

perimeter of the oval, prove that the length of the curve enveloped

by QR is equal to
(5 + 2TrPQ) sin PQR, [St. John’s, 1889.]

35. When a curve rolls on a straight line, show how to find the

locus of the centre of curvature at the point of contact, and prove

that, in the case of a cardioide, the locus is an ellipse.

[St. John’s, 1889.]

36. When a curve rolls on a fixed curve, prove that the locus of

the centre of curvature is inclined to the common tangent at the

angle tan-> {p dp/(p + p) ds},

where p, p are the radii of curvature of the fixed and rolling curves

at the point of contact. [St. John’s, 1889 ]

37. A cardioide r= a(l -cos^) rolls upon an equal cardioide,

the vertices coinciding during the roll. Show that the roulette of

the pole of the rolling curve is
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that the tangential polar equation of the envelope of the axis is

p = 4a sin ip sin® —

^

and that the area of the roulette of the pole is

— (Stt + 4 s/S).

38. A cardioide of perimeter 8a rolls on the outer side of a

cycloid of equal perimeter from cusp to cusp, the vertices coinciding

during the roll. Show that the area of the roulette of the cusp of

the cardioide between the roulette and the cycloid = l^ra^.

Show also that the arc of any portion of the roulette of the cusp

measured from the vertex of the curve is double the distance of the

point of contact of the two curves from the axis of the cycloid.

Show further that the tangential polar equation of the envelope

of the axis of the cardioide is

p = 2a sin \p(\p + 2 cos^ip),

where p is drawn from the vertex of the cycloid and \p is measured

from its axis.

39. A cycloid of length 8a rolls on the outside of a cardioide of

equal length, a cusp of the cycloid starting from the cusp of the

cardioide. Show that the intrinsic equation of the envelope of the

line joining the cusps of the cycloid is

iL

2s — ^(iip + 6a sin

ip being measured from the tangent at the vertex of the cardioide.

[OxF. II. P., 1913.]
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RECTIFICATION OF TWISTED CURVES.

706. Let PQ be any elementary arc Ss of the curve. Let

the coordinates of P and Q be respectively

(x, y, z) and {x-\-SXy y-\-Sy, z-i-Sz)

with regard to any three fixed rectangular axes Ox, Oy, Oz.

(chord PQy^= Sx^+ Sy^ 4- Sz^.

Nbw, if Q be made to travel along the curve so as to

approach indefinitely near to P, the chord PQ and the arc PQ
ultimately differ by an infinitesimal of higher order than the

arc PQ itself, i.e. the chord PQ and the arc PQ ultimately

vanish in a ratio of equality.* Hence we have to the second

order of small quantities,

Ss^ = 8x^+ Sif + Sz^ ( 1 )

Now suppose the curve to be specified in one of the two

usual ways,

(a) as the line of intersection of two specified surfaces

f{x, y, z)= 0, F{x, y, z) = 0,

or (b) the coordinates of any point x, y, z upon it expressed in

terms of some fourth variable i, and defined by the

equations x=J,{t\ y=Ut\ z=f,(t).

The First Case.

In Case (a) choice must be made of one of the three vari-

ables X, y, z to he considered as the independent variable, say

x, and the equations / -O, P~0 are then to be solved to find

For a discussion of this point see De Morgan, Differential and Integral

CkdculuBt p. 445. See also Diff. Calc. , A rt. 34, for a plane curve.

732
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the other two, y and 0, in terms of x. Then differentiating,

dy dz . ^

we express and m terms 01 x
;
say

We then have s^^Jdx^-\-dy^-\-dz^

=p[l +

And when the integration has been effected, the length of

the arc between the points specified by an}^ particular limits

which may be assigned to x, will have been obtained.

707 . A more Symmetrical Mode of Procedure.

We might also proceed as follows

:

Along the line of intersection of /=0 and F — 0 we have

fx dx -h fy dy 4- dz= 0

and dx+ Fy dy 4- — 0

,

. . dx.
giving -j-

J3 bein

dy _ dz__ (Is
_

ds

^2

g the Jacobians

SH ’ f

.

’

1

fz> fx y fx> fy

Py> Pi
1

F,, Fxi Fy

i, KfdD
3(i/. z) ’ d(z, x)

’

'b(x, y)

Then or

making use of the one which is most convenient
;
and which-

ever is used, both the dependent variables occurring must be

expressed in terms of the independent one before integration.

708. The Second Case.

In Case (6) we have

y-fM ^=/bW

!=/•'«

whence e-prl/TW)'+ + (/.'OOT*

;
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and we obtain the arc by integration, as before, between
any two points corresponding to the limits assigned for the

variable t.
709.

If the equations of the curve be presented in the form

X _ y _ 2
: _ 1

W)~W)~Mrwy
.ehave

dt- {/(W
‘-/•'“‘y-

Similarly

Hence

where

Hence

dz _J^dy _
dt~f' drp'

where and have meanings corresponding to Jj.

dx _dy _dz _dt __
ds

p )/
dt

710.

The rectification of a curve therefore depends upon the

possibility of performing the integration
j

dt

When /j, /g, /a, / are rational integral and algebraic

functions of t, we have the case of a unicursal twisted curve.

The advanced student is referred to the very important

memoir by Mr. R. A. Roberts, “ On the Rectification of Certain

Curves/’ in vol. xviii. of the Proceedings of the London Mathe-

matical Society, which has already been referred to in other

places.

711.

Ex. 1. Find the length of an arc of the curve which is the line of

intersection of the parabolic cylinder y^—Aax and the cylinder

z — dx{x-a) — \ cosh~*

Here we take x as the independent variable and obtain

dx~^x'

1 2x- a adz_ 2x-a
dx 2dx(x-a) 2\lx{x-a) 2\lx{x-a)

x-a
X ’
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+ - +

1

8=^2 dx = \l2{x2 — x^^

where and are the lower and upper limits of integration.

Hence, in this curve any portion of tlie arc is \l2 times its projection

upon tlie o^-axis. In other words, at every point of this curve the tangent

makes an angle of
^

with the .^-axi8.

Taking the same curve, let us put

x= ^^{\+ cosh w), i.e. a coah^^

.

Then ?/ — 2«cosh^, 2= (ainh m - 1^);

we then have a case such as that discusse^l in (h) of the preceding article,

having expressed x, y and z in terms of an auxiliary fourth variable u.

Therefore j^sinh2?^+ 4 sinh2|+(cosh u -

=“ [sinh2^A+ 2(coshw-l)+ (coshw- 1)®]
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whence .s* cosh m

= ~\/2 (a;2 -:ri) as before.

The curve of intersection of the two cylinders is represented in

Fig. 222.

Ex. 2. To find an expression in the form of an integral for the recti-

fication of tlie line of intersection of two right circular cylinders whose

axes intersect at right angles.

If we take the axes of the cylinders as the axes of c and a' respectively,

we may write the equations of the cylinders as

Ijet us take a > b.

From the equations

we have

and

x = sj(i^

-

tr

z— sjlfi — y'^^

(L<^ - dx^+ dy^ -f dz:'^

Put y= 6 sin 0 and let 6= ^2
,
fc< 1.

Then _ k'^a* - k*a* si n^ ^
""

(a* - ^sin^^)
de\

s~b
f.

,
V .

-
,T dd.

\/T^nPain^
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When the cylinders are of equal radius, and tliis becomes

s — b js/ i
-i-

0

do

=
j
J(by.'^2fsm^0 + b^Vo»‘e db,

i.e. the result of Art. 573, for an ellipse whose axes are in the ratio

Vs : 1, to which the cui’ve of intersection then reduces.

It is interesting in this connexion to note more generally that wlien

the axes of two equal cylinders cut at right angles, and a sphere rolls

coin[>lcteiy round in contact with both cylinders, the locus of its centre

is two ellipses. In our case the rolling sphere has a zero radius.

712. In the “right circular Helix” or “Helicoidal curve,” which

is an ordinary thread on a screw% we have a curve traced on a right

circular cylinder and cutting all the generators of the cylinder at the

same angle.

Let a be the angle the screw-thread makes with a circular section of

the cylinder, P any point on the curve, coordinates .r, y, z referred to

rectangular axes, the 2-axis being the axis of the cylinder and the jr-axis

taken to cut the curve at a point A. Let 8 be the angle the plane OPN
through P and the axis makes with the plane of .r£, and let a be the

radius of the cylinder.

We have x—aco^^O, y=^asin^, 2=a6t3.na.

Hence ds^ dx^ -f dy^ -f- dz^ = sec^ a dO^

and s = aO sec a.

This is obvious from the fact tliat in this case the surface may be

developed into a plane, and the triangle ANP becomes a right angled

triangle with sides a6^, nf^tana and with one of its acute angles a.
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713. Since the curve develops into a straight line when the surface

is developed into a plane, the surface itself being supposed entirely inex-

teiisible, the distance between any two points which it connects upon

the cylinder is a niiniiiium distance on the cylinder between those two
points. Such lines of minimura length on any surface are termed

Q^odesics (see Smith’s Solid Geom., Art. 259).

Hence geodesic lines on a right circular cylinder are helices.

714. A Property of Geodesic Lines.

It is an obvious property of such curves that if P, ^ be any
points upon a geodesic line upon any surface, the path from

P to Q via this line being less than from P to Q via any con-

tiguous supposititious paths from P to Q, viz. PBQ, or PCQ, on

opposite sides of it and of the same length, and the three

Fig. 225.

lengths PAQ the geodesic, and PBQ, PCQ the supposititious

paths being unaltered in length by any deformation of the

surface on which they are drawn, supposed inextensible, the

deformed path to which PAQ is changed will still be in

length intermediate between the lengths of the contiguous

paths to which PBQ and PCQ are changed and which are

equal. Hence, in the limit when PBQ and PCQ and their

deformed lengths are made to close up to ultimate coincidence

with PAQ and its deformed length, it will be clear that the

deformed PAQ is still a line of minimum length on the

deformed surface, being entrapped between two supposititious

paths which are both of greater length on opposite sides of it.

Thus geodesics on inextensible surfaces remain geodesics after

any deformation of the surface on which they are drawn.

715. It follows that a right circular helix remains a right circular

helix if the paper on which it is drawn be transferred from the cylinder

upon which it was wrapped to a cylinder of different radius. Let a and

6 be the radii of the first and second cylinders and p the angle the new

helix makes with the circular section. Then — ^ d\ where
cos a cos p

is the angle in the new helix corresponding to ^ in the original one
;

b cos a
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and tlie new coordinates of P win be written down, the axes being placed

as described for tlie first helix.

716. Cylindrical Coordinates.

For many cases, particularly for curves drawn upon

cylinders, it is desirable to use cylindrical coordinates, viz.

r, 0, Zy i.e. the ordinary Cartesians are transformed to the polar

system as regards the x, y plane, and the z-coordinate is left

unaltered.

Taking r, d, z and 0-\-S9y z-f^z as the coordinates of

contiguous points P, Q on a curve, we have, since Sr, r 60, Sz

are mutually perpendicular elements,

PQ^^Sr^-\-{r S0f^Sz\

For if N, N' be the feet of the perpendiculars from P, Q upon

the plane of x-y
,
we have, to the second order,

NN'^={rS0f+Si^,

and plainly PQ^—NN'^~{-6z^.

Hence, if the distance measured along the arc PQ be Ss, we

have, to the second order.

Ss^=Sr^+{rS0f+Sz^

8=^Jdi^rWf+dz\whence
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which we may write in any of the forms

according as it is convenient to take 0, r or z as the inde-

pendent variable
;
or we may also write it, as in Cartesians, as

in case r, 6, z are expressed in terms of a fourth auxiliary

variable t.

The most common case is when 0 is taken as the inde-

pendent variable.

717. Curves on a Right Circular Cylinder.

When we are di.scussing a curve drawn upon the surface of

a right circular cylinder of radius a, we have

r=a and dr—O,

and the rectification formula at once reduces to

5=

718. If we apply tliia to the case of the helix already considered, viz.

a^= acoii0, y=6<sin6^, 2:= a6^tana,

we have r=a, z=a^tana,

s= Ja\/l -I- tan^ad6^= «6^ sec a, as before (Art. 712).

It will be at once remarked, however, that in all cases of

curves drawn upon a riglit circular cylinder, the length of the

arc may as readily be considered by first developing the

cylindrical surface into a plane, and in fact the formula above

is merely the Cartesian formula

for the developed surface, dx replacing a dQ.
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719. Ex. Find the length of an arc of the curve of intersection of the

cylinders
=

Putting x= acosdj we have

y= as\n6 and 2:= a log sec

Hence

whence

-w,= atan^ and “= asec0;
ad ad

i = agd~^6/ or 5= a log tan +

In this case the developed curve is the ('atenary of Equal Strengtli,

viz. f=alogsec^, in which ^
= ai/' and s = agd~^\p (see Ex. 5, Art. 519).

720. General Polar Formulae.

The general polar formula for rectification in terms of the

radius vector r, the co-latitude 0, and the azimuthal angle, or

longitude, 0, is easily obtained.

In passing from the point P(r, 0, </>) to a contiguous point

Q(r-fdr, 0-\~Sd, (/>-{- S</>) along an elementary arc os of a curve,

the projections of the chord PQ in the three directions,

() along the radius vector, increasing r
;

() in the meridian plane, increasing 0
;

(d) perpendicular to the meridian plane, increasing

are respectively dr, r 66, r sin 0 6<p ;
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and these being mutually perpendicular elements we have, to

the second order,

(5^2_ _j_y2 J^2 y.2 gjj^2 Q

and as either r, 0, (p or a fourth variable t can be regarded as

the independent variable to suit circumstances, we have

or

or
) -\-r^sm^0~]l^d(p,

721. Modification for Curves on the Sphere and the Cylinder.

There are two important cases to consider.

(1) If the curve under discussion lie on a sphere of radius a,

r=a, dr=0,

or if it be deemed desirable to use the latitude I instead of

the co-latitude 0

(2) If the curve under discussion lie on the surface of

a right circular cone whose semivertical angle is a, and whose

axis is the 2;-axis and vertex the origin, we have

0=a, d0=0,

1 -h sin^a dr
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722. Ex. 1. “Rhumb” Line or “Loxodrome” on a sphere.

This is a curve on the surface of a sphere which cuts all the meridians

at the same angle.

Let PQ be an element ds of such a line, zOP^ zOQ meridian planes.

Let a small circle of the sphere parallel to the equatorial plane x-y pass

through Q and cut the meridian plane of P in N. Let I and <j> be the

latitude and longitude of P, a the radius of the sphere and a the

constant angle NPQ.

Then tan
iTi^/ j a COS I Sif)

i.e. cos I ~ tan a,

or cot a d(f>— sec I dl ;

whence </> cot a= gd~V, i.e. logtan^^q-^^,

which, with r— a, form the etjuations of the curve.

A Iso s— aj^\-h cosH
^
dl= a sec a . 1.

Hence in this curve we have

7
*= a, ^=gd(</)Cota) and s= al see a.

Ex. 2. In the case of a spiral traced on a sjjhere and defined by the

equation ^ = ^tana, where a is constant, we have

dl

= cof'^a cos'^Z dl

— Vcosec^a — cot^a siii'^Z dl

= a cosec aj.n— cos*a sin^/ci?Z

= a cosec a E{lj cos a),
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and the arc of this spiral is therefore expressible as an arc of an ellipse of

serai-major axis a cosec a and eccentricity cos a (see Art. 567).

Ex. 3. In the case of a curve drawn upon a conical surface to cut all

the generators at the same constant angle a, we have, taking the origin

at the vertex and the axis of the cone as the 2-axis and for the semi-

vertical angle of the cone,

rsin Bd<l) ^

r—

-

= tan
dr

a,

as in Example (1), for the sphere, and therefore

~ = sin P cot a deft
;

whence

where A is an arbitrary constant, determinable when some one point on

the curve is specified.

The projection of the curve upon the plane is therefore an equi-

angular spiral of angle cot~^(sin yScota).

We also have 5 =

I q- tan'^a dr

between limits fj, r
2

.

If the spiral passes through the origin, and s be measured from that

5= rseca,

which is also obvious from the consideration that if the curve be developed

upon a plane it will become an equiangular spiral of angle a.
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723. The p, r Formula.

The p, r formula of Art. 547, viz. s —

for curves of double curvature.

For, with the same notation as before,

p . .dr
~=sin0 and

f r dr

) —p^
still holds

(p being the angle which the tangent makes with the radius

vector from the origin
;
whence

and

ds

r dr

For cases of curves drawn upon a sphere, the centre being at the origin,

the formula is useless. For in tluit case, the tangent being necessarily at

dr
all points at right angles to the radius vector, ^ = 0 and p= r throughout.

In the case of a curve drawn upon a right circular cone whoso vertex

is at the origin, we may use the formula with advantage
;
but it is to be

remembered that we are doing no more than if we regarded the conical

surface as developed upon a plane.

Ex. For the case already considered of a curve cutting all the

generators of a cone at a constant angle a, we have at once 2^= rsina

and 8— f =r .seca, as in the last article.
J cos a

There are but few curves of double curvature, however, for

which the p, r relation is known, with the exception of course

of such as, having been originally plane curves, have been laid

upon a developable surface. For such cases the formula is

useful, as also of course whenever the relation can be readily

found.

724. Ex. Let BAA'B' be a strip of thin inextensible ribbon lying

upon a plane. I.et OAA' be a perpendicular from any point O of the

plane upon AB and A’B' and OPP' any other radius vector from O.

Let OA=l^, OP= l, PA^s.
Then obviously P =

Now imagine this ribbon wrapped tightly without folding or creasing

upon a right circular cone of vertex O with OAA' as a generator, the

semivertical angle being a, the wrapping commencing with OA in con-
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tact with the cone. When the wrapping has been completed, OP coming

into contact and becoming a generator, let us unwrap the triangle from

the cone, keeping OP in contact and starting the unwrapping with

releasing the generator OA^ keeping 0 fixed at the vertex
;
when the

unwrapping is just complete, the triangle has taken the position OTP,
A

and is the same triangle as we started with, 0 YP being a right angle.

It appears

(1) that the arc AP upon the cone has a length
;

(2) that the arc AP upon the cone is a geodesic
;

(3) that the locus of Y in the unwrapping lies on a sphere of radius Iq

and vertex at O ;

(4) that the r equation of this geodesic on the (tone is P = Iq, for this

is so on the plane from which it was constructed
;

(5) the formula s=
J

r dr
is merely
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(6) the Y locus is an involute of the geodesic
;

(7) taking a sphere of any radius with centre at 0, cutting the axis OZ
at M, the generator OP at L and OY the perpendicular on the

tangent at iV, LMN is a right-angled spherical triangle, where

ML= a, iiv= tan-'f and MLN =%:,
Iq 2

whence cos MN — cos a cos LN
A 5 ^

and sin a= cotLMN tun LN ~ cot LMN.

If cf) be the angle between the plane ZOY and the plane ZOJ, and 0

the angle ZOY^ we have thus shown that

cos 6 = cos a cos LN, and therefore
8 Vcos'-^d — cos''^^^

lo~ cosd

Now, if we take a circle on the plaiui OPY with centre O and radius

OP, and consider the arc bounded by OP and OY produced, this arc will

wrap upon the cone and will coincide with the corresponding arc of the

circular section of the cone through P
;
whence if x be the angle between

the plane ZOP and the plane ZOA,

/ sin a
. X = ^ X angle PO Y,

and X a = tan“^ ' -

.

h

Hence <l>=\- tan-‘ f^ ^ Sin a L

1
.

,\/cos‘-'a — cos‘-^0
tan“‘ -

cos 0
- tan

^ sin a
tan-

-tan-*, . -
,

losm a

1 n/cos^ a - cosily

n a cos 0 ’

is the eijuation of a cone which by its intersection with the sphere of

radius Iq and centre O gives the Y locus, which is also an involute of the

geodesic on the cone.

725. Inversion.

The process of inversion may sometimes be employed with

advantage. This is particularly the case when a twisted

curve lies on the surface of a sphere. By inverting with

regard to a point on the surface of the sphere, the splierical

surface is inverted into a plane and the twisted curve into a

plane curve, and vice versa.

Let 0 be the pole of inversion and k the constant, and let

the diameter OA of the sphere meet the plane into which the

sphere inverts at C. Then OA . 0C~ k^.
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Let the element PQ, viz. 6s, of a twisted curve on the

spherical surface invert into FQ\ viz. 6s', an element of the

plane inverse curve.

qp' qq'>Then

or ultimately

Let CF=r.

Then s=k^
ds'

and if this integral for the plane curve can be found, the

rectification of the twisted curve on the sphere will have been

effected.

The method may also be used to discover rectifiable twisted

curves which lie ou a spherical surface.

726. Extension of Art. 230, Diff. Calc., for Present Purposes.

The angle between intersecting curves is unaffected by

inversion. (Extension of Art, 230 of Pyff". Calc.)

If two planes QPFQ', RPFR' intersect in the line PP' and

if PQ, FQ' make the same angle with PP' in opposite directions

as also PR and P'R', then the angle QPR=Q'FR'. For, take

distances PN and FN' equal to each otlier in opposite directions

from P and P' respectively on PP' produced, and let two

planes perpendicular to the line PP' be drawn through N and

N' to cut PQ and PR at Q and R, and to cut FQ' and P'R' in

Q' and R respectively.
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Then, from the congruent pairs of triangles PNQ and P'N'Q\

and PNR and P'N'R' respectively, we liave NQ—N'Q' and

NR= N'E'y whilst QNR~Q'N'R\ and therefore the triangles

QNRy Q'N'R' are congruent and QR—Q'R
\
whence the angles

A A
QPR, Q'P'R' are also equal.

It follows therefore that if PQ, P'Q' be the directions of

the tangents at P and P' to inverse elements of curves in the

Q

Fig. 233.

plane PP'Q'Q and PRy PR be the directions of the tangents

at P and P' to inverse elements of curves in the plane PP'RRy

then, as in this case PQ and P'Q' make equal angles with PR
in opposite directions, as also do PR and PR (as proved in

Differe7itial Calculm, Art. 229, for curves in a plane), it will

follow that the angle between two curves meeting at P is

equal to the angle between the inverses meeting at P. Hence

the result of Art. 230 of Diff. Calc, is now extended to any case

of inversion, the curves not being necessarily plane, and the

pole of inversion now lying anywhere.

727. Stereographic Projection, etc.

If we take as constant of inversion the diameter of the

sphere, and the pole of inversion a point 0 on the sphere, the

sphere inverts into the tangent plane at the opposite end of

the diameter through the pole.

If the constant of inversion be taken as

i.e.V2. radius,
\/2

the sphere inverts into the equatorial plane of which the origin

of inversion is a pole.
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In all such cases the inversion amounts to a conical pro-

jection with the origin 0 as pole ot* projection.

When the projection is upon an equatorial plane witli O for

pole, it is called a Stereograpliic Projection.

In any of these cases, the angles of intersection of any spheri-

cal curves project or invert into e()ual angles of intersection

of the projected or inverted curve. Orthogonal intersection

remains orthogonal intersection in the projected curves
;
curves

which toucli on the sphere project or invert into curves which

touch; circular arcs which pass through tlie pole 0 invert

into straight lines
;

all otlier circles, great or small, into circles.

Ex. Consider tJie rectification of tlie line of intersection of the sphere

.r- -f --- cz

z^
with the elliptic cone ’

Inverting with regard to the origin, and with c for constant of

inversion, tlie sphere becomes the plane 2 = 6*, and the cone remains

unaltered, but cutting the plane z= c in the ellipse

Fig. 234.

If PQ, FQ' be corresponding elements o?5
,

ds' of the original and the

inverse curves,
^

^2

wliere r is the central radius vector of the ellipse to the point F.
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Hence, iakinj^ i) as the complement of tlie eccentric angle of P', we
have for the ellipse,

.r ^ a SI n 6^, y — b cos sin'^ d-\-h^ cos^

ds^— (a^ cos'^ 0-{-b^ sin^ 6) dd‘^.

and

cos- d -I- h'^ si n-' 0 ,

^
^ {c^ -f l)^) cos- ij \{c^+ a^) sin‘^ 0

„ cos^ 6^ + si n 2 ^= d , dd
{(c-^-f 6^) cos'-^d -h (' ^ r sni-

t^l
<*<*>-6/ -t- b- >\\\-U

_ ^2
~ h -1- (d + ^>2 + d)

{{c~ + h'^} d +{d • ‘l-jilU t/'f N. O- CO:,'(>• ^^siir-6^

^ gf .

d^ + b--\-d
1

L a^i-e^sin'^6 +^ + « n/ 1 -c^sin^^J

jiv/a \ I
-H -f c2 / a‘^-b‘^\

.. s- -f(e,e)+^-
+

where e is the eccentricity. And thus the arc of this curve is expressible

by the elliptic integrals of tlie first and third kinds.

Fig. 235.

728. Curves on Spherical Surfaces in particular. Formulae for

the Rectification of Curves on a Spherical Surface, analogous to

the jo, r and p, Formulae for a Plane Curve.

Let APP' be any curve drawn upon the surface of a sphere

of radius unity. Let P, P' be contiguous points, and let
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arc PP' — Ss. Let 0 be any fixed pole on the Hphere, and let

PY, P'Y' be the great circle tangents at P and P '

;
OY

,
OY' tln^

great circle perpendiculars to them from O, and OAx a fixed

great circle cutting the curve at A, the point from which s is

measured.

Let xdY = y}r, y6r = (Sx/., OY=p, OY':==p+ Sp,

PY = t, P'Y' = t-i-St.

Let OP, OP' be the great circle radii vectores of P and P',

and let OPY =
(f>.

Then, from the spherical triangle OFP, we have

cos r= cosp cos t and sin p = sin r sin 0.

Let PN be the great circle perpendicular upon OP'. Thus,

as in plane geometry, we have

dr
. ( ' Tt ^P'\

and

t.e.

J cos (/)

I-

dr

sin r dr

Hirr r

•Jh]m^r — hiin^p
.( 1 )

Let OF' intersect PY at Z, then, from the right-angled

triangle YOZ, oy = cot YOZ tan YZ,

i.e. to the first order, YZ — SxImmp.

Also to the first order,

P'r=P'p-hPz=c^5-f-/-yz

t,e. t A- St = Ss Hin p

And in the limit,
ds dt .

t.e.
J
sin p d\jr. .( 2 )

Formulae (1) and (2) are analogous to

and

for plane curves.
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729. Convention of Sign of t. Closed Oval.

In regard to is necessary to make a convention with

regard to sign. It will be in agreement with the convention

for plane curves, Art. 531, if we fix that t is to be reckoned

positive when, as in the case of Fig. 185, PY is measured

from the point of contact in the direction opposite to that of

increase of the arc s.

As in plane curves, it appears that if the curve considered

be a closed oval on the sphere, t returns to its original value

when integration is taken round the oval. Hence for a

closed curve surrounding the pole, encircling it once,

If the radius of the sphere be a instead of unity, which has

been taken for convenience, the absolute length of the arc

will be changed in the ratio a : 1, so that if s' and t' be lengths,

whilst p and r are measured by the angles subtended at the

centre of the sphere, formulae (1) and (2) become respectively

s'— a and s'— ^'4-ufsinpd\//*.
Jvsin^r— sin2j[? J

730. Ex. In the oa.se of a Loxodrome cutting meridians at a constant

angle a, let r, 0 be the co-latitude and azimuthal angle of any current

point P upon the curve.

Then <^= a and sin p = sin r sin a.

Hence
sin r dr

J VsinV- sin^jD

a being the radius of the sphere, ?'.<?.

a
~ -r,

cos a
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Arc of curve measured from tlio pole
arcual radius vector OP

as in the case of the equiangular spiral upon a plane. (See also Art. 548.)

We also have in this curve

Lt~ ^ =tana,
a or

if r= ro, when d — 0, i.e. tan ~ = (b)

which is another form of the property / = gd(^y cot a), (c)

already established in Art. a relation between the latitude and

longitude analogous to that between )/ and x in a Cartesian equation.

731. To find sin^.

The expression for sin p in terms of \jr whicli is required

in the integration of Art. 7:i9 may b(^ found as follows. Take

the 2^-axis through 0, the pole of the curve. Let C be the

centre of the sphere and F{x, y, z)^0 be the equation of the

cone which cuts the sphere in the given curve.

Then is a homogeneous function of x, y and z.

The tangent plane to the cone at the point x\ y\ z' of tlie

curve is xF^'+ yFy>-\-zF^>==0.

The equation of a perpendicular plane COY through the

2^-axi8 is xFy-yF^=0.
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Hence tan \lr =^ , ix. —-y = (A)^ cos\//- sin \/a
^ ^

And the perpendicular P ( =OA, Fig. 237), upon the tangent

plane from the pole 0, whose coordinates are (0, 0, a), is

.(B)

From F — 0 and equations (A) and (B), the ratios x:y':z'

are to be eliminated, and there will result a relation between

P and x/., say, P=a/W.

A
• P

Again, — = sin p.

Hence the relation required is sinp = f(\{r).

732. Relation with the Polar Curve.

Let any curve be drawn upon a sphere of centre 0 and

radius r. and let the cone with vertex 0, and passing through

the curve, be drawn. Let a plane through the centre of

the sphere, and tlierefore cutting the spliere in a great circle,

roll upon the surface of the cone. The poles of this plane

then trace out two equal loci on the surface of the sphere.

Lither of these equal and similar loci is called the polar curve
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of the given curve. The great circle arcs which are the lines

of intersection of the sphere and the plane touch the curve as

the plane rolls, and are great circle tangents.

Let Q, Q' be two positions of one of the poles corresponding

to the great circles PT, P'T, intersecting at T and touching a

curve Cj drawn upon the sphere. Let the curve locus of Q
be referred to as the curve Co- Drawing the great circles

PQy TQ, TQ\ FQ', we have

PQ = TQy both quadrants,

TQ' = P'Q\ both quadrants,

and TQ = TQ\ both being quadrants.

Hence, in the limit when P' and P are indefinitely close,

T ultimately lies upon and is the pole of a tangent plane

to the cone with vertex at 0, which cuts the sphere in Cg.

Hence the relation between the two curves is reciprocal.

Each one is the locus of the poles of tangent planes of the

cone which defines the other. If QRQ' be the great circle arc

joining Q and Q\ T is its pole, and the poles of all great circles

which pass through T lie on QRQ' or produced, that is

the great circle chord QRQ' of the arc QQ' of Cg

the poles of great circles through T.

The figure bounded by the arc QQ' of the locus and

the great circle arc Q RQ is thus the reciprocal of the figure

bounded by the arc PP' of the locus and the two great

circle tangents TP, TP'. Also the angle between two great

circles being the same as that subtended at the centre by

their poles, we have

Angle PTF= IT -QOQ', i.e. tt-QW-

733. A Theorem given by Schulz.

Let a circumscribed polygon consisting of an infinitely large

number of infinitesimal great circle tangents be drawn to the

one curve Cj, and let the reciprocal inscribed polygon of great

circle chords be drawn in Cg. Then, if the angles of the one

be .4, S, C, D, ,
and the angular measures of the corre-

sponding sides of the other be a', 6', c', d', , .
. ,
we have

A= 7r— a\ B= 7r— b', etc.
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We have Area of the polygon ABCD,,,==^\^A~{n— 2)w]r^

(Todhunter and Leathern, Spherical Trigonometry, Art. 129)

=[2(7r— 2)7r]r2

-(27r -2a')r2

= 2{7r-s')r\

if s be the angular semiperimeter of the polygon A'ECU,.,

,

B

This remarkable relation is stated by Todhunter and Leathern

as “ referred to ” by Schulz, Sphdrik, ii., p. 241 * The author-

ship does not appear to be clear. Proceeding to the limit

when the sides are indefinitely small, if (C^), (PJ be the area

and linear perimeter of and (Cg), (P2)
fbe area and linear

perimeter of we have

(Ci)+r(P2)=27rr2==half the surface of the sphere,

and similarly (C2)+^'(Pi)==27rr^,

that is 27rr2— (Cj)=:r(P2)
and 27rr2— (C

2)=r(Pi).

Thus when the area of the one curve can be found, the

perimeter of the other can be found and vice versa.

*See also Williamson’s Integral CalctUvs, Art. 188.
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It appears also tliat the area included between either curve

and any great circle which it does not cut is equal to a

rectangle of length the perimeter of the other curve and
breadth the radius of ihe sphere.

734. Formula analogous to that for the Area of a Plane Curve

in Polars.

It is a well-known result in the mensuration of a spherical

surface that the area of any belt on a sphere is equal to the

corresponding belt on the enveloping cylinder whose axis is

perpendicular to the bounding planes of the belt. Let APA'
o

be any small circle of a sphere of radius a. Let 0 be the pole

of the circle and OP any great circle radius vector from 0 of

length r, subtending an angle p at the centre. Then the area

of the spherical cap cut off by the small circle

=27ra(a—acos p)=27ra2(l— cos p).

Let the azimuthal angle of OP be d. Then we have for

the area between OP and OP' for which d is increased to O+SO,

Area OPP'—^ X 27ra2(l— cos p)

=a\i—co& p)8d,
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analogous to the result for a plane (and indeed becoming
T

^r^86 when we put - for p and the radius a becomes oo).

Hence, taking p, 0 as coordinates, we have for the area of

any portion of the spherical surface bounded by a curve on

the sphere, and the meridians d=di, 6=82,

A=a^[ (1— co8p)d0,
Je,

in the same way as for a plane area (Art. 407).

If the curve be an oval encircling the pole 0 once,

Fig. 242.

The area therefore between the curve and the equatorial

plane of 0 is

aA coapdS,

or if we use I for the latitude, i.e. the complement of p, and 0
for the longitude or azimuthal angle.

f2ir

Area==0^1 sin I d9.
Jo

If, then, this integral be evaluated for the polar or reciprocal

curve Cg, the result will be aP^, i.e.

pir

Perimeter = Pi=a| sin I ddy
Jo

(h 0) being the latitude and longitude of a point on the

reciprocal curve.
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Illustrative Examples.

Ex. 1. To test this result in a known case, take C\ as a small circle

with pole at 0 and of angular radius p. Its perimeter is obviously

27ra sin p.

The polar curve is another small circle of angular radius and

therefore the latitude of any point on it is p, in this case a constant.

The formula gives y-2jr

P^ — a sin pd0= 2jra sin p,
Jo

which is in agreement with the stated result.

Ex. 2. Find the length of the spiral, traced on a sphere, whose

reciprocal is defined by the equation 4p~0 corresponding to limits

for 0 from 0 to 2ir, p and 6 having the meanings assigned to them in

Art 734.

The area between the reciprocal spiral and the equatorial plane is

a2
j

cos =
JO 4

Hence the perimeter required = 4a, i.e. twice the diameter of the

sphere. (Fig. 243.)

O

Ex. 3. To find the area bounded by any arc of a great circle and two

spherical radii vectores.

Let the plane of the great circle be at right angles to the plane of the

paper and cut the meridian in the plane of the paper at a point A whose

co-latitude is a. (Fig. 244.)

Then the equation of the great circle is

cos (J — cot p tan a,

from the spherical triangle OPA, right angled at A.

Then we have

Area = a*
|

(1 - cos p)clO
JBi

jffi

cos 0 cot tt

cot2a +

1

d$,
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and the integral

/
cos d

x/cot^a cos^^-f i

: tan

c^sin d

•Jcosec^ a - co t'^a sin^0

d sin 0

s/sec^a — sin^^^

= tan a sin-* (sin 6 cos a).

Hence the area between two radii making angles 0
^
and 62 with the

meridian in the plane of the paper is

a2(^2-^j)-a2[ain-*(sin ^2Coaa)-8in-^(8in^jC08a)3. (See Art. 781.)

735. The Case of a Sphero-conic.

Def. a spliero-conic is the line of intersection of a cone of

the second degree with a sphere whose centre is at the vertex

of the cone.

Let the equation of the sphere be and that of

the cone j2
y
2 ^2

The reciprocal cone has for equation

aV-|-6y=c222

Putting p for the co-latitude and 0 for the azimuthal angle of

any point, we have a;=rfsin p co8 0, y=dsinpsin^, z=d cos

and the equations of the sphero-conic and its reciprocal become

respectively

and c«cotV=a*cos»d+6*sin*d
0*

in p, 0 coordinates.
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The area bounded by the arc of the sphero-conic

cot*/) _ cos*d sin*^
.
+

6*

and the meridians ^ = 0, 6 = 0 is given by

ili = ci*[ (1 — cosp)dd
Jo

a* sin* -1- 6* cos* 6

i^{b^ -f 6**) sin*d -f 6*(tt* -f c^)cos^6^

= d}(6 — say
;

and putting

a sin 6 b cos 0 • j.
b

,

,
^.c. tan t/ = - tan x,

.dl9

sin X cos X

do =
a6 d\

whence
a*cos*x4-i^sin*x

’

al) d\ 1

„ „ {a^-¥) sin»x s/{a}+ c*) - (a* - 6*)8in*x

_
^

Yl(
a^-h^\

«Va*+c* Va*-|-c®’ a* /

and

= Vfer*’ -t}’
and is therefore expressed in terms of a Legendrian integral

of the third species.

For the reciprocal sphero-conic c* cot*p = rx*cos*^^-f-?;*sin*^

the area bounded by the arc and the meridians 0 = 0 and

0=^
is given by

V

il 2= oi*|^(l — cos p)dd

a* co8*P -f 6*Hin*^

I (a* -p c*)cos* 6^ -h -h c^) sin*^
ir

=d2(|_0_[/Jj.aay;

-- 1 do

and putting

6 sin 0 a cos 0
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(Art. 388, Ex. 7);

whence

Ao=^d^\ ~~e-
ajb^-^c

avg2_jl^’ (j2 jJj

and the area of the same curve from 0 = 0 to ^ 0 is

where 11 is the same elliptic integral as occurs in the value of

A
2
and Hi is its complete value.

736. Again, for the Rectification of

cot"p_co8-^
t

sin^^

the tangent plane to the cone

a
2“*"62

at any point P{x, y\ z) of the sphero-conic APB (Fig. 245) is

a2‘^62“'c2’

and the perpendicular plane OGY through the ::-axis is

y ^ n

giving

where yjr is the azimuthal angle of the plane OCY, i.e.

cos yfr b^ sin xf/

Also the perpendicular ON (=i^) from the pole 0 upon the

tangent plane at P, viz. CPY, is given by

x’^ y'^

,v"^A,(^'\y"'\ i
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Therefore, if p be the angle OCY subtended at G by the

great circle arc OY
,
P'—dBtinp, and we have

V,
cos^x//' -f 6^ sin^ \/r

sin p "V ^^2 cos^yfr -f (6^ -f c^) sin^ \/r
^

(Art. 388, Ex. 7.)

Hence, if s and t be the lengths of the arcs 6f the sphero-

conic from P to P, and of .the ‘tail’ PY respectively (Fig. 245),

and

^mpd\fr

a\/b^+ a V 6^ -f c-
’

a^~b^\

and t remains to be found.

Now t is the arcual measure of the great circle arc PY.

The equations of CY
,
CP (C being the centre of the sphere)

are, from (1) and (2),

z \a^ h^/

and -IL-
y"

Hence

--cosYCP=

/x'\ .v'*N

^ b*J

\a*^b* ^ c*/

‘^V‘^+6f'7V^+6f+c*

Ix'^
'

?/2

/
^+'6« + c«

V a*^b*
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Also

£ £
6t _ 6 6*

a C08 \}r~l) sin siiiV

>/a^(a2 -f c^) cos^ >/r -f 6“ + c^) sin ^ \jjr

cos
/A /-2 ‘

~~
/

~
T"/2 • a~7 /

Ot^4-0“)eos‘'^>/r+ (/>2+ c*)sin2v/r
(^j=Va^cos-x/. + 6^8.„^>|.

Hence ^ is found, viz.

rfC08-4 Iu^^^U+ b•Wm^^lrJ + \

the negative sign being prefixed because FY is measured from

in the direction of the measurement of the arc increasing

from P to B. (See Art. 729.) Finally then we have

ixrcPB

d
-cos ^1v^“ COH "^ \jr -f b‘^ sin- \/r

c-)co.s“\// -f (/>2-|-c2)sin‘-^\//'

{a^+ )
cos^ sin^ \//

4-

62

a \ 62 4- c‘‘

737. Mr. Burstall’s Theorem.

A remarkable property of the curve is established by Mr.

Burstall, in vol. xviii. of the Proceedings of the London

Mathcmatmil Societg, giving a result analogous to that of

Fagnano for the ellipse.

Let AB be the sphero-conic represented for convenience

upon a plane, and let A'B' be an arc of the reciprocal
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sphero-conic, A being an end of the major axis of the one

and A' being the corresponding point on tlie reciprocal curve.

Let P and P' be corresponding points of the sphero-conic and

its reciprocal
;
and let A'KP' be the great circle chord of the

reciprocal sphero-conic; and AT, PT the great circle arcs

tangential at A and P.

Then, since the areas ATPMA and A'LP'RA' are reciprocal

areas, we have

c?(Arc tangent PT-f-tangent T — A'LP'RA'.

Now, putting A and A' for the spherical areas OA'LP' and

OA'RP' respectively, A'0P'~6\ and

/ =

cos^d -h 6* 8in^^9

I J(d^d 6*2) cos^d -f (^2 -
1- (*2) sin2d

do,

the same indefinite Legendrian integral that has occurred

both in the rectification above and in the cpiadrature of the

reciprocal curve with specified limits, we have

Arc AP-j- tang, PT -f tang. TA ™ 27rd - (A ~ A') /d,

and

A= ci2| (l~cosp)dO, where c2cot2p=^a2cos2d + ^^sin^0,
j 0

whilst A' can be found free from elliptic integrals (Art. 734<,

Ex. 3).

Again, as in Art. 736, if Q be any point of the original

sphero-conic, QY' the great circle tangent at Q, and OY' the
A

great circle arc perpendicular to it, AOY' being 6",

Arc .^Q-f-tang.
,

and Arc .^P+ tang.TP-f tang.T.4=:29rd— (A— A')/d

=2vdJr~~d.9’-\-d.ll-
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If then we take the anj^len AOQ(0") and A'OF{id') equal and

eliminate the integral, we have

Arc tang. T^+ tang. TP-]-d .6'

= 27r(^-f arc tang. QY\
or

Arc ~ arc tang. P^ + tang. PP— tang. QY
— circunif. of a great circle,

giving the difference of two arcs in terms of certain arcs of

circles and A'.

Fig. 248.

Hence we have the difference of the arcs AP, AQ expressed

in term.s of elementary functions, free from elliptic integrals,

which is Mr. Burstall’s result, and in its peculiarity resembles

Fagnaiio s result for a plane ellipse.

7 38. Artifices for the Construction of Rectifiable Twisted Curves.

Some artifices for the construction of rectifiable twisted

curves may be noted.

1. If we take

,v= Ju^dlj 7/= ^2jnvdt, z= jvrdt^

where u, v are any functions of t at our choice, we have

= + and ^ = +

Hence J(u^-h v^)dt=.v-h z + const *

•For a very similar method, viz. taking

jsl2f\^)dx, z= j/{x)dx,

see Williamson’s Int. Cnlc.y p. 244.
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E.g, consider the line of intersection of tlie cylinders

Zx— 1/V2 = z^.

Putting y= ^=3'

we have the case

2. If we take

dt dt

dz ^

dt
~ 1

,

ii= f, v=l and s = .r+ z4-const

X = j(ti- v)(u — tv) dtf

2/ = j(v-iv){v-u)dt,

z- j(w~ u)(u> - v) dt^

where w, v, tv are any functions of / at our choice, then, since

^(?/ -v)-(w - w)^= ~ '^mv)\

, ds ^ ^ dx dy dz
we have _ = v„2_

and s— x + y-\-z-^C.

E.g. taking ?/ = 0, v = 1 ,
tv~t^

dx dy
dt
-1-/,

dz

dt

_ _ t'^

2’ ' 2' "3 2’.V = /

whence we have x+y--=<; j--l-z= /^/3;

.-. (.r-fy)“ = 2x, 3(2: + .r)--=(.r4-7/)^

the equations of the curve.

And for the rectification,

^ /2

s= g - ^
+ / + const. = X + ?/ +0 -f C,

and any specified limits may be taken.

3. Again, if we take

x= j{v~wfdJt, y = j{tv~uy^dt, z = j(u-vydi,

we have

and

(*J= E (« - wf= 2 (2«2 -

s= v/2
j — J

^vw tftj + const.

and the values of u, v, w are at our choice, as before.
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In Jill Uieso if w, Vy to be chosen as rational integral algebraic

functions of /, the c(iuatioii.s of the curve can be found and its length

between any specilied limits.

4, Similarly, other algebraic identities which express the sum of three

squares as a constant niultii)le of the K<iuaTe of a fourth expression may
be used in the same manner to construct rectifiable twisted curves.

Hence, putting

(lx.

(It

dy

dr
dz

dt
^ ztnVy

with any ;\i bitrai y choice of a, i\ w as functi(»ns of /, we have

d.9

~dt

and 2

It will Ik* noU'd that all these methods proceed with a view to making

^ (<s)
pt*rfcct square and avoiding the necessity of

integrating an iitational expression.

.0. One type more may be given illustrating the construction of a

rectifiable twisted curve upon the same plan, but of non-algebraic

character. Taking t\ w any arbitrary functions of /, put

sin V sin w dty y ^
j

v
j

^ vdi.

Then

E.g. taking

ds du j ^

r. “ j; ^-Jid S-U+ const.
dl dt

Then

r — w— t and
2 ’

^ - f sin^f, ~ Osin / cos f, ^ ^

(it fit (i*

a='>
^=

2
+^’

the curve being 8.r= 2/* - 2i sin 2t - cos 2f,

8?y = - 2/ 008 2/+ sin 2<,

z= fsin<+ cos^.
^

Methods 1, 2, 3, 4 either give rise to unicursal twisted curves, viz.

those in which the coordinates .r, y, z can be expressed as rational

Algebraic functions of a single jmranieter t or may be made to give rise to

curves in which .r, y, 2 and s are irrational functions of t, this depending

open the choice made for w, v, w.
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739. Generalised Formulae.

If the Cartesian coordinates of a point x, ?/, 2: be expressed

as functions of any other three independent parameters

u, Vy Wy as

'W;)> y=f2('^^ '^)y '^^)y

then dx~^ du +^ dv 4-^ dw, dy = etc., dz = etc.^ lyw tj ^

And if we write

(ly.+

'dz 'dzr_dx dx dy dry
.

^~dv dw dv dw dv diu'

dx dx>
.

\dwJ
+ +,

du dr

we have, for the element of distance ds between x, y, z and

x-f dto:, i/-fcZi/, z-\-dZy

df?- = a dv? + h dv^ 4- c du? 4- 2/ dv dw 4- dw dv 4- 2// du dv,

and for two assigned relations Ix'tween u, v and ic, defining a

linear path for x, y, we have the rectification formula

8 = ![« du^ 4- h dv^
-b c dw^ 4- 2/dv dw 4- 2g dw du 4* 2// du rfr]^

740, If one relation only between u, v and iv be assigned,

Xy y, z travels on an assigned surface. Let the relation be

Then

x{Uy Vy w) = 0.

" du+^dv?-^ dw = 0,
du dv dw

and this being a linear relation between du, dv, dw, one of

the letters u, v, w, and one of the differentials du, dv, dw
may be eliminated, and the square of the linear element dn

may then be expressed as

d.? — E du^ 4- 2Fdu dv 4- G dv^

where the forms of x, y, z are now

a; = (Uy v\ y = <p^{Uy v), z = (f^^iu, v).

The values of E, F, G derived from these equations are

Ez=z(^Y + ??
\du/ '^\du) \'du/ ' dudv 'du 'dv du'dv'
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The quantity EG— F^ is essentially positive.

For EG-F^-- ^// dz

du du

dy dz

dv ’ dv

2)V

Vc’(m. V)j

4-two similar expressions

td(u, v)

= + is positive.

742.

Eliminating du, dv from the equations

dx =^ du-{-‘^^'^- dv, dy = du-\-^ dv, dz =^ du-{-'^ dv,
du dv du dv du dv

we have J^dx-\-J^dy-\-J^dz = 0, identically, viz. the differential

equation of the surface on which the curve lies.

743.

])r. Salmon (Solid Geom., p. 252) shows that the

differential e(|uation of the lines of curvature is

dx dy dz

•h

dJ, dJ, dJ,

and obtains in terms of it and v a formula for the evaluation

of the principal radii of curvature.

744.

Now ds^ is the square of the linear element connecting

the point u, v with the point f 6^4, and lies on the

surface x = <p^{u,v), y = <j>^(u,v), z = >{>^{u,v).

If we travel along a line for which v is constant, we have

d<ri = s/Edu, and if we travel along a line for which u is

constant, we have dcr^^jGdv, and ds is the corresponding
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diagonal of the infinitosiiiial parallelogram whose adjacent

edges are c/o-j, dcTw. Let a) be the angle betwei'n them.

Then E dii^+ 2\/EG da dv cos w -}-G dv^
;

whence it appears that

F , . JEG^^
~ Jeg"'

and tliat the area of the elementary parallelogram

= da^ (ZcTo sin a) =JEG—F^ dn dv.

We therefore have also a formula for the quadrature of

the surface, viz.

coso)™ 7 ~ and
s/EG

==||v/EG— du dv

J/ dudv.

When the two families of curves on the surface*, viz.

u — const., const., cut orthogonally, we have

cos Cl) -0 and 0,

/EG du dv.and 8=^^jEdu^\-Gdv'^, .S’-jjv/i’G

This will necessarily be so, for instance, when u= const.,

r= const, are the equations of the lines of curvature on the

surface.

PKOBI.KM8.

1. Show that the equations of a Khumb line on a sphere of radius

r may be written as ^2 ^2 ^ ^2 _ ^
2

^

{
7!^ + ;y*)^cosh tan“^^^ == r.

2. Show that the curve of intersection of the cylinders
c

is given by s = x + ^ -f const.

3. A sphere of diameter K touches the plane of an ellipse of

principal axes a, h at its centre C. A is the other end of the

diameter of the sphere through C. The ellipse is projected on to

the sphere by lines through A, Show that the length of the curve

so described will be

f» ff
2 si n2 -f. ^Qg2^

+ [St.John’s, 1881.

|
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4. A curve is drawn upon the surface of a sphere such that

<j> sin 6^ ~ const.,

</) being the longitude and 0 the co-latitudc of any point.

Show that s - a log is the length of the arc between
yL<in ^o/

points where 6=(\ and 0^0.,, and a is the radius of the sphere.

(live a sketch showing the natui e of the curve (/> sin 0^1 upon the

sphere r = a.

5. Show that the line of intersection of the sphere

r = c cos 0

arul tlie cone tan 0 “

c

is recti fia])Ie, and that s - - cO .sec a.

Also show that tlie conical })rojection of this curve on the sphere

upon th(‘ tang<‘nt plain; at the end of the diameter remote from tlie

cn'igin, the origin being the pole of projection, is an e<piiangular

spiral. Hence deduce the same result by inver.sion.

6. Slu>w that the curve of intersection of the sphere

y’ + jr + - 2<i^ = 0

and the cone {'2y^ -f ‘Jy- + ^j')- ~ z^{y^ 4- //^)

projects conically from the origin into a cardioide upon the

})lane ;; 2a. Hence obtain the rectification of the twisted curve.

7. Show that the length of the arc of intersection of the cylinders

y^-~2y, \

J

measured from the origin to any point .r, y, is 3* + 2'.

8. Show that for the curve

GOj: _ 3y
“15”

- 10/"“ 12?“^ "" 3 -
/2 ""

/

"
’

the arc measured from the origin, is gi^en by

s 4- 4- const.

9. In the curve for which

«how tliat .S
'
‘.~-x + y + z-i-C,
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10. Show that in the curve of intersection of

r = acosO and cos 2^ = tan^ <^,

, = JL 1\ sinxcosxl

'2.SlV' v/2/ s/r- isin'^X-1’

where sin x = v^2 sin (/>.

Show that the inverse of this curve with regard to the origin is a

lemniscate, the constant of inversion being a.

11. Show that the rectification of the lino of intersection of

-f- + is^ = cz and y‘^ = 4t:cx

is given by

(
sin 0 \

1'cos 1

1 7

where tan 0 =

and show that this curve can be inverted into a pirabola lying upon

a tangent plane to the sphere.

12.

A Loxodrome is drawn on a sphere to cut all the meridians at

the same constant angle a
;
show that the area of the surface of the

sphere, included between any arc of this curve and the two

meridians through its ends, is

® 1 + Sin i/'.j

where and are the latitudes of the ends of the arc and a is the

radius of the sphere. [Ox. IL P., 1900.J
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VOLUMES AND SURFACES OF SOLIDS OF REVOLU-
TION, AND THEIR CENTROIDS,

745. Volumes.

Supposing ttui i-axis to be the axis of revolution, the

typical equation of sucl) a surfixce is

Fig. 250.

It is formed by the revolution about the z-axis of the curve

which lies in the y-z plane.

It was shown in Art. 24 that the solid contained by this

surface and the planes z—z^y is to be obtained by the

formula

775
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y being the perpendicular from any point of the revolving

curve upon the axis of revolution.

It is obvious that if we regard the surface as detined by its

three-dimension equation x^-\-y^—f{z)y we must replace the

y- and the dx of Art. 12 by ^nd dz respectively. The
formula therefore will stand as

V=Tr^\x’‘+y^)dll,

t.c. TT I J{z)dz.

746. More generally, if tlie revolution be about any line

AB in the plane of the curve, and if PN be any p^'rpc'ndicular

drawn from a point P of the curve ujKm tlie line AB, and

P'N' be a contiguous perpendicular, the v olume is expressed as

or if 0 be a given point on the line AB,

the limits being the values of ON which mark the terminal

planes of the solid formed.
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747. Illustrative Examples.

1. Find the volume foraied by the revolution of the loop of the

curve (Art. 403, Ex. 3) about the a:-axis, i.e. the volume

bounded by the closed portion of the surface

(y* + z*)(a x\a - x).

^

^

Hero volume = rr / x^—^

—

dx.
Jo

rutting a+x — Uy this becomes

Ja U
- 2a/ 2^3 \= rr / -f 4<tu - du

~ rr log u - 5«2« + 2au‘^
3 ]

^2-o3[log2-S].

2. Find the vobinie of the spindle formed by the revolution of a

parabolic arc about the line joining the vertex to one extremity of the

latiis rectum.

Let the pai-abola be 7/^= 4ax.

, y . . . V “ 2.r’

Then the axi.s of revolution is y= %x\ and PN='

A 1 so A X = "sja -f-y^ = Vx* -f 4y^+ 4.?y
” o

2V 4- X

v'o

v5

rf.i+2^'‘rf,r

X
and

>/T>

Hence Fig. 252.

x/«\ 1

Volume = jTrlW’^diAN) = tt jf* \x{yla-4iy (l + 2

47r _ 2ira^^5

5Vs b / 5

748. Surfaces of Revolution.

Again, if be the area of the curved surface of the solid

traced out by the revolution of any arc AB about a given line

XY in its Diane, let PN, QM be two adjacent perpendiculars

IVom points P, Q of the arc upon the axis of revolution, Sa
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the elementary arc PQ, SS the area of the elementary zone or

belt traced out by the revolution of PQ about X Y.

B

Fig. 2r>3.

Let and p^ be the greatest and the least of the perpc^n-

dicular distances of points on the arc PQ from the axis of

revolution. Then we may take it as axiomatic that the area

traced out by PQ in its revolution is greater than it would

be if each point of PQ were at the distance from the axis,

and less than if each point were at a distance p^ from the

axis, i.e. SS lies between

^7rpi Ss and ^irp.^ Ss.

Also p^ and p., differ a small (juantity of at lejist the

first order from PN. Hence ^.irp^Sfi and ^irp^Sfi differ by a

small quantity of at lejist the second order from "lirPN Ss

Therefore in the limit we have

as

or *S--j27rPiV ds.

749. Various Forms of the Formula.

If the axis of revolution be the a;-axis, this may be written as

S^^'Z-rryds, j2Try'^dr, dy,
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as may happen to be convenient in any particular example,

dLs (irfi ds
the values of j-, etc., being obtained according to

the rules of the Differential Calculus, viz.

750. Centroids.

The centroids, both of the surface and volume of a solid of

revolution bounded by planes perpendicular to the axis of

revolution, are plainly upon the axis of revolution, supposing

the surface density and the volume density in the respective

eases to be (‘ither constant or some function of the distance

from a point on the axis of revolution, i.r. so that the distri-

bution of density is symmetrical about the axis.

Take the .r-axis as the axis of revolution, a- the surface

density and p the volume density, both symmetrical as to the

axis, and functions of .r alone, so that the elementary zones in

the one case and the ehunentar}^ discs in the other case, into

which tlie surface or volume is divided, have their own
centroids upon the axis of x, and we have, on application of

tlie formula I' ~ ^

,

Z //1

(1) For the Surface,

1 ((T27r ?/ ds).r jcr.ry ds

\{(r27ry ds)

(2) For the Volume,

j*( p7r;V^dx)x ^pxy^dx

^py^dx

It is to be noted that in the first case s is left as the inde-

pendent variable
;
in tlie second case, x.

If it be desirable to take x or 0 as the independent variable

m the first case, we must replace ds by

as the case may be.
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In cases where p or cr are constants, they of course divsappear

from the formulae.

751. Ex. 1. Find the surface of a zone of a sphere bounded by parallel

planes ^= z= Zi-\-k.

If a be the radius of the sphere, and 0 bo the latitude of any point P
on the sphere, we have (Fig. 254)

aS'=
^

'lira cos 0 .ds and ds — a dO

= 27r«2(.sin 6^ "

La a J

and therefore espial to the cfu-responding

\>elt intercepted n])on the enveloping eylindei-

by the same planes, the z-axis lunug the axis

of tlie cylinder. Tl)is is the rt'sult usually

arrived at in a Newtonian manner in books on Mensuration. It has

already been used in Art. 734.

Ex. 2. Find the surface of a belt of tlie jwiraboloid formed by tlie

revolution of the curve y- — 4a.r about the .r-axis.

Here

and *S — 2;r
/
^ y dx— 4;r

^
>/.r+ a dx

Jxi ' dx Jxi

and since for the parabola tlie radius of curvature is given by

2 »

p=-T_(,r+ a)»,
va

we have *5=
3 (y>2 - />i ),

where pi, p.^ are the radii of curvature of the generating curve at the

tK)ints where it is cut by the planes bounding the belt.

R.\. 3. The curve r= a{l -i-cos 0) revolves about the initial line. Find

the volume and surface of the figure formed.

Here V — j^Tty^dx^Tr jr^ d(r cos 6)

«^(1 +C08 6)^ sm^0.ad(cos d + cos‘^d)y

the limits being such that the radius vector sweeps over the upper half of

the cardioide.
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Hence V - Tra'^ f ( I + cos 0y( I + 2 cos 0) sin^Odd
Jo

= 7ra*j (1 +4 cos^y + 5cos26^+ 2cos3^y)sin3^ dS

=r
27ra-^jJo +r) co.s2^) sin^^l dd

_87ra^
”“3“‘

Again,

S~27r jj/ds = 2Tr
j

7'iiin d^^dd

-27r
I

a(l 4- cos 6^) sin +cosdy‘^+a'^»in“ddd
Jo

-» n
= 27ra“

/
(14- cos d) sin d . 2 cos ^ dd

Jo ^

= 1 67ra“
j

cos^ ^ ^

~ 327ra“
^J

“ ^^TTa\

Ex. 4. Find tlie centroid of the solid formed in the last example, the

volvime density being uniform.

The centroid obviously lies upon the axis. To find its abscissa x we have

_ \x.Tn/'(Lv
X— —.—^

•

J
iry^dx

Tlie denominator has just l)een calculated, viz. = §7ra3.

The numerator

~irjrcoa$,r^ d(r cos 6)

= 7ra^
f(l+cos df cos d sin*0 d(cos 0-f-cos*^), the limits being tt and 0
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= Tra^ f (1 + cos 0)'^ cos 6^(1 + 2 cos 0) i^in^6d0
Jo

= Tra*
I

(cos d + 5 cos* + 9 cos* d + 7 cos^ d + 2 cos® d) «in® 0 dQ
Jo

= 27ra^ f (5 cos* ^ + 7 cos^ 6) sin* dd
Jo

-2^a|_5 +, J
- 2ra^r5 + T •-2^a|_5 +, J

„ ,rr> 2 2 7 2 21 32ira<
=
2™l2-5-3 + 2-7'rJ=l0--

_ 32rra'* /87ra*
Hence / _ =

I.) / 3

Ex. 5. Find the centroid of the surface formed hy the revolution of

the cardioide, as in Ex. 3, the surface density being uniform.

Here ;=
’ |2iry&

The denominator was calculated in Ex. 3.

The numerator =2r I r cos d. r sin 0
Jo du

— 2tt
I

a^(l +COH ^)*.coa 6^. sin 0. 2a cos ~ dd
Jo ^

= 327ra^J cos^' ~ si n
^ ^

2 cos'*^

^
~ ^

COS' " cos®-
.1

^ ^
‘ - 7 9 _o

= ^7ra3.

Hence I'~^fj^7ra^/^^^7ra'^~j^a.

Ex. 6. As an example of the case when .r and ?/ are given in terms of a

third variable, consider the c«ise of the surface of the solid formed by the

revolution of a cycloid about the line of cusps.

0
Here .r=<?(f?+ sin ^), y=a(l“C08^), = 2« cos -- and the perpen-

dicular from X, y upon the line of cusps= a(l -bcos 9).

Hence S — 2 f 2;ra(l + cos 6) 2a cos - dO
Jo ^

= ]6rra^f C0B^~d$
Jo ^

0= 327ra2/ co8*</>d</), where <#> = 5,
Jo "

_ 647ra^
~ 3
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752. The Theorems of Pappus or Guldin.

When any plane closed curve revolves about a straight line

ill its own plane wliich does not cut the curve we have the

following theorems

:

I. 77/ c Volume of the ring formed is equal to that of a

cyliuder whose h(tse. is the revolving curve and whose height

is the length of the path of the centroid of the Area af the curve,

II. llie Surface of the Hng formed is equal to that of a

cylinder whose base is the revolving curve and whose height is

the length of the path of the centroid of the Perimeter of the

curve.

These theorems were given by Pappus, in his Mathematical

Collections, in the latter half of the fourth century, and redis-

covered by Guldin, and published in his Centrobaryca early

in the seventeenth centuryd

753. Theorem I.

Let the .T-axis be tlie axis of rotation. Divide the area (A)

into infinitesimal rectangular elements with sides parallel to

the coordinate axes, such as PiP2pzP^ accompanying

figure, each of area SA.

Let the ordinate*

Let rotation take place through an infinitesimal angle S9.

Then the elementary solid formed is on base ^^4, and its

keight to first order infinitesimals, is y 66, and therefore to

infinitesimals of the third order its volume is SA . y SO.

'Cajori, Jlistory of Mdthematics, pages 59, 167.
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If the rotation be through any finite angle a, we obtain by

summation or integration,

SA.y.a.

If this be integrated over the wliole area of the curve, we
have for tlie volume of the solid formed,

Now the formula for the ordinate of the centroid of a number

of masses m^, m.
2

, with ordinates V

Hence the ordinate of the centroid of the ared of the

revolving curve is

f
;/
dA f?/ dA

— J ‘ J

'

A
’

\dA

and therefore li

Hence the volume formed = A (ay).

But A is the area of the revolving figui'e, and ay is the

length of the path of the centroid of the area. Hence the

theorem is established.

If the curve perform a complete revolution and form a

solid ring, we have

a=2'7r and V=A{27ry),

754. Theorem II.

Again, take the axis of revolution as the x-axis. Divide

the perimeter s into infinitesimal elements, such as PiP^y

length Ss.

Let the ordinate P^N^ be called y.

Let rotation take place through an infinitesimal angle SO.

Then the elementary area formed, P^P^Q^Qx^ is ultimately a

rectangle with sides Ss and y SOy and to infinitesimals of the

second order its area is Ss
. y SO.

If the rotation be through any finite angle a we obtain, by

summation or integration, Ss
.
ya.
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Jl’ this be integrated over the wiiole perimeter of the curve,

we have for the curved surface of the solid formed,

aj*7/ ds.

Jf y be tlie ortliiiate of the centroid of the pevimetei' of the

curve in the plane of x-jj, we liave

(h - sy

the surface formed (ay).

Hut ,s is the perinu tei* of the revolving figure, and ay is the

length of tlio path of tlie centroid of th(‘ po'imctcr of the

revolving curve. Hence the theorem is established.

Fig. 257.

If tlie curve perform a complete revolution and form a stolid

ring, we have a— 27r, and its surface is

^-5(27ry).

Illustrative Example.

The volume and Rurface of an “Anchor-ring” or “Tore” formed h)

the revolution of a ciicle of radius a about a line in the plane of tlie

rircle at distanee d from the eentre {d'xi) are respectively,

Volume = Tra'-^ X 2 ircf - 2

Surface =^27ra x 27rcf ~47r-a(i.
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In this case the rentroid of tin; perimeter ami the centroid of the area

are at the same point, viz. tiie centre of the revolving ligure. This of

course would not gemwalh/ he the case.

755. Precautions.

In these tlieoveius it has been stated that the axis ol‘

revolution does not cut the curve. If tlie curve consists of

more tliaii one closed oval, it is to be further noted that the

whole portion to which the rules apply must lie on one side of

the axis of revolution.

When the axis of revolution cuts the curve, or when regions

bounded by tlie curve lie on opposite sides (d the axis of

revolution, the theorems, both as to volunu' and surface, give

the difference of tlie volumes or surfaces traced by the portions

on opposite sides of the axis of revolution.

756. Note by Mr. Routh.

Again, it has been pointed out by Mr. E. J. Routh (Ami
Statics, vol. i., p. 293) that during any elementary rotation

through an angle SO, the axis of revolution need only be an

inst^intaneom axis of revolution. Let G be the centr(‘ ()f gravity

of the revolving area A, G' a contiguous position of the centn*

Fig. 258.

of gravity, Ss~GG\ and let the plane of A Ik) always at right

angles to the tangent to the path of G, I^et I be the centre

of curvature of s path. The rotation through SO may bo

regarded as about a straight line through I perpendicular to

the plane GIG', and the volume generated is

A X IG SO or A Ss,
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Aik] the volume generated is

Ai*ea X length of the path of the centroid of the area.

And furtiier, for the thf^orem with regard to tlie surface
;

if

the plane of tlie revolving curv^e be always at right angles

to the tangent to the path of the centroid of tlie 'perimeter,

the surface generated is the perimeter of the revolving

curve X length of tlie patli of tlie centroid of the perimeter.

Kx. A circle of radius e {<ih) moves with its centre on the ellipse

" h plane of the circle l)eing perpendicular to the direction

of the tangent to the eliifxse at tlie centre of the circle. The volume and

siirfaco of the ring generaietl arc and 'IttcP respectively, wliere P is

the perimeter of the ellipse, i.e. 4(tE^, when - c^).

In this case tlie centroids of area and perimd'r of the moving curve are

the same point, vi/.. the centre (.>f the circle.

757. Axis not in the Plane of the Curve. Extension for the

Theorem as to the Volume.

(onsidcr next the case when the rotation is about a lino not

in the plane of the area, but parallel to it.

Let SxSy be an element of the revolving plane, the a;-axis

l>eing taken parallel to tlie axis of revolution and the s-axia

cutting it at /?, and the area lying entirely on one side of the

aj-axis.
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Lrt ])(' the (‘lenu‘nt and l(‘t P^A^p

perpinidiculars on tlio x-axis and Pjd/p P.M.y perpendiculars

on the axis of revolution, and let 8 be the an^le N
Let PiPjQjQi be the projection of 8x 01/ on the plane

that is, the normal section of the elementary

rin^ formed, and let a represent the angular extent of the

revolution.

Then, to the second order the volume traced out by the

revolution of Sx Sy about RS is

f P N \
i.e, Sx Sy coH 6 X ya or SxSyXaP^N^,

and is the same as that of ox oy about the T-axis.

Hence, taking the limit when Jx, oyare intinitesimally small,

and integrating over any area which lies on one side of tlie

a:-axis in the x y plane, we have the theorem that tlu* volumt‘

generated by the area revolving about a line parallel to the

plane of the area, but not in its own plane, is the same as

would be traced out if the revolution were al>out llu‘ projection

of the axis of revolution upon the plane of the area through

the same angle.

75(S. Axis not parallel to the Plane of the Area.

Finally, suppose the axis of revolution not parallel to the

plane of the area. Let the area lie in the x-y plane and

entirely on one side of tlie ir-axis, and let the a:-axis be the

projection of the axis of revolution upon the x-y plane, and
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Ui(‘ origin the point wlnn-e that axis cuts tlic x-y plane and 0

its inclination to the plane. Then the efpiations of the axis of

revolution are

cos 0 0 sin O'

The })erp(uidicular upon this from l\, (x, y, 0), viz. is

!\M ^\x'^ i ?/“ x:- cos^O -~ Jx- ^'\n-0

The e(|uati()n of the plains OM l\ is

- - K sin 0 ^
sin 0 F -• Za )s 0 ~ 0.

!/

11ie direction ratios of tlu^ normal are

X
sin0,

I
sin0, -r(’OS0.

//

T1m‘ dii-cct ion ef)siiu‘s of the normal to the eleuK'iit
,

i.e. (')// oc, are (0. 0, I ).

The angl(‘ l)et\ve<-n thes(‘ normals is

c( >s 0
oos“‘

\/ 1 ’ sin-0
\ y-

-cos"^
/y cos 0\

V l\M )’

llie ])roj(‘etion of 6x oy upon thi‘ plane OMP^ is therefore

^ ^ y c< )s 0
OJ- ()//. .

Tlu' volume g(‘iu*rated hy th(‘ r('\a)lution of 6Xi\y through

any angle a about i)M is thendon^

(^ox oy P^M(t ), i.e. (()> ()//)(//« cos 0)

to the second ord(‘r, and is tlierefon* the sanu' as if the rotation

took place about tlu‘ projection of the axis of rotation upon
the ])lan(‘ of tin* ai-t‘a, tin* angle of rotation being acos0
inst(‘ad of d.

And integrating over the whoh* ar(‘a,. we have tin* theorem

that tlu* volunn* irenerat('d ])v tlu* revolving area, the rt'xadiition
1 .

^ ‘

being through an ain>le u. is the same as the volume gtmerafial

by r(‘\*()lution about the ]>rojection of tlu* axis on the plane of

area through an anglt* a which is multiplii'd by the cosine

ol tlu* angle; between the axis of revolution and tlie plain; of

fhe area (see Ex. 1, p. 294, Anal Statics, E. J. liouth;; or,
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which is the same thing, the volume may be found by

revolution through an angle a al)out the projection and then

multiplied by cosO. This supposes the revolving area to bo

entirely on one side of the projection of the axis on its plane

759. Ex. 1. A quadrant of the ellipse *^2+^2“^ revolves (1) about its

semiiiiinor axis. The area is -7-. The abscissa of the centroid is

4a .

^

The volume traced out in a complete revolution is

Tralj ^ 4a—
. Zt:

4 37r

«•>

(2) If the revolution were about a straight line outside the plane of

x-y but parallel to the minor axis, and which projects uptui the minor

axis, the volume would still be « 01
’ pra-b.

(3) If the revolution were about a straight line through the centre at

right angles to the maj<»r axis, and making an angle U with the minor

axis, the volume would be ijrra"/>coM^/.

Ex. 2. >An ellipse ^+'^2 - ^ revolves about its tangent

X cos a+y sin a

The volume generated is

TrabxZirpy where p^=a^cos''*a + /r'sirj‘'^a.

If the revolution were about a line making an angle 0 with this tangent,

and which projects upon the tangent, the volume generated would be

nab X 2np x cos 6.

PROBLEMS.

1. Prove that the volume of the solid generated by the revolution

of an ellipse round its minor axis is a mean prof)ortional between

those generated by the revolution of the ellipse and of the auxiliary

circle round the major axis. {I. (\ S., IHSl.l

2. Find the volume of the solid formed by the revolution of a

cycloid round a tangent at the vertex.
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3. The loop of the curve 2ay- = x(x~aY revolves about the

straight line y = a
]
find the volume of the solid generated.

[Oxford I. P., 1890.]

4. Show that the volume of the solid formed by the revolution

of the cissoid ~ x)^ x^ about its asymptote is equal to 27rV.
[Trinity, 1886.]

f). Find the volume of the solid produced by the revolution of

the loop of the curve about the axis of r. [I. C. S., 1882.]

Prove that the areas of the oblate and prolate spheroids

formed l)y rotating an ellipse of major axis 2a and eccentricity e

about its principal axes are

and 27rn'''^l +

(Oxford II. P., 1914.]

Prove also that of all prolate spheroids formed by the revolution

of an ellipse of given area, the sphere has the greatest surface.

[I. C. S., 1891.]

Fiml the surface of any zone of an ellipsoid of revolution cut off

by planes perpendicular to the axis of revolution.
[C0LLK(3KS a, 1888.]

7. If the cvolutc of a catenary revolve about the directrix of

the catenary, show that the area of any }>ortion of the surface

generated, cut off by two planes perjxuidicular to the directrix,

varies as the difference of the cubes of the radii of its bounding

circles. [C\)Lleces a, 1892. J

Find the volume of the solid formed )>y the revolution about

the prime radius of the loop of the curve

between and
[Oxford II. P., 1890.]

If the cardioido r = a(l"Cos^) revolve round the line

= r cos (f? - y ), prove that the volume generated is

|7r®a®cos y,

assuming that the line does not cut the cardioido. [St. John’s, 1882.]
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10. Prove that the area of the surface generated by the revolu-

tion of a portion of the arc of a cycloid about the normal at one

extremity is equal to the area of the cycloid multiplied by

^ [
(/Sf - 7) sin ^ cos 7 + I cos + 7) - cos (3/^ - 7) - ^ cos 27],

where 7 and {3 are the angles of inclination of the axis of revolution,

and of the normal at the other extremity of the arc, to the axis of

the cycloid.

Deduce the areas of the surfaces generated by the revolution of

the whole cycloid about its axis and about its base.

[CoLLECKs e, 1884.]

11. Find the volume of the solid formed by revolving a loop of a

lemniscate of Bernoulli about the straight line in its plane which

passes through the pole and is perpendicular to the axis.

(Oxford I. P., U)()I.]

12. The lemniscate n ~a~cos20 revolves about a tangent at the

pole. Show that the volume and surface of the solid generated are

respectively 7rVY4 and 47ra*,

13. A surface is the locus of points which have th.ir distances

from a fixed plane inversely proportional to the fifth power of

their distances from a fixed point 0 in that plane. Prove that its

volume ciiuals twice that of the sphere which, with its centre at 0,

touches the surface. [Oxford II. P., 1880.]

14. Find the volume of the solid formed by the revolution of the

curve {a - x)i/ = a-x about its a.symptote. [1. C. S., 1883.]

15. Show that the rate of increase of the volume of an anchor

ring when the radius of the generating circle is increasiHl while its

centre remains at a constant distance a from the axis of revolution is

27r-ad,

the diameter of the generating circle biiing r/, increasing at unit

rate. [Trinity Coij.., 1881.1

16. A loop of the curve r^aiiinnO revolves about the initial line.

Find the volume of the .solid thus generated, and verify the result

by deducing the volume of the ring formed by the revolution of a

circle about a tangent. [Colleoes a, 1889.]

17. If the curve r=-a-hhcos0 revolve about the initial line, show

that the volume generated is

l7ra(a^ + />
2
),

provided a be < [COLLBOES a, 1884.
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18. The curve r =:a(l - ecos ^), when e is very small, revolves

af)out a tangent j)arallcl to the initial line
;
prove that the volume

of the solid thus generated is approximately

27rV(l +c2). [I. C. S., 1892.]

19. The curve r^ = a^cosW revolves about 6 = 0. Prove that the

loop in the third rj^uadrant generates a volume

8 * [Oxford I. P., 1902.]

20. A loxodrome is drawn from a point .7 on the earth’s surface

lo a ]Kunt y>. If 6
^ , </>j be the longitude and co-latitude of B, and

0^, t/ig the corresponding (piantities for ^7, show that the area con-

tained between the meridians of A and B and the loxodrome is

2(<^l
- ^

2)
log

^(/>i
-r-COS {</»;)

log (tan tan J <^5 )

the radius of tlie earth being taken as unity. [St. John’s, 1884.]

21 . J’rove that the wliole area bounded by the curve

A -f y* = 2(i:nB

is . Also .sliow that if the area revolves about the .r-axis, either
2 s/2

loop generates a solid whose volume is ^Tra^, When the area revolves

about the ^-axis, the whole volume generated is —j-s/2 .

22 . Determine the curve which generates, by revolving about the

axis of .r, a volume j)roportional to the length cut oil’ from the axis

by the terminal bounding planes. [Trin. Hall and Magd., 188().
J

23. Tlie axes of two cylinders of radius a intersect at an angle a
;

show that the whole volume common to the two is

Jy-a^coscca. |Trin. H. and Magd., 1886.]

24. Evaluate taken over the surface of a sphere of radius rt,

P bcirjg the perpendicular on the tangent plane from a fixed point

within the sphere at a distance h from the centre
;
showing that

[Oxford II. P., 1892.]
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Show that the volume traced out by the part of the area of

the curve which lies between 0-^ /3 and O — a^ when the

curve revolves about the line 0 = y, taking a>/?>y, is

^|“[/(0)]3sin(e-7)ri^.
[Oxford I. P,, 1902.J

26. In the case of any portion of a surface revolving about an

axis, prove that the volume generated is the sum with the proper

signs of the corresponding volumes generated by the projections

of the surface on any two planes at right angles to one another

through the axis of rotation. [-y, 1900.]

27. A point 0 is taken on a diameter of a sphere (centre C,

radius a) so that OC = c (c<a)
;
the radius vector of length r drawn

from 0 to any point P on the surface makes an angle 6 with OC,

and the radius CP makes an angle 0' with OC produced, dS is an

element of area of the surface containing the point P

;

evaluate the

integi-al

|

eos 6 cosj"
^

taken over the larger of the portions into which the surface is

divided by a plane, through 0, at right angles to OC.

[Oxford I. R, 1901.]

28. Prove the formula ^Trl^-^sin for the volume of the surface

formed by the revolution of a closed plane curve about the initial

line.

The outer loop of revolves about the initial line.

Show that the volume of the surface generated is

l^)ra»(< +2n)- [OXF. I. P., 1911.1

29. Find the area of the finite j)ortion of the surface 2z - oc- + jp

cut off by the plane z = h. [Oxf. I. P., 1913.]

30. Show how to find the volume of the solid formed by revolving

the curve r=f(d) about the line 6 = a, it being assumed that the

curve passes through the origin.

Prove that the volume of the solid formed by revolving one loop

of the curve — apQO%26 about one of the inflexional tangents is

IttV. [Oxf. I. R. 191").]

Show also that the distance of the centroid of this solid from tbc

... 4a
ongin 18



CHAPTER XXIL

SURFACES AND VOLUMES IN OENERAL, AND THEIR
CENTROIDS, ETC. DOUBLE AND TRIPLE

INTEGRATION.

760. Let the e(|uation of a surface be 0(.r,
2/,

;^)=0 referred

to three mutually perpendicular coordinate axes Ox, Oy, Oz.

Let us discuss the volume contained between the boundaries

0(.r, y, r)— 0; y==0, y—F{x)\ vC— 0, x=a.

Let planes X-~x, (?.r,

be drawn.

Planes X~~x, X ci’o; intercept between them a thin slice

or lamina of thickness ^x.

795
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Planes Y~-y, Y -\-Sj/ cut troiu iliis lamina a prism or

tube on rectangular base Sx dy.

Planes Z— 0, Z~z-\-Sz cut from this prism an elementary

rectangular box or “ cuboid ” of volume Sx Sy Sz, represented

in the figure as Ih^garding ox, Sy, Sz as

infinitesimals of the first order, th 3 volunn? of the slice is a

first order infinitesimal, the voluiin of the prism is a second

order infinitesimal, and the volinm of the cuboid is a third

order infinitesimal. Let the prism intercc'pt on the surface

a curvilincal (juadrilateral figure PQRS, and on the plane x-y

the elementary rectangle pqrs, viz. SxSy, These areas are

both infinitesimals of the second order.

If we add up all the eom})lete cuboids on base ox S]) from

c—

0

to 0=the smallest of the values of 0 of the surface

within the (piadri lateral PQRS, we get the voluiiu'. of th(‘

prism, less by a third order infinitesimal, viz. the portion of a

cuboid bounded by a base Sx Sy for its lowin’ snrfaci', by the

curvilinear (piadri lateral PQRS for its u])])(n' surface, and by

four plane faces parallel to the y-z or z-,r planes. We may
regard the intinibisimal Sz as having Ixuni taken not l(\ss than

tlie difference of the greatest and the h'ast valu(‘s of 0 for

points on tlie (piadri latm-al PQRS, This icnmanb of the

prism is tlierefore less than one of the (‘lementary cuboids

forming the whole prism, and is th(‘!’(‘fon‘ an infinitesimal of

not less than the third older.

Next let us add up all the prisms which li(‘ Indwixm the

planes X -x and X .r-fo.r, and boiiiuh'd on its up])(‘r sidi*

by tlu^ speciti<Ml surfaei* from tlu* plane }' 0 to any definite

value of Y. The sum of th(‘S(‘ s(‘cond ordia* comphdij prisms

ditfiu’s from the volunu*. r)f tla^ lamina Ix^twecm th(‘ })k‘ines

X--^--x and by the sum of the thiid o)*d(‘r infini-

tesimal remnants of tlie prisms, and by a second order tubular

element on a basci less than SxSy at th(i end of the slice, that

is by a s(‘Cond order infinitesimal, the sum of tlie comphde

prisms ])eing of th (3 first order.

Finally, hd us add up all the slic(‘s or laminae from X - 0 to

any detinitci valu(‘. of X. The sum of tlu^ portions of th(3S(^

laminae made up of complet<3 prisms is a finite (piantity.

Th(‘ sum of the remnants of the laminae is the sum of a set
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of second order infinitesimals, and forms a first order infini-

tesimal. Hence it appears that the sum of all the complete

cuboids within the figure bounded by the coordinate planes,

the planes Y— //^, say, and the surface, differs from the

whole v'ohime of tliat figure by a first order infinitesimal at

most, and in the limit wlien dr, Sy, Sz are diminished without

limit, we have the volume given by

The limits for 0 are from to ::r= the value found from

//, z) ^0 in terms of .r and y, say z^f{.r, //).

Tlu‘ limits for
//

will be from y 0 to the value of y specified

in any particular manner, say y^F(x).

The limits foi* x will be such as to go from x= 0 to x = a.

7(>I. Ex. CoiKsider tlic volume of an octant of an ellipsoid

/A
4*^ +-7' /<> ' .

/>2

Here the limits for 2 aix* z~() to z — c'\\

prism, to add up all the cuboids in the jaism.

62
for the elementarv

For ;/ ; y — 0 to ?/
— 6^1 for the slice, to add up all the prisms

in tlie slice.
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For x\ from .r~0 to to add up all the slic(5s.

And
>'o jo jo * jo jo

and taking
[
2
] between its limits, this integral

Ni

I5]

for 1

Now , 1

['
7.

7;Jo 26 2
’

(* TT;., / \ Trahc

And the volume of the whole ellipsoid is 81^— ^tzahc.

7G2. Obviously in cases where the volume of a slice can be

written down at once, the labour of computation may be saved.

In the case just considenKl, for instance, the section at

distance X—x from the plane of yz is an ellipse, viz.

’ +
r.2

(iV

:l,

whose semiaxes are 1 — '

V V

and the area of the quarter ellipse in the first octant is

Hence the volume of the slice in the first octant is

\-Khc(l-^^^Sx,

to the first order.

And the sum of the slices is

irhc
^

as before.

f® . j
/_ x^\

j
irbc / a® \ nrahc

763. When the volume contained is all that is required, we
may, in general, start with

dxdy,

i.e. we may use the elementary prism on 8x Sy for base as our

element of volume. This amounts of course to integrating with
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regard to c in tlu^ triple integral forimila
JlJcZa;

rf?/ dz between

limits and 2— the ordinate ot the surface under con-

sideration.

11 the upper surface of tlie region whose volume is required

^ and the lower surface be z~f^{x, y), instead of

as taken in Art. 760, we have

y)-M^> y)}dxdy.

764. Illustrative Examples.
3

1. The curve z {a - ^ lymg lu the plane z-x revolves about the

axis of z. Find tlie volume in the positive octant included between this

surface and the planes .r= 0
,
x=ay .7= 0

, y= a. [Colleges €, 1883.]

Tlie e(juati()n of tlie surface generated is

and

Then

i fzd.r,iy = a^ r
J J Jo Jo {(r-\-X’

jo

Write for a^+ x^.

I b 0 (W , n
J—^3

— ,
wliere 7 = 0 tan 0,

u:

sec^ 0

"cos e dO

Hence

f
Ajl

and we liave to evaluate

Let x= a‘/2 tain <j).

Then

(oM- .c*

+

/r) ^ ^ ’

<7*’

^=-
/

Jo Fa-*
. dx.

^ f
' ^'2 ____TJ r

J 0 {d^ + taii'-^ (jj) a

_ g
f cos

<l> d<f)

j 1 Fsiirc^

= fr'’j^tan“‘(sin
</))J

2 sec^(/) d(l>

sj2 sec ^ d<f)

-a^ tan J 1 _ ‘7Ta^

. F=
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(ii) Tf we use tlu* forniula ~ jxdzdy, integrating witli regal’d to y

first, we have for the length of the prisni on base 6//& intercepted

between the cylinder and the spliere sja?- — — "Jo?- - ^ until the

prisni ceases to cut the sphere, ie, from ?/ — 0 to y — sla^-z^^ and after-

wards the length of this prism is •Ja^-y'^ from y — ^a^-z^ to y—a^ and

the limits for c ;irc fi-om 0 t() a.

- ?/- - \!d~ - ^2 - dz d?/+ f f - y- dz dy
Jo Jo

' ’

‘ Jo J\/ai-zi

~
I \_i

~ ~
j

~ J

=
io [[-^

/a^

a-' - 2^ .

-f - ,— sin“ j-'j-

(iii) If we. use the formula V ^
j
jxdydz, integrating with regard to 2

befor(‘ w(‘ integiate with regard to y, w'e have the same peculiarity as

before, viz. tliat the jirisin is of length \a^- y^ - y^ - fioni c —

0

to z ~-\/d^ - y^, and of length \V“ y- from z—\d--y^ to 2 = a, and

r =
/ j

^ {Jd^ - y^ - s!d^ - y^ - 2^} dy dz-^
j

I \^d^ - y^ dy dz,

Jo Jo
.

c .

~d^
which, as before, •

7()5. Mass, Moment, Centroid, etc.

If we regard the .spac(‘ Ixainded as described in Art 760 to be

filled with matter of specific density p at each point, the Mass

of the elementaiy cuboid SxSySz is p Sx Sy Sz, p may
1)6 either a constant or a variable. And following the same

argument as in finding the volume, we have for the mass of

the body thus enclosed,

M = dz.

766. In the same way, if the Moment of this mass be

required about any line whose equations are known, say

x— Cl_y — h _Z’—c

I
~~ m ~ n '
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I, m, n, being direction cosines
;
then, if p be the perpendicular

from X, y, z upon this line, viz.

p^ = i^x—afi-{y — hf+{z—cY—[l{x--a)+m{y — h)-\‘n{z---c)Y,

the moment of the solid about this line is

^^\^ppdxdy dz.

767. To determine the coordinates of the Centroid, we have

only to translate the expressions

zmy

into the language of the Integral Calculus, And m being

p Sy Sz, we have

JJJ
p dx dy dz

|J|
p dx dydz

J||
p dx dy dz

708. If the Moment of Inertia about a straight line be

required, and if p be the perpendicular from (x, y, z) upon the

line, we have Moment of inertia= Smp^>

i.e. in the language of the Calculus,

dx dydz.

Thus, if C be the moments of inertia about the

coordinate axes Ox, Oy, Oz respectively,

A = + dz,

j5 = dx dy dz,

C== dxdydz.

769. Similarly for “Products of Inertia,” i.e. for quantities

D= 'Lmyz, E= 'Zmzx, F= llmxy ,

such as

we have

D= ^ =
IIJ

pzxdx dydz, F =
JJJ

pxydxdy dz.
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770. The integration in all such cases takes the same course

as in the finding of a volume, first as regards the proper

assignment of limits, and second as regards the successive in-

tegrations (1) with regard to 0
, (2) with regard to y, (3) with

regard to x.

The order of integration may be changed to suit circum-

stances, the several limits being suitably changed to ensure

that the elementary cuboids into which the specified region is

divided are thereby all added up.

As in the case of finding a volume, in some cases one, or

perhaps two, of the integrations may be avoided by taking

the elementary prism, {)r the elementary lamina described

above, as the primary element, as was done in Art. 762 in the

evaluation of the volume of the octant of an ellipsoid.

771. Ex. In the case of a sj)here, viz. -f = a^, let us find the

mass of an octant of the sphere, the density at any point being

p == kxyz.

Here M = k
f f f

xyzdxdydz.

The limits for z in the positive octant are

2=0 to z—sJa}-x^-y^\

fromy = 0 to y— —

from x—0 to x—a.

for y,

for a;,
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Hence a
V«Sf_x^ ,'V„»:.xe-Ar3

xt/z dx d'j dz

rv'aa::ii>

=
Jo

-Iff: xi/ (a^ - a;2 - tia; dt/

i-iv7,2,^s

(d^ - a;-) -

\

aJo t 2 4 J

= xia^-x^fdx

JcFa^x’^ 2a2ar*

“hL 2 4 “^
gJo

(ic

"48 ‘

If D be the density at a specific point, say the centre of the surface

of the octant, i.e. where x~y — z—
,
we have

V 3

a'*

H = A: and M — Do^ v^3 .

Examples.

1. Establish the following moments of inertia for uniform density, M
representing the mass in each case :

(1) For an elliptic disc^4-‘^j,= l,

about the x axis,

about the y axis.

Mh^
4“

»

Md\
\ ’

about a line through the centre perpendicular \
to the plane, 4

(2) For a rectangle of sides 2a, 26,

about a line through the mid-points of sides 26, ;

t>

about a line through the mid-points of sides 2a,
Ma'^

about a line through the centre perpendicular
'

to the plane,
M a^ + b^

(3)
/

j'or a.

2Ma^
sphere about any diameter —r— ,

a being the radius.
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(4) For an ellipt^oid of semiaxen a, 6, c, vi^.

x^ja^+ 4- z^(c^= 1

,

about the axis of length 2a, - - - - M—-— ;

O

about the axis of length 26, - - - - M—-— ;

about the axis of length 2c, - - - - M—^
.

2. Obtain the position of the centroid of

(1) the quadrant of an ellipse,

9 .
.>;.9 ,

~ 4a _ 46
x-/a^+ y-/o^= 1

;
x—~

; =^ \OT ‘ OTT

(2) the positive octant of the sphere,

(3) the positive octant of the ellipsoid,

9 / 9 0,7 0 0/0 .
- 36 3c

xVa^4-.V^/6^ + S“/c-= I
;
x= —

;
y= -

;
2=- .

3. Show that in all the above cases for the whole elliptic disc, rectangle,

8j)here or ellipsoid, the products of inertia with regard to two axes of

symmetry are zero.

Dr. Rontli gave the following useful mnemonic rule for the

moment of inertia of the circular or elliptic disc, rectangle and

sphere or ellipsoid
;

viz.

Moment of inertia about an axis of symmetry

, , sum of squares of perpendicular semi-axes— Mass X *
. r

"— ^

3, 4 or r>

according as the body is rectangular, elliptical or ellipsoidal.

772. Element of Surface,

In estimating the element of surface cut from the surface

S by the elementary prism on base J.r oy, we may note that if

y be the angle the normal at P makes with the z-axis,

Sx>Sy=^Q^o^y to the second order of infinitesimals,

for &xSy is the projection of SS upon the x-y plane.

Tlie e(}uations of the normal are

:

X-x_ Y~y Z-z
<Px

where 0^™^, etc.^ dx

cos y~Hence
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Then 1
+

dx dy,

when we proceed to the limit and sum the elements by

integration.

If the equation of the surface l3e thrown into the form

yl

and if we use the ordinary notation

32^ Dir

this equation becomes S —fU-Vp^-\r (fdx dy.

We may note in passing that the equation SxSy~SScosiy

also gives another expression for the volume, viz.

V~ dx dy=^^z cos y dS.

We have taken, as is ordinarily the case, x, y as the independent

variables.

If this be inconvenient, we should have

according as y, z or z, x be chosen as the independent variables.
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773. We may note that the coordinates of P, Q, S and R,

the coordinates of the curvilinear “ parallelogram ” bounding

6S are

:

forP, oj,. y, z; \

for Q, x-i-Sx, y,

tors, X, y+ Sy, z+'^Sy;

for P, xi-Sx, y-hSy,

to the first order

;

Fig. 267.

and the projections of this curvilinear parallelogram upon the

coordinate planes are parallelograms of areas

:

(1) upon the x-y plane, ^x^y
;

(2) upon the y-z plane,

y, 2
,

1 = dh 2/.
1

?/. 2+1 <5., 1 0,
dX

0

dz
y+ Sy, s+ ^~Sy, 1 ^Ih

'dz
0

upon the z-x plane,

X, z, 1 = ± Xy 1 :

'dz
x^^x, z^-^6x,

ox
1 Sx, ^ Sx,

dx
0

X. z+-Sy, 1 0,
dz

0

and the area is the square root of the sum of the squares of

its projections upon any three mutually perpendicular planes

(C. Smith, Solid Gcom., Art. 33).
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Hence

giving *S— as before.

774. Element of Volume for Cylindrical Coordinates.

Instead of taking as our elementary volume one defined as

bounded by planes parallel to three coordinate planes, other

choices may be made. In some investigations it may be

desirable to employ cylindrical coordinates, viz. ordinary polar

coordinates r, 6 in the x-y plane, retaining the Cartesian

2r-coordinate. An elementary prism, witli this system, will be

on a base rSO or with a height z, and to the second order its

volume is rSOSrxz, and the volume will be ^^rzdOdr, taken

between suitable limits. If for any reason it 1x3 desirable to

subdivide this elementary prism by planes perpendicular to

the 0-axi8
,
our expression for the volume will be

r do dr dz.

vSuch a necessity would arivse, for instance, if the mass of

the solid V)e required and the density be not a constant, but a

known function of r, Oy 0
,
when the mass of the elementary

prism iH7^0(]r^pdz, r and 0 being regarded as constants during

this integration, so as to add up all the (‘lements of varyiiig

density tlirougli the elementary prism before summing the
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masses of the several prisms themselves. We should then

write the integral as

Mass—

775. Spherical Polar Element of Volume.

Again, a spherical polar element of volume may be em-

ployed, using r the radius vector, 6 the co-latitude and <p the

azimuthal angle as coordinates.

Here the element of volume has three of its edges, mutually

at right angles, Sr, rSO and r sin 0S(l), and to the third order

of infinitesimals its volume is sin 0 SO S(p Sr, the difference

between this and the actual volume being at least of the

fourth order of infinitesimals.

Upon integrating successively with regard to r, 0 and 0 in

any order, the accumulated difference after the three integra-

tions between the volume of any space recpiired and the sum

of these elements will be a first order infinitesimal at most,

and therefore vanishes when the limit is taken.

Hence we have for the volume required

sin 0 dO d(f> dr.
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Further, if it be required to integrate any function of

(r, 0, (f))
throughout tiie volume, say /(r, 0, <f>),

that is to

add up all such elements as /(r, 6, 0) r* sin 6 SO S<p Sr, the ex-

pression for the result will be

wi-
/(r, 0, 0) r* sin 0 dO d(j> dr,

the limits being such as to include in the summation all the

elements
/(r, 6y 0) sin 0 SO S<f) Sr,

which are included in the region under discussion, and no more.

776. Ex. If we apply this formula to find tlie volume 'of a sphere whose

centre is at the origin,

the limits for r are from 0 to a, the radius of the sphere
;

for 6 are ^rom 0 to tt
;

for 0 are from 0 to 27r
;

and F=jJ Ijr^siu eded<i>dr

27ra3
“3“

27ra*

/ 8in6^d6>
Jo

^
- cos

6^J
= J7ra^

777. Elements of Surface. Cylindrical System.

In the cylindrical system of coordinates the element of

surface SS, viz. the curvilinear parallelogram PQRS, Fig. 270,

has for its projection upon the x-y plane the polar element

r SO Sr, Its projection upon the meridian plane through P is

'dz
to the first order, an oblique parallelogram of area Sr

• ^ SO,

for one of its sides is the change in z due to increase of SO in

the independent variable 0, i.e. ^^0, and the perpendicular

between this side and the parallel side is Sr.

And the projection upon a plane through P parallel to the

0-axis and at right angles to the meridian plane, is similarly

dz
'^SO^ Sr, for r SO is the height of this parallelogram, and
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Sr is the change in 0 due to an increase Sr in r, keeping 0

constant, viz. the difference of the ordinates parallel to the

2?-axis of the points P and Q.

Hence

(r sey 4- (St .

||
ssj+ (r se Bry

and taking the scjuare root, proceeding to the limit and

Fig. 270.

Similarly, if it were found preferable to take the pair 2^ and

0 for the independent variables, or the pair r and z, we should

have in these respective cases,

+ (2 )

and drds (3)

To establish (2) an element is taken on the surface bounded

by lines on the surface along which z is constant and 0 const.,

viz. z, z+ Sz, 0, 6-\-S0, and projected upon the same planes as

in Case (1), the areas of the projections being

rB9Sz, rS9Q'’jz) and

And to establish (3) an element is taken on the surface

bounded by lines on the surface along which r=const, and
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0=const., viz. r, 0, 04-^0,
and projection is made upon

the same planes as in Case ( 1 ), the areas of the projections being

SrSz, and

The figures are, however, somewhat troublesome, and we
shall deduce these formulae from a more general result later.

778. In the spherical polar system of coordinates let the
meridian pianos and cut the surface in the curves

PQ, SRy and let the cones 0, cut the surface in curves
PS, QR. Then PQRS is our eleimmt of surface. Let tlie

coordinates of the points P, Q, P, S be respectively

:

for P, r, 0^

forQ, r+^-Sd, e+se,

for S, 0, (!>-{-

forP, O+ cW,

The projections of this elementary area upon

(1) a plane through P at right angles to the radius vector;
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(2) the meridian piano through P
;

(3) a plane througli P perpendicular to these two planes

are respectively, to the second order,

r SO .r sin 0 S(f>, r SO . Sip^ and r sin 0 S<p . SO
^

,

and to the fourth order we have for SSr the element of area

5S;^ = ^r*sm^d+ r^(^-J+r^Hm^d (^)'] ddH<j>^

;

whence, extracting the root, taking the limit and integrating,

+ ~^ddd<p (1)

779. If it be more convenient to take r and 0 as the inde-

pendent variables and (p dependent, elements must be chosen

on the surface bounded by r, r -}- Sr and 0,0 + SO, and the

resultant expression for the elements will be

SS^^=^r*sin^6(^y+T^+rHm^d

the areas of the projections on tlie same planes, as in Case (1),

being

r SO . Sr,
(j

sin O^Sr"^
.
r SO and (r sin 0

and the formula for S being

s-U r^sin^^ ~^dBdr (2)

And in the same way, if we wish to regard r and 0 as the

independent variables and 0 dependent, an element of surface

is to be chosen bounded by r, r+Sr, (p, 0+ and its pro-

jections upon the same planes, as in Case (1), being

(r sin 0 S(p ) . ~ S'^
, ^ S(^

.
Sr, (r sin 0 S<p ) . St,

we have

=[r*sin*0 S<j>^ Sr^

S=||-^[r«8in*0 (^j*+ +rHin^ejdi> dr.... (3)and
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But the figures required are, as in the Cases (2) and (3), for

cylindrical coordinates somewhat trouhlesoim;, and we propose

to deduce these formulae from the more general result of

Art. 790.

780. Areas on a Spherical Surface, the Origin being at the

Centre.

Let a be the radius of the sphere. Tlien, putting r— a, the

general formula

reduces to 6'=a2||sin 0 dO d<j>

cos 0]d(j>.

If we apply the result to find tlie area bounded by two

meridian arcs and some specified curve, 0—/(<{>}, the limits

for 6 are from d=0 to and

cos/(0)] d(p,

the result of Art. 734.

Con. For the whole spheie/(c/)) — and

S=^a^ ~ AiraK

781. Spherical Triangle.

Ex. Let n.s apply the formula obtained to the case of the area bounded

by a great circle and two meridian arc.s, the radiirs of the sphere being a.

Take as the plane of xz that through the centre whicrh cuts the great

circle perpendicularly, and let j> be the spherical perpendicular from the

pole upon the great circle arc. The equation of the great circle is then

Then

and

cos = cot d

cotp'

sin <l>d(f>=
cosec^ 6 do

cotp ’

Area == /" ~ cos 6) d<f> = j
(I - cos 6^) cosee^^

^

•jeot^p -coi^O

Area , cot 61
.

.— co.s“^ ——hain“
a* cot2>

sin jD

sin 6

= [</>] + Cx3.

where ^ is the angle a meridian makes with the great circle and </> is the

azimuthal angle.
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If we take limits <)>~a to (fi— a+Aj the limits for x will he tt - C to B
where ABC is the spherical triangle formed by the meridians AB, AC
and the arc BC.

Fig. 272.

This area is therefore a‘^lA + H - (tt - (7)]

a^[A + B + C - tt]

where E is the spherical excess, a result readily established in an

elementary inanncr. (Girard’s Theorem. See Todhunterand Leathern,

Sph. Trig.^ Art. 127.) Other illustrations have been given earlier. (See

Art. 734.)

782. Case of a Solid of Revolution.

In the case of any solid of revolution about the 2;-axi8

<j> varies, but r is independent of 0 and depends only upon the

revolving curve generating the solid.

The general formula

+ dS d<p

now reduces to

S=||r sin

= 27r|r sin 6^Jr^+ dO= 2ir|r sin 6 ds,

in conformity with the result of Art. 748.
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783. In the case of solids formed by the revolution about the

z-asis of circles whose planes pass through the «-axis, centred at

the origin, but of varying radius, r is a function of 0 alone, and

iS=^||r^r“sin2d4-(.^^-) dO d<l>.

The shape of tlie surface may he pictured as somewhat resem-

bling the hermit-crab shell.

Ex. Let the surface be r = ae'K

S = a^Jj
Odd d(f>,

and 0, </) are independent,

[
%/i i

Let

® (e'^'^2 - e-'^') f_, Vl -i.sin-xrfx
v2 * 5

=a^j2 - e“‘L) sin^ ^

=a^\/2 -- A*,
;
mod. 5

and if the area be taken from r — 0, t.e. </).,= - oo to an>' value of r,

S~r^\l2E.\ mod. i'
s!2

784. In the case of an area of a portion of a right circular

cone, vertex at the origin, axis the 0-axis and semi vertical

angle «, the general formula

^=1W[r^sin^^
fW
ydip

d-r^sin*^

reduces to JJr sin a dtj) d/*— dip.

I
d(j) dr

And supposing the area in question to be bounded by some

curve drawn upon tlie cone, say r—f(<p)y and two generators,

we have M= {/(0)}^ the lower limit being 7’= 0, and
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785. The formula ijs obviously the same thing as

which is tlie area of the portion of the cone developed upon
a plane, the angle between two generators so developed and
corresj)onding to azimuthal angles </> and on the cone,

being (^\/)sina.

786. Or again it is tlie same thing as

sin a)* d(p =SHm a,

i.e. the area of the projection upon the x-y plane, all elements

of the cone making an angle with the x-y plane.

As a particular and elementary case, the area cut off by a

plane perpendicular to the axis and intercepting generators of

lengtli I is

d(J> — TTdly
Jo

where a is the radius of the base = / sin a and I the “slant

height,” the ordinary mensuration formula.

787. In the case of any cone with vertex at the origin, the

equation is of the form 0=/(d), r being absent from the

equation. Hence
^*^
= 0. The general (‘xpression

in this case reduces to

i-e- S = dB.

Hence, if a surface cut a cone whose vertex is the origin,

viz. </> =f(0), the area of the cone between two of its generators

and the curve in whicli it meets the surface is

^rH(\+sm^ep(())}^dd.
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788. Ex. The equations of a cylinder and a cone are

r8in0=a and cot 0= 8inh (/>.

If Aj, Jj, Ag be the areas of the cone from <^=0 to </>= /? -a, fS and

^+a respectively, then will

Ai + Aj=2AiCoah a. [Math. Tripos, 1875.]

In this case - cosec^0= cosh
dO'

= -a*\'2 cosh
(f> d(f>t

and S= -a2x'2f8inh <^].

„ sinh 0-a-f-8inh S+ a ^ ,Hence —^—?= ^ - = 2 cosh a.
^ 2 8in Q jCj

789. Qeneralised Results. Orthogonal Coordinates.

If f{x,y, 2 ) = X be any surface, it is required to find the

normal distance between the surface and the contiguous sur-

face X+ iX at the point {x,y,z). Let the normal at P to the

surface X cut the surface X-f 6X at Q, whose coordinates are

x+Sx, y+ Sy, z-^Sz.

The direction cosines of the normal are where
h h h

suffixes represent partial diflferentiations and = X*® -f X/+ X^®.

Then projecting the broken line Sx, Sy, Sz upon PQ, we have
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Let f^(x,y,z)=-\, fi(z,y, z}= fx, fi(x,y,z) = p

be three mutually orthogonal surfaces. Consider the small

element of .space whose faces are the three surfaces X, /x, v

and the contiguous surfaces X+ ^X, jul+ S/h, +

Let P be the point (X, /x. PP' ^^e diagonal through P

of the element and X-f ^X, v-\-Sv the coordinates of P .

Let the edges of this element be PA, PB, PC, FA', P'B', P C'

etc., PA being an element of the normal to X, etc. This

elementary space is ultimately an infinitesimal rectangular

^X S Sy
parallelepiped or ‘ cuboid.’ Its edges are where

= Xx^ ^ X/, -b m/ -b V = + ^2/' +

Its volume is
S\ S/jL Sv

^3

Moreover, if (^2’ %)» (^3’ '^3)*

direction cosines of the elements

S\ Sfji ^
K ^^2 K

^^j=the projection of PA upon the x-axis

'h

=the small change in x due to increase of X to

X+ (5X, /u and v remaining unaltered,

l,=h
"dx

hence
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Similarly 7^^i=§^^X.

hence we have

SjUL T ^ 1

1 J
dx

J
dy 1 'dz

h-=fh-^y

y y IJiil/ y Cjlf y

dx
1 1 L 1^3~^3^’ '^3~^3^.,*

02:

^3;u^

az

3i/ Sr’ ar

Thus J or the Jacobian* of x. y, z with regard
d{\, y, v)

'^' ^
to A, /u, V,

h>

^2»

^3»

m^y

mg, 7I2

m3, ^3

= ±1

(See C. Smith, Solid Geometry^ Art. 46.)

Thus the volume of the elementary cuboid is ±J SxS/mSi^t

and F, the volume of any region which is divided up into

elements by this system, is given by

F=j||jdXdM(^r.

The ambiguity of sign disappears when the limits have been

suitably assigned for the evaluation of the whole volume

under consideration.

CoK. (1). In the Cartesian system

X~Xj v~z, Aj= //.2= /<3=1,

and the formula reduces to

V=^^^dxdydz
;

the formula of Art. 760.

(2) In the cylindrical system X = r*, y-O, x==rcos0,

y—r Bindy z—Zy and the elements are ^r, rSdy Sz,

See Diff. Colc.y Art. 634.
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and the formula I’educes to

JlJr
dd dr dz

;

the formula of Art. 774.

(3) In the spherical polar system X = r, v= (j>,

a:— r sin (9 cos 0, y=?*sin sin 0, 0=rcos^,
and the elements are r SO, r sin 0 S<p, and

1

r sin0'

and the formula reduces to

V

=

J^in 0 do dip dr,

the formula established in Art. 775.

790. Element of Surface.

Suppose the region bounded by any surface S to have been
divided up in the manner described by three families of ortho-

gonal surfaces whose distinctive parameters are A, )u, r; any

pair, say //, i>, with their contiguous surfaces jn+ Sjui, r+ (Sr, form

a tubular region within S. Suppose this tube to cut the tangent

plane at P to the surface in the plane P'RPQ, which may in

the limit be regarded as an indefinitely small parallelogram

element of the surface. Its area is an infinitesimal of the

second order. We may take it as axiomatic that the difference

between the area of the intercepted portion SS\ of the surface,

and the area of tins parallelogram is at least of the third

order, on the supposition that the curvature is finite and
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continuous over the portion considered. The area of the

parallelogram P'RPQ is readily found from the fact that the

square of any plane area is the sum of the squares of its

projections upon any three mutually perpendicular planes

(C. Smith, Solid Geom.j Art. 33). Let the cuboid element of

the jui-v tube, for which PP' is a diagonal, be constructed as in

Art. 789, with PA, PB, PC for adjacent edges through P and

P'A\ P'B\ PC' for opposite edges through P' (Fig. 275).

Let QN and RM be drawn at right angles to PA. Join CW
and B'M. Thus the parallelograms PBAV, PQB'M, PRC'N
are the projections of PRP'Q upon three mutually perpen-

dicular planes. The areas of these figures are respectively

PB.PC, PC. PM, PB.PN,

and it will be observed that PN—RC'—MA, i.e.

PM+PN=^PA.

Now, as we have taken f^{x, y, z)==\, f2
(x, y, z)=/ii and

/g(x, y, z)—if, we can express x, y, z in terms of X, /m, v, and the

equation of the surface S may be expressed in the form

F{\ fx, v)=0 by substituting for x, y and 2 these values. In

fact X, /UL, i' form a new system of coordinates
;
and of these

we are regarding /x and 1/ as independent and X depending

upon them. When /x and v change to /ul-]-S/x and tlie

total change of X is <5X==^ Si^ to the first order.

Now, in our Fig. 275, PM represents that part of PA which

depends upon S/x, and MA, that is, PN represents that part of

PA which depends upon i.e.

PM= ]-~SiJi and
OfX /<! di/

the two making up the total length of PA, i.e.

'h
We thus have, to the fourth order,

or

SSx^=-{PB . PC)H (PC . PMf+{PB . PNf

=(r r'T + (t f T ’<)'+ (r r T
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Similarly, if we had taken v, X or X, // as the independent

pair of parameters and constructed the corresponding tubes,

we sliould have had

SS A 2 I 1

(5/S
2-

'*" V3uy

'2 ''3

SX^SfM^

and any of the three surface elements SSx, (5/S^, SS^, intercepted

by /uL-v tubes, v-X tubes or X-yu tubes respectivel
3^ may be

taken as an element of the surface for integration for the

whole.

Thus we obtain, when we proceed to take the square root

and integrate

-\yv+

-jjV*.’-!-

'dxv

:dv) h jA g/lg

cLi' dX

3X/

dX dfx

791. Cor, 1. If the Cai'tcvsian system be taken,

\-^x, iu=r-y, v-=z, /(,=A,,=/( 3
= 1

,

and the elements are 5x, (5y, (5^^, and

viz. the formulae of Art. 772.

Cor. 2 . If the cylindrical system be taken,

X— r, iJL=0 , v-~z,

x=rcosdf y==^rs\i\ 0
j

z~z,
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and r, 6, z form an orthogonal system, the elements being

<5r, and /^^l,

6Sr’^=(r Sd . Sz)^+(Sz)*
(,J

sej+ (r S6f ^2)“,

SS,^={Sz.Sry+ {Sry('r^^Szy+ (Szy(rfJ^ SrJ,

SSJ^= (<5r . r Sey+ (r Sdf SrJ+ {Srf 6d)\

according as r, 0 or 0 is tlie dependent variable, giving the

formulae
,

-

^S=jjV'"+fe)

=|jVi

which are in agreement with those of Art. 777.

Cor. 3. In the spherical polar system,

A = r, /UL = 0, p = (p

and x = rsu\B cos 0, y — r sin 0 si n 0, c — r cos

and r, </> form an orthogonal system, the elements l)eing

or, r SO, r sin 0 Sd) and A, == 1 ,
/r, = ^

,
/o. = - I t, ^

1 1 ^ ^ 6 rnmO
whence

SS/—r^Sd^ . sin20 S<p^+ r^ sin^d 00^ SO^

r*sin*(9 or®

+r^ sin®0 ^0® ^r^ Srj
’

SS4?=S7^ r^Sd* +r» Sd^ (r sin 0^ SrJ

,a</>.oV
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giving the formulae

sin^^-f

j
sin^d+ r^

If-)W' -f r^sin^^ 1

sin.^0
j{drJ

d-r^sin^^
1<dd/

)
drdS,

according as 0 or (p is taken as the dependent variable,

formulae in agreement with those of Arts. 778 and 779.

792. Change of the Variables. Form of Element of

Area.

Supposing the coordinates x, y of any point in the plane

of x-y to be expressed in terms of two new variables u, v, let

us consider the nature of the figure bounded by the four

curves obtained by assigned values of n, v, viz.

u, V,

Let the figure thus bounded be PQRS,

Su being zero along PS,

Sv being zero along PQ.

The several Cartesian coordinates of the four corners are,

to the first order,

for P, X,
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The direction ratios of PQ and SR are Su,
da du

and of PS and QR 7::-Sv, ~-Sv.
dV dv

Hence the chords joining the corresponding points are such

as, to the first order, to form the four sides of a parallelogram

whose area is

dx dy

'dll du

dx dy

dv' ^

SuSv or
^(g. y)
d{u, V)

Su Sv.

This then is, to the second order, the area of the elementary

ciirvilineal “parallelogram” PRy the diflerence betw(;en tliis

area jind that of the chordal parallelogram being at least of

the third order of infinitesimals. Hence, taking the limit and

integrating between any assigned limits, for u and v, we have

Area

=

dv,

where J is the Jacobian of x, y with regard to u and v.

It will be remembered that if J' be tlie Jacobia?! of u, v

with regard to x, y, we have JJ'=1 {Diff. Calc., Art. 540).

And in cases where ti and v are already express(‘d in terms

of X and y, instead of x, y in terms of a and v, this inle will

often facilitate the calculation of J.

Similarly, if we wish to integrate any function of x and y,

say f{x, y), over the area considered, i.e. to find 2/(.r, y) SA

where SA is an infinitesimal element of tlie area, it is only

necessary to express x and y in terms of n and v, and tlien to

transform the function f{x, y) so as to express it as a function

of u and v, say F{u, v), then tQ multiply it by J SuSv, and

integrate, the result being

,
v)Jdu dv.

793. Illustrative Examples.

l. Kind the area of the Carnot’w cycle hounded by the iHothernials

xy— du and the adiahatics —
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Putting xy~u^ take an element of the area bounded by the

curves v, u4-8w, +

Here
du di)

dx^ 'Sx
=

du dv
yxy^-^

and Area required - I
j

Jai JBi

du dv

”
y

28-)

2. The portions of the curves a:y=a*, :r*-y* = 6*, which lie in the

positive quadrant, are drawn intersecting at B. The former intersects

the asymptote of the latter in C, and the latter meets OX in A. If every

element of the area OABC be multiplied by the square of its distance

from the origin (>, the sum will be equal to [Colleges a, 1884.]

794. Change of the Variables. Form of Element of

Volume.

Again, let the coordinates y, z of any point in space be

expressed in terms of three new independent variables

the surfaces u— const., '?;= const., tt;= const., not necessarily as

in Art. 7 89, forming an orthogonal system.
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Let us consider the nature of the figure bounded by the

six surfaces obtained by assigned values of u, v, iv, viz.

u, u-\-Su, V, vA-Sv^ Wy wA-Sw,

Let the tigure thus bounded be PQS'RP'Q'SRj

Su being zero over the surface PRQ'Sy

Sv being zero over the surface PQR'S,

Sw being zero over the surface PQS'R,

The several coordinates of these eight corners are, to the

first order,

for P, Xy ?/, X?,

for Q, x+^Su, y+ .^Su,

for R, x+^8v, y+ ^Sv, z+^^Sv,

for S, to, yA-~SWy 24-5. to,

for O', (Sv+I^to, etc.,
dv dw

for iZ', to+^ to, etc.,dw du

for S', crH-~ to+“ to, etc.,
du dv

for P',
dX ^ dX dx . ,

I Fic.278.

I
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The direction ratios of PQ, RS', Q'P', SR' are

dx . 3'W - 'dz ^— —-Su, —
ou du du

those of PR, QS', R P', SQ' are

^tv.
dv ?nj dv

and those of PS, RQ', S'P', QR' are

'dx „ 'dy . 'dz -

;^Sw, ^Sw, -—Sw.
dw dw dw

Hence the chords joining the corresponding angular points

are such as, to the first order, to form the eight edges of an

oblique parallelepiped, whose volume is

dx 'dy dz

du' du du

dx dy dz

dv ' dv' dv

dx dy dz

dw' dw' 'dw

Su Sv 6w

y, g)

d{u, V, w)
Su Sv Sw.

This is, to the third order, the volume of the elementary

solid PP', the difference between this volume and that of

the oblique parallelepiped being at least of the fourth order

of infinitesimals. Hence, taking the limit and integrating

between any assigned limits for u, v, w, we have

III

where J is the Jacobian of x, y, z with regard to u, v, w
;
and,

as noted in Art. 792, it is to be remembered that if J' be the

Jacobian of u, v, w with regard to x, y, z, we have JJ'—\

(Diff. Calc., Art. 540). And for cases where u, v, w are

expressed as functions of x, y, z, instead of x, y, z, in terms

of u, V, w, this rule will facilitate the calculation of J,

795. Ex. Find the volume enclosed by the six hyperbolic cylinders

zx—h^,

xy= Ct\ j7V= C2*.
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tutting yzv^ zx—i\ xy — w^

t/'~ 0, z, y ~ zxy-Vyzx='^^uvw\

0, X

y, X, 0

1 dudvdw . ,

• -^^ -~—‘t(a,-a,)(b,-b,)(c,-c,).

796. It follows tliat if we wish to integrate the function

/(x, y, z) throughout the volume bounded by surfaces specified

by two specific values of u, two specific values of v and two

specific values of w, Le. to add up all quantities of the form

f{x, y, z) X an element of volume at Xy y, z,

we have only to express sc, y, z in terms of u, v, w, and sub-

stitute these values for x, y, c: in /(x, y, s), obtaining, say

F{u, V, w)y as the transformed function. Then taking, as

before, the same element of volume, viz. JSuSvSiVy the

integral required will be

Vy w)J dn dv du\

797. Thus, if we wislied to obtain the product of inertia with regaid

to the y, z axes in the above example (of Art. 795), each element of nmss

pJ8uSv?iw\ii to be multiplied hy yz^i.e. 2/, and a.s.suming a uniform volume

density p, the product of inertia required is
jJJ

puJ dudvdu\ or

1/
J dv d(V= -“i^) (&2 “ ^>^2 - <^1)

= .;-(a2-+a,aj+a/),

where M is the mass of the solid in que.stion.

798. If we wish for the .r-coordinate of the centroid of tlie solid,

/(/VI- It:

f
f fdu dv dw

J j J
~ 2u (log 0^2 -logqi)(V--

‘
/’ f

j

du dv 8 (a2-ai) (ft.^-6i)(<^2-^i)

J J J 2 uvw

8 0/2 —

and similaily for other integrals.
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799. We consider next ilie case in which tlie three co-

ordinates X, y, z are expressed, or expressible, in terms of two

independent parameters u and v, and therefore the point travels

upon a definite surface. Consider the four points P, Q, Sy R
on the surface defined by the values

(U,V)y (U+SUyV), {Uy ^^ ^W, V -f’ ^V )

,

1.6. Xy 2/, z

;

x+ ^-SVy y-\-^Sv, z-\-~Sv',
?n) ^dv dv

y-i-^Su-j-^6v, Su-{-'^Sv.
du dv ^ ?ni dv du dv

and those of PS and QR are each

dx dy dz
T^SVy ~6Vy
dv dv dv

and to the first order PQRS is a parallelogram. Let its area

be SS.

The coordinates of the projections of P, Q, S, P on the plane

of x-y are / dx dv \
(x.y), (x+^Ju.y+^Su), etc..

and the area of this projection is

1
dx dy
du' du d{Uy v)

y+'^sv. 1
dx dy

dv^ dv\

Xy y> 1
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and similarly its projections upon the other coordinate planes

are d(y, z) _ (){z, x) ,, .

-..j --{Suiiv; -7
- 6udv,

d{Uy v) d(u, V)

whence its area SS is given by

d{7y,zp^

[d{u, v).
‘""+[11:

Hence, proceeding to tlie limit and integrating,

s

d(x, y)

c)(w, /')

^.6.

where

S—IJy f J./dudv,

g)

0 (w, r)’
/.j=etc.

Also if the surface integral of any function f(x, y, z) be

required, f(x, y, z) is to be expressed in terms of u and v,

as <p{u, v), and the surface integral recpiired is

II
If we write

<p{u, du dv.

dx'dx
, ^

'Oc 7)Z
I

('r ' On Or ‘ Ou Or

G

we have, from the algebraic identity,

{mn ~rnnY^{nV - ~VmY-\ {ll ~\ mm! \ nn

the surface integral may be written

II.
\(J)(u. v)s/EG -F^dudv,

as shown otherwise in Art. 744.

800. Results connecting SV and SS.

If SS be an element of the area S of a surface, and P be the

perpendicular from the origin on tlie corresponding tangent

plane, we have for the volume of the cone wliose vertex is at

the origin and base SS, SS.
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Hence tlie volume of any region bounded by a given surface

nnd a cone with vertex at the origin, and generators passing

through the perimeter of any closed curve drawn upon the

surface, is i r

(U’, which is the same thing, if in, n be tlie direction cosines

of the normal to the element so that

P — lx+ my-\-nz,

is the equation of the tangent plane, we have

F = (lx-{-iny -\-')iz)dS.

801. If the equation of the surface be written as z—f(x,y),

the e(juation of tlie tangent plane at x, y, z is

Z--z = p(X-x)-\-q{Y -y),

where
dx' ^ oif

and the perpendicular P from the origin upon it is

P =
px+ qy-:

Hence the formula for the volume, viz.
-J.
PdS, becomes

{J>x-k-qy-

for

z) dx (/(/.

,55
8x Sy = <55 cos y= Jl+p^+ q^

wliore cos a, cos/8, cosy are the direction cosines of the normal,

^e. 'V=-\^^[px->rqy~f{x,y)]dxdy.

802. Let the inward drawn normal at a point P on a surface

make an angle y with the radius vector from the origin, and

Jet p be the perpendicular from the origin upon the tangent

plane at P, r the radius vector from the origin to P, and

an element of the surface about P

Then
^
= co8y, and the formula for an element of volume

forming an elementary cone with vertex 0 and base SS, viz.

6S, becomes Jr cosy SS.
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Hence we have another expression for the volume bounded

by any curved surface and a cone whose vertex is the origin

and passing through the perimeter of the region defined by a

given closed curve drawn upon the surface, viz.

Fig. 280.

or again, seeing that this element of volume is

7
^

-^sinOSd S(p,

we have

and

SS = — sin 0 SO Sip

S =
J*J“

sin^ do d(p.

803. Ex. Find the surface and the volume of the solid formed by the

revolution of the cardioide r=a(l+co8^) about the initial line.

Fig. 281.
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Here
0 o

X = 2’ X= 2acos-^2-

j'' Odd

= 27r
(2a

)_^
/•»

(2a) jo

cos^
^
2 si n

^
cos

^
dd

— IGjra^ f coa^ f f dd
Jo ^2

= IQwa^
[^
“
5 fJ

~^
Also F

=fj
sin 6 ddd(i>dr^

the limits for r being 0 to a(l 4-cos 0),

(fi from 0 to 27r,

6 from 0 to tt.

Hence
„_2n'a^
““3“

j (1 4- cos 0)^ sin

27ra3r (l+co8 0)*-l' «—5-[-'-^i— 1 -l™ (See Art. 751, Ex. 3.)

804. Tetrahedral Volume.

An expression for the evaluation of a volume for a surface

given by a tetrahedral equation may be obtained in the same

way as that adopted for an area in areal coordinates (Art. 461).

For let Fq be the volume of the tetrahedron of reference,

and let a, jS, y, d be the tetrahedral coordinates of a point P,
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and X, y, z be their Cartesian equivalents with reference to

some ^iven rectangular system of axes; tlien x, y and are

linear functions of a, /3 and y, for we have a-f/3-fy+ <S^l.

Hence y

=

II
jdx d2=

K

II
jrfa d/3 dy

,

where K is some determinate constant (Art. 794).

To determine K, apply the formula to the fundamental

tetrahedron itself. If we integrate first with regard to a for

the tube bounded by two given planes /3 and /3-hS/3, and

two planes y and y -f ^y, keeping /3 and y constant, the

limits for a will be from the point at whicli this tube cuts

the plane a--=0 to the point in which it cuts i.e, from

a--0 to a= l— /3— y. Then we have

F„=if||(l-^-y)d^dy.

Next, integrating this with respect to /3, keeping y constant,

the limits for /3 will be from /8=0 to the point where a=0
and (5—0, ie. where /3=1 — y, and

Lastly, integrating from y—0 to y=l,

Hence therefore the formula is

y=6Fo|||dad^dy.

805. Surface generated by the Revolution of a Tortuous Curve

about an Axis.

Let a curve of double curvature revolve round the 2:-axis;

it is required to find the surface generated.

Let PF be the element ds of the curve.

Let revolution about the z-axis be made through the angle

dOy and let the perpendiculars PN, P'N' turn into the positions

P(N\
Then PP^^NPddy

P'P/=N'F(i(9 = NPrf(9

to the first order, and NP = Ja^-\‘y^y and the area of the ele-

ment PPjP/P' is NPdO. ds sin X to the second order, where y
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is the angle between PJ^ and P^P^y i.e. between directions

whose direction cosines are

Hence

dx dy dz , ?/ x

ds ds ds sjx^+ i/ >Jx‘^+ y^

cos X = y
dx\

dJ

Fig. 283.

Hence Area of element PP^P^'P'

= s/'x^ + y^d8jdx'^''-fdy-+ dz^yj(x^-{-y*)-(x^J^^

~ dS J{x^ -f y^)(dx^+ dy^ -f dz^
) - {xdy—y dxY

~ dd J\x dx -f y dyf -f + y^)

Hence, for a complete revolution the area traced out is

2*^1sl{{xdx 4* y dyf+ {x^-^y^ dz^)
>

or in cylindricals, (p, 0, z),

= 27r fp s/dp^~]~dz^ •
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That is the area of the surface described is the same as

would be traced out by a rotation about the z-axis through

the same angle, of a new plane curve constructed by first

swinging back each point of the tortuous curve from its

actual position without alteration of its distance from the

axis of rotation into a corresponding position upon the initial

plane.

And if ds be an elementary arc of this new curve,

ds'^= dp^-\-dz^,

and therefore Area= 2'7rJ/>6is'.

806. Ex. Let ua employ this formula to find the surface of a hyper-

boloid of revolution included between two planes perpendicular to the

axis, the surface being regarded as generated by the revolution of a

straight line about the axis, which we take as the ^-axis, the line making

a constant angle with the 2-axis and not cutting it. The equations of the

line are x=flcos^- 2rtan asin 6,

Hence

and

y—am\ 2 tan a cos d.

-fy
2— q;i -j- 2® tan2a

xdx-\-ydy~zdz tan^a

;

S=^2irJJz^dz^ tan^a -f (a^ *f z^ tan^a) dz^

— 27rJs/a^-^z^ tan*a sec* a dz

= 2ir tan a sec a
J^2* + a* dz.
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Hence

c, . r a / 9 ,
ocos^a

.
a^cos^a . , ,

^sinal'a
<5 = TT tan a sec a z'\z^+a^ -9 H — sinh"^ ^ .

L ^ sin^a sin-^a acoa^aJ,,

807. Case of an Annular Element of Surface. Surface of the

Ellipsoid

7/2 2*2

+4+^=1 (a>b>c}.a

Legendre’s Formula.

The equations of the normal at x, y, z are

X-x Y-y Z-z
y

^
z

*

and its direction cosines are ~ where p is the central
0^ c'2

^

perpendicular upon the tangent planes at x, y, z, viz. such that

Let a cone be drawn whose vertex is at the origin 0, and

cutting the ellipsoid at all those points at which the normal

makes a constant angle 6 with the ^f-axis. Its equation is

cos^^^= cos0 or

Let S be the area of the ellipsoidal cap cut off by this cone.
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If we eliiniTiate z between the e(|uation of the cone and the

equation of the ellipsoid, we obtain the projection of this

curve of intersection upon the plane of x?/, viz.

~~a^ " ¥/ ~

\

a* )

viz. an ellipse of area

^ .

Ja^ 4 C" coy^4 b- siii'^fl 4 c" cos^f?

If we increase d to we inci-(‘ase N and A respt‘ctiv('ly

to and A-j-c^A. Now oA, the dilierence between the

areas of two (‘llipses, is the projection of oS upoii the x-y })lanc.

And when SO is ind(^initely small, all ekunents of SS cut off

by conti^mous meridian planes make the same ani^h* 0 with

their projections, which are the cornjspondin^r elements of SA.

Hence n ^ ntt ^ i oo oA
SA=otS cos d and So =

cos 0

and taking; the limit and intejrnitiim

To effect the integration of ^>we shall chan^t; tin; variabh^

We have

A = ^a^b^ . -

- r-) cos“d {b'^ r-)cos^0

, , it . sin
(f)

.

Put cos 8 = - — sin (h— . ^
. where, c — o cos y.

Siny

Then A='7ra^l>^»

(I cos <p ’ byj \

q 2
.

'Ll 2

•77ah sin^y ~-siri“(/>

sin“ycos0\^l /r^sin-^

_Tah sinV-si""'A
wlicre“ sinV cos 0A ’ “

h\a^~~c'^)

which is <CI, and A^- I
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And (is = vsin y'
sill <j>

rsiri y d .

^ L ''' 01*1

2

A
.
A cos

sin (ft sin^f/}

(' A
,

7rab sin^y—.sin20 cos 0 , 1= silly d 1- . , - V- •

sm(p siiry Acos0 sin^0if I i

_TccLb ^/siir-^y— sin2(^\ sin^y—sin20^ 1

sinyL \A sin 0 cos 0 / ' Asin’^^ "J

,Asin0eos0/ Asm^(j> ^ Aj

Now

sin y

7rah

sin y

k^cos^d) A
(A cot 0) ~ — -— .

—

^

.

^ A sin-^

_ -/c^+l- A^ l^Z-^sin^^“A A sin^^

-A-A sm^(/)

Hence

sin y

TTdh

sin y

^
/siM^y-siii^^N

\ A sin (ji cos </>/

-fsin^y j
. 1(1 __ a) rfc/.- (i (A cot 0)j

- '-^1]

. Asin^ycot^)

- sin^yA c?0~cos^y

~ sin ^ \

{^
'^A

^ sin^f/) sin^y - 1 - P sin^y)

— sin^yA d(ft - COvS’^y ^*1
J,

whore =^,,

and the limits for 6 are 0 to
^

for the upper half of the

ellipsoid, and ihe consequent limits lor </> are y to 0, and

double to take in the lower half of the surface.
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Thus for the whole surface

^ 2‘7ra7> rtan 0 / -—ji t
,

'

2

sirTy L A 1
^ smV

2Tra?;f

J’'

^ £^0-1- cos^^yj^+
Sin y L"

= 27rci>+ ^^^~[sin2yi;(y, A:)+cos*y^’(y, *)].

where cosy= -, a form due to Legendre*

808. Cases.

In the case of the oblate spheroid, a = 6, lc — \, and the

elliptic functions degenerate,

and

giving

£ becoming v 1 -sin-^SfZ^^sin y
Jo

F becoming - log ten
(|

4
l),

S= 27rc*+ ^^[sin*y+ cos2y log ten
(|+ ^)]

= 2x^2+-^—- log tan -f 7) >

sin y ^ \2 4 /

and for the prolate spheroid b—Cy k=0y E—y and i^ — y, giving

sin y
'

= 2-rc-2(l+ . - )\ Sin V cosy/

27rac .

or —— (y 4- sin y cos y ).

sin y
^ * *

'

809. Another Method for the Surface of an Ellipsoid.

From the formula iS=l --.dA
Jcos^

we may deduce another form of expression for the area of an

ellipsoid. Substituting the value of dAy we have

dS~7rd^h^ “ 7 d r: : rr~ .

COS 6? \ C()t^0)(h^
j
r^cot^^)

Put cot 0=
c

See Scrrct, Galcnl hU4(jraly pages 338-342 ; Legendre, Exercicea du CalctU

Integral

y

p. 193.
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Then

dS 1

iraH)^ yj\
'

^(a2+X)(62+ X)

^ v^X+ c^ r 111 dX

Jx La*+ X 6H AJ 2v/(^X)(6*+ X)

’^a^+X'^hHxJ 2^X(a^+X)[b^+X)(c^+X)

- 1
I

1
I

M
2\a2+X^6*+X^c*+ A/s/X(aHX)(^*+X)(c*+ X)1/111 1\ XdX
2 + X 6“+ X + X \J XHe^+ X)’

and the limits of integration for the upper half of the ellipsoid

are 0~0 to 0—'^, i.e. \— oo to X=0. The result must be
Jd

doubled to include the lower half of the surface.

Now
+ X'^6HX'^c*+X’ \J J(di+Xj(b^+X){c^+X)

Vx

X/

n/X dX

=-2r-^--^
Jo rfX v'(a'V(a='+ X)(6M-X)(cHX)

-=cZX

Ls/(a'

Vx
^ - 0 .

Hence

S~ TTCl^b^C^

s/(a2 -fX)(62 -fX)(cHX)Jo

(See Art. 363, Ex. 5.)

£(,-.V

1

-h —)-
•--4- X/.O

dX

-f X^ 62+ X^ c2 -i X/ ^ X (a2 -f X) (62 -f x j (c^ :j_ x)

for the whole area of the surface of the ellipsoid.

810 We now revert to the consideration of the generalised

system of orthogonal coordinates discussed in Art. 789.

It will be remembered that we there obtained expressions

^X S Sv
for the direction cosines of the elements 7- ,

t- in terms of
by K bi

partial differential coefficients of x, y, z with regard to X, /u, v.

We may also readily express the same direction cosines in

terms of partial differential coefficientAS of X, /u, r with regard

to X, 2/, 2;.

Mathematioal Tripos, 1896.
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Regard — as the directions of a new set of three

coordinate axes OA, OB, OC.

Referred to such axes the direction cosines of the original

axes are: for Ox; I,,

for Oy
;

for Oz ;
Tip ^^

3 ^

then l^Sx is the projection of Sx upon OA

=a small eleiiHuit on OA due to an increase of

x to x-ffe y and s remaining unaltered,

1 OX .

Similarly l.^Sx^!^
fin ‘JX fin UX

„ 1 ax.
,

etc.;

and we have the system of equations

j
1 ax

ax’

1 3X 1 ax
m, =--

1 -
.

’''"x, az

^s
II

1

m2=, ,

K
1 a^t

'>(.,=7-
-.-C-

/ij az

,
1 a.- 1 1 Zt>

mn=.- —

,

whence it follows that J\ i.e.
0(X, ju, v)

I
hy '^v '^i

!="

^8>
^8>

"^3
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wliicli might liave been anticipated from the theorem JJ'=1

{Dijf. Calc., Art. 540).

We thus have tlie following relations between the several

partial differential coefficients, by comparing with Art. 789, viz.

2 a/x ax’ 2 2 ^2;’

a/
/<

2 ?-: c?i/

and

Similarly

j 2
ax

__
a^

d,~bx^

^— Xa;^+ Ay^+ A/~ A (Xx^+ i/x^+
^ xx^+yi,^+z>?-V
/—2=V+2/m*+V.
'^2

^=x,^-]-yJ‘+z^

811. It is plain that the areas of the three faces of the ele^

mentary cuboid which lie on the surfaces A = const., /a = const.,

j/ = const., are respectively

S/ji 61/ Si' S\ SX S/jL

^2^3 ^sK \^2
and that the infinitesimal distance between x, y, z and x+ Sx,

y+ Sy, 2 -l-Sz, viz, the diagonal through P of the elementary

cuboid, is
'P^2 j? 2 i- J2

[See Todhiinter, Fwictions of Laplace, Lame and Bessel, pages

210-233
;
also E. J. Routh, Anod, Statics, vol. ii., Arts. 109, 110.]

812. Elliptic Coordinates.

The most remarkable case of these orthogonal surfaces is

that of the three confocal conicoids, (a>6>c),

x* r 7?
+ d 1? ++ = 1,

aHA~^6*+A~^c*+X”""’ a^+fji'
' «*+»'

viz. an ellipsoid, a hyperboloid of one sheet and a hyperboloid

of two sheets respectively, so that X is <4; — c*, /u between

— c* and —6®, and v between — and -a®.
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To express Xj y and 2: in terms of the parameters A, /x, v, we
resort to a well-known algebraical device, viz.

Consider the equality

a?
.

{X-e)(^-d)(,~d)
a^+d^b^+d~^c^+6 '^(a^-i t))(b’‘+e)(c^>reY""^

’

where x, y, z have tlie values obtained from the above e(jua-

tions. This is either an equation to find 6, or it is an identity

true for all values of 6.

If an equation, it is of quadratic nature
;
for 0^ disappears

upon multiplying up by (a- f (6^-1- (c^ -f Hence it

could not be satisfied by more values of 6 than two. This

equality, however, is obviously satisfied by 6~\, 6 = fx and

d — Vy i.e. more than two values. Hence it is not an ecjuation,

but an identity and true for all values of 0.

Multiply then by

In this identity put 0=—a^; hence

(X+ a^)(M+a=^)(H-a^)

(a^ -b^)(a^-c^)

Similarly = -

and (X+ c^)(m+ c^1(.>+ c^)

u a 'dx _{n+ a^)(i>+a^)
Hence 2x,^^

(«» c*) a^+x’

that is 2^ =
-sttt >

3X o*+X

and similarly 2| =^-^, 2|=^-^.

Similarly

Hence

that is

and similarly

Again, if we differentiate the identity (A) with regard to 6,

we obtain another identity, viz.

_ (X-g)(M-g)(r-g)
(a* +ef^{b^+ ey (c^

+

oy (an <?)(^H »)(ch 0)

_i_+ 1 + 1
. _1_1
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and putting X in tins result,

l\oV 'vox/ HSX/J (a'“+xT(62+ X)(c2+X)’

where Ax “ (o*+X)(^* 4-X)(e^+ X), A^setc., A^ ^ etc.

Hence

'/(r— X)(X-/x) v(X~M)U-r)

^ o — ~
'

~
-

'

~= k / y •

vV
We thus have for an ex[)ression for a volume divided up

into elementary cuboids defined by the faces of the three

confocals X, yu, r, and tlie three contiguous confocals

X4'<5A, /ji-\rS/ji> v-\-6v,

JJJ hjh^hs SJJJ v' AxA„A,.AxA„A
:L-^'d\d^^dp

813. In case of integration throughout the volume contained

by the ellipsoid, x*

the limits are: for X, from X— 0 to X=—
for ya. from yu—— to fx— — h^\

for r, from v~— h^ to i/--— a^.

814?. If any function F{x, y, z) is to be integrated through

any specific region bounded, say, by confocals Xj, X2 ,
yuj, /Z 2 »

rj, ^2 ,
we must convert F into a function of X, ya, v by sub-

stituting for a\ y, z tlieir values, obtaining, say, ^^(X, /x, 1/),

and then the required summation will be

I (ya - )/)(r"-X)(X— m)
y

, ,

815. For instance, if the function to be integrated be

we have

r,(X, M. r) - Vr,

1 /•^3 /•M3

/= - I I I X/xr dX dfji dv
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816. In particular wo may gather from the known volume

of an ellipHoid, viz. ^irabc, that tlu^ value of tlie (lefinite

intecrral

\/ — Ax A^ A^Lt:i:
dXdjudv is ^^ irabc.

817. The elements of surface of the throe confocals at a

point of inter.section are n‘spectively

(5/x Sv V
- X)(A " /O

vi;Ar
.)

dS^

70

dSn
SX SjjL

-I(X-m)
ypx -r)(r -X)

V Ax A.

818, We may thus, for instance, express the area of any

portion of the ellipsoid X~0, bounded hy confocals jUp ^2 »

1^2
>

4a:<-w
/ir

A„A
d/ji dv.

819. The distance from A, v to X -f (5X, is

ven by ^
A* <5/u“ ^

1 r(»'~“X)(X--^)
2 1 1oX +-f-

__ip
“4_ ]

And

In the case where the line lies on the ellipsoid X = 0,

And when the curve on the ellip.soid is furtlier defined by

a relation between fx and Vy further reduction may Ixi effected.

For instance, along the line of curvature which is the inter-

section of the intersection of A = 0 with /x = const. = yw0 , say,

1 r. I
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Iiave
J.01

^
for tlie lenifth of a specified arc of a specified line of curva-

ture upon the ellipsoid.

820. If we write

A+ + t/+a^==i/j^y

\~\ ~ —
/X-h — 6‘j^ i/_j-

tile eonicoids become

,-f + > P- hp
+ -

^ iL.h 2+j, 2_1,.
2"

h ^1 ‘'I

and we have a certain amount of simplification of the

formulae, but w ith a loss of symmetry.*

Thus we obtain

y fff -X,^)(V-yUi^)dX,cf;u.dr,
.

and for the volume of the ellipsoid

-4- y _L —?r ===l

^ 2 A -
6i^

^ A ~ ^ ’

tlie limits are : for Aj, from to Aj

;

for
,
from 6, to Cj

;

for from 0 to h^.

Hence it follows that the value of the definite integral

(M.^-h»)(r.^ X,^)(X,^- M.^)t/X,c^M,dr,ffi y't

is
i • s-/rX, Jx,* - 6,* ^/Xl*^^

boin/; an octant of the ellipsoid.

*Tliif4 is tlu‘ luftatiorf adopted by Tcxlluinter, Fundiofis of Laplace, Lami
and Jiemel

; Bertrand, Cafe, Inf.
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The suffix has been retained to prevent misconception as to

the meanings of the several letters, but may now be dropped.

For this and the values of other detinite integrals of similar

nature, see Todhunter, Functions of Lapktce, Lam4 and
Bessel, Chapter XXI.

821. Solid Angle.

Let C be any closed curve, plane or twisted, bounding any

region upon a surface, 0 a fixed point, and S a sphere of

unit radius, with centre O. Let a cone with vertex O and

generators passing through the perimeter of C, isolate on the

unit sphere an area w. Then o) is called the “ solid angle
”

subtended at 0 by the portion of surface bounded by C.

The area of a sphere being 47r x (radius)^, it follows that

the solid angle subtended by any closed surface at a point

within it is 47r
;
at a point upon it which is not a singularity,

27r
;

at a point outside, 0. The solid angle subtended at a

corner of a cube by the rest of the cube is = At a
O L

point on the line of intersection of two planes cutting at right

angles, each of the regions into which space is divided by the

two planes subtends a .solid angle -^ = 7r. At the vertex of

a right circular cone of semivertical angle a, the solid angle

is the area of the portion of unit sphere, centre at the vertex,

cut ofi* by the cone, i.e. 27r . 1
.
(1 — cos a), i.e. 27r vers a.
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A circular disc of ladius a subtends at a point 0 on the axis

whose distance from the plane of the disc is h, a solid angle

822. In tlie .splicrical polar S3^stem of coordinates, the face

of the elementary cuboid siu 0 SO S<p Sr, which is at right

P'

angles to the radius vector, is r* sin (5d (50, and if So) be the

solid angle subtended at the origin O, we have

r2 sin 0 <5d (50 _
Siv “P’

the area jiqrs, viz. Sco, intercepted upon unit sphere by
radii vectores to the boundary of the element whose face is

PQRS, viz. Psin^ SO (50, is given by

^(D = sin 0 SO S(p.

The element of volume r^f^inO SO S(t>Sr may therefore be

written as r* Sw <5r, and

V = j*Jr*<ia)rfr = ^
rfo).

In the case of the sphere r is constant, and

= . 47r =
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{s2.S. Let tile iiiNvai<l drawn normal at any point of a

closed surface make an ani;l(^ y with tiu* radius vector r to

the point, and let oS be an element of the surface about the

point ; then the projection (d‘ oN

radius vector perpendicularly is

when is infiniLesimal, we have

SS cos X _
Oco

or S/S

upon a plane cutting th(‘

()\Scosy, and in the limit

- r® sec X

to the second order
;
whence

S = X

Also, if j) b(; th(‘ perpendicular upon the tangent plane at

the point r, we have

'p— r cos X itnd >S -
j ^

^

Obviously it follows also that

and if the closed surface surrounds the pole 0, this gives

J’£!J:yXrfS_,4:r.

If O li(;s at a point on the surface where tliere is no

sinffularitv, reosv

If 0 1 ies outside the closed surface,

If 0 lies at a conical point of solid angle w,

X dS (O.
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These theorems are of ^eat importance in the theory of

attractions, and are due to Gauss. (See E. J. Kouth, AnaL
Statics, vol. ii., Art. 106.)

824. Solid angle subtended by a triangle at a {)oint not in its plane.

Let ABC be a triangle sides a, b, c lying anywhere in a given plane

A" y, let O be a point not in this plane, and let OA, OB, 00 be respec-

tively ]), q, r. Let the planes OBC, OCA, OAB intercept f)n the unit

sphere, centre O, the spherical triangle A'B'C' of sides a', b', d, and let 'p

be the great circle })erpendicular from A' <>n B'C

,

and let w be the solid

angle subtended by ABC atO, and A’' the spherical excess of the triangle

ABC.

Then w is measured by the area of A B C, i,c.

(j) — B ^ A' B A-C — TT.

Hence it appears (hat tiiangles lM»umlcd by planes such that the

sum of the angles between them is constant subtend the same solid

angle at O.

Cagnoli’s theorem gives

. E' \^sin ts' sin (V - sin (.s*' — 6 )
sin (.s - c')

2 ~
n ^ *

or, which is the same thing,

sin a' sin h' sin O'

a b' C'
4 cos ' cos

2
VOS -

[Todhunter and Leathern, Spherical Trigonometry, Art. 132.]

Now let the volume of tlie tetrahedron OABC be called V ;
then

I . iqr sin a'
. p sin j) ^ F,

i.e. pqr sin a' sin b' sin O = constant= 6 F.
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Again, <f-{-T^-a^~2qrcoHa\

i.e. (g+ r)®-a*= 4grco8*^,
/i

and if IP represent [(g^ +r)^-a*][(r4-i>)‘*-f>‘“l[(j5 + ^)‘‘^-c‘'^, we have

n*= 64^‘^g'Vcos*^- cos*“ cos'** ^ and 11 — Spqr cos ^ cos \ cos ^

.

JL Ji ^ )L lit Lt

Hence sin ^=12^.

Also, if h be the distance of O from the plane of ABC and A the area

of the triangle, a

V = JAA and sin
2 ~ H ’

If then the triangle moves in its own plane in such manner as to make

[(g 4- r)2 - a^] [(r - 6*] [(^? + - c*] = constant,

the solid angle at O will remain constiint.

If the triangle ABC be a fixed non-conducting lamina uniformly

electrified, this equation will determine the lines of equal density of

electricity induced upon an infinite pamllel plane conducting and

uninsulated.

825. Illustrative Examples.

1. To find the volume of the {>ortion of the paiuboloid

a 0

cut off by the plane 4r-f my-f nz=j>.

A

The difference of the z-ordinates of the plane and tbe [>araboloid is

A p-lx-my 1 /JF*
,
y®\
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The projection of the curve of intersection upon the x-y plane is

— 0, i.e. an ellipse.

The problem of finding the volume required is that of finding the mass
of this elliptic lamina with a surface density We have to evaluate

JJ
(dxdy

over the area of the ellipse.

Keeping x constant, we have

where yj, are the ordinates of the ellipse on the x^y plane for any
given value of x.

Now, the quadratic for ?/ being

0 n ^ \a n n j ’

,
,

2m6
,

2lx 2p\
we have + = +

Uence the subject of integration is

ViVj , (sM- _ ui±Mi±JLr\ -
26 46 C6 J 126

al!’ + 6m^+ 2wp , , I

where = a— — - and ^ ^+ a -

,

and the limits for ^ are -c and +c.

To effect the final integration, let csin^.

'then the limits are 0 to ^ and double.

4h\? r»
, , ,

CNII m (
-

)
c* coH*ddO

a J Jo

1 8b' ^,3 1 TT

~Gb '

ai
• 4 2 2

TT hi « fal^ + brti^-i-2np'
""4 ’

„V“-\ n.

TT

""
4 ‘ n*

(al^ + hm^ -f 2pn)*.

We might elect to do the same thing by taking laminae parallel to the

plane lz-^my-\-nz^p.
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The area of such a section is

^ + 2pn)

[C. Smith, Solid Gemnctn/, p. 99.]

The tliickness of a .slice is Sp.

The slice of zero area is such that

aP -f + 2ppi —0,

Pi being the corresponding value of p.

The limits of integration with lespect t<» p are from py to p.

Hence l” (fiP + lm^ + -2f»i),lp
Jih

===
"

''^J^'^{rtP + bH'‘){p-ih) + >t{jp pP)
j

rr\ab . ttsuI).
[P"ihYn=^ {p Pif

- ' <^2pn +aP

a.s before.

We may not^i that frusta of finite thickn(*ss whose bases ar(' paiallel

to a given plane are sueli that tlieir volumes vary ;ih tlie s({uaies of

their tliickne.s.ses
;
also tlial frusta <»f given thickness are sueli that their

volumes vary as tlie sipiares of the secants of the angles whieli tlie

normals to their ba^^t‘s make vsith tin' axis of the paraboloid.

2. To calculate tlie value of
j j J

^b{lx-{-iay \-nz)dx dy dz, the integra-

tions being Cfuiducted through tin.' volume (»f tin* ellipsoid

2
-f / 6* 4- =-

1 ^

/, m, n being such that P --
I.

Let lx + my 4- nz ^ o.

The area of this section of the c'llipsoid is

A -
nahe /

p \ W’
where p^= + hhn? -f- chi^.

(Consider the ellipsoid divided into thin slices parallel to (liis plane.

The volume of such a slice is Addi to the first ordm-, f/<S being the tliiek-

ness of the slice, and </i(o) is, to tlie first order, constant, thiongli the sli<‘(‘.

Hence
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3. To i*;ilc\ilatc the value of
JjJ + + integra-

tions being conducted through the volume of the ellipsoid

Take

4- y^lb'^+ z^jc^— 1 .

The volume of the ellipsoidal shell bounded by the similar ellipsoids 8

and 8 4-rZ8 is d{^nl)c^^) - SirabcF>^

and </>(8) is constant throughout this shell.

Ilciu-e
j j j

cl,(^'^^,+^^^ + ^jyUdy(h= 2T,abc j",f,(S) s'SdS

4. Find the nia.ss of a. thi(;k focaloid,* t.e. a shell bounded by confocal

ellipsoid.s, the layers of e(jual density being confocal surfaces, and the

tlensity at each point inversely proportional to the volume contained

by the eonfocal through the ])oint.

z^
Let ^ confocal through the point, and let

be the outer and inner surfaces of the sliell.

The volume cont<i\ned by the ellipsoid A is

y = §r + A )((.2 + A) (<;2 + A).

The v(»lume of the layer between the surfaces A and A + cfA is

c/V ----- i7rV(u^-h A)(i2 XX <-‘>
-h A) -I-

^
-f dA.

The law of density is

k ^TT A)(/)2 4- A)(c^ 4 A), ^ being a constant

Hence the ma.ss of tlie la\er is

2(a^-TA'^h^X-A'''?+ A)‘^^’

and tin* mass of the tliick .shell is

-
1

li'Jf - I
lo.i; a'2(62 + a'2 - a^) (cHa’2 - a^)

~k for ci'‘ - a"^ - V^-b'^-.c- - c -

;

^abc'

and if D be tlie density of tlie outer layer,

Hence M - ^-rnhcD log .

*F()r this term see remarks by K. J, Routh, Ana/. SicUtcSt vol. ii.
,
p. 97, and

I’honison and Tait’s Natural Philosophy.
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5. Consider the region bounded by

(1) a sphere —
;

(2) a right circular cylinder hx (a <t: 6) ;

(3) the two planes ±x tan a.

We shall first find the volume enclosed by these surfaces in the positive

octant of space.

Take cylindrical coordinates r, z.

The elementary prism on base r80Or has volume rz6$ Sr U> the second

order, and

V= [( ridOdr
If’

— jj
rs! -r’^dOdr

and the equation of the trace of the cylinder upon the z y plane being

r~bcosO^ the limits for r are 0 to 6cos^^, whilst the limits for 0 are

from 8 — 0 to 0 = 0..

Hence F = {a^ ~ {d^ -b’^cos^O)^} do

Writing 0=-^ -</> and a -ft in the integral,
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where A2=(l-^2 8in3<^),

and by Legendre’s formula (No. 10, p. 399),

= ^
Aain (/)Cos<j)-h— E ~~ F \

Jo ^ o 3

and if Fj^ be the real quarter periods, we have

=
3 (2

~ ^j “ 3 I
“ 3 a“*

^ V ’ "
a*

“3a*

N 52 r/9

1 ~ ^iiin^(f)d(j) and ^=j

3a2

d(f)

V' -^2™“'#'

And for the w/iok volume of the sphere included between the specified

boundaries, vve have four times this quantity.

When tlie cylinder just touches the sphere, i.e. 6 = a, the elliptic

functions degenerate.

We then have for the volume in the positive octant

V —^ j (1 - sin*^y) dO
o Jo

-
^

1

n - si n SO'^
(W

12
[4a- 3(1 - cosa) 4- J(1 -cos3a)]

g,3

— ^^
( 1 2a - 9 vers a 4- vers 3a)

;

and in the case where the planes y~ ±xtan a coincide wu'th the plane,

Le. a=.2, tl

r~a cos d is

i.e, a-
2

’
whole volume cut out of the sphere by the cylinder

4F= |’(6>r-8)= ^'(3,r-4).

To find the surface of the .sphere thus bounded in the positive octant,

we have r r

8— I Isecy.rdddr,

y being as usual the angle the normal to the sphere at r, d, z makes with

.1 •

the 2-axis : that is cos y = .
’

• a. a
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Hence ^=11 - cWdr
J J \ a- -

'a p -|6 cO8 0

= - a
[

=
<*

/^
{tt - ct >.s* 0}cW

;

and putting as before 0~^~4> and a = ^-

®= “’
(i ' r V* - a2

= ““6 "
( ,r ".0 ^ ‘

:)};

and when 6 = Gt, we have

S~a-
1^

{\-H\n0)d0

= a-((i- versa)
;

and for the further particular case when «=-*^>

s-.=C->)

And in each case the ivhole of th<* surface- of the spln-re intercepted in

this manner is four times the portion which has been bmnd.

6. At every point of an elliptic lamina a stiaight line is drawn

perpendicular to the plane of tin- lamina and of such length that tin-

volume (/X, say) (^f the rectangular paralleh'piped formed by this length

and the distances of the point from the foci of the elliptic boundaty is

constant, (iiven that a and b are tin; semiaxes of the elli})tic Ixmndary,

show that the volume of the solid thus formed is

TTU
,

rt + 6

4 ’^n-b [CoLLEOES, 1891.]

Taking X 4-6?/= cco.s (6^-1- tc/j), we liave

X — c cos 0 cosh </>, y- ~c si n 0 si nli
(f),

and the loci (^= constant, — constant are the confocal conics

c*cosh^</)^c2sinh^</> c*(!o.s*^^ c^sin^^ ’

and the focal radii rj
,

are sucli that rj d-rj -2c cosh ff), ri - r, '2c cos fA

Let the elliptic area be divided up into eleinents by confocals in this

way, taking the element bounded by f), 0 -t-Sfy, (/>, + as a type.

Now

where Fi is the equivalent of F in terras of 0, </>.
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Also J _ -r

I

- c si n 0 (tosli (/j, c cos 6^ sinh 0
!
-Ccoh ^siiili t/>, -csii) 0 cosb (/)

--c^(sin'^0 cosh2<^4-cos2 0 siiih^t^)

— c^(c()sl»'^</> - cos“ ty)

"" i ( (^i + '^

2? - (^1
-

and tlie condition of the question fx. — rr^r^.

Thus

V()iume= F =
j j

zdj (li/=
j j

rf</)= (ii[6i][(^],

and tlie liiniLs for 0 aiv 0= 0 to 0 ^ and for (/- from <1)^0 to tlie value

Thus

r- sinh~*

Fig. 294.

TT
,

/> + <'!'

//2 Z VO

, o + ^
lopr

O - 0

7. In the (‘valuation of such integrals as
j

dS

J
taken over the

surface of an ellipsoid of semi-axes o', b, c, where the surface is and the

volume r, p being the ceiitial per])endicular u]>on any tangent plane,

consider three points /\ /i on the surface, whicli are tlie extremities

of tliree .st*mi-conjugat<^ diameters. Let (S65, 8^3 be any elements

of tlie surfac'e about the thi'ee points and pj, p.>, 7X5 the corresponding

perpendiculars.

^ fdS\ fdS.
~ \ or or ;

J V2 P3
Then

Now suppose these elements of area ^Sn<, to have been so

chosen that

dSa
+ n

+
J \Pi Pt Ps /

<S.S\

Pi"”’

cS.9, _ J5
5

Ps P
say.
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Then, since
11111

we have h=\f( ‘2+ 'j+'M

t.e.

1/1 1
.
1\

r

we also have /_i =
J
pdS—

3

F, and

whence w’e can readily infer the values of /j

^2n

S
J- -in-l

ar ”3
1/1 1 IN"

PROBLEMS.

1. Find by integration the volume of a frustum of

(1) a pyramid on a triangular bjise,

(2) a pyramid on a square V)ase,

(3) a cone.

2. Find the volume of the portion of a sphere bounded by planes

through the centre which cut the sphere in the sides of a given

spherical triangle ABC.

3. Show that the volume cut off from the paraboloid

+ = 4az

by the plane a; -H y + = a

is 1 87ra^.

4. Show that the volume of the solid bounded by

I

:=1
^2 ^2 j^n

IS

62

4n

2w-f 1

wade.

5. Show that the volume bounded by the surface

^ 6® \a ^ 6/

and the planes z = 0, z=^h

2wabh

2^m \r7

6. Show that the volume of a slice of the ellipsoid

t
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bounded l>y the parallel planes

Iz + my +

lx + rny -{ 7iz = 8,^^

irahc

(8.-8,)(3/-V-¥2-V).

where p is the central perpendicular upon a tangent plane parallel

to the faces of the slice.

7. If ^ be the area of a central section of an ellipsoid parallel to

the tangent plane at the clementory area 8S^ show that

If-.
the integration being taken over the surface of the ellipsoid.

8. Prove that over an ellipsoid of semiaxes a, r,

= iTrahCy

J p
~ h cj’

tdS_S(\ 1 i\
J p

-
3 U'* A’ ^ C'V’

dS being an element of surface, and p tlie central perpendicular

upon the tangent plane.

f

dS
pz •

9.

Apply the formula iny + 7iz) dS to find the volume

of an ellipsoid, x, y, z being the coordinates of any point on the

surface, and /, tt?, ti the direction cosines of the normal there.

[Colleges a, 1881.]

10.

If the ellipsoid of semiaxes a, b, c be very nearly spherical,

then its area is, to the first order (inclusive) of the small quantities,

represented by the difference of the axes

iTra^b^c^. [Trinity, 1891.]

11.

Show that a portion of a spherical surface (radius unity) may

be bent into the surface of revolution defined by the equations

x = ^ cosjpcos^, y = ^cosysin^, = A'(p, ^) (

= J
Jl -k^ sin^;? dp

)

;

and explain the geometrical theory, distinguishing the two cases

k< 1, ^>1. [Math. Tripos, 1887.]
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12. The curve z==f{x\ y^i) revolves about the axis of x, and the

surface thus formed is intersected by the ri^lit cylinder

which is symmetrical with respect to the axis of x
:
prove that the

c^dinder cuts off from the first surface a portion the area of which

can be determined by the evaluation of the integral

between proper limits. [Oxroui* II. P., IHSS.]

13. Show that the cylinder (x - -i-y- - (a - cf cuts off from the

sphere ~ a portion of which the area is

Sa {a cos~'‘(64a~^) - c'^(a ~ r)^},

a being supposed greater than c. [Oxford II. P., 1888.

J

1 4. Prove that the volume cut off from the pai'aboloid

x^
(f- 2^

""
c'

by the plane z^'px^ qy -f r

irahr h^q^ 2r\^

4 \ ^-2 ^.2 "T
J [OXFOIID II. P., 1902.]

15.

Show that the volume enclosed l)ctwcen tin* surfaces

{
(x^ + y^ + c*)* - 4c'‘^x*

}

and the cylinder 4- y^ =

is (tt - 2)rA [Oxford II. P., 188().l

z cos y dS

16.

By application of the formulae p dS, T
|

to the evaluation of the volume of an ellipsoid, establish the results

^
J

2

(
2
)

® v/7 W ) TT

, ,, -
r.

- **)•

IT.
(See Art. 820 for the notation.) [Lamk.]

[Todiiunter, Functions of Laplace, harn^, and Bmel. pago.s21G, 217 ;

Bkrtrand, Calc. Int., pago.s 424, 426.]

17.

Show that the volume bounded by the surface

_ :

a*

and the planes

is

z = 0
, 3 = ^1
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18. A cavity is just large enough to allow of the complete

revolution of a circular disc of radius o, whose centre describes a

circle of the same radius c, while the plane of the disc is constantly

parallel to a fixed plane, and perpendicular to that in which the

centre moves. Show that the volume of the cavity is

f (3:r + 8).

19. If 0 be a point without a sphere of radius a and centre C,

and r the distance of an}’ point of the sphere from 0, show that,

integrating over the surface, we have

and 27r log
^— if n = 2.

What will l)c the results if 0 lies within the sphere ?

20.

A surface is obtained by making the diameter '2a of a semi-

circle move parallel to itself, the path of the centre being perpen

dicular to the initial plane of the semicircle, whilst the plane of the

semicircle rotates round the diameter
;
and when the plane has

moved through an angle 0 the distance w’hich the diameter has moved

is c sin 6. Prove that the volume of the w’hole surface so generated is

21.

Use the theorem

[Trinity, 1890.]

J du dv dw

to find the volume of the parallelepiped enclosed by the planes

ax^-hy + cz^O^ a^x h^y c^z = 0, + h^y + =- 0,

az + by + cz=- d, a^x -t- 6^^ + c^z = dj, -f b^y c^^d^.

22.

Prove that the area of that portion of the surface

which is cut out by the surface

z = a'~^z^ + b-'^y^

where a and b are positive, is

~ })d^b^{a-^b).
[Oxford IT. P., 1890.]
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23. Show that when f(x) is a slowly changing function,

I
f{x)(lx

is approximately equal to

^ -[/(«) + 4/

Prove that this formula may be used to calculate exactly the

volume cut from a hyperboloid of one sheet by parallel planes

meeting it in elliptic sections. [Collhcu-s a, 1881.]

24. Prove that the volume included in the positive octant between

the surface ^ ^ ^ ^ a^n-^Ay2

and the planes cc = 0, :r ^ oc
, y = a, y = oo

Tral 1. 3.5. ..(4n-3)

2»+4n2.4.6.r. (471- 2)’

n being a positive integer.

25. Show that the area of that })art of the sphere r= 1, enclosed

0
by the cone tan

^
= V3 cos 0, is ,r.

[Colceoks a, issi. ]

26. Show that the volume of the solid, the equation to the

surface of which is + ax’ + 2&xy + fit/ = ‘lixz,

i-rr
IS — .

3 yJa/3-S^ [Colleges, 1882.]

27. If in the tangent plane at the veitex of »a paraboloid two

ellipses be described whose axes are in the principal sections and

proportional to their parameters, the cylinders whose bases are these

ellipses, and whose generators are parallel to the axis of the

paraboloid, will intercept on the surface a portion whose area is

proportional to the difference between the radii of curvature of

either of the principal sections at the points where it intersects the

bounding curve. [Colleges, 1892.]

28. If the density of a tetrahedron at any point vary as the

power of the sum of the distances of the point from the faces of the

tetrahedron, show that the mass of the tetrahedron

= kv V
where P'is the volume

; V\y perpendiculars from the

comers upon the opposite faces, and k the density at the centroid of

the volume.

Examine what happens in the case of a regular tetrahedron.
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29. Find the volume contained between any two planes perpen-

dicular to the axis of x and the surface whose equation is

{f -f (a2 + f^z)yl + (a'2 -f

[St. John’s, 1884.]

30. Show that the mass contained between a paraboloid of revolu-

tion and a sphere, with centre at the vertex and diameter 2a, equal

to the latus rectum of the paraboloid, where the density at any point

varies as the stjuare of the latus rectum of the paraboloid containing

it and having the same vertex and axis as the bounding paraboloid, is

ij2)a^p,

where p is the density at the external surface of the paraboloid.

[Colleges 5, 1883.]

31. Find the volume betw^een the surfaces

= y^ + z^==i|i^x, y = \2,

a- ( + ziy = y^ + z'^ = ifiy, y = h^.

[Colleges 5, 1881.]

32.

Prove that if a, by c be any positive quantities in descending

order of magnitude, the solid angle of that part of the cone

which lies on the positive side of the plane xy is equal to

4 siir^
(a(r-i-h)l

[Colleges /3, 1891.]

33.

Prove that the volume common to a sphere and a circular

cylinder which touches it, and also passes through the centre, is

^ ~
sir

volume of the sphere. [St. John's, 1891.]

Also show that the sum of the two spherical caps cut off by the

cylinder forms - - of the area of the sphere.
Z 7T

34.

A sphere of ra<lius a is cut by two diametral planes so as to

form a lune of angle a, which is itself cut in tw'o b}^ a plane inclined

at an angle f3 to its edge and passing through one end of it, and

equally inclined to the two faces of the lune
;
show that the volume

of the pointed part is

I

sin/3cos2^taTi^

(2 + cos^ /3) tan~^ (^sin f3 tan - ) +
' 1-1- sm^/3 tan^

^
[St. John’s, 1881.]
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35. Prove that the inoineiit of ineilia about the axi.s of z of the

part of th{‘, paraboloid 2^ + out ofT by the plane

Ix + my + nz=-p, is

——*
r {bl~ + am- + 2p)Hih)~

{
bl- (a + 7h)-{- ain~{7a 4- h) 4- 2]>iiab (a 4- />) }

,

24a«(ti/>p

the density being taken as unity. (Math, Tripos, 1890.]

•>G. If 4- ^ 4-
C' = 0 and the eoordinate axes lie rectangular,

prove that

11
{(.'/, B, C\ D, E, E'^x, y, zf x {A\ B\ C, 1J\ E\ F' ^ x, ?/, zY)dii)

= ~ (•/ -•/' + BE' + cc: + 21)D' + 2EE' + 2FF
),

where the integration extends o\er the wliole surface of a sphere of

unit radius whose centre is the origin of coordinates.

(Colle(;ks, ISO‘2.
]

Also show that the unconditional result is

[A'{3A + B + C) + B{ZB + C + A) + ("(30+

A

+ B)

+iDF' + 4EE' + 4 FF].

37.

A flexible envelo])e is in the form of an oblate spheroid, such

that c is the eccentricity of a meridian section : the part between

two meridians, the planes of which are inclined to each other at the

angle 27r(l - e), is cut away, and the edge.s are then sewn together.

Prove that the meridian curve of the new surface is the “curve of

sines,” and that the volume enclosed is changed in the ratio

37re‘^:8. fST. .John’s, 1889.]

38.

A surface is such that ABC/J being any rectangle in the jdaiie

of X, y, with its sides parallel to Ox, Oy, and A/', BQ, CH, DE being

drawn parallel to Oz to meet the surface in P, Q, E, the volume

of the solid ABCDl^QRE is eipial to the bas{^ A BCJb multiplied by

the arithmetic mean of Al\ 7>(>, 67/, VE. Prove that the surface

is a hyperbolic paraboloid. [Math. Tripuh, 1870.]

39.

Show that the integral

§e“ ^a* 4- bt 4 e*di,x (iy dz

taken over the volume of the ellipsoid

z*
-I) + V« 4- i -

1

TTobc
(c2 4-3c-*).

(OOLLEOE.S, 1885.]
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Provo more generally that

a ^'^oiJ^'dxdydz

over the volume of the ellipsoid

ATTdhc

Ic^
(k cosh k - sinh k\

and 11 lid the values of

JJJe
dr dydz

\

j

* vdx dy dz
; dy dz

through the same space.

-10. On a closed oval surface of volume and surface 6’, whose

curvature is ('very where Unite, rolls a sphere of radius u
;
the surface

of the envelope of the .sphei*c is S'. I'rove that the volume of the

eiiN elope is
^ ^ S) - [M\Tn. Tairos, 1886.J

•11. Show that the volume of the pedal of an ellipsoid taken with

the centre as origin is less than that taken with regard to any other

origin
; and that the sum of the volumes of the pedals, taken with

regard to the extremities of thn'c semia'onjugato diameters, is six

times that taken with I'cgard to the centre. [Math. Tritos, 1887.]

-12. Show that the moment of inertia, of the ellipsoid

-t 4- cz^ -f yj/z -f '^yz.r -f '2h.ry = 1

about the axis of .r i.s

}
.1/ (ra - 4- ah - h^)(ahr 4 '2lah ~ aP - hy"^ - rh'^y^,

W’h(U’e ,1/ is th('. mass of the e]li])soid. [Trinity, 1890.]

•13. Find the env('lo]H‘ of the conics ./•- sce^^ — //- tan-^^ = where

0 i.s the variahh^ paranu'ter. Show that in addition to certain lines

it consists of a eurvt' whose asymptotes are x— ±a. Also, if the

art\a between the axis of x, an a.symptote, and the corresponding

branch of the curve be .7, and the volume generated by the revolu-

tion of this branch about the axis of x be F, prove that

F " TTUy-/ (sin </))^ (fc/>.
,

^ [Colleges 1890.]

44. Show that the value of

xyz dz dy dz

4- y* •+•

'
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taken throughout the positive octant of the ellipsoid

(i-V + + c-V - I

he + ca + ah

15 (i + r)(c4-a)(u + 6)’ [Oxford II. P., 1888.]

45. Prove that the mass of a sphere of radius a, whose density at

Jc .

any point P is where ^ is a constant and A is a fixed point

distant f {>a) from the centre of the sphere, is equal to

4 Trka'^

3 [OxF. I. P., 1914.]

46. Prove that the volume which lies within the sphere

— a‘^

and the ellipsoid

x'-^sin^a cosec‘^/i + y-’cos-a sec-/i^ -vz^~ a^,

\vhere 0<a</5?<^7r, is

^a^(7r ~2f3 -\-2a sin 2/3 cosec 2a). [Oxf. I. P.. 1910.J

47. P is a point of abscissa .r (>0) on the parabola

= 2ay, z = 0,

and Sa- is the area of the segment bounded by the arc OP and the

radius vector OP; the straight line 7V length 2*Sa is drawn

parallel to Oz. The locus of Q being a curve wdiich passes through

the origin, prove that

(1) the length of the arc OQ is x-f
;

(2) the cylindrical area hounded by the arcs OP, OQ and the

straight line PQ is

a2/45 4- (3x‘'^ - 2a'‘^)(x^ + a2)^/90«^ (Oxf. J. P., 1916.]

48. Show that the two cylinders x^/a'^ z^jc^ 1 and y^ = 2h{c - z)

intercept on the plane (where k^ce^), a rectangle of area

4a (1 - k/c)j2h{c-\- k).

Show that the volume cut off from the cylinder 4- by

the cylinder 2h(c - ^) is

[Oxf. I. P., 1917.]

49. The sphere + = is intersected by the cylinder

X* + az.

Prove that the ratio of the .spherical area cut off by the cylinder

to the cylindrical area cut off by the sphere is

TT - 2 : 2. (Oxf. I. P., 19J5.J
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50. Integrate
[OxF. I. P., 1915.]51.

Find the value of

j|
—

X, y-j p being greater than unity.

taken all over the plane

[OxF. I. P., 1915.]

52.

Find the four points where any line parallel to the axis of z

intersects the siirface {x^ + = 4 (a^z^ + x^y^).

Prove that the volume enclosed l)y that part of the surface which

lies above the plane ^-=-0 is [Oxf. II. P., 1915.]

53.

If the coordinates of a point on a certain surface be expressed as

X ~ a sin ?/, y — a sin z~ a cos ii + a cos

prove that the area of the portion of the surface bounded by

w = 0, u~\Tr, v=^ 0, V - Jtt,

(2r-l)(2r-3)... 1

2r(2r-2) ... 2
where

[Oxr. II. P., 1915.]



ANSWERS TO EXAMPLES AND PROBI.EMS.

VOLUME 1.

UIIAITER I

Pack 12.

1 .

5.

1 .

/)2 __

Gradient at x —

111 1

2’ ;r 6’ /i+ r

2. Sa*. 4.

la, 3(P 2u'
;
slope - ‘TSa. Slop(‘ at !) a is

i!
7 '4 square units.

.y

Pagk 15

2. L 1, 1, v^2- 1. 1 .

Page 25.

1. \TTab\ 3. 4. Mass.r/^.
7?? 4 2 77? f- .i

6. Usiii;^ yjaper ruled to 10*^^’’ an<l 5 iuehes to if*pr(‘sent utnty on <‘a< h of

the a.xe.s, the area— ‘785(K), As tins should b(^
j ,

we hava' the

a})proxiniation 7r-=3'1400, tin? true value heiiiL^ 3 141592...
,
showintt

an error of about ‘05 per etuit.

Page 28

1,

10.

Harmonic oscillation. 2. I y dx. 4. ^‘traVj 5. 'l-nn}d. 7. dlt.
Jxa

'

Mean by trapezoidal rule with unit incieinents ^ 23*78

True result - 23020... . ((but increments are, however, too large

for a very ex art result.)

](>x-«-*d.r- 2r> i>

;

no
f lOx-^'^dx - 23 ;

*10

Wx-^'^dx^..20ii;

no
10x~^»’f/.r = 22.

872
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13. About 141,550 cubic yards.

14. (1) i-J)

Mom. ln.=j^A/a^J

15. M density at the edge. Mom. In. - AfaK
n-Y it ?i 4

where Al ~ mass,

a = length.

71 + 2

17. About 213 tons. 20. 13,863 foot-lbs., 10,574 foot-lbs.

25. Taking oi-dinates at 10“ intervals and four figure tables, the

trapezoidal rule gave ‘250177, the true value being

29. A roa - (c» - ^
_ „a) + C(c - «),

where A -- - y,/I I, /}= V (/,2 _ c2)y,/l I, C= - I,bci/jn,

11= (h - c){c - a){a — 5).

30. True value.s (1) =257r and (2) 100 + 2577. 33. 59 c.c., q.p.

35. ^ (i^c + {h — a)(ic-Y
'‘ c{h~aY cubic inche.s, 3438‘3 cubic inches.

4 o

36, Binomial K.xpansion to 3 term.s give.s ‘1204, q.p.

(ba])hically witli - 1 linear inch, tlie tra})ezoidal rule gave

'1178. When ihi.s was cori’ccted for curvature of the arcs by the

ap[)roximate addition of small .squares, tlie appro.\imation was

•1203.

40. Sl(>.‘)'7 41. Pei imeter = 30'102(> cm., (pp.

42. 3’he true value is I'his will appear later.

43. When t is large I becomes and V becomes

44. + -'-y V^aR + hl.-^(hn-^cL)t-cRt\

45. In the ‘Otto Cb’<*le ’ of operati<ui.s tliere is one explosion for two

revolutions. About IG n.r.

46.

Weddle’s rule gives - 11)8873; true value —1 08878.

48. hyJjj miles. 53. ‘821, q.p.

riTAl^TER TT.

P.\GE 51.

ir 9 n c, ’.r’, 3.4, 2A ,-3
^-^.

2. "
a.7'^ + 25.r^, ^— a.v ^ hv ''

,

3 ’ ;)+ 1 1

p + y+pf/ p + 1 3+1
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3. ac^+h{a+ c)x-\-{a^-\-l>‘+ c^)\o^x-^{a-\-e)

-log(a-x),

2^
4. log j; - a log (rt + a ),

CL — X

6. t^-2'^= l'894..., |(5*-3^), ilogf 6. 832421J.

7. ^(7 + log 4). 8. In 5 seconds at a distance of 25 feet.

9.

4(X)log.2. The integration is that of finding the work done in

allowing a gas to expand according to Boyle’s law from r—lO to

v^20. If p and v be in Ibs.-wt. per sq. foot and in cubic feet

respectively, the result is in foot-lbs.

10. 8^^, 8^. The portions are alternately above and

below the x-axis.

11. 'L^—^— - log(ae*-f />), ,
-fc) ,

— ^—

.

(7i4*l)a ’ a x J 7i-fl

12. log i log sin 2.r, log cosh x,
(1 ~p)n

13. logUn-.r, logsii.-',., I..gvers->x

14. log log .r, log log log .r,
, “S'^ n

—

Pagk 53.

1. log (a; -f 1 ), X - 2a log (.r+ «), ^ log (.r^ -f- a'-*), ~ log -f a^) -f tan *

^log(.r3 + a^), hog (.)•" + a").

„ 2*
„ „ ,

x-’ 3*
,

?/
,

r** cP
log2’ ’ 3 ’ 4 log3’ *^'*^^log 6^2 iogc^3 logrf’

o x+ sinx x-sin.r
, , , .

o.
,

—
—

^

,
log tan X, log sin X — cosec X.

4. 8inh-i|, cosh-^|, ^log^~'^~~ tanh"^^, ^log
3fx__l

’3-x”

3

if 1

1

3’ 6

.r - 3

x + 3

5. -sec~^‘|, cosh“^^4-s sech"^ -a\/c’-x^ + 6
. ,x

sin“^
2 ’ 2 2 2

’

a \/x* - c^+ b cosh"^ a x^x^ + + 6 sinh~^

6. sin“i(2x-
1),

, X 1
sin-^'-, x-4tan~^’2>

3^3 3’ V3

^+21og^^|^log{,-g^2J|
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7. (i) - i coaec^x, (ii) log tan x, (iii) —

>

(v) —
— ^

{ax^ + 4-

8. (i) logtan“‘a7, (ii) - (iii) - —

9 . (i) logj, (ii) tA-

11. (i) ^(e“-l), (ii) (iii) e-e-', (iv) +

12. (i) 1, (ii) (iii) (iv) sinh^+ sin

13. (i) (ii) n/2-1, (iii) (iv) %12
’

«+«-l+^2+-+ 1
-

(ii) 1^81 result + «’* log {x — o),

.r* .7^ .7-3 .r*
,

.1-^

(ill) '5+4 +3 + 2 “l’ ;5
+ ^ + "3 + 2 ~ ('^) 2" "

Page 56.

1 1
(a + 6 + c) a/>4-6c4-ra aftc

1. (1) log.r-^ ^

(2) - (a + ft)'^ +{o^-ab + b'^)x.

(4) log(a sill + 5 co.s.r4-r).

(6) ^(tan->'0. (7) log tana-.

(9) - cot '. (10) -co.s(.c+^)
(12) tail 4* log sec x.

(14) a sec x - b cosec .r.

(16) J tarr'’.r 4- ^ ^ tan“.r 4- ab tan x.

(17) tan“Mog.r

'X'^ X'^

5
"^

4
“^

3
4-‘2 4-.r4-2log(.r-l).

18. § of a mile. 19. ^a^b
;
about 9 feet.

22. ^==the ordinate PQ ;
= tangent of angle the tangent at Q makes

with OK: ?/= a8ec2-.
a

x—h

23. y~ae 14*778

—

24. Approx, value given by formula *122422. True value *122416.

26. ^ er\ e^{ -y~- — --c~°^dix. 27. True value of integral= 7r.

4! ’ ./o(/i-l)!

(3) .r.

(r,)
^04-1 log a

(8) - cosec X 4- log sin x,

(11) tan a* - tan-\r.

(13) sec X 4- log sec x.

(15) - 2 (cosec X 4- sec x).

i8) sin log T.

!0) tan“H^^^'^)-
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28. (1) - 2^,1 - v>
< 1 1 y * ;5

* ~ 7

29. 97 ‘25 units. 33 . +

where 2 —-

—

.V

sir) 30 sin2^^

38. /(^) ^ 1 - 2 ,
+ '^ - • . - cos r. /’(./•)

-

j
,

42. r--iG'^^-.s'''’^V^.-

T .r*’

CHAPTER in.

I ‘auk 7r>

1. (i) Iog(l (ii) tan~‘l, (iii) (iv) tair

(v) (vi) JtaiP.r, (vii) Nanh

.... -rra-

(>0 ;r-

4. sin" ^ 4-

6. T) taii^ 0 .

8 .
(i) I

sec“hr2,

9. (i) (“)

(iv) j-
^

(v)
^ he — at <' + c.r ' a

. ... lng(u-eos'-^.r + //•^sin'^.r)
(VI.)

3 . (i)?,., (ii)',;.

1 W .r

’2n 4- 1 uA ^fii)

7 . Jtan^.r.

(ii) -• ^ seeh "h?^, (iii) - ^ ('.u.sech"'.;’^.

/ hY^\
/ A\ I u.r 4-

)

(ii) taii~M </.r4- )i (iii) -

\ J/ u f 1

(vi)

10. (i) f\>{x) <P{.t), (ii)

(iv) e^ix\ (v) c- *(*))( )g </>(.)).

(iii) tan“'<^(j-),

Pa.ik 98.

, 1
,

3 + .1; 1 3 + 2j; 1
,

..--2
1 ,

3j;-2

^
\/l (i - 9.^2+ 1 n *

, ‘2 \h3.r^ T) - v/3 co-sh

f 2 4-'^’^nnlr*y^
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2. -icosli-i 2sin-'

- 'la
3. - v'9 jr*, six- - 9,

- - 4.r-, A(siii~^i' - jtVl -V^),

.rs/|+.r-_]

li
''>

-f a-)^ + 2
+ a-)^-\-ci^ si nil

^

^J,

</ v^.r- -f- r- 4- /; siiih
" ^

c

_ 1 y O
’'41.*

I
,H-2

I
n+o

6.
2
Kin-^r- --ti ^/i _r;:;:2^

‘J
Hinh-^r4-‘^-^ s4r^T,

ir> . .
,
2.r-f 1 L>.r-f-r, , ,

sinh ’ --
-f-

.
\V4-.r+ 1 ;

^ X ;5 i

•Ir 4- 4'/ - 3r
^ ^ ^ ^ 1

,
'* “ S 4£/ - c*

if r--': 1^/, with ;i similar result if <'->4(L

7.
^ Va-2 4- i.r -f-

'> + “ sinh '*(.(‘4- 2),
^ ~ + ^

2.r "f'l/.o _ "Ai 4“ 1

-

^
s 4-4.r4-5 4-sinh ^ ,

2.r- I / - .,--- - 3
. ,2.r~l

V - 4.r-4- 4.9’ 4-5 4- \ sin-*- >- --.

•1 --i ^7i

O / y
, II-** • !•*'

/ • •»
<'*“

• -1**' •2'4-2u
o. va*^ - rr 4-fi' eoslr *

,
a.sin“* -vu--./-, - vo' — x‘

« a ’2^/2
(.<• 4' u 4- />) v'a “ - 6“ 4- (2</ 4- cosh ’ x^.

-— . 3(('^ 1-1^
.Z‘*-a*4- . fosli ‘ .

9.
^

I,IK tan log ta n (.r + '' ),
* log tan ('^ -I-0

2
log tan (^-*'4- \

log tan .r.

j) '"g ('+9’

«r4-/>ri? ftr-ad, , .
, , v

•'’ + ^2
(<’ •">

13. log (co.sec ^ (1 - \^1 - sin*’* f^)’*}.

Page 99.

2. 6“ sin-* *, ttIA 3. >/tf‘'^4-«<?'4-a Iog(\/6’*4-a4-N/e*).
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A /'\ ' /-v 1 -12 —
4. (.)s.n ‘

:

(iii) A >/ + «3.r+ 4 +
'

;

2 4v'-2 s'23

./ -f 1 X+1
(iv) Vx“+ 2.r - 1 - 2 coslr

;
(v) 3v^X“^-2.c + ^>fsinh~*---

v 2 ^

_ ... 1

,

7. (Oglog—̂
^ Viil
2e^+l ... 2e-» f 1

9. x'e’‘’- + e*+I+,Uinh-i- -73- “ ®‘“" '

^ttJc •

10. Mass = -— where density - and a is the radius.
7i + 3

(i) Mass = 47rrt/.‘; (ii)

djy^
11. a being /^Cand p the perpendicular from A upun BC.

13. logx= i“ -f-const.

-ir /-v 1 • _t / «\ 1 • » 1
A’ ,,o

15. (i) - (a- ), --.sinh {lr>ai\a^'*\
V— a ac \(r-ac

(ii)

(iii)

cosh“^ j -~—~ {b^<ac^ « + ”)»

^ \ ac
.7 where H ~ a cos'^ 0 + 2/< (’os 6^ 4- r ;

(r/-’*), sinlr * (//-^ >ac, q 4-

\ a \ {r “ <ic

where R a sin'*^ 0 -f 26 sin ^ 4- c
;

sJcR

1
j
s! -alt

-r-^ sin~
V -a \Q)2 - rtC

cosh-'
va Vac - 62

1
,
V~c7i!

81 n~
V -c V62 — ac

1 , ,
,

JcR
-7- cosh"'
sic Jac - 6*2

(<-")>
^

«if'h ,

VC V6“
(6->ac, a + ”X

where /? c tan- 0 4- 26 tan 6* 4- ^ ;

(iv) ---Lr..8in
sJ -a

1

j

s! - iiR

•J6'^ - ac

sTaR

(a-"). -4-sinl.-'^^^
va v6“ - ac

(62>rtc, a-f "•),

cosh-' (62 <ac, fl5 4-’*),

vac
> where

=

a 001^ 04- 26 cot ^4- c ;

»JaA-c

if be 4-’*, and a modification (Art. 77) if ^^^^hc
a 4- c ' a 4- c
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16. (i) [3sin ' +

provided be portilive, Nvith a modihcation (Art. 89, 17 and 18)

if ne^Mtive.

17. (i) 48; (ii) |^j(;j«e-262); (iii) .

22 .

s^a
tan'

^ a-

c

tan“^

Jc —+ .r I Vr + T - v/.

”/ log 7 ,

-
^ \'c~ a V(‘7.r

/
2

>ia

(i) ">^'57-7”

+•''1; -2 '^ i
:
- r J dc

\ J

23.

(ii)

26 . (i) sinh

-
- , > Ja

1
,

r/ sin </>
——

^

.

2(1 vo“ - r- (1 .sin
<f) + \ a-

(a<c)
;

‘ + .r + Vc - a

^ a ~ c:}

1

(I vr* - a

1

J (l^ — (*~

.

^
. )

where (^ =

r- " o .sin + \ d- - c“

, ,
(t sin di

tan~*
I ^

^
.

N'C“- fd

: cos ^
- ;

.r

CHAJTER IV.

Page 113.

1
- (3.--- 1 ),

(o'.r'^- 2ax-f 2),
9

- e-^y^ + r).r‘ + 5 . Ay -f 5 . A . 3j

+

h . 4 . 3 . 2.r -f 5 . 4 . 3 . 2 . 1 ),

Hinli .r — cosh (./'^ 4- 2) eo^h ./• — '2.v siidi or.

n
,

ry i) .
4^"'' ,5.4.3. 2j'\

. „2. .r sin .r 4- cos .r,
( ' oJ "I

.75 j
2.r

^ 5.4. 3.^-' .5 4 . 3 . 2 .

1

\
„ CO.S

fhy
cos 2x,

y 1 r

(> 8
^

* “
1 )

si 2.r 4-
^

cos 2.r,

ir .,/cos 2.r cos 4.r\ /.sin 2.r 510 4.1^ /cos 2.7’ cos4.7'\“l

‘jL' V 2
“

4 3 / V~'4 3T jj
.r /cos 2a: cos4.r cos6.7''\ 1 /sin 2^7 sin 4.?: sin 6.?'\

"sv 1-+ 2
'
~T y-~)'

1

^5
1

3. sin (2a: - tan~^ 2), { ~i=^
cos (2.r - tan ^ 2),

^ 2v5

. 7 sin (2.?:- tan~^ 5) - 4^)
c^sin (4.r- tan

V 1

3

*8
' C ^ 7^

cos (2j-+ tair
'n + cos {4x+ Lin-'

- cos {Gx 4- tan"* J
)

J
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!(»<'.7,’— ; )()<'/ — \

4 ” Ki « + l («+l)^

it -{-I

,.n + l

--f two siinilar toriiisi

)>»+i r ‘j (5

[d-g ’f-„-;-Y(l''g-4^+„+ 1

(l«g •'•)-(„ ^1):,}

f
sill

I
((/ + r - P)x - tan-* f-

j-

^ i [{g + r

sin
I

(/> + g + r) .r - tan"^ ^ ™
|
]

v(;? i-rjT + /•)- + <(- J

{ (^/ -p) X - tan-i
1

. I

^^- + etc. - etc:. - etc*, f'
4

[ J{q-{-r -pf+ a- j

6. 8 sin p.r sin (7.7’ oos-r.r - 2 (*os(7) - 7 ) .r-i-c<).s(77 -- (j-^2r)x

-\-c()s{p - q - 2r)x - 2 eos( 7J + <7).r -- cos (p + g-\- 2r)x - vns{p + q- 2r) x.

Then ap])ly rule for
j
('“'cos iVxth' to each term.

8 cos px cos qx co.s-
(

p

+ q) x - 2 cos
( p p q) .r 4- 2 cos

( p - q) .r -f- cos {p-\-q) x

+ cos 3(p + q) a‘ + cos (3j) 4- q) .7'4-c<>s (3r/ 4-?>) .e - ‘‘‘ds Sx^ .say.

a ks (Nx - ( a
n ‘

' \

Then Integral = J ..mu .m i-,—

.

- n .,.. , .

7. tt;
TT

4'

8. X sinin~^.?’4- v^I
2r‘^ - 1

sin“h7’ -
]
.r n/1

8.7’^ -3 . ,
,

jr(2x“4-3)
f

as”"'"

' 1 . ,

P\C}E 114.

1. - 6:c^ + 6 . r).r^ - G . 5 . 4a:^^4-G .5.4. 3.r‘^

-6.5.4. 3. 2-7’ 4-G. 5. 4. 3. 2.1),

(.r^ 4- 5 . 4.r^ 4- 5 . 4 . 3 . 2.r) co.sh x - (5.7’'* 4- 5 . 4 . Tr- 4- 5 . 4 . 3 . 2 .
1 )

sinh .r,

x^ sinh 2.r fx^ 5 . Ax^ 5.4.3. 2.7 \

12
'^

2 fi2 + +
2‘ /

cosh 2.7; /h.r'* 5.4. 3-7*2 5 . 4 .

3

. 2 . 1 >X /t)X^

\2" 2^

2. +
37r2 3 4 37r2 3

128“^ 32 8 ’ 2”« 2^ '^4'

3. 7r®-20rr3 4-120tr
;

~~ (27r^ 4- 15rr2- 45) ;
- c? - 85-1 4-C.
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4. Vlog3~r>;

5 - ’

Page 130.

1. (ii.r — sill 2.i‘)/4
;

(ros3.r — 9cos.r)/12 or — cos :i

( I
2./' - H sill 2j; 4- sill 4.r)/32

;

1 / coso.r fj >

- _ +. (;os 3.r — 10 cos.r
2^ V .) 3 y

('os.r 4- cos^./’ — - f>os''’\r
;

O

0.7' 4- 7 sin 4.r - 28 sin 2.r 4- 35a’^ ;

I / cosO./- .(•<)> 7jr _^.(‘os5x
,

<-<»s3.r \

^
+9-^ -3f> - -4-81 --ViBcos.rj

r'os'4?' ^.Cfis^.r
,
ros"^: cos^^;

or —cos./’ 4" 4 0
^ 4" 4 “ q

5

(
- ly rsiii 2/cr sin 02^/ - 2).?’

"I

22/.-1
|_ 2//

'
2//- 2

+•••+
2

cos’^ r
,

COS'*.!'

or -(•os.r4- <-1 ~ Pj 4-....

1 / sin 4 r\ sinL/' sii^
• ’ (3.r- sin 4.T4--i sin 8r)

;

COS' ./’ cus*.»'
,

sin* .V sur’.r
^

,
___

,

1 Tsin K)r sin 8.^’ sin (i.r
"

2®L 10
"

4

' 4- 2 sin 4.r 4- sin 2x - O.i

3. 4 tan^.r ;
--icot-'.r; tanjr-cot.r; \ h3.r4-^‘*”

^ 3 tailor tan.f 3

4. (77 - 2)/8 ;
43^y27l20; (ir)7r4-44)/192.

1 r2 cos <f.r
'

4 L'‘^7r
<(/r4-2//).r cos (g- 2//) a’-!/-) .IT.

2ir J’

S sill‘d .r
—

”5 sin'^.r 4- § sin‘’.r
;

ir2oosj/./’ cos (/? 4- 2).r cos (/? — 2) .r~1 r 2 cos }i.r cos

4 L

Page 131.

2. (i) cos"Er - - .r^
;

(ii) .rsec"'.?’- Io^(.r4-\/y“- 1) ;

1 2’

(iii) ‘

^
tan“'.r4-’- - ;

(iv) a’ tan .r4-log cos.r
;

(v) .V sec .r - log tan 4- ;

(vi) \oii(av+ d)- ;^Jcr+ciy^-^-{bc-ad).v ,
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(vii) .rtan ' \^1 - .r* - siii“‘.r+ \/2 tan~‘
, ;

(viii) tan-Li'+ i (taii-^^ry-^ - J j:-+ r; log (1 ;

(ix) {a + x) tan~^ - Vax
;

(x) 1 {x^ - 2a^) cos“^
^

.r sjAa^

(xi) (2a+ .r)Uii-' n/^; (xii) |^log

3

-

-
j.

Bin “ ^ X

3. (i) -r===Y COS (8in“'.r- cot”^a)
;

(ii) x-\l\ -
;V 6t“ "T i

(iii) 6^(sec0 + cos^y)-8in 6^-logtan + where = sin 6^.

4. (i) i e’”* ;
(ii)

^
cos {0 - tan-‘ m )

;

<'> “" (* “"'
i)-^vife “*(" ' .y}

‘

(V)

os
I

(?i - 1
) 6/

- tan~J — I
m )

+ - i )2

cos 1(71— 3) d
^—

=

- tan“*
7£-3

in

\lni^+ {n - 3)‘‘^

where toxiS — x.

3 -W - 2 tan-
"J

:

+ ...

(ii) ———r sin (hx- tan ^ - ^x -
./ . sin (bx - 2 tan“* - )

(aH 6
‘

0^ ^ ^ V «/
pin

+ 2—^
5
sin

(a^ + b‘^)^

in^^r - 3 tan~*^^^;

(iii) 1 -“Cos(2.r-tan“^2)+ Jcos(2vP-2tan~^2)J.

^ /-x ^Ja~b)cosbx+ (a + b)sinbx ,... e*®^*^*
6 .

(i) e®'- ^
; (ii) —-ri

^2—A)* pbx p-bx-^

4 L 2;iT6
'^

2a -6+T + T‘J’
.. . co^bx 1 e^*
(•v) S— +.

(v) 3''(Paii> 43:-(?eo84x:), where

x^ COS
(f)

2x cos 2<t> ^
2 cos 3<^

r 7*^ r®

^_x^»\n<i> 2r8in2<^ 2sin3</>

^-“r ^
and <^ — tan'"^(4/log3), r*=42 4-(log 3)* ;
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2 [rr* (I) + r^6 (1) ]
= ('^'''> «’“*> ^

(iOs'tanI; (iii) -e"cot|

;

(iv) cosh .r tan (v) - log (I +«-*);

(Vi,
f ;

(Vii)

3. (i) ir(l<)gx)2-2xlogir+ 2x
;

(ii) J ( log .r)2+ log .r -
^
^+

1 j
:

(iii) tan“^r4-log:r- log^l

;

(iv) X log (.r
;

( v)
— log {x + ^/.^• + a^) -

j
Jx^-\-a^ ;

2jF2 + 3a.r+ 2a2 rir;—•> .

<?*
• i .(VI) ^a-^4*.r-4--^ sinh"-* - ;

b 2 a

(vii) lib (.^^ + ^ )^ ( 1 6^2 - 12a.r+ 43^2)
;

(viii) ^“«r—

-

sin(6.r-hc-tan“^ ")
L-(62+ c2)7 \ «/ + \

6jr+c -2 tan“^ -

_l
?—^ sin (jyx-^-c-Z tan^"^ ;

(/>
2 ^,.2)f V a/J

(ix) coa ^6> + iS COS ^6-}^ coa^ 0

, +.4 coa’'’^’'^;- 4Vcos*‘'" 6>],
wliere ain^ = .r®.

X coa
1
{h - c)x - tan“* — -

J
cos |(/>- c)^- 2 tan”*

1

cos| (64-c)*r— tan"*
[

co«{

(b - cY + a^

(6 4- c) :r - 2 tan"*
|

v/(^^ + c)2 + a2

— . sin (hx - tan"* - )

"• "F

2

a2+ 62

(^>4-r)2 + a2

sin ^ 6a; - 2 tan"*

—
: sin / {h+ 2c )

x

— tan ' ^ "t \
r ' « i

+ “5

—

7T— si n I (6+ 2c).r - 2 tan~^ - ^ I
a^ + (A + 2c)2 ' « J

—prrr^„!!L_:__._ sln {(^ “ 2c)

“

tan"*^

I

>y^2 4.(/,_ 2c)2 r ' a i
).r- tan"*

a2+ ( 6 -- 2c )2
sin |(6-2c)^-2 tan"^~~

IJ.
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12

13. -icoth] -Scos^e. 14. + +

15.
U

y
r

y
W

u\ v\ w
1

,
1

,
1

27 . r
Jo

33. 2 sin

20. *78343.

’’
clr ^ 2

I
tan ^ cW =^2 lo<r 2 .

xjl-jr -

. 4w - 1

22 .

cos - 9.

35
2n '

2/1 - 2 2 2

_i 5.r‘ + 3.r

-8 ^“'•--,
4

-

29.

34. ?^“7r«“.

filS
39 . r A.

CHAPTER

Paok 143.

1. J-
log (.r- + 2.r+ 3) - tan

^

V2
‘

2. log(j’-fl) +
1

3. 1 log (x'^ -f 4x -h T)) - tan ^ (x 4- 2) . 4.

5. .r -2 log(.r2 4-2.r4-2)-t-3tan~*(.r4-l)-

6. 2a: - f log (x^-fO.r-f 10)4- 1 1 tan~*(.i.‘4-3).

rj 1 <--)j: 4-(o/> + c</)

a<f-bc 7Hi '~-hc

' ~
‘

.r+r

-log(3-.r).

8 .

9.

10 .

11 .

1 {a-\-c).r+ ih + (l)

2(bc-ad) ^ {a -c)x + {b -d)'

1
.

4-
(
ab 4- ed)

2 (ad -be) ad -he

2 »d\ad - bef 4- (ef - de)- A- (eb - aff

X tan~*
{d^A-c'^A- e^)x^ 4- ( (th A- ed A-cf)

1 , ax^ 4- b

2(ad — be) ex- + d

'

.

,
\/x^ - 1

(I) log--—;

v' (acJ? - bc)^ A- [ef - de)- 4 (eh - a/Y

12. ^ log (e2^4-2f44-3)—

]

tan“’^ ^
^

.

v2 v2

Page 161.

(4- l)(.r-5)

,

(ii) Jlog
(x-Zf

(iii) ii6g{^(.3-.r*)n; (iv) -

(v) i[ - ^ log (.r - 3) + -y‘ log (.r+ 3) + J log (,r - 4) -Y log (•^+ 4)] ;

O') .).

where ^ refers to a cyclic interchange of the letters Gj, b^y Ci
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J(<i,-a)(a,-6)(«i-(;)log(.K-ai) \
, ... ,v I +{a, + a){a^ + h)(t^^ + c)^og(x + a,)f
ivu) - "

’

where refci's to a cyclic interchange of cei, 6i, Cj ;

(viii) .^log{(,r-r,)3(,r+15)-}
;

(ix) ^ log {(a- 7) (.r+ l?)^} ;

1 1 1 1

2. (i) -
5 + 4 j

+ g
log (^- 1) - ^

log (.r+ 1)

;

1 .rU-2 + 3) 1 .r 5 r _5
rp "^4 (.r-'- 16 1 32

14 2

(iv) los
a + hr

(V)

3(.r-lp'2(jr-lf

-y^’j- 301og(x-l);

J, _JL + 21og-'-";
.r-3 a--4 ^.r-4’

//'

(vii) +

(i) tan-1

^

a h b)

L c d dj ’

(iii) 4-(a-'- r).v -c((d - (-) tarri- .

(iv) tan"!.?’ - taij-i.r^^
;

. . ad - be 1 . ,

(v) tan M
ed - tc \/cd

af —be I ,
. . tarr

(U J^'
- ^'d sjef

.. h « {ad- h,y~ 1 _

dfhx^ (ed - fr){ffd - /(c) \cd

4. (i) log j ;
(ii) '.'logCj'^- 1)4-] h.g(.>’24-l) Slog.r;

1

(iii) - log ,r + J
log (.r- - 1 ) - |

log (.r- - 2) + log
(
H - 3)

;

(ivt ^ lo.r ‘¥‘-'e+ zl‘dy+±’^ (62 4ac> 0).

4b'Jb^ + 4(n’ 2a^.v^ 4* + b^ 4- bsjb^ 4* 4tt6‘

5. (i) i log
.r’4-.r4-l

,
1

tan'
-1 .

2a- -1 1 .
_,2a:4-l

tan !

(ii) ^ 3̂ tan--y/_---;^— ^3
2 n^3

or ,_ tan-’ t-an-*
2^r:fi >

’"'hich ia the same thing

;

1 , _i
,

tan »

Vs 1 .?<’ \/3
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, 1 , a^-ax+a^

.... 4
.

,2a.-] 2 ^
_,2a:+]

(vii) -7= tan~*— r 1^" ‘—7^
Va J-s v'a Va

1 ^ _, xVa - ,
Js

, .... 1 ,
a;2+.tV2 + l

,
1 ,

(-“) 4-;r2'°^^w?^T^2-;^^’‘" r^-

1
,
CU'^J^

-y= tan“‘ -7,
..

;

>/3 a^ — x^

6. (i) ilog(a;-2)---^-ilog(x2-2i+4)-^Un-*^^;

11 2 4^ 4-1
(ii) §log{l +x) - Jlog(l + 2x + 4x2)-g j^+-^Un-‘ :

1 1 24 r
(iii) a;+^log(:r-l) + Jf log(x» + 4) “5

,. , 1, (.r+l)2 1 ]

(*v) , ,
1

,

a~i+ l 1 1
.

4 ‘"SCr-l)^- 2 :^'

, ., ,
X 1 1

,
1 * _, , -V

1
1

-Ja^ + X- 1
.

(VI) log ---j
- -_ + - tan -x. (vn) log

, .... 1 +

- p log (6’+x2

)}
;

1 1 q q 1 9^
-28 2T:r 3 - l^'"g(

2x- 3) + 3g2
log(4x=+ 5) + ^^^^tan->

7 .

(ii )
- i log(x - 1 ) - ^ ^ ~ ^

log (x2+ 1 ) + ^ tan-' x
-\ -j-^ ;

(m)
2
tan 'x+ g

.. . c^-\-Zah ah x
^
ah - x{c^ - a^b 1

(‘V) tan - + 2P ^+^2 + He* {c'^+W 4 ^* + x')-‘

8
.

^{’r + 21og(V2 -l)}
; ^^{7r+ 21og (n/2 + 1 )}.

9 . (i)^; (iO^. 10. logi.
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14. (i) 41og(ar-l)-log(.»+2)-aiog(j:2+l)-4ten-'ar;

(ii) - 2 log a:+ 1 log (j: - 1)+ i log (x+ 1) + 4 log + 1
) - J tan-i* ;

- , sin ^
/•

-x
1

<'")
2
-—

:

2 sin
,

2
*

(iv) “ j^log (.r+ 1 )
- cos

^
log - 2ax cos

^ +
aij

- cos~ log - 2ajp cos + 02
^
+ 2 sin tan~^ •

+ 2 sin ^ tan~^
5 . Stt

asm—
5

/•, 1 ,1, .^'-1 W5-n/3
ar'^'s °^,r+l 72 >3 °®^^V5 + n/3

.’iVi') r
+^- TiLcot 61 cosec 9 - log cot

^J,
where 6 = sec“'-

,... 1 ^ f)
,

28 !590,
,

.5‘ 1 ,5‘.23, ,,
^ 2748'''27.r^'''27x 243 3‘ ilx-

3"^
2'. 3‘

(iii) (2n^-\/3-1)^.

19. - H log (x + 1 )+

4

log (,c“ - x+ 1 )
+i tan-> .

20. - tan“^
I
{sjUn x+ cot x).

21 . (i) J;J;iogM6U-~l+ 6v'^

//i+p,y./ 2 -pjXft

Wz-pJ \z+pj

where {z^-

—

a^-\-h= p^'^y a'^~h=p.^.

rk 2 \^3
, ,2 X + v^a 2 ^ 2 n/.^' ~ s!

(

i *“ .r

2. ___ tan-‘ tan • 23.

. rl^ sin X 6 sin
,

3 , 1 -f-sin 3 . ^2 -fJ

L4 8 cos'-^.r 1(> 1 -sin-rJo 16 \/2-l 6

"
(71 - 1 ) a (.r - a>-» (n - 2) a- {x- (n - 3) (.r - «)""=*

4.V ‘y 4-^

—

^ a”-^ 4:-a^ a'

25.

N
ItO
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26. If be even, =2m,

x+ (a - b) log (x -a)- ”T., ^ •*
; - . .

.

_ AlLzl'Il
VI ~

1 (.r --

If )i be odd, =2'ni.+ l,

”»i 1 ‘J>H 3 lim-S

OQ 1 -f- 1

28.
^

2j' 1 I + J"

30. ^iog(i-..'o-^--;;

45. Let d 0 (1
-

-] />a --i (', H -- ((jj- -\-bfj-\-(\ V-~(fy~ -^-by -\-<\

>
d- 2/1

f
^

)

^ (<i - /L-(<i - 7
)“’ ^ {a ~ l'})(fj - y)iy - o) l((i - ^('^- y)'!’

and (/ ; //, /t' similar exju'cssions obtained 1>\ a cyelie inter-

change of letters,

^= ,r- a + ,r Ji
+

- y
+

(dlAPTEPv VI.

lb\oK 200

1. (i) ((oc + />c) /y + (/>e- Of') log(c sin ('COS + I

(i,) +

(iii) aA'- ^
log (o + />eos 6^), where

2 ^ \ / ; XA tan~* v . tan
.

(o: 0)
sbr~-b- ^a\-b 2

'

or — tanli tan
.
((/<dd;

... 1 1,1-+- eos (1 cos ./ 2
(iv) co.sh ^ '

sin a c< fs <1 -f cos ./ sin a
tanli Mtan- tan M;

(v)
^

log tan
^

tan~* (\ i) l<*g ('‘os + sin ^y) ;

( vii)
2 r a

4- ^
n ^ “X ^ +

I _L
'•

’

4 ”
1 - sin 9 2 1-4 sin d 2 L 1 +sin Oj

, ..... , ,
3 cos (u; - t.an~^L3) -- N^IO

(vin) cosli“^ -
- 7̂ ;

3 - V 10 cos (jr - tari~L3)

(ix)

(x) [('/.f-f- /> log {o (;os .r-\-h sin + fr).
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‘
'“"

3
-

53 ^

<">r^..
3. ‘Tcosa-f I +c().saco8.r

cosa-f coaSmT
'

aVa^ -^ •*)

(") y fcosh -• ' 2^;:<«.r-Mi ,i.,.
, ] 9 .'>.

Vs I -e«J7r5iJrj+7. ««-- -
-' +

-l'’«^r + 3H.n,r-,

,• 1 Mil. rnA_ 3

•^+ ‘;oa.i'+.siii^“
>

(iii) ’ |„rr cos •<)

^
(1 4-i2c(>.sr)-

5. itanlij'.

4 + r) comS./’

f
d.r

id ~h\j a
_

sin.r

- 6- .7+ /;o...s.,-"
‘'‘''-’-> '>y Art. 173 ;

(iv) fr a'a- -12

L« + s7,2 + ,,2 ,,„j,(^,Jy^J
I "li'Tt; taii7=

-',andtlieiuise(ii),

7. (iii) ---

+ws«)"-sin a}
;

9- (i) «/->.si..,A; (ii) timlr>(ta,.;-:)/.si„„.

^0- (>) - Hill)
; (ii)7r/l2; ('iiil

" i'

,

1 \

('')
+ (v) J/.)!

'W’

11 rr 2 + 3^“ o

S- ^
^8- (i) 2vS73-

^-{-3c‘' 2 2h(f4-a
“II 'I'’ /7r(1-,-)- v4/),'-u- v'^-l/ir-a^

(ii) /' 'I'.r

_ h sm.r
‘'OS.r ->.-/,= + = ('irt. 173);

tan (o- tan
-’ ^')=, ' « .sin d

-

li cds 0^'''*
rts! 12 tan (d- tan-’*) =3 « sin A cos ti

^ a oos 0 + b aSi 11

’

17.
(•) fi«t-a'>-’(’t;in^)-^;;^tanl.-(2tanj);

(if) „ .

^'^A;^l'‘’*tan6l+ v/3’
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-P . sin 2^, cos 6> + 8in 6? 1 ,

18. (i) —^ log - - - log sec 20 ;' 2 ^ COB 0 - sin ^ 2 ^ ’

(ii) -cosh“^(co8 ^ + sin 6^) ;
(iii) cosec“^ ^2 008^

2^;

19. cos->^^j+2V3 tanh-'[</3tan ;

20. cosec“*(l +sin 2 ^). 21. sec~'(co.s +sec 6>).

22 . (i) - 2Vr-sin.r; (ii) - 2\/l

-

8in.r- V^log(ii) -2\/l -8in.r-v^log

23. cosh X cot -

sin :r - jc co8.r

cosa?+^sm x'
25. log log tan x.

26. (i) 2a:tan”^jc- log(l 4-J?‘^) ;
(ii) 3.r tan“*j;-f log

(
1 +J72

)

;

(iii) ^j:tan"*x-ilog(l

1 ,
l-sin^ 1 , l -\/2 8in^ ,

27. i log

—

7i

- -p r~~.—: 1
where x= tan 0.

2 ^l+ 8in 6> Vs ^H-V2 sin^^

«« li . ^1 V3 + tanjr

1. l-sinjc I
I

l-\/2 8inA’

S^^l+sinx W2 ^l-fN/28inx*

/v ^ 1
8in(^-a). ....

^ sin 2a ^^sin(^+a)’
"

30- ()

4a^- 2ah~b^ a + 5
.

(‘•) ow W - ‘°K -

1 ,
»in0-Biua

( 11 )
^— log ".— r— •

2 sin a ® sin ^ + sin a

..... h-2a 2a
,

a-{-b
(“) -^6^+ A3

‘og- „- ;

,
ir 4 /

1 1 i„._ \Ov)
53 Lii_3\<x”-^ (a+ 6)”“®/ 71-2 la"”2 («4-/->)”~'^

/

4rt
2 - 63 f ^ 1 \n'
n- 1 \a"-‘ (a + 6)"-'iJ’

unless ra=l, 2 or 3, when a logarithmic term occurs from one of

the integrations.

32. -^+cot(a-/3)log^|^|~[.
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43. (i) ;

(ii) (3x+2x^)l3(l ;

(iii) (sin 40 -4siii - 12 cos^6)), where tan 0=(2^+ 1 )/n/3.
lo

.. cos^a
1 • / V V’ sinacos^a

44. —7
,

,
log SIn (^ - a )

- .r2 —7
rr-^—7

;
•

sin (a- 6) am (a - r) ° sin (a - 6) sin (a - c)

46. (iii) Put 3: + a log 2:= a:?/.

48. (i)
cos X sin X

(a: - 1 ) cos X ~ {^x + \ ) mn X

(a:+l)cosa:4-{a^“ l)sin x

(a: - 1 ) cos a: - (x 4- 1 ) sin X

CHAPTER VII.

Page 221.

^ ... ax^
,

a- ,

bb 262

where I
I r, +i(^

x+k
f- 2.r -h-y 0

+^/3tan-'

]

and *3=^

36(0 + 6.0’)''' 36^’

..... 1 6 -

X 11 r X 7 f
X

1 .T/ ) ~|

’ '''
i2a(a4-6a:^)^~^ I2aLBa(a+ 6x*)2 8 \4a(fi + 6ar^) ^ V J’

where = 5
if a, 6 be of like sign and —

r 1 1 n i,_i kxsT^
.

^.r \/2 ~]
^

or if of unlike sign and k'*—

1 136 x^ .r3_ _45i6

~^x~3^^a^hx* %a^(a-^b3*f 32 o^ "
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Page 267 .

4. If /m.n denote the given integral,

m-\
m + Ti+l m + A + 1

4

13.+ \l3 r3-ll‘^l3.11.9/‘

6. With a similar notation,

X 71 — 3 1 -

() /n= + i

(rt - 2)a“(a“H-.r‘^) ^

() /„.p= ar’*(a-f T

(p + ?i + -^)6 +

(c) 77i/,n - (7n - 1 )
a- /„,_2 ;

(c2) (?>l 714“ l)7,n, jj“

(e) ??i/„= f’"-* (.r^ - 1

4

+ (»n - 2) /,„_3 ;

. (2ra-l)a2

'2)i+''2^+ 2 ‘2« + 2p + 2

7 . jr”(l - .r-)^ = -(271 + 1 ) /an+i, where the integral ^/2n+i*

« T 2 „ / : .
271 ,

n. /„ = <-co.s"-‘.r“
” a“-\-ir a-4-iA^ ”a“-f 7i“

- cos'’ :r (a COS .r 4-4 sin a)
’ a“4-42L

4 . 3 f
‘ 1

4- ^2 _j_ 22 \

^ .r 4- 2 sin x) 4-2.1.^

12 . (1) /,j= -j:” cos j;4-7ijr"“’ sill jr- 77 (71 -!)/„_

2

;

/ox r „ 1
a sin .r- 71 cos J' 77 (77 -!),

(2) /„ = ««* s.n’-x +

y . « 1 a sill .r sin r/jr 4-77 cos-r cos Gu:’ 77(77 - 1) ,
/„ = - ain”-'^: , - + W

16 (m even) J»(>» - 0(”» - 2)(rw.- 3).
.J . 1

ID. even;
2 2x/.„ 2 1 /*« _o^2l

2 sinh -

(n2 + m2) (772 4- (771 - 2)2} . .
.
(772 4. 22) 77

2 cosh^
7m odd)

S

'
^ (n*+ m®) {n^+(m — 2)*} ... (n*+ 3*) + 1*
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18.
1

'dm ^ '6m {‘6m — 2) ^ 3m (3m — 2) {‘6m — 4)
,+

m(m-l)
+ ...

m{m - 1 ) ... 2 (m — 1) ... 1 1 /_ vnT\

67)1 {‘6m — 2) ... (m 4- 2) 3m (3m — 2) ... (m + 2) m

34. I f ^
, ri

®

~

^

f ^ ^ -1-^ 1 4^ -1 -^n

ia + /^.^’2 4-6-jr^~^/6rr4acLn n vi mJ ’

1 r .
,2^.rcos</>

,
_2/;.rsiu(|n

where a =
;

and cos2</)= where b^<i4ac.
2jac

r 1 lb
If f.^= 4a., the integral + tan-a-V".

f ^
- 1 (m taii~* - -n tan~'-Y if b‘^>4ac,

Ja + bA--\-c.r^ J/i^-4ac\ w ?i/'

1 / , ,2/\rcos(/)
.

_,2tTRin(f)\

= 4>-.(
-sec</>tanh->-^^;p;^ + coseo<#>ta..

if b^< 4ar,

^
tan-* .r \/ f ~ r Ih •>) ’

[Bertrand, /. 0., p. 36 ]

tanh”“*.r

t

^ \^^/2a6

36. (a) /yj
—

^i-1

(R\ j _ _
“2).?’COS.r4-sin.r n -2 ,

VP) »i~
(?i — 1 )

(n — 2) siii**~*.r n — \

40.

- ce
^

~+b(f

b 4- CT

{a-\-2hx-\-CA^)
9\-n 1

= -2{7i-\){b^-ac) In- (2?i - 3)c /„_i.

43. + +

44. /„ - 2/„_, + 7„_== - -^ sin 2(n - 1 )
.r,

r . . „,sin4.r sin 2(?i — l).r”]

w(2j:-7r)4-cot.r4-2| (7i-l)sin2.r4-(7?-2)—̂ — + ... +
J.

49. See Art. 202.

CHAPTER VIII.

Page 286.

(0 log
s/.T+ i — 1

_

^.r+ 1 +1
’

1 , v'r+ 2-V3.
"

sJZ "V.r+2 + «y3’

(iii)
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tanh“* + tan~* \
1+.?:^ l-x/

2 +
/2 \ J

(iii) - tanh“i >/2 -“y ;

/• V ^ / 3
, ,

1 ^
_y2(.r+ l)

Ov) 2v/^’+ 1

4-^2 s/1 —^*

3. (i) -cosech“^r; (ii) - —= sinh~^
;

J I 27

(iii) sinh"'^r4--7= sinh“i~- --

;

V2 1+-^

2 s^2
(iv) Vx^+ 2^+3-sinh-^-;^8inh-—

.

j. , \/2 cot 0 4- 3 - 1 1 ,
V2cot^4-3->/3

5. log -7====== log -7 —
.

V2cot6/4-34-l V3 \/2cot (y4-3 + >/3

L ^ a 4- 6

7. sinh”i

8. \/r2 4.
1

1^'

L^.eoth-'{V^^(cot0 + l)}

" Va^ {"slah

+ V„ tanh- [^JJ^^^UnO + i)}

i:* .r“
,
9^

,

43"1 15 . , , „ /s ,

' L 5 +T + 15
+ '8 +I 5J+

8

9. (i) sin"*

5
*4

8 ^15.

,2x - a -h
a-b *

1 1
s/d-h-^-s/x-h, _ 2 , ^s/x-h , ,,

(iii) -
; L- log (6<a), 1,^ - tan"* (h>a);

s/a~b v/a-64-v/a-^ ^b-a ^b-ar

(iv) (a) psinh"*^^-^;
«72 a-{-x*

-«V^:

(6) - Vsinh"'"—

:

a^2 a-^
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10.
sjab (a~/>).r

12. cosh“^ cosh-^ ~ if > q, v^ith i

inoditication if p- < q.

13 . (i) -sinb -1 .

.rV3
’

1 X
(ii) - 8CC ;'

' a a

.... 1 . _i xj^2

(ill) — tan

V2

14. (i) (ii) 2 tanh”*\/lilf

.

J3 > .•?

15. (i) (A<m), . coth->^^‘(A>^);
^ yx- A v/A-m ^ A-/XV/x

^
“*2' og(-''" +'')

;

JX-fi.

..... 1
,

(.r+l)(.r+ 3)
(...)

2
log

Page 314.

1. (i) 2tan”V‘^'

..... 1 ,
,
4 - 3.r

(in) cosli *
;

s/2

(ii) 2 tan"^*/l

+

2.r
;

1 1 - .r
(iv) - sinli"^

s/3
1+^’

, . 1 2t 4-1 . , , 1 l-.r ...
(V) sV+ ,,.+ 1 -

^
s, - sn.h ^ ;

(v.) ;

(vii) - sinb“M
j

;
(viii) 2 cosec'

na^ ^

2. (i) -J=cosh->{-|;^^};

{
2a:+ 1")

“ x+ 2/'

I. ri 1<1 1-. .lix^-2x+\ 9 . ...j4j-2x+l
6 . (.) _cosl.

=

(ii)
1

’ c- — ’ js/(6^-a2)(c2-6^

with similar results for other cases.

J?2 + 2aa:+(*“
, ^7 ^ V

7 0. ^ „ -. («'H(.^)^^-(a* + y).

(ii) —-rr=. sm“^ \ -ij— .,4 7
:--==:. cosh 'V

-

5
-;

—

v/a'^-c^ >^:r3+ a2 ajar-c^ c ^ +

(iii) -:i„_8inh
s/a-hc
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8. (i)
1

yJ{coii a — cos l3){cos a - cos y)

/

(

cos ,r -4- cos a cos a — cos cos d — <'os y
'

cos a — cos fj cos (x - cos y I

for the case cos a > cos fS or cos y, with modifications for oilier ca.scs

1

(ii) -
>ysin(a~ /i)sin(a-y)

1 ]

X cosh
tiin.r-cota cola — coifS c-oL (X - cot y

j I

col f3
- CA)l a cot y cot (/

^

10 .

W'V- 4- ax 4- a-

a ’

.

- a.i' + a'^’

(i)
1 r r . ^ aI^ -.r24-10.r-13

3.r»- 10.r4-i)

’

+ 5 siiili"^
'\ly

(ii)
1 , ,

17 - Txr 1 ,

-
,

- cosh '
,

,
cosh

Vo V2
J

10 3t

ix - 2)
'

(iii)
10

. ,
, 1 13 . .

,— sinh"^ — sinh '

3 x-\ .‘WlO I'- 4
'

(iv)
b-a 2 . , _j

“(Trr-,:)(/rirf)V6
J'' -7^

^x-b

-(T-i)c-<7) v;:t= ^ X -c

-
sinh-

' T - fC

-I- .r + 2

+ JcVl

11. ;
(ii) coslr'^.r+|,y

13. (i) J
sin 6 - tanh~^ tan where cos d~x^ \

2
n/3 ' \/3 ^

'

1 *4“ CL V
(ii) tan-i {x(Vl +.A + .T^)t

)

;
(iii) cosh-' 'Sjh . “f-.,

'

-.A-l ' sin-.^'/^+l,
')

* • 1 -1
" tan'-^.r )

V-TT- a=::ta,?a.}’

if b'^>a\ with otlier forms for oUier cases.
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2r. ..li 4x^-2^-26a:+49,„ , ,
26a.-+ 49-1

'Vga^-lOa+lvJ'

20. -I ~7
0 ^a^-f ^ + .r*

21. (i) sec“* (cos jT + secjc)
;

(ii)

25. lfai=S2>

If S.2= ^3>

.qO ^ flfn-l

s/^1
~ ^3

1

ay/cJT~c^

8inb-i V̂ a-5j

COS~^
' J? — .9..

0-. /-^ ^
1 v/l ^

• _i .

31. 0) ^log^—

CO
4-71

log
'rTT^

34. (ii) e'VitJ-

35. (i) sin^-g0 -^^log-
4 v/5 + tan^

where j;=cos B ;

'5 ~ tan
2

(ii) - i[tan 0-2 log tan 0 + ^ log (tan ^ - 1) + J log (tan + 1)

+ J log (tan*-^ ^ + 1 )
- ^ ^]-

1 . .... . L ^^+1 \
41. (i) (ii) sin

Ar r\ 1
,...

2 f
^
2 -f v'^<* tin-’45 . 0 C.) — ta« “73^“/

cn /N 1 • _i^“ 1 1

52. (i) 5 , 4
—-iSin V,-A r;

2 b^-a^ 2 (i4_^..4)i

(ii) where sin (^)= v/2 sin

CHAPTER IX.

Page 326.

1. (i) log,2; (ii) (hi) (iv)

3. 2; 4. v/2/a; 5. 1 /n/2.

(2/fc-l)(2ifc-3)...l

2k{
2k - 2)...2

Page 353.

a: cos ^ - sin .r
’ ' ' a7(l-loga’)'

3. (i) 2{n-l)(<ic-52)U=^+(2n-3)cJ^.
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.... f . . , cos^WvF d sin^.r
(ii) 1 cos wi.rsiii^j;a:ir= 7^75—75

4.3

— 4‘^ dx cos nix

d sin^a;

(m^ — 4-)(m2 — 2-)

4. -i cosh”^ V

2

Tjr cos-wi.r +
4 . 3 . 2.

1

dx cos nix ( 711
^ — 4*'^) (m^ — 2‘^) m

lO.r+ 9 1
7=^ COS'

5.r“- 16j;+14 >^3

_ /3 3.c2 ~ 1Q.I-+9
' >2‘ 5.r2_ife+i4'

6 ^ tan”* ^

:

.jFhi^+q^ \ q Q)
{PF -vQQ'n^) sin {nx+ a)-\-{FQ-Q'P)7i cos(?u?+a)

F^+Q-'hi^ ’a

where P= a — yn^-f ...
, \

(?= /?-5/r

and Fj Q' are the corresponding expressions, with Capitals instead

of Greek letters.

8. i.
e

9.
3 4

2 ’ 7 12 . 2 . 13. 1.

15. ^logtan(|+?y If:r>x>|,

Principal Value= i log
|
- tan

(f+f)} = J
'og (”/ "f)

16. 2-log2-r. 32.

41. Principal Value=^ log [See Art. 347 (c).]

(iii) e* V}-H'

(iv) -2['ogiJ^-F!rr{i+(?^)}]:

. . sm .XT

(v) ; :
;

^ cos x-^x sin X

(vii) -2yr^log(l +.r2)+8v'T^

- 4 1« Mh-i +SU.-
I

where
v^+l

2 ’ ” 2 •

CHAPTER X.

Page 377 .

12. The integrand becomes cx) at the limit ^=a, but remains real and

finite from ^=0 to 0=a, and the rule of differentiation is not

established for this case. But putting sin
^
= sin

^
sin the diffi-

culty disappears.
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2X-1
f

14. where Xr.

L’"‘i

16. i/= ^:r2 (»•-!>, the height of the centroid being of the height of the

Hcgment.

17. A .straight line through the origin.

19. 'J'he density at each point varies inversely as the square of the

abscissa.

20. y ~(d.r 4- /J)*, J, / being constants. 21. If F{,t) — A lyj.r.

38. 'i'he first — V The second = The rule for the reversal of the
4 4

order of integration is not established when the subject of integra-

tion becomes infinite at an^' point of the range of integration. For

a — O, / c/.r is infinite,
jo (a^-f .r-)-

39. The case reduces to I (r ^c<m'2/jxdr— c-^* I e~^' dx.
Jo Jo

1. §a».

2. (a) sinil -
;

CHAPTER XII.

Page 4irj.

(/>) r'* - 1 ;
(c) A(logA-l)-f-l, (A>1);

Trab Ir ah 6

.

— V - Ir- - cos * -
;id)

(e) (i) /-^log (ii) /--sin ID log ;

3. (1) ^0 “
;

(*2) ^(ib. Area bisected in either case.

4. (^)“2 6-2 f A“.sin~’^) i

(2) If />“sin~^
'J,

d2 = J^j^rfv/rt“-c?“ + a^sin“*^j,

the four regions are -A^- A 2

4

- cdy

Trab
~4

Trab
“4

rrab . . ,—-
-f- d j

4- 2 T ^d.

4- A, - A^-cd^

- A ^A- A., - cd^

352
7. 11.5. 4a^. 6. 37ra2.
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13. (i) (ii)
Iff ^1^1 c\ ^ "tty /’\
16. -+2 log 2--. 17.(1) ^^.

19. a^(^+V3-|)- 21. 24. I

Page 428.

1. (a»-62)tan-i'^+ <i6. 2.

. 7ra* ira^ ,, ira^
4. — ; n even, -77-

;
n odci, —

4w 2 4

«• Ki-j.)' ?a-y- * I-
9. (i) + (ii) = +

2a®+ 6* 3a , 7^ ^=—^-cos V/,.-a®.

^ Tra* ira*

~T’

8. I
Tra®.

10. |’(107r + 9v/3).

14 /I + Vnin a 1 - Vsin /:J\ a*^ , ,

14. j log i 7"“ TT ,, ) ~ [tan"*J .sin a - tan"* sj sin /?].
4 \1 - J sina 1 4-v/sin/i/ ^ ^ ^ ^

15. Area of lozenge 1^> - 9^/.3).

17. ^Tra*.
4

19. ("-)

Page 429.

1 , /v/3^25!r^,\ ,
8a®. /a

*• U+]2-V“- (•1-+ -12 +V“- 15^6

3. {21og(V^+l)-i^}«’-

2 . (tt ~ 2)a*

. 6® — a*. 6 — a ,6
7. -y-log^-~+ (6»+a®)cot-®-.

8. Swa*. 17. 16^ra»/3^/3.

4. a®, Tra®.

18. ira*/2.

10
^ r _, «+ costf /=—j aint) I"

*

2(1-«*)5 l
*** l + eco861 l+eco80j_^ ‘

21. |^[26®{(a+ 2.r)®e*'“-(/3+2ir)»e’»»)-26{(a+ 27r)e'**“-(j8+ STrle'*-^

+ {e2^«I_g^6^)yiw

- ^[26®(a*e2** - - 26(ae^'“ - + («***“ - e=*‘^)].
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16 i'6
^ 23.

•>«. 1^/7 a.^u„5 + 2s/7 2,7
25

- r2^7 -i2 +4‘°*<-3 26 .

24. 2:1.

27. (i)
8

30. (7r+ 2)a2. 31. Tra^-a'^cos”^—
2+ 6*-^ cosh~^^. • 33.

35. A =-^iP -62_5 cos“* where R^= {p- +

2 cii^ sin 0i sin O2+ cos 0^ cos O2

- — tan"’
a6 8in(^2~ ^1) where a ^ _ .,2 _ 5 2 _ ^2 _ \

2 a'-^ sin sin ^2+ ^'^ cos cos ^ ^

52. TTtt^. 53. 7;| + -

*
i

55 . 7rc(Ja~ s/by.

3-4],
6s/3-l

56. At the cusps.

54. sinh c [sinh 2c + c].

57.

Area of loop of first — =157 sq. cm., about,

Area of loop of second = ^2 = 222 sq. cm., about

58. (7r+l)a2.

{a = 10).

CHAPTER XIII.

Page 466.

1, Double the area swept out by the portion of the tangent intercepted

between the original curve and the first positive pedal.

1

^ 3a‘ + 2a'6> + .36\ 6 (3«'‘ + 6»)(«“+ .36“)(a“-i*)
*• 16^6 a 16(a^+ i’‘)*

7. ira{a-b). 13. ’!2|- +^ {(A -«)* + «’>, and is least if A= o.

14. — {a^ — y^){y^ — h^). 20. ttc®, c being the constant.

25. + where c is the diameter of the circle.

31. The vertex. 34. A circle of radius a
;
Tra*

CHAPTER XIV.

Page 478.

1 . (i) Density=AU^ ; (n)J=y=A«: (iii) 5=JVa*.
o
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2 .

3 .

4 .

5.

6 .

1.

2 .

3 .

4 .

7 .

^(
5

' + l)( 2p+ g+ 3 )’

^ = (iii) 5=
2p ^ 3^ + 2 2^ + 5^ + 4 2 +3+7

/•::\ 2 .. . I n*4-n+ 2

^ (n+ 2)(re+ 3)'^^ ' 4 (» + 2)(»j + 3)
^ '

(i) .f=^o, (ii) fi=3A/a‘

W ! <“) ^=1“***. ,y=ga*6*;

(iii) ^= ?a; y = a.

Affi^
(i) Moment of Inertia about base^-^—

,
h being the perpendicular

from the vertex to the base

;

(ii) ^(+ A^ + /I Jf* + A iV*), where A is the angular point and L^M^N
the mid-points of the sides.

(ii) B—\Ma^.

(ii) = /7 = ga^6^;

Page 484.

(a)
^ ] 2a being the angle of the sector, and a the

radius

;

^ - ?t + 2asina _
(P) ^= 0.

^a, ^= 0, a being the diameter ;

(6) If (p,, 3i), (p2j 3-j), (P3, %} be the coordinates of A, (7, viz.

^ = + /J=f2 -{P2+P3
)*.

- _ v±}_ - 3 +_I
“ p+ 2 "

3 + 2 60^+^ ’

. 3 + 1

Area =^ (27r + 3^/3)

;

b

D_^L+^
P+3 a^w-ai^+i*

/I \
— 3a ^/s — _ /o\ ly s •'^\/3
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8. {\) A=~ Mah*, B=^ah*;

(ii) Mah^{ai+bh

9. x=x-~^<j)-c), y=
5 ^y+y)-

Page 492.

1. (i) 2a^(l-^);

2. (i) 7ira2/2‘

;

7. L (i_e2)i-J

15. (i) ab.

17. lliraV2“.3“.

25. 2{aV+bYf = - V‘y^f.

.... aV-Vhn? an ah

(ii) 77raV2/2iV

9. 167ra6/2’.

(ii) 7ra6/2.

21. «=8a>/2{log(v^2 + l)-

26. 7r(a“+ 62)c2y2a6.

CHAPTER XV.

Page 521.

7 .A4 - Trif* R being the radius of the circumcircle.
48in A sm Rsin C ®

CHAPTER XVI.

Page 533.

3j7-7aT1 roA./8«-3.^’ 3j7-7al*»
“ LW -acT::.'

+^3 cosh-*—^ •

4.

2. A cycloid.

Page. 538.

1. (ii)

(iii) 2a^co6^-cos|^^;

(iv) 2a [ (un I*
- tan |‘)+ 1( f J

(y) „[N^l;^_^^co8h-(l + 6co8*6l)] (cf. Ex. 1, p. 633)

;

^ r
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Page 641.

1. (i) A circle
;

(ii) A catenary
;

(iii) An involute of a circle ;
(iv) The tractrix

;

(v) An equiangular spiral
;

(vi) A cycloid ;

(vii) + —= const

Page 546.

8a
3

10.

15.

17.

25.

Page 570.

iajsJZ.

(i) - the area
;

(ii) the area
;

(iii) 0 or 27r, according as the origin lies within or without the area,

there being one convolution about the pole
;
or if there be n

convolutions, 27i7r.

Equiangular spirals. 12. 5a. 13. Involute of a circle.

2a[3v''3 + 3>/2 4-log(^/2+ l)], 4a being the latus rectum.

Epicycloid. 2 19. 4a.

where A —
’Z'

"" V' ^~ ^ ‘A

[E. T.]

27.

29.

31 .

39.

40.

2.

2r cos -
2

8—
COS a

Area = TT (a* 4- 252)*

1 - f sin

28. «==T^ -^{3a2-f2a6-l-352}.

30. ^Tra*.

-m^ C

""
Jfsi

2»»-r

(8in2<^+ m*co8*<^) ^

« — 2a (sec® »//-!). If c=0, the involute is y®= 4a(j?+2a).

a®~5®

a2- 52-

CHAPTER XVII.

Page 600.

^mod. 1*31102... square units.
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With notation

in Diff. Calc.^

Art. 468,

Page 636.

b>a^ A—WE^^ mod. ~

.

10.

24. (i) tanh'

6<a, ^ = 2a2r£r,-?- AV.lmod.^.
L J

_ (y
+ - 4a®)^+ (y

- - 4a®)^

^=11 or -4i3v''^.

-1 s/-^+ 2a-’^ - 3.r^ - 4j- 4-

3

.

(ii) ^ Uinh~^ >
where R—s^-\-±ii^-2x^-(ix-\-a\

4- - 2 - 7

2 tanh”‘ —^ J

;r+3 ^x+\
/• \ * 1-1 ^ * /l4-6.r + 4x‘'^

(,v) Unh

, , 4- a.r 4-

aj2
(vi) tanh-'^j^j v/r^+ 1 ;

2 tanh”' (.r4- l)s/x

;

(viii) tanh~'.rv^.r^4“ 1 ;

2Unh-''+*V^g;
.r 4- a ^ .H 4- 6^

(x) tanh”'.r

;

tanh“' ~ -— ;

-

1

(xii)

CHAPTER XVIII.

Page 669.

,_ oaF r*“ }(am^-/iy‘+4aW’

y^ — ^dx l)eing the parabola, the const, of inversion, and (4, 0) the

pole.

10.
1 1

r - 1 CG*-'*

12. 7- 2
sin”'"^

' 1 4- cos - 2jr cosh it 4-

1

^2 _ 2j: cos r 4-

1

N/(r+ cos v) (cosh u - cos 1 4- cosh w

COSg
\

V. , A '”
1

cos
2
(cosh w - cos r) Lh|

/

14. F^{x-^o^-\)-v\o%F^(x-sl^-\) «. ¥
17. (f)

1 . Ax-aY

.

a ~ 6 (x - 6)*
(ii) ^,tan

3fi)
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19. a = 2
“ 2 cos“^e. 24. cos a -H sin a log sin (or -a).

25. (i) ^= ^5log('^ + l)-^^-^log(^H4)+ 25tan-*|.

[7X‘=(»r+ 14log2 + 10)/50;

(ii) /=^.{
1 rsin66^ 3 sin 4^ 15 sin 2^^

ru“6~'*' 2 2
where ^ = tan“^r,

(iii) ^=^1?-— h tan-^ 2 tan ^ I

,

10 (5 - ,3cosa' 0 2j

CHAPTER XIX.

Page 723.

3. J(V~?*i^)tan asin^a r^^OP^).

6. Evolute of roulette of the cii.sp is a foiir-cusped hyfX)cycloid.

Intrinsic ecpiation of envelope of axi.s witli notation of Ex. 2, Art.

070, is
. . Y / . y\

8 —

a

sin'-^

3 ( 3 /
20. See Art. 657.

25. The rolling of a catenary upon a straight line.

30. «= 3a sin + + const.

CHAPTER XX.

Page 772.

_ . «rii - Rz-\- v/2
6 .

= 2z

where iJ* = 2(V^+l), 2= 0082, and d is the azimuthal angle of a

point on the curve.

CHAPTER XXL
Page 790.

2. ir*a’.
o 8v/2 3
3. 5. §7ra^(3 log 2 - 2).

/.r=a cos For surface from O—Oi to 6 — (^21 revolution about

\3^= 6 sin J
* the y-axis,

S=va j^sin B yja* sin® 6 + cos* 6

+ ' ^-a log
I
ae sin 61 -f sin* O + b* cos* ^

^

•
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8. 10. About axis, §wa*(3ir- 4) ; about base, ''ATTa*.

^s„3 2 j
47r)i’«^8in-

iji A '=“cular cylinder.

27. g’^jCs/a+ c- v/«-c){ a(c-2a),ya + c+(2a*+ ac + 2c^)v/cr7cj.

29. ^j^{(l + 2/i)^- 1}.

CHAPTER XXII.

Page 862 .

1. In each case V= ^ (.1 +JAB + B\ where A = height of frustum and
«3

/l, B the areas of the ends.

2. ^Eaj^y a being the radius of the sphere and E the spherical excess.

8.

r.

21 .

d, d,/L
,

.

a,

®2 j
b,.

c

^2

9. ^Trabc.

29. ^
(.r.2 - X,

) {
+ a'» + (/3 + }

.

31.
\
[-+J;(a/“^-a2^>){(4i30‘^-(4/8/+^}Oan->^-Un-^

39. *^j*^(ocosha-8inha), — + Va“+ (<*-sinhv^o*+6“),
“ (a» + 6>)^

—
- (^o‘ + 6*+ (.-* cosh Vo*+ 6’ + r* - sinh ./o“+ 6*+ c*).

(o> + 6*4-cT

43. Envelope .y= ±a‘, y*(r*-a‘)+a‘jA=0.

50. |-1. 51.
(p-1
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—
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By G. O. BIRKHOFF and R. BEATLEY
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—Third edition. 1959. 294 pp. S'AxS. (1201 $1.95
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KREiS UND KUGEL
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the (Brunn-Minkowski) theory of convex bodies,
and differential-geometric properties (in the
large) of convex bodies. A standard work.
—x-f 169 pp. [591 Cloth $3.50

[115] Paper $1.50

VORLESUNGEN UBER INTEGRAL-
GEOMETRIE. Vols. I and II

By W. BLASCHKE

EINFUHRUNG IN DIE THEORIE DER
SYSTEME VON DIFFERENTIAL-

GLEICHUNGEN
By E. KAHLER
—222 pp. 5 V2 X8 V2 . [64] Three Vols m One $4.50

VORLESUNGEN UBER FOURIERSCHE
INTEGRALE

By S. BOCHNER

“A readable account of those parts of the subject
useful for applications to problems of mathe-
matical physics or pure analysis.”

—Bulletin of the A. M, S.
— 1932. 237 pp. 5y2x8’/2- Ortg. pub. at $6 40. [42] $3.50

ALMOST PERIODIC FUNCTIONS
By H. BOHR

Translated by H. CoHN. From the famous series

Ergebnisse der Mathematik und ihrer Grenzge-
biete, a beautiful exposition of the theory of Al-

most Periodic Functions written by the creator of

that theory.
— 1951 120 pp. 6x9. LIthotyped. Germon edition wos $4.50.

[27] $2.50

LECTURES ON THE
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By O. BOLZA
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5%x8. 1
1 Cloth ^3-50

[152] Paper $1.19
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By T. BONNESEN and W. FENCHEL

"Remarkable monograph.”
, . . o—J, I). Tamarkin, Bulletin of the A. M,S,

— 1934. 171 pp. SV^xBVj. Orio- publ. ot $7.50 [54] $3.95
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THE CALCULUS OF FINITE DIFFERENCES
By G. BOOLE
A standard work on the subject of finite differ-

ences and difference equations by one of the semi-
nal minds in the field of finite mathematics.
Some of the topics covered are: Interpolation^

Finite Integration^ Summation of Series, General
Theory of Difference and Differential Equations
of First Order, Linear DEqns ivith Variable Co-
efficients, Linear DEqns, Geometrical Applications,
Numerous exercises with answers.

—Fourth edition. 1958 xii 4- 336 pp 5x8. [1211 Cloth $3.95
1148] Paper $1.39

A TREATISE ON
DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS

By G. BOOLE
Including the Supplementary Volume.
—Fifth edition 1959. Kxiv + 735 pp 5'Ax8 [128] $6.00

THEORY OF FUNCTIONS
By C. CARATHiODORY
Translated by F. Steinhardt. The recent, and
already famous textbook, Funktionentheorie.

Partial Contents: Part One. Chap. I. Algebra of
Complex Numbers. II. Geometry of Complex Num-
bers. III. Euclidean, Spherical, and Non-Euclid-
ean Geometry. Part Two. Theorems from Point Set
Theory and Topology. Chap. I. Sequences and Con-
tinuous Complex Functions. II. Curves and
Regions. III. Line Integral.s. Part Three. Analytic
Functions. Chap. I. Foundations. II. The Maxi-
mum-modulus principle. III. Poisson Integral and
Harmonic Functions. IV. Meromorphic Functions.
Part Four. Generation of Analytic Functions by
Limiting Processes. Chap. I. Uniform Convergence.
II. Normal Families of Meromorphic Functions.
III. Power Series. IV. Partial Fraction Decompo-
sition and the Calculus of Re.sidues. Part Five.
Special Functions. Chap. I. The Exponential Func-
tion and the Trigonometric Functions. II. Logarith-
mic Function. III. Bernoulli Numbers and the
Gamma Function.

Vol. 11.

:

Part Six. Foundations of Geometric
Function Theory. Chap. I. Bounded Functions. II.

Conformal Mapping. HI. The Mapping of the
Boundary. Part Seven. The Triangle Function and
Picard’s Theorem. Chap. I. Functions of Several
Complex Variables. II. Conformal Mapping of
Circular-Arc Triangles. III. The Schwarz Triangle
Functions and the Modular Function. IV. Essential
Singularities and Picard’s Theorems.
“A book by a master . . . Cai*ath4odory himself

regarded [it] as his finest achievement . . . written
from a catholic point of view.”—Bulletin of A,M.S.
—Vol. I. Second edition. 1958. 310 pp. 6x9. [971 $4.95—Vol. M. Second edition. 1960. 220 pp. 6x9 [1061 $4.95
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MEASURE AND INTEGRAL
By C. CARATH^ODORY
—About 360 pp. Translated from the German In prep.

VORLESUNGEN UBER REELLE FUNKTIONEN
By C. CARATHEODORY

This great classic is at once a book for the begin-
ner, a reference work for the advanced scholar and
a source of inspiration for the research worker.

—2nd, latest complete, ed. 728 pp. 5V2’<8’/2- Orig. publ. at

$11.60. [38] $8.00

ELECTRIC CIRCUIT THEORY and the

OPERATIONAL CALCULUS
By J. R. CARSON
“A rigorous and logical exposition and treatment
of the Heaviside operational calculus and its ap-
plications to electrical problems . . . will be enjoyed
and studied by mathematicians, engineers and
scientists."—Electrical World.

—2nd ed. 206 pp. SVaxS. [92] Cloth $3.95
[114]Poper $1.88

TEXTBOOK OF ALGEBRA
By G. CHRYSTAL

The usefulness, both as a textbook and as a work
of reference, of this charming classic is attested
to by the number pf editions it has run through

—

the present being the sixth. Its richness of content
can be only appreciated by an examination of the
twelve-hundred-page book itself. Thousands of
valuable exercises (with solutions).

6th ed. 2 Vols. 1235 pages. 5%x8. [84] Each volume $2.95

EIGENWERTPROBLEME UND IHRE
NUMERISCHE BEHAKIDLUNG

By L COLLATZ

“Part I presents an interesting and valuable col-
lection of PRACTICAL APPLICATIONS.

“Part II deals with the MATHEMATICAL
THEORY.

“Part III takes up various methods of NUMER-
ICAL SOLUTION of boundary value problems.
The? e include step-by-step approximations, graph-
ical integration, the Rayleigh-Ritz method and
methods depending on finite differences. Here, as
throughout the book, the theory is kept in close
touch with practice by numerous specific examples.’*

—Mathematical Reviews.
—1945. 350 pp. 5Vix8i/2. Orlg. pub. at $8.80. [41] $4.95
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ALGEBREN
By M. DEURING
— ( Ergeb der Math ) 1935. v -f M3 pp. 5'/2 x8>/2 Ong. pub.
at $6.60. {50J $3.95

HISTORY OF THE THEORY OF NUMBERS
By L E. DICKSON
**A monumental work . . . Dickson always has in
mind the needs of the investigator . . . The author
has [often] expressed in a nut-shell the main re-
sults of a long and involved paper in a muck
clearer way than the writer of the article did him-
self. The ability to reduce complicated mathemati-
cal arguments to simple and elementary terms is

highly developed in Dickson.”

—

Bulletin of A. M. S.

—Vo! I ( Div)s*b»lity and Pr»mality> xii 4 486 pp Vol. M
(Diophantine Analysis) xxv 803 pp Vol. Ill (Quadratic and
Higher Fo'-ms) v 4 3 1 3 pp (86] Three vol. set $19.95

STUDIES IN THE THEORY OF NUMBERS
By L. E. DICKSON

A systematic exposition, starting from first prin-
ciples, of the arithmetic of quadratic forms, chiefly
(but not entirely) ternary forms, including numer-
ous original investigations and correct proofs of a
number of classical results that have been stated
or proved erroneously in the literature.

— 1930. VIII 4- 230 pp 53/8x8 ( 151 ) In prep.

THE INTEGRAL CALCULUS
By J. W. EDWARDS
A leisurely, immensely detailed, textbook of over
1,900 pages, rich in illustrative examples and ma-
nipulative techniques and containing much inter-
esting material that must of necessity be omitted
from less comprehensive works.
There are forty large chapters in all. The earlier

cover a leisurely and a more-than-usually-detailed
treatment of all the elementary standard topics.
Later chapters include: Jacobian Elliptic Func-
tions, Weierstrassian Elliptic Functions, Evalu-
ation of Definite Integrals, Harmonic Analysis,
Calcvilus of Variations, etc. Every chapter contains
many exercises (with solutions).

—2 vols. 1,922 pp. 5x8. Originally published at $31 .50 the set.

f 1021, fl 051 Each volume $7.50

AUTOMORPHIC FUNCTIONS
By L. R. FORD
“Comprehensive . . . remarkably clear and ex-

plicit.”—Bulletin of the A. M. S.

—2nd ed. (Cor. repr.) x -1-333 pp. 5%x8. [851 $4 .9$
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ASYMPTOTIC SERIES
By W. B. FORD

Two VOLUMES IN ONE: Studies on Divergent Series
and Summability and The Asymptotic Develop-
ments of Functions Defined by MacLaurin Series.
Partial Contents: I. MacLaurin Sum-Formula;

Introduction to Study of Asymptotic Series. 11.
Determination of Asymptotic Development of a
Given Function. III. Asymptotic Solutions of
Linear Differential Equations. ... V. Summability,
etc. /. First General Theorem. . . . III. MacLaurin
Series whose General Coefficient is Alg-ebraic. . . .

VII. Functions of Bessel Type. VIII. Asymptotic
Behavior of Solution of Differential Equations of
Fuchsian Type. Bibliography.
— 1916; 1936-60 x 4 341 pp. 6x9. f 1 43 1 Two vols in ooe.

$6.00

THE CALCULUS OF EXTENSION
By H. G. FORDER
Partial Contents

:

I. Plane Geometry. II. Geometry
in Space. III. Applications to Projective Geometry.
. . . VIII. Applications to Systems of Linear Equa-
tions and Determinants. XII. Oriented Circle and
Systems of Circles. XIII. The General Theory of
Matrices , . . XV. Algebraic Products.
— 1941-60. xvi -f 490 pp. 5%x8. [1351 $4.95

RUSSIAN MATHEMATICAL BIBLIOGRAPHY
By G. E. FORSYTHE
A bibliography of Russian Mathematics Books for
the past quarter century. Supplements may be
issued. Added subject index.

— 1956. 106 pp. 5x8. [Ill] $3.95

CURVE TRACING
By P. FROST

This much-quoted and charming treatise gives a
very readable treatment of a topic that can only
be touched upon briefly in courses on Analytic
Geometry. Teachers will find it invaluable as sup-
plementary reading for their more interested
students and for reference. The Calculus is not
used.

Seventeen plates, containing over 200 figures,

illustrate the discussion in the text.

—5th (unaltered) ed. 1960. 210 pp. 4-17 platev
5^x8. [140] $3.50
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THE THEORY OF MATRICES
By F. R. GANTMACHER

Translated from the Russian, with further revi-
sions by the Author.

This treatise by one of Russia’s leading mathe-
maticians gives, in easily accessible form, a co-

herent account of matrix theory with a view to
applications in mathematics, theoretical physics,
statistics, electrical engineering, etc. The indi-
vidual chapters have been kept as far as possible
independent of each other, so that the reader ac-
quainted with the contents of Chapter I can pro-
ceed immediately to the chapters that especially
interest him. Much of the material has been avail-
able until now only in the periodical literature.

Partial Contents. .VoL. ONE. I. Matrices and
Matrix Operations. IT. The Algorithm of Gauss
and Applications. III. Linear Operators in an
w-Dimensional Vector Space. IV. Characteristic
Polynomial and Minimal Polynomial of a Matrix
(Generalized Bezout Theorem, Method of Faddeev
for Simultaneous Computation of Coefficients of
Characteristic Polynomial and Adjoint Matrix,
... ) . V. Functions of Matrices (Various Forms
of the Definition, Components, Application to In-
tegration of System of Linear Differential Eqns,
Stability of Motion, . . .). VI. Equivalent Trans-
formations of Polynomial Matrices; Analytic The-
ory of h^lementary Divisors. VIL The Structure
of a Linear Operator in an w-Dimensional Space
(Minimal Polynomial, Congruence, Factor Space,
Jordaji rVjrm, Krylov’s Method of Transforming
Secular Eqn, . . .). VIII. Matrix Equations (Ma-
trix Polynomial Eqns, Roots and Logarithm of
Matrices, . . .). IX. Linear Operators in a Unitary
Space. X. Quadratic and Hermitian Forms.
Volume Two. XL Complex Symmetric, Skew-

symmetric, and Orthogonal Matrices. XII. Singu-
lar Pencils of Matrices. XIII. Matrices with Non-
Negative Elements (General Properties, Spectral
Properties, Reducible Matrices, Primitive and
Imprimitive Matrices, Stochastic Matrices, Limit-
ing Probabilities for Homogeneous Markov Chain,
Totally Non-Negative Matrices, Oscillatory Ma-
trices . . .). XIV. Applications of the Theory of
Matrices to the Investigation of Systems of Linear
Differential Equations (Systems with Variable
Coefficients, Lyapunov Transformations, Reduc-
ible Systems, Erugin’s Theorem, Multiplicative
Integral, Volterra’s Calculus, Differential Sys-
tems in Complex Domain, Analytic Functions of
Several Matrices, The Research of Lappo-
Danilevskii, . .). XV. The Problem of Routh-
Hurwitz and Related Questions (Routh’s Algo-
rithm, Lyapunov’s Theorem, Method of Quadratic
Forms, Infinite Hankel Matrices of Finite Rank,
Stability, Markov Parameters, Problem of Mo-
ments. Theorems of Markov and Chebyshev.
Generalized Routh-Hurwitz Problem, . . .). Bib-
liography.
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ARITHMETISCHE UNTERSUCHUNGEN
By C. F. GAUSS

The German translation his Disquinitiones
Arithmeticae.

—Rcpr of Is* German ed 860 pp [150] In prep.

THEORY OF PROBABILITY
By B. V. GNEDENKO
Translated from the second Russian edition, with
additions and revisions by Prof. Gnedenko.

Partial Contents : I. The Concept of Probability
(Different approaches to the definition. Field of
events. Geometrical Probability. Statistical defini-

tion. Axiomatic construction . . .). II. Sequences
of Independent Trials. III. Markov Chains. IV.
Random Variables and Distribution Functions
(Continuous and discrete distributions. Multi-
dimensional d. functions. Functions of random
variables. Stieltjes integral). V. Numerical Char-
acteristics of Random Variables (Mathematical
expectation. Variance . . . Moments). VI. Law of
Large Numbers (Mass phenomena. Tchebychev’s
form of law. Strong law of large numbers . . .).

VII. Characteristic Functions (Properties. Inver-
sion formula and uniqueness theorem. Helly’s
theorems. Limit theorems. Char, functs. for multi-
dimensional random variables . . .). VIII. Classical
Limit Theorem (Liapunov’s theorem. Local limit
theorem). IX. Theory of Infinitely Divisible Dis-
tribution Laws, X. Theory of Stochastic Processes
(Generalized Markov equation. Continuous S.

processes. Purely discontinuous S. processes. Kol-
mogorov-Feller equations. Homogeneous S. proc-
esses with independent increments. Stationary S.
process. Stochastic integral. Spectral theorem of
S. processes. Birkhoff-Khinchine ergodic theorem) .

XI. Elements of Statistics (Some problems. Varia-
tional series and empirical distribution functions.
Glivenko’s theorem and Kolmogorov’s compati-
bility criterion. Two-sample problem. Critical
region. Comparison of two statistical hypotheses
. . . Confidence limits), tables, bibliography.
—Ready, 1961-1962 About 400 pp 6x9. 1132] Prob. $6,50

LES INTEGRALES DE STIELTJES et leurs Appli-

cations aux Probl^mes de la Physique Math6-
matique

By N. GUNTHER
— 1932. 498 pp. 5»/2 x8. [631 $5.95
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LECONS SUR LA PROPAGATION DES
ONDES ET LES EQUATIONS DE
L'HYDRODYNAMIQUE

By J. HADAMARD
“[Hadamard’s] unusual analytic proficiency en-
ables him to connect in a wonderful manner the
physical problem of propajzration of waves and the
mathematical problem of Cauchy concerning the
characteristics of partial differential equations of
the second order/’

—

Bulletin of the A, M. S.
—viii-f 375 pp 5»/2 x8V2 f581 ^.95

REELLE FUNKTIONEN. Punktfunktionen
By H. HAHN
—426 pp 5 V2 X8 V2 Ong. pub. at $12 80 [521 $4.95

LECTURES ON ERGODIC THEORY
By P. R. HALMOS

CONTENTS

:

Introduction. Recurrence. Mean
Convergence. Pointwise Convergence. Ergodicity.
Mixing. Measure Algebras. Discrete Spectrum.
Automorphisms of Compact Groups. Generalized
Proper Values. Weak Topology. Weak Approxima-
tion. Uniform Topology. Uniform Approximation.
Category. Invariant Measures. Generalized Er-
godic Theorems. Unsolved Problems.

“Written in the pleasant, relaxed, and clear style
usually associated with the author. The material
is organized very well and painlessly presented. A
number of remarks ranging from the serious to
the whimsical add insight and enjoyment to the
reading of the book.”—Bulletin of the Amer. Math. Soc.

— 1960 <Repr. of 1956 ed.) vm f 101 pp 5 1/4 x8 (M21 $2.95

INTRODUCTION TO HILBERT SPACE AND
THE THEORY OF SPECTRAL MULTIPLICITY

By P. R. HALMOS
Prof. Halmos’ recent book gives a clear, readable
introductory treatment of Hilbert Space. The
multiplicity theory of continuous spectra is

treated, for the first time in English, in full

generality.
— 1957. 2nd ed. (c. repr. of 1st ed.) 120 pp. 6x9. [82] $3.25

RAMANUJAN:
Twelve Lectures on His Life and Works

By G. H. HARDY

The book is somewhat more than an account of the
mathematical work and personality of Ramanujan

;

it is one of the very few full-length books of “shop
talk” by an important mathematician.
—viii -f 236 pp. 6x9 H36) $3.95
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GRUNDZUGE DER MENGENLEHRE
By F. HAUSDORFF

Some of the topics in the Grundzu^e omitted from
later editions:

Symmetric Sets— Principle of Duality—most of
the “Algebra” of Sets—most of the “Ordered
Sets”— I'artially Ordered Sets—Arbitrary Sets
of Complexes—Normal Tyi)es— Initial and
Final Ordering—Complexes of Real Numbers

—

General Top<)logical Spaces— Euclidean Spaces
—the Special Methods Applicable in the Euclid-
ean plane Jordan’s separation Theorem—The
Theoiy of Content and Measure—The Theory
of the Lebesgue Integral.

- First edition 484 pp |611 $4.95

SET THEORY
By F. HAUSDORFF

Now for the first time available in English,
HausdorfT’s classic text-book has been an inspira-
tion and a delight to those who have read it in the
original German. The translation is from the
Third (latest) German edition.

“We wish to state without qualification that this

is an indispensable book for all those interested in

the theory of sets and the allied branches of real

variable theory .”—Bulletin of A. M. S.

— 1957 352 pp 6x9 11191 $6.00

VORLESUNGEN UBER DIE THEORIE DER
ALGEBRAISCHEN ZAHLEN

By E. HECKE

“An elegant and comprehensive account of the
modern theory of algebraic numbers.”—Bulletin of the A. M. S,

“A classic .”—Mathematical Gazette.

1923 264 pp 5'/2x8y2 [461 $3.95

INTEGRALGLEICHUNGEN UND
GLEICHUNGEN MIT UNENDLICHVIELEN
UNBEKANNTEN

By E. HELLINGER and O. TOEPLITZ

"Indispensable to anybody who desires to pene-
trate deeply into this subject.”—Bulletin of A.M.S.

- With o preface by E. Hilb 1928. 286 pp. 5’Ax8 [891 $4.50
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Grundzuge Einer Allgemeinen Theorie der
LINEAREN INTEGRALGLEICHUNGEN

’

By D. HfLBERT

—306 pp. 5 1/2 x 8 ’A [91] $4,50

PRINCIPLES OF MATHEMATICAL LOGIC
By D. HILBERT and W. ACKERMANN

The famous Gritndiige der Theoreiischen Logik
translated into F'nglish, with added notes and re-

visions by Prof. R. E. Lucf:.

“The best textbook in a Western European
language foi* a student wishing a fairly thorough
treatment.”—Bulletin of the A. M. S.

— 1950-59 xf( j 172 pp 6x9 169) $3.75

GEOMETRY AND THE IMAGINATION
By D. HILBERT and S. COHN-VOSSEN

The theme of this book is insight. Not merely
proofs, but proofs that offer insight'— intuitive
understanding— into uhy they are true. Not
merely jiroperties of the hyperboloid or of Pascal’s
hexagon, but insight into u'hy they hate these
properties. In this wide-ranging survey, one of the
world's greatest and most oi iginal mathematicians
uses insight as both his technique and his aim.
Both the l>eginner and the mature mathematician
will learn much from this fascinating treatise.

Translated from the Geimaii by P. Nkmenyi.
Chapter Hf:adings: I. The Simplest Curves and

surfaces. II. Regular Systems of Points. III. Pro-
jective Configurations, IV. Differential Geometry.
V. Kinematic*. VI. Topology.

“A mathematical classic . . . The jiurpose is to

make the reader see and feel the proofs.”

—

Science.

“A fascinating tour of the 20th-century mathe-
matical zoo.”

—

Scientific Americtin.

“Students . . . will experience the sensation of
being taken into the friendly confidence of a great
mathematician and being shown the real signifi-
cance of things.”

—

Science Progress.

“A glance down the index {twenty-five columns
of it) reveal the breadth of range:—
“Annulus; Atomic structure; Automorphic func-

tions; Bubble, soap; Caustic Curve; Color frroblem;
Density of packing, of circles; Four-dimensional
space; Gears, hyperboloidal ; Graphite; Lattices;
Mapping; “Monkey Saddle”; Table salt; Zinc.

**Th€se are hut a few of the topics . . . The title

evokes the imagination and the text must surely
capture it.”

—

Math. Gazette.
— 1952. 358 pp. 6x9 187] $6,00
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SQUARING THE CIRCLE, and other
Monographs

By HOBSON, HUDSON, SINGH, and KEMPE

Four volumes in one.
Squaring the Circle, by Hohaon. A fascinating:

account of one of the three famous problems of
antiquity, its significance, its history, the mathe-
matical work it inspired in modern times, and its
eventual solution in the closing years of the last
century.

Ruler and Compasses, by Hudson, ‘‘An ana-
lytical and geometrical investigation of how far
Euclidean constructions can take us. It is as thor-
oughgoing as it is constructive.’'

—

Sci. Monthly.
The Theory and Construction of Non-

Differentiable Fitnctions, by Singh. I. Func-
tions Defined by Series. II. Functions Defined Geo-
metrically. III. Functions Defined Arithmetically.
IV. Properties of Non-Differentiable Functions.
How TO Draw a Straight Line, by Kempe. An

intriguing monograph on linkages. Describes,
among other things, a linkage that will trisect any
angle.

‘•Intriguing, meaty.”—Scientific American.
—388 pp. 4I/2 x7 J/2- [95] Four vols. «n one $3.25

SPHERICAL AND ELLIPSOIDAL HARMONICS
By E. W. HOBSON
“A comprehensive treatise . . . and the standard
reference in its field.”

—

Bulletin of the A. M. S.
— 1930 512 pp. 53/3 x8 . Ong. pub. at $13.50. [104] $6.00

DIE METHODEN ZUR ANGENAHERTEN
LOSUNG VON EIGENWERTPROBLEMEN IN
DER ELASTOKINETIK

By K. HOHENEMSER
— ( Ergeb. der Math.) 1932. 89 pp, 5 1/2 x8

1

/2 Orig pub. at
$4.25. [551 $2.75

ERGODENTHEORIE
By E. HOPE
— (Ergeb. der Moth.) 1937. 89 pp. 51/2 x81/2 - [431 $2.75

HUDSOK, "Ruler and Compasses," see Hobson

THE CALCULUS OF FINITE DIFFERENCES
By CHARLES JORDAN
“. . . destined to remain the classic treatment of
the subject . . . for many years to comfe.”

—

Harry
C. Carver, Kounder and formerly Editor of the
Annals of Mathematical Statistics.

— 1947. Second edition, xxi ^--652 pp. 51/2x81/4 . [331 $6.00
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THEORIE DER ORTHOGONALREIHEN
By S. KACZMARZ and H. STEINHAUS
The theory of greneral orthoj^onal functions. Mono-
grafje Matematyczne, Vol. VI-—304 pp 6x9 1831 $4.95

KAHLER, s«e Blaschke

DIFFERENTIALGLEICHUNGEN:
LOESUNGSMETHODEN UNO LOESUNGEN

By E. KAMKE
Everything possible that can be of use when one
has a given differential equation to solve, or when
one wishes to investigate that solution thoroughly.

PART A: General Methods of Solution and the
Properties of the Solutions.

PART B: Boundary and Characteristic Value
Problems.
PART C: Dictionary of some 1600 Equations in

Lexicographical Order, with solution, techniques
for solving, and references.

‘"A reference work of outstanding importance
which should be in every mathematical library.**

—Mathematical Gazette.
—Third ed 692 pp 6x9 Orig PubI ct $ 15.00 [441 $9.50

KEMPE, "How to Draw o Straight Lino," see Hobson

ASYMPTOTISCHE GESETZE DER
WAHRSCHEINLICHKEITSRECHNUNG

By A. A. KHINTCHINE
— 1933. 82 pp. (Ergeb. der Moth ) 5V2>‘8’/2- Orig pub at
$3.85 [361 Paper $2.00

ENTWiCKLUNG DER MATHEMATIK IM 19.

JAHRHUNDERT
By F. KLEIN

Vol. I deals with general Advanced Mathematics
of the prolific 19th century. Vol. II deals with the
mathematics of Relativity Theory.
—616 pp. 5V4x8>/4. Orig. $14.40. [74] 2 Vols in one $7.50

VORLESUNGEN UBER HOHERE GEOMETRIE
By FELIX KLEIN

In this third edition there has been added to the
first two sections of Klein*

a

classical work a third
section written by Professors Blaschke^ Radon,
Artin and Schreier on recent developments.—^Third od, 413 pp. SVz^B. Orig. pubI, at $10.80. [65] $4.95
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VORLESUNGEN UEBER
NICHT-EUKLIDISCHE GEOMETRIE

By F, KLEIN

Chapter Headings: I. Concept of Projective Geom-
etry. II. Structures of the Second Degree. III.
Collineations that Carry Structure of Second De-
gree into Itself. IV. Introduction of the Euclidean
Metric into Projective Geometry. V. Projective
Coordinates Independent of Euclidean Geometry.
VI. Projective Determination of Measure. VII. Re-
lation between Elliptic, Euclidean, and Hyperbolic
Geometries. VIII. The Two Non-Euclidean Geom-
etries. IX. The Problem of the Structure of Space.
X AND XI. Relation between Non-Euclidean Geom-
etry and other Branches of Mathematics.
— 1928. xti 4 326 pp 5x8. [129] $4.95

FAMOUS PROBLEMS, and other monographs
By KLEIN, SHEPPARD, MacMAHON, and MOROELL

Four vou^mes in one.

Famous Problems of Elementary Geometry,
by Klein. A fascinating little book. A simple, easily
understandable, account of the famous problems of
Geometry—The Duplication of the Cube, Trisec-
tion of the Angle, Squaring of the Circle—and the
proofs that these cannot be solved by ruler and
compass—presentable, say, before an undergradu-
ate math club (no calculus required). Also, the
modern problems about transcendental numbers,
the existence of such numbers, and proofs of the
transcendence of e.

From Determinant to Tensor, by Sheppard.
A novel and charming introduction. Written with
the utmost simplicity. Pt I. Origin of Determi-
nants. II. Properties of Determinants. III. Solution
of Simultaneous Equations. IV. Properties. V. Ten-
sor Notation. Pt II. VI. Sets. VII. Cogredience,
etc. VIII. Examples from Statistics. IX. Tensors
in Theory of Relativity.

Introduction to Combinatory Analysis, by
MacMahon. A concise introduction to this field.
Written as introduction to the author’s two-volume
work,

Thref: Lectures on Fermat’s Last Theorf:m,
by Mordell. These lectures on what is perhaps the
most celebrated conjecture in Mathematics are
intended for those without training in Number
Theory. I. History, Early Proofs, II, Kummer’s
Treatment and Recent Results. III. Libri’s and
Germain’s Methods.

—350 pp. 5V1|x8^<4. tI08] Four vols. in one. $3.25
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THEORIE DER ENDLICHEN UNO
UNENDLICHEN GRAPHEN

By D. KONIG

“Elegrant applications tp Matrix Theory . . .

Abstract Set Theory . . . Linear Forms . . . Elec-
tricity . . . Basis Problems . . . Logic, Theory of
Games, Group Theory.*'

—

L, Kalmar, Acta Szeged.

— 1936. 269 pp. 5Vax8V4. Ong. pub) at $7 20 (721 $4.50

DIOPHANTISCHE APPROXIMATIONEN
By J. F. KOKSMA
— (Ergcb der Math.) 1936. 165 pp 5l/2><8’/2 Ong. pubt. of

$7 25. [661 $3.50

FOUNDATIONS OF THE THEORY OF
PROBABILITY

By A. KOLMOGOROV
Translation edited by N. Morrison. With a bibli-
ography and notes by A. T. Bhari’Cha-Reid.

Almost indispensable for anyone who wishes a
thorough understanding of modern statistics, this
basic tract develops probability theory on a postu-
lational basis.

—2nd ed 1956 vjm 4- 84 pp 6x9 (231 $2.50

EINFUHRUNG IN DIE THEORIE DER
KONTINUIERLICHEN GRUPPEN

By G. KOWALEV/SKi

—406 pp. 5'/4 x 8«/-; Ong. publ. at $10 20 (701 $4.95

DETERMINANTENTHEORIE
EINSCHLIESSLICH DER FREDHOLMSCHEN
DETERMINANTEN

By G. KOWALEWSKI
PARTIAL CONTENTS: Definition and Simple
Properties . . . Systems of Linear Equations . . .

Symmetric, Skew-symmetric, Orthogonal Deter-
minants . . . Resultants and Discriminants . . .

Linear and Quadratic Forms . . . Functional, Wron-
skian, Gramian determinants . . . Geometrical ap-
plications . . . Linear Integral Equations . . . Theory
of Elementary Divisors.
“A classic in its field."

—

Bulletin of the A. M. S.

—Th.rd edition. 1942. 328 pp. SVixS. (391 $4.95








